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SPECIAL NOTICE
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aeronautical Engineer-
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of the page numbers given at each entry, e g, p0409 N75-25950 To assist
the user in binding Supplements SP-7037 (54) through SP-7037 (65). a title
cage is included in the back of this Cumulative Index
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SP-7037 (65).
Scientific and Technical Information Office JANUARY 1976
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D.C.
This Index is available from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22161 for$lO 00
For copies mailed to addresses outside the United States,
add $2 50 for handling and postage
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037 (54)
through NASA SP-7037 (65) of Aeronautical Engineering A Special Bibliography
NASA SP-7037 and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts
of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows
1 NASA entries by theirSTAR accession numbers (N75-10000 series).
2 AIAA entries by their JAA accession numbers (A75-10000 series)
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate
source index, a contract number index, and a report/accession number index
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index-
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e , not a
valid term, and the following term or terms are used instead. For example
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2 Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the
same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found.
For example.
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to
narrow further his quest for particular items This is because subject terms can readily
include more than one class of document For example
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including
pilot role, instrument landing
systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on
air travel, considering runway
capacity and adjusted demand
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same sub-
ject term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements
appear in the index Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching
of the index for variants of an author's name For example
EMELIANOV, M.D.
and
YEMELYANOV.M D.
in
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used
in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source
supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
DIV. (Corporate source at citation)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Corporate source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual
Supplements appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract
numbers are presented may require multiple searching for variants. For example:
AF33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency
or cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in
different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the
indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement The page-number range of each
Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page
numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the
desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 195 will be found in Supplement 58.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical
Engineering supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly
supplement.
IV
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ftlBCHAFT 1CCIDBIT IITZSTIG1TIOB- SUBJECT HEADING
^
Operative disturbance re
airplane for aircr
[HASA-TT-F-165!»9]
1 1
TITLE
REPORT
NUMBER
porting for t
ift accident
p052
PAGE
NUMBER
ie coiiercial
investigations
4 S75-320U2
NASA
ACCESSION
NUMBER
The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter When ihe
title is insufficiently descriptive of the document content a title extension is
added separated from the title by three hyphens The STAR or IAA
accession number is included in each entry to assist the user m locating the
abs t rac t in the abs t rac t section of an individual issue of Aeronautical
Engineering ff applicable a report number is also included as an aid in
identifying the document The page and accession numbers are located
beneath and to the right of the title Under any one subject heading the
accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the IAA accession numbers
appearing first
 MA
i-l» AIBCRAFT
Aeroraechanical analysis of a tow target system
installed on the A-U airplane
[AD-787059] p0163 N75-15625
A-6 AIECB1FT
A noise study of the A-6 airplane and techniques
for reducing its aural detection distance
[ H A S A - T H - X - 7 2 6 U 3 ] p0238 N75-18236
A-7 AIHC8AFT
A computer simulation study of the general purpose
multiplex system GPMS applied to the information
transfer requirements of the A-7E aircraft.
Volume 1 rtethodology and results
[AD-7875l)l| ] p016« N75-15628
Isolating nozzle afterbody interaction parameters
and size effects: A new approach flight and
wind tunnel tests with A 7 aircraft
p0357 N75-23503
An investigation of the f low field of the A-7D
aircraft with several external store loadings at *
Mach numbers 0.70 and 0.95
[ A D - A C 0 8 U 7 6 ] p0371 H75-21688
Investigation of the A-7 hook point attachment
bolt loosening problem
[ A D - A O O « 2 5 6 ] p O U O B N75-25933
A-10 AIBCBAFT
Anticipated spin susceptibility characteristics of
the A-10 a i rcraf t
[ A I A A PAPER 75-33] p0096 A75-18272
The Fairchild 1-10A - Bore thunder for the OSAF
p01UB A75-21015
A-300 AIBCBAFT
Airbus Industrie studying A.300 possibilities for
fu r the r developments
pOU73 A75-<!i»565
ABLATION
Heat and mass transfer in the f low of a
high-enthalpy gas in the air-gas flow area of
aircraft and rocket engines
p0291 A75-29811
Heat and mass transfer during high-enthalpy gas
flow in aircraft and rocket engine flov passages
p0397 A75-38071)
ABLATIVE BATEBIALS
Aerospace Research topics on airfoil profiles,
f low visualization, ablative materials,
tnicroanalysis, and filter analysis
[ESRO-TT-90] p002H N75-10011
ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
Flov characteristics about concave conic
forebodies at high Nach number
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-153] p0143 A75-2028U
ABOBT APPABATOS
Development of a model technique for investigating
the perfornance of soft-ground arresters for
aircraft
[ ABC-CP-1275] p0172 1175-16526
ABBASIOH BESISTAHCE
Enhancenent of wear resistance of aircraft parts
Russian book
pOOSO A75-15320
ABBASIVES
Use of pastes based on synthetic diamonds for
aircraft repair
p O I O T A75-18672
ABSOBBEES (BATEBIALS)
The use of Har tmann generators as sources of high
intensity sound in a large absorption f low duct
facility
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-529] p0253 A75-27939
Aerospace sandwich materials. V
p0515 A75-H7316
ABSOBPTIOH COEFFICIEBT
0 ABSORPTIVITY
ABSOBPTIVE IHDEI
U ABSORPTIVITY
ABSORPTIVITY
An approach to computing selective radiation
froia hot flowing gases
p014« A75-20382
AC (CUBREBT)
0 A L T E R N A T I N G C D R B E N T
AC GEHEBATOHS
VSCF starter generator variable speed constant
frequency cycloconverter for aircraft applications
p0185 A75-23591
Program for the development of a superconducting
generator. Part 1: Phase 1 including
critical component tests
[ A D - A 0 0 1 6 U 9 ] p0275 N75-19516
ACCELEBATED LIFE TESTS
Systematic development testing for engine
structural integrity assurance
p0339 A75-31147
Development of accelerated life testing technigues
for general failure modes of aircraft hardware
[AD-78U188] p0030 1175-10073
aCCELEBATIOH (PHYSICS)
Sound generation by sources moving rectilinearly
with variable acceleration
p O I I U A75-203U
Problems and implementat ion possibilities of a
direct side force control in the case of fighters
[DGLB PAPEB 711-8"] p0192 A75-241UO
The computation of aerodynamic loads on helicopter
blades in forward f l ight , using the method of
the acceleration potential Book
p0246 A75-26700
Introduction of unsteady separation into
acceleration potential theory Application to the
helicopter
[ O N E R A , TP HO. 1975-87] pO«21 A75-39331
Launch and acceleration environment testing:
Systems test laboratory, Sandia Laboratories
[S1L-7H-0015] p0168 .175-15676
G-load measuring and indicator apparatus
CNASA-CASE-ARC-10806-1] p0462 N75-29381
ACCELEBATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
H u m a n comfort response to random motions with a
dominan t transverse motion
[ H A S A - T H - X - 7 2 6 9 U ] pO«90 1175-30118
ACCELERATION TOLEBAUCE
Vertical seeking ejection seat
p0199 A75-25053
ACCELEBOHETEBS
Regional fat igue environment study for conmuter
ACCESSORIES SUBJECT IHDEI
airlines safe wing life
[SAE PAPEB 750512] p0382 A75-366S5
Statistical revieii of counting accelerooeter data
for Savy and Marine fleet aircraft
[AD-A000092] p0227 N75-17355
ACCBSSOBIES
Automatic Test System Jet Engine Accessories
p0185 A75-23649
Automatic Test System for Jet Engine Accessories
p0323 A75-32396
ACCIDEHI INVESTIGATION
ST AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
ACCIDENT PBBVBNTIOi
Accident Investigation-and Prevention Divisional
fleeting
tDOC-9106-AIG(197<l) ] p0070 H75-12910
Aviation safety
[GPO-41-958] p0120 H75-13833
General Aviation Aircraft Safety
[AD-A003124] p0267 N75-19199
Aerodynamic spoiler for preventing airplane
stall/spin type accidents
[AD-A006995] pO»05 B75-25894
An approach for the design of an air traffic
control system
[AD-A008795] p0489 N75-30112
ACCIDEBTS
NT AIRCBAFT ACCIDENTS
ACCUHULATOBS
NT DOST COLLECTORS
ACCDBACI
Analysis of delivery accuracy for AH-16 (Cobra)
launched 2.75-inch rockets from tests conducted
January - Barch 1972 at China Lake, California
[AD-782978] p0068 H75-12891
ACOOSTIC ATTENUATION
BT SHOCK W A V E ATTENOATIOH
Propagation of sound m elliptic ducts
p0179 A75-22791
Sound propagation in curved ducts
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-197] p0207 A75-25766
Acoustic wave propagation in a lined duct with
non-uniform admittance
[AliA PAPEE 75-515] p0208 A75-25781
Propagation of aircraft noise over long distances
through the lover atmosphere
[AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0210 A75-25804
Acoustic shielding at the aircraft by means of a
suitable engine position
[D6LB PAPEB 71-111] p0293 A75-30298
Boise of jets which are impinging on obstacles
(for examples) externally blown flaps) and
possibilities of noise attenuation
p0059 N75-11951
Acoustic attenuation design requirements
established through EPNL parametric trades
[NASA-CR-120986] „, p0063 H75-11985
Development of a thermal^coustical aircraft
insulation material
[NASA-CR-141198] p0168 B75-15803
1CODSTIC COHBUSTION
D COHBUSTION STABIUTT
ACOUSTIC DDCTS
Propagation of sound in elliptic ducts
p0179 A75-22791
Influence of grazing flaw on duct vail normal
impedances for noise reduction
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-494] p0207 A75-25763
Sound propagation in curved ducts
[ A I A A PAPER 75-197] p0207 A75-25766
Sparse matrix techniques applied to modal analysis
of multi-section duct liners •"
[AIAA PAPER 75-514] p0208 A75-25780
Acoustic wave propagation in a lined duct with
non-uniform admittance
[AIAA PAPER 75-515] p0208 A75-25781
Computational methods for acoustic radiation from
circular ducts
[AIAA PAPEB 75-516] p0208 A75-25782
Effects of a conical segment on sound radiation
from a circular duct
[AIAA PAPEB 75-517] p0209 A75-2S783
Generalized wave envelope analysis of sound
propagation in ducts with stepped noise source
profiles and variable axial impedance
[AIAA PiPEB 75-518] p0209 A75-25784
Spinning mode sound propagation in ducts with
acoustic treatment
p0251 A75-27854
Unified analysis of ducted turbomachinery noise
p0251 A75-27861
Radiation of duct noise out through a jet flow
acoustic field model for aircraft engine
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1(57] p0252 A75-27928
Noise generation and transmission in duct combustors
[AIAA PAPEB 75-527] p0253 A75-27938
The use of Hartmann generators as sources of high
intensity sound in a large absorption flow duct
facility
[AIAA PAPEB 75-529] p0253 A75-27939
Effects of friction and heat conduction on sound
propagation in ducts
[AIAA PAPEB 75-520] p0255 A75-28319
Aeroacoustics: Jet and combustion noise; duct
acoustics Book
p0257 A75-28629
Duct acoustics and nufflers
p0492 B75-30172
Summary of recent design studies of advanced
acoustic-composite nacelles
[NASA-TB-X-72774] p0525 N75-32094
ACOOSTIC EXCITiTIOH
Self-excited acoustic oscillations in combustion
areas with flat flames German book
p0150 A75-21548
Self-excitation of an acoustic resonance by vortex
shedding
p0155 A75-22361
The laminar boundary layer instability excitation
of an acoustic resonance wind tunnel test of
airfoil
p0155 A75-22370
ACODSTIC FATIGUE
Decibels and noise indices: Several methods of
evaluating sound levels, discomfort and
annoyance due to noise from physical measurements
French book
p0151 A75-22355
Determination of the lifetime of acoustically
loaded aircraft structures
p0291 A75-29610
Some predictions of crack propagation under
combined cabin pressurisation and acoustic
loadings aircraft cabins
[ABC-CP-1286] p0172 N75-16527
ACOUSTIC GEBEB1TOES
0 SOOND GENERATORS
ACOOSTIC IBPEDANCE
Influence of grazing flow on duct wall normal
impedances for noise reduction
[AIAA PAPEB 75-194] p0207 A75-25763
Generalized cave envelope analysis of sound
propagation in ducts with stepped noise source
profiles and variable axial impedance
[AIAA PAPEB 75-518] p0209 A75-25781
Review of theory and methods for the prediction of
ground effects on aircraft noise propagation
[AIAA PAPER 75-538] p0210 A75-25800
ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
Sound generation by sources moving rectilinearly
with variable acceleration
p0144 A75-20312
Self-excited acoustic oscillations in combustion
areas with flat flames German book
p0150 A75-21548
Development of acoustic disturbances in supersonic
annular jets
p0243 A75-26231
The acoustic response of a nozzle flow to an
externally applied low frequency pressure field
p0102 A75-38601
ACOOSTIC HEASUREHEBTS
NT NOISE HEASUREHEBT
Comparison of the acoustic characteristics of
large-scale models of several propulsive-lift
concepts
[AIAA PAPER 71-1094] p0003 A75-10278
Acoustics of the sonic boom Book
p0019 A75-13023
From creaking cracks to breaking beams - A review
of acoustic emission for aircraft structure
p0010 A75-13035
An experimental study of the effects of upstream
obstructions upon subsonic jet noise
p0050 A75-15404
Acoustic investigation of a hybrid propulsive lift
system
[ASBE PAPEB 74-HA/AERO-3] p0079 A75-16807
A-2
SUBJECT IHDEX ACODSTIC SI«OLATIOH
Acoustic characteristLcs of an upper-surface
blowing concept of power-lift system
[AUf P A P E R 75-201] p0103 A75-18383
judgments of a i rcraf t noise in a traffic noise
background
pOISI A7S-22362
V/STOL rotor and propeller noise - Its prediction
and analysis of its aural characteristics
[ A I A A P J P E B 75-452] p0203 A75-25731
Scrubbing noise of externally blown flaps
[AlA/i PtPSS 75-11691 p0205 J75-257D5
Experimental investigation of the aeroacoustic
characteristics of model slot nozzles with
straight flaps
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-471] p0205 A75-257116
Ambient and induced pressure fluctuations in
supersonic jet flows acoustic tracing of
noise source
[ M A A P A P E R 75-182] p0206 A75-2575U
Outdoor jet noise facility, a unique approach
f A l A A P A P E R 75-530] p0209 A75-25792
Aircraf t flyover noise measurements
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-537] p0210 A75-25799
Aeroacoustics: F a n , SIOL, and boundary layer
noise; sonic b o o m , aeroacoustic instrumentation
BOOK
p0257 A75-28626
Acoustic effects of rotor-wake interaction during
low-power descent
p0399 A75-38317
Keasucenents of external sound from light
propeller-driven aircraft
p0515 A75-47288
Effect ive data monitoring during airplane flyover
noise tests
p0037 N75-10928
Measurement and analysis of aircraft far-field
[HASA-CH-2377]
 P0063 N75-11982
A node! for jet-noise analysis using
pressure-gradient correlations on an imaginary
cone
[ H A S A - T N - D - 7 7 5 1 ] p0128 H75-11573
Some questions on the creation of an open stand
for acoustic investigations of D T R D ' s
development of facilities for testing tnrbofan
engines
[ A D - A 0 0 0 6 6 0 ] p0228 N75-17365
Prediction of a i r f r ame noise
[ N A S A - T N - D - 7 8 2 1 ] p0231| N75-18182
Boise reduction studies for the Cessna oodel 337
(0-2) airplane
[ N A S A - 1 N - X - 7 2 6 M 1 ] p0238 N75-1B231
Noise reduction studies for the OV-1 airplane
[ N A S A - T H - X - 7 2 6 3 9 ] p0238 H7S-18232
Noise characteristics of the 0-1 airplane and some
approaches to noise reduction
[ NASA-TB-X-72638 ] p0238 N75-18233
Ground noise measurements during static and f lyby
opeiations of the Cessna 02-T turbine powered
airplane
[NASA-TH-X-72612 ] p0238 N75-18231
Noise reduction studies of several aircraft to
reduce their aura l detection distances
[NASA-TM-X-72611 ] p0238 N75-18235
A noise study of the A-6 airplane and techniques
for reducing its aural detection distance
[NASA-TM-X-72613) p0238 N75-18236
Near field noise prediction for a linear array of
turbojet engines
[AD-A001329] p0212 N75-18976
Comparison of parametric duct-burning turbofan and
non-af terburning turbojet engines in a Mach 2.7
transport
[NAbA-TH-X-71679] p0272 N75-19217
Electric energy and noise emphasizing noise
reduction
[BLL-CE-TR4NS-6550-(9022.09) ] pO«16 N75-27211
Instrumentation for measuring aircraft noise and
sonic boom
[UASA-CASE-LAP-11176-1] p0116 N75-27331
Determination of rotor harmonic blade loads from
acoustic measurements
[NASA-CR-2580] p0530 N75-32871
ACODSTIC NOZZLES
Suppressor nozzle and airframe noise measurements
during flyover of a modified F106B aircraft with
underuing nacelles
(ASHE PAPEB 71-BA/AERO-1] p0079 A75-16805
Supersonic jet noise suppression with multitube
nozzle/ejectors
[AI&A PAPER 75-501] p0252 A75-27936
Bind tunnel measurements of forward speed effects
on jet noise from suppressor nozzles and
comparison with flight test data
[AIAA PAPER 75-870] p0331 A75-33957
Experimentally determined aeroacoustic performance
and control of several sonic inlets
[AIAA PAPER 75-1181] pOSOl A75-15611
ACOUSTIC PSOPtGiTJOa
Generalized aerodynamic noise equation
p0195 A75-21U18
Review of theory and methods for the prediction of
ground effects on aircraft noise propagation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-538] p0210 A75-25800
General analysis of the diffraction pattern for a
plane acoustic wave at a wedge moving at
supersonic speed
p0310 A75-34272
The effect of air flow, panel curvature, and
internal pressurization on field-incidence
transmission loss acoustic propagation
through aircraft fuselage
p0168 A75-12703
Acoustic radiation from an airfoil in a turbulent
stream
p0171 A75-1U818
ACODSTIC PROPERTIES
NT ACOUSTIC IHPEDANCE
XT ACOUSTIC IMSWSIiJTY
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
ST SOUND INTENSITY
Classification problems of aircraft noise far
field measurements
p0253 A75-27913
Heasurement and analysis of aircraft far-field
aerodynamic noise
[NASA-CR-2377 ] p0063 H75-11982
Development of an improved design tool for
predicting and simulating helicopter rotor noise
[AD-785579] p0064 N75-11993
Acoustic results from tests of a 36-inch (0.911 m)
diameter statorless lift fan
[NASA-CR-137621 ] pOISU. N75-11761
Broadband noise generated by turbulent inflow to
rotor or stator blades in an annular duct
[NASA-CR-2503] p0228 N75-17361
Some questions on the creation of an open stand
for acoustic investigations of BTSD's
development of facilities for testing turbofan
engines
[AD-A000661] p0228 S75-17365
Noise reduction studies of several aircraft to
reduce their aural detection distances
[SASA-TM-X-72644] p0238 U75-18235
Low speed and angle of attack effects on sonic and
near-sonic inlets
[NASA-CR-131778] p0265 N75-19181
Preliminary evaluation of turbofan cycle
parameters and acoustical suppression on the
noise and direct operating cost of a commercial
Hach 0.85 transport
[NASA-TM-X-71661] p0272 N75-19211
Acoustic characteristics of a large scale
wind-tunnel model of a jet flap aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-3263] p0115 1175-27008
Trends in aircraft noise control
pOISO 1175-29008
ACODSTIC BADIATIOS >
U SODND HAVES
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
The scattering of sound by a vortex sheet
p0179 A75-2293U
ACOUSTIC SIHOLiTION
Effect of forward velocity on the noise
characteristics of dual-flow jet nozzles
[ASHE PAPER 71-HA/AERO-1] p0079 A75-16808
Aeroacoustic performance of scale model sonic inlets
takeoff/air approach noise reduction
[AIAA PAPEE 75-202] p0103 A75-18381
Acoustic characteristics of a large upper-surface
blown configuration with turbofan engines
[AIAA PAPEE 75-173] p0205 A75-25718
Noise shielding effects for engine-over-wing
installations
[AIAA PAPER 75-171] p0205 A75-25719
i-3
ACOUSTIC VELOCITY SUBJECT INDEX
Hybrid nonstationary noise simulator of the
aircraft overflight type
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1975-16] p0397 A75-37905
ACODSTIC VELOCITY
A method of calculating aerodynamic-nozzle
profiles with passage through the sound barrier
p0218 A75-26881
Low speed and angle of attack effects on sonic and
near-sonic inlets
[NASA-CR-131778] p0265 N75-19181
ACODSTIC VIBRATIONS
U S O U N D H A V E S
ACODSTICS
NT PSYCHOACODS1ICS
Some results of aeroacoustic research effect
of shrouded nozzle configurations on ;jet noise
p0059 N75-11950
Acoustic test results f rom a 36 inch (0.911m)
statorless lift fan with serrated and unserrated
rotor blades
[NASA-CH-137622] p0239 N75-18212
Survey of sonic boom phenomena for the
non-specialist sound wave propagation
[ A D - A 0 0 9 6 6 3 ] p0458 N75-29113
ACQUISITION
ST D A T A ACQUISITION
NT TARGET ACQUISITION
ACBYLIC BESINS
Polycarbonate aircraft transparencies
p0011 A75-13011
ACTINOHBTEBS
N T I N F R A R E D DETECTORS
N T I N F R A R E D S C A N N E R S
BT IHFBABED SPECTROHETEBS
N T I N F R A R E D SPECTROPHOTOHETERS
NT M I C R O W A V E R A D I O H E T E R S
ACTOATOBS
Aircraft control surface actuators Russian book
p0184 A75-23123
Influence of actuator kinematics on flight vehicle
booster control system stability
p0296 A75-30761
Double feedback loops stabilize landing-light
servoactuators
p0172 A75-14500
Redundant actuator development program for
flight control
[NASA-CR-137656] p0312 N75-21289
Flight control actuator system development for
F-4 aircraft
[AD-A004853] p0110 N75-25962
F-B9 hydraulic actuator combinatorial geometric
representation
[AD-A006135] p01457 N75-29101
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
NT SELF A D A P T I V E CONTROL SYSTEMS
Adaptive digital system for aircraft control
p0219 A75-27182
Adaptive control system with reference model
application to automatic pilots
p0251 A75-27912
Identification of systems by means of adaptive model
application to ]et engines
p0324 A75-32173
Digital adaptive flight control design using
single stage model following indices
p03<»1 A75-37135
On the design of a model reference adaptive flight
control system
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1111] pOU37 A75-41673
Performance improvement through control configured
vehicle concept active control systems for
aircraft life augmentation
[NASA-IT-F-15998 ] p0028 N7S-10059
Digital adaptive fl ight controller development
[NASA-CR-2166] ' p0074 N75-12967
The future application of aircraft-borne digital
computers in complex-automated adaptive control
systems for flight vehicles
[AD-A000193] p0211 N75-18253
Digital fl ight control system for tactical
fighter. Volume 1: Digital flight control
system analysis
[AD-A002320] p0287 N75-20348
Digital flight control systems for tactical
fighters. Volume 2: Documentation of the
digital control analysis software (DIGIKON)
[AD-A002327] p0287 N75-20319
Investigation of the Multiple Model Adaptive
Control (HnAC) method for flight control systems
[ N A S A - C R - 1 19133] p0528 N75-32128
ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
0 A D A P T I V E CONTROL
ADDITION RESINS
NT ACRYLIC RESINS
ADDITIVES
ST & N T I O X I D A N T S
NT P80PELLABT ADDITIVES
Application of thin-layer chromatography for
determining the wearing capacity of additives
contained in petroleum-based aviation oils
p0348 475-35300
ADHESION
Improved primer coating systems for the
transportation industries
p0011 475-13013
ADHESIVE BONDING
Selected problems concerning the strength of a
bonded heavily loaded Dural structure
p0009 475-12475
Laminated metallic structure - Advanced applications
p0011 A75-13016
The control of adhesive bonding in the production
of primary aircraft structures
p0048 A75-14892
Improving the structural fatigue characteristics
of aircraft by using bonded sandwich structures. I
p0291 A75-29611
Heldbonding of a luminum aircraft structures
p0433 A75-40985
Preproduction evaluation of an improved ti tanium
surface prebonding process
p0433 A75-10992
PABST - A technology demonstrator Primary
Adhesively Bonded STructure for aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEE 75-989] pOI|38 A75-11690
Evaluation of the adhesive bonding processes used
in helicopter manufacture. Part 7:
Preproduction evaluation of improved titanium
surfaces preparation
[AD-785597] p0123 N75-13857
Joining and fabrication of metal-matrix composite
materials
[NASA-TM-X-3282] p0535 N75-33183
ADHESIVES
NT PASTES
Aerospace structural adhesives
[AD-787010] p0136 N75-14916
AERIAL EXPLOSIONS
Theoretical predictions of thermal explosions.
Part 1: A mathematical model of a bomb in a fire
[REPT-623-PT-1 ] p0410 N75-26152
AERIAL IMAGERY
D A E R I A L PHOTOGRAPHY
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Study of the white corona f rom Concorde 001 during
the total solar eclipse of June 30, 1973
p0298 A75-31001
Application of the helicopter KA-26 to large-scale
aerial photography
[AD-A005950] pOU62 875-29393
AERIAL BBCONNAISSAHCE
Target acquisition in remotely piloted vehicles
p0139 A75-19580
Problems in the integration of infrared line '
scanners in high-performance aircraft
[DGLE PAPER 71-91] p0192 A75-21143
Bemotely piloted LTA vehicle for surveillance
p0218 A75-26028
Analysis of unmanned, tethered, rotary-wind
platforms
[AD-785581] p0055 N75-11903
AERIAL RODDERS
Analysis of multihinge tailplane with account for
control surface deflection
p0015 A75-12088
On empennage stability aircraft control
surface deflection
p0186 A75-23802
Flight determination of the rudder power and
directional stability of the Fairey Delta 2
aircraft using a wingtip parachute
[ARC-CP-1298] P0274 N75-19267
AERODYNAMIC AXIS
0 A E R O D Y N A M I C BALANCE
AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
Method of balancing VTOL aircraft
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[ S A K E P A P E B SUB 7] p019S A75-21318
The challenge of weight and balance control and
design-to-cost for YC-11 prototype development
[SAifE PAPER 1056] p0516 A75-47K91
Digital computer applications to weight and
balance analysis
[SAME PAPEB 1075] p0517 A75-U7S01I
Evaluation of a wedge on a force balance as a ' f low
angle probe
[AD-AOOa765] p0416 N75-27021
AEBODYHABIC B8AKES
HT L E A D I N G EDGE SLATS
NT TBAIi lNG-EDGE FLAPS
ST KING FLAPS
The aerodynamics of two-dimensional airfoils with
spoilers
POM7 N75-13809
Some notes on the thermodynamics of thrust
reversal in flight
p0276 H75-20212
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AEBODYHAHIC CBABACTEBISTICS
N T 4EBODYNABIC B A L A N C E
NT AEBODYSABIC DRAG
NT A E B O D Y N A B I C STABILITY
NT I N T E R F E R E N C E DBAG
NT I N T E R F E R E N C E LIFT
NT JET LIFT
NT LIFT
NT STATIC A E B O E Y N A B I C CHABACTEBISTICS
NT SUPERSONIC DBAG
NT ZERO LIFT
The externally-blown jet f lap - A powered-lift
concept for STOL
pOOOS A75-11085
Fundamental geometric and aerodynamic
characteristics of aircraft and finned rockets
Russian book
p0007 A75-11577
High-performance centrifugal compressors
pOOOS A75-11739
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a system of rectangular wings moving near a
screening surface
p0015 A75-12078
Experimental study of spanwise air ]et influence
on wing aerodynamic characteristics
pOOIS A75-12096
Some problems of the canard configuration. I
p0017 A75-12173
Automatic control of the longitudinal motion of an
elastic aircraft Russian book
p0013 A75-13219
Identification of helicopter parameters
[DFVLH-SOBDDR-128] p0019 A75-15038
Limit cycles of a system satisfying a generalized
Van der Pol equation for aircraft pitching
motion
p0051 475-15890
Methods of estimating the wing buffet ing
characteristics of aircraft
p0052 A75-16257
Characteristic of a powered glider during circling
p0052 475-16121
The influence of cooling, free-stream turbulence
and surface-roughness on the aerodynamic
behavior of cascades
[ A S M E P A P E B 71-8A/GT-9] p0080 475-16853
Aerodynamic characteristics of axisymmetric bodies
in a flow under 'localization-law' conditions
pOOSI 475-17092
Thrust augmented wing sections in transition flight
C A I A A PAPER 75-1693 P0102 A75-18356
Dynamics of body motion with allowance for
nonstationarity of flow application to
aircraft
p0109 A75-18880
Design of supercritical aerofoils
p01 12 A75-19251
Experimental determination of post-stall rotary
derivatives for airplane-like configurations at
several Reynolds numbers
[AI»A PAPES 75-171] p01«« 475-20286
ABST - A Hercules for the 1980s Advanced
Medina STOL Transport
p0117 A75-20830
Numerical method foi supersonic aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing-body system
p0153 A75-22307
Transonic winy design and it«; effects on flight
performance
[OGLE PAPEB 71-97] p01V2 A75-2111«
Approximate solution of integral equations with a
singular operator for wing motion
P0197 A75-21835
A method of calculating aerodynamic-nozzle
profiles with passage through the sound barrier
p0248 A75-26881
The aerodynamic characteristics and trailing
vortex wake of propeller V/STOL configurations
p0256 A75-28522
Study of two hypersonic, axisynoetric, shaped
nozzles with smooth contour
p0257 A75-28658
Experimental study of the etf<ct of large blade
elongations on the aerodynamic characteristics
of axial-compressor stages
p0291 A75-29S01
Mathematical programming in wing theory
p0292 475-29956
Use of the special contour method to approximate
an aerodynamic profile of arbitrary form
p0295 A75-30757
Analytic determination of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing profile in potential
incompressible fluid flow
p0296 A75-30761
Nonsteady aerodynamic lattice characteristics of
thin, curvilinear profiles
p0299 A75-31378
Motion of a spanwise semielliptical wing near the
ground
p0300 A75-31801
Modern hubs of helicopter rotors. I
p0301 A75-31857
Aerodynamic characteristics of an axisymmetnc
oody undergoing a uniform pitching motion
[AIAA PAPER 75-838] p0333 475-33933
A fast semidlrect metnod for computing transonic
aerodynamic flows
p0339 475-31194
Experimental results of full scale air-cooled
turbine tests
[ASMS PAPER 75-GT-116] p03<*1 475-31653
Hatching of aircraft and engine characteristics
Russian book
p0350 475-35521
Some problems posed by the aerodynamics of the
dirigible balloon
p0351 475-35810
Aerodynamics of lifting and propulsive systems ID
a periodically functioning regime - Optimization
of their performance
p0351 475-35815
Two-dimensional transonic calculations with
boundary layers
p0352 475-35819
Optimization method for a generalized class of
functional of several variables, and its
application to problems involving the
determination of the shape of three-dimensional
bodies with optimal aerodynamic characteristics
p0380 A75-36166
Design of low-speed airfoils by numerical
optimization
(SAE PAPEB 750521] p0383 475-36661
4viation in undulating flow - The Dolphin
principle, its technical implementation, and its
application in aviation
p0385 475-368<»9
4erodynamic analysis of helicopter configurations
p0391 475-37599
Experimental study of the influence of large blade
aspect ratios on axial compressor stage
aerodynamic characteristics
p0397 475-38061
Mechanism of generating a normal force by a beat
of the wings
p0397 475-38136
LTA aerodynamic data revisited
[AI&A PAPER 75-951] pOIOI A75-38550
Augmentation of vortex lift by spanwise olowing
wind tunnel testing for swept wing fiqhter
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-993] p0123 A75-39505
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Effects of King bend OB the aerodynamic
characteristics of a low aspect ratio oblique wing
[AIAA PAPBB 75-995] p0423 475-39507
Estimation of transonic aircraft aerodynamics to
high angles of attack
[»I»A PAPEH 75-996] p0423 A75-39508
The problem of the optimal fora of lifting bodies
in Newtonian flow
p0428 A75-<|0260
Advanced supersonic transport
[SAB PAPEB 750617] p0430 A75-40522
Approximate method for calculating the aerodynamic
characteristics of senicircular wings with a
constant sweep span
pO<!32 475-40918
Calculation of the aerodynamc characteristics of
a rectangular wing with end washers near a screen
pO<!32 A75-U0931
PCAP - A new tool for the evaluation of active
control technology Flight Control Analysis
Program for flexible aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1059] p0435 475-41630
Design and wind-tunnel measurement of a wing-body
combination with supercritical airfoil
pO<!66 475-41970
Unique applications of the method of
characteristics to inlet and nozzle design
problems
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1185] p0504 475-45615
Propulsion characteristics affecting the
aerodynamc performance of an externally blown
flap transport model
[AIAA P1PEB 75-1218] p0505 475-45635
Lift characteristics of snall-aspect-ratio wings
with longitudinal baffles
p0513 475-46877
Effect of flow boundaries on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a small-aspect-ratio wing
p0513 475-46878
Effect of a radial gap on the characteristics of
an axial compressor stage with
small-aspect-ratio blades
p0513 175-16880
The experimental investigation of some
characteristics of the supersonic flow around
delta wings
p0515 A75-47438
Hingeless rotorcraft flight dynamics research
projects to analyze aerodynamic characteristics
of rotary wings
[&GAED-A6-197] p0023 H75-10003
Application of the nonlinear theory of a listing
surface to the calculation of aerodynamic
characteristics of a triangular wing moving
close to the earth's surface
[AD-785154] p0055 H75-11901
Effects of wing/eleven gap sealing flapper doors
on orbiter eleven effectiveness of model 16-0 in
the N A A L 7.75 by 11 foot continuous flow wind
tunnel (OA119A)
[HASA-CB-13«421] p0066 H75-12035
The Hark 4 supersonic-hypersonic arbitrary body
program. Volume 1: User's manual
[AD-778443] p0066 H75-12056
The Hark 4 supersonic-hypersonic arbitrary body
program. Volume 3: Program listings
[40-7781115] p0066 N75-12057
Theoretical investigation of minimum tine loop
maneuvers of jet aircraft
p0071 N75-12931
The effect of canard leading edge sweep and
dihedral angle on the longitudinal and lateral
aerodynamic characteristic of a close-coupled
canard-wing configuration
[HASA-TH-D-7814] p0071 N75-12932
The effect of vortex generators on the development
of a boundary layer
p0117 K75-13810
4 STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream transport.
Volume 1: Summary of results aad airworthiness
implications
[NASA-TH-X-62392 ] p0122 H75-13851
Aerodynamics of air cushion craft, chapter 6,
second edition
[4D-786800] p0123 H75-13859
Computer programs for calculating the static
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body-tail configuratiops
[HASA-CB-2474] p0130 N75-14727
UT-15, series 2 parachute
[AD-786817] p0131 H75-14731
OK research on aeronautical effects of surface
winds and gusts application to improving
aircraft handling qualities under turbulent
conditions
p0165 H75-15643
Static tests of a simulated upper surface blown
jet-flap configuration utilizing a full-size
turbofan engine
[HASA-TH-D-7816] p0169 H75-16504
Experimental aerodynamics characteristics for
bodies of elliptic cross section at angles of
attack from 0 deg to 58 deg and Bach numbers
from 0.6 to 2.0
[NASA-TH-X-3129] p0170 H75-16511
Effect of symmetrical vortex shedding on the
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
wiug-body-tail combinations
[NASA-Cfi-2473] p0173 H75-16543
The significance of aerodynamic jet interference
in development and testing of the Do 31 V/STOL
transport
[HASA-TT-F-16165] p0224 H75-17335
An exact solution for transonic potential flow
past aerofoil sections
[HAL-TB-383] p026<t H75-19176
Parameter identification applied to aircraft
[CBANFIELD-AEBO-26] p0264 H75-19177
On the calculation of non-linear aerodynamic
characteristics and the near vortex wake
[AD-4002161] p0266 875-19193
Technical evaluation report on Fluid Dynamics
Panel Symposium on V/STOL Aerodynamics
[AGABD-AB-78] p0276 H75-19585
Investigations on direct force control for CCV
aircraft during approach and landing
p0306 H75-21232
Rind tunnel investigation of helicopter-rotor wake
effects on three helicopter fuselage models
[H4SA-TH-X-3185] p0308 N75-21249
Cold-air annular-cascade investigation of
aerodynamic performance of core-engine-cooled
turbine vanes. 1: Solid-vane performance and
facility description
[SASA-TH-X-3221)] p0308 S75-21250
Aerodynamic methodology. Bodies with tails at
arbitrary roll angle
[AD-4003341] p0309 1175-21253
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of several nose mounted canard
configurations at supersonic Hach numbers
[AD-A007793] p0360 N75-23526
Light aircraft lift, drag, and moment prediction:
4 review and analysis
[N4S4-CB-2523] p0370 H75-24677
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
13-percent thick airfoil section designed for
general aviation applications
[NASA-Tn-X-72697] p0370 N75-24678
Aerodynamic characteristics of an axisymmetric
body undergoing a uniform pitching motion
[AD-4003859] p0404 H75-25879
Aerodynamic analysis of a general purpose tow target
[AD-A003497] p0404 N75-25881
Beynolds number effects on the boattail
characteristics of a simulated nacelle at a Bach
number of 0.8
[40-400*803] p0404 S75-25884
Air launch characteristics of the HQH-74C target
drone from DC-130A airplane
[AD-4004190] p0405 H75-25892
An experimental investigation of the effect of a
fuselage on wing characteristics
[AD-A003955] p0406 N75-25921
Application of rotorcraft flight simulation
program (C81) to predict rotor performance and
bending moments for a model four-bladed
articulated rotor system
[AD-A004015] p0408 H75-25934
Effect of vertical-tail location on the
aerodynamic characteristics at subsonic speeds
of a close-coupled canard configuration
[N4S4-TH-D-7947] p0443 1175-28027
The aerodynamic characteristics of wrap-around
fins, including fold angle at Hach numbers from
0.5 to 3.0
[4D-4005574] p0444 H75-28040
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The influence of engine/transraission/governor on
tilting proprotor aircraft dynamics
[NASA-TS-X-62455] pO«45 B75-28050
Determination of aerodynamic derivatives f rom
transient responses in manoeuvring flight
p0476 H75-30011
Estimation of elastic aircraft aerodynamic
parameters
p0178 S75-30026
Effects of forward contour modification on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the 8ACA 611-212
airfoil section
[ NASA-TH-X-3293] p0495 N75-31011
The aerodynanic characteristics of wrap-aroand
fins, including fold angle at Bach numbers from
0.05 to 1.3
[AD-A009735] p0495 N75-31038
Sone aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic
lifting bodies
[AD-A0097014] p0495 H75-31039
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of
interacting lifting surfaces with separated flow
around sharp edges predicted by a vortex-lattice
method
[NASA-TH-D-7921] p0522 1175-32023
Hydrodynamc characteristics of delta low
aspect-ratio configuration King near screen
[AD-A002891] p0524 H75-32039
A technique for mapping aircraft stability
boundaries
[AD-A010492] p0529 H75-32129
Unsteady problem of the sudden motion of Hedge and
cone at sub- and supersonic speeds
[AD-A007236] p0529 S75-32111
Results of a 0.03- scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of Boeing 747
carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated »ith a
space shuttle orbiter (model 45-0) conducted in
the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) , volume 1
[HASA-CR-141800] p0535 H75-33162
Besults of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of a Boeing 717
carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a
space shuttle orbiter (model 15-0) conducted in
the Boeing transonic wind tunnel ( C A S ) , volume 2
[NASA-CH-141803] p0535 1175-33163
Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747
carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a
space shuttle orbiter (nodel 45-0) conducted in
the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS)
[BASA-CR-141804] p0535 H75-33164
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Numerical evaluation of further supersonic
sections including ducted heat addition and
nozzle flow
p0090 A75-17774
Aerodynamic coefficients of nonconical bodies of
star-shared cross section
p0092 A75-18017
A numerical study of some drag coefficients
p0150 A75-21800
Lift coefficients on a supercavitating jet-flapped
foil betveen rigid vails
p0245 A75-26554
Critical analysis and improvement of the
source-panel method for lift prediction
p0254 A75-28095
Iterative techniques for the solution of large
linear systems in computational aerodynamics
p0290 A75-29464
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of a wing of
average aspect ratio
p0300 A75-31807
Haximal and mean values of the hydrodynamic
characteristics of a ving moving above an uneven
surface
p0300 A75-31814
Determination of the pitching moment coefficient
for a glider without control surfaces on the
basis of in-flight measurements
p0301 A75-31859
Integrated potential formulation of unsteady
supersonic aerodynamics for interacting wings
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-762] p0327 A75-32693
Image system solution for store aerodynamics with
interference. I
p0330 A75-33436
The influence of wind shear on aerodynamic
coefficients
p0348 A75-35411
AD analytical and experimental evaluation of
airfoil sections for helicopter rotor application
p0399 A75-38349
The jet flap wing in proximity to the ground,
giving particular attention to large angles of
attack and large jet-flap angles German book
p0434 A75-41233
Extraction from flight data of lateral aerodynamic
coefficients for F-8 aircraft with supercritical
wing
[HASA-TH-D-7749] p0013 H75-10006
Effects of leading edge sweep angle and design
lift coefficient on performance of a modified
arrow wing at a design Bach number of 2.6
[HASA-TH-D-7753] pOOSS 875-11893
Experimental investigation of the cornering
characteristics of 18 by 5.5, type 7, aircraft
tires with different tread patterns
tNASA-TN-D-7815] p0072 H75-12939
Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to the trailing
vortex wake for wings without camber or twist
CESDO-74035] p0115 H75-13793
Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to boundary layer
of plane, symmetrical section wings
[ESDO-66032] p0128 N75-14712
Investigation of the Kline-Fogleaan airfoil
section for rotor blade applications
[HASA-CB-141282] p0129 N75-14714
Ice simulation: A 2-dimensional wind tunnel
investigation of a HACA 652A215 wing section
with single slotted flap. Fart 2:
Configurations typical for transport airplanes
[FFA-TN-AD-995-PT-2] p0222 N75-17309
Conversion factor for profile drag increment for
part-span flaps
[ESDD-FLAPS-02.01.07] p0233 S75-18173
Computation of airfoil DBAG profiles
[REET-35/1974] p0262 H75-19165
Dynamics of the motion of a body with allowance
for the unsteady state of the flow about it
[NASA-TT-F-16133] p0264 N75-19179
Hydroaerodynamic characteristics of a low aspect
ratio delta wing near a screen
[AD-A007649] p0360 N75-23529
Effects of Reynolds number and roughness on C sub
Lmax aerodynanic characteristics of airfoil
[HAL-TR-396] p0451 S75-29026
Extraction from flight data of longitudinal
aerodynamic coefficients in maneuvering flight
for F-8C aircraft
[»ASA-T»-D-8019] p0453 H75-29039
Identification of nonlinear aerodynamic stability
and coni.ro! parameters at high angle of attack
p0475 H75-29999
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Roll-up of aircraft trailing vortices using
artificial viscosity
p0009 A75-12620
Optimum internal shapes in hypersonic flow with
variable skin friction
p0049 A75-15195
The Skyship project lenticular aerostatic
aircraft for large cargoes
p0088 A75-17377
Potential flow about three-dinensional lifting
configurations, with application to wings and
rotors
[AIAA PAPER 75-126] p0100 A75-18329
Graphic-analytic method for determining the
absolute optimum shape of the thin delta wing in
supersonic flow
p0153 A75-22302
Influences of manufacturing tolerances and surface
roughness of blades on the performance of turbines
[ASME PAPER 75-GT-35] p0342 A75-34592
Flow about a conic wing and the optimal
configuration of the wing at hypersonic velocities
p0379 A75-36099
A smplified approach to generalized helicopter
configuration modeling and the prediction of
fuselage surface pressures
p0400 A75-38351
On the response of an airplane to sinusoidal gust
p0434 A75-41474
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Advanced high lift design through
analytical/experimental techniques
[AIAA PAPE8 75-992] pO«38 A75-41692
Aerodynamic design of the Boeing YC-14 advanced
median STOL transport /AHST/
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1015] pOU39 A75-41696
A numerical procedure in the hodograph plane for
the study of transonic flow past ving profiles
p0466 A75-U2200
A basic three-dimensional wing/jet interaction
experiment
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1219] p0505 A75-45636
The case for the wide-bodied airship
p0510 A75-45898
A survey of lighter than air systems and their
applications in scientific fields
[ IAF PAPER 75-LAS-10] p0510 A75-45901
Hind tunnel tests of nodified cross, hemisflo, and
disk-gap-band parachutes with emphasis in the
transonic range
[HASIi-TN-D-7759] p0023 H75-10007
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume 4: Test results
[AD-783603] p0029 H75-10067
A viscous/potential flow interaction analysis
method for multi-element infinite swept wings,
volume 1
[NASA-CB-21176] . p0033 N75-10358
Results of full-scale vortex attenuation flight
experiments
p0037 H75-10931
Interactive computer-aided design aircraft flying
qualities program. Volume 1: Dsers manual
[AD-785101] p0060 N75-11957
Interactive computer-aided design aircraft flying
qualities program. Volume 2: Hethods
formulation manual
[AD-785102] p0060 H75-11958
Interactive computer-aided design aircraft flying
qualities program. Volume 3: Computer
programming manual
[AD-785103] p0061 N75-11959
V/STOL aerodynamics: A review of the technology
p0115 N75-13796
Hind tunnel investigation of three powered lift
STOL concepts
p0116 H75-13799
Progress report on mechanical flaps
p0117 H75-13806
A review of the lifting characteristics of some
jet lift V/STOL configurations
p0118 H75-13819
Requirement for simulation in V/STQL research
aircraft programs
p0118 N75-13820
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream transport.
Volume 3: Bregnet 941S simulation model
[NASA-TH-X-62394 ] p0122 H75-13853
Aerodynamic design of high performance biplane wings
p0132 N75-14749
Aerodynamic analysis of a profile fighter tow target
[AD-787639] p0163 H75-15622
Aeronechanical analysis of a tow target system
installed on the A-4 airplane
[AD-787059] p0163 H75-15625
Aerodynamic design of airfoil sections
[NASA-TT-F-16111 ] p0170 N75-16510
Impact on aerodynamic design
p0178 H75-16982
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility
program. Volume 3: Lower goal flight testing,
economic analyses and summary
[AD-787610] p022« H75-17334
Conversion factor for profile drag increment for
part-span flaps
[ESDO-FLAPS-02.01.07] p0233 H75-18173
Application of numerical optimization to the
design of low speed airfoils
[HASA-TH-X-3213] p0234 1175-18181
Prediction of airframe noise
[HASA-TN-D-7821] p0234 H75-18182
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for
supersonic aircraft. Part 1: General
description and theoretical development
[BASA-CR-2520] p0235 H75-18185
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for
supersonic aircraft. Part 3: Computer program
description
[NASA-CB-2522] p0235 H75-18186
Engine/airframe compatibility studies for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-CB-132610] p0236 N75-18221
Noise reduction studies of several aircraft to
reduce their aural detection distances
[NASA-Tn-X-72644] p0238 H75-18235
Unsteady viscous flow past a lifting plate
p0263 H75-19171
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for a
cylindrical body of revolution with side strakes
and various noses at angles of attack from 0
degrees to 58 degrees and Bach numbers from 0.6
to 2.0
[NASA-TH-X-3130] p0265 N75-19181
Problems of designing passenger aircraft
[SASA-TT-F-808] p0269 H75-19223
Fuel conservation possibilities for terminal area
compatible aircraft
[NASA-CB-132608] p0270 N75-19224
Compatibility of take-off and landing with mission
and manoeuvre performance requirements for
fighter aircraft
p030S N75-21221
Terminal area considerations for an advanced CTOL
transport aircraft
p0305 H75-21223
Low-speed stability and control characteristics of
transport aircraft with particular reference to
tailplane design
p0306 1175-21229
Some low speed aspects of the twin-engine short
haul aircraft VFH 614
p0306 N75-21230
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for
supersonic aircraft. Part 2: User's manual
[MASA-CB-2521] p0311 S75-22279
Aircraft stalling and buffeting: Introduction and
overview
p0314 H75-22281
Aircraft dynamic response associated with
fluctuating flow fields
p0315 H75-22285
Subsonic and supersonic indicial aerodynamics and
aerodynamic transfer function for conplex
configurations aerodynamic configurations
for subsonic and supersonic speeds using the
finite element method
[HASA-CB-142818] p0353 H75-23478
Aerodynamic analysis of a general purpose tow target
[AD-A003497] p0404 875-25881
The finite element method in low speed aerodynamics
[HASA-CH-143190] pOUII B75-26972
Potential flow about three dimensional streamlined
lifting configurations, with application to
wings and rotors
[AD-A003697] p0412 K75-26979
1EBOOIHABIC DBAG
NT SDPEBSONIC DBAG
A test technique for inlet/aircraft drag evaluation
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1145] p0003 A75-10306
A flow field model for, and some studies on the
drag of, an engine exhaust system at transonic
flight speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1175] p0002 A75-10325
Besolving the contradictions between airplane
component weight and drag
p0015 A75-12077
Harping of delta wings for minimum drag
p0047 A75-14477
The effect of Beynolds number on boattail drag
[AIAA PAPBB 75-633 p0096 A75-18286
Guidelines for reducing helicopter parasite drag
p0113 A75-19573
A numerical study of some drag coefficients
pOISO A75-21800
The effect of initial values on wing form and the
limiting curve of the wave drag coefficients of
optimized symmetrical-thick delta wings in
supersonic flow
p0181 A75-23100
Induced drag effect on airframe noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-487] p0206 A75-2S757
Boundary layer control for airships
p0213 A75-25983
The range of validity in the case of two old
investigations. I - The origin of lift. II -
Collision and gliding processes on the liquid
surface
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p025« A7S-27990
Approximate solution of m i n i m u m induced drag of
vings Ki th given structural Height
 t
p0290 A75-29I469
Drag effects on wing flatter
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-775] p0325 A75-32662
The drag and oscillating transverse force on
vibrating cylinders due to steady fluid flow
p0350 A75-35765
Interaction of ]ets of GE CF6-50 reactors vith the
wing cellules of the airbus during cruise -
Hind-tunnel simulation
p0351 A75-35808
Drag analysis methods for light aircraft
[ A S A E P A P E R 750526] p0383 A75-36665
Rotorcraft parasite drag: Proceedings of the
Thii.t y-f irst Annual National Forum, Washington,
D.C., Bay 114, 15, 1975
p0393 A75-37593
A general review of helicopter rotor hub drag data
p0393 A75-37591
The relationship between rotorcraft drag and
stability and control
p0394 A75-37597
Prediction of rotorcraft drag
p039« A75-37598
Helicopter parasite drag bibliography
p039« A75-37601
A second approximation to the induced drag of a
rotor in forward flight
p0398 A75-38312
Hasted fuel - Another reason for drag reduction
in helicopters
pO«00 A75-38352
Cost benefit evaluation of helicopter parasite
drag reductions
pOtOO A75-38355
A comprehensive plan for helicopter drag reduction
p O U O O A75-38356
Aerodynamic analysis of different f l ight attitudes
of conventional aircraft. XV
pOi469 A75-13579
The effect of Reynolds number on the boattail drag
of two wing-body configurations
[ A I A A PAPER 75-129«] p0506 A75-145681
Experimental verification of tu rbu len t skin
friction reduction with compliant walls
p0511 A75-U6189
Results of a series of wind tunnel tests on the
Victor B . H k . 2 aircraft and a comparison with
drag estimates and full scale flight data
[ARC-CP-1283] p O O T U N75-10026
Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to the trailing
vortex wake for wings without camber or twist
[ESDO-714035] p0115 1175-13793
Drag due to a circular cavity in a plate with a
turbulent boundary layer at subsonic, transonic
and supersonic speeds
[ESDU-714036] p0115 N75-137914
Boundary-layer studies on spinning bodies of
revolution
[AD-785688] p0131 N75-H4732
An analytical evaluation of airfoil sections for
helicopter rotor applications
[NASA-TN-D-7796] p0161 S75-15607
Some results of vind-tunnel tests on an aerofoil
section (NPL 9510) combining a 'peaky ' upper
surface-pressure distribution with rear loading
[ ARC-CP-1292] p0171 N75-16520
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two-dimensional
aerofoil sections Part 1: Determination of
pressure distribution and drag for an aerofoil
of type NIB 13 in PPA wind tunnel S5
[FFA-TN-AU-725-PT-1] p0221 K75-17299
Effects of nozzle interfairing modifications on
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
twin jet, variable wing sweep fighter model
[HASA-TN-D-7817] p023U H75-18180
Computation of airfoil D R A G profiles
[REPT-35/19714] p0262 N75-19165
The measurement of the transonic spillage drag of
a supersonic intake
P035I4 N75-23»88
An experimental investigation of the component
drag composition of a two-dimensional inlet at
transonic and supersonic speeds
p0355 H75-23«89
Low speed injection effects on the aerodynamic
performance at transonic speed
p03°>5 H75-23U9I4
An experimental study of jet exhaust s imula t ion
p0356 N75-23501
Exhaus t plume temperature effects on nozzle
afterbody performance over the transonic flach
number range
p0357 N75-235014
The influence of nacelle a f te rbody shape on
airplane drag
p0357 H75-23505
Reynolds number effects on boattail drag ot
exhaust nozzles f r o m wind tunnel and fl ight tests
p0357 B75-23506
Steady and oscillatory, subsonic and supersonic,
aerodynamic pressure and generalized forces for
complex aircraft configurations and applications
to flutter
[NASA-CH-1142983] pO«03 N75-25871
Theoretical and experimental s tudy of a new method
for prediction of profile drag of airfoil sections
[UASA-CH-2539] pO!4I41 N75-28003
Opportunit ies for aerodynamic-drag reduction
pOUSI N75-29016
Inforaation on the use of data items in the series
bodies 02.0U
[ESDO-02 .014 .00] pf l l451 N75-29028
The prediction of ooundary-layer behaviour and
profile drag for infinite yawed wings. Part 2:
Flow near a turbulent a t tachment line
[ABC-CP-1308]
 P01453 [175-290143
The prediction of boundary-la/er behaviour and
profile drag for infinite yawed wings Part 1
A method of calculation
[ARC-CP-1307-PT-1] pO«53 N75-290I46
The prediction of boundary-layer behaviour and
profile drag for infinite yawed wings. Part 3:
Calculations for a particular wing
[ ARC-CP-1309-PT-3] pQ1453 N75-290I47
Thrust/drag analysis for a front fan nacelle
having two separate co-axial exhaust streams
for turbofan engines
[ ARC-CP-1311 ] pOU53 N75-290I49
Determination of aircraft tail drag in the
transonic wind tunnel for several tail and
nozzle shapes and a simulated cold engine ]et
pOK87 H75-30116
AEBODJNAHIC FORCES
NT A E R O D I N A B I C DRAG
N T A S R O D Y H A H I C I N T E R F E R E N C E
NT A E R O D Y N A M I C LOADS
NT BLAST LOADS
NT GUST LOADS
NT I N T E R F E R E N C E LIFT
NT JET LIFT
NT LIFT
NT SUPERSONIC D R A G
NT KING LOADING
NT Z E R O LIFT
Aerodynamic torques on rotating oblate spheroids
p O O I I A75-11151
Generation of aerodynamic profiles and
establishing the circulation a round a wing by
deformation of the wing
p0018 A75-12638
Some problems of the canard system. II
pOOl46 A75-13886
Some techniques for decreasing variable
aerodynamic forces acting on turbine rotor blades
pOO"47 A75-1I4536
An estimation of aerodynamic forces on wing-f lap
systems in a slipstream
pOOSO A75-151401
Effect of a blade placed on the upstream
stagnation generatrix of a cylinder on heat
transfer in a pulsed flow
pOOSS A75-17«16
Problems of interaction between the air intake and
the airframe
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1»00] p0091 A75-17829
Flutter of wings equipped with engines in pod
[ O S E R A , TP NO. 11411] p0091 A75-17831
Description and test results of a water basin to
determine ground effect in hover using small
oodols
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1145] p0101 A75-183<43
Airloads near the open port of a one-meter
airborne telescope
[ A I 4 A PAPER 75-71] p01!43 A75-20270
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Unsteady flow through a turbomachine stage with
free vortex shed
p0188 A75-23945
Approximate solution to the wing theory equation
by the Bubnov-Galerkin method
p0197 A75-24833
The planar dynamics of airships
p0213 475-25986
A method for calculating unsteady forces due to
interaction between tall surfaces
[ O N E R A , IP NO. 1975-23] p0244 A75-26477
Unsteady lift forces on a vibrating cylinder in a
supercritical flow
[ O N E H A , IP NO. 1975-26] p0244 475-26480
Aerodynamic damping of turbine blade oscillations
in air flow
p0289 475-29394
Effect of nonstationarity on aerodynamic forces in
an airfoil cascade
p0299 A75-31377
Experimental study of the aerodynamic interaction
in a cascade of vibrating blades
p0299 A75-31380
Flutter of dynamically nonuniform airfoil cascades
in potential flow
p0299 A75-31386
Effect of thickness in the calculation of the
aerodynamic forces generated on an oscillating
wing
p0300 A7S-31583
About the measurements of steady and unsteady
aerodynamic forces on an airfoil section with a
Bach-Zehnder interferometer
p0301 A75-31875
Subsonic transient lifting surface aerodynamics
[ A I A A PAPER 75-758] p0327 A75-32689
Active flutter suppression using trailing-edge and
tab control surfaces
[ A I A A PAPER 75-822] p0327 A75-32697
Side forces on unyawed slender inclined
aerodynamic bodies
p0330 A75-33435
Theoretical study of lift-generated vortex wakes
designed to avoid rollup
p0331 475-33485
Transonic potential flow calculations using
conservation form for shock-free airfoils
p0339 475-34193
Rind tunnel test of a flutter suppressor on a
straight wing
[ONEBA, IP SO. 1975-31] p0352 A75-35869
HJSPA flight control concepts High Altitude
Superpressured Powered Aerostat
[ A I A A PAPER 75-942] p0390 475-37015
4irships in gusts - Apprehensions and assurance
[ A I A A PAPER 75-950] p0390 A75-37021
Aircraft wake turbulence minimization by
aerodynamic means
p0393 475-37450
Aerodynamic analysis of helicopter configurations
p0394 A75-37599
Aircraft loading spectra emphasizing
maneuvering and gust loads
p0396 A75-37823
The role of the NAE 5x5 foot wind tunnel in the
development of modern airfoil sections
p0419 A75-39022
Determination of the three-diaensional transonic
potential flow around wings and wing-body
combinations by means of a relaxation technique
p0466 A75-41969
A method for determning the force characteristics
of an airfoil of finite span
p0467 A75-42313
Lifting-line theory for an unsteady wing as a
singular perturbation problen
p0503 475-45410
The aerodynamics of large rigid airships '
p0510 475-45899
Rind tunnel tests of modified cross, hemisflo, and
disk-gap-band parachutes with emphasis in the
transonic range
[N4S4-TN-D-7759] p0023 875-10007
Aerodynamic symmetry of aircraft and guided missiles
development of configurations to eliminate
certain force and aonent derivatives
[AD-7842S4] p0029 875-10070
For STOL capability
p0059 1175-11943
The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex
interaction problem
p0068 N75-12895
Ground effect on airfoils with flaps or jet flaps
p0118 N75-13815
Power requirement of rotating rods in airflow
[NASA-CH-132556] p0129 N75-14716
Effect at various external stores on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the F-4C aircraft
[AD-787657] p0165 N75-15615
Improvements to the SADSAH computer program for
aeroelasticity analysis
[NASA-C2-132617] p0263 N7S-19173
A method for predicting unsteady aerodynamic
forces on oscillating wings with thickness in
transonic flow near Hach number 1. Part 1:
Two-dimensional theory. Part 2: Rectangular
wings
[N4L-TH-368T-PT-1] p0263 N75-19174
Integration of aft-fuselage-mounted flow through
engine nacelles on an advanced transport
configuration at Hach numbers from 0.6 to 1.0
[NASA-TH-X-3178] p0264 N75-19180
Some remarks on the induced velocity field of a
lifting rotor and on Glauert's formula
[ARC-CP-1301] p0280 H75-20263
Accounting of aerodynamic forces on
airframe/propulsion systems for designing
military aircraft
p0357 N75-23507
An estimate of the effect of multiple ejection
rack flexibility on six degree of freedom store
ejection conditions
[AD-A008329] p0374 N75-24734
Aerodynamic effects of vortex suppressors
[AD-A003750] p0404 N75-25875
Evaluation of a wedge on a force balance as a flow
angle probe
[AD-A004765] p0416 M75-27021
Force measurements on parts of wind tunnel models
noting application of strain gage balances
[DLH-HITT-75-02] p0487 N75-30112
Experimental determination of interference effects
of a slender wing-body configuration using
strain gage balances
p0487 N75-30114
Determination of aerodynamic interference forces
using the VFR-Fokker partial load method
p0488 1175-30117
Fluid dynamic lift, content summary
[AD-A009103] p0488 K75-30131
ABHODYHAMIC BEAT TBASSFER
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
AEBODTHAHIC HEATING
Aerodynamic heating to corrugation stiffened
structures in thick turbulent boundary layers
[AIAA PAPEH 75-190] p0102 A75-18372
Influence of velocity, impingement angle, heating,
and aerodynamic shock layers on erosion of
materials at velocities of 5500 ft per s /1700 m
per s/
p0201 475-25188
Effect of heating on leading edge vertices in '
subsonic flow
p0290 A75-29467
Aerodynamic heating in gaps in the presence of
protuberances and shock wave impingement
[AIAA PAPER 75-670] p0328 475-32907
Heat exchange in the hypersonic flow of a rarefied
gas past a blunt wedge
p0379 475-35943
Aerodynamic heating of supersonic blunt bodies
[AD-A001135] p0235 N75-18190
AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE
Statistical averages of subsonic inlet distortion
[AIAA PAPER 74-1197] p0003 A75-10342
Researches on the two-dimensional cascade. V - On
the performance of flat-plate cascade
p0047 A75-14806
Transonic flow field past 2-D airfoils between
porous wind tunnel walls with nonlinear
characteristics
[AI44 PAPER 75-81] p0097 475-18295
Further developments in the prediction of
oscillatory aerodynamics in mixed transonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 75-99] p0098 A75-18308
Development of minimum correction wind tunnels
[AHA PAPEB 75-144] p0101 A75-18342
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Effect of aerodynaQIC perturbations on the
processes of aircraft dusting and spraying
Russian book
pOIOI &75-1813U
The problem of supersonic flow past a slender
pointed body wi th a tail unit
pOUII A75-20077
Reduction of interaction tones from axial flow
fans by non-uniform distribution of the stator
vanes
p0155 475-22368
Effec t of interference between moving blade rows
on cascade flutter. I - Experiment on compressor
cascade in flexure mode
p0215 A75-26553
Theoretical and experimental studies of
discrete-tone rotor-stator interaction noise
[ A I A 4 P A P E R 75-11113] p0251 A75-27926
Analysis of the interaction between the turbine
engine and the rctor of a helicopter
p0290 A75-29609
Aerodynamic heating in gaps in the presence of
protuberances and shock wave impingement
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-670] p0328 A75-32907
Free-molecular interference of cylinders with
oblique ray reflection hypersonic flow over
parallel cylinders
p0329 A75-33339
Image system solution for store aerodynamics with
interference. I
p0330 475-33U36
Image system solution for store aerodynamics with
interference. II
p0330 A75-33137
Vortex development and breakdown
[ A I A A PAPER 75-881] p03«6 A75-35172
Problem of supersonic flow past a slender pointed
body with tail
p0350 475-35706
Performance of a sliding window detector in a
high-interference air t raff ic environment
p0391 475-37136
Effects of parasite drag on rotor performance and
dynamic response
pOlOO 475-38353
A large-scale low-speed tunnel test of a canard
configuration with spanvise blowing
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-991] p0123 475-39506
Determination of aerodynamic coupling derivatives
through fl ight test
[ A I A A PAPE" 75-1119] p0137 A75-41680
Effect of empennage interference on single-engine
afterbody/nozzle drag
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1296] p0506 A75-45682
Aerodynamics of }et f lap and rotating cylinder
f lap STOL concepts
p0117 N75-13805
Measurement of tilt rotor VTOL rotor wake-airframe
ground aerodynamic interference for application
to real time f l ight simulation
p0118 N75-13816
Experimental and theoretical investigations on the
problem of propeller/wing interference up to
high angles of attack
[IFD-5/73] p0170 N75-16518
Bind tunnel investigation of helicopter rotor wake
effects on three helicopter fuselage models
tNASA-TH-X-3185-SOPPL] p0282 875-20291
Airframe/propulsion interference
[ A G A R D - C P - 1 5 0 ] p0351 N75-23185
Interaction problems between air intakes and
aircraft
p0351 N75-23186
A criterion for prediction of airframe integration
effects on inlet stability with application to
advanced fighter aircraft
p0351 H75-23187
Jet interference of a podded engine installation
at cruise conditions
p0355 N75-23190
Subsonic base and boattail drag, an analytical
approach
p0355 875-231192
Theory of mixing f low of a perfect fluid around an
af terbody and a propulsive jet
p0355 875-23193
Isolating nozzle af terbody interaction parameters
and size effects: A new approach flight and
wind tunnel tests with 4 7 aircraft
p0357 H75-23503
4irfraoe/propulsion system flow field interference
and the effect on air intake and exhaust nozzle
performance
p0357 875-23508
Detailed experimental and theoretical analysis of
the aerodynamic interference between lifting
jets and the fuselage and wing
p0358 875-23509
Airframe: Engine interaction for engine
configurations mounted above the wing. Part 1:
Interference between wing and intake ]et
p0358 875-23511
Measurement and analysis of unsteady aerodynamic
force for the vertical gust on an airplane model
in the NAL gust wind tunnel swept wing
interference tests
[HAl-TR-399] pOISI H75-29027
Experimental and theoretical investigations on the
problem of propeller/wing interference up to
high angles of attack
[NAS4-TT-F-16190] p0152 875-29035
The effect of a pylon-mounted nacelle on the
flutter behaviour of a wing-pylon-nacelle
configuration
[M1B-TR-71125-U] pOISI 875-29056
4EBODYB4HIC LIFT
D LIFT
AERODYNAMIC LOADS
NT BLAST LOADS
NT GUST L04DS
Loadings and flight limitations of the sailplane
having the speed flap. I
p0007 475-10721
B-52 control configured vehicles maneuver load
control system analysis and flight test results
[AIAA PAPER 75-72] p0097 475-18291
Effect of compressibility on the nonlinear
prediction of the aerodynamic loads on lifting
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 75-121] pOlOO 475-18325
A simplified numerical lifting surface theory
applied to rotary wings in steady,
incompressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 75-218] p0103 475-1B391
The use of local basis functions in unsteady
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 75-100] p0113 475-20275
Contribution to the study of supercritical profile
flow
[DGLH P4PEH 711-99] p0192 475-21116
An aerodynamic load criterion for airships
p0213 475-25985
The computation of aerodynamic loads on helicopter
blades in forward flight, using the method of
the acceleration potential Book
p0216 475-26700
Aeroelastic panel optimization with aerodynamic
damping
p0331 475-33188
Flutter of a panel supported on an elastic
foundation
p0380 475-36215
Introduction of unsteady separation into
acceleration potential theory 4pplication to the
helicopter
[ONEH4, TP MO. 1975-87] p0121 475-39331
Simultaneous calculation of aircraft design loads
and structural member sizes
[AI44 P4PER 75-965] p0121 475-39191
The Spanloader advanced transport concept
[S4E P4PER 750616] p0130 475-10518
Design of the load-carrying structure of an
aircraft by a finite-element force method with
division into substructures
p0170 475-13817
4 new method of calculating the aerodynamic
loading distribution on the blades of a
translating helicopter rotor
p0170 475-13959
4 passive wingtip load alleviation system
[H4SA-CR-110758] p0038 N75-10937
Helicopter rotor rotational noise predictions
based on measured high-frequency blade loads
[HASA-T8-D-7621J p0069 N75-12903
Ground simulation of maneuver forces on turbine
engines
p0167 875-15663
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Hind tunnel investigation of aerodynamic loads on
a large-scale externally blown flap model and
comparison with theory
[NASA-TN-D-7863] p0221 H75-17294
TRW vortex-lattice method subsonic aerodynamic
analysis for multiple-lifting-surfaces (N.
surface) TRW program number HA010B
[NAS4-CR-128588] p0264 N75-19178
Calculations of generalised airforces on two
parallel lifting surfaces oscillating
harmonically in subsonic flow
[ARC-B/B-3749] p0266 N75-19187
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 3: Airloads estimation module
[ AD-A00285t ] pOZ83 N75-20305
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for •
aircraft. Volume 3: Airloads estimation
module. Appendix A: Module f low charts and
F O R T R A N lists. Appendix B: Sample output
[AD-A002855] p0283 N75-20306
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 11: Flexible airloads
stand-alone program
[AD-A002873] p0285 N75-20324
Low-speed stability and control characteristics of
transport aircraft with particular reference to
tailplane design
p0306 N75-21229
Critical review of methods to predict the buffet
penetration capability of aircraft
p0315 N75-22287
Fretting in helicopters
p0320 N75-22490
Reproduction of the interaction of aerodynamic
loads and structural distortions during strength
tests
[AD-A007661] p0359 N75-23520
Method of the optimization of the load-carrying
structure of wing on rigidity during variation
by the distribution of thickness ratio
[AD-A007317] p0359 N75-23521
Calculation of loads and deformations of sweptback
wing with the aid of mechanical analog instruments
[AD-A007308] p0359 H75-23525
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loadings caused
by leading edge and trailing edge control
surface motions in subsonic compressible flow:
Computer program description
[HASA-CH-132631] p0369 N75-24672
Steady and oscillatory, subsonic and supersonic,
aerodynamic pressure and generalized forces for
complex aircraft configurations and applications
to flutter
[NASA-CH-142983] p0403 N75-25871
Theoretical prediction of airloads on thin delta
wings in incompressible flow
[ A D - A 0 0 4 6 5 4 ] p0405 N75-25891
Prediction of the steady aerodynamic loads of
lifting surfaces having sharp-edge separation
p0441 S75-28007
Calculation of aerodynamic loads on oscillating
wing/store combinations in subsonic flow
p0441 N75-28015
Analysis of measured aerodynamic loads on an
oscillating wing-store combination in subsonic
flow
p0442 H75-28016
The computation of aerodynamic loads on helicopter
blades in fo rward flight, using the method of
the acceleration potential
[VTH-189] p0454 1175-29055
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loadings caused
by leading edge and trailing edge control
surface motions in subsonic compressible flow:
Analysis and results
[ NASA-CR-2543] pQI486 1175-30104
Measurement of hinge moments, rudder and fin loads
of a horizontal tail surface, with one- and
six-component strain gage balances wind
tunnel semimodel
p0487 N75-30115
Determination of aerodynamic interference forces
using the VFW-Fokker partial load method
p0488 N75-30117
Method of discrete eddy zones for the calculation
of the components of the time average inductive
velocity of a heavily loaded propeller
[AD-&008732] p0488 N75-30129
Dynamic loads and structural criteria for
military helicopters in combat
[AD-A009759] p0496 H75-31062
Flutter suppression and structural load alleviation
[AGAHD-CP-175] p0525 H75-32096
Hydraulic controls for active flutter suppression
and load alleviation
p0526 1175-321011
Determination of rotor harmonic blade loads fron
acoustic measurements
[NASA-CH-2580] p0530 H75-32871
AEHODYHABIC BOBEBTS
U STABILITY DERIVATIVES
AEEODYHABIC BOISE
Turbofan noise reduction using a near sonic inlet
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1098] p0001 A75-10281
An experimental study of the effects of upstream
obstructions upon subsonic jet noise
pOOSO A75-15404
Effect of forward velocity on the noise
characteristics of dual-flow jet nozzles
(ASME PAPEB 74-WA/AERO-4] p0079 A75-16808
Calculations of far-field and near-field 3et noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-93] .p0098 A75-18302
Jet noise analysis utilizing the rate of decay of
kinetic power
[AIAA PAPEB 75-911] p0098 A75-18303
Turbulent pressure field in a co-annular jet
[AIAA PAPER 75-95] p0098 A75-18304
Role of lip thickness in noise suppression by
interacting coaxial supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPER 75-96] p0098 A75-18305
Have forms for a supersonic rotor relationship
to noise generation
p0107 A75-18740
Investigation of the aerodynamic noise generating
region of a jet engine by means of the smple
source fluid dilatation nodel
p0141 A75-20119
Intensity, spectrum, and directivity of turbulent
boundary layer noise
p0117 A75-20789
Turbulence therapy, a nev treatment of jet
aircraft noise
p01H9 175-21040
Supersonic jet noise generated by large scale
disturbances
p0154 475-22363
Reduction of interaction tones from axial flow
fans by non-uniform distribution of the stator
vanes
p0155 475-22368
Generalized aerodynamic noise equation
p0195 475-24418
Recent advances in the technology of aircraft
noise control
[AIAA PAPEB 75-317] p0198 475-25014
Tests of a theoretical model of jet noise
based on Lighthill-Ribner theory
[AIAA PAPEB 75-436] •p0202 A75-25723
New evidence of subsonic jet noise mechanisms
[AIAA PAPER 75-437] p0203 A75-25724
Turbine noise generation, reduction and prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 75-449] p0203 A75-25731
Hoise of high speed rotors theory for
propeller and helicopter configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 75-450] p0203 475-25732
Discrete frequency rotor noise from helicopters
[AIAA PAPEB 75-451] p0203 475-25733
Thickness noise of helicopter rotors at high tip
speeds
[AIAA PAPER 75-453] p0203 A75-25735
The development of experimental techniques for the
study of helicopter rotor noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-455] p0204 A75-25736
Measurements of static inlet turbulence for
turbofan engines
[AIAA PAPEB 75-467] p0205 A75-25743
Scrubbing noise of externally blown flaps
[AIAA PAPEB 75-469] p0205 A75-25745
Experimental investigation of the aeroacoustic
characteristics of model slot nozzles with
straight flaps
[AIAA PAPER 75-471] p0205 475-25746
Forward velocity effects on under-the-wing
externally blown flap noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-476] p0205 A75-25750
Experiments on supersonic jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-478] p0206 475-25751
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p0110 A75-19918
The nunorical conputation of the transonic flow
over afterbodies including the effect of
jet-plume and viscous interactions
[ A I A A PAPEH 75-62] p01«2 A75-20266
Recent progress in experimental studies of
afterbodies
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1975-12] p0197 A75-21913
Effec t of empennage interference on single-engine
afterbody/nozzle drag
C A I A A P A P E R 75-1296] posoe A75-15682
Integrated scranjet nozzle/afterbody performance
analysis
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1297] p0506 A75-U5683
Support interference on nozzle af terbody
performance at transonic Mach numbers
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1320] p0508 A75-15698
Effect of Reynolds number on the nozzle afterbody
performance of the A G A 8 D nozzle afterbody and
the B-1 0.06-scale model at transonic Mach numbers
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1321] p0508 A75-15699
Review of methods of solution of afterbody/exhaust
nozzle flow fields
[AD-787U59] p0131 N75-1173U
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for a
cylindrical body of revolution with side strakes
and various noses at angles of attack f rom 0
degrees to 58 degrees and Bach numbers f rom 0.6
to 2.0
[NASA-TB-X-3130] p0265 N75-19181
Boundary layer effects in supersonic f low over
cylinder-flare bodies
[KFE-REPT-1238 (HR/D) ] p0279 N75-20257
Theory of mixing f low of a perfect f luid around an
afterbody and a propulsive jet
p0355 N75-23193
Reynolds number effects on fore- and aftbody
pressure drag
p0356 N75-23197
The subsonic base drag of cylindrical twin-jet and
single-jet afterbodies
p0356 N75-23198
An experimental study of jet exhaust simulation
p0356 N75-23501
Isolating nozzle afterbody interaction parameters
and size effects: A new approach flight and
wind tunnel tests with A 7 aircraft
p0357 N75-23503
Exhaust plume temperature effects on nozzle
afterbody perforaance over the transonic Mach
number range
p0357 N75-23S01
The influence of nacelle afterbody shape on
airplane drag
p0357 1175-23505
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Exhaust nozzle deflector systems for V/STOL
fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEP 71-1169] pOOOl A75-10320
Calculation of combustion process characteristics
in high-temperature gas turbine engines
p0152 A75-22090
Afterburning regulation concepts
p0365 N75-23587
Turnofan compressor dynamics during afterburner
transients
[NA3A-TB-X-71711 ] pO«08 N75-25911
AGE HARDENING
U PRECIPITATION HARDENING
AGING (MATERIALS)
Import substitution of rigid cellular plastics for
aerospace industry
p0291 A75-29762
AGBICDITOBE
Observing cold-night temperatures of agricultural
landscapes with an airplane-mounted radiation
thermometer
p0329 A75-33103
AILERONS
Aileron flutter in plastic sailplanes
p0165 A75-M956
AIR
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AIB BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
Air bag protection of the gunner in the US Army
Cobra AH-1Q
[AD-A009121] p052U (175-32013
AIB BBABINGS
U GAS B2AHINGS
AIR BLASTS
0 AERIAL EXPLOSIONS
AIR BREATHING ENGINES
NT DUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT J-97 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT PULSEJET ENGINES
NT RAMJET ENGINES
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION BAMJET ENGINES
NT TUBaoFAN ENGINES
NT TURBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
NT TURBORABJET ENGINES
Propulsion perspective for the universities
air breathing engine advancement
[AIAA PAPER 75-250] p010« A75-18118
Air breathing engines in the Federal Republic of
Germany review
[DGLR PAPER 71-72] p0293 A75-3030J
Review of hamraershock pressures in aircraft inlets
p0336 A75-31115
Theory of air-breathing jet engines Russian book
J.D509 A75-15726
Air-breathing jet engines for supersonic
multiregiue aircraft Russian book
p0514 A75-U6937
Effects of air breathing engine plumes on SSV
orbiter subsonic wing pressure distribution
(OA57B) , volume 1
[NASA-CR-131116] p0066 N75-120314
AIB CABGO
Cargo shipments by the air transport system of the
USSR: Organization, technology, and economics
Russian book
p0013 475-13222
Interagency Workshop on Lighter than Air Vehicles,
Monterey, Calif., September 9-13, 1971,
Proceedings
p0211 A75-25969
An approach to market analysis for lighter than
air transportation of freight
p0212 A75-25979
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Method for transporting impellent gases
p021S 475-26001
The application of the airship to regions lacking
in transport infrastructure
p0216 475-26012
Airships for transporting highly volatile
commodities conpared with ocean tankers and
gas pipelines
p0216 475-26017
Aerocrane - 4 hybrid 1,14 aircraft for aerial crane
applications
p0217 475-26019
Important aspects of international air cargo
rate structure, container handling and fuel
costs effects
. , p02<49 475-26948
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Interactive computer graphics applied to the
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p0512 475-46713
4n exploratory flight investigation of helicopter
sling-load placements using a closed-circuit
television as a pilot aid
[NAS4-TN-D-7776] p0013 S75-10009
Airships
[DLB-HITT-74-12] p0119 H75-13826
High-capacity transport planes as modern air
freight systems
[NASA-TT-F-16396 ] p0360 N75-23533
Inventory of freight transportation in the
Southwest. Part 3: Air freight service in the
Dallas-Fort north area
[PB-239820/4 ] p0413 N75-26987
41B CONDITIONING
Exploitation of air conditioning systems for
passenger aircraft Russian book
p0183 A75-23375
AIB COOLING
Optimization of air-cooling systems for aircraft
gas-turbine blades
pOOSI A75-15828
Optimization of aircraft gas turbine blade air
cooling systems. I
p0151 A75-22078
Determination of cooling energy and air flow rate
to cool turbine case
p0152 475-22085
Analysis of cooled turbine blades
p0152 475-22089
Thermodynamics of multistage air-cooled gas turbine
p0187 475-23817
Optimization of the air cooling systems of
aircraft gas-turbine blades. II Thermodynamic
analysis
p0291 475-29801
Some results of research on transpiration cooling
of gas-turbine blades
p0293 475-30118
Experimental results of full scale air-cooled
turbine tests
[ASHE PAPER 75-61-116] p0344 475-34653
Optimizing aircraft gas turbine blade air cooling
systems. II Tberiodynamic analysis
p0397 475-38067
4erodynamic performance of a ceramic-coated core
turbine vane tested with cold air in a
two-dimensional cascade
[NASA-TM-X-3191] p0130 H75-14724
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LISTER: Air defence surface protection capability
in Swedish terrain
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AIR 7LOI
NT MERIDIONAL FLOW
NT VERTICAL 4IB CURRENTS
Hypersonic ionizing air viscous shock-layer flows
over sphere cones
p0140 475-19911
Determination of cooling energy and air flow rate
to cool-rturbine case
p0152 475-22085
Characteristics of air bearings with snail inlet
holes for a precision coordinate measuring device
p0202 475-25715
Effect of geometry on open cavity flow-induced
pressure oscillations
[4IAA PAPER 75-492] p0207 475-25761
Aerodynamic damping of turbine blade oscillations
in air flow
p0289 475-29394
4 second approximation to the induced drag of a
rotor in forward flight
p0398 475-38342
The effect of air flow, panel curvature, and
internal pressurization on field-incidence
transmission loss acoustic propagation
through aircraft fuselage
p0468 475-42703
Investigation into the formation of wing-tip
vortices
[4D-783271] p0069 H75-12909
Distortion induced engine instability
[464HD-LS-72] p0073 H75-12954
Introduction to distortion induced engine
instability
p0073 N75-12955
Hethods to increase engine stability and tolerance
to distortion
p0074 N75-12961
The flow around a wing with an external flow jet
flap
p0116 N75-13801
4 method for prediction of lift for multi-element
airfoil systems with separation
p0117 N75-13807
A review of the lifting characteristics of some
jet lift V/STOL configurations
p0118 N75-13819
Power reqmrement of rotating rods in airflow
[NASA-CR-132556] p0129 N75-14716
Cold-air annular-cascade investigation of
aerodynamic performance of cooled turbine vanes.~
2: Tralling-edge ejection, film cooling, and
transpiration cooling
[HASA-TM-X-3180] p0129 H75-14718
Aerodynamic performance of a fully film cooled
core turbine vane tested with cold air in a
two-dimensional cascade
[N4S4-TH-I-3177] p0129 B75-14719
Two-stage fan. 4: Performance data for stator
setting angle optimization
[NASA-CR-134717] p0166 H75-15652
The vibrations of a cylinder in the wake of
another. Analysis of the phenomena with an
analytical model
[BLL-CE-TBANS-6185-(9022.09) ] p0169 H75-16506
Multi-slot film cooling of supersonic aircraft
using air as a coolant
[AD-A002673] p0271 N75-19239
Rind tunnel studies of the turbulent wake behind
self propelled slender bodies
C4D-A002396] p0280 N75-20272
Aircraft dynamic response associated with
fluctuating flow fields
p0315 N75-22285
Analysis of the velocity distribution at the blade
tips of axial-flow compressors
[NASA-TT-F-16366] p0317 N75-22319
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AIB INLETS
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4IB INTAKES
NT ENGINE INLETS
NT SUPERSONIC ISLETS
A critique of the F-144 air inlet control system -
?roe development to production status
[4I4A PAPER 74-1060] p0011 ,475-11278
Problems of interaction between the air intake and
the airframe
[ONEH4, TP NO. 1400] - p0091 475-17829
Calculation of the flow field at an air intake,
operating in place, by the source-sink method
/two-dimensional case/
p0292 475-29814
On the flow around an air inlet
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-38] p0304 475-32331
Calculation of flow field around air intake
operating at zero forward speed by the
distributed source-sink method /2-D case/
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p0397 475-38077
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volune 5: Sir induction system and
landing gear modules. Part 1: Air induction
system module
[AD-A002857] p0284 N75-20308
Airframe/propulsion interference
[AGABD-CP-150] p0354 N75-23U85
Interaction problems between air intakes and
aircraft
p0354 N75-23H86
A criterion for prediction of airframe integration
effects on inlet stability with application to
advanced fighter aircraft
p0354 N75-23487
An experimental investigation of the component
drag composition of a two-dimensional inlet at
transonic and supersonic speeds
p0355 N75-23489
Airframe: Engine interaction for engine
configurations m c u n t e d above the ving. Part 1:
Interference between wing and intake jet
p0358 1175-23511
An air intake control system for a supersonic
fighter aircraft
p0365 N75-23589
Reversed cowl f lap inlet thrust augmentor with
adjustable airfoil
[ HASA-CASE-ARC-10754-1] p037« N75-24736
Technical evaluation report on fluid dynamics
panel symposium on airframe/propulsion a
discussion of air intakes, nozzle f low, and flow
distribution
[AGABD-AR-81 ] p0458 N75-29114
Performance data for the critical operation of
nominally two-dimensional double-ramp supersonic
intakes
[ESDU-75005] pO«85 B75-30095
AIB JETS
Experimental study of spanvise air jet influence
on wing aerodynamic characteristics
p0015 A75-12096
A study on the dynamic characteristics of a
peripheral-jet air cushion
p0090 A75-17688
The near field sound pressures of a choked jet
when oscillating in the spinning mode
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-479] p0206 A75-257S2
Subsonic jet noise in flight based on some recent
wind-tunnel tests
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-162] p0252 A75-27930
AIB LAUNCHING
C-5A air launch of Hinuteman I missile
[ A I A A PAPER 75-969] p0422 A75-39494
Air launch characteristics of the HQH-714C target
drone f rom DC-130J airplane
[AD-4001190] p0405 875-25892
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NT A L L - W E A T H E R AIR N A V I G A T I O N
N T A R E A N A V I G A T I O N
Flight management - Pilot procedures and system
interfaces for the 1980-1990's
[ A I J A PAPES 71-1297] p0016 A75-12218
Safety and air navigation
p0017 A75-12372
Navigation in the use of helicopters offshore
p0017 A75-12373
Pilotage error and residual attention - The
evaluation of a performance control system in
airborne area navigation
pOOII A75-13301
Toward unified digital aeronautical communications
and navigation
p0093 A75-18087
Pilot's and navigator's handbook Russian book
p0101 A75-181*22
Radio aids for aircraft landing, short-range
navigation, and secondary radar systems
P0139 A75-19586
A novel procedure for assessing the accuracy of
hyperbolic multilateration systems for
aircraft position determination
p0147 A75-20801
Accuracy limitations of hyperbolic multilateration
systems for aircraft position determination
P0147 A75-20802
Air navigation with a pocket electronic calculator
p0150 A75-21725
ninimum performance standards - Airborne ground
proximity warning system Book
p0158 A75-22717
Aids to air navigation
p0183 A75-23309
Theory of astronomical correction Russian book
on celestial navigation of flight vehicles
p0183 A75-23395
Software engineering of a navigation and guidance
system for commercial aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-575] p02<17 A75-26733
System approach to civil aircraft navigation using
digital technology
[AIAA PAPEB 75-572] p0256 A75-28169
The zone navigation system of the DC-10
p0289 A75-29261
Problems and perspectives of navigation over large
distances
p0289 A75-29262
Development of navigation systems for advanced
commercial transports
p0381 A75-36368
Commercial developments in airborne VLF navigation
[SAE PAPER 750518] p0382 A75-36660
Omega Symposium, 2nd, Washington, D.C., November
5-7, 1974, Proceedings
p0386 A75-36951
Omega signal coverage prediction
p0386 A75-36952
Accuracy specifications for automatic Omega
navigators
p0386 A75-36953
Experimental Omega four frequency format extends
lane ambiguity global search and rescue system
p0386 A75-36954
A comprehensive experimental program for
investigation of various Omega operational modes
with selected data analysis results
p0386 A75-36955
Omega navigation systems specification and
performance measurement
p0386 A75-36956
Recent results on parametric analysis of
differential Omega error
p0386 A75-36959
State of experimentations and program of
development of Differential OMEGA in France
p0387 A75-36961
Alternative approaches to integrated airborne
OHEGA/Inertial navigation
p0387 A75-36962
Mix and match - A hybrid Omega-Inertial airborne
navigation system
p0387 A75-36964
An empirical computed evaluation of composite Omega
p0387 A75-36965
Flight test of ARN-99/V/2 Omega Navigation Set in
f-t aircraft
p0387 A75-36966
Airborne ONS - A low cost alternate to INS
Omega and Inertial Navigation Systems compared
p0387 A75-36967
A technigue to improve the performance of a
nonlinear filter with an application to
satellite-aided aircraft navigation
p0391 A75-37138
The cost-effectiveness of inertial navigation for
civil aircraft
p0398 A75-38261
The choice of the MLS technique in the Dnited States
p0420 A75-39324
The use of autocorrelation functions to predict
the effects of vertical deflections on aircraft
navigation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1101] p0437 A75-11663
Air safety - The view from the cockpit
p0440 A75-41703
Helicopter control concepts emerging
p0513 A75-46813
Engineering and development program plan: Area
navigation support of requirements for
national airspace system
[AD-787452] p0120 N75-13837
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 2: System functional
description and system classification
[PB-234265/7] p0121 N75-13843
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 3: Subsystem
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functional description
[PB-231266/5] p0121 N75-13844
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 1: Operational
description and qualitative assessment
[PB-234267/3] p0121 N75-13815
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 5: System performance
[PB-231268/1 ] p0121 N75-13846
Application of modern control theory to scheduling
and path-stretching maneuvers of aircraft in the
near terminal area
[NASA-CR-112058] p0164 N75-15626
A general algorithm for relating ground trajectory
distance, elapsed flight time, and aircraft
airspeed and its application to 1-D guidance
[NASA-TN-D-7876] p0164 N75-15627
Simulator tests of pilotage error in area
navigation with vertical guidance: Effects of
descent angle and display scale factor
[AD-777889] p0172 H75-16530
TACAN/DME digital data broadcast design plan.
Volume 1: Operational analysis
[AD-A001103/5] p0269 N75-19213
Oceanic air route navigation with envelope match
Loran-C
[AD-A003800] p0281 N75-20286
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Noise and atmospheric emissions - An airline viev
pOOOl A75-11083
The 1973 program of measurement of the minor
constituents of the stratosphere using the
Concorde 001
pOOm A75-11720
Hydrocarbon emissions f rom jet engines operated at
simulated high-altitude supersonic flight
conditions
p0189 A75-23963
Emission calibration of a J-58 afterburning
turbojet engine at simulated supersonic,
stratospheric flight conditions
p0189 A75-2396U
Stratospheric pollution - Aircraft engine
emissions in the region above the tropopause as
a function of aircraft altitude and tropopause
height
p0189 A75-23965
Possible climatic effects of supersonic transports
p0189 A75-23973
Design of low-pollution burners
p0197 A75-24945
Development of air transport and environmental
requirements for air and noise pollution
reduction
p0255 A75-28228
Preliminary study of low emission gas turbine
combustor with airblast fuel atomizer
[ A S M E P A P E B 75-61-31] p03lt2 A75-3U588
Technology for reducing aircraft engine pollution
[SAE PAPER 750550] p0384 A75-36677
Methodology for certification of aircraft nuisances
[OSEBA, TP NO. 1975-18] p0396 A75-37900
Instrumentation requirements relative to federal
aircraft emission regulations
pO«20 A75-39084
Aircratt altitude emissions - Fundamental concepts
a n d fu ture B S D requirements
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1017] p0424 A75-39515
Jet aircraft emissions during cruise - Present and
future
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1018] p0121 A75-39516
Pollution control in continuous combustion engines
pOU31 A75-40833
Anglo-French Symposium on the Effects of
Stratospheric Aircraft, Oxford, England,
September 21-26, 1971, Proceedings. Volumes 162
p0512 A75-16752
The COHESA research programme Committee on
Meteorological Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft
p0513 A75-16753
Air pollution from future giant jetports
[NASA-CR-112165] p0178 H75-17011
Engineering and development program plan:
Aircraft propulsion systems air pollution
[AD-777181] p0233 N75-17835
Technology for reducing aircraft engine pollution
[NASA-TM-X-71670] p0239 N75-18237
Idle efficiency and pollution results for two-row
swirl-can coobustors having 72 modules
[NASA-TM-X-3208] p0239 N75-18240
USAF aircraft takeoff length distances and
climbout profiles
[AD-A001826] p0276 N75-19878
Droplet diameter and size distribution of JP-1
fuel injected into a subsonic airstream
[AD-A007687] p0369 N75-2U192
Exhaust pollutant emissions from swirl-can
coobustor module arrays at parametric test
conditions
[HASA-TM-X-3237] p0376 N75-2U746
High-altitude aircraft and the stratosphere
[JPRS-65171] p0417 N75-27590
Assessing and controlling the effect of aircraft
on the environment: Pollution
pOISO N75-29009
USAF aircraft pollution emission factors and
landing and takeoff LTD cycles
[AD-A006239] pO<(63 N75-29582
AIB PDBIFICATION
Possibilities of analytical evaluation of the
effectiveness of inertial radial dust separators
p0046 A75-13885
AIB TO AIB MISSILES
NT SIDEWTNOER MISSILES
NT SPABROH MISSILES
Development of Slip Cast Fused Silica radomes
pOOOB A75-10870
Aircraft optimal weapon delivery maneuvers based
on extended energy management air-to-air
missile launching
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1076] p0435 A75-11642
AIB TO AIB BEFDELIHG
Inflight fueling helps speed YF-17 test series
pOOSO A75-15561
AIB TO AIB SOCKETS
D AIB TO AIR MISSILES
AIB TBAFFIC
Airports in the modern world. Ill
p0052 A75-16123
Aircraft noise in a high-rise city
p0189 A75-24000
Basic concepts concerning the operational
technology of air traffic
p0301 A75-31845
The dynamics of the civil aviation industry Boo*-
p0380 A75-36107
An overview of low medium density short-haul air
transportation policy implementation
[SAE PAPEB 750610] p0129 A75-40517
Airships
[DLH-MITT-74-12] p0119 N75-13826
Prerequisites for the definition of an airship
project economic analysis for air traffic
and transportation
p0119 N75-13827
Development of a non-survey method estimating
traffic at nontowered airports
[AD-A002397] p0241 N75-18263
Analysis of operational requirements for medium
density air transportation. Volume 1: Summary
[NASA-CH-137603] p0360 N75-23531
AIB TBAFFIC CONTROL
NT RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
ATC implications of the 717 SP
pOOOS A75-11092
Collision avoidance and the future of air traffic
control
pOOII A75-13297
Problems of air collision avoidance involving air
traffic in Italy
pOOII A75-13298
An air'traffic simulation model for the area
around an airport, directed particularly toward
the study of collision
pOOItt A75-13300
STHACS - A solution for surface traffic control in
the J. F. Kennedy Airport
p0093 A75-18186
Discrete event simulation model of terminal air
traffic control system
p0093 475-18187
Advanced concepts in air traffic control
p0094 A75-18188
Multisensor utilization for air traffic control in
the terminal area
p0094 A75-18190
The potential of new display techniques in future
ATC systems
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The Netherlands ATC automation programme
pfllO? 475-18810
Air traffic control - Upgrading the third generation
p0109 &75-18898
Future air traffic control systems - in important
new study by controller/pilot group
p0110 475-18971
ABTS II automated air traffic control system
p0110 A75-18972
Possible applications for an integrated
communication, navigation, and identification
system /ICNI/ in civil aviation
p0111 475-19063
Radio aids for aircraft landing, short-range
navigation, and secondary radar systems
p0139 475-19586
4BTS III computerized air t raf f ic control system
p0150, 475-21561
The automation of air traffic control
p0150 475-21721
The real-world, 'stressed1 environment of
air- traff ic control international microwave
landing and secondary surveillance radar systems
p0158 A75-22565
The institntionalization and the general problems
of air traffic
p018'3 A75-233U8
Performance survey of the air traffic control
radar beacon system
p0185 475-231)59
Forecasting t raf f ic ID an air transport network
p0191 475-21311
Decision-making model for ATC system improvement
p0195 475-21751
4 fl ight research program to develop airborne
systems for improved terminal area operations
p0196 475-21803
Air t raff ic control
p0210 475-25861
The use of digital computers in air traffic control
p0210 475-25862
Laterally displaced ISIS antenna for tactical radar
Interrogation Side Lobe Suppression
p0211 A75-25926
Surveillance velocity measurements with least
m a x i m u m error
p0211 A75-25928
Advanced signal processing for airport
surveillance radars
p0218 A75-26037
4EROS4T test and evaluation avionics
aeronautical satellite communicat ion system for
oceanic ATC
p0218 475-26013
An overview of the upgraded third generation air
t raff ic control system
p0218 A75-26059
Status of the wake vortex avoidance system in
terminal airspace
p0219 &75-26060
DABS - Projected performance and experimental
results Discrete Address Beacon System for ATC
p0219 475-26061
Ground-based collision avoidance systems for air
t raff ic
p0219 475-26062
Test bed for the upgraded third generation Air
Traff ic Control System
p0219 475-26061
Digital avionics - An overview Air Traffic
Control Radar Beacon System
[4144 P A P E R 75-553] p0216 475-26721
Air Traff ic Control demonstration aspects of the
Applications Technology Satellite-6
[4144 P4PES 75-562] p0216 475-26723
Hew horizons ID air t raff ic control
[4144 PIPER 75-569] p0217 475-26728
Software engineering of a navigation and guidance
system for commercial aircraft
[ 4 I A A PAPEB 75-575] p0217 A75-26733
Interaction of military/civil position location
and reporting systems of ATC
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-561] p0256 A75-28167
SEEK BOS - 4 t ime division multiple access systen
ATC applications
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-561] p0256 A75-28168
The zone navigation syste» of the DC-10
p0289 475-29261
Design of flight controllers with the help of
modern system theory
p0301 475-31867
4ir t r a f f i c controllers' operative effect iveness
under HAS environments
p0311 475-31539
Development of navigation systems for advanced
coamerc.i.al transports
p0381 475-36368
The promise of air satety collision avoidance
systems
p0381 A75-36101
Differential Omega in the air traffic control
environment
p0386 47S-3b9S8
Performance of a sliding window detector in a
high-interference air traffic environment
p0391 475-37136
Automatic all-weather landing control
[AIA4 PAPEB 75-1021] p0139 A75-11699
Air safety as seen from the tower
p01J9 475-11702
4lr safety - The view from the cockpit
pOIIO 475-11703
Simulation studies of STOL airplane operations in
metropolitan downtown and airport air traffic
control environments
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An advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of the upgraded third generation
4TC system. System B: 4TC automation analysis
[AD-785312] p0056 N75-11923
4n advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of the upgraded third generation
Arc system. System B: system cost analysis
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An advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of tne upgraded third generation
ATC sy-stem. System B. Discrete 4ddre*>s Beacon
System (DABS) accuracy and coverage requirements
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4u advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of the upgraded third generation
ATC system. System B: 1995 Los Angeles Basin
traffic model, volume 1
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An advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of the upgraded third generation
ATC system. System B: 1995 Los Angeles Basin
traffic model, volume 2
[AD-785310] p0057 N75-11927
An advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of the upgraded third generation
ATC system. System B: Air traffic activity
projections for 1995
[AD-785308] p0057 B75-11928
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 3: Operational logic
flow diagrams for a generic advanced air traffic
management system
[PB-231271/5] p0070 N75-12928
An advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of the upgraded third generation
ATC system. System B: General reguirements
specification forecasting requirements for
future air traffic control systems
[4D-785261] p0071 N75-12929
Technical evaluation of weather clutter
feasibility model
[4D-787607] p0120 N75-13831
Engineering and development program olan: 4rea
navigation support of requirements for
national airspace system
[AD-787152] pO 1 20 N75-13817
Certification test procedures for aircraft
approach control 4N/SPN-41
[4D-786207] p0121 N75-13811
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 1: Summary
[PB-231261/0] p0121 N75-13812
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 2: System functional
description and system classification
[PB-231265/7] p0121 N75-13813
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 3: Subsystem
functional description
[PB-231266/5] p0121 N75-13811
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concept for a satellite-based advanced air t raff ic
management system. Volume 4: Operational
descript ion and quali tat ive assessment
[ P E - 2 J U 2 6 7 / 3 ] p0121 B75-13815
concept for a satellite-based advanced air t raffic
m a n a g e m e n t systea. Volume 5: System performance
[ P E - 2 3 U 2 f 8 / 1 ]
 P0121 N75-13816
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air t raff ic
managemen t system. Volume 6: Development and
transit ion plans
[ PB-231269/9] p0121 H75-138U7
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air t raff ic
management systets. Volume 7: System cost
f P B - 2 3 U 2 7 0 / 7 ] p0122 H75-13848
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
m a n a g e m e n t system. Volume 9: System and
subsystem performance models
[ PB-23U272/3] p0122 N75-13849
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 10: Subsystem
per fo rmance requirements
[ PB-23U273/1 ] p0122 S75-13850
Development of mic rowave landing system
implementa t ion criteria
[AD-785220] p0126 1175-13885
Application of modern control theory to scheduling
and path-sttetching maneuvers of aircraft in the
near terminal area
[NASA-C.R-112058] p016« 1175-15626
A general algori thm for relating ground trajectory
distance, elapsed flight tine, and aircraft
airspeed and its application to t-D guidance
[NASA-Tt i -D-7876] p016« N75-15627
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume 1:
S u m m a r y routes
[PB-236719/1 ] p016« N75-15632
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
2A. Technical report
[PB-236720/9] p0164 H75-15633
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
2B: Technical report (concluded)
[ PB-236721/7] p0164 N75-15634
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume 3:
Strategic algorithm report
[PB-236722/5] p016« N75-15635
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
UA: Computer program report
[PB-236721/3 ] p0165 N75-15636
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
UB: Compute r program report (concluded)
[PB-236721/1 ] p0165 N75-15637
Automa t ion applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 1: S u m m a r y
[PB-236801/7 ] p0165 N75-15638
Analysis of the 1972 performance of the dynamic
preferential r u n w a y system at John F. Kennedy
International Airport
[SD-787709] p0167 N75-15666
The Maastricht data processing and display system:
A step in automation of air t r a f f ic control (the
software structure of the system)
p0169 N75-16291
Automat ion applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 2A: Functional
analysis of air traffic management
[PB-236802/5] p0172 N75-16533
Automation applications in an advanced air t raffic
management system. Volume 2B: Functional
analysis of air traffic management (continued)
[PB-236803/3 ] p0172 N75-16531
Automat ion applications in an advanced air t raffic
management systen. volume 2C: Functional
analysis of air traffic management (continued)
(PB-236801/1] p0172 N75-16535
Automat ion applications in an advanced air t raffic
management system. volume 2D: Functional
analysis of air traffic management (concluded)
[PB-236805/8] p0173 N75-16536
Automation applications in an advanced air t raffic
management system. volume 3: Methodology for
man-machine task allocation
[PB-236806/6 ] p0173 N75-16537
Automat ion applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. volume tA: Automation
requirements
[PB-236807/lt] p0173 H75-16538
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. Volume IB: Automation
requirements (concluded)
[PB-236808/2] p0173 H75-16539
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 5A: DELTA simulation
model user's guide
[PB-236809/0] p0173 H75-165UO
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 5B: DELTA simulation
model programmer's guide
[PB-236810/8] p0173 N75-16511
A light aircraft secondary radar transponder
[CRC-1237] p0176 N75-167U1
Study of alternative beacon based surveillance and
data link systems, volume 2
[AD-772136] p0223 N75-17325
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and planning
including ASH radar, beacon interference
locator, and transponder analyzer
[AD-783181] p0224 N75-17326
Evaluation of routing and scheduling
considerations for possible fu ture commercial
hypersonic transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-132632] p0236 B75-18193
TACAN/DHE digital data broadcast design plan.
Volume 1: operational analysis
[AD-A001103/5] p0269 H75-19213
Multi-site intermittent positive control
algorithms for the discrete address beacon system
[AD-A001112/2] p0269 H75-19211
Provisional message formats for the DABS/HAS
interface (revision 1)
[FAA-BD-Tt-63-A] p0269 N75-19216
Flight test evaluation of SECANT VECAS collision
avoidance system ,
[AD-A002281] p0269 N75-19220
Multipath in an aeronautical satellite system
p0313 N75-22082
An investigation of air traffic control procedures
and pilot techniques in a high density terminal
area
p0316 H75-22307
An overview and assessment of plans and programs
for the development of the upgraded third
generation air traffic control system
[AD-A008910] p0360 N75-23531
Four-dimensional guidance algorithms for aircraft
in an air traffic control environment
[NASA-TN-D-7829] p0361 N75-23519
Engineering and development program plan; en route
control automatic flight data processing and
air traffic control
[AD-A007623] p0361 N75-23550
Feasibility of real time simulation of
airport/airside operations
[AD-A006996] p041<l N75-26991
Simulation of large-scale dynamic systems
p0463 N75-298U6
The ID area navigation system description and
flight test results
[NASA-T'I-D-78714] pO«89 N75-30137
The lognormal frequency distribution of a random
data flow
[NASA-TT-F-16515] pO«89 N75-30138
An approach for the design of an air traffic
control system
[AD-A008795] pOU89 N75-30112
Automatic guidance and control of a transport
aircraft during a helical landing approach
[NASA-TN-D-7980] pOSOO S75-31116
AIB TRANSPORTATION
Helicopter - People and places /1tth Cierva
Memorial Lecture/ emphasizing safety factors
and passenger travel
p0001 A75-10187
A policy study of subsidized air service
[AIAA PAPER 7U-127H] p0006 475-11111
Optimal competition in high density markets
[AIAA PAPER 7U-1275] p0006 475-11112
Certain problems of fuel consumption in air
transport
p0006 475-11372
Avionics systems in the management of air
transportation
[AIAA PAPER 7«-129t] p0016 A75-12246
Design objectives - Air transportation
p0010 &75-13029
Cargo shipments by the air transport system of the
USSR: organization, technology, and economics
—•- fiussian book
pOO»3 A75-13222
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Improving reliability in civil air transport systems
p0087 A75-17361
Air transport and the design engineer
p0088 A75-17376
Canada as an a i r far ing nation - A brief rouad-up
of present n a j c r progranmes
p0090 A75-17763
Possioilities and goals for the future SST
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-254] p0104 A75-18t19
ASST - A Hercules for the 1980s Advanced
Medium STOL Transport
p0147 A75-20830
Air transportation energy consumption - Yesterday,
today, and tomorrow
C A I A A P A P E R 75-319] P0157 A75-22515
Connection between the flight plan and the repair
hangar control plan and its meaning for the
quality of the transport process
p0180 A75-23043
A solution to the transport of exceptionally large
loads - The dirigible
p0182 A75-23199
Forecasting traff ic in an air transport network
p0191 A75-24341
Process of selection and quantization in the case
of the fleet of Iberia
p0211 A75-25863
Preliminary estimates of operating costs for
lighter than air transports
p0212 A75-25972
An approach to marke t analysis for lighter than
air transportation of freight
p0212 A75-25979
Operational considerations for the airship in
short-haul transportation
p0214 A75-25993
Lighter than air - A look at the past, a look at
the possibilities
p0210 A75-25995
The Slate all metal airship design and
historical survey
p0214 A75-25998
A semibuoyant vehicle for general transportation
missions
p0215 A75-26006
Some aspects of hybrid-zeppelins with slender
delta wing
p0215 A75-26008
The variable density aircraft concept
p0216 A75-26010
The application of the airship to regions lacking
in transport infrastructure
p0216 A75-26012
Dsing lighter than air vehicles /dirigibles/ in
housing construction
p0216 A75-26018
Two lighter than air systems in opposing flight
regimes - An u n m a n n e d short haul, heavy load
transport balloon and a manned, light payload
airship
p0217 A75-26025
The aircraft accident German book
p02i4<4 A75-26498
Air Europe: The policy of cooperation among
airline companies of the European Six French
book
p0244 A75-26499
Ride quality evaluation. I aircraft passenger
coafort assessment
p0248 A75-26849
Basic concepts concerning the operational
technology of air traffic
p0301 A75-31845
Solving an aircraft routing model for long haul
carriers
p0303 A75-32101
Air transportation of radioactive materials
p0331 A75-33S68
Cargo aircraft - A look toward the fu tu r e
p0347 A75-35290
European industry and civil air transport /28th
Louis Bleriot Lecture/
p038U A75-36718
A balloon transport system
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-926] p0389 A75-370011
The N a v y role in buoyant and semi-buoyant systems
of the f u t u r e LTA design
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-937] p0390 A75-37011
Potential missions for advanced airships
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-946] p0390 A75-37019
The airship debate revival feasibility
p0420 A75-39321
Is there an airship in your fu tu re
p0426 A75-39923
The convention on international combined transport
of goods - A new start also wi th regard to air
transport
p0427 A75-U0200
Challenges of short-haul air transportation
[SAE PAPEB 750586] p0428 A75-40501
Short haul transportation - The helicopter's time
is now
[SAE PAPE8 750598] p0428 A75-40506
Airtransit's first six months, of operating the
Canadian STOL demonstration service
£SAE PAPER 750599] p0429 A75-40508
An overview of low mediuu density short-haul air
transportation policy laplementation
[SAE PAPER 750610] p0429 A75-40517
717 air carriage of the space shuttle orbiter
p0131 A75-40602
Nederlandse Vereniging voor Luchtvaarttechniek,
Yearbook 1971 Dutch and English book
p0465 A75-41951
Some considerations on the design of very large
aircraft ' '
p0465 A75-11953
Airbus Industrie studying A.300 possibilities for
further developments
p0173 A75-41565
Aerospatiale's Dauphin - Profiting from Gazelle
developments for helicopter design
p0473 A75-41566
The Airfloat GP project General Purpose
airship design for ferry operation
< p0509 A75-45887
STAN developments and applications aircraft
onboard weight and balance system
[SAME PAPEB 1073] p0517 A75-47503
Proposed international air shuttle, 1975
[GPO-31-527] p0026 N75-10034
Air transportation: Good and bad uses
[NASA-TT-F-16067] p0070 N75-12912
Airships
[DLB-BITT-74-12] p0119 N75-13826
Prerequisites for the definition of an airship
project economic analysis for air traffic
and transportation
p0119 N75-13827
The airfloat transport system transportation
of indivisible loads
p0119 N75-13828
All-weather short range flight of civil transport
aircraft
p0120 N75-13835
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 1: Summary
[PB-231264/0] p0121 N75-13842
Summary of the recent short-haul systems studies
[NASA-TH-X-3010] p0131 N75-14735
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 1: Summary
[PB-236801/7] p0165 S75-15638
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 2A: Functional
analysis of air traffic management
[PB-236802/5] p0172 N75-16533
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 2B: Functional
analysis of air traffic management (continued)
[PB-236803/3] p0172 N75-16534
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 2C: Functional
analysis of air traffic management (continued)
[PB-236801/1 ] p0172 N75-16535
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 2D: Functional
analysis of air traffic management (concluded)
[PB-236805/8] p0173 S75-16536
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 3: Methodology for
man-machine task allocation
[PB-236806/6] p0173 875-16537
Tiedown tests for air transport of the XH542
sprint container
[AD-A001844] p0268 B75-19210
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Analysis of operational requirements for medium
density air transportation, volume 2
[NASA-CR-137604] p0316 N75-22301
Analysis of operational requirements for medium
density air transportation. Volume 3: Appendix
[NASA-CS-137605] p0316 N75-22302
The potential of an 8 X 8 It 5 feet interoodal
container as a unitization medium for routine
military air cargo
[AD-A006675] p0316 H75-22306
Analysis of operational requirements for medium
density air transportation. Volume 1: Summary
[NASA-CS-137603] p0360 N75-23534
Inventory of freight transportation in the
Southwest. Part 3: Air freight service in the
Dallas-Fort Worth area
[PB-239820/4] p0413 N75-26987
The next forty years in aviation
pOi(50 N75-29007
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1.
Volume 1: Summary and mission analysis (tasks 2
and 4)
[NASA-CR-137692-VOL-1] p0523 N75-32032
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1.
Volume 4: Appendices
[ NASA-CR-137692-VOL-«] p0523 N75-32035
AIRBORNE EQDIPHEBT
NT A I K B O R N E / S P A C E B O R N E COHPDTERS
Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for
airborne systems controls in an BF-polluted
environment
[ A I A A PAPER 71-1096] p0003 A75-10279
The 1973 program of measurement of the minor
constituents of the stratosphere using the
Concorde 001
p0014 A75-11720
Airborne laser Doppler velocimeter
p0052 A75-16489
A W A C S - An airborne command and control post
warning system
p0091 A75-17876
Monopulse aerials for airborne radars
p0140 A75-19803
Airloads near the open port of a one-meter
airborne telescope
[ A I A A PAPER 75-71] p0143 A75-20270
Prospects for the airborne Omega system in zone
navigation
p0150 A75-21715
Min imum performance standards - Airborne ground
proximity warning system -— Book
p0158 A75-22747
A flight research program to develop airborne
systems for improved terminal area operations
p0196 A75-21803
An experimental TDHA network for airborne warning
and control systems interoperability
demonstrations
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-563] p0246 A75-26724
Reliability life cycle of a complex electronic
airborne equipment
p0250 A75-27839
Airborne equipment for use with the microwave
landing system
p0259 A75-28790
The range of airborne processing available to the
future user of the Doppler MLS Microwave
Landing Systems
p0259 A75-28792
The development of a serial P.C.M. instrumentation
system
p0260 A75-28797
The B-1 CITS system Central Integrated Test
Subsystem
p03U7 A75-35277
Preliminary results from pilot aviation weather
self-briefing experiments
p0350 A75-35428
Commercial developments in airborne VLF navigation
[SAB PAPER 750518] p0382 A75-36660
Awacs - Boeing's radar patroller
p038« A75-36765
Alternative approaches to integrated airborne
OMEGA/Inertial navigation
p0387 A75-36962
Airborne Omega navigation system integration and
test
p0387 A75-36963
Mix and match - A hybrid Omega-Inertial airborne
navigation system
p0387 A75-36964
Flight test of AHN-99/V/2 Omega Navigation Set in
F-4 aircraft
p0387 A75-36966
Airborne ONS - A low cost alternate to INS
Omega and Inertial Navigation Systems compared
p0387 A75-36967
Spike, relays and aircraft electric systems
p0402 A75-38726
Hhither all weather ~ An airline engineer's point
of view landing system design
[SAE PAPER 750600] p~0429 A75-40509
Propagation of gravity gradiometer errors in an
airborne inertial navigation system
[AIAA PAPER 75-1089] p0436 A75-41654
Inertially aided ranging for guidance systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-1109] p0437 A75-41671
Air safety as seen from the tower
p0439 A75-41702
A survey of lighter than air systems and their
applications in scientific fields
[IAF PAPER 75-LAS-10] p0510 A75-15901
tipper limit for CHI production from comet Kohoutek
by high resolution tilting-fliter photometry at
3.3 aicrons
[LFC-UL-1] ' p0178 N75-17262
AIBBOHHB/SPACBBOBBE COHFOTBBS
Aids - Expectations past, present and future
Airborne Integrated Data System
[AIAA PAPER 74-1067] p0001 A75-10260
Fly-by-wire is here fighter aircraft flight
control
p0009 A75-12825
S-3A Viking - Carrier's shield
p0021 A75-13149
S-3A avionics - Software revolution forerunner
digital computer systems integration
p0090 A75-17652
Trends in vehicle computer systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-267] p0155 A75-22491
Flight test of a digital guidance and control
system in a OC-10 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-567] p0246 A75-26726-
Software engineering of a navigation and guidance
system for commercial aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-575] p0247 A75-26733
Digital flight control systems - Considerations in
implementation and acceptance
[AIAA PAPER 75-577] p02«7 A75-26734
Application of digital systems to Army avionics
[AIAA PAPER 75-587] p0247 A75-26738
F-15 computational subsystem computer systems
design
[AIAA PAPER 75-590] p0256 A75-28470
The D.S. Candidate Bicrowave Landing System - A
new generation of avionics/ground equipment
[AIAA PAPER 75-607] p0256 A75-28472
A new flight test data system for NASA
aeronautical flight research
p0258 A75-28774
Symposium on the Application of Digital Avionic
Systems in Aircraft, London, England, December
12, 1974, Proceedings
p0302 A75-31991
The use of digital computers in military aircraft
- A test pilot's viewpoint
p0302 A75-31996
Software maintenance - A military view point
of operational real-time avionics
p0302 A75-31998
The age of the BPV data bus or the data bus comes
of age airborne computer test systems
p0347 A75-35261
The B-1 CITS system Central Integrated Test
Subsystem
p03«7 A75-35277
Future trends in flight control systems
p0398 A75-38262
YC-14 flight control
[AIAA PAPER 75-1027] p0424 A75-39522
The BSD-ZP onboard control system Russian book
on computer aided aircraft control, navigation
and landing systems
p0427 A75-40175
YC-14 digital flight control data management
[AIAA PAPER 75-1087] p0436 A75-41652
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SUBJECT IBDEI AIBCBiFT ACCIDEBTS
Avionics system architecture computer systems
design
p0168 N75-162U.1
LAMPS: A case history of problems/design
objectives for an airborne data handling subsystem
p0168 N75-16292
Explicit approxinate equations for calculating
Hach nunber and various airspeeds
[ESSO-TT-100 ] p0171 N75-16521
The fu ture application of aircraft-borne digital
computers in complex-automated adaptive control
systems for flight vehicles ,
[AD-A000193] p0211 N75-18253
An application of modern control theory to jet
propulsion systeis considering onboard
computer
[NASA-TH-X-71726 ] p0363 N75-23573
A universal flight director computer
[AD-A00363U] p0006 N75-25905
AIBCBAFT ACCIDEII IHVESTIGATIOH
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. II
p0018 A75-12726
The approach hazard aircraft accident avoidance
pOIOS A75-18118
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. Ill
pOIIS A75-20188
Dynamic behavior of an F27 aircraft with damage to
the flight-control system
p0116 A75-20773
Accident statistics and the human-factor element
for public transport aircraft
p0117 A75-20897
Air crash survival - Injuries and evacuation toxic
hazards
p01«7 A75-20898
Personality aspects of involvement in pilot-error
accidents
p0155 A75-22<413
The aircraft accident German book
p0211 A75-26198
Analysis of wreckage aircraft accident
investigation
p0211 A75-26533
Take-off instrument for assessing achieved
performance during take-off and a take-off
accident analysed in context
p0258 A75-28769
Accident Investigation and Prevention Divisional
Meeting
[DOC-9106-AIG(1971)] p0070 N75-12910
Quantitative characterization of the environment
experienced by cargo in aircraft accidents
[SLA-71-5372] p0070 N75-12911
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format
supplemental issue, 1973 accidents. File
numbers 1-0010 thru 1-0012, 3-1111 th ru 3-1163,
1-0001 thru 1-0032, 5-0001 thru 5-0035, 6-0001
thru 6-0086, A-0001 thru A-0003, A-0005, C-0001,
E-0001 thru E-0023
[PB-237091/1 ] p0223 N75-17322
Aircraft accident report. Eastern Air Lines, Inc.
McDonnell-Douglas DC 9-31, N8967E Akron-Conton
Regional Airport , North Canton, Ohio, 27 Nov. 1973
[PB-238637/3]
 P0280 N75-20271
Special study Safety aspects of emergency
evacuations f r o m air carrier aircraft
[PB-238269/5 ] p0281 N75-20275
Pan American Horld Airvays, Incorporated, Boeing
707-321C, B158PA, Boston, Massachusetts,
November 1973 aircraft accident investigation
[PB-239118/1 ] p0372 N75-21701
Sierra pacific Airlines, Incorporated Convair
300/itlO, N1819C near Bishop, California, 13
Harch 1971 aircraft accident investigation
[PB-239511/9] p0372 N75-21702
Aircraf t accident report: Air East, Inc.
Beechcraft 99A, N125AE, Johnstown-Cambria County
Airport, Johnstown, Pennsylvania, 6 January 1971
[PB-239891/5] p0113 875-26982
Aircraft accident report. Brief format , U.S.
Civil Aviation issue number 3 of 197U accidents.
File numbers: 1-0002 thru 1-0007, 1-0009 thru
1-0019, 1-0021 thru 1-0023, 1-0025 thru 1-0028,
3-1031, 3-1111, 3-1801 thru 3-2700
[PB-210361/0] p0113 N75-26983
Aircraft accident report: New Jersey Air National
Guard F106, serial number 59-0011, Piper
PA-21-250, N6876P, midair collision near Saxis,
Virginia, 11 October 1971
[PB-210250/1J p0113 N75-26981
Aircraf t accident report: Aircraf t Pool Leasing
Corporation, Lockheed super constellation,
L-1019H, N6917C, Miami , Florida, 15 December 1973
(PB-210120/6] p0113 H75-26985
Aircraft accident report: Saturn A i r w a y s Inc.,
Lockheed L-382, N11ST, Springfield, Illinois, 23
May 1971
[PB-210119/8] p0113 N75-26986
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US
general aviation, calendar year 1972
[PB-239608/3] p0113 875-26988
Aircraft accident report: National Airlines,
Incorporated, DC-10-10, N60NA, near Albuguergue,
Sew Mexico, 3 November 1973
[PB-239889/9] p0113 N75-26989
Aircraft accident report: Iberia Lineas Aereas De
Espana (Iberian Airlines). McDonnell Douglas
DC-10-30, EC CBN Logan International Airport,
Boston, Massachusetts, 17 December 1973
[PB-239890/7] pOIII U75-26990
Investigation of helicopter door, window, and
access panel losses
[AD-A005882] p0191 N75-30151
Operative disturbance reporting for the commercial
airplane for aircraft accident investigations
[NASA-TT-F-16519] p0521 N75-32012
Aircraft accident report. Brief format. U.S.
Cxvil Aviation issue no. 1 of 1971 accidents.
File numbers: 1-0001, 1-0032 thru 1-0035,
1-0037 thru 1-0038, 3-0001, 3-0188, 3-2701 thru
3-2978, 3-2980 thru 3-3038, 3-3010 thru 3-3600
[PB-211512/0] p0521 N75-32011
Aircraft accident report: Trans >!orld. Airlines,
Inc., Boeing 707-331B, N8731 in the Ionian Sea
[PB-211705/3] p0531 N75-33018
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format. US
civil aviation issue number 2 of 1971 accidents
[PB-212169/5] p0531 N75-33021
AIHCBAFT ACCIDEBTS
Safety and air navigation
p0017 A75-12372
The place of the psychic factor among the causes
of air accidents in general aviation
p0087 A75-17375
An extinguisher emulsion for aircraft fires
p0112 A75-19109
New look for products liability in aviation
aanufacturers1 responsibility for aircraft
accidents
p0139 A75-19587
Emergency and disaster plans, and associated
problems concerning major aircraft accidents
p0199 A75-25069
General aviation safety - Pact and fiction
p0202 A75-25719
Rescue measures in the case of accidents of the
AN-12 aircraft
p0321 A75-32527
Parachute systems of the DFVLR for stabilization
and salvage of flight vehicles
[DOLE PAPER 71-013] p0311 A75-31661
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US
General Aviation calendar year 1971
[NTSB-ARG-71-2] p0026 N75-10037
Aircraft accident report. Trans World Airlines,
Inc., Boeing 707-331B, N8705T, Los Angeles,
California, 28 August 1973
[PB-231122/1] p0070 875-12915
Aircraft accident report: National airlines,
incorporated, McDonnell-Douglas DC-10-10, N60NA,
near Tampa, Florida, 8 July 1971
[PB-231791/2] p0070 N75-12916
A risk and comparative analysis of aircraft
accident data
[AD-787126] p0132 N75-11736
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format OS Civil
Aviation issue number 1 of 1971 accidents
[PB-236867/8] p0172 875-16528
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format
supplemental issue, 1973 accidents. File
numbers 1-0010 thru 1-0012, 3-1111 thru 3-1163,
1-0001 thru 1-0032, 5-0001 thru 5-0035, 6-0001
thru 6-0086, A-0001 thru A-0003, A-0005, C-0001,
E-0001 thru E-0023
[PB-237091/U] p0223 N75-17322
Analysis of in-flight disintegration accidents
p0267 B75-19197
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General Aviation Aircraft Safety
[AD-A003121] p0267 S75-19199
Analysis of general aviation accident records
p0267 K75-19200
General aviation accident patterns
p0267 H75-19201
The accident record in terms of the pilot
p0267 N75-19202
Crash survivability
p0267 H75-19203
General aviation handling qualities research
p0268 N75-19201
A study of carburetor/induction system icing in
general aviation accidents
[NASA-CB-113835] p0268 H75-19208
. Environmental and operating regnirenents for fire
extinguishing systems on advanced aircraft
[AD-A001610] p0270 N75-19228
Annual reviews of aircraft accident data OS Air
Carrier operations, 1973
[PB-238281/0] p0281 H75-20276
Pan American Rorld Airways, Incorporated Boeing
707-321B, N151PA, Pago Pago, Anerican Samoa, 30
January 1971
[PB-238178/2] p0281 H75-20277
Delta Air Lines Incorporated McDonnell Douglas
DC-9-32, N3323L, Chattanooga Municipal Airport,
Chattanooga, Tennessee
[PB-238179/0] p0281 N75-20278
Aerodynamic spoiler for preventing airplane
stall/spin type accidents
[AD-A006995] pOIOS N75-2589I1
Vortex-related accidents over the ten year period
1961 - 1973
[AD-A010111] p0155 N75-29065
AIBCBAFT AHTEHIAS
State of radome technology - 197*; Proceedings of
the Twelfth Symposium on Electromagnetic
Windows, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, Ga., June 12-11, 1971
pOOOS A75-10851
EH window thermal barriers on supersonic
aircraft
pOOOl A75-10857
Badooes for high gain arrays
pOOOS A75-10858
B-1 forward radome
p0008 A75-10866
Badio freguency heating of radomes in an
aerodynamic environment
p0009 A75-10876
Conformal microstrip phased array for aircraft
test with ATS-6
p0093 A75-18089
Calculation of the radiation pattern of an
airborne antenna-radome combination
p0139 A75-19618
A printed antenna/radome assembly /radant/ for
airborne Doppler navigational radar
p0110 A75-19821
Badiation conductivity and coupling of magnetic
dipoles surrounded by a spherical dielectric
sheath design for aircraft antennas
p0290 A75-29190
A study of KC-135 aircraft antenna patterns
p0291 A75-30126
Analysis of airborne THF incidental noise over
metropolitan areas. II - Horizontal dipole antenna
p0291 A75-30572
B-52G/B Protective Systems Test Bange /PSTB/
antenna radiation pattern measurement
p0395 A75-37671
Beview of presently employed narrow-bean microwave
antennas. II
pO«20 A75-39268
Aircraft-velocity measurement through
radar-altimeter echo with noncoherent detection
[SLA-71-112] p0033 N75-10290
Beal-time measuring procedure and measuring
eguipment for recording the radiation patterns
of aircraft antennas in flight
[ESBO-TT-71] p0015 H75-10292
Botor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part
1: Amplitude reduction and phase shift.
Shielding effect
[AD-787363] p0132 B75-11712
Botor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part
2: Distortion of phase reversals
[AD-787361] p0132 H75-11713
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 3: Definition of
revised experiment, terminal design, and
subsystem performance characteristics
[AD-783581] p0136 H75-14931
Dual band airborne antenna study
[AD-A002013] p0269 S75-19219
Analysis and design of aircraft antennas
[NASA-CB-112915] p0378 H75-25057
DABS link performance considerations
[AD-A009129] p0155 N75-29078
An analysis of aircraft L-band beacon antenna
patterns
[AD-A005569] p0161 N75-29287
AIBCBAFT APPBOACB SPACIHG
Collision avoidance and the future of air traffic
control
pOOII A75-13297
'HADGE* - A microwave aircraft digital guidance
equipment. I - General principles and
angle-measuring units
p0150 A75-21711
Surveillance velocity measurements with least
maximum error
p0211 A75-25928
Airborne wake vortex detection by in-flight
radar sensing
p03U9 A75-35125
AIBCBAFT B&SES
0 SILITABY AIB FACILITIES
AIBCBAFT BBAKBS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
HI TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
HI WING FLAPS
Consideration of materials for aircraft brakes
p0053 A75-16625
Development and applications of the air cushion
landing system to reduce ground pressure in
conditions of poor soil strength
p0059 N75-11952
Besearch about effects of external flow and
aircraft installation conditions on thrust
reversers performances
p0356 N75-23195
Wet runway aircraft control project F-1 rain tire
project
[AD-A001768] pOIOS N75-25896
Design of aircraft wheels and brake systems
[NASA-TT-F-15761] p0106 H75-25918
Friction and wear of carbon-graphite materials for
high energy brakes
[NASA-TN-D-8006] p0110 N75-26137
Development and evaluation of high-energy brake
materials
p0117 875-28139
AIBCBAFT CABINS
0 AIBCBAFT COMPABTHENTS
AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
0.S. Navy LAMPS operations report
destroyer/helicopter system
[SAE PAPEB 710817] - p0081 A75-16903
Maritime VSTOL - The development of small ship
helicopter operations in the Boyal Navy
[SAE PAPEB 710820] p0082 A75-16901
The S-3A carrier suitability demonstration
p0331 A75-33611
Lift-fan characteristics selection for 1980-85
7/STOL carrier onboard delivery aircraft
[ASME PAPEB 75-GT-98] p031U A75-31610
High sink-rate landing testing of Navy aircraft
p0036 N75-1092U
An advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of the upgraded third generation
ATC system. System B: Air traffic activity
projections for 1995
[AD-785308] p0057 B75-11928
Surface effect takeoff and landing system (SETOLS)
[AD-A000101] p0226 N75-17315
AIBCBAFT COHHOBICATIOS
Navigation in the use of helicopters offshore
p0017 A75-12373
Toward unified digital aeronautical communications
and navigation
p0093 A75-18087
The ABINC plan for implementing air/ground datalink
p0093 A75-18088
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DICEF - A special Sir Force facility for data
acquisition and analysis and research in support
of digital communications
p0113 475-19179
Data transmission by optical fibers aboard aircraft
p0187 475-23855
Aeroflight communications and RF oavaids for
space shuttle orbiters
p0188 A75-23912
AEROSAT test and evaluation avionics
aeronautical satellite communication system for
oceanic ATC
p0218 A75-26013
DABS - Projected performance and experimental
results Discrete Address Beacon System for ATC
p0219 A75-26061
SEEK BOS - A time division multiple access system
ATC applications
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-561] p0256 A75-28168
ATS-5 roultipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program, summary
[AD-783581] p0136 N75-KI927
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 1: Experimental
program-aircraft communications/surveillance via
satellite at I-band
[AD-783582] p0136 N75-11928
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 2: Terminal design
and flight test plan for phase 1 program.
Volume 1: Terminal design
[AD-783583] p0136 N75-11929
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 3: Definition of
revised experiment, terminal design, and
subsystem performance characteristics
[AD-783581] p0136 N75-11931
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band .
experimental program. Phase ID: Additional
tests. Volatile 1: Satellite/aircraft L-band
data communication tests
[AD-783586] p0136 N75-11933
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase ID: Additional
tests. Volume 2: Overland multipath, pacific
mult ipath, scintillation tests
[AD-783652] p0137 S75-11931
Optical f iber communication onboard aircraft
p0177 H75-16811
Multi-site intermittent positive control
algorithms for the discrete address beacon system
[AD-A001112 /2 ] p0269 N75-19211
AIRCRAFT COBPABTHEHTS
What have we learned f rom applying digital
technology to cabin/passenger multiplex systems
cost and weight analysis
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-57H] p0217 A75-26732
Window-pane design and strength problems for
modern aircraft
p0289 475-29318
Response of aircraft structural compartments to
blast pressures and fragments from high
explosive projectiles
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-751] p0321 A75-32652
A fluidically controlled aircraft environmental
system
[ASHE PAPEB 75-ENAS-7] p0131 A75-10891
Determination of aircraft cabin radiation,
conduction, and convection heat transfer
coefficients
[AD-785616] p0123 N75-13861
Some predictions of crack propagation under
combined cabin pressurisation and acoustic
loadings aircraft cabins
[ ARC-CP-1286 ] p0172 N75-16527
A study of helicopter interior noise reduction
[NASA-TH-X-72655] p0362 N75-23556
Interior noise levels of two propeller-driven
light aircraft
[NSSA-TH-X-72716 ] p0116 875-28066
Fire safety evaluation of aircraft lavatory and
cargo compartments
[NASA-TK-x-62171 ] p0523 1175-32029
AIRCRAFT COHFIGOBATIOHS
Fundamental geometric and aerodynamic
characteristics of aircraft and finned rockets
Russian book
pOOOT A75-11577
Some problems of the canard configuration. I
p0017 A75-12173
Installation benefits of the single-engine exhaust
nozzle on the YF-16
[AIAA PAPER 71-1101] p0017 A75-12571
European TriStars configuration and systems of
L-1011 aircraft
pOOIS A75-11923
Studies of scranjet/airfrane integration
techniques for hypersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPE8 75-58] p0096 A75-18281
Preliminary thermal-structural design and analysis
of an airframe-integrated hydrogen-cooled scramjet
[AIAA PAPEB 75-137] p0101 475-18335
Transonic transport wings - Oblique or swept
p0110 A75-18967
Airloads near the open port of a one-meter
airborne telescope
[AIAA PAPEB 75-71] p0113 A75-20270
Dogfighter supreme - The Tomcat
p0118 475-21012
The lift/cruise fan anltimission V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-277] p0156 A75-22199
Design concepts for future cargo aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-306] p0157 A75-22509
Method of balancing VTOL aircraft
[ SAWE PAPEB SWR 7] p0195 A75-21318
Recent wake turbulence flight test programs
p0196 475-21805
The shape of the future long-haul transport airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 75-305] p0198 475-25012
Effect of geometry on open cavity flow-induced
pressure oscillations
[AIAA PAPER 75-192] p0207 A75-25761
An experimental study of airframe self-noise
[4IAA PAPER 75-511] p0208 A75-25777
The planar dynamics of airships
p0213 475-25986
The Airfloat HL project heavy lift airship
p0215 A75-26001
The Dynairship deltoid aerobody combining
buoyant and dynamic lift
p0215 A75-26007
Dltra-heavy vertical lift system 'The Heli-Stat1
combined LTA-helicopter design
p0216 A75-26009
The annals of the polymorph - A short history of
variable geometry. Ill variable wing aircraft
p0330 A75-33150
Computational procedure for three-dimensional
boundary layers on aircraft and aerospace vehicles
p0339 475-31190
Evaluation of advanced airship concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 75-930] p0389 A75-37007
Operational considerations of large rigid airships
in military applications
[AIAA PAPEB 75-938] p0390 475-37012
Wing-Tip-Winglet propulsion for Aerocrane-type
hybrid lift vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 75-911] p0390 475-37017
Aerodynamic analysis of helicopter configurations
p0391 A75-37599
Future lighter-than-air concepts
[SAE PAPER 750618] p0130 475-10523
Poverplants for wide-bodied aircraft - What we
bought and what we got
[AIAA PAPER 75-1201] p0505 475-15628
A summary o± experimental research on
propulsive-lift concepts in the Langley 16-foot
transonic tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 75-1315] p0507 A75-1569U
The Airfloat BL project for heavy lift airships
p0510 A75-15888
Rockwell proposes VTOL C-130 version
p0513 A75-16868
Wing aeroelastic structural analysis applied to
the study of fuel-conserving CTOL transports
[SA8E PAPER 1010] p0516 A75-17179
Experimental determination of airplane mass and
inertial characteristics
[NASA-TR-H-U33] p0028 1175-10062
Aerodynamic symmetry of aircraft and guided missiles
development of configurations to eliminate
certain force and mooent derivatives
[AD-781251] p0029 N75-10070
Operating experiences of retardant bombers during
firefighting operations
[NASA-TH-X-72622] p0037 1175-10931
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Investigations into aircraft noise reduction by
shielding europlane QTOL design concept
p0059 N75-11919
Opper-surface bloving nacelle design study for a
swept wing airplane at cruise conditions
[NASA-CB-2127] p0072 N75-12940
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on some slender airbus
configurations
[ABC-R/H-3717] p0171 N75-16522
A free flight investigation of transonic sting
interference
[NASA-CB-112081] p0171 N75-16511
Integration of aft-fuselage-mounted flow through
engine nacelles on an advanced transport
configuration at Bach numbers from 0.6 to 1.0
[NASA-TH-X-3178] p026U H75-19180
Prediction of the optimum location of a nacelle
shaped body on the wing of a wing-body
configuration by inviscid flow analysis
p0358 M75-23510
Airframe: Engine interaction for engine
configurations mounted above the wing. Part 2:
Engine jet simulation problems in wind tunnel
tests
p0358 N75-23512
Steady and oscillatory, subsonic and supersonic,
aerodynamic pressure and generalized forces for
complex aircraft configurations and applications
to flutter
[NASA-CB-112983] p0103 N75-25871
Engine/airframe compatibility studies for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[NiSA-CH-132610-1] p0106 H75-25916
A computer program for fitting smooth surfaces to
an aircraft configuration and other three
dimensional geometries
[NASA-TM-X-3206] pOifll H75-26693
Conceptual engineering design studies of 1985-era
commercial VTOL and SIOL transports that utilize
rotors
[NASA-CH-2515] pOIII N75-28011
CCV philosophy: Semantics and uncertainity. The
concept of aircraft revolution by progress in
the flight control system
p0178 N75-30028
Installation and airspeed effects on jet
shock-associated noise
[NASA-TM-X-71792] p0531 H75-33056
AIBCEiPT COHSTBDCTIOH
D AIKCBAFT STBOCTOHES
AIBCB1FT CONTBOL
NT HELICOPTEB CONTBOI
A response criterion for aircraft with fly-by-wire
control systems
pOOOl A75-10018
Application of methods of abstract algebra to the
synthesis of an automatic system for controlling
the longitudinal motion of an aircraft
p0006 175-11121
A conceptual approach to applying singular
perturbation methods to variational problems
in optimal control
p0015 A75-11895
Avionics systems in the management of air
transportation
[ A I A A PAPEB 71-1291] p0016 A75-122U6
An elastic flight vehicle as an automatic control
plant Russian book
pOOOS A75-12329
Automatic control of the longitudinal motion of an
elastic aircraft Bussian book
p0013 475-13219
Evolution keeps aircraft hydraulics youthful
C-130 aircraft hydraulic system redesign and
updating
p0013 A75-13213
A discussion of the roll-coupling problem in
aircraft stability
p0017 A75-11746
HiNAT - A new approach to the design of highly
maneuverable aircraft
[SAE PAPER 740859] p0083 A75-16921
Explicit form of the optimal control law for a
rigid aircraft flying 'in a turbulent atmosphere
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1112] p0091 A75-17832
Influence of the parameters of a system of a
certain class on the distribution of its roots
for aircraft autopilot synthesis
p0107 A75-18628
Explicit form of the optimal piloting law for a
rigid aircraft flying in a turbulent atmosphere
p0109 A75-18929
Stability and controllability of flight vehicles.
Part 2 Longitudinal stability of aircraft
Serbo-Croatian book
p0112 A75-19323
Improved gradient algorithm for two-point boundary
value problems time optimal trajectory control
p0110 A75-19909
Experimental determination of post-stall rotary
derivatives for airplane-like configurations at
several Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 75-171] p0111 A75-20286
AFTI TI-1 program Advanced Fighter Technology
Integration
[SAE PAPER 71(0860] p0180 A75-22939
F-1/CCV-flight tests of advanced technology
[SAE PAPEH 7140861] p0180 A75-229UO
Aircraft control surface actuators Bussian book
p0184 A75-23423
A state-variable design approach for a
high-performance aerospace vehicle pitch
orientation system with variable coefficients
p0185 A75-23157
Control, stabilization, and guidance of flight
vehicles
[DGLB PAPEB 71-75] p0191 A75-21133
The devising of control systems with the help of
computer-aided design and their application
[DGLH PAPER 71-78] p0191 A75-21135
A controller of variable structure for the
reduction of the complexity of flight control
systems
[DGLR PAPEB 71-79] p0191 A75-21136
Design of a guided flight vehicle according to
viewpoints of probability theory, taking into
account perturbation and control parameters
[DGLB PAPEB 71-80] p0191 A75-21137
Problems and implementation possibilities of a
direct side force control in the case of fighters
[DGLB PAPEH 71-81] p0192 A75-211HO
Modern control - Modeling and application in real
aircraft flight control system design
p0195 A75-21758
YF-16 flight test program - Lightweight fighter
program
p0196 A75-21808
Manual control system design using a dual
suboptimal control model
p0197 A75-21839
Electrostatic vertical sensing and control concept
for aircraft escape systems
p0199 A75-25068
Multilevel control optimization using subsystem
relative performance index sensitivity
p0200 A75-25098
Air traffic control
p0210 A75-25861
VTOL flight-control system design using
sensitivity analysis
p0211 A75-25879
Digital flight control systems - Considerations in
implementation and acceptance
[AIAA PAPEB 75-577] p0217 A75-26731
Design of the DAIS control and display core element
Digital Avionics Information System
[AIAA PAPEB 75-600] p0218 A75-26715
A concept of flight dynamics control for
aircraft
p0219 A75-27180
Adaptive digital system for aircraft control
p0219 A75-27182
Fly-by-wire and control configured vehicles -
Rewards and risks
p0219 A75-27367
Stability analysis of stochastic composite systems
application to control of aircraft and
nonlinear systems
p0251 A75-27919
Qualitative analysis of a family of extremums in a
problem involving optimal control of aircraft
motion
p0258 A75-28676
Generalized integrated sguare error criterion for
optimal and suboptimal control design
p0290 A75-29163
Quantitative estimates of the indeterminacy of
motion prediction of controlled aircraft
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DOtion in horizontal flight
p0293 475-30228
Flight control and efficiency of an aviation complex
Eussian book on aircraft operations models
p0298 475-31000
Considerations concerning the semiautomatic and
antoaatic control of the aircraft in the case of
a given flight path
p0300 475-31812
EHDI, the B-1's hidden system
electrical/electronic aultiplexing systen for
aircraft control
p0304 475-32350
On the way to tactical aircraft robotics
ground based radar control of F-102 4
p0323 475-32U52
Interaction between control augmentation system
and airfraue dynaaics on the TF-17
[4144 P4PER 75-824] p0327 475-3269"!
TF16 active-control-system/structural dynamics
interaction instability
[4144 P4PEB 75-823] p0327 475-32695
Stone Spin Shorthand, including: Spin Data Card
and sample Criteria Spin Set for testing
out-of-control flight
p0332 475-33618
Rind tunnel and flight development of spoilers for
general aviation aircraft
[S4E P4PEH 750523] p0382 475-36663
4n in-flight investigation of nonlinear roll control
[S4E P4PEB 750528] p0383 475-36666
Autopilot for British 4irways
p0396 475-37778
Future trends in flight control systems
p0398 475-38262
Northrop YF-17 ground testing and simulation
[4144 P4PEB 75-986] p0422 475-39501
lateral-directional stability augmentation methods
for the STOL flight regime
[4144 P4PEB 75-1028] p0425 475-39523
Application of active control technology to
aircraft ride smoothing
[4IA4 P4PEB 75-1029] p0425 475-39524
The BSO-ZP onboard control system Russian book
on computer aided aircraft control, navigation
and landing systems
p0427 475-40175
F-16 - First with fly-by-wire
p0428 475-40475
The use of in-flight simulation to develop control
system and display requirements for conventional
and V/STOL airplanes
p0434 475-41415
4 contribution to the design of digital
self-adaptive flight control systems German
book
p0435 A75-41598
FC4P - 4 new tool for the evaluation of active
control technology Flight Control Analysis
Program for flexible aircraft
[4I4A P4PEB 75-1059] p0435 475-41630
Development of automatic
terrain-following/automatic terrain-avoidance
decoupling technigues
[ 4 I A A PAPEB 75-1074] p0435 475-41640
Integrated flight/propulsion control by state
regulation
[4144 PAPEB 75-1075] p0435 475-41641
Effects of sampling rate and transformation
techniques on the design of digital notch filters
for aircraft flight control systems design
[4144 P4PEB 75-1084] p0436 475-41649
Digital multimode flight control system
[4144 PAPEB 75-1085] p0436 475-41650
Balanced functional design of automatic digital
flight control systems
[4144 P4PEB 75-1088] p0436 475-41653
On the design of a model reference adaptive flight
control system
[ A I A A P4PEB 75-1111]
 P0437 475-41673
Flight characteristics of very large subsonic
transport aircraft during landing approach
p0465 475-41955
Beliability of control systems Bussian book
p0509 475-45731
in analytical model for the control of low flying
aircraft and vehicles by visual cues
[I4F P4PEB ST-75-01] p0509 475-45881
4utomated avionics system checkout and lonitoring
in a flight test environment
p0036 H75-10920
4 Saab-Scania developed method for obtaining
stability derivatives from flight tests
p0036 H75-10925
Aspects of guidance and control for steep and
curved approaches of STOL aircraft
p0059 B75-11945
Control authority with a flight performance
controller development of aircraft system
for pilot control of aircraft bank angle and
vertical speed
[4D-784889] p0060 B75-11953
Aircraft accident report. Trans lorld Airlines,
Inc., Boeing 707-331B, S8705T, Los Angeles,
California, 28 August 1973
[PB-234422/4] p0070 1175-12915
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10456-1] p0071 H75-12930
Digital adaptive flight controller development
[N4S4-CB-2466] p0074 H75-12967
Curved descending landing approach guidance and
control
[H4S4-TH-X-72200] p0125 N75-13878
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
lifting-body hypersonic research aircraft
configuration
[NASA-TB-D-7851] p0161 1175-15611
Effects of surface winds and gusts on aircraft
design and operation analysis of
meteorological parameters for improved aircraft
flight characteristics
[AG4BD-B-626] p0165 N75-15641
OK research on aeronautical effects of surface
winds and gusts application to improving
aircraft handling qualities under turbulent
conditions
p0165 N75-15603
A comparison and evaluation of two methods of
extracting stability derivatives from flight
test data
[AD-787645] pO 1 66 1175-15647
Requirements and feasibility study of flight
demonstration of Active Controls Technology
(4CT) on the N4SA 515 airplane
[KASA-CH-132555] p0174 N75-16546
Impact on aerodynamic design
p0178 H75-16982
Analysis and preliminary design of an advanced
technology transport flight control system
[NASA-CR-2490] p0221 1175-17295
Input design for identification of aircraft
stability and control derivatives
[NASA-CR-2493] p0229 N75-17370
Flight control systems properties and problems,
volume 1
[DAS4-CR-2500] p0229 N75-17371
Flight control systems properties and problems.
Volume 2: Block diagram compendium
[NASA-CR-2501] - p0229 N75-17372
VTOL airplane control in transition regimes
[AD-A000128] p0230 N75-17378
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using
active controls
[NASA-CR-132704] p0239 N75-18243
Desicription and flight test results of the NAS4
F-8 digital fly-by-wire control system
[NASA-TN-D-7843] p0240 1175-18245
An overview of N4S4's digital fly-by-vire
technology development program
p0240 N75-18246
Design and development experience with a digital
fly-by-wire control system in an F-8C airplane
p0240 1175-18247
Mechanization of and experience with a triplex
fly-by-wire backup control system
p0240 N75-18248
The effects of lightning on digital flight control
systems
p0240 1175-18249
Han-rated flight software for the F-8 DFBR program
p0241 1175-18250
Flight test experience with the F-8 digital
fly-by-wire system
p0241 H75-18251
A pilot's opinion of the F-8 digital fly-by-wire
airplane
p0241 N75-18252
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A model based technique for the design of flight
directors optiial control models
p0262 H75-19140
'' Bechanics of optimum three-dinensional motion of
aircraft in the atmosphere
[NASA-TT-F-777] p0265 N75-19182
Development of a remote digital augmentation
system and application to a remotely piloted
research vehicle
[NASA-TN-D-7941] p0282 H75-20293
Evaluation of active control technology for short
haul aircraft cost effectiveness
[ NASA-CR-137634] p0287 B75-20344
Take-off and landing seminar on aircraft
guidance, control, stability, and flight
characteristics during approach and landing and
takeoff
( AGABD-CP-160] p0305 N75-21219
Some methods for analyzing aircraft with linear
automatic control systems
p0319 N75-22332
Operation control system for aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-16362] p0321 N75-22562
net runway aircraft control project F-4 rain tire
project
[AD-AOOU768] p0405 N75-25896
High lift aircraft with improved stability,
control, performance, and noise characteristics
[BASA-CA6E-LAR-1 1252-1] p0406 N75-25914
Selection of sampling rate for digital control of
aircrafts
p0409 1175-25959
Application of active controls technology to the
NASA Jet Star airplane
[NASA-CR-2561] p0444 B75-28049
Status and trends in active control technology
p0450 N75-29015
Longitudinal motions of aircraft involving high
angles of attack
[ARC-R/M-3753] p0456 N75-29094
Identification of nonlinear aerodynamic stability
and control parameters at high angle of attack
p0475 N75-29999
Potential benefits to short-haul transports
through use of active controls
p0479 N75-30030
Horizontal canards for two-axis CCV fighter control
p0479 N75-30033
Control of an elastic aircraft using optimal
control laws
pO"!79 H75-30036
Closed form expression of the optimal control of a
rigid airplane to turbulence
p0480 N75-30037
The guidance and control of V/STOL aircraft and
helicopters at night and in poor visibility
conference proceedings
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Kunovice, Czechoslovakia, Harch 19-22, 1974,
Proceedings
p0086 A75-17351
Problems of reliability in aircraft equipment
optimality during development, manufacture and
operation
p0086 A75-17353
The French aeronautics and space equipment industry
p0092 A75-17998
Cooperation in the equipment industry
aerospace projects
p0092 A75-17999
French equipment in general aviation light
aircraft production
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SUBJECT IHDEI AIBCBAFT FUELS
p0092 A75-18000
Aircraft switching devices: Fabrication technology
and installation Russian book
p0183 A75-23369
Exploitation of air conditioning systems for
passenger aircraft Russian book
p0183 A75-23375
The 11-18 aircraft /2nd enlarged and revised
edition/ Russian book
p0184 A75-23021
VSCF starter generator variable speed constant
frequency cycloconverter for aircraft applications
p0185 A75-23594
Havy Aircrew Escape Propulsion System Program
p0199 A75-25054
Factors in the design of solid oxygen systems for
aircraft
p0199 A75-25061
warranties as a life-cycle-cost management tool
for military aircraft equipment ^
p0219 S75-26099
ifide bandwidth optical telemetry link for ground
testing of equipment in high EHI environments
p0258 A75-28781
Circuit design of a forced hydrogen cooling system
p0300 A75-31562
Blindsule connector selection for aircraft
wiring
p0395 A75-37711
Looping in a hydrogen cooling system
p0401 A75-38370
Continuous hydrogen furnace brazing of aircraft
heat exchangers
p0511 A75-46473
STAN developments and applications aircraft
onboatd weight and balance system
[ S A K E PAPEB 1073] p0517 A75-47503
A conceptaul definition study for a digital
avionics information system (approach 2), volume 1
[AD-780581/5] p0029 H75-10071
A conceptual definition study for a digital
avionics information system (approach 2).
Volume 2: Appendixes a thru D
[AD-780582/3] p0030 N75-10072
Development of accelerated life testing techniques
for general failure modes of aircraft hardware
[AD-784188] p0030 H75-10073
Determination of the forces in the retractor of a
three-dimensional landing gear mechanism
[AD-784257] p0030 N75-10078
Technology development report: Results of static
electricity discharge system tests (active and
passive) heavy lift helicopter
[AD-784130] p0031 N75-10082
T and E guidelines for aircraft systems
[AD-784549] p0031 N75-10085
T and E guidelines for airborne ECfl systems
[ AD-784574 ] p0016 N75-10332
Airborne testing of advanced multisensor aircraft
p0036 875-10921
Depot requirements for base level data on aircraft
inertial platforus
[AD-785443] p0056 R75-11914
Control authority with a flight performance
controller development of aircraft system
for pilot control of aircraft bank angle and
vertical speed
[AD-7814889] p0060 H75-11953
Design and mockup evaluation of a high-strength
armored crew seat for transport/cargo aircraft
[AD-7851115] p0060 875-11956
An emergency life saving instant exit system for
cargo, cargo-transport and passenger aircraft,
volume 2
[AD-778824] p0061 H75-11966
Cleaning and corrosion control of avionics
equipment at all levels of maintenance
[AD-784975] p0062 N75-11968
Analysis of delivery accuracy for AH-1G (Cobra)
launched 2.75-inch rockets from tests conducted
January - March 1972 at China Lake, California
[AD-782978] p0068 N75-12891
High temperature generator component development
[AD-786046] p0077 875-13170
Design and optimization on study of the Active Ara
External Load Stabilization System (A&ELSS) for
helicopters
[AD-787325] p0133 H75-14750
Proceedings of the 1971* Army Science Conference.
Volume 1: Principal authors A through H
[AD-785600] p0137 875-15499
Catalytic reactor for inerting of aircraft fuel
tanks
[AD-A000939] p0237 875-18228
General aviation accident patterns
p0267 H75-19201
Development of a scientific basis for analysis of
aircraft seating systens
[AD-AOOI4306] p0280 875-20273
Instrument system test. Elliott helicopter air
data system
[AD-A002332] p0286 875-20331
nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Float charge
test
[AD-A002767] p0322 H75-22913
Fuel tank non-nuclear vulnerability test program
[AD-A008531] p0373 875-24728
Guide for the design of control sticks in
vibration environments aircraft manual
control equipment
[AD-A008533] p0374 875-21729
Influence of solid state electrical distribution
on aircraft power generation solid state power
controller compatibility use on B-1 aircraft
[AD-A003834] p0410 875-26273
Development of an aircraft battery
conditioner/analyzer emphasizing nickel
cadmium battery
[AD-A005055] p0448 H75-28533
Airborne electronics for automated flight systems
pOi(50 H75-29011
General aviation's future need for research
p0451 H75-29021
Firebird interferometer for observation of
infrared plume emission
[AD-A005815] p0462 H75-29395
An analysis of the concept of time between
overhaul limits for aircraft components
[AD-A009187] p050 1 N75-31463
AIECHAFT FOEL SISTEHS
An LN2 fuel tank inerting system for commercial
transports
[SAE PAPER 740852] p0083 A75-16917
Hollow-fiber permeable membrane for airborne inert
gas generation
[SAE PAPER 740854] p0083 A75-16918
Aircraft fuel tank inerting by catalytic fuel
combustion
[SAE PAPER 740856] p0083 A75-16920
A brief look at engine installations for future
naval aircraft
[SiE PAPER 740881] p0084 A75-16924
Experience gained from testing and operating
aircraft hydraulic system units
p0087 A75-17362
Effect of fuel with a high sulfur content on the
operation of turbojet engine fuel system
components
p0108 A75-18814
Design of aircraft fuel systems Russian book
p0427 A75-40198
Digital computing techniques in the manufacture
and operation of engine management systems
p0512 A75-46693
Investigation of 14.5mm API
self-sealing/crashworthy fuel tank material
[AD-A001752] p0272 875-19249
Feasibility of adapting a thin film permeable
membrane to jet transport fuel tank inerting
system
[AD-A003799] p0282 875-20295
Hydraulic ram pressure measurements fuel
aileraft systems - impact damage
[AD-A004241] p0415 875-27005
AIBCBAFT FUELS
The use of hydrogen in commercial aircraft - An
assessment
p0003 A75-10542
The use of jet fuels in aviation Bussian book
p0009 A75-13000
SST-HST profitability domain in the era of high
petroleum costs
[AIAA PAPEB 75-307] p0157 A75-22510
Fuelling systems at airports
p0202 A75-25275
Alternative fuels for aviation
p0384 A75-36719
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AIBCBAFT GOIDiHCE SOBJECT IBDEI
Evaluation of the overall fuel mass penalty of an
aircraft system
p038M A75-36720
Fuel conservation possibilities for terminal area
compatible transport aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1036] pO«39 A75-41698
Future engines and fuels advanced cycles,
fuels and nuclear propulsion
pO«70 A75-43968
Advanced supersonic technology concept study:
Hydrogen fueled configuration
[.NASA-CR-111718] p0038 K75-10913
The 1971 AGA8D Annual Meeting: The energy
problem: Impacts on military research and
development
p0177 875-16977
Alternative fuels for aviation
p0177 1175-16980
Impact of future fuels on military aero-engines
p0177 N75-16981
Impact on aerodynamic design
p0178 H75-16982
Technology assessment of portable energy RDT and
F, phase 1
[HASA-CB-137651)] p0322 N75-22901
The long term energy problem and aeronautics
pO«50 N75-29012
AIBCBAFT GUIDAHCE
• M A D G E 1 - A microwave aircraft digital guidance
equipment. I - General principles and
angle-measuring units
p0150 A75-21711
Aids to air navigation
p0183 A75-23319
Theory of astronomical correction Russian book
on celestial navigation of flight vehicles
p0183 A75-23395
Control, stabilization, and guidance of flight
vehicles
[DGLB PAPEB 711-75] p0191 A75-24133
Software engineering of a navigation and guidance
system for commercial aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-575] p02«7 A75-26733
Aircraft guidance for automatic collision avoidance
pQ2U9 A75-27178
Velocity vector - The logical solution
aircraft guidance head-up displays
p0323 A75-32410
MADGE - Evaluating a helicopter approach guidance
system
p0392 A75-37300
Tine-controlled descent guidance in uncertain winds
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1078] p0436 A75-U16U1
Automatic flying of curved approach paths: A
computer and' flight investigation
[BAE-TR-73154] p0027 N75-100U3
Aspects of guidance and control for steep and
curved approaches of STOL aircraft
p0059 H75-119U5
Microwave Landing System (HLS) development plan as
proposed by Bazeltine Corporation during the
technigue analysis and contract definition phase
of the national HLS development program. Volume
2: Multipath, shadowing
[AD-778118] p0075 875-12981
Presentation of a different BLS concept
characteristics of ground derived system for
aircraft instrument landing control
p0075 N75-12983
A time ordered access ground derived BLS concept
functional and technical characteristics of
ground controlled aircraft landing system
p0075 N75-12984
United Kingdom proposal for a future ICiO
precision approach and landing guidance system
research program for development of
instrument landing system components
p0075 875-12985
United Kingdom phase 2 programme performance
tests of commutated Soppier aircraft landing
system
p0076 875-12987
INTERSCAN: A new non-visual precision approach
and landing guidance system for international
civil aviation
p0076 H75-12989
The German MLS program: DLS, DME based landing
system introduction and program overview
p0076 H75-12990
Doppler microwave landing system as developed by
Bazeltine Corporation
p0076 N75-1299I1
System selection considerations technical,
operational, and economic aspects of instrument
landing systems
p0077 1175-13000
Application of modern control theory to scheduling
and path-stretching maneuvers of aircraft in the
near terminal area
[8ASA-CH-142058] p0164 H75-15626
A general algorithm for relating ground trajectory
distance, elapsed flight time, and aircraft
airspeed and its application to t-D guidance
[NASA-TH-D-7876] p016« N75-15627
Adaption processes in aircraft guidance systems
[AD-A000351] p0221 H75-17329
Rind models for flight simulator certification of
landing and approach guidance and control systems
[AD-A003801] p0288 H75-20352
The improvement of visual aids for approach and
landing landing aids for improved operation
under fog conditions
p0307 H75-2123U
Operational flight evaluation of the two-segment
approach for use in airline service
[8ASA-CB-2515] p0309 H75-21255
Four-dimensional guidance algorithms for aircraft
in an air traffic control environment
[NASA-T»-D-7829] p0361 875-23549
Improvement of AN/TPQ-27 filter and control
techniques
[AD-A003878] pOIOS 1175-25903
Intermittent positive control computer algorithm
for test bed experiments collision avoidance
- aicCLaft guidance
[AD-A009215] pOU55 875-29068
Flight control and the effectiveness of an
aviation system
[8ASA-TT-F-16262] pO<460 N75-29126
Digital flight control system redundancy study
fly by wire control - aircraft guidance
[AD-A006U11] pOU60 1175-29129
The guidance and control of V/STOL aircraft and
helicopters at night and in poor visibility
conference proceedings
[AGABD-CP-1118] p0482 875-30052
A guidance system for fixed or rotary wing
aircraft in approach and landing zones using
time division multiplexing
pOISit S75-30073
Developments in the MADGE landing aid the
microwave aircraft digital guidance equipment
system
pOtai* 875-30075
Automatic guidance and control of a transport
aircraft during a helical landing approach
[HASA-TN-D-7980] pOSOO 875-31116
AIBCBAFT HAZARDS
The approach hazard aircraft accident avoidance
p0105 A75-18<t<l8
Dangers represented by jet aircraft with running
engines emphasizing gas emission effects
p0146 A75-20775
Foreign object impact damage to composites;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Philadelphia, Pa.,
September 20, 1973
p0201 A75-25229
Status of the wake vortex avoidance system in
terminal airspace
p0219 A75-26060
A study of the effects on mice of smoke and gases
from controlled fires in simulated aircraft cabins
p0249 A75-27073
Besponse of a light aircraft to a thermal exhaust
plume
I p03H8 A75-35U03
High altitude turbulence encountered by the
supersonic YF-12A airplane
p03«8 A7S-35i»09
Aircraft turbulence encounters during commercial
operations in the vicinity of thunderstorms
p03U9 A75-35U18
Aircraft wake turbulence minimization by
aerodynamic means
p0393 A75-37150
Design and qualification of foreign object damage
resistant turbofan blades
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1313] p0507 A75-M5692
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SDBJECT IBDEI AIBCBAFT IHSTBOBEHTS
Development and test of low lopact resistance
structures. Volume 1: Structural and dynamic
aspects frangible support structure for
airport approach lights
[AD-783185] p0177 H75-16880
in operational f i re hazards analysis of the C-5
[AD-A007072] p0316 N75-22301
A radar and direct visual study of the hazard to
aircraft f rom bird aigrations in the southwest
[AD-A008198] p0371 H75-21699
The application of probability calculations for
bird aircraft strike analyses and predictions
using radar
[AD-A008901] p0189 1175-30135
Reduction of the bat hazard to Randolph APB
aircraft AFBL/AFCSB contract no. 73-187
[AD-A008972] p0189 875-30136
AIRCBAFT HIDBAOLIC SYSTEHS
HBB BO 105. II - Concept and worldwide use
helicopter design
p0017 A75-12525
HIl-H-83282, fire resistant hydraulic fluid
for military aircraft
p0011 A75-13052
Evolution keeps aircraft hydraulics youthful
C-130 aircraft hydraulic system redesign and
updating
pOOt3 475-13213
B-1 hydraulics - A guide to future system design
pOOSO A75-15711
Experience gained from testing and operating
aircraft hydraulic system units
p0087 A75-17362
Application of aircraft industrial fluids for
hydraulic systems, de-icing and cleaning
p0105 A75-18110
Speed characteristic of a booster with a two-stage
control valve aircraft hydraulic system
p0108 A75-18813
Type IV class 1 S 2 commercial airplane hydraulic
fluids
pOIIS A75-20119
B-1 hydraulic power systems
p01«5 A75-20150
Development of a silicone-base fire-resistant
hydraulic fluid for use in military aircraft
p0291 A75-29725
Stability of pressure regulators for aircraft
hydraulic systems
P0292 A75-29813
High reliability servo systems
p0292 475-29900
Meeting conflicting hydraulic design goals of the
F-11A
p0298 A75-31110
Automated test facility for aircraft hydraulic
pumps and motors
p0323 A75-32397
Aircraft hydraulic system pressure regulator
stability
p0397 A75-38076
Some criteria for selecting filters for aircraft
and special hydraulics
pO«69 A75-13550
Hydraulic ram pressure measurements fuel
aircraft systems - impact damage
[AD-A001211] p O I I S H75-27005
AIBCBAPT IBDOSTBY
Key points of the development of aluminum and
titanium alloys for aeronautical applications
p0089 A75-17632
French equipment in general aviation light
aircraft production
p0092 A75-18000
The future world demand for civil aircraft
p0110 A75-18961
Problems and challenges - A path to the future
Boeing aircraft production cost reduction and
marketing
p0158 A75-22781
Development trends in aircraft design economic
analysis
[DGLB PAPEB 71-68] p0191 A75-24131
Digital avionics-overview - Airframe
manufacturer*s viewpoint
[ AIAA PAPEB 75-552] p0216 A75-26720
European industry and civil air transport /28th
Louis Bleriot lecture/
p0381 A75-36718
Hanufacturer's overview
p0268 H75-19207
Analysis of technology requirements and potential
demand for general aviation avionics systems in
the 1980's technology assessment and
technological forecasting of the aircraft industry
[HASA-CB-137629] p0371 875-21735
AIBCBAFT IHSTBOBZHTS
HT ALTIHETEBS
HT APPBOACB IHDICATOBS
HT ATTITUDE IBDICATOBS
HT iUTOHATIC PILOTS
HT PLIGHT BECOBDEBS
HT GIBOCOBPASSES
HT HOT-BIBE AHEBOBETEBS
HT POSITIOH IHDICATOBS
HT SADIO ALTIHETEBS
NT SPEED IHDICATOBS
Influence of inherent carrier motion on a
frequency selection system
p0015 A75-12060
Flight management - Pilot procedures and system
interfaces for the 1980-1990's
[AIAA PAPEB 71-1297] p0016 A75-12218
A study on aircraft oap display location and
orientation
p0018 475-12725
ABTS II automated air traffic control system
p0110 A75-18972
Development of a pulse compression distance
measuring equipment system using surface
acoustic wave devices for aircraft navigation
p0110 A75-19028
Head-up piloting display
p0139 A75-19650
Future cockpit displays
p0153 A75-22257
Predicting instrumental reliability of automated
aircraft system monitoring based on critical
parameter
p0186 A75-23810
Evolution of the Douglas flight-test data system
p0187 A75-23888
Digital avionics - An established technology
p0190 A75-21019
Bead-up and other displays
p0190 A75-21050
Besults of the investigation regarding two
three-dimensional low-level flight control systems
[DGLB PAPEB 71-83] p0192 A75-21139
Pilot control/display factors for helicopters
/PIFAX-H/
p0200 A75-25070
Application of digital systems to Army avionics
[AIAA PAPEB 75-587] p0217 A75-26738
Digital avionics information system /DAIS/
integrated test bed development
[AIAA PAPEB 75-588] p02«7 A75-26739
The performance in illuminances up to 80,000 lux
of a light emitting diode display having a 3 mm
character height
p0250 A75-27526
A new centralised warning display for aircraft
p0259 A75-28785
A new J band pulsed radar altimeter
p0259 A75-28787
Altimeters - The way ahead
p0259 A75-28788
Velocity vector - The logical solution
aircraft guidance head-up displays
p0323 A75-32110
Advanced gallium phosphide L.E.D. displays
p0317 A75-35281
Airborne wake vortex detection by in-flight
radar sensing
p0319 A75-35125
Results of an investigation of two
three-dimensional low-level flight systems
p0388 A75-36992
Performance comparison of space stable and local
level inertial platform mechanizations for a
strategic aircraft application
p0395 A75-37703
Instrumentation reguirements relative to federal
aircraft emission regulations
p0120 A75-39081
Gyroscopes /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Bussian book
p0127 A75-10191
A-11
A I B C R A F T LiSDUG SOBJBCT IBDEX
C O M E D - ft combined display including a full
electronic fac i l i ty and a topographical moving
map display Combined Hap and Electronic
Display for f ighter aircraft
p0434 475-41404
Vertical Display/Master Bonitor Display
p0434 475-41408
suggestions for modernizing a helicopter cocKpit
p0469 475-43549
Helicopter electronics - A third of the cost in
black boxes navigation and control systems
p0473 A75-44557
Oxygen concentration sensor for aircraft fuel tanks
[ A D - 7 8 S 1 4 4 ] p0062 N75-11967
Simulator tests of pilotage error in area
navigation wi th vertical guidance: Effects of
descent angle and display scale factor
[AD-777889] p0172 N75-16530
OS A r m y Human Engineering Laboratory helicopter
cockpit l ighting study. Phase 1: An evaluation
of current and potential instrument panel
lighting techniques for use in Army helicopters
[ A D - A 0 0 1 5 2 7 ] p0226 N75-17351
A display evaluation methodology applied to
vertical situation displays
p0262 N75-19137
Improvements in pilot/aircraft-integration by
advanced contact analog displays
p0262 N75-19141
C-141 All Heather landing System (A«LS) flight
test report. Optimization and pre-expenmental
phases
[AD-A003952] p0285 H75-20330
Flight tests with a simple head-up display used as
a visual approach aid
p0307 N75-21235
STOL terminal area operating systems (aircraft and
onboard avionics, ATC, navigation aids)
[ N A S A - T M - X - 6 2 4 0 3 ] p0309 N75-21254
Vertical bargraph display liquid crystals
[AD-A002695] p«313 N75-21608
Results of an aircraft visibility questionnaire
concerned with the estimated benefits of
airborne proximity warning indicator systems
[ A D - A 0 0 9 8 8 4 J p0454 N75-29061
Data link short-message cockpit display test
[AD-A005988] p0461 N75-29285
G-load measuring and indicator apparatus
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10806-1 ] p0462 N75-29381
Instrumentation requirements for aircraft
parameter identification with application to the
helicopter
[SASA-CR-132675] p0527 1175-32112
AIECRAFT L4HDIHG
NT C R A S H L A N D I N G
Performance of a mcdel cascade thrnst reverser for
short-haul applications
[ A I A A PAPER 714-1171] p0006 A75-11299
Weather radar and landing aids
pOOII A75-13303
Presentation of the data required for takeoff and
landing pilot performance model for cockpit
display development
[ONE8A, IP NO. 1350] p0090 A75-17826
STRACS - A solution for surface traffic control in
the J. F. Kennedy Airport
p0093 A75-18186
The approach haza rd aircraft accident avoidance
p0105 475-18448
Radio aids for aircraft landing, short-range
navigation, and secondary radar systems
p0139 A75-19586
M i n i m u m performance standards - Airborne ground
proximity warning system Book
p0158 475-22747
Analysis of frequency error of airplane descent
rate measured by a laser
p0186 475-23797
Aircraft noise in a high-rise city
pQ189 475-24000
A flight research program to develop airborne
systems for improved terminal area operations
p0196 A75-24803
Status of the wake vortex avoidance system in
terminal airspace
p0219 A75-26060
New horizons in air traffic control
[AIAA PAPER 75-569] p0247 475-26728
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft
p0254 475-27983
The U.S. Candidate Microwave Landing System - A
new generation-of avionics/ground equipment
[AIAA PAPEE 75-607] p0256 475-28472
A method for the estimation of flight path
perturbations during steep descents of V/STOL
aircraft
p0295 475-30721
DLS - New generation landing aid DDE-based
landing system
p0299 A75-31421
S-3A stall testing and auto-throttle
development/testing
p0331 475-33613
The S-34 carrier suitability demonstration
P0331 475-33611
HUD - An important new aid to the L.S.O Head
Op Display for Landing Signal officer
p0332 475-33620
International and O.S. design proposals for a
microwave landing system
p0340 A75-34536
Involving the expert and aviation community in the
decision making structure of the O.S. MLS program
Microwave Landing System
p0340 475-31537
Surface wind speed range as a function of time
interval and mean wind speed
p0318 475-35413
Aeronautical requirements and procedure for
low-level turbulence and wind shear reporting
P0319 A75-35411
wind shear effects on landing touchdown point
p0319 A75-35120
Lidar techniques for measuring slant visibility
for aircraft landing operations
p0350 475-35431
Microwave technology in the microwave landing system
p0381 A75-36529
Instrument Landing System performance prediction
p0381 475-36530
Propeller modulation effects on a scanning-beam
microwave landing system
[SAE PAPEH 750521] p0382 475-36661
Flight mechanics and pilot evaluation of
conventional landings
[SAE PAPEH 750529] p0383 475-36667
Pilot problems in low visibility approach and
landing
p0393 475-37489
Elastically retracting ACLS trunks Air Cushion
Landing System
p0397 475-38052
The employment of Kalman filter technology for the
improvement of the signal quality of a microwave
beacon system
p0120 475-39090
The choice of the MLS technique in the United States
p0420 475-39324
Shither all weather - 4n airline engineer's point
of view landing system design
[S4E PAPEB 750600] p0129 A75-10509
whither all weather - An airplane manufacturer's
point of view all weather landing systems
[SAE PAPEB 750601] p0429 A75-40510
Kind modeling and lateral control for automatic
landing
[AIA4 PAPEB 75-1077] p0435 475-11643
Air cushion take-off and landing systems for
aircraft
p0440 475-41798
Flight characteristics of very large subsonic
transport aircraft during landing approach
p0465 475-41955
4ircraft landing response in a discrete multipath
environment
p0503 475-45200
Estimation of the characteristics of various flare
profiles
[ESRO-TT-89] p0026 N75-10031
Developing STOL operational criteria
p0035 N75-10911
Flight demonstration of the feasibility of a
scanning beam microwave landing system
p0036 N75-10919
High sink-rate landing testing of Navy aircraft
p0036 N75-10924
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SOBJECT ISDEI AIBCBAFI LAHDIBG COBTD
Fleet letrofit report
[BASA-CB-137586] p0017 B75-10911
Skid resistance tests in support of the F-1 rain
tire program at the Air Force Flight Test Center
[ AD-78U801] p0039 H75-10958
Evaluation of construction techniques for new
antihydroplaning overlays
[AD-78U870] p0039 1175-10959
Uses of a visual landing system in primary flight
training
[AD-78U880] p0039 1175-10960
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft short
takeoff aircraft
p0059 N75-1191H
Development and applications of the air cushion
landing system to reduce ground pressure in
conditions of poor soil strength
p0059 N75-11952
Engineering flight test, AH-1G helicopter,
heavyweight autorotational evaluation
[AD-785553] p0061 1175-11961
Aircraft accident report. Trans world Airlines,
Inc., Boeing 707-331B, K3705T, Los Angeles,
California, 28 A u g u s t 1973
[PB-231422/4] p0070 N75-12915
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
[ N A S A - C A S E - A R C - 1 0 1 4 5 6 - 1 ] p0071 875-12930
Approach Light System (ALS) . Hultiple
distribution system redesign
LAD-786682] p0075 H75-12974
Microwave Landing System (HIS) development plan as
proposed by Hazeltme Corporation during the
technique analysis and contract definition phase
of the national HLS development program. Volume
1: System concept and integration
CAD-778215] p0075 N75-12980
Hicrowave Landing System (HLS) development plan as
proposed by Hazeltine Corporation during the
technique analysis and contract definition phase
of the national HLS development program. Volume
2: Hultipath, shadowing
[AD-778118] p0075 1175-12981
Presentation of a different HLS concept
characteristics of ground derived system for
aircraft instrument landing control
p0075 B75-12983
A time ordered access ground derived MLS concept
functional and technical characteristics of
ground controlled aircraft landing system
p0075 H75-1298«
United Kingdom proposal for a fu ture ICAO
precision approach and landing guidance system
research program for development of
instrument landing system components
P0075 N75-12985
Dnited Kingdom phase 2 programme performance
tests of commutated Ooppler aircraft landing
system
p0076 H75-12987
United Kingdom HLS programme: Phase 2 feasibility
demonstration trials programme ground and
airborne measurements of aircraft landing system
performance
p0076 1175-12988
I N T E R S C A N : A new non-visual precision approacn
and landing guidance system for international
civil aviation
p0076 N75-12989
The German HLS program: DLS, DHE based landing
system introduction and program overview
P0076 1175-12990
System presentation (status) characteristics
of distance measuring equipment aircraft landing
system
p0076 H75-12991
Technology overview components and subsystems
of distance measuring equipment landing system
p0076 H75-12992
STOL demonstration program: Canada
performance tests of microwave landing system in
cold weather conditions
p0076 H75-12993
Doppler microwave landing system as developed by
Hazeltine Corporation
p0076 H75-12994
The ITT Gilfillan Doppler microwave landing system
rationale for selection of technology
applied to instrument landing system
p0076 S75-12995
The Bendix Hicrowave Landing System (HLS) air
derived data system techniques using C-band
microwave frequencies
p0077 1175-12996
The Texas Instrument microwave landing system
analysis of guidance techniques for aircraft
approach and landing
p0077 H75-12997
Thoughts about the Hicrowave Landing System froa a
user perspective
p0077 H75-12998
An international operators view on HLS
characteristics of landing aids for
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p0196 A75-21807
Fly-by-wire and control configured vehicles -
Rewards and risks
p0249 A75-27367
Adaptive control system with reference model
application to automatic pilots
p0251 A75-27912
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
p025« A75-28201
Design of a digital-stability augmentation and
control system with gust alleviation and modal
suppression
p0256 A75-28432
Allowance for the elastic deformation of the King
in its own plane in the calculation of the
skewsymmetric vibrations of an aircraft with a
small-aspect-ratio wing
p0258 A75-28687
Flight vehicle lateral static stability
p0295 A75-30755
Effectiveness of operation in turbulent atmosphere
of the lateral channels of a VTOL airplane
vector stabilizing system
p0296 A75-30775
On the stability of a dirigible body
p0304 A75-32325
Advances in fan and compressor blade flutter
analysis and predictions
p0337 A75-34131
Aircraft dynamics - What pilots never ask
flight stability tests
p0340 A75-34299
Discussion of an aeromechanical gust alleviation
system to improve the ride comfort of light
airplanes
[SAE PAPEB 750544] p0384 A75-36675
Synthesis of disturbance-rejection controllers for
linear multivanable continuous-tine systems
application to hovering helicopter
p0392 475-371409
The relationship between rotorcraft drag and
stability and control
p039it A75-37597
Aircraft loading spectra -— emphasizing
maneuvering and gust loads
p0396 A75-37823
Static stability and aperiodic divergence in
longitudinal flight
p0402 A75-38579
Influence of rigidity and damping in an elevator
control system on the longitudinal stability of
an aircraft and on elevator vibrations
p0421 A75-3931IO
Ride-guality testing under controlled flight
conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 75-987] pO!422 A75-39502
The C-5A active load alleviation system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-991] p0423 A75-3950U
Flutter investigations on a combat aircraft with a
command and stability augmentation system
[AIAA PAPER 75-1025] p0424 A75-39520
F-15 flight flutter testing - Aircraft systems and
test operations
[AIAA PAPER 75-1031] p0425 A75-39526
Ose of short period frequency requirements in
horizontal tail sizing
pOi!31 A75-1I0550
Ose of fly-by-wire to obtain performance
improvements in a delta-canard design
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1061] p0435 A75-41631
Transonic buffet behavior of Northrop F-5A aircraft
[NASA-CB-140939] p0027 N75-10054
A study of stabilization techniques for small,
fixed-wing, remotely piloted aircraft
[AD-784109] p0030 B75-10079
law axis stability augmentation system flight test
report flight tests of H-58 helicopter
[AD-78111311] p0031 N75-10083
A Saab-scania developed method for obtaining
stability derivatives from flight tests
p0036 N75-10925
Interactive computer-aided design aircraft flying
qualities program. Volume 4: Program
assessment/correlation report[AD-7851014] p0061 N75-11960
Jet lift problems of V/STOI aircraft
p0117 N75-13811
Sideslip in VTOL-transition flight: A critical
flight condition and its prediction in simple
wind tunnel tests
p0117 1175-13812
Effect of downsprings and bobweights on the
dynamic longitudinal stability
[IFD-2/73] p0123 N75-13856
Inflight data collection for ride quality and
atmospheric turbulence research
[NASA-CB-127492] p0132 N75-14745
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The response of aircraft encountering aircraft
wake turbulence
[4D-787193] p0133 H75-1<1751
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
lifting-body hypersonic research aircraft
configuration
[HASA-TH-D-7851] p0161 H75-15611
Effects of several factors on theoretical
predictions of airplane spin characteristics
dynamic oodels
[HAS4-CB-132521] p0173 H75-16512
lopact on aerodynaaic design
p0178 N75-16982
The effect of ground proziaity on the
lateral/directional aerodynamc and control
characteristics of a tilt-King V/STOL aircraft
at high lift coefficients
[4D-A001581] p0237 1175-18227
The dynamic response of aircraft encountering
aircraft wake turbulence
p0263 H75-19170
Take-off and landing seminar on aircraft
guidance, control, stability, and flight
characteristics during approach and landing and
takeoff
[AGABD-CP-160] p0305 N75-21219
Prediction and analysis of the low speed stall
characteristics of the Boeing 7<47
p0315 H75-22283
Pre-stall behavior of combat aircraft
p0315 >)75-22286
The influence of short springs on longitudinal
static stability
[CRAHPIELD-AEBO-29] p0367 H75-23607
Theoretical prediction of airplane stability
derivatives at subcritical speeds
[NiSA-CB-132681] p0156 H75-29089
A direct time history study of the response of an
airplane to nonstationary turbulence
CAD-A006159] pO«57 H75-29102
A throat-bypass stability system for a YF-12
aircraft research inlet using self-acting
mechanical valves
[ HASA-Tn-X-71779] pOtt60 K75-29128
Application of a new criterion for modeling systems
of aircraft stability characteristics
p0175 N75-30001
Status of input design for aircraft parameter
identification
p0176 N75-30009
Advancement in paranenter identification and
aircraft flight testing
pO<!76 N75-30012
Practical aspects of using a maximum likelihood
estimator
p0176 N75-30013
Determination of aircraft derivatives by automatic
parameter adjustment and freguency response
methods
p0176 H75-30011
A comparison and evaluation of tvo methods of
extracting stability derivatives from flight
test data —- using Nevton Raphson method
p0176 H75-30015
Estimation of the aircraft state in non-steady
flight using the Kalman filtering and
m a x i m u m likelihocd estimation technigues
pOU77 N75-30016
Determination of stability derivatives from flight
test results by Beans of the regression analysis
pOt!77 H75-30017
Rodel structure determination and parameter
identification for nonlinear aerodynamic flight
regimes
pO(|77 H75-30018
Importance of helicopter dynamics to the
mathematical model of the helicopter
pO<!77 H75-30019
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
pO<477 H75-30020
Botor systems research aircraft (BSBA)
reguirements for, and contributions to,
rotorcraft state estimation and parameter
identification
p0178 N75-30022
Free-flight model investigation of a
vertical-attitude VTOL fighter
[HiSi-TH-D-SOSI] p0187 H75-30109
Formulations of the eguations of motion of an
elastic aircraft for stability and control and
flight control applications
[AD-A006391] • p0190 N75-30153
Hatheaatical modeling and response evaluation for
the fluctuating pressures of aircraft buffeting
[AGABD-B-630] p0521 N75-32015
Active flutter suppression
p0525 N75-32098
A technique for mapping aircraft stability
boundaries
[AD-A010192] p0529 H75-32129
AIHCBAFT STBOCTOBES
HI AFTEBBODIES
HT AIBFBAHEb
HI FOBEBODIES
ST FUSELAGES
HT PLASTIC AIBCBAPT STBDCTDBES
Practical application of the Bovard-Czencow method
- Calculation of bent and axially compressed
beaos. II
p0013 A75-11375
Resolving the contradictions between airplane
component weight and drag
pOOIS 475-12077
Influence of airplane structural elasticity on
flight safety and comfort in turbulent atmosphere
pOOIS A75-12098
Selected problems concerning the strength of a
bonded heavily loaded Dural structure
p0009 A75-12175
A computer automated ultrasonic inspection system
for aircraft forgings
p0009 475-12933
From creaking cracks to breaking beams - 4 review
of acoustic emission for aircraft structure
pOOlO A75-13035
Polycarbonate aircraft transparencies
p0011 475-13011
The control of adhesive bonding in the production
of primary aircraft structures
pOOIS 475-11892
The Lockheed Tristar - An operational overview
/Fifteenth Fairey Memorial Lecture/
p0019 A75-15053
Analytical approach to size and notch-size effects
in fatigue of aircraft material specimens
pOOU9 475-15217
Effect of hole machining methods on resistance of
aircraft constructional materials to fatigue
failure
pOOSO 475-15512
4erospace sandwich materials. II * fabrication,
properties, tests
p0052 A75-16221
Alloys for spars of rotor blades of helicopters
p0089 475-17575
4erospace sandwich materials. Ill production
and properties of honeycomb materials
p0091 475-17913
Fatigue life prediction of aircraft structures -
Past, present and future
pOIII 475-20336
Titanium in aerospace
p0118 475-20992
Specialised rubber moulding at Seybndge
sealing and oscillatory devices for aircraft
applications
p0118 A75-20993
Torsion of conical thin-walled aircraft
structures. II
p0151 A75-22316
Fundamentals of calculating aircraft structures
French book
p0158 475-22727
Static structural test for supersonic aircraft
Russian book
p0182 A75-23233
The 11-18 aircraft /2nd enlarged and revised
edition/ Bussian book
p0181 475-23121
Load distribution on threads of titanium tension
nuts and steel bolts
[ASSE P4PEB 7U-DE-N] p0185 475-23638
Fracture mechanics' impact on specifications and
supply test methods for aircraft alumnua
alloys
p0190 475-21001
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Characterization of advanced composite materials
for s t ructural design of aircraft
p02SO A75-27695
Stress intensity factors for some through-cracked
fastener holes
p0255 A75-28236
Laainated wood for propeller blades
p0289 A75-293U5
Determinat ion of the lifetime of acoustically
loaded aircraft structures
p0291 A75-29610
Inproving the structural fatigue characteristics
of aircraft by using bonded sandwich structures. I
p0291 A75-29611
Aspect of non-destructive inspection in relation
to service failure analysis in aircraft
components
p0292 475-29871
Thermal deformat ion vector for a bilinear
temperature distribution in an anisotropic
quadrilateral membrane element aircraft
structure model
p0292 A75-29953
Effects of quenching variables on fracture
toughness of o6ac steel aerospace structures
p0294 A75-30416
Differentiation of corrosion damages according to
the degree of their effect on the resistance of
aircraft skin members to fatigue and
corrosion-fatigue failure
p029U 'A75-30515
Applicability of the cross section shape
invariability hypothesis in strength
calculations of thinwall aircraft structures
p0295 A75-30756
Estimation of the strength and mass of thin-walled
structures Russian book
' p0298 A75-30999
A method to determine a distribution function of
main structure failures in an aircraft
p0324 A75-32468
Response of aircraft structural compartments to
blast pressures and fragments froo high
explosive projectiles
[AIAA PAPER 75-751] p0324 A75-32652
Applications of a quadratic extended interior
penalty f'inction for structural optimization
[ A I A A PAPER 75-7614] p0325 A75-3265<1
Statistical estiuation of service cracks and
maintenance cost for aircraft structures
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-767] p0325 A75-32657
Aeroelastic panel optimization with aerodynamic
damping
p0331 A75-33488
The effect of water path variations on ultrasonic
through-transmission sensitivity for
adhesively bonded aircraft honeycomb structures
p0310 A75-34203
Titanium casting - Industrial development -
Economic aspects
p0345 A75-35159
Damage resistance of high modulus aramid fiber
composites in aircraft applications
[SAE PAPEB 750532] p0383 A75-36669
Graphite composite materials applications in
aircraft structures
[SAE PAPER 750533] p0383 A75-36670
Some practical considerations found in the use of
solid film lubricants in aircraft systems
p0397 A75-38122
Fiber composite structures review
p0419 A75-38901
Impact of a flight vehicle on a spherical shell
German book
pOU20 A75-39223
Vibration tests of a structure with dry friction
[ONERA, TP NO. 1975-86] p0420 A75-39330
Aerospace sandwich materials
p0121 A75-39351
Structure interpretation by consideration of
vibration resistance in light construction
p0421 A75-39402
Nortbrop/Onited states Air Force F-5E Aircraft
Fatigue Structural Integrity Program
- [AIAA PAPER 75-988] p0423 A75-39503
Composites technology - Threshold to low cost
aircraft structures
[ AIAi PAPSH 75-1006] p0424 &75-39509
Theory for calculating a ding of small aspect
ratio from a discrete-continuous calculation
schene /matrix differential equation of axial
displacements/
pOU32 A75-40905
Heldbonding of aluminum aircraft structures
p0433 475-U0985
Preproduction evaluation of an improved titanium
surface prebonding process
p0433 A75-40992
PABST - A technology demonstrator Primary
Adhesively Bonded STructure for aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-989] p0438 A75-41690
Principles and problems of designing aircraft
structures made of composite materials
p0469 475-43809
Train-gauge technique for the experimental
determination of displacements of aircraft
structural elements
p0469 475-43811
Realization of random loads in tests of aircraft
structure lifetimes
p0469 475-43814
Design of the load-carrying structure of an
aircraft by a finite-element force method with
division into substructures
p0470 475-43817
Thermocheoical characterization of aircraft
interior panel materials
p0471 475-44188
Haterials technology
point A75-»4673
Stress corrosion susceptibility of stress-coined
fastener holes in aircraft structures
p0510 A75-46172
Civil aircraft composite materials for
airframes and engines
p0511 475-16477
Silitary aircraft structural boron and
graphite reinforced composites
p0511 475-16179
Aerospace sandwich materials. V
p0515 A75-17316
Determination of the dynamic characteristics of a
structure from a vibration test performed with
only one excitation point exemplified for
aircraft structures
p0034 H75-10371
Evaluation of auxiliary agents and systems for
aircraft ground fire suppression, phase 2
[AD-784924] p0039 1175-10957
Program for establishing long-time flight service
performance of composite materials in the center
wing structure of C-130 aircraft. Phase 3:
Fabrication
[NASA-CB-132495] p0058 1175-11937
Certain development trends in the mechanics of
deferrable body in Kazan
[AD-786118] p0123 H75-13860
A curve fitting method for solving the flutter
equation
[NASA-CB-132629] p0225 1175-17341
weapon system costing methodology for aircraft
airframes and basic structures. Volume 3: Cost
data base
[AD-A000399] p0226 H75-17348
On the natural vibration of plate-beam combination
structures, 4
[NAL-TR-363] p0232 N75-17707
Shear lag analysis of thick skin aircraft structures
[ATN-7404] p0270 N75-19225
An improved automated structural optimization
program
fAD-4002688] p0271 1175-19237
Relation between scatter of fatigue life and S-N
curve in aircraft structural aluminium alloy
2024-14
[NAL-TR-360] p0275 1175-19414
The variability of fatigue damage from flight to
flight
[ARC-CP-1297] p0282 1175-20297
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A002850] p0283 S75-20301
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration and
data management module. Part 1: Program
integration
[AD-A002852] p0283 1175-20302
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A strucntral weight estimation pcogran (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration and
data management module. Part 2: Data
managemen t modu le
[AD-A002853] p0283 N75-20303
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. V o l u m e 2: Program integration and
data managemen t module. Appendix A: Data
managemen t module flow charts and F O R T R A N lists
[AD-A002851] p0283 N75-20304
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 3: Airloads estimation module
[ A D - A 0 0 2 8 5 0 ] p0283 N75-20305
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 3: Airloads estimation
module. Appendix A: Module flow charts and
F O R T R A N lists. Appendix B: Sample output
[AD-A002855] p0283 H75-20306
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 4: Material properties,
structure temperature, flutter and fatigue
C A D - A 0 0 2 8 5 6 ] p0281 S75-20307
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. volume 5: Air induction system and
landing gear modules. Part 1: Air induction
system module
[AE-A002857] p0284 H75-20308
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 5: Air induction s*ystem and
landing gear modules. Part 2: Landing gear
module
[AD-A002858] p0284 N75-20309
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Book 1: Technical discussion sections 1 and 2
[ A D - A 0 0 2 8 6 4 ] p028U N75-20310
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft . Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Book 2: Technical discussion, sections 3 and 4
[ A D - A 0 0 2 8 6 5 ] p0284 S75-20311
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft . Volume 6: wing and empennage module.
Book 3: Technical discussion, section 5
[ A D - A 0 0 2 8 6 6 ] p0284 N75-20312
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6. Wing and empennage module.
Appendix A: General information for module flow
charts and listings. Appendix B- Program flow
charts, overlays (8 ,0 ) , (14,0), (15,0), (16,0)
and (17,0)
[AD-A002859] p0284 S75-20313
A structural weight estimation program ( S W E E P ) for
aircraft. volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Appendix C: Program flow charts, overlays (9,0)
and (10,0)
[AD-A002860] p028t H75-20311
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft, volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Appendix D: Program flow charts, overlay (18,0)
[AD-A002861] p0284 S75-20315
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Appendix E: Program listings, overlays (8,0),
(1«,0), (15,0), (16,0), and (17,0)
[AD-A002862] p028« H75-20316
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Appendix F: Program listings, overlays (9,0),
(10,0) and (18,0)
[AD-A002863] p0281 N75-20317
A structural weight estimation program (SSEEP) for
aircraft. volume 7: Fuselage module
[ A D - A C 0 2 8 6 7 ] p028« H75-20318
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 7: Fuselage module. Appendix
A: Hodule f low charts and F O B T R A N lists.
Appendix B: Fuselage module sample output
C A D - A 0 0 2 8 6 8 ] p0285 H75-203ig
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 8: Programmer's manual
[AD-A002869] p0285 N75-20320
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 9: User's manual
[AD-A002870] p0285 N75-20321
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 9: User's manual, appendix A
[AD-A002871] p0285 N75-20322
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 10: Flutter optlmation
stand-alone program
[AD-A002872]
 4 p0285 H75-20323
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 11: Flexible airloads
stand-alone program
[AD-A002873] p0285 M75-20324
Computer aided design of aircraft structures
p0310 N75-21266
Correlation of fatigue data for a luminum aircraft
wing and tail structures
[BBC-11555] p0310 H75-21271
The fate of the winged metal
[AD-A006843] p0317 B75-22316
Specialists meeting on fretting in aircraft systems
[AGABD-CP-161J p0319 H75-22487
Fretting of aircraft control surfaces ' • -'
p0320 N75-22488
Fretting of structures for modern VG fighters
p0320 N75-22489
Fretting fatigue in titanium helicopter components
p0320 N75-22491
The application and development of aircraft
structural technology (safety etc.)
p0320 N75-22512
Application of aerospace structures to large
manned spacecraft
p0321 N75-22516
Mechanical properties of composite materials and
design concepts for composite structures
p0321 N75-22519
New computerized equipment for experimental
determination of dynamic characteristics of
structures using minicomputer and
specialized software
p0321 N75-22529
A semi-automatic modal-survey test technique for
complex aircraft and spacecraft structures
p0321 N75-22539
Reproduction of the interaction of aerodynamic
loads and structural distortions during strength
tests
[AD-A007661] p0359 N75-23520
Program to improve the fracture toughness and
fatigue resistance of aluminum sheet and plate
for aircraft applications, volume 2
[AD-A003417] p0367 N75-23775
Fatigue properties of aircraft lugs with
interference fit
[TAE-243] p0368 S75-2U031
Flight service evaluation of PBD-U9/epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[NASA-CH-132647] p0372 H75-24719
Theoretical and experimental research on the
fatigue crack propagation in stiffened panels,
an evaluation of the Paris theory
[AD-A008079] p0374 H75-24732
Analysis and design of aircraft antennas
[NASA-CH-142945] p0378 B75-25057
Organizing centralized aircraft component overhaul
[NASA-TT-F-16266] p0417 N75-27949
Shear and moment response of the airplane wing to
nonstationary turbulence
[ NAL-TH-404T] p0452 N75-29032
Recent NASA progress in composites application
to spacecraft and aircraft structures
[NASA-TB-X-72713] p0460 N75-29188
Aircraft digital control design methods
[NASA-CR-143321] pOU92 N75-30189
An improved method for optimum design of
mechanically and thermally loaded structures
aircraft structures
[NASA-TH-D-7965] p0493 N75-30596
Life assurance of fighter aircraft exemplified by
the F-10U G fatigue test program
p0494 N75-30997
Consolidation of fatigue and
fatigue-crack-propagation data for design use
[NASA-CB-2586] p0529 N75-32507
AIBCBAF1 SORVIVABILITT
Comparisons of the ballistic impact response of
metals and composites for military aircraft
applications
p0201 A75-25230
Fatigue and damage tolerance effects on
preliminary design wing weights
[SAWE PAPER 1043] p0516 A75-47482
Fire-resistant aircraft materials development and
evaluation program
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p0178 H75-17224
Proposed HIL-STD-XXX aircraft nonnuclear
survivability/vulnerability terns
[AD-A004972] p04<45 N75-28056
AIBCBAFT TIBBS
Operational reliability of aircraft wheels
Russian book
p0427 A75-40174
Skid resistance tests ID support of the F-1 rain
tire program at the Air Force Flight Test Center
[AD-784801] p0039 B75-10958
Friction and temperature rise in aircraft tires
[NASA-CR-134666] p0057 S75-11929
Experimental investigation of the cornering
characteristics of 18 by 5.5, type 7, aircraft
tires with different tread patterns
[NASA-TH-D-7815] p0072 1175-12939
The effect of chine tires on nose gear water-spray
characteristics of a tmn engine airplane
[NASA-TH-X-72695] p0362 N75-23555
net runway aircraft control project F-t rain tire
project
[AD-A004768] p0405 N75-25896
Design of aircraft wheels and brake systems
[NASA-TT-F-15764 ] p0406 N75-25918
AIBCBAFT HAKES
NT HELICOPTER BAKES
NT P R O P E L L E R SLIPSTREAMS
NT SLIPSTBE&MS
The stability of a trailing line vortex. II -
Viscous theory
p0003 A75-10621
Correlation for estimating vortex rotational
velocity downstream dependence
p0009 A75-12621
Surface pressure and wake flow fluctuations in a
supercritical airfoil flowfield
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-66] p0096 A75-18288
A pilot-in-the-loop, visual simulation of trailing
vortex encounters at low speed
[ A I A A PAPER 75-101] p0099 A75-18312
Measurements of supersonic jet aircraft wakes in
the stratosphere
p0188 A75-23962
The structure and dynamics of vortex filaments
in aircraft wakes
p0195 A75-24481
Status of the wake vortex avoidance system in
terminal airspace
p0219 A75-26060
The aerodynamic characteristics and trailing
vortex wake of propeller V/STOL configurations
p0256 A75-28522
Pressure field of a vortex wake in ground effect
p0290 A75-29466
The motion of aircraft trailing vortices
[ A S H E P A P E R 75-APHH-58] p0299 A75-31422
Theoretical study of lift-generated vortex wakes
designed to avoid rollup
p0331 A75-33485
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-866] p0333 A75-33953
Inviscid to turbulent transition of trailing
vortices
[ A I A A PAPER 75-883] p0335 A75-33965
Experimental study of the effect of span loading
on aircraft wakes
[ A I A A PAPER 75-8853 p0335 A75-33967
Vortex development and breakdown
[ A I A A PAPER 75-881] p03«6 A75-35172
Hake vortex decay near the ground
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-882] p0346 A75-35173
A predictive model of wake vortex transport
p0349 A75-35423
The motion of wake vortices in the terminal
environment
p03U9 A75-3542U
Airborne wake vortex detection by in-flight
radar sensing
p0349 A75-35425
The effects of atmospheric stability, turbulence,
and wind shear on aircraft* wake behavior
p0350 A75-35426
Aircraft wake turbulence minimization by
aerodynamic means
p0393 A75-37450
Propulsion-induced interference effects on
jet-lift VTOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1215] p0505 A75-45633
The rolling up of a semi-infinite vortex sheet
p0514 A75-47256
Honitoring the movement of wake vortices at
Kennedy and Stapleton airports
p0037 N75-10929
Hot-wire anemometry for in-flight measurement of
aircraft wake vortices
p0037 S75-10930
Besults of full-scale vortex attenuation flight
experiments
p0037 1175-10931
A wind tunnel investigation of the wake near the
trailing edge of a deflected externally blown flap
on a jet powered STOL transport aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-3079] p0055 N75-11896
Measurements of the vortex wakes of a subsonic and
supersonic transport model in the 40 by 80 foot
wind tunnel
[NASA-TU-X-62391] p0068 1175-12896
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of
forward-located spoilers and trailing splines as
trailing-vortex hazard-alleviation devices on an
aspect-ratio-8 wing model
[NASA-TH-X-3166] p0161 B75-15608
Conduct overall test operations and evaluate two
Doppler systems to detect, track and measure
velocities in aircraft wake vortices
[NASA-CR-120600] p0162 H75-15613
Hake effect studies on a two dimensional trailing
edge high lift system
[AD-787141] p0163 H75-15618
Rind tunnel investigation of the wake near the
trailing edge of a distributed
upper-surface-blown flap
[HASA-TM-X-72637] p0233 N75-18176
Analytical study of ventilated wind tunnel
boundary interference on T/STOL models including
wake curvature and decay effects
[HASA-CR-142240] p0235 N75-18188
The measurement of the HcDonnell-Douglas DC-9
trailing vortex system using the tower fly-by
technique
[AD-A001456/3] p0237 N75-18222
The dynamic response of aircraft encountering
aircraft wake turbulence _
p0263 N75-19170
Inviscid to turbulent transition of trailing
vortices
[NASA-CR-142298] p0263 H75-19172
A flight test investigation of the rolling moments
induced on a T-37B airplane in the wake of a
B-747 airplane
[NASA-TH-X-56031] p0276 N75-20221
Experimental study of the effect on span loading
on aircraft wakes
[NASA-TU-X-62431] p0353 875-23479
Exploratory flight investigation of aircraft
response to the wing vortex wake generated by
the augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-62387] p0412 1175-26980
Laser Doppler velocimeter system simulation for
sensing aircraft wake vortices. Part 2:
Processing and analysis of LOT data (for runs
1023 and 2023)
[NASA-CR-120758] p0448 N75-28394
Laser Doppler velocimeter system simulation for
sensing aircraft wake vortices. Part 3: The
problem of reflection from the secondary mirror
[ NASA-CH-120759] p0448 N75-28395
On wake vortex alleviation
p0450 N75-29010
Vortex wakes of conventional aircraft
[AGA8D-AG-204] p0486 N75-30106
The pressure field of a vortex wake in ground effect
[AD-A008857] p0488 1175-30126
Investigation of the vortex wake characteristics
of jet transports during climbout and turning
flight
[AD-A012383/6] p0531 N75-33006
AIRFIELD SOBFACE HOVBBE8TS
STRACS - A solution for surface traffic control in
the J. F. Kennedy Airport
p0093 A75-18186
An investigation of air traffic control procedures
and pilot techniques in a high density terminal
area
p0316 1175-22307
A-56
SOBJECT IBDEX 1IBFOIL PBOFILES
The effect of chine tires on nose gear water-spray
characteristics of a twin engine airplane
[H4S4-TH-X-72695] p0362 B75-23555
4IBFIELDS
0 4IBPOBTS
4IBFOIL CHAB1CTBBISTICS
0 AIBFOILS
1IBFOIL PBOFILBS
BT BIHG PROFILES
BI KING SFAB
in extension of the 'parabolic method* to the
calculation of transonic flows
pOOOl 175-10837
Potential flow past annular aerofoils
p0017 475-12619
Low-frequency three-diaensional profile vibrations
in transonic gas flow
p0021 A75-13132
Calculation of flow past aulti-conponent airfoils
in perforated wind tunnel
p0019 475-15191
Experiments on the asymmetric turbulent wake of a
foil in a decelerating flow
p0088 475-17107
Calculation of profiled three-layer blades of
centrifugal fans
p0141 475-20035
Graphic-analytic method for determining the
absolute optisurn shape of the thin,delta wing in
supersonic flow
p0153 475-22302
Stress-strain state and spnngback in
elastic-plastic torsion of profiles with open
cross section contour
p0186 475-23809
The determination of the subsonic flow of a
Chaplygin gas around a circular profile in the
presence of circulation
p0190 475-21061
Transonic profile design gas dynamic analysis
[DGLR PAPEB 71-98] p0192 475-21115
Contribution to the study of supercritical profile
flow
[DGLB PAPEB 7U-99] p0192 475-21*146
Nonlinear problem of the unsteady flow past an
airfoil lattice
p0257 475-28671
Comment on 'Exact nethod of designing airfoils
with given velocity distribution in
incompressible flow'
p0290 475-29170
Use of the special contour method to approximate
an aerodynamic profile of arbitrary form
p0295 475-30757
Effect of nonstationanty on aerodynamic forces in
an airfoil cascade
p0299 475-31377
Nonsteady aerodynamc lattice characteristics of
thin, curvilinear profiles
p0299 475-31378
Flutter of dynamically nonnniform airfoil cascades
in potential flow
p0299 475-31386
The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion -
Forward thrust of deundulators of great depth
p0301 475-31818
Study of detached regimes in profile arrays
p0303 475-32298
Study of a strongly asymmetric turbulent wake
behind a profile with upper-surface separation
p0329 475-32951
4 modern look at ccnformal mapping, including
doubly connected regions for computerized
design of airfoil
[4144 P4PEB 7S-812] p0333 475-33936
Finite element analysis of unsteady transonic flow
[4144 P4PEB 75-875] p0331 475-33960
Transonic flow about a thick circular-arc airfoil
[4144 P4PEB 75-878] p033« 475-33962
An inverse method for the design of multielement
high-lift systems potential flow inversion
[4144 P4PEB 75-879] p0335 A75-33963
Supercritical airfoil flowfield measurements
[AIA4 PAPEB 75-880] p0335 475-33961
Ose of numerically generated body-fitted
coordinate systems for solution of the
Havier-Stokes equations
p0339 475-31186
Transonic airfoil analysis and design using
Cartesian coordinates
p0339 475-31195
Computer siaulation of transonic flow past
airfoils with boundary layer correction
p0310 475-31196
4 method for calculating flows through plane
airfoil lattices
p0310 475-31215
Extension of the parabolic method for the
transonic flow. I - Steady flow. II - Unsteady
flow
p0316 475-35215
tfind tunnel and flight development of spoilers for
general aviation aircraft
[S4E P4PEB 750523] p0382 475-36663
Design of low-speed airfoils by numerical
optimization
[S4E P4PEB 750521] p0383 475-36661
Two dimensional, inviscid, transonic flowfield
around a profile
p0393 475-37121
Viscous interaction with separation in transonic
flow
[OHEB4, TP HO. 1975-15] p0396 475-37897
A state-of-the-art survey of two-dimensional
airfoil data
p0399 A75-38318
An analytical and experimental evaluation of
airfoil sections for helicopter rotor application
p0399 475-38319
A tunnel spanning airfoil testing technique
p0399 475-38350
A study of the potential benefits of advanced
airfoils for helicopter applications
pOlOO 475-38357
4 review of design objectives for advanced
helicopter rotor airfoils
pOIOI 475-38358
The role of the B4E 5x5 foot wind tunnel in the
development of modern airfoil sections
p0119 475-39022
The effect of the surface roughness of blade
profiles on the flow characteristics of a turbine
German book
p0120 475-39220
4 theory for the calculation of conical
paragliders with weak camber in supersonic flow
German book
p0120 475-39221
The experimental cascade performance of N4C4
compressor profiles at low Reynolds number
p0121 475-39350
Divergence elimination with advanced composites
for swept forward airfoils
[4144 P4PEB 75-1009] p0121 475-39511
The problem of the optimal form of lifting bodies
in Newtonian flow
p0128 475-10260
Advanced high lift design through
analytical/experimental techniques
[4I4A PAPEB 75-992] p0138 475-11692
Design and wind-tunnel measurement of a wing-body
combination with supercritical airfoil
p0166 475-11970
Difference methods for transonic flows about
airfoils
p0167 475-12215
Plane sub-critical flow past a lifting aerofoil
p0170 475-13903
Foundations for a theory of the ring airfoil in
axisymmetric shear-flow
p0170 475-11018
Extended integral eguation method for transonic
flows over airfoils
p0510 475-16178
Aerospace Besearch topics on airfoil profiles,
flow visualization, ablative materials,
microanalysis, and filter analysis
[ESBO-TT-90] p0021 N75-10011
On the flow around the leading edge of an aerofoil
p0013 B75-10012
Hethods of visualizing the leading edge separation
bubble and analysis of the results
p0021 B75-10013
Investigation of the Kline-Fogleman airfoil
section for rotor blade applications
[B4S4-CB-111282] p0129 B75-11711
4-57
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Thrust augmented wing sections in potential flow
[AD-786221] p0131 N75-11729
Experimental and theoretical lov speed aerodynamic
characteristics cf the NACA 65 sub 1-213, alpha
equals 0.50, airfoil
[NASA-TK-X-3160 ] . p0161 N75-15606
AD analytical evaluation of airfoil sections for
helicopter rotor applications
[NASA-TN-D-7796] p0161 N75-15607
Hake effect studies on a two dimensional trailing
edge high lift system
[ A D - 7 8 7 1 U 1 ] p0163 H75-15618
Aerodynamc design of airfoil sections
[NASA-TT-F-16111 ] p0170 N75-16510
Calculation of the effects of permeable walls on
supercritical flow
[ESBO-TT-97] p0171 N75-16523
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two-dimensional
aerofoil sections Part 1: Determination of
pressure distribution and drag for an aerofoil
of type MLR 13 in PFA wind tunnel S5
[FFA-TN-AO-725-PT-1] p0221 N75-17299
Ice simulation: A 2-dinensional wind tunnel
investigation of a N A C A 652A215 wing section
with single slotted flap. Part 2:
Configurations typical for transport airplanes
[FFA-TN-AU-995-P1-2] p0222 N75-17309
The viscous flow around a two dimensional high
lift wing. Analysis of boundary layer
measurements
[FFA-TN-AD-1155] p0223 S75-17310
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two blunt trailing
edge aerofoils
[ABL/A-NOTE-351] p0233 N75-18175
Application of numerical optimization to the
design of low speed airfoils
[NASA-TM-X-3213] p0231 N75-18181
Airfoil optimization utilizing a remotely
controlled flexible model. Phase 1: Low speed
wind tunnel test
[AD-A00109U] p0235 N75-18189
Computation of airfoil DBAG profiles
[BEPT-35/1971] p0262 N75-19165
An exact solution for transonic potential flow
past aerofoil sections
[NAL-TB-383] p0261 N75-19176
The peculiar case of representing a profile pair
on a circumference pair
[BEPT-2/1973] p0313 1175-22021
An investigation on the effect of second-order
additional thickness distributions to the upper
surface of an HACA 61 sub 1-212 airfoil
using flow equations and a CDC 7600 digital
computer
[NASA-CB-137701] p0369 N75-21671
An investigation on the effect of second-order
additional thickness distributions to the upper
surface of an NACA 61-206 airfoil using flow
equations and a CDC 7600 digital computer
[NASA-CB-137702] p0369 N75-2U675
Theoretical effect of modifications to the upper
surface of two N A C A airfoils using smooth
polynomial additional thickness distributions
which emphasize leading edge profile and which
vary quadratically at the trailing edge
using flow eguations and a CDC 7600 computer
[NASA-CB-137703] p0370 N75-21676
tow-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
13-percent thick airfoil section designed for
general aviation applications
[MASA-TH-X-72697 ] p0370 N75-21678
Detailed transonic flow field measurements about a
supercritical airfoil section
[NASA-TH-X-3211] p0112 N75-26975
Theoretical effect of modifications to the upper
surface of two N A C A airfoils using smooth
polynomial additional thickness distributions
which emphasize leading edge profile and which
vary linearly at the trailing edge
[NASA-CR-137717] p0151 N75-29030
Transonic airfoil flowfield analysis using
Cartesian coordinates
[NASA-CB-2577] p0186 N75-30100
Effects of forward contour modification on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the NACA 611-212
airfoil section
[NASA-TH-X-3293] p0195 N75-31011
AIBFOIL SECTIONS
0 AIBFOIL PBOFILES
AIBFOIL THICKNESS
0 AIBFOIL PBOFILES
AIBFOILS
NT AEBIAL BDDDEBS
NT AILEBONS
NT ARROW WINGS
NT CABBEEED KINGS
NT CABET KINGS
NT CRUCIFORM RINGS
NT DELTA RINGS
NT ELEVATOBS (CONTROL SDBFACES)
NT ELEVONS
NT EXTEHNALLY BLOBN FLAPS
NT FIXED WINGS
NT FLAPS (COBTBOL SURFACES)
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT JET FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT LIFTING BOTOBS
NT LOS ASPECT BATIO WINGS
NT OBLIQUE WINGS
ST PROPELLER BLADES
NT BECTANGDLAB KINGS
NT RIGID ROTORS
NT BOTABY RINGS
NT SLENDEB WINGS
NT SPOILEBS
NT SOPEBCRITICAL WINGS
NT SUPEBSONIC AIBFOILS
HT SWEPT FOBWABD WINGS
NT SWEPT WINGS
NT SREPTBACK WINGS
NT TABS (CONTBOL SUBFACES)
NT THIN AIBFOILS
NT THIN WINGS
NT TILTING BOTOBS
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT TVJISTED WINGS
NT UNCAHBEHED WINGS
NT ONSHEPT KINGS
NT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
NT WING FLAPS
NT WINGS
A method of obtaining sub-critical compressible
velocities for two-dimensional aerofoils from an
exact inviscid incompressible solution
pOOOl A75-10189
A wind energy conversion system based on the
tracked-vehicle airfoil concept
p0006 A75-10518
Chordwise propagation of dynamic stall cells on an
oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 75-25] p0095 A75-18265
Surface pressure and wake flow fluctuations in a
supercritical airfoil flowfield
[AIAA PAPER 75-66] p0096 A75-18288
Transonic turbulent viscous-inviscid interaction
over airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 75-78] p0097 A75-18292
Transonic flow field past 2-D airfoils between
porous wind tunnel walls with nonlinear
characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 75-81] p0097 A75-18295
A relaxation solution for transonic flow over jet
flapped airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 75-82] p0097 A75-18296
Calculations of transonic flow over an oscillating
airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 75-98] p0098 A75-18307
Design of supercritical aerofoils
p0112 A75-19251
Dynamic stall experiments on oscillating airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 75-125] p0113 A75-20278
The use of higher-order surface singularity
distributions to obtain improved potential flow
solutions for two-dimensional lifting airfoils
p0158 A75-22718
Measured three-dimensional effects in transonic
airfoil testing
p0182 A75-23222
Noncompact source effect on the prediction of tone
noise from a fan rotor
[AIAA PAPEB 75-U16] p0203 A75-25730
Starting vortex, separation bubbles and stall - A
numerical study of laminar unsteady flow around
an airfoil
p02U3 A75-26212
A-58
SOBJECT IHDBI AIBFBAHE HATEBIALS
Critical analysis and improvement of the
source-panel method for lift prediction
p0251 A75-28095
Survey on two calculation methods ID transonic
regime
p0254 A75-28096
Prediction of airfcil tone frequencies
p0290 A75-29165
About the measurements of steady and unsteady
aerodynamic forces on an airfoil section vith a
Hach-Zehnder interferometer
p0301 A75-31875
Aerodynamics fundamenta ls and applications
p0303 A75-32080
A rigorous solution of the Savier-Stokes equations
for unsteady viscous f low at high Reynolds
numbers around oscillating airfoils
[AHA PAPEE 75-863] p0333 A75-33950
Calculation of transonic flows using an extended
integral equation method
[ A I A A P A P E B 7b-876] p0331 A75-33961
Turbine airfoil life prediction by Dission analysis
p0338 A75-3II113
Transonic potential f low calculations using
conservation f o r m for shock-free airfoils
p0339 A75-34193
A fast semidirect method for computing transonic
aerodynamic f lows
p0339 A75-34194
Drag analysis methods for light aircraft
[ A S A E PAPEB 750526] p0383 A75-36665
Acoustic radiation from an airfoil in a turbulent
stream
p0171 A75-14818
Romebuilt experimental aircraft: Theory and
practice; Proceedings of the Symposium, Seattle,
»ash., .June 28, 1975
p0511 A75-46931
Bringing wings of change - NASA's airfoil research
program
p0515 A75-47119
The nature, development and effect of the viscous
flow around an aerofoil with high-lift devices
[ARC-CP-1258] p0013 H75-10021
Single-stage experimental evaluation of
tanden-airfoil rotor and stator blading for
compressors, part 8
[NJSA-CH-131713] p0039 N75-10917
Two-dimensional sutsonic evaluation of a
15-percent thick circulation control airfoil
with slots at leading and trailing edges
[AD-785230] p0060 875-11951
Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to the trailing
vortex wake for mngs without camber or twist
[ESDt)-T(035] p0115 N75-13793
A method for prediction of lift for multi-element
airfoil systems Kith separation
p0117 N75-13807
Experimental high lift optimization of multiple
element airfoils
p0117 875-13808
The aerodynamics of two-dimensional airfoils with
spoilers
p0117 N75-13809
The effect of vortex generators on the development
of a boundary layer
p0117 N75-13810
Aerodynamic design of high performance biplane vings
p0132 875-11719
Development of inverse inviscid transonic solution
methods
[HAS&-CB-112016] p0161 H75-15610
Three dimensional flows around airfoils with shocks
[COO-3077-13] p0162 875-15615
Application of the polar coordinate method to
oscillating wing configurations
[ S A A B - T H - 6 9 ] p0171 875-16519
Some results of wind-tunnel tests on an aerofoil
section (HPL 9510) combining a "peaky" upper
surface-pressure distribution with rear loading
[ABC-CP-1292] p0171 N75-16520
Investigation of scrubbing and Impingement noise
[N8SA-C8-131762] p0178 H75-1715H
Comparison between dynamic stability boundaries
for NPL 9615 and 8ACA 0012 aerofoils pitching
about the quarter-chord
[ABC-CP-1279] p0222 H75-17302
A limiting case of multiphase f low past slender
bodies
[AD-A000240] p0223 H75-17313
Studies of separated flows interaction of
turbulent boundary layers with inviscid flow
around transonic airfoils i
[AD-A000348] p0232 B75-17626
Structural response of a fiber composite
compressor fan blade airfoil
[NASA-TH-X-71623] p0232 B75-17709
Rind tunnel tests of a symmetrical airfoil with
scoop fed slots
[NASA-CB-132568] p0265 875-19183
High Beynolds number test of a 8ACA 651-213, a
equals 0.5 airfoil at transonic speeds
[NASA-CR-2199] p0309 875-21251
Calculation on unsteady two-dimensional supersonic
flow by the method of characteristics
[AD-A006969] p0321 875-22666
Effectiveness of spoilers on the Gi(H)-1 airfoil
with a high performance Fowler flap
[HASA-CB-2538] p0354 875-23181
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loadings caused
by leading edge and trailing edge control
surface motions in subsonic compressible flow:
Computer program description
[8ASA-CB-132631] p0369 875-21672
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
for arbitrary two-dimensional multi-element
airfoils
[SASA-CB-1U3038] pOIOI H75-25871
Experimental studies of flow separation and
stalling on a two-dimensional airfoil at low
speeds
[NASA-CB-2560] p0111 875-26970
Analysis of the effects on life of leading-edge
holes in an airfoil subjected to arbitrary
spanwise and chordwise temperature distributions
structural analysis
[NASA-TM-X-3257] p0117 875-27121
Theoretical and experimental study of a new method
for prediction of profile drag of airfoil sections
[NASA-CB-2539] p0111 N75-28003
Procedures for the design of lou-pitching-moment
airfoils
[NASA-TS-D-7982] p0111 875-28001
Effects of Beynolds number and roughness on C sub
Lmax aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil
[HAL-TB-396] p0151 1175-29026
Transonic data memorandum: Second-order method
for estimating the subcritical pressure
distribution on a two-dimensional aerofoil in
compressible inviscid flow
[ESDO-72025] p0451 875-29029
Higher order wind tunnel corrections for a
two-dimensional circular arc lifting aerofoil in
a closed rectangular wind tunnel
[ ABL/A-NOTE-349] p0152 875-29031
Experimental and theoretical investigations 'on the
problem -of propeller/wing interference up to
high angles of attack
[8ASA-TT-F-16190] p0152 875-29035
Wind tunnel generation of sinusoidal lateral and
longitudinal gusts by circulation of twin
parallel airfoils
[BASA-CB-137517] p0161 875-29351
Theory of an airfoil equipped with a jet flap
under low-speed flight conditions
[NASA-CB-2571] p0186 875-30105
Aerodynamic theory for a cascade of oscillating
airfoils in compressible subsonic flow
[AD-A008890] p0188 H75-30125
Theory of an airfoil equipped with a jet flap
under low-speed flight conditions
p0191 N75-31001
Unsteady loads due to propulsive lift configurations
[NASA-CB-113154] p0191 N75-31007
The dynamics of a growing separated region on an
airfoil
[AD-A008773] p0195 H75-31023
An analysis of heat transfer on a Joukowski
airfoil with separation and reattachment
p0521 N75-32008
Analysis of circulation controlled airfoils in
incompressible flow
p0530 875-32998
AIBFBABE HATEBIALS
Emission of smoke and fumes at temperatures up to
500 C
p0007 A75-10799
A-59
AIBFBAHES SUBJECT IBDEX
Weldability and quality of titanium alloy weldments
p0011 475-13011
Laminated metallic structure - Advanced applications
p0011 475-13016
High-performance composite material airframe
weaght and cost estimating relations
p0017 475-11175
Enhancement of wear resistance of aircraft parts
Russian book
pOOSO 475-15320
Process control techniques in airplane manufacturing
[S4E P4PES 710812] p0081 475-16899
Low-cost composite structures for aerospace
structures
[SHE PAPER EB74-733] p0108 475-18820
Advance materials and processing techniques
for airframe and engine applications
p0118 A75-20987
Advanced materials in future aircraft design
p0118 A75-20989
New high strength aluminium alloy
p0118 475-20990
Development of an improved elevated temperature
aluminium alloy Alcan GBX 158
p0118 475-20991
Some questions in the calculation of the strength
of thin-walled aircraft structures through the
application of mechanized computer techniques
p0153 A75-22306
Simulation of aircraft crash and its validation
[4144 P4PEB 75-271] p0156 475-22191
Combining strength and fracture toughness
vacuum arc melted steels for aerospace
applications
p0189 475-21002
Development and use of types of construction
employing fiber-reinforced materials German
book on aircraft materials
[DGLR P4PER 71-117] p0193 475-21151
Comparisons of the ballistic impact response of
metals and composites for military aircraft
applications
p0201 475-25230
Development and testing under static conditions of
a B-41 load transfer element
[ 4 I A A P A P E R 75-788] p0326 475-32675
Ion vapor deposited aluminum improves structure
durability airframe corrosion protective
coatings
[AIA4 PAPER 75-807] p0326 A75-32680
Determination of surface roughness of materials
p0329 475-33331
Boron/aluminum for advanced technology aircraft
cost and weight advantages
[4IAA P A P E R 75-790] p0332 475-33762
The B-1 structural integrity program
[ S A B PAPER 750511] p0382 475-36656
Northrop/Onited States 4ir Force F-5E 4ircraft
Fatigue Structural Integrity Program
[AIA4 P4PER 75-988] p0123 475-39503
Composites technology - Threshold to low cost
aircraft structures
[AI44 P4PER 75-1006] p0121 475-39509
P4BST - 4 technology demonstrator Primary
Adhesively Bonded STructure for aircraft
[4144 PAPER 75-989] p0138 A75-11690
Civil aircraft composite materials for
airframes and engines
p0511 A75-16177
Design of longitudinal elements made of composite
materials with prescribed deflections of
fuselage structures
p0513 475-16890
The use of titaniun and its alloys in the
manufacture of helicopters and aircraft structures
[BR11857] p0225 N75-17337
AIRFRAHES
4 test technique for inlet/aircraft drag evaluation
[4IA4 P4PER 71-1115] p0003 475-10306
Rationale for cost-weight analysis in airframe
design
[AI44 PAPER 71-961] p0021 A75-13069
Problems of interaction between the air intake and
the airframe
[ONER4, TP HO. 1100] p0091 475-17829
Studies of scramjet/airframe integration
techniques for hypersonic aircraft
[4144 P4PEB 75-58] p0096 475-18281
Reliability of airframe inspections at the depot
maintenance level using eddy currents for
crack detection
p0108 475-18822
Reliability of airframes Russian book on
quality control during planning, production and
maintenance
p0181 475-23128
Diagnostic calculations of airframe-radiated noise
[4144 P4PEB 75-185] p0206 475-25755
Induced drag effect on airframe noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-187] p0206 A75-25757
Airframe noise measurements on a transport model
in a quiet flow facility
[AI44 P4PEB 75-509] p0207 475-25775
Heasurements and analysis of aircraft airfraoe noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-510] p0208 475-25776
4n experimental study of airframe self-noise
[4IA4 P4PEB 75-511] p0208 475-25777
4 preliminary investigation of remotely piloted
vehicles for airframe noise research
[4144 PAPER 75-512] p0208 475-25778
Hethods for the prediction of airframe aerodynamic
noise
[4IAA PAPER 75-539] p0210 475-25801
Digital avionics-overview - 4irframe
manufacturer's viewpoint
[4144 P4PEB 75-552] p0216 475-26720
Propulsion system and airframe structural
integration program
p0336 475-31118
Theory of air frame noise
p0393 475-37538
Selection of a second-order rig accuracy
characteristics of airframe dimensions
p0169 475-13815
Development and experimental verification of
procedures to determine nonlinear
load-deflection characteristics of helicopter
substructures subjected to crash forces. Volume
1: Development of simplified analytical
techniques to predict typical helicopter
airframe crushing characteristics and the
formulation of design procedures
[AD-781191] p0038 N75-10910
Weapon system costing methodology for aircraft
airframes and basic structures. Volume 1:
Estimating techniques handbook
[AD-785375] p0073 H75-12911
Drag due to a circular cavity in a plate with a
turbulent boundary layer at subsonic, transonic
and supersonic speeds
[ESDO-71036] p0115 N75-13791
Experimental and analytical study of an inlet
forebody for an airframe-integrated scrao^et
concept
[HASA-TH-X-3158] p0128 N75-11709
Helicopter secondary structures reliability and
maintainability investigation
[AD-787331] p0133 1175-11751
Optimum design of thin walled structures
[AD-787223] p0137 H75-15C95
The proper selection of engine cycles
[AD-787651] p0166 K75-15616
Weapon system costing methodology for aircraft
airframes and basic structures. Volume 3: Cost
data base
[AD-A000399] p0226 N75-17318
Operational use of the OH-1 H helicopters in
4rctic environment
[4D-A002603] p0271 N75-19236
OH-64 propulsion system vibration investigation
[AD-A007225] p0318 1175-22328
Structural test principles for full scale
airframes and their application to the Spacelab
tests
p0321 1175-22527
Airframe/propulsion interference
[AGABD-CP-150] p0351 N75-23185
Interaction problems between air intakes and
aircraft
p0351 S75-23186
A criterion for prediction of airframe integration
effects on inlet stability with application to
advanced fighter aircraft
p0351 H75-23187
Twin }et exhaust system test techniques
integrating airframe and propulsion system for
wind tunnel models
A-60
SUBJECT IHDEX A I R P L A H E PBODOCTIOH COSTS
p0356 H75-23500
Accoonting of aerodynamic forces on
airframe/propnlsion systems for designing
uilitary aircraft
p0357 N75-23507
Airf rame/propulsion system flow field interference
and the effect on air intake and exhanst nozzle
perfornance
p0357 N75-23508
Airfraue: Engine interaction for engine
configurations mounted above the wing. Part 1:
Interference between wing and intake jet
p0358 N75-23511
Airframe: Engine interaction for engine
configurations mounted above the wing. Part 2:
Engine jet Emulation problems in wind tunnel
tests
p0358 1175-23512
Subscale, hydrogen-burning,
airframe-integrated-scramjet: Experimental and
theoretical evaluation of a water cooled strut
airframe-Integrated-scram^et: Experimental
leading edge
[HASA-TH-X-72682] p0368 N75-23885
nondestructive holcgraphic techniques for
structures inspection
[AD-4007850] p0368 N75-23916
Turbulent wake behind a self-propelled body
[AD-A008117] p0371 H75-21690
Total airframe fatigue test F 101 6
[AD-A007938] p0373 B75-24726
Application of h igh temperature composites to an
aircraft component
[AD-A003516] p0107 H75-2S925
Weapon system costing methodology for aircraft
airframes and basic structures. Voluoe 2:
Supporting design synthesis programs
[AD-A005U26] pOIIS N75-28051
Analytical investigation of medium STOI transport
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the total solar eclipse of June 30, 1973
p0298 A75-31001
ASYBHBTBT
Asymmetric wing loads on a Canberra aircraft
during flight in turbulence
[ASC-CP-1270] p0175 N75-16552
Effects of asymmetry on the dynamic stability of
aircraft
[ NASA-CR-1142857] p0376 N75-24756
ASYBPTOTIC BETHODS
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of a wing of
average aspect ratio
p0300 A75-31807
ATBODYDS
U RAMJET ENGINES
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
Some production experiences with composite
structures graphite/epoxy components for
Atlas missiles
p0433 A75-41000
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTIOH
U ATBOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
Propagation of aircraft noise over long distances
through the lower atmosphere
[AIAA PAPER 75-542] p0210 475-2580"
Atmospheric attenuation of aircraft noise.
Experimental valves measured in a range of
climatic conditions, volume 1
[HSA-HAD-H-GEN-214-VOL-1] p0063 N75-11979
Atmospheric attenuation of aircraft noise.
Experimental valves measured in a range of
climatic conditions, volume 2
[HSA-HAD-H-GEN-214-VOL-2] p0063 N75-11980
On the excess attenuation of sound in the atmosphere
[NASA-TN-D-7823] p0233 N75-18030
Influence of topography and atmospheric refraction
in DHF ground-air communications
p0313 N75-22080
Atmospheric propagation and sonic boom
p0491 N75-30168
ATMOSPHERIC BOONDAHY LAYER
The influence of wind shear on aerodynamic
coefficients
p0348 475-35411
A study of self-similarity in boundary layer
turbulence and its relevance to aircraft design
and operation
p03U9 A75-35U19
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
Anglo-French Symposium on the Effects of
Stratospheric Aircraft, Oxford, England,
September 24-26, 1974, Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2
p0512 A75-46752
ATMOSPHEBIC CIECOLATI08
First results of a general circulation model
applied to the SST-NOx problem ozone
decomposition
p0189 475-23982
ATMOSPHERIC COBPOSITION
Atmospheric o2one and its influence on the
operation of supersonic transport
p0014 A75-11639
The 1973 program of measurement of the minor
constituents of the stratosphere using the
Concorde 001
p0014 A75-11720
ATBOSPHBHIC DEBSITY
Nuclear helicopter air density indicating system
flight test program
[AD-786565] p0124 875-13862
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
The motion of aircraft trailing vortices
[ASME PAPER 75-APBW-58] p0299 A75-31422
Vortex wakes of conventional aircraft
[AGARD-AG-204] p0486 N75-30106
ATHOSPHEHIC ELECTBICITI
Comment on 'wind effects on electrostatic
autopilots'
p0047 475-14479
Electrostatic vertical sensing and control concept
for aircraft escape systems
p0199 A75-25068
Interference with aircraft radio navigation and
communications by precipitation static from ice
and snow clouds: Electrostatic wind tunnel
experiments
[AD-784623] p0027 N75-10046
The effects of lightning on digital flight control
systems
p0240 N75-18249
AT80SPBERIC ENTRY
CONFLOW High Pressure Leg - A new response to
simulation needs for testing advanced
atmospheric penetration vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 75-173] p0102 A75-18359
ATMOSPHERIC IBPDRITIBS
U AIR POLLUTION
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
NT DYNAMIC MODELS
Possible climatic effects of supersonic transports
p0189 A75-23973
First results of a general circulation model
applied to the SST-NOx problem ozone
decomposition
p0189 475-23982
A-70
SOBJECT IBDEI ATTACK AIBCBAFT
The influence of wind shear on aerodynamic
coefficients
p03«8 i75-35<l11
A non-Gaussian model of continuous atmospheric
turbulence for use in aircraft design
p0309 N75-21265
ATBOSPBEBXC OPTICS
Preliminary test results of the 'oblique ray1
installation for atmospheric light
transmission
p0014 A75-11641
ATBOSPBEBIC BEFBACtlOB
Atmospheric refraction of sonic boom f rom aircraft
at Ion supersonic speeds
[4 IAA PSPEH 75-517] p0210 A75-25809
ATBOSPBBBIC TEBPEBATOBE
Low altitude temperatare and humdity profile data
for application to aircraft noise propagation
[NASA-TN-D-7975] p049i| N75-30671
ATBOSPBEBIC TORBDLEHCE
HI C L E A R AIR T U R B U L E N C E
NT GUSTS
NT LOW LEVEL TUBBUIENCE
Influence of airplane structural elasticity on
flight safety ana comfort in turbulent atmosphere
p0015 A75-12098
Banual and automatic flight control during severe
turbulence penetration
[SAE PAPEB 71(0890] p008<4 A75-16926
Explicit form of the optimal control Ian for a
rigid aircraft f lying m a turbulent atmosphere
[ O N E R A , IP NO. K112] p0091 A75-17832
A non-Gaussian model of continuous atmospheric
turbulence proposed for use in aircraft design
t & I A A PAPEB 75-31] p0095 A75-18270
Explicit form of the optimal piloting lav for a
rigid aircraft flying in a turbulent atmosphere
p0109 A75-18929
Airship stresses due to vertical velocity
gradients and atnospheric turbulence
p0213 A75-2598U
Effectiveness of operation in turbulent atmosphere
of the lateral channels of a VIOL airplane
vector stabilizing system
p0296 A75-30775
High altitude turbulence encountered by the
supersonic YF-12J axrplane
p0348 A75-35U09
Aeronautical requirements and procedure for
low-level turbulence and wind shear reporting
p03U9 A75-351414
Aircraft turbulence encounters during commercial
operations in the vicinity of thunderstorms
p0349 A75-35418
A study of self-similarity in boundary layer
turbulence and its relevance to aircraft design
and operation
p0349 A75-35419
The effects of atmospheric stability, turbulence,
and wind shear on aircraft wake behavior
p0350 A75-35<426
Regional fatigue environment study for commuter
airlines safe wing life
[SAE P A P E R 750512] p0382 A75-36655
Airships in gusts - Apprehensions and assurance
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-950] p0390 A75-37021
Application of active control technology to
aircraft ride smoothing
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1029] p0425 A75-39524
On the response of an airplane to sinusoidal gust
p0434 A75-41474
High altitude gust acceleration environment as
experienced by a supersonic airplane
[NASA-TN-D-7868] p0115 N75-13791
Effects of surface winds and gusts on aircraft
design and operation analysis of
meteorological parameters for improved aircraft
flight characteristics
[ A G A R D - B - 6 2 6 ] p0165 N75-15641
OK research on aeronautical effects of surface
winds and gusts application to improving
aircraft handling qualities under turbulent
conditions
p0165 N75-15643
Asymmetric wing loads on a Canberra aircraft
during f l ight in turbulence
[ABC-CP-1270] p0175 N75-16552
An aircraft application of system identification
in the presence cf state noise
[AD-A001936] p0271 N75-19234
A non-Gaussian model of continuous atmospheric
turbulence for use in aircraft design
p0309 B75-21265
Problems of flight in turbulence
[NASA-TT-F-16401] pO«12 N75-26977
Shear and moment response of the airplane wing to
nonstationary turbulence
[8AL-TB-H04T] pO«52 B75-29032
Closed fora expression of the optimal control of a
rigid airplane to turbulence
pOISO N75-30037
Recommended procedures for processing acceleration
data obtained by aircraft during atmospheric
turbulence encounter
[ AGABD-B-631] p0521 N75-32014
A mathematical examination of the press model for
atmospheric turbulence aircraft
design/random processes
[HASA-TH-D-8038] p0525 N75-32095
ATOHIC CLOCKS
Precision clocks as a basis for a navigation system
pOO"3 A75-13293
JTOHIZEBS
Preliminary study of low emission gas turbine
combustor with airblast fuel atomizer
[ A S B E PAPEB 75-GT-31] p0342 A75-34588
ACS
NT ATS 5
HT ATS 6
ACS 5
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program, summary
[AD-783581] p0136 N75-1U927
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 1: Experimental
program-aircraft communications/surveillance via
satellite at L-band
[AD-783582] pO 1 36 N75-14928
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 2: Terminal design
and flight test plan for phase 1 program.
Volume 1: Terminal design
[AD-783583] p0136 N75-14929
ATS-5 multapath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 3: Definition of
revised experiment, terminal design, and
subsystem performance characteristics
[AD-78358U] p0136 N75-14931
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 4D: Additional
tests. Volume 1: Satellite/aircraft L-band
data communication tests
[AD-783586] p0136 N75-14933
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 4D: Additional
tests. Volume 2: Overland multipath, pacific
multipath, scintillation tests
[AD-783652] p0137 N75-14934
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 5:
Bultipath/ranging analysis and results
[AD-783588] p0137 K75-11935
ATS 6
Air Traffic Control demonstration aspects of the
Applications Technology Satellite-6
[AIAA PAPEB 75-562] p0246 A75-26723
ATTACHBBHTS
U ACCESSOBIES
ATTACK AIBCBAFT
HI A-4 AIBCRAFT
NT A-6 AIBCBAFT
HI A-7 AIBCBAFT
NT A-10 AIBCBAFT
NT ALPHA JET AIBCRAFT
NT B-1 AIBCBAFT
NT B-52 AIBCRAFT
NT B-58 AIBCBAFT
NT B-70 AIBCRAFT
NT BOBBER AIRCRAFT
SI f-2 AIECFAFT
NT F-4 AIBCRAFT
NT F-5 AIBCRAFT
NT F-8 AIBCRAFT
HI F-14 AIRCRAFT
NT F-15 AIBCRAFT
HI F-16 AIBCRAFT
NT F-17 AIBCBAFT
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT
A-71
ATTENUATION SOBJECT IBDEI
NT F-89 AIRCRAFT
MI F-1QO AIRCRAFT
NT F-101 AIECBAFT
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT
NT F-101 AIRCRAFT
ST F-105 AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
NT FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
NT FV-12A AIBCHAFT
NT 6-91 AIRCRAFT
NT JAGUAR AIRCRAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT
NT T-2 AIECEAFT
NT YF-12 AIRCRAFT
A test cell engine diagnostic system - From
research to reality
[AIAA PAPER 71-1207] p0003 A75-10349
Mini-RPV's for cheap and no risk air power
p0007 A75-10623
The effect of deflecting flaps on strike/fighter
aircraft wing design
p0146 A75-20670
Mitsubishi's mentor - Supersonics from Nagoya
T-2 close support fighter and trainer
p0330 A75-33448
The Hughes YAH-64 AAH advanced attack helicopter
p0173 A75-44567
Subsonic *ind tunnel investigation of a
twin-engine attack airplane model having
nonmetric powered nacelles
[NASA-TN-D-77142] p0057 N75-11932
Information on attack helicopters: A comparison
[FOA-2-C-2597-F8] pOOSS N75-11934
Tactical data systems design concepts evaluation
[AD-786469] p0127 N75-13889
Development experiences of real time computer
based systems in strike aircraft
p0168 N75-16291
Joint generalized least squares applied to cost
estimation for fighter aircraft
[AD-A003354] p0311 N75-21275
Analysis and simulation of variable
throttle/energy management concepts for fighter
aircraft
[AD-A006745] p0318 N75-22329
Program plan for investigation of model s-2
airplane catapult and hold back operations
capacity
[AD-A006892] p0319 N75-22340
An estimate of the effect of multiple ejection
rack flexibility on six degree of freedom store
ejection conditions
[AD-A008329] p0374 N75-24734
Extension of the method for predicting
six-degree-of-freedom store separation
trajectories at speeds up to the critical speed
to include a fuselage with noncircular cross
section. Volume 1: Theoretical methods and
comparisons with experiment external stores
- attack aircraft
[AD-A005822] p01|55 N75-29071
ATTENUATION
NT ACODSTIC ATTENUATION
NT ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
NT SHOCK HAVE ATTENUATION
NT SIDELOEE REDUCTION
NT HAVE ATTENUATION
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
NT PITCH (INCLINATION)
NT ROLL
Nl YAH
ATTITUDE CONTROL
NT DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
NT LATERAL CONTROL
NT LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
NT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
Electrostatic vertical sensing and control concept
for aircraft escape systems
p0199 A75-25068
A separate surface stability augmentation system
for a general aviation airplane
p0319 N75-22333
Free-flight model investigation of a
vertical-attitude VIOL fighter
[NASA-TN-D-8054] p0487 N75-30109
ATTITUDE INDICATOBS
A study on aircraft map display location and
orientation
p0018 475-12725
ATTITUDE STABILITY.
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
HT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
SLAR, its principles of pperation and requirements
regarding the positional stability of carrier
platforms
p0202 A75-25697
ADDIO EQUIPMENT
NT EARPHONES
NT MICROPHONES
AUDIO TISDAL EQUIPMENT
U TRAINING DEVICES
AUDITORY DEFECTS
Noise levels in the CC-109, CC-115, and CC-117
aircraft
[DCIEM-74-R-1059] p0446 N75-28065
ADDITORI PERCEPTION
The noisiness of low frequency bands of noise
[NASA-TH-X-72649] p0169 N75-16314
AUDITORY STIMULI
Effects of three activities on annoyance responses
to recorded flyovers
p0468 A75-42712
AUGMENTATION
NT THRUST AUGMENTATION
AUSTENITIC STAIRLESS STEELS
Development and evaluation of high-energy brake
materials
p0447 N75-28139
AUTOCOBBELATION
The use of autocorrelation functions to predict
the effects of vertical deflections on aircraft
navigation
[AIAA PAPER 75-1101] p0437 A75-41663
AOTOGYROS
A momentum analysis of helicopters and autogyros
in inclined descent, with comments on
operational restrictions
[NASA-TN-D-7917] p0530 S75-33000
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
NT ADAPTIVE CONTROL
NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
NT DYNAHIC CONTROL
NT FEEDBACK CONTROL
NT NUMEBICAL CONTROL
NT OPTIMAL CONTROL
NT SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
NT SEQUENTIAL CONTROL
NT TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL
ARTS II automated air traffic control system
p0110 A75-18972
The automation of air traffic control
p0150 &75-21724
Autonatic balancing of rotors in high-speed machines
Russian book on turbomachines
p0184 A75-23397
Predicting instrumental reliability of automated
aircraft system monitoring based on critical
parameter
p0186 A75-23810
The use of digital computers in air traffic control
p0210 A75-25662
Advanced signal processing for airport
surveillance radars
p0218 A75-26037
Statistical analysis of the functioning quality of
regulators with random parameter scatter
p0324 A75-32471
Accuracy specifications for automatic Omega
navigators
p0386 A75-36953
Miniaturized high speed controls for turbine
engines fabrication and test
[AD-A006108] p0460 N75-29125
AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALVES
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS
NT RELIEF VALVES
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
0 DATA PROCESSING
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
Application of methods of abstract algebra to the
synthesis of an automatic system for controlling
the longitudinal motion of an aircraft
p0006 A75-11121
A-72
SUBJECT ISD8I AOTOHiTIC PILOTS
An elastic flight vehicle as an automatic control
plant Russian book
pOOOS 475-12329
Autonatic control of the longitudinal notion of an
elastic aircraft Russian book
p0043 475-13219
The design of flight control devices with the aid
of modern system theory
[DGLB PAPEB 74-77] p0191 475-24134
A controller of variable structure for the
redaction of the complexity of flight control
systems
[DGLB PAPEB 74-79] p0191 475-24136
Control and progran technology for the
implementation of digital flight control systems
[DGLR PAPEB 74-81] p0192 A75-24138
Self-testing digital flight control applications
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-568] p0246 475-26727
Digital flight control systems - Considerations in
implementation and acceptance
[ A I A A PiPEB 75-577] p0247 A75-26734
Aircraft guidance for automatic collision avoidance
p0249 A75-27178
A concept of flight dynamics control for
aircraft
p0249 A75-27180
Adaptive digital system for aircraft control
p0249 A75-27182
Adaptive control system with reference model
application to automatic pilots
p0251 A75-27912
Digital avionics f rom the viewpoint of ATA Air
Transport Association of America
[AIAA P A P E B 75-551] p0256 A75-28«66
Characteristics of MLS signals and their effect on
flight control systems Microwave Landing
Systems
p0259 A75-28791
Results of an investigation of two
three-dimensional low-level flight systems
p0388 A75-36992
Future trends in flight control systems
p0398 A75-38262
Bide-guality testing under controlled flight
conditions
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-987] p0422 A75-39502
Flutter investigations on a conbat aircraft vith a
command and stability augmentation system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1025] p0424 A75-39520
YC-14 flight control
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1027] p042« A75-39522
The BSO-ZP onboard control system Bussian book
on computer aided aircraft control, navigation
and landing systems
p0427 A75-40175
F-16 - First with fly-by-wire
p0428 475-401(75
A contribution to the design of digital
self-adaptive flight control systems German
book
p0435 A75-41S98
FCAP - A new tool for the evaluation of active
control technology Flight Control Analysis
Program for flexible aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1059] p0435 475-41630
Development of automatic
terrain-following/automatic terrain-avoidance
decoupling techniques
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1074] p0435 A75-41640
Integrated flight/propulsion control by state
regulation
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1075] p0435 A75-41641
Effects of sampling rate and transformation
techniques on the design of digital notch filters
for aircraft flight control systems design
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1084] p0436 A75-41649
Digital mnltiBOde flight control system
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1085] p0436 A75-41650
Balanced functional design of automatic digital
flight control systems
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1C88] p0436 A75-41653
On the design of a model reference adaptive flight
control system
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1111] p0437 475-41673
Automatic control of drones and BPV's in formation
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1122] p0437 A75-41683
Conflict resolution maneuvers in an intermittent
positive control system ground based
automatic aircraft collision avoidance model
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1125] p0438 475-41685
Helicopter control concepts emerging
p0513 475-46843
A remotely augmented vehicle approach to f l ight
testing BPV control systems
[SASA-TB-I-56029] p0037 H75-10936
Flight control systems properties and problems.
Volume 2: Block diagram compendium
[HASA-CB-2501] p0229 H75-17372
Three-axis fluidic/electronic autonatic flight
control system flight test report
[AD-A000894] p0230 H75-17379
Some' methods for analyzing aircraft with linear
automatic control systems
p0319 875-22332
Four-dimensional guidance algorithms for aircraft
in an air traffic control environment
[HASA-TH-D-7829] p0361 N75-23549
Engineering and development program plan; en route
control automatic flight data processing and
air traffic control
[AD-A007623] p0361 1175-23550
A formal structure for advanced automatic
flight-control systems
[HASA-TS-D-7940] p0367 B75-23606
Airborne electronics for automated flight systems
p0450 1175-29011
Status and trends in active control technology
p0450 1175-29015
Impact of active control technology on airplane
design conference
[AGABD-CP-157] p0478 B75-30027
The Belevance of existing automatic flight control
systems to the future development of active
control
p0481 1175-30044
Helicopter automatic flight control systems for
poor visibility operations
p0484 N75-30078
An automatic flight control system for a
helicopter night landing system
p0484 1175-30079
OS Navy VIOL automatic landing system development
program
p0485 875-30081
Automatic guidance and control of a transport
aircraft during a helical landing approach
[NASA-TN-D-7980] pOSOO B75-31116
AOTOHATIC LABDIBG COBTBOL
The security in automatic landing in poor visibility
p0044 A75-13302
Considerations concerning the semiautomatic and
automatic control of the aircraft in the case of
a given flight path
p0300 A75-31842
Simulator evaluation of manually flown curved HLS
approaches Microwave Landing System
p0340 475-34535
International and U.S. design proposals for a
microwave landing system
p0340 A75-34536
The BSU-ZP onboard control system Bussian book
on computer aided aircraft control, navigation
and landing systems
p0427 A75-40175
Hind modeling and lateral control for automatic
landing
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1077] p0435 A75-41643
Automatic all-weather landing control
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1021] p0439 A75-41699
Automatic flying of curved approach paths: A
computer and flight investigation
[BAE-TB-73154] p0027 S75-10043
40TOBATIC PILOTS
Comment on *wind effects on electrostatic
autopilots'
p0047 A75-14479
Manual and automatic flight control during severe
turbulence penetration
[SAE PAPEB 740890] p0084 A75-16926
Influence of the parameters of a system of a
certain class on the distribution of its roots
for aircraft autopilot synthesis
p0107 A75-18628
Control and program technology for the
implementation of digital flight control systems
[DGLB PAPEB 74-81] p0192 475-24138
Electrostatic vertical sensing and control concept
for aircraft escape systems
A-73
ADTOBATIC BOCKST IBWCT PBBDICTORS SUBJECT ISDEX
p0199 A75-25068
Flight test of a digital guidance and control
systen in a DC-10 aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-567] p0216 A75-26726
Adaptive control system with reference model
application to automatic pilots
p0251 A75-27912
Characteristics of BLS signals and their effect on
fl ight control systems Microwave Landing
Systems
p0259 A75-28791
Autopilot for British Airways
p0396 A75-37778
Investigation of self-oscillations of an autopilot
mount
p0398 A75-38111
The BSD-ZP onboard control system Russian book
on computer aided aircraft control, navigation
and landing systems
p0127 A75-10175
Optimal design of a Bini-BPV lateral autopilot
[ A I A A P A P E H 75-1121] pOU37 A75-11682
Electronic warfare - Military needs propel
nini-BPVs into tactical flight tests
p0171 A75-15011
Adaption processes in aircraft guidance systems
[AD-A000351] p0221 N75-17329
Digital simulation of V/STOL aircraft for
autopilot research
p0161 N75-29853
Flutter suppression and structural load alleviation
[ A G A R D - C P - 1 7 5 ] p0525 H75-32096
AOTOBA1IC ROCKET IHPACT PREDICTORS
U COMPUTERIZED SIMDIATION
0 IMPACT PREDICTION
ADTOBATIC TEST BQOIPBF.HT
Optimization of automated static tests of gas
turbine engines Russian book
p0016 475-12332
Automatic Test System Jet Engine Accessories
p0185 A75-23619
The fu ture of real time telemetry systems for
computerized testing of aerospace vehicles
p0187 A75-23889
Automatic Test System for Jet Engine Accessories
p0323 A75-32396
Automated test facility for aircraft hydraulic
pumps and motors
p0323 A75-32397
Autotest user needs at a base shop
computerized Automatic Test Equipment for
military avionics
p03«6 475-35253
An automated tuneuf calibration of jet engine fuel
controls
p0316 475-35258
The age of the RPV data bus or the data bus comes
of age airborne computer test systems
p0317 A75-35261
Software management and the compiler for F-111
Automatic Test Eguipment
p03U7 A75-3526U
Plight test results of an automatic support system
on board a YF-12A airplane for jet engine
inlet air control
p03»7 A75-35272
The B-1 CITS system Central Integrated Test
Subsystem
p0317 475-35277
Autooatic test equipment for S-34 support
p0317 475-35279
An economic model to determine costs when
intermediate level repair uses remotely located
automatic test equipment
[ AD-A006311 ] p0190 1175-30152
ADTOBATIOH
Advanced concepts in air traffic control
p0091 475-18188
The Netherlands ATC automation programme
p0107 475-18810
An advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of the upgraded third generation
ATC system. System B: ATC automation analysis
[AD-785312] p0056 H75-11923
AUTOMOBILES
Crashworthiness engineering of automobiles and
aircraft - Progress and promise
[AI4A PAPER 75-270] p0156 A75-22U93
Energy efficiency of current intercity^ passenger
transportation modes
[4I4A PAPER 75-311] p0157 A75-22513
AUTONOMY
Stability analysis of nonlinear autonomous systems
- General theory and application to flutter
[AIAA PAPER 75-102] p0099 475-18310
AUTOPILOTS
D AUTOB4TIC PILOTS
ADTOBOTATION
Engineering flight test, AH-1G helicopter,
heavyweight autorotational evaluation
[AD-785553] p0061 B75-11961
ADXILIABY POIEB SODRCES
An engine project engineer's view of advanced
secondary power systems
[SAE PAPEE 710884] pOOSI A75-16925
F-15 secondary power systems
[SAE PAPER 7U0885] pOISO 475-22918
Small gas turbine auxiliary power units
[4SBE PAPER 75-ENAS-1] p0432 A75-40896
Secondary power systems for advanced rotorcraft
[AGARD-AG-206] p0318 N75-22326
AUXILIARY PBOPOLSIOH
Steam rockets for takeoff
p0007 475-11373
AVIATION
0 AERONAUTICS
AVIATOBS
U AIRCRAFT PILOTS
AVIONICS
Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for
airborne systems controls in an RF-polluted
environment
[AIAA PAPEB 71-1096] p0003 A75-10279
Doppler radar boast design innovations for
aircraft
p0007 475-10625
Avionics systems in the management of air
transportation
[AI44 P4PEB 71-1291] p0016 475-12216
Flight management - Pilot procedures and system
interfaces for the 1980-1990's
[AI44 P4PEB 71-1297] p0016 475-12218
Improved vibration design and test procedure for
aircraft
[S4E P4PER 710815] p0081 475-16902
S-3A avionics - Software revolution forerunner
digital computer systems integration
p0090 475-17652
Pilot's and navigator's handbook Russian book
pOIOI A75-18122
Digital avionics - An established technology
p0190 475-21019
Head-up and other displays
p0190 475-21050
AEROS4T test and evaluation avionics
aeronautical satellite communication system for
oceanic ATC
p0218 475-26013
Digital avionics-overview - Airframe
manufacturer's viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 75-552] p0216 475-26720
Digital avionics - An overview Air Traffic
Control Radar Beacon System
[AIAA PAPEE 75-553] p02U6 475-26721
Flight-critical digital control system evaluation
[AIAA P1PEB 75-566] p0216 A75-26725
Application of digital systems to Amy avionics
[4144 PiPEB 75-587] p0217 A75-26738
Digital avionics information system /DAIS/
integrated test bed development
[AIAA PAPER 75-588] p0217 475-26739
Design of the DAIS control and display core element
Digital Avionics Information System
[AIAA PiPEE 75-600] p0218 475-26715
Reliability life cycle of a complex electronic
airborne equipment
p0250 475-27839
Digital avionics from the viewpoint of 4TA Air
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p0347 A75-35283
CAVITATION
D CAVITATION FLOW
CAVITATIOH FtOi
Cavitating flow past a vibrating thin-section wing
profile
p02«8 A75-26895
CAVITIES
Drag due to a circular cavity in a plate with a
turbulent boundary layer at subsonic, transonic
and supersonic speeds
[ESDD-74036] p0115 N75-13794
Stress concentration in an expanded plate with
opening reinforced by central belt
[AD-A007672] p0368 N75-24044
CDC COHPDTEBS
An investigation on the effect of second-order
additional thickness distributions to the upper
surface of an NACA 64 sub 1-212 airfoil
using flow equations and a CDC 7600 digital
computer
[NASA-CR-137701] p0369 N75-24674
An investigation on the effect of second-order
additional thickness distributions to the upper
surface of an NACA 64-206 airfoil using flow
equations and a CDC 7600 digital computer
[NASA-CB-137702] p0369 N75-24675
Theoretical effect of modifications to the upper
surface of two NACA airfoils using smooth
polynomial additional thickness distributions
which emphasize leading edge profile and which
vary quadratically at the trailing edge
using flow equations and a CDC 7600 computer
[ NASA-CR-137703] p0370 N75-24676
CEILINGS (HETEOBOLOGY)
Evaluation of a Sperry Lidar Ceilometer
[AD-777820] p0232 N75-17653
CEILOBETEBS
0 CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS
CELESTIAL BODIES
NT KOHOUTEK COBET
CELESTIAL NAVIGATIOB
Theory of astronomical correction Russian book
on celestial navigation of flight vehicles
p0183 A75-23395
CELLULOSE
Static fatigue behavior of cellulose and polyamide
materials helicopter external load slings
p0433 A75-40967
CENTER OF GRAVITY
Calibration of on-board weight and balance systems
for aircraft
[SAKE PAPEB 1086] p0518 A75-47508
Experimental determination of airplane mass and
inertial characteristics
[NASA-TR-B-433] p0028 N75-10062
CENTRIFUGAL COBPBESSOBS
Small turbine engine technology
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1184] p0002 A75-10333
High-performance centrifugal compressors
pOOOS 475-11739
Calculation of profiled three-layer blades of
centrifugal fans
p0141 A75-20035
1Bing vortex1 energy losses during centrifugal fan
operation in low output regimes
p0186 A75-23806
Performance of three vaned radial diffusers with
swirling transonic flow
[ASBE PAPEB 75-FE-19] p0385 A75-36888
Modified centrifugal compressor
[AD-A004002] p0409 N75-25950
CEBAHAL PBOTECTIVE COATIIGS
U PBOTECTIVE COATINGS
CEBABIC COATINGS
Coatings protect superalloys in gas-turbine
applications
p0190 475-24005
CEBABICS
Ceramics for high-performance applications;
Proceedings of the Second Army Materials
Technology Conference, Hyannis, Bass., November
13-16, 1973
p0296 A75-30S51
Probability-based design and analysis - The
reliability problem of aircraft ceramic
turbine engines
p0296 475-30852
The production of high-temperature, high-strength
nitrogen ceramics
p0296 475-30860
Prototype ceramic vanes silicon nitride
composition for gas turbines
p0297 475-30873
4pplication of ceramics to radial flow gas
turbines at Solar
p0297 475-30879
Turbine vane ceramic endwall using hot pressed
silicon nitride
p0297 475-30880
Design and analysis of a ceramic stator vane
[ASMS P4PER 75-GT-100] p0344 475-34642
Application of finite element analysis to ceramic
components
[ACS PAPER 30-BC-73F] p0379 A75-35896 -
Ceramic airframe bearings solid lubricant
selection tests
[4SLE PREPRINT 75AM-7A-3] p0391 A75-37096
Effects of porosity, density and reinforcement
parameters on the supersonic rain erosion of
ceramic materials
p0516 A75-47M77
Development of fiber reinforced ceramic matrix
composites
[AD-A009360] pOSOO N75-31276
CEBTIFICATIOH
FAA Advisory Circular 00-41 Quality System
Certification Program
p0004 A75-10675
Noise certification of aircraft
p0255 A75-28223
Hethodology for certification of aircraft nuisances
[ONERA, IP NO. 1975-48] p0396 475-37900
Information of F44 certification of aircraft
[PB-242583/3] p0534 N75-33059
CESSN4 AIBCB4FT
NT CESSNA L-19 AIRCRAFT
Noise reduction studies for the Cessna model 337
(0-2) airplane
[NAS4-TM-X-72641] p0238 N75-18231
Ground noise measurements during static and flyby
operations of the Cessna 02-T turbine powered
airplane
[N4S4-TH-X-72642] p0238 N75-18234
CESSNA L-19 AIHCBAFT
Noise characteristics of the O-1 airplane and some
approaches to noise reduction
[NASA-TB-X-72638] p0238 N75-18233
CESSNA BILITABY AIBCBAFI
U BILITABY AIRCRAFT
CF-104 AIBCBAFT
0 CAN4DAIR AIRCRAFT
U F-104 AIRCRAFT
CFBP
D CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
CH-53 HELICOPTER
U B-53 BELICOPTEF
A-88
SUBJECT ISDEX CIECOII FBOTBCTIOI
CB-47 HELICOPTER
Hodel 301 HtH/ATC (Heavy Lift Helicopter/Advanced
Technology Conponent) transiission noise
reduction prograi
[40-784132] p0029 B75-10063
Technology development report: Besnlts of static
electricity discharge system tests (active and
passive) heavy lift helicopter
[4D-784130] p0031 B75-10082
0. S. Army helicopter electrical systen
reliability and naintainability investigation.
Volume 1: DocOBent deficiency analysis
[AD-785573] p0061 H75-11961
0. S. Army helicopter electrical system
reliability and laintainability investigation.
Volute 2: Supplemental design guide
[AD-7855711] p0061 B75-11962
Design and optimization on study of the Active Aria
External load Stabilization System (AAELSS) for
helicopters
(AD-787325) p0133 B75-14750
CH-17A assessnent and coaparative fleet
evaluation: Executive summary report
[AD-A002057] p0270 1175-19232
CH-511 HBLICOPTBB
Executive summary report: Command statistics and
evidenced problems for HC-54 A helicopter
[AD-782990] p0038 H75-10939
Major Item Special study (HISS), CH-54A rotary
wing blade
[AD-785554] p0055 875-11906
Plight load investigation of helicopter external
loads
[AD-A008394]
 P0373 875-24727
CHilBS
D SEATS
CBALCOGEBIDES
HT CABBOH DIOXIDE
NT NITBOGEH OXIDES
HT OXIDES
HI QUARTZ
NT SILICON DIOXIDE
CHAHCE-VODGHT MILITARY AIBCB4FT
0 BILITAEY AIBCBAFT
CHAHHEL FLOI
Analysis of unsteady transonic channel flow with
shock vaves
[AIAA PAPEB 75-61] p0142 A75-20265
Pressure increase in blade channels of axial-flow
compressors at lew gas pressures
p0181 A75-23099
Influence of a wake on the flow in an annular jet
p0303 A75-32042
A theoretical analysis for three dimensional ram
wings in parallel walls
p0329 475-33427
Uniform shear flow within rectangular
parallel-Walled diffusers
[4SHE PAPEB 75-FE-34] p0385 A75-36896
CHANNELS (DATA TBANSHISSION)
An experimental TDBA network for airborne warning
and control systems interoperability
demonstrations
[AIAA PAPEB 75-563] p0246 475-26724
The age of the BPV data bus or the data bus comes
of age airborne computer test systems
p0347 A75-35261
CBAPLTGIN EQUATION
The determination of the subsonic flow of a
Chaplygin gas arcund a circular profile in the
presence of circulation
p0190 A75-24061
CHAPBAB SBEAB LATEB
0 SHEAR LAYERS
CBAPBAS-JOOGBT FLARE
D CBEHICAL EQ0ILIBBIOH
0 DETONATI08
D FLAHE PBOPAGATION
CHAB4CTEBISTIC EQUATIONS
0 EIGENVALUES
0 EIGENVECTORS
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS
U EIGENVALUES
0 EIGENVECTORS
CHARACTERISTIC METHOD
U METHOD OP C8ARACTEBISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS
Estiaation of elastic aircraft aerodynamic
parameters
p0478 B75-30026
CHARTS
NT FLOI CHARTS
NT CHAPaS (CHARTS)
CHECKOUT BQUIPBEBT
U TEST EQUIPMENT
CBEHICAL ABALISIS
NT GAS ANALYSIS
NT HICEOANALYSIS
CBEBICAL ELEBEHTS
BT ALUHINUB
NT BOBON
NT BELIDH
BT HYDBOGEB
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN
NT LIQUID NITROGEN
NT NITROGEN
NT BARE GASES
NT TITANIUB
CHEMICAL BQOILIBBIUB
Laboratory evaluation of the stability of
high-purity jet fuels of the T-8 type and of the
effectiveness of antioxidants
p0194 A75-24274
CHBHICAL EXTINGUISHERS
U FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
CHEMICAL FUELS
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS
NT HYDROCARBON FUELS
NT HYDROGEN FUELS
NT JET ENGINE FUELS
NT JP-1 JET FUEL
NT JP-5 JET FUEL
NT SLOBBY PROPELLANTS
CBEHICAL KINETICS
U BEACTION KINETICS
CBBBICAL MACHINING
NT ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING
Chemical milling review
p0328 475-32840
CBEMICAL HILLING
U CBEBICAL MACHINING
CBEMICAL PBOPEBTIES
NT THERHOCHEMIC4L PBOPEBTIES
CBEHIC4L PBOPULSION
NT HYBRID PROPULSION
CHEMIC4L BEACTIONS
NT HIDBOGEN4TION
NT OXIDATION
BT PYROLYSIS
Chemical reactions calculations in turbulent flows
- Application to a co-containing turbojet plume
p0297 475-30994
CHEMICAL SHIFT
D CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
CBEBICAL TESTS
NT GAS ANALYSIS
NT MICBOANALYSIS
CBEHONOCLBAB PROPULSIOH
U NUCLE4B PBOPULSION
CHINOOK BBLICOPTEB
0 CH-47 HELICOPTER
CHBOHIDH ALLOTS
NT CHROMIUM STEELS
NT BENE 41
CHBOBIUB STEELS
Influence of protective layers and coatings on the
endurance limit of KH17N2 steel
p0109 475-18840
CHBOBOTBONS
U TIME LAG
CBDGGING
U COMBUSTION STABILITY
CIRCUIT BOARDS
F44 printed circuit board analysis: Comprehensive
analysis taking into account maintenance and
logistics systems
[40-781798] p0176 N75-16742
CIBCDIT PEOTECTIOB
Blindside connector selection for aircraft
wiring
p0395 475-37711
F44 lightning protection study: Lightning
protection requirements for AN/GBB-27 (V)
instrument landing system
[4D-785859] p0176 B75-16566
4 procedure for the design of multifunction
switching controls
[AD-A000532] p0227 N75-17354
A-89
CIBCDIIS SUBJECT IIDEX
FAA l ightning protection study: Lightning
protection for status and control lines of
A N / G R N - 2 7 ( V ) instrument landing system
[ A D - A 0 0 6 9 9 7 ] p0410 N75-25967
CIRCUITS
NT A N A L O G CIRCUITS
NT FLDID S W I T C H I N G ElEHENTS
NT FLDIDIC CIRCUITS
NT P H A S E DETECTORS
NT POKER SUPPLY CIRCUITS
NT P R I N T E D CIRCUITS
NT S W I T C H I N G CIRCUITS
CIRCDLAB CORES
Calculation of the flov on a blunted cone at high
angle of attack
[ A I A A PAPER 75-119] p0143 A75-20280
The diffraction of a shock wave by a slender body
p0202 A75-25458
CIBCOLAB CYLINDERS
Experimental determination of the separation point
of f low around a circular cylinder
p0179 A75-22868
Separation of turbulent boundary layer on a
lifting cylinder
p0182 A75-23223
The disappearance of the wake shock behind a
cylinder in a supersonic flow at high Reynolds
number
p02i(3 A75-26<41U
The three-dimensional character of a cross flow
around a circular cylinder
p0257 A75-28654
An azisymmetric separated and reattached flow on a
longitudinal blunt circular cylinder
[ A S H E P A P E R 75-APH-14] p03<45 A75-35101
Analytic investigation of hypersonic flow around
blunt bodies
p0380 A75-36163
Experimental study of the effectiveness of
cylindrical plume simulators for predicting
jet-on boattail drag at Bach numbers up to 1.30
[NASA-TN-D-7795] p0069 1175-12905
Analysis of thick turbulent jet flowing round: A
circular cylinder
p0263 N75-19168
CIBCOLAB TOBES
A leak-free mechanical tube joint
p0182 A75-23240
Effects of a conical segment on sound radiation
from a circular duct
[ A I A A PAPER 75-517] p0209 A75-25783
CIRCULATION
NT ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
CIVIL AVIATION
Cargo shipments by the air transport system of the
USSR: Organization, technology, and economics
Bussian book
p0043 A75-13222
Canadian civil aircraft maintenance f rom a
regulatory viewpoint
p0046 A75-14036
Air Canada - The airline that knows what
maintenance is all about Montreal repair
facility
p0048 A75-14922
Improving reliability in civil air transport systems
p0087 A75-17361
Certa'in problems of a reliability system in
aeronautics
p0087 A75-17365
Canada as an airfaring nation - A brief round-up
of present major programmes
p0090 A75-17763
The futi-re world demand for civil aircraft
p0110 A75-18961
Possible applications for an integrated
communication, navigation, and identification
system /ICNI/ in civil aviation
p0111 A75-19063
The institutionalization and the general problems
of air t raff ic
p0183 A75-23348
General aviation safety - Fact and fiction
p0202 A75-25719
An overview of the upgraded third generation air
traffic control system
p0218 A75-26059
Air Europe: The policy of cooperation among
airline companies of the European Six French
book
p0244 A75-26499
New horizons in air traffic control
[AIAA PAPEB 75-569] p0247 A75-26728
Digital avionics from the viewpoint of ATA Air
Transport Association of America
[AIAA PAPEB 75-551] p0256 A75-28466
Interaction of military/civil position location
and reporting systems of ATC
[AIAA PAPEB 75-561] p0256 A75-28467
System approach to civil aircraft navigation using
digital technology
[AIAA PAPER 75-572] p0256 A75-28469
The dynamics of the civil aviation industry Book
p0380 A75-36107
European industry and civil air transport /28th
Louis Bleriot Lecture/
p0384 A75-36718
General problems concerning the helicopter
p0391 A75-37084
The cost-effectiveness of inertial navigation for
civil aircraft
p0398 A75-38261
Civil aircraft composite materials for
airframes and engines
p0511 A75-46477
Proposed international air shuttle, 1975
[GPO-31-527] p0026 N75-10034
Total energy use for commercial aviation in the US
[OBNL-NSF-EP-68] p0027 N75-10039
General aviation programs
[GPO-41-153] p0035 N75-10903
Influence of meteorological factors on the vortex
wake of a light twin-engine aircraft
[AD-787853] p0162 N75-15616
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format DS Civil
Aviation issue number 1 of 1974 accidents
[PB-236867/8] p0172 N75-16528
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format
supplemental issue, 1973 accidents. File
numbers 1-0040 thru 1-0042, 3-4141 thru 3-4163,
4-0001 thru 4-0032, 5-0001 thru 5-0035, 6-0001
thru 6-0086, A-0001 thru A-0003, A-0005, C-0001,
E-0001 thru E-0023
[PB-237091/4] p0223 N75-17322
Civil aviation studies and interagency
coordinating organizations, volume 1
aircraft noise reduction
[PB-239344/5] p0368 N75-24186
Civil aviation studies and interagency
coordinating organizations, volume 2: Appendices
aircraft noise reduction
[PB-239345/2] p0368 N75-24187
Aircraft accident report. Brief format, o.S.
Civil Aviation issue number 3 of 1974 accidents.
File numbers: 1-0002 thru 1-0007, 1-0009 thru
1-0019, 1-0021 thru 1-0023, 1-0025 thru 1-0028,
3-1034, 3-1444, 3-1801 thru 3-2700
[PB-2"0364/0] p0413 N75-26983
Aircraft accident report: New Jersey Air National
Guard F106, serial number 59-0044, Piper
PA-24-250, N6876P, midair collision near Saxis,
Virginia, 11 October 1974
[PB-240250/1] p0413 N75-26984
Civil aviation midair collisions analysis: 1972
added to 1964 - 1971 results statistical
analysis
[AD-A005897] p0454 N75-29064
Engine health monitoring in a civil airline
p0499 N75-31106
Aircraft accident report. Brief format: O.S.
Civil Aviation issue no. 4 of 1974 accidents.
File numbers: 1-0001, 1-0032 thru 1-0035,
1-0037 thru 1-0038, 3-0001, 3-0188, 3-2701 thru
3-2978, 3-2980 thru 3-3038, 3-3040 thru 3-3600
[PB-241542/0] p0524 S75-32044
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format. US
civil aviation issue number 2 of 1974 accidents
[PB-242469/5] p0531 N75-33021
CL-84 AIBCBAFT
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
p0477 N75-30020
The flight development of electronic displays for
V/STOL approach guidance CL-84 and SC-1
aircraft
p0483 B75-30068
Piloting aspects of V/STOL approach guidance
CL-84 and SC-1 aircraft
A-90
SUBJECT IHDEI COISIHG
p0484 N75-30069
CLARK I 4IBFOI1
H AIRFOIL PROFILES
CLASSIC AIBCBAFT
D IL-62 AIBCSAFT
CIEAHIBG
Aircraft cleaning
p0048 475-11(925
Aircraft overhaul cleaning reguirenents and their
effect on the fluorescent penetrant inspection
process
p0051 A75-16075
Application of aircraft industrial fluids for
hydraulic systems, de-icing and cleaning
p0105 A75-18440
CLEAB JIB TDBBOLEBCE
Inflight data collection for ride quality and
atmospheric turbulence research
[NASA-CR-127492] p0132 N75-14745
CLIHAIOLOGI
Possible climatic effects of supersonic transports
p0189 A75-23973
CLIBBIBG FLIGHT
Baximum-performance takeoffs of heavily-loaded
helicopters
p0298 A75-31193
The regimes of climbing flight optimization
conditions
p0301 A75-318U6
Opt imum rate of climb for high performance aircraft
[AD-784112] p0030 875-10076
Some aspects of performance measurements in
nonsteauy flight angle of attack and rate of
climb
p0271 N75-19262
Influence on the time of various climbing methods
beyond the KAISER turn
pOU85 075-30091
Calculation of bang propagation in real
atmosphere: Focalization geometry for Concorde
ascect lav and bang intensity near the
longitudinal and lateral extinctions
[ISL-11/74] pOSOO N75-31109
Investigation of the vortex wake characteristics
of jet transports during climboat and turning
flight
[&D-A012383/6] p0531 B75-33006
CLOCKS
NT ATOMIC CLOCKS
Developed methods of synchronisation of navigation
and collision-avoidance systems
p0043 A75-1329"4
CLOSED LOOP STSTEHS
U FEEDBACK CONTROL
CLOTH
U FABRICS
CLOTBIBG
NT HELMETS
CLOOD HEIGHT IHDICATOBS
Evaluation of a sperry Lidar Ceilometer
[AD-777820] p0232 N75-17653
CLOTCHES
Advanced overrunning clutch technology, design phase
[AD-A007815] p0362 N75-23562
CLOTTEB
Advanced signal processing for airport
surveillance radars
p0218 A75-26037
Technical evaluation of weather clutter
feasibility model
UD-787607] p0120 N7S-13834
COAHDA EFFECT
Analysis of Coanda reattachmeot on curved surfaces
[&D-A010620] p0535 N75-33366
COATINGS
NT ALOMINOB COATINGS
NT AHODIC COATINGS
NT CE8AHIC COATINGS
NT BETSL COATINGS
NT PAIMS
NT PLASTIC COATINGS
NT PBIBERS (COATINGS)
NT PROTECTIVE COATINGS
NT THERHAL CONTROL COATINGS
COAXIAL FLOS
Role of lip thickness in noise suppression by
interacting coaxial supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPER 75-96] p0098 A75-18305
Laser velocimeter measurements in free and
confined coaxial jets with recirculation
[AIAA PAPER 75-120] p0100 A75-18320
Thrust reversers for the TFE-731 turbofan
[SAE PAPER 750506] p0382 A75-36652
Thrust/drag analysis for a front fan nacelle
having two separate co-axial exhaust streams
for turbofan engines
[ARC-CP-1311] p0453 B75-29049
COBALT ALLOTS
NT RENE 41
COCKPIT SIBOLATOBS
High-performance hydraulic system powers aircraft
simulator
p0003 A75-10426
COCKPITS
Future cockpit displays
p0153 A75-22257
Instrurentation displays for future naval aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 75-599] p0247 A75-26744
Suggestions for modernizing a helicopter cockpit
pOl|69 A75-43549
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume 1: Program summary human
factors engineering for optimal design
[AD-783600] p0029 N75-10064
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume 2: Crew station
design/integration control and display devices
[AD-783601] p0029 N75-10065
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft, volume 3: Test plan static tests
and mission profiles
[AD-783602] p0029 1175-10066
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume 4: Test results
[AD-783603] p0029 N75-10067
OS Army Human Engineering Laboratory helicopter
cockpit lighting study. Phase 1: An evaluation
of current and potential instrument panel
lighting techniques for use in Army helicopters
[AD-A001527] p0226 N75-17351
A procedure for the design of multifunction
switching controls
[AD-A000532] p0227 N75-17354
Users manual for DCIU vehicle occupant crash study
model, version 2
[AD-A001801] p0268 B75-19211
Reguired pilot cues and displays for takeoff and
landing
p0307 N75-21237
CF5D aircraft cockpit-noise reduction
[DCIEB-74-R-1048] p0363 N75-23564
Cockpit-system study YAK 40. A pilot opinion
survey to the aircraft handling and system
gualities
[DLR-FB-75-15] p0409 N75-25961
Plight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix E.
Specification review change recommendations,
cockpit arrangement
[AD-A009155] p0493 N75-30195
COEFFICIENT 01 FBICTIOB
Consideration of materials for aircraft brakes
p0053 A75-16625
Braking performances
p0305 B75-21224
Tradeoff parameters of alternative takeoff and
landing aids
p0305 B75-21225
COEFFICIEBTS
NT AEEODTNAHIC COEFFICIENTS
NT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
NT DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT
SI HEAT TBAHSFER COEFFICIENTS
NT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT
NT NOZZLE THRUST COEFFICIEBTS
NT STEDCTORAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
COBHBBNT BADAB
Aircraft-velocity measurement through
radar-altimeter echo with noncoherent detection
[SLA-74-112] p0033 N75-10290
COIN AIRCRAFT
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT
COINING
Stress corrosion susceptibility of stress-coined
fastener holes in aircraft structures
p0510 A75-46172
A-91
C01D FOBBING SUBJECT IHDEX
COLD FOBBING
0 COLD WORKING
COLD WE4THEB
Observing cold-night temperatures of agricultural
landscapes with an airplane-mounted radiation
thermometer
p0329 475-33103
COLD BE4THBB TESTS
US Army helicopter icing tests
p0037 N75-10932
STOL demonstration program: Canada
performance tests of microwave landing system in
cold weather conditions
p0076 N75-12993
Structural loads survey during cold-weather
operations in main and tail rotor systems of
DH-1 helicopter
[AD-4007091] p0316 N75-22297
COLD BOBKIBG
Analytical prediction of fatigue crack growth at
cold-worked fastener holes computerized
design for B-1 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-805] p0332 A75-33763
COLLEGES
D UNIVERSITIES
COLLISION AVOIDANCE
Developed methods of synchronisation of navigation
and collision-avoidance systems
pOO«3 475-13294
Rendezvous capability for D.S. Army collision
warning system
p0043 A75-13295
Collision avoidance and the future of air traffic
control
p0044 A75-13297
Problems of air collision avoidance involving air
traffic in Italy
p0044 A75-13298
Digital synchronization for time synchronized
collision avoidance systems in air transport
p0044 A75-13299
An air-traffic simulation model for the area
around an airport, directed particularly toward
the study of collision
p0044 A75-13300
Minimum performance standards - Airborne ground
proximity warning system Book
p0158 475-22747
Results of the investigation regarding two
three-dimensional low-level flight control systems
[DGLB PAPEB 71-83] p0192 475-24139
Ground-based collision avoidance systems for air
traffic
p0219 A75-26062
Aircraft guidance for automatic collision avoidance
p0249 A75-27178
The promise of air safety collision avoidance
systems
p0381 475-36401
Conflict resolution maneuvers in an intermittent
positive control system ground based
automatic aircraft collision avoidance model
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1125] pOU38 475-11685
Air safety as seen from the tower
p0139 475-11702
Study of alternative beacon based surveillance and
data link systems, volume 2
[AD-772136] p0223 N75-17325
Flight test evaluation of SEC4NT VEC4S collision
avoidance system
[AD-A002281] p0269 B75-19220
Intermittent positive control computer algorithm
for test bed experiments collision avoidance
- aircraft guidance
[AD-A009215] p0455 B75-29068
An experimental evaluation of gated low light
T V ( G L 3 T V ) for wire obstacle detection
[AD-A010331] p0524 N75-32046
COLLISION BABNING DEVICES
0 COLLISION A V O I D A N C E
D W A R N I N G SYSTEflS
COLLISIONS
NT BIDAIB COLLISIONS
COLLOIDS
NT AEBOSOLS
NT FOG
COBBAT
YF-16 could advance air combat tactics
p0001 475-10017
Some aspects of aerial combat game and control
theories for dogfight analysis
pOIIO 475-19908
Pilot information requirements for air combat
maneuvering
p0131 A75-41410
Combat Energy Maneuverability Display - CEBD
/Flight dynamic and fire control information
integration/
p0434 475-41411
The effect of roll rate on air combat
[AD-A004794] p0407 N75-25930
Dynamic loads and structural criteria for
military helicopters in combat
[AD-A009759] p0496 N75-31062
An air combat maneuver conversion model
[AD-4010539] p0527 N75-32111
COBBIN4TOBI4L ANALYSIS
F-89 hydraulic actuator combinatorial geometric
representation
[4D-4006435] p0457 N75-29101
COBBINED STBESS
Practical application of the Howard-Czencow method
- Calculation of bent and axially compressed
beams. II
p0013 A75-11375
COMBUSTIBLE FLOI
Modeling of combustor swirl flows
p0145 475-20466
COBBOSTIOH
NT AFTEBBDBNING
NT FDEL COBBOSTION
NT HYDBOCABBON COBBDSTION
NT HYPERSONIC COBBUSTION
NT METAL COBBUSTION
NT SDPEBSONIC COMBUSTION
Combustion generated noise in turbopropulsion
systems
[4D-785485] p0064 N75-11990
COMBDSTIOH CHAHBEBS
Low frequency core engine noise
[ASBE PAPEB 74-H4/4EBO-2] p0079 A75-16806
Becirculation effects in gas turbine combustors
[ASME PAPEB 74-HA/GT-3] pOOSO A75-16848
Gas turbine combustor analysis
[ASBE PAPEB 74-WA/GT-21] p0081 A75-16858
Investigation of dump combustors with flameholders
for ramjet chamber length reduction
[AIAA PAPEB 75-165] p0101 A75-18353
Bodeling of combustor swirl flows
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p0008 475-12106
Effect of inlet turbulence on compressor noise
[ISF PiPEB ST7U-MJ p0045 A75-13651
Principles for selecting the process of
overhauling jet-engine compressor and turbine
blades
p0052 A75-16422
The unsteady supersonic cascade in subsonic axial
flow
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-22] p0095 A75-18263
Relaxation solution of high subsonic cascade flovs
and extension of this method to transonic cascades
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-23] p0095 A75-1826U
Influence of protective layers and coatings on the
endurance limit cf Kh17N2 steel
p0109 A75-18810
The use of fiber-reinforced materials for
compressor blades
[DGLB PAPEB 71-122] p019<l A75-24159
Theoretical and experimental studies of
discrete-tone rotor-stator interaction noise[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1*113 ] P0251 A75-27926
The influence of the spacing of dynamically
non-identical axial compressor blades on the
magnitude of the stress
p0289 A7S-29349
Advances in fan and compressor blade flutter
analysis and predictions
p0337 A75-3U131
Blade vibration - Some key elements in design
verification
p0337 A75-3U132
Missile firing tests at stationary targets in
support of blade containment design for
aircraft engines
[ASBE PAPEB 75-GI-U7] p03H2 A75-34601
Propagating stall in compressors with porous walls
C A S B E PAPEB 75-GT-59] P03U2 A75-31612
Design estimate of cascade performance
p0381 A75-36291
Transonic flow around rotor blade elements
C A S K E PAPEK 75-pi-2«] P0385 A75-36890
The experimental cascade performance of NACA
compressor profiles at low Reynolds number
pOU21 A75-39350
Effect of a radial gap on the characteristics of
an axial compressor stage with
small-aspect-ratio blades
p0513 A75-U6880
Experimental study of resonance vibrations of
varied-frequency rotor blades of an axial-flow
compressor
[AD-778520/7] p0071 1175-12966
Structural response of a fiber composite
compressor fan blade airfoil
[HASA-TB-X-71623] p0232 S75-17709
Composites for fans and compressors
P01197 N75-31075
COBPBESSOB EFFICIEiCY
Sigh-performance centrifugal compressors
pOOOS A75-11739
Test techniques for obtaining off-nominal
compressor data during engine tests
[SAE PAPEB 7*0822] p0082 A75-16905
Prediction of compressor stall for distorted and
undistorted flow by use of a multistage
compressor simulation on the digital computer
[AIAA PAPEB 75-28] p0095 A75-18267
Evaluation of individual loss components on the
basis of tests on a multistage axial-flow
compressor
p0111 A75-19053
Analytic specification of compressor characteristics
p0187 A7S-23816
COBPBBSSOB BOTOBS
Bapid verification of engine rotor and case
flexibilities by a modal comparison algorithm
p0336 475-311119
Study on the mechanism of stall margin improvement
of casing treatment of low speed axial flow
compressors
(ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-13] p0311 A75-31576
Transonic compressor technology advancements
pOOlO H75-11199
Theoretical and experimental investigations on the
development of a supersonic compressor stage
[BBVG-FBBT-74-5] pO125 B75-13872
Impact of turbine modulation on variable-cycle
engine performance. Phase 1 and 2: Design
fabrication and rig test, part 1
[AD-A002543] p0286 B75-20337
Impact of turbine modulation on variable-cycle
engine performance. Phase 3: Engine
modification and sea level test, part 2
[AD-A0025tt] p0286 N75-20338
Impact of turbine modulation on variable-cycle
engine performance. Phase 4: Additional
hardware design and fabrication, engine
modification, and altitude test, part 3A
[AD-A002545] p0286 875-20339
Impact of turbine modulation on variable-cycle
engine performance. Phase 1: Additional
hardware design and fabrication, engine
modification, and altitude test, part 3B
[AD-A002546] p0286 H75-203«tO
Evaluation program on using compressor bleed air
as a source of pneumatic power for fluidic
circuits
[AD-4002183] p0288 875-20676
Fretting in aircraft turbine engines
p0320 875-22492
Comment on wear of non-lubricated pieces in
turbomachines
p0320 H75-22493
Modified centrifugal compressor
[AD-A004002] p0109 B75-25950
COBPBESSOBS
NT CENTRIFUGAL COHPBESSOBS
NT SOPEBSOHIC COBPBESSOBS
NT TBANSOKIC COBPBESSOBS
ST TOBBOCOBPFESSOBS
Single-stage experimental evaluation of
tandem-airfoil rotor and stator blading for
compressors, part 8
fNASA-CB-131713] p0039 875-10947
Beat resistant titanium alloys. Introduction of
the alloy DT 651A
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1790] p0067 1175-12123
Effect of casing treatment on performance of a
multistage compressor J85-GE-13 engine tests
[NASA-TH-X-3175] p0312 N75-21283
Turbofan compressor dynamics during afterburner
transients
[HASA-TB-X-717111] pOIOS 875-25914
COBPDTBB ASSISTED IBSTBDCTIOB
Field evaluation of model 2 of the computer-based,
individual trainer for the radar intercept officer
[AD-A002705] p0275 875-19278
COBPOTEB DESIG8
Hand held calculator technology applied to an
advanced Omega receiver
p0386 A75-36957
COBPDTEB GBAPBICS
A graphics program for aircraft design - GPAD system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-136] pOlOO A75-18334
The concept of an interactive graphic design
system /IGDS/ with distributed computing
[AIAA PAPEB 75-966] p0422 475-39492
Test results on computer graphics productivity for
aircraft design and fabrication
[AIAA PAPER 75-967] pO«22 A75-39193
Interactive computer graphics applied to the
theoretical aircraft/store separation problem
p0512 A75-16713
COBPOTEB BETBODS
0 COBPOTER PBOGBABS
A-97
COMPUTER P F O G B A M B I B G SUBJECT IBDBi
COMPUTER PBOGR1HBIBG
BT B I C F O P B O G R A ! t H I N G
Interact ive computer-aided design aircraft f lying
qualities p rogran . Volume 3: Computer
programing manual
[ A D - 7 8 S 1 0 3 ] p0061 H75-119S9
The Bark 1 supersonic-hypersonic arbitrary body
progran. Volume 3: Program listings[AD-778115] p0066 H75-12057
L Y S T E R : Air defence surface protection capability
in Swedish terrain
[ FOA-P-C-8319-M1 ] p0068 B75-12890
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
2B: Technical report (concluded)
[PB-236721/7] p0161 N75-15631
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft . Vo lume 1: Executive summary[AD-A002850] p0283 N75-20301
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Vo lume 2: Program integration and
data managemen t module. Part 1: Program
integration
[ A D - A 0 0 2 8 5 2 ] p0283 N75-20302
A s trucutral we igh t estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Vo lume 2: Program integration and
data managemen t module. Part 2: Data
management module
[ AD-&002853] p0283 N75-20303
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration and
data management module. Appendix A: Data
management module flow charts and F O R T R A N lists[ A D - A 0 0 2 8 5 1 ] p0283 N75-20301
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 3: Airloads estimation module[iD-A002851] p0283 H75-20305
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 3: Airloads estimation
module. Appendix A: Nodule flow charts and
F O R T R A N lists. Appendix B: Sample output
[AD-A002855] p0283 N75-20306
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 1: Material properties,
structure temperature, flutter and fatigue[AD-A002856] p0281 N75-20307
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 5: Air induction system and
landing gear modules. Part 1: Air induction
system module
[AD-A002857] p0281 N75-20308
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. V o l u m e 5: Air induction system and
landing gear modules. Part 2: Landing gear
module[AD-A002858] p028<4 N75-20309
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Book 1: Technical discussion sections 1 and 2
[AD-A002861] p0281 N75-20310
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Book 2: Technical discussion, sections 3 and 1
[AD-A002865] p0281 N75-20311
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. volume 6: King and empennage module.
Book 3: Technical discussion, section 5[AD-A002866] p0281 N75-20312
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Appendix A: General information for module flow
charts and listings. Appendix B: Program flow
charts, overlays (8,0), (11,0), (15,0), (16,0)
and (17,0)
[AD-A002859] p028t H75-20313
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Appendix C: Program flow charts, overlays (9 ,0)
and (10,0)
[AD-A002860] p028<l N75-20311
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. volume 6: Hing and empennage module.
Appendix D: Program flow charts, overlay (18,0)
[AD-A002861] p0281 1175-20315
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Appendix E: Program listings, overlays (8,0),
(11,0), (15,0), (16,0), and (17,0)
[AD-A002862] p028t N75-20316
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: wing and empennage module.
Appendix F: Program listings, overlays (9,0), '
(10,0) and (18,0)
[AD-A002863] p0281 N75-20317
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 7: Fuselage module
[AD-A002867] p0281 B75-20318
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 7: Fuselage module. Appendix
A: nodule flow charts and FORTRAN lists.
Appendix B: Fuselage module sample output
[AD-A002868] p0285 N75-20319
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 8: Programmer's manual
[AD-A002869] p0285 H75-20320
A structural weight estimation program (SIEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 9: User's manual
[AD-A002870] p0285 H75-20321
A structural weight estimation program (SSEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 9: User's manual, appendix A
[AD-A002871] p0285 1175-20322
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 10: Flutter optimation
stand-alone program
[AD-A002872] p0285 H75-20323
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 11: Flexible airloads
stand-alone program
[AD-A002873] p0285 N75-20324
Recent progress in the analysis of structures
using the finite element method
p0320 N75-22506
Airport noise reduction forecast. Volume 2: HEF
computer program description and user's manual
[PB-239388/2J p0377 875-21772
A computer program for fitting smooth surfaces to
an aircraft configuration and other three
dimensional geometries
[NASA-TM-X-3206] p0111 H75-26693
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 3: Program user's manual
[AO-AO12373/7] p0533 N75-33018
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 1: Program design specification
[AD-A012371/5] < p0533 N75-33019
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 5: Computer programmer's manual
[AD-A012375/2] p0533 N75-33050
COBPUTEB PROSBAHS
NT COMPILERS
HT OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS)
Rapid calculation of propulsion system
installation corrections for jet engines
[AIAA PAPER 71-1171] p0002 A75-1032«
A computer program for aircraft thrust elector
analyses
[AIAA PAPER 71-1191] p0003 A75-10339
Radio frequency heating of radomes in an
aerodynamic environment
p0009 A75-10876
S-3A avionics - Software revolution forerunner
digital computer systems integration
p0090 A75-1',652
& graphics program for aircraft design - GPAD system
[AIAA PAPER 75-136] p0100 A75-18331
Calculation of the radiation pattern of an
airborne antenna-radome combination
p0139 A75-19618
The future of real time telemetry systems for
computerized testing of aerospace vehicles
p0187 A75-23889
Control and program technology for the
implementation of digital flight control systems
[PGLB PAPER 71-81] p0192 A75-21138
Experimentally verified analytical techniques for
predicting vehicle crash response
[AIAA PAPEB 75-273] p0198 A75-25006
An iterative improvement for finite element analysis
p0201 A75-25212
Software engineering of a navigation and guidance
system for commercial aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-575] p0217 A75-26733
A turbulent boundary layer analysis of conical
diffusers
p0295 A75-30723
Software maintenance - A military view point
of operational real-time avionics
p0302 A75-31998
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Analytical prediction of fatigue crack growth at
cold-worked fastener boles computerized
design for B-1 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-805] p0332 475-33763
Turbine Engine Structural Integrity Progran /ENSIP/
p0338 A75-3I1137
Supercritical wing sections II: A handbook
numerical coDputations
p0315 475-31975
Software management and the compiler for F-111
Automatic Test Equipment
p0317 475-35261
Coaputer aided airship design
[Alii PAPER 75-915] p0390 A75-37018
Integrated scramjet nozzle/afterbody perforaance
analysis
[Alii PAPER 75-1297] p0506 A75-15683
Interactive computer graphics applied to the
theoretical aircraft/store separation problem
P0512 A75-16713
Theoretical prediction of thick wing and
pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic
characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 2:
Computer program description
[NASA-CR-137579] p0058 R75-11936
The Hark 1 supersonic-'hypersonic arbitrary body
program. Volume 1: User's manual
[AD-778<I13] p0066 N75-12056
User's manual for computer program ROTOR to
calculate tilt-rctor aircraft dynamic
characteristics
[NASA-CE-137553] p0130 N75-11725
Probe 1: A differential equation model for
comparing fighter escort and airbase attack
systems in a counter-air operation
[AD-786023] p0138 N75-15598
Development of inverse inviscid transonic solution
methods
[NASi-CR-112016] p0161 N75-15610
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
2A Technical report
[PB-236720/9] p0161 N75-15633
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
14- Computer program report
[PB-236723/3] p0165 S75-15636
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
IB: Computer program report (concluded)
[PB-236721/1 ] p0165 N75-15637
Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and
stability and control characteristics of STOL
aircraft. Volume 2: STOL aerodynamic methods
computer program
[AD-A001581] p0230 N75-17376
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for
supersonic aircraft. Part 3: Computer program
description
[NASA-CE-2522] p0235 N75-18186
System design of a rudder coordination system
optimization computer program
[BASA-CH-112215] p0237 N75-18223
Near field noise prediction for a linear array of
turboje t engines
[ A D - 4 0 0 1 3 2 9 ] p0212 K75-18976
Improvements to the SADSAM computer program for
aeroelasticity analysis
[NASA-CR-132617] p0263 N75-19173
TRW vortex-lattice method subsonic aerodynamic
analysis for multtple-lifting-surfaces (N.
surface) TEH program number HAD 10B
[N4S4-CR-12B588] p0261 N75-19178
An improved automated structural optimization
program
[AD-4002688] p0271 N75-19237
OH-58A propulsion system vibration investigation
[AD-4002672] p0286 875-20341
Digital flight control systems for tactical
fighters. Volume 2: Documentation of the
digital control analysis software (DIGIKON)
[4D-A002327] p0287 H75-20319
The peculiar case of representing a profile pair
on a circumference pair
[BEPT-2/1973] p0313 N75-22021
Light aircraft lift, drag, and monent prediction:
A review and analysis
[NASA-CR-2523] p0370 S75-21677
Digital computer program DF1758 fully coupled
natural frequencies and node shapes of a
helicopter rotor blade
[NAS4-CR-132662] p0111 N75-26973
Supersonic lifting-surface computer progran for
cruciform wing-body combinations
[4D-4003925] p0112 1175-26978
Heapon systea costing methodology for aircraft
airframes and basic structures. Volume 2:
Supporting design synthesis prograns
[4D-4005126] p0115 1175-28051
Acoustic radiation from lined, nnflanged ducts:
4coustic source distribution program
[H4S4-CB-120819] p0119 H75-28819
Acoustic radiation from lined unflanged ducts:
Directivity index program
[N4SA-CB-120850] pOUU9 875-28850
Acoustic radiation from lined, unflanged ducts:
Duct termination impedance progran
[N4S4-CB-120851J pO«19 N75-28851
A technique for analysing the results of a flutter
calculation exemplified for tail assembly
with two degrees of freedom
[ARC-B/H-3765] p0151 H75-2905<l
Intermittent positive control computer algorithm
for test bed experiments collision avoidance
- aircraft guidance
[AD-A009215] pOISS B75-29068
F-89 hydraulic actuator combinatorial geometric
representation
[4D-4006135] p0157 N75-29101
4 computer program for helicopter rotor noise
using Lowson's formula in the time domain
[N4S4-TH-X-72759] p0159 B75-29116
in improved numerical procedure for the parametric
optimization of three dimensional scramjet nozzles
supersonic combustion ramjet engines -
computer programs
[NASA-CR-132695] p0161 N75-29359
Comments on computation of aircraft flight
characteristics computer programs for
determining aircraft stability derivatives
p0178 N75-30023
4 H4STB4N vibration model of the 4B-1G helicopter
airframe. Volume 1
[4D-4009182] p0196 1175-31056
4 H4STBA1. vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter
airframe. Volume 2
[AD-4009183] p0196 1175-31057
Optimisation of aeroplane undercarriages using
hybrid computing facility, part 2 appendices
covering equations of motion, and computer
programs
[TT-7111-PT-2] p0532 H75-33036
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar, volume 1
[4D-A012371/1] p0533 N75-33016
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 2: L-1011-1 data
[4D-A012372/9] p0533 N75-33017
COHPDTEB SIHOLATIOS
D COHPUTEBIZED SIHULATION
COHPDTEB SIOB4GE DEVICES
HT BDBBLE HEMOBY DEVICES
NT COBE STOB4GE
COHPDTEB SYSTEHS DESIGN
The Netherlands ATC automation programme
p0107 A75-18810
Trends in vehicle computer systems
[AI44 PAPER 75-267] p0155 475-22191
Flexibility objectives for real-time telemetry,
processing systems four block model
p0187 475-23887
An integrated PCM data system for full scale
aeronautics testing common data bases for
user requirements
p0188 A75-23902
Digital computer design guidelines for a full
authority fly-by-wire flight control system
[AI44 P4PER 75-570] p0217 475-26729
Digital avionics information system /DAIS/
integrated test bed development
[4144 PAPER 75-588] p0217 475-26739
F-15 computational subsystem computer systems
design
[4144 PAPEB 75-590] p0256 475-28170
& new flight test data system for N4S4
aeronautical flight research
p0258 475-28771
The development of a serial P.C.B. instrumentation
v system
p0260 475-28797
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COHPDTEB SSSTEHS PEOGEAHS SUBJECT IHDEX
The E-1 CITS system Central Integrated Test
Subsystem
p0347 A75-35277
Avionics system architecture computer systems
design
p0168 N75-16241
Bonitonng and control of aerospace vehicle
propulsion
p0168 N75-16243
COHPOTEB STSTEHS PHOGBABS
NT OPEEATING SYSTEBS (COHPniEES)
COBPUTEB TECHHIQOES
4 computer automated ultrasonic inspection system
for aircraft forgings
p0009 A75-12933
NEF contours for continuous spread of flight paths
aircraft Noise Equivalent Flux
p0047 475-14384
New computer system for aircraft noise prediction
p0106 475-18541
ARTS III computerized air traffic control system
p0150 475-21 56U
Some guestions in the calculation of the strength
of thin-walled aircraft structures through the
application of mechanized computer techniques
p0153 A75-22306
Compressor and turbine characteristic
representation in algorithm for calculating
turbojet engine throttling characteristics
p0187 A75-23822
The use of digital computers in air traffic control
p0210 475-25862
Development and experimental evaluation of a
numerical method for solving the inverse
axisymmetric problem in an axial turbine stage
with given velocity
p0245 A75-26671
The benefits of real time computer analysis of
experimental aircraft flight test data
p0260 A7S-28801
Separated flow over a body of revolution
p0290 A75-29462
Iterative technigues for the solution of large
linear systems in computational aerodynamics
p0290 A75-29464
An aircraft manufac tu re r ' s experience HS-801
avionics developnent
p0302 A75-31995
Automatic Test System for Jet Engine Accessories
p0323 A75-32396
Automated test facility for aircraft hydraulic
pumps and motors
p0323 A75-32397
Autotest user needs at a base shop
computerized Automat ic Test Equipment for
military avionics
p0346 A75-35253
An automated tuneup calibration of jet engine fuel
controls
p0346 A75-35258
Evaluation of real-time algorithms for Omega
propagation prediction
p0388 A75-36973
A method for correlating wind tunnel experiments
with potential f low theory
p0394 A75-37600
The use of computers in flight testing
p0396 A75-37779
Engine maintenance management program requires
information
[SAE PAPER 750613] p0130 475-40520
Air safety as seen f rom the tower
p0439 A75-I11702
The effect of vortex generators on the development
of a boundary layer
p0117 S75-13810
Avionics system architecture computer systems
design
p0168 N75-16241
The role of computers in future propulsion controls
p036<J N75-23582
A digital controller applied to the limitation of
reheat combustion roughness
p0365 N75-23586
User's guide for a revised computer program to
analyze the 1BC 16 foot transonic dynamics
tunnel active cable mount system computer
technigues - aircraft models
[N4S4-CR-132692] p0460 N75-29130
COHPDTEBIZED COHIBOL
U HUHERICAL CONTROL
COMPOTBHIZED DESIGB
Automated structural design with aeroelastic
constraints - A review and assessment of the
state of the art
p0007 475-11624
On computer-aided design of aerospace vehicles
p0013 475-11626
A survey of methods for exhaust-nozzle flow analysis
[AIAA PAPER 75-60] p0096 A75-18285
A graphics program for aircraft design - GPAD system
[AIAA PAPER 75-136] pOlOO A75-1833<l
Fixer, finder, striker - The S-3A Viking
p0149 475-21016
Analytic specification of compressor characteristics
p0187 A75-23816
The devising of control systems with the help of
computer-aided design and their application
[DGLR PIPER 71-78] p0191 A75-24135
Computer aided flexible envelope designs
p0213 A75-25989
The design and construction of the CAD-1 airship
Canadian Airship Developnent
p0215 A75-26002
Dse of the special contour method to approximate
an aerodynamic profile of arbitrary form
p0295 A75-30757
Hypersonic wing test structure design, analysis,
and fabrication
[AIAA PAPER 75-785] p0326 A75-32670
Analytical prediction of fatigue crack growth at
cold-worked fastener holes computerized
design for B-1 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-805] p0332 A75-33763
A modern look at conformal mapping, including
doubly connected regions for computerized
design of airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 75-842] p0333 A75-33936
Propulsion system and airframe structural
integration program
p0336 A75-31118
Rapid verification of engine rotor and case
flexibilities by a modal comparison algorithm
p0336 A75-34119_
Philosophy, design, and evaluation of soft-mounted
engine rotor systems
p0337 A75-34130
Turbine Engine Structural Integrity Program /ENSIP/
p0338 475-34137
Analysis of rotor fragment impact on ballistic
fabric engine burst coptainment shields
p0338 475-34141
Turbine airfoil life prediction by mission analysis
p0338 A75-34143
Supercritical wing sections II: A handbook
numerical computations
p03U5 475-34975
Design of low-speed airfoils by numerical
optimization
[SAE PAPER 750521] p0383 475-36664
Computer aided airship design
[AIAA PAPER 75-945] p0390 A75-37018
The concept of an interactive graphic design
system /IGDS/ with distributed computing
[AIAA PAPER 75-966] p0422 A75-39492
Test results on computer graphics productivity for
aircraft design and fabrication
[AIAA PAPER 75-967] p0422 A75-39493
Estimation of transonic aircraft aerodynamics to
high angles of attack
[AIAA P4PER 75-996] p0423 A75-39508
Application of an advanced computerized structural
design system to an arrow-wing supersonic cruise
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1038] pO»25 A75-39530
Digital flight control for advanced fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1086] pO«36 A75-41651
Potential and viscous flow prediction in V/STOL
propulsion system inlets
pO«66 475-42072
Bringing wings of change - NASA's airfoil research
program
p0515 A75-47419
Digital computer applications to weight and
balance analysis
[SAKE PAPEE 1075] p0517 A75-47504
Interactive computer-aided design aircraft flying
qualities program. Volume 1: Dsers manual
A-100
SOBJECT IHDEI COMPUTERIZED SIBOLMIOI
[AD-785101] p0060 N75-11957
Interactive computer-aided design aircraft flying
qualities prog tan. Volume 2: Bethods
formulation manual
[AD-785102] p0060 B75-11958
Interactive computer-aided design aircraft flying
qualities program. Volume 3: Computer
programming nanual
[AP-785103] p0061 H75-11959
Interactive computer-aided design aircraft flying
qualities prograo. Volune 1: Program
assessment/correlation report
[AD-78510U] p0061 N75-11960
Progress report on mechanical flaps
p0117 S75-13806
Application of nunencal optimization to the
design of lov speed airfoils
[NASA-TM-X-3213] p023U B75-18181
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for
supersonic aircraft. Fart 1: General
description and theoretical development
[SASA-CB-2520J p0235 S75-18185
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for
supersonic aircraft. Part 3: Computer program
description
[HASA-CB-2522] p0235 B75-18186
Rotating engine design and cycle analysis program
[AD-A002311] p0287 N75-203U2
Computer aided design of aircraft structures
p0310 H75-21266
Computer-augmented design of aircraft ving
structures
p0361 N75-2355*
Preliminary design of wings. Volume 1: Design
philosophy
[AD-A003619] pOIIS 1175-27002
Preliminary design of wings. Volume 2:
Preliminary fatigue design
[AD-A003650] pOi|15 B75-27003
Preliminary design of wings. Volume 3: Minimum
weight design of stiffened plate
[AD-A003651] pO«15 B75-2700U
COBPDTEBIZBD SIKDLiTIOH
HI A N A L O G SIMULATION
BT DIGITAL SIMULATION
A response criterion for aircraft with fly-by-wire
control systems
p0001 A75-10018
The development of an accurate aerodynamic
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engine applications
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Simulation - An aid to aircraft maintenance
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noise prediction
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Effect of thickness in the calculation of the
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Wind-tunnel tests and computer simulations of
buoyant wing-tip vortices
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test
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Beal-time simulation of the TF30-P-3 turbofan
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[NASA-TM-X-3106] p0032 N75-10095
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program. Volume 3: Program listings
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in Swedish terrain
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A method for prediction of lift for multi-element
airfoil systems with separation
p0117 M75-13807
Prediction of axial-flow instabilities in a
turbojet engine by use of a multistage
compressor simulation on the digital computer
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Becommended requirements for the universal
aircraft flight simulator/trainer
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BuDerical simulation of transonic flow about
airplanes and helicopter rotors
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Development and modification of a digital program
for final approach to landing
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multiplex system GPMS applied to the information
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Volume 1: Methodology and results
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Paper pilot ponders supersonic transports
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Beal-time simulation of jet engines vith a digital
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Computer simulation of maintenance for
multi-mission RPV's
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New computerized equipment for experimental
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Generalized dynamic engine simulation techniques
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Practical stability of a reluctance synchronous
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The lognoraal frequency distribution of a random
data flow
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simulation study 2: Results
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Turbine engine control synthesis computerized
simulation
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Sound and vibration measurements for Concorde
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system
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Calculation of bang propagation in real
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levels from the supersonic Concorde and subsonic
turbojet aircraft
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State of radome technology - 1971; proceedings of
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Stress and vibration analysis with the aid of
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p0010 A75-13028
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1974, Proceedings
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Proceedings
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Precipitation phenomena and their consequences for
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p0201 A75-25229
Ceramics for high-performance applications;
Proceedings of the Second Army Materials
Technology Conference, Hyannis, Mass., November
13-16, 1973
p0296 A75-30851
Symposium on the Application of Digital Avionic
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12, 1974, Proceedings
p0302 A75-31991
Propulsion system structural integration and
engine integrity; Proceedings of the Symposium,
O.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
Calif., September 3-6, 1974
p0335 A75-31112
Omega Symposium, 2nd, Washington, D.C., November
5-7, 1971, Proceedings
p0386 A75-36951
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and
Astronautics, 17th, Tel Aviv and Haifa, Israel,
May 21, 22, 1975, Proceedings
p0392 A75-37405
Botorcraft parasite drag; Proceedings of the
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p0393 A75-37593
National Symposium on Helicopter Aerodynamic
Efficiency, Hartford, Conn., March 6, 7, 1975,
Proceedings
p0398 A75-38310
Anglo-American Aeronautical Conference, 11th, Los
Angeles, Calif., August 4-7, 1975, Technical
Papers
p0419 A75-39017
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Washington, D.C., January 28-30, 1975, Proceedings
p0471 A75-44202
Anglo-French Symposium on the Effects of
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September 24-26, 1974, Proceedings. Volunes 152
p0512 A75-16752
Homebuilt experimental aircraft: Theory and
practice; Proceedings of the Symposium, Seattle,
Wash., June 28, 1975
p0514 A75-46931
Symposium on the Impact of Economics on the Design
and Operation of Quieter Aircraft, London,
England, April 23, 24, 1975, Proceedings
p0514 A75-47276
United States-Japan Seminar on Combined Nonlinear
and Linear Fracture Mechanics - Applications to
Modern Engineering Structures, Sendai, Japan,
August 12-16, 1974, Proceedings
p0519 A75-47576
Low cycle high temperature fatigue in aircraft
jet engines: conference proceedings
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Advancements ID flight test engineering
[LC-7U-136-52] p0035 H75-10910
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meeting on unconfined detonation and fnel-air
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Short course on STC1 aircraft technology and the
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International Microwave Landing System (HLS)
Symposium development and characteristics of
instrument landing systems
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Airships
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problem: Impacts on military research and
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General Aviation Aircraft Safety
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Take-off and landing seminar on aircraft
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[AD-A002805] p0308 N75-21243
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NASA/Dniversity Conference on Aeronautics
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Impact of active control technology on airplane
design conference
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Flutter suppression and structural load alleviation
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Remarks on approxnate conformal representation of
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Proposed international air shuttle, 1975
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Aircraft noise abatement
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Aviation safety
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Aircraft noise abatement
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Problems in managing the development of aircraft
engines
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The boundary layer
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A prediction method for pressure distributions on
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Unsteady problem of the sudden motion of wedge and
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German book
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Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on the lift-dependent
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Turbulent mean velocity measurements on a rotating
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Application of the singularity method to the
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The experimental investigation of some
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Observations on the construction and use of
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p0216 A75-26018
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Materials on the move; Proceedings of the Sixth
National Technical Conference, Dayton, Ohio,
October 8-10, 1971
pOOlO A75-13028
Polycarbonate aircraft transparencies
p0011 A75-13041
Low-cost composite structures for aerospace
structures
[SHE PAPER EM74-733] p0108 A75-18820
Advanced materials in fu ture aircraft design
p0148 A75-20989
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employing fiber-reinforced materials German
book on aircraft materials
[DOLE P&PEB 74-117] p0193 A15-24154
The Alpha-Jet spoiler of carbon-epoxy material
[DGLB PAPEB 71-119] p0193 A75-24156
Development of a VER-614 spoiler in a design
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LTA structures and materials technology airships
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Technology update - Tethered aerostat structural
design and material developments
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A brief account of the progress of turbine disk
materials for aircraft jet engines
p0303 A75-32023
Materials for gas turbines review
p0328 A75-32839
Thermostrnctural and material considerations in
the design of the F-14 aircraft transparencies
[AIAA PAPEB 75-990] pOH38 A75-41691
Haterials technology
p0474 A75-44673
Investigation of 11.San API
self-sealing/crashworthy fuel tank material
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Idle efficiency and pollution results for two-row
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[NASA-TB-I-3208] p0239 B75-18240
COHTABIBATIOB
Some criteria for selecting filters for aircraft
and special hydraulics
p0469 A75-43550
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NEF contours for continuous spread of flight paths
aircraft Noise Equivalent Flux
p0047 A75-14384
Analysis of Coanda reattachnent on curved surfaces
[AD-A010620] p0535 875-33366
COBTBOL
Design considerations for an active suppression
system for fighter wing/store flutter
p0525 N75-32097
CONTROL BOARDS
A model based technique for the design of flight
directors optiaal control models
p0262 N75-19140
CONTROL CONFIGURED VEHICLES
Fly-by-wire is here fighter aircraft flight
control
p0009 A75-12825
B-52 control configured vehicles maneuver load
control system analysis and flight test results
[AIAi PAPER 75-72] p0097 A75-18291
F-4/CCV-flight tests of advanced technology
[SAE PAPER 740861] ' p0180 A75-22940
Fly-by-wire and control configured vehicles -
Rewards and risks
p0249 A75-27367
Performance compatibility and flight testing of
B-52 CCV systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-1035] p0425 A75-39528
Integrated flight/propulsion control by state
regulation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1075] p0435 A75-41641
Flight tests in the wind tunnel for the
development and testing of a gust alleviation
system
[NASA-TT-F-16079] p0069 B75-12902
Investigations on direct force control for CCV
aircraft during approach and landing
p0306 N75-21232
Impact of active control technology on airplane
design conference
[AG&RD-CP-157] p0478 B75-30027
CCV philosophy: Semantics and uncertainity. The
concept of aircraft revolution by progress in
the flight control system
p0478 N75-30028
Application of advanced model-following technigues
to the design of flight control systems for
control configured vehicles
p0480 N75-30038
Control Configured vehicles B-52 program results
p0480 N75-30041
A quadruredundant digital flight control system
for CCV application
p0480 H7S-30042
Rind tunnel investigation of control configured
vehicle systems
p0526 N75-32100
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A flight simulator control system using electric
torque motors
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Design of flight controllers with the help of
modern system theory
p0301 475-31867
EMUI, the B-1's hidden system
electrical/electronic multiplexing system for
aircraft control
p0304 A75-32350
Engine reliability with electronic controllers
p0471 A75-44211
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Power plant controls for aeco-gas turbine engines(AGABt-CP-151] p036M B75-23575
Influence of solid state electrical distribution
on aircraft power generation solid state power
controller conpatibility use on B-1 aircraft
[AD-A003834] p0410 B75-26273
Power plant controls for aero gas turbine engines
aircraft engines - conferences
[AGABD-AB-80] p0191 B75-30161
Flatter suppression and structural load alleviation
[AGABD-CP-175] p0525 B75-32096
Active control of empennage flutter
p0526 H75-32099
Mechanization of active control systems
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A response criterion for aircraft with fly-by-wire
control systems
pOOOl A75-10018
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around an airport, directed particularly toward
the study of collision
pOO«4 A75-13300
Identification of processes having
direction-dependent responses, with gas-turbine
engine applications
p0088 A75-17380
Discrete event simulation model of terminal air
traffic control system
p0093 A75-18187
VTOL flight-control system design using
sensitivity analysis
p0211 A75-25879
Adaptive control system with reference model
application to automatic pilots
p0251 A75-27912
Eecent advances in in-flight simulator: technology
p0329 A75-33187
Laboratory testing of controls for aircraft
turbine engines[ASHE PAPEB 75-01-101] p03ut A75-346<43
An in-flight investigation of nonlinear roll control
[SAE PAPER 750528] p0383 A7S-36666
HASPA flight control concepts High Altitude
Superpressured Pcwered Aerostat
[AIAA PAPEB 75-942] p0390 A75-37015
FCAP - A new tool for the evaluation of active
control technology Flight Control Analysis
Program for flexible aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1059] p0435 A75-11630
On the design of a aodel reference adaptive flight
control system
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Flight fidelity testing of OS Navy operational
flight trainers
p0035 H75-10915
A study for active control research and validation
using the Total In-Flight Simulator (TIPS)
aircraft
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Application of methods of abstract algebra to the
synthesis of an automatic system for controlling
the longitudinal notion of an aircraft
p0006 A75-11121
Army helicopter fluidic control systems
pOO«6 A75-14339
Fluidic ejection seat control system
p0199 A75-25052
Influence of actuator kinematics on flight vehicle
booster control system stability
p0296 A75-30761
Interaction between control augmentation system
and airframe dynamics on the IF-17
[AIAA PAPEB 75-821] p0327 A75-32691
Synthesis of disturbance-rejection controllers for
linear mnltivariable continuous-time systems
application to hovering helicopter
p0392 A75-37II09
Determination of aerodynanic coupling derivatives
through flight test
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1119] p0437 A75-41680
Reliability of control systems Russian book
p0509 A75-45731
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using
active controls
[NASA-CB-132704] p0239 N75-18243
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests of a 1/10-scale model
of a blended arrow advanced supersonic transport
aerodynamic control and stability
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COBTBOL STICKS
Control authority with a flight performance
controller development of aircraft system
for pilot control of aircraft bank angle and
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Guide for the design of control sticks in
vibration environments aircraft manual
control egnipaent
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control
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The effect of initial values on wing form and the
limiting curve of the wave drag coefficients of
optimized symmetrical-thick delta wings in
supersonic flow
p0181 A75-23100
Fly-by-wire delta-canard configurations save weight
[SAKE PAPEB SSR 3] p0191 475-21345
An experimental investigation of noise-shielding
effects for a delta-winged aircraft in flight,
wind tunnel and anechoic room
[AIAA PAPEB 75-513] p0208 475-25779
Some aspects of hybrid-zeppelins with slender
delta wing
p0215 475-26008
Effect of heating on leading edge vortices in
subsonic flow
p0290 475-29167
An exact calculation of the inviscid flow field on
the lower surface of Nonweiler waveriders
supersonic flow around caret wings
p0301 A75-31861
Flow separation from yawed delta wings
p0380 A75-36288
Flame stabilization by leading edge vortex
breakdown above a delta shape
p0391 A75-37063
Near-field supersonic flow pattern of slender
delta wings
p0392 A75-37182
Calculation of supersonic inviscid flow about a
pyramidal-body model of a delta-shaped vehicle
p0127 475-40254
Use of fly-by-wire to obtain performance
improvements in a delta-canard design
[4144 P4PER 75-1061] p0435 475-41631
Flat slender delta wings in supersonic stream at
small angles of attack
p0466 475-12185
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SUBJECT IHDEX DESIGB ABALYSIS
The experimental investigation of some
characteristics of the supersonic flow acoond
delta wings
p0515 A75-17138
Lov-speed wing-tunnel measurements of the lift*
drag and pitching nonent of a series of cropped
delta wings
[ARC-R/M-3711] p0011 H75- 10030
Application of the nonlinear theory of a listing
surface to the calculation of aerodynamic
characteristics of a triangular wing moving
close to the earth's surface
[AD-785151] p0055 B75-11901
Measurements of static stability coefficients of
an ogive delta wing model at transonic and
supersonic speeds
[FFA-TN-AD-876] p0170 B75-16516
low-speed wind-tonnel tests on the lift-dependent
drag of delta wings with conical camber
[ABC-CP-1293] p0222 N75-17306
A prediction method for pressure distributions on
compression surfaces of conical bodies at
supersonic speeds delta wings, conical
bodies, and two dimensional flow
[AHC-CP-1295] p0222 N75-17307
Longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives of a slender
delta wing research aircraft extracte'd from
flight data
[CRANFIELD-AERO-27] p026U 875-19175
Flow past conically-cambered slender delta wings
with leading-edge separation
[ARC-B/H-3718] p0265 H75-19186
Application of a gradient projection technigue to
minimum-weight design of lifting surfaces with
aeroelastic and static constraints
p0308 M75-21216
Evaluation of the effect of transiency in the
flutter analysis of aircraft with the wing of
the small elongation in incompressible flow
Stronhal number
[AD-A007201] p0315 1175-22296
Experimental study of heat transfer during flow
around uncambered delta wings with blunted edges
[AD-A007316] p0359 N75-23521
Hydroaerodynamic characteristics of a low aspect
ratio delta wing near a screen
[AD-A007619] p0360 875-23529
Theoretical prediction of airloads on thin delta
wings in incompressible flow
[AD-A004651] p0105 875-25891
Analytical determination of aircraft spin modes
[AD-A001798] pO«08 N75-25931
Heat transfer distributions on a 70 deg delta wing
with flap-induced separation
[IC-AERO-75-01 ] p0195 875-31017
Hydrodynamic characteristics of delta low
aspect-ratio configuration wing near screen
[AD-A002891] p0524 875-32039
D E M A N D (BCOHOHICS)
A methodology for determining the flight system
mix of an air transfer route structure
modeling for aircraft operation profitability
p0015 H75-10033
DENSITY (BiSS/VOLOHE)
BT ATMOSPHERIC DEB SHY
BT GAS DENSITY
DESSITY (HDHBEB/VOLCBE)
8T ELECTROH DENSITY PROFILES
DEHSITY DISTBIBUTIOB
Density and temperature in front of a cylinder
with a thermally insulated and cooled wall in a
low-density supersonic flow
p0092 A75-18012
DEPEBDESCE
NT TIHE DEPENDENCE
Deposition
NT VAPOR DEPOSITION
DBPBESSORIZATION
0 PBESSORE BEDDCTION
DESCENT
NT PARACHUTE DESCENT
DESCENT TRAJECTORIES
A method for the estimation of flight path
perturbations during steep descents of V/STOL
aircraft
p0295 A75-30721
Time-controlled descent guidance in uncertain winds
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1078] p0136 A75-11611
High sink-rate landing testing of Navy aircraft
p0036 B75-10921
Analysis of various descent trajectories for a
hypersonic-cruise, cold-wall, research airplane
[SASA-TN-D-7860] " p0369 875-21673
Extension of the method for predicting six degree
of freedom store separation trajectories at
speeds up to the critical speed to include a
fuselage with noncircular cross section. Volume
2: User's manual for the computer programs
[AD-4006158] pOU89 B75-30131
DESERTS
Desert storage test program
[AD-A006103] p0163 875-29154
DESIGB ANALYSIS
The design of submersible seaplanes
[IAF PAPER ST71-17] pOOIS A75-13657
Gas turbine combustor analysis
[ASHE PAPER 71-BA/GT-21] p0081 A75-16858
An engine project engineer's view of advanced
secondary power systems
[SAE PAPEK 7<40881 ] p0084 A75-16925
The significance of methods of complex design for
the reliability of aircraft engines
p0087 A75-17360
Air transport and the design engineer
p0088 A75-17376
Effect of at-the-source noise reduction on
performance and weights of a tilt-rotor aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-205] p0103 A75-18381
Design of supercritical aerofoils
p0112 A75-19251
Optimal design with several merit criteria
p0153 A75-22107
Advanced concept considerations for STOL
short-haul systems
[AIAA PAPEB 75-276] pO156 A75-22198
Nonintrusive ultrasonic measurement of flow
velocity and mass flow rate
p0179 A75-22880
AFTI TI-1 program Advanced Fighter Technology
Integration
[SAE PAPEB 710860] pOISO A75-22939
A new biaxial tensile testing machine
p0190 A75-21068
The design of flight control devices with the aid
of modern system theory
[D6LR PAPEB 71-77] p0191 A75-21131
Interagency workshop on Lighter than Air Vehicles,
Bonterey, Calif., September 9-13, 1971,
Proceedings
p0211 A75-25969
Effect of present technology on airship capabilities
p0212 A75-25974
LTA structures and materials technology airships
p0211 A75-25991
Design aspects of zeppelin operations from case
histories
, p0211 A75-25991
The application of the airship to regions lacking
in transport infrastructure
p0216 A75-26012
A practical concept for powered or tethered
weight-lifting LTA vehicles
p0217 A75-26022
A revolutionary and operational tethered aerostat
system illustrating new LTA technology
p0217 A75-26023
Digital computer design guidelines for a full
authority fly-by-wire flight control system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-570] p0217 A75-26729
Application of a numerical process to the
optimization of helicopter design
p0289 A75-29314
Comment on 'Exact method of designing airfoils
with given velocity distribution in
incompressible flow'
p0290 A75-29H70
The fixed shaft constant speed variable torque
turbine /Sir Henry Royce Hemorial Lecture/
p0292 A75-29872
Optimal flight vehicle rotation braking
nonlinear system design
p0295 A75-30751
Current seal designs and future requirements for
turbine engine seals and bearings
p0336 A75-31123
Design and analysis of a ceramic stator vane
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-100] p0311 A75-31612
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DESIGN OF EXPEHIHE8TS SUBJECT IHDEZ
Design estimate of cascade performance
p0381 A75-36291
The B-1 structural integrity program
[SAE PAPEB 750511] p0382 A75-36656
Evaluation of advanced airship concepts
[AIAi PAPEE 75-930] p0389 A75-37007
Intuitive design applied to aircraft
structural design
p0393 A75-37425
A review of design objectives for advanced
helicopter rotor airfoils
p0401 A75-38358
Simultaneous calculation of aircraft design loads
and structural member sizes
[AIAA PAPEE 75-965] p0421 A75-39491
Advanced supersonic transport
[SAE PAPER 750617] p0430 A75-40522
Analytical design of a monolithic wing
p0432 A75-40903
A contribution to the design of digital
self-adaptive flight control systems German
book
pOI|35 A75-41598
Optimal design of a Hini-BPV lateral autopilot
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1121] p0437 A75-41682
Advanced high lift design through •
analytical/experimental techniques
[AIAA PAPER 75-992] p0438 A75-41692
Paying for design in aircraft manufacturing
p0467 A75-42506
Determination of the lifetimes of gas turbine blades
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1975-108] pO«72 A75-44530
General Dynamics' YF-16 - Design considerations
and evolution
p0473 A75-44552
The Hughes YAH-64 AAH advanced attack helicopter
p0473 A75-44567
An analysis of a self-balancing system for rigid
rotors
p0512 A75-46545
Methods for the determination of gross weight
in aircraft design
[ S A K E P A P E R 1011] p0516 A75-47480
An integrated approach to value engineering and
weight engineering in the Design-To-Cost
environment
[SABE PAPER 1069] p0517 A75-47499
The integrated team - Key to implementing
design-to-cost in defense industry
[ S A K E PAPER 1070] p0517 A75-47500
An approach to integrated cost/weight design
methodology for aircraft design
[ S A W E PAPER 1072] p0517 A75-47502
Aerodynamic design of airfoil sections
[HASA-TT-F-16141 ] p0170 N75-16510
System design of a rudder coordination system
optimization computer program
[NASA-CR-142245] p0237 N75-18223
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for
supersonic aircraft. Part 2: User's manual
[NASA-CB-2521] p031M N75-22279
Guide for the design of control sticks in
vibration environments aircraft manual
control eguipment
[AD-A008533] p0374 N75-24729
Preliminary design study of a quiet, high flow fan
(QHF) stage turbofans - quiet engine program
[NASA-CR-134780] pO«63 K75-29433
An improved method for optimum design of
mechanically and thermally loaded structures
aircraft structures
[HASA-TN-D-7965] p0493 N75-30596
Cold-air investigation of a 3 1/2-stage fan-drive
turbine with a stage loading factor of 1
designed for an integral lift engine. 1:
Turbine design and performance of first stage
[NASA-TM-X-3289] p053<t N75-33057
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
D EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
DESTBOCTIVE TESTS
Simulation of aircraft crash and its validation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-271] p0156 A75-22IW
DETECTION
NT AIBCBAFT DETECTION
NT BADAB DETECTION
NT SIGNAL DETECTION
NT TABGET BECOGNITION
DETONATION
Agenda and abstracts 1974 AFOSB contractors
meeting on unconfined detonation and fuel-air
explosion related research
[AD-783253] p0040 N75-11117
DEBAR SYSTEMS
D CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT
DH 125 AIBCBAFT
Silencing the Hawker Siddeley HS 125 aircraft
p0106 A75-18539
A technique for analysing the landing manoeuvre
aircraft performance during steep and two
segment landing approach
p0306 N75-21226
DBC 5 AIBCBAFI
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of an augmentor wing transport.
Volume 1: Summary of results and airworthiness
,implications
[NASA-TM-X-62395] p0487 N75-30111
DIABATIC PBOCESSES
U HEAT TRANSFER
DIAGRASS
NT NYQUIST DIAGRAM
NT PHASE DIAGRAMS
NT S-N DIAGRAMS
NT STRESS-STRAIN DIAGBAMS
DIAMOND BINGS
0 LOU ASPECT RATIO KINGS
U SBEPT WINGS
DIAMONDS
Use of pastes based on synthetic diamonds for
aircraft repair
p0107 A75-18672
DICTIONABIES
Proposed MIL-STD-XXX aircraft nonnuclear
survivability/vulnerability terms
[AD-A004972] p0445 N75-28056
DIELECTRIC MATERIALS
0 DIELECTRICS
DIELECTRIC PBOPEETIES
Radiation conductivity and coupling of magnetic
dipoles surrounded by a spherical dielectric
sheath design for aircraft antennas
p0290 A75-29490
DIELECTRICS
NT RADOME MATERIALS
Auisotropic dielectric panel analysis for
radome materials
pOOOS A75-10859
DIFFEBENCB EQUATIONS
Matrix difference equation analysis of vibrating
periodic structures aircraft engine parts
p0182 A75-23201
DIFFERENTIAL AHAIYZEHS
U ANALOG COMPUTEBS
DIFFERENTIAL BQDATIOHS
HI FALKNER-SKAN EQUATION
NT HELMHOLTZ VOBTICITY EQUATION
NT PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT POISSON EQUATION
NT VOETICITY EQUATIONS
Differential thrust eguations for a transient mode
of engine operation
p0432 A75-40922
Dynamics of the motion of a body with allowance
for the unsteady state of the flow about it
[NASA-TT-F-16133] p0264 N75-19179
DIFFERENTIAL GEOBETRY
Application of differential game theory to
role-determination in aerial combat
[NASA-CR-137713] p0449 N75-28822
DIFFERENTIAL OPEBATOBS
D DIFFEBENTIAL EQUATIONS
DIFFRACTION
NT WAVE DIFFRACTION
DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
General analysis of the diffraction pattern for a
plane acoustic wave at a wedge moving at
supersonic speed
p0340 A75-34272
DIFFDSERS
An analytical procedure for the calculation of
attached and separated subsonic diffuser flows
[AIAA PAPER 74-1173] p0004 A75-10323
A turbulent boundary layer analysis of conical
diffusers
p0295 A75-30723
Uniform shear flow within rectangular
parallel-walled diffusers
[ASBE PAPEB 75-FE-34] p0385 A75-36896
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SOBJECT IHDEI DIGITAL SISTBBS
Experimental Dating of trapped vortex diffusers
with large area ratio thrust augnentors
[AD-A001802] pOIOS N75-25885
Effect of wall suction on performance of a short
annular diffuser at inlet Bach nunbers up to 0.5
gas turbine engines
[NASA-Tfl-I-3302] p0530 N75-33001
DIFFUSION BOHDIHG
0 DIFFUSION WELDING
DIFFOSIOH FLABKS
The convergence of theory and experiment in direct
combustion generated noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-522] p0209 475-25786
OI7FOSIOB iBIDIBG
Ho-nelt welding diffusion eetal welding in
aerospace industry
p0518 A75-17575
Joining and fabrication of metal-matrix composite
materials
[NASA-TB-I-3282] p0535 N75-33183
DIGITAL COHHAHD SISTERS
Development of a remote digital augmentation
system and application to a remotely piloted
research vehicle
[HASA-TH-D-79U1] p0282 875-20293
DIGITAL COOaOHICATIOH
U PDLSE COHHDJIICATIOli
DIGITAL COBPOTEBS
NT HEiLETT-PACKABD COHPUTEBS
NT BINICOBPOTEBS
Trends in vehicle computer systems
[AIAA PAPEB 75-267] p0155 475-22191
The use of digital coapnters in air traffic control
p0210 475-25862
Digital computer design guidelines for a full
authority fly-by-wire flight control system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-570] p02t7 A75-26729
The use of digital computers in military aircraft
- A test pilot's viewpoint
p0302 475-31996
Software maintenance - A military view point
of operational real-time avionics
p0302 475-31998
Automated avionics system checkout and monitoring
in a flight test environment
p0036 H75-10920
Prediction of axial-flow instabilities in a
turbojet engine by use of a multistage
compressor simulation on the digital computer
[NASA-TB-X-3131] p012U H75-13870
Monitoring and control of aerospace vehicle
propulsion
p0168 N75-16213
Digital real time simulation of flight
p0169 N75-16293
Digital implementation of the TF30-P-3 turbofan
engine control
[NASA-TB-X-3105] p0239 N75-18239
Paper pilot ponders supersonic transports
p0262 N75-19135
Beal-time simulation of jet engines with a digital
computer(1), fabrication and characteristics of
the simulator
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1768] p0275 N75-19271
Cost estimating relationships for procurement
costs of airborne digital computers and inertial
measurement units for use in remotely piloted
vehicles
[AD-4003353] p0311 N75-21277
Digital computer program DF1758 fully coupled
natural frequencies and mode shapes of a
helicopter rotor blade
[HASA-CB-132662] p0111 H75-26973
Digital fuel controller for lift jet engine
[NAL-TB-389] p0159 H75-29122
Digital flight control system redundancy study
fly by wire control - aircraft guidance
[AD-A006111] p0160 N75-29129
DIGITAL DATA
Intensity fluctuations of aircraft flyover noise
p0151 475-22011
DIGITAL PIITEES
Numerical smoothing and filtering in applied
aerodynamics
[OSERA, TP SO. 1156] p0145 475-20132
Digital phase processing for low-cost Omega
receivers
p0388 475-36970
Effects of sampling rate and transformation
techniques on the design of digital notch filters
for aircraft flight control systems design
[4144 P4PEB 75-1081] , p0136 475-11619
Sensors and filtering techniques for flight
testing the V4K 191 and VPH 611 aircraft
vertical takeoff aircraft
p0175 N75-30005
DIGITAL BAVIGATIOH
Digital synchronization for time synchronized
collision avoidance systems in air transport
pOOII A75-13299
Toward unified digital aeronautical communications
and navigation
p0093 A75-18087
'BADGE1 - A microwave aircraft digital guidance
equipment. I - General principles and
angle-measuring units
p0150 A75-21711
System approach to civil aircraft navigation using
digital technology
[4144 P4PEB 75-572] p0256 475-281169
The use of digital computers in military aircraft
- A test pilot's viewpoint
p0302 A75-31996
An airline's experience with digital systems
Boeing 747 avionics
p0302 A75-31997
The BSO-ZP onboard control system Bussian book
on computer aided aircraft control, navigation
and landing systems
p0127 A75-K0175
YC-11 digital flight control data management
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1087] p0136 475-11652
Automatic control of drones and BPV's in formation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1122] p0137 475-11683
Selection of sampling rate for digital control of
aircrafts
p0109 N75-25959
Developments in the B4DGE landing aid the
microwave aircraft digital guidance equipment
system
pOISI N75-30075
DIGITAL BADAB SISTEHS
ARTS II automated air traffic control system
p0110 475-18972
DIGITAL SIMULATION
Prediction of compressor stall for distorted and
undistorted flow by use of a multistage
compressor simulation on the digital computer
[AI4A P4EEH 75-28] " p0095 475-18267
The numerical simulation of low frequency unsteady
transonic flow fields around thin airfoil
p0166 475-12183
High Beynolds number transonic flow simulation
p0166 475-12191
Digital aircraft simulation in real-time with the
aid of a small computer
[DGON P4PEF 1] p0170 475-11111
4pplication of real-time engine simulations to the
development of propulsion system controls
[4144 P4PEB 75-1176] p0503 475-15609
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 3: Operational logic
flow diagrams for a generic advanced air traffic
management system
[PB-231271/5] p0070 H75-12928
Numerical simulation of turbulent ]et noise, part 1
[NASA-CH-132693J p01<!7 K75-28069
Digital simulation of V/STOL aircraft for
autopilot research
p0161 N75-29S53
DIGITAL SISTERS
HI DIGITAL N4VIG4TION
HT DIGITAI B4D4B SYSTEMS
The digital electronic propulsion control system -
Problems and payoffs
[AIAA PAPEB 71-1068] p0001 475-10261
The 4BIBC plan for implementing air/ground datalink
p0093 475-18088
Digital automatic airport noise monitoring system
p0105 475-18531
DICEF - 4 special Air Force facility for data
acquisition and analysis and research in support
of digital communications
p0113 475-19179
Digital avionics - An established technology
p0190 475-21019
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DIGITAL TECBIIQDES SO EJECT IHDBI
Control and p r o g r a n technology for the
implementa t ion of digital fl ight control systems
[ D G L R P A P E R 7U-81] p0192 A75-24138
Flight-crit ical digital control system evaluation
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-566] p02«6 A75-26725
Self-testing digital flight control applications
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-568] p0246 A75-26727
Digital f l ight control systems - Considerations in
inpleoentat ion and acceptance
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-577] p0247 A75-26734
Applicat ion of digital systeas to Army avionics
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-587] p02i(7 A75-26738
Digital avionics informat ion system /DAIS/
integrated test bed development
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-588] p02U7 A75-26739
Design of the DAIS control and display core element
Digital Avionics Information System
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-600] p0248 A75-26745
Adapt ive digital system for aircraft control
p0249 A75-27182
Design of a digital-stability augmentation and
control system with gust alleviation and nodal
suppression
p0256 A75-28432
Digital avionics f rom the viewpoint of ATA Air
Transport Association of America
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-551] p0256 A75-28U66
Symposium on the Application of Digital Avionic
Systems in Aircraft , London, England, December
12, 1971, Proceedings
p0302 A75-31991
An introduction to digital avionic systems
feasibility and advantages as compared with
analog technology
p0302 A75-31992
An aircraft manufacturer ' s experience HS-801
avionics development
p0302 A75-31995
An airline's experience with digital systems
Boeing 707 avionics
p0302 A75-31997
A look ahead f r o m a decade of airborne digital
systems present and future avionics
technologies
p0303 A75-31999
Binary phase locked loops for Omega receivers
p0387 A75-36968
Digital adaptive flight control design using
single stage model following indices
p0391 A75-37135
B A D G E - Evaluating a helicopter approach guidance
system
p0392 A75-37300
A contribution to the design of digital
self-adaptive flight control systems German
book
pO<435 A75-41598
Digital multimode flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 75-1085] p0436 A75-11650
Digital flight control for advanced fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1086] pO«36 A75-41651
Balanced functional design of automatic digital
flight control systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-1088] p0136 A75-41653
A conceptaul definition study for a digital
avionics information system (approach 2), volume 1
[AD-780581/5] p0029 H75-10071
A conceptual definition study for a digital
avionics information system (approach 2) .
Volume 2: Appendixes A thru D
[AD-780582/3] p0030 H75-10072
Analysis and preliminary design of an advanced
technology transport flight control system
[NASA-CB-2U90] p0221 N75-17295
Desicription and flight test results of the NASA
F-8 digital fly-by-wire control system
[SASA-TN-D-7843] p0210 N75-18215
An overview of NASA's digital fly-by-wire
technology development program
p02«0 N75-182U6
Design and development experience with a digital
fly-by-wire control system in an F-8C airplane
p0210 N75-18247
Becbanization of and experience with a triplex
fly-by-wire backup control system
p02UO N75-182H8
Han~rated flight software for the F-8 DFBH program
p0241 N75-18250
Flight test experience with the F-8 digital
fly-by-wire system
p0211 N75-18251
TACAN/DBE digital data broadcast design plan.
Volume 5: Flight test program
[ AD-A0011405/0] p0268 B75-19212
TACAN/DBE digital data broadcast design plan.
Volume 1: Operational analysis
[AD-A001103/5] p0269 B75-19213
Digital flight control system for tactical
fighter. Volume 1: Digital flight control
system analysis
[AD-A002320] p0287 B75-20348
Digital flight control systems for tactical
fighters. Volume 2: Documentation of the
digital control analysis software (DIGIKON)
[AD-A002327] p0287 B75-20349
Digital flight control systems for tactical
fighters. Volume 3. Digital flight control
system design consideration
[AD-A002687] p0376 H75-24751
Digital flight control system for tactical fighters
[4D-A002686] p0377 N75-24757
Data link short-message cockpit display test
[AD-A005988] pO<(61 N75-29285
A guadruredundant digital flight control system
for CCV application
pOISO N75-30042
KSSO AIDS engine analysis
p0199 N75-31101
DIGITAL TECBHIQOES
On computer-aided design of aerospace vehicles
p0013 A75-11626
Ose of digital averaging techniques for the
analysis of aircraft flyover noise
p0105 A75-18533
Digital avionics-overview - Airframe
manufacturer's viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 75-552] p02«6 A75-26720
Digital avionics - An overview Air Traffic
Control Radar Beacon system
[AIAA PAPER 75-553] p02U6 A7S-26721
Hhat have we learned from applying digital
technology to cabin/passenger multiplex systems
cost and weight analysis
[AIAA PAPER 75-57U] p02U7 A75-26732
High integrity flight control systems aircraft
reliability
p0302 A75-31993
The use of digital control for complex power plant
management
p0365 N75-23596
Digital flight control systems for tactical
fighters. Volume 3. Digital flight control
system design consideration
[AD-A002687] p0376 N75-21754
Digital flight control system for tactical fighters
[AD-A002686] p0377 N75-24757
Aircraft engine speed and fuel flow signal
conditioner with digital output
[ARL/BE-BOTE-354] p0458 B75-29111
The efficient application of digital
identification techniques to flight data from a
variable stability V/STOL aircraft
pOU78 B75-30024
Aircraft digital control design methods
[NASA-CB-1U3321] p0192 N75-30189
DIHEDRAL AHGLE
The effect of wing dihedral and section suction
distribution on vortex bursting
[NASA-TM-X-72745] pOt56 H75-29091
DIHEDRAL EFFECT
D LATERAL STABILITY
DIHEBSIOHAL ANALYSIS
Selection of a second-order rig accuracy
characteristics of airframe dimensions
p0169 A75-U3815
DIHENSIONAL STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
DIHENSIONL2SS BOBBERS
NT HACH BOBBER
NT REYBOLDS NDHBEB
NT STRODHAL NUMBER
DIMENSIONS
BT FILH THICKBESS
DIODES
NT LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
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SOBJECT IBDEI DISPLAY DEVICES
DIOXIDES
HI CABBON DIOXIDE
NT QDABTZ
NT SILICOB DIOXIDE
DIPOLE 4HTEHHAS
Analysis of airborne VBF incidental noise over
metropolitan areas. II - Horizontal dipole antenna
p0294 A75-30572
DIBECT IIPT COBTBOLS
Investigations on direct force control for CCV
aircraft during approach and landing
p0306 N75-21232
DIBECT POBEB GEBEBATOBS
BT H A G N E T O H Y D R O D Y N A M I C 6EHEBATOBS
DIBECTIOBJL AHTEHBAS
NT DIPOLE A N T E N N A S
NT HOBB A N T E N N A S
HI B A D A N T • • " '
N T B A D A B A N T E N N A S
NT SLOT A N T E N N A S
DIBECTIOH1L COBTBOL
HT THHOST VECTOR CONTROL
Integrated avionics - Controls and displays for
helicopter IPS operation
p0259 A75-28786
A wind-tunnel investigation of parameters
affecting helicopter directional control at low
speeds in ground effect
[NASA-TN-D-7694] pd057 N75-11931
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS) , OH-1C tail rotor
blade
[AD-A001714] p0270 N75-19230
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
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Alternative fuels for aviation
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Problems and payoffs
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V/STOL deflector concepts
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A critigue of the F-11A air inlet control system -
From development to production status
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Electronic propulsion controls for commercial
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engine applications
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JF-16 inlet design and performance
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applications
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The significance of methods of complex design for
the reliability of aircraft engines
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Calculation of aircraft engine turbines:
Gasdynamc calculation - Blade profiling
Russian book
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Aircraft gas-turbine engines: Design and
calculation of components /1th revised and
enlarged edition/ Russian book
p0101 &75-18436
Aircraft engines under development
p0107 A75-18696
Aerodynamic streamlining of the exhaust ducts of
axial-flow turbomachines
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Design and testing of new center inlet and S-duct
for B-727 airplane with refanned JT8D engines
[AIAA PAPER 75-59] p0142 A75-20261
Pratt 6 Whitney F100 - Power for the Eagle and IF-16
p0111 A75-20350
Optimal design with several merit criteria
p0153 A75-22107
Developers face 1975 CFM56 decision turbofan
aircraft engine development
p0154 A75-22324
Dash 7 designed to cut noise, pollution
DHC-7 design
p0154 A75-22325
QSTOI aircraft guiet engine design
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Areas of ECM application, opportunities and
limitations electrochemical machining
technology
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Analytic specification of compressor characteristics
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Developmental programs for small expendable
turbojets
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'By the application of power1 /21st Cayley
Memorial Lecture/ technical survey of
aircraft engines
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The role of rotor blade blockage in the
propagation of fan noise interaction tones
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Part load specific fuel consumption of gas turbines
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The fixed shaft constant speed variable torque
turbine /Sir Henry Royce Memorial Lecture/
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A brief account of the progress of turbine disk
materials for aircraft jet engines
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application to jet engines
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Materials for gas turbines review
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Regenerative turbofans - A conparison with
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performance
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Propulsion system structural integration and
engine integrity. Proceedings of the Symposium,
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Structural integrity for propulsion systems
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Control of gas turbine stator blade vibrations by
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bearing lubrication systems for turbine engines
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Philosophy, design, and evaluation of soft-mounted
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verification
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Turbine Engine Structural Integrity Program /E8SIP/
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Analysis of rotor fragment impact on ballistic
fabric engine burst containment shields
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Turbine airfoil life prediction by mission analysis
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Experimental investigation of a new concept of
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A second generation turbo-prop power plant
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design rationale
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Engine design considerations for 2nd generation
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Future engines and fuels advanced cycles,
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Civil aircraft composite materials for
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design interactions
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Distortion induced engine instability
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Engine failure prediction techniques
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Probability-based design and analysis - The
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F100 fan stall flutter problem review and solution
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Analysis of rotor fragment impact on ballistic
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support of blade containment design for
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Disc failures - A cause for concern
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Development and experimental verification of a
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From development to production status
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YF-16 inlet design and performance
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Flight-test technigues for obtaining valid
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Possibilities of analytical evaluation of the
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Supersonic inlet simulator - A tool for simulation
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F-12 inlet development
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Development of the inlet ramp of a supersonic
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flight testing
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structure
[AD-A009151] pO«93 N75-30194
Plight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix B.
Specification review change recommendations,
cockpit arrangement
[AD-A009155] pO«93 N75-30195
Flight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix P.
Design handbook, DB-2-1, DH-2-X
[AD-A009156] pOU93 1175-30196
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EBOSIOH
NT SATEB EROSION
A model for rain erosion of homogeneous materials
mass loss estimation
p0200 A75-25185
Influence of velocity, impingement angle, heating,
and aerodynamic shock layers on erosion of
materials at velocities of 5500 ft per s /1700 m
per s/
p0201 A75-25188
Effects of fatigue and dynamic recovery on rain
erosion plastic coatings and composite
•aterials tests
p0201 A75-25189
Impact erosion - A serious environmental threat to
aircraft and missiles
[ASHE PAPER 75-ENAS-15] p0131 A75-10860
An experimental investigation of the particle
dynamics of quartz sand impacting 6A1-1V
titanium and 110 stainless steel in an erosive
environment
[AD-A007213] p0319 N75-22111
EBBOB ABALTSIS
Pilotage error and residual attention - The
evaluation of a performance control system in
airborne area navigation
pOOII A75-13301
Error in a corrected gyrocompass in maneuvering
p0109 A75-18882
Accuracy limitations of hyperbolic aultilatecation
systeas for aircraft position determination
p0117 A7S-20802
analysis of frequency error of airplane descent
rate measured by a laser
p0186 A75-23797
accuracy specifications for automatic Omega
navigators
p0386 A75-36953
Recent results on parametric analysis of
differential Onega error
p0386 A75-36959
An empirical computed evaluation of coaposite Omega
p0387 A75-36965
Propagation of gravity gradiometer errors in an
airborne inertial navigation system
[AIAA PAPER 75-1089] pOU36 A75-1165U
Accuracy improvenent in a gravity
gradiometer-aided cruise inertial navigator
subjected to deflections of the vertical
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1090] p0137 A75-11655
Selection of a second-order rig accuracy
characteristics of airframe dimensions
pO«69 A75-13815
Nonte Carlo analysis of inaccuracies in estimated
aircraft parameters caused by unmodeled flight
instrumentation errors
[KASA-TN-D-7712] p0229 875-17368
Recent progress in the analysis of structures
using the finite element method
p0320 N75-22506
Flight instrumentation specification for parameter
identification: Program user's guide
instrument errors/error analysis
[KASA-CB-132676] p0527 U75-32113
BBBOB BAUD
0 ACCOHACr
EBBOB COBBECTIHG COOES
An investigation of the interaction between
advanced turbofan controls and assumed
performance correction models
[AIAA PAPER 75-1175] p0503 A75-15608
EBBOB COBBECTIHG DEVICES
Influence of inherent carrier motion on a
frequency selection system
pOOIS A75-12060
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ESCAPE (ABiSDOHHEHT)
Parachute escape from helicopters
p0113 A75-19571
An emergency life saving instant exit system for
cargo, cargo-transport and passenger aircraft,
volume 2
[AD-778821J p0061 H75-11966
ESCAPE CAPSDLES
Dynamic-stability tests on an aircraft escape
module at Nach numbers from O.UO to 2.16
[HASA-TH-X-72680] p0310 N75-21270
ESCAPE SISTEBS
The rotor systems research aircraft - A flying
vind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 74-1277] p0011 A75-1111<1
Navy Aircrev Escape Propulsion System Program
p0199 A75-25051
Ejection seat steering and control
p0199 A75-25067
Electrostatic vertical sensing and control concept
for aircraft escape systems
p0199 A75-25068
An emergency life saving instant exit system for
cargo, cargo-transport and passenger aircraft,
volume 2
[AD-778821] p0061 1175-11966
Dynamic-stability tests on an aircraft escape
module at Rach numbers from 0.10 to 2.16
[SASA-TB-X-72680] p0310 1175-21270
Safezone escape alert system development program.
Phase 1: System development
[AD-A008561] p0371 875-21733
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ESTBBS SUBJECT IHDEX
ESTERS
NT PULYCABBONATES
ESTIMATES
NT COST ESTIMATES
Development of a non-survey method Estimating
t r a f f i c at nontouered airports
[ A D - A 0 0 2 3 9 7 ] p0211 N75-18263
ESTIMATING
Target identification by natural resonance
estimation radar sign tares
p0211 A75-25878
Estimation of the characteristics of various flare
profi les
[ESRO-TT-89] pOQ26 N75-10031
EUCLIDEAN GEOHETBI
NT A N G L E OF ATTACK
N T C A R T E S I A N COORDINATES
N T D I H E D R A L A N G L E
NT E L E V A T I O N A N G L E
NT L E A D I N G EDGE SWEEP
NT OBLATE SPHEROIDS
NT S K E E P B A C K
EOBOPEAN AIBBOS
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT
Airbus A 300 - Comparison of the flight test
results with the flight performance and flight
characteristics determined on the basis of
theory and wind tunnel tests
p0253 A75-27g80
Interaction of jets of GE CF6-50 reactors with the
wing cellules cf the airbus during cruise -
Wind-tunnel simulation
p0351 A75-35808
Airbus Industrie studying A.300 possibilities for
fur ther developments
pOD73 A75-1U565
Measurement of wing and tailplane loads on the
model of the European Airbus A 300 B using
strain gap balances
pO«87 N75-30113
EUROPEAN SPACE PBOGEiBS
European aeronautics and astronautics at the
crossroads
p0253 475-27981
EOIECTIC ALLOYS
Directionally solidified lamellar eutectic
superalloys by edge-defined, film-fed growth
including tensile tests
[NASA-CH-1314808] p0377 H75-24897
Process evaluation of directionally solidified
NI3Cb reinforced eutectics in turbine blade form
[4D-A008435] p0377 N75-21926
EDTECTIC DI1GRAHS
0 PHASE D I A G R A M S
EDTECTICS
NT EUTECTIC ALLOYS
EVACUATING (TRANSPORTATION)
Air crash survival - Injuries and evacuation toxic
hazards
p01<47 A75-20898
Special study: Safety aspects of emergency
evacuations f rom air carrier aircraft
[PB-238269/5] p0281 N75-20275
EVALUATION
Comparison of evaluation procedures for the
determination of flight-mechanical coefficients
and derivatives from flight tests Fiat G-91
T3 aircraft
p0273 N75-19251
EVAPORATION
NT PROPELLANT EVAPORATION
EVAPORATIVE COOLIHG
NT FILM COOLING
NT SWEAT COOLING
EXACTNESS
U PRECISION
EXCITATION
NT ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
NT HARMONIC EXCITATION
NT SELF EXCITATION
Determination of the dynamic characteristics of a
structure from a vibration test performed with
only one excitation point exemplified for
aircraft structures
p003« 1175-10371
EXCITED STATES
U EXCITATION
EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT
0 GENEBAL AVI4TION AIRCRAFT
D PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
EXBADST DIFFDSEBS
Concurrent mixing and diffusion in three dimensions
ejector perforsance
[AIAA PAPER 75-873] p0316 A75-35170
Performance of three vaned radial diffusers with
swirling transonic flow
[ASBE PAPEH 75-FE-19] p0385 A75-36888
EXHAUST FLOS SIHOLATIOB
NT FLIGHT SIMULATION
Experimental study of the effectiveness of
cylindrical plume simulators for predicting
jet-on boattail drag at Mach numbers up to 1.30
[SASA-TS-D-7795] p0069 N75-12905
Flow characteristics of various swirl-can nodule
designs exhaust flow simulation, flow
characteristics, and combustion efficiency of
jet engine fuels
[NASA-TU-X-3236] p0375 S75-2U7UO
An improved source flow characteristic technigue
for the analysis of scramjet exhaust flow fields
[NASA-CH-132697] p0161 D75-29361
Determination of aircraft tail drag in the
transonic wind tunnel for several tail and
nozzle shapes and a simulated cold engine jet
pO"87 N75-30116
EXHADST GASES
Recirculation effects in gas turbine combnstors
[ASBE PIPER 71-BA/GT-3] pOOSO A75-16818
Dangers represented by jet aircraft with running
engines emphasizing gas emission effects
p0116 A75-20775
Measurements of supersonic jet aircraft waKes in
the stratosphere
p0188 A75-23962
Preliminary study of lov emission gas turbine
combustor with airblast fuel atomizer
[ASBE PAPER 75-GT-31] p03t2 A75-34588
Excess noise from gas turbine exhausts
[ASBE PAPER 75-GT-61] p0313 A75-34614
Response of a light aircraft to a thermal exhaust
plume
p0318 A75-35U03
Low emission, water-tolerant conbustor for a
small, all-weather turboshaft gas turbine engine
[SAE PAPEB 750535] , p0383 A75-36672
Technology for reducing aircraft engine pollution
[SAE PAPER 750550] p038t A75-36677
Instrumentation requirements relative to federal
aircraft emission regulations
pOU20 A75-39084
Aircraft altitude emissions - Fundamental concepts
and future R 6 D requirements
[AIAA PAPER 75-1017] pOU2« A75-39515
Pollution control in continuous combustion engines
p0431 A75-U0833
Predicted exhaust emissions from a methanol and
jet fueled gas turbine combustor
[AIAA PAPER 75-1266] p0506 475-15666
An analytical model for predicting exit
temperature profile from gas turbine engine
annular combustors
[AIAA PiPEB 75-1307] p0507 A75-15689
wind tunnel investigation of a simulated gunship
helicopter engine-exhaust-windstream interaction
[NASA-TM-X-3161] p0072 N75-129U1
Simulation of hypersonic scramjet exhaust
pressure distribution on afterbody/nozzle
sections of vehicle
[NASA-CB-2H94] p0225 N75-1731U
Prevaporization and premixing to obtain low oxides
of nitrogen in gas turbine combustors
[KASA-CB-2H95] p0228 S75-17362
Engineering and development program plan:
Aircraft propulsion systems air pollution
[AD-777U8U] p0233 N75-17835
PIT 27 gas turbine engine exhaust emission and
noise measurements
[AD-A001728] p0273 H75-19251
USAF aircraft takeoff length distances and
climbout profiles
[AD-A001826] p0276 N75-19878
An experimental study of jet exhaust simulation
p0356 N75-23501
A model technigue for exhaust system performance
testing
p0357 N75-23502
Exhaust plume temperature effects on nozzle
afterbody performance over the transonic Mach
A-138
SUBJECT IHDEX EXTERNAL STOBES
number range
p0357 N75-23504
Exhaust pollutant emissions from swirl-can
combustor module arrays at parametric test
conditions
[HASA-TB-X-3237] p0376 N75-24746
Field tests of a laser Raman measurement system
for aircraft engine exhaust emissions
[AD-4003648] p0409 N75-25949
Assessing and controlling the effect of aircraft
on the environnent: Pollution
pOUSO H75-29009
USAF aircraft pollution emission factors and
landing and takeoff LTD cycles
[AD-A006239] p0463 N75-29582
EIBiOST JETS
D E X H A U S T GASES
EIHAOST NOZZLES
Nl C O N V E R G E N T - D I V E R G E N T NOZZLES
F-14A installed nozzle performance
[ A I A A PAPER 74-1099] p0003 A75-10282
Exhaust nozzle deflector systems for V/STOL
fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1169] pOOOH A75-10320
Engine flovi diverter system for the XPV-12A
prototype aircraft
[AIAA P A P E R 74-1191] p0006 A75-10341
Installation benefits of the single-engine"exhaust
nozzle OB the YF-16
[ A I A A P A P E B 74-1101] p0017 A75-12571
J58/YF-12 ejector nozzle performance
[SAE P A P E R 740832] p0082 A75-16910
A survey of methods for exhaust-nozzle flow analysis
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-60] p0096 A75-18285
Study of second-throat eguipped ejectors with zero
induced flow
p0107 A75-18698
Eecent advances in exhaust systems for jet noise
suppression of high speed aircraft
[AIAA P A P E B 75-333] p0198 475-25016
Experimental investigation of the aeroacoustic
characteristics of model slot nozzles with
straight flaps
[ A H A P A P E B 75-471] p 0 2 0 5 A75-25746
The effects of f o r w a r d speed on a number of
turbojet exhaust silencers
[AliA PAPEB 75-506] p0207 A75-25772
Supersonic jet noise suppression with uultitube
nozzle/ejectors
[Al iA PAPEB 75-501] p0252 A75-27936
Effect of simulated forward flight on subsonic jet
exhaust noise
[1IAA PAPEB 75-869] p0334 A75-33956
Study of non-axisymmetric nozzles installed in
advanced fighter aircraft
[ i l A A PAPER 75-1316] pOSOS A75-45695
Investigation of two-dimensional wedge exhaust
nozzles for advanced aircraft
[ 4 I A A P A P E B 75-1317] p0508 A75-45696
Augmented Deflector Exhaust Nozzle /ADEN/ design
for fu ture fighters
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-1318] p0508 A75-45697
Influence of mixer nozzle velocity decay
characteristics on CTOL-OTH jet noise shielding
considering shielding effects in nozzle
installation over wing
[HASA-TM-r-71631 ] p0073 F75-12951
Design and test of ejector thrust augmentation
configurations
p0118 K75-138HI
Review of methods of solution of afterbody/exhaust
nozzle flow fields
[AD-787459] p0131 N75-1473<1
Some results of aeroacoustic research
p0312 N75-21281
Testing of lift/cruise fan exhaust deflector
for a tip turbine lift fan in short taXeoff
aircraft
[NASA-CR-137682] p0318 N75-22320
Reynolds number effects on boattail drag of
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests
p0357 N75-23506
An improved numerical procedure for the parametric
optimization of three dimensional scramjet nozzles
supersonic combustion ramjet engines -
computer programs
[NASA-CR-132695] pO«61 H75-29359
EIBADST STSTBHS
A flow field model for, and soee studies OD the
drag of* an engine exhaust system at transonic
flight speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 71-1175] p0002 A75-10325
Aerodynamic streamlining of the exhaust ducts of
axial-flow turbomachines
p0111 A75-19060
An investigation of the noise from a scale model
of an engine exhaust system turbojet noise
measurement
[AIAA PAPER 75-459] p0252 475-27929
Thrust reversers for the TFE-731 turbofan
[SAE PAPEB 750506] p0382 A75-36652
A 727/JT8D-100 series engine exhaust system
propulsion performance model test
[NASA-CB-134617] p0063 N75-11984
The proper selection of engine cycles
[AD-787654] p0166 H75-156U6
Internal-combustion engine/vapour cycle combination
[DUEL-1097/74] p0286 H75-20336
External fins and ejector action for reducing the
infrared emission of engine exhaust ducting
[NASA-TK-X-3242] p0378 N75-25094
EXITS (DOOBS)
0 DOOBS
EXPANDABLE STBOCTDBES
HI BALLOOHS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
NT INFLATABLE STBUCTOBES
HT TETHEEED BALLOONS
EXPANSION
NT GAS EXPANSION
NT PRANDTL-HEYEB EXPANSION
EXPANSION BiYBS
D ELASTIC HAVES
BXPEBIBEHTAL DESIGN
Advanced overrunning clutch technology, design phase
[AD-A007815] p0362 1175-23562
Design of a deployable wing glider
[AD-A004800] p0408 N75-25932
BIPBBIHENTAI STOL TB1NSPOBT BSCH AIBP1ASE
U QOESTOL
EXPLOSIONS
NT AEBIAL EXPLOSIONS
Agenda and abstracts 1971 AFOSR contractors
meeting on unconfined detonation and fuel-air
explosion related research
[AD-783253] pOOUO N75-11117
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
NT BOMBS (08DNANCE)
Development of explosively driven HUD generator
for short pulse aircraft high power. Part 1:
Analytical studies. Part 2: Experimental
studies. Part 3: Design studies
[AD-781903] p0011 N75-11761
EXPLOSIVE GASES
0 FLAMBABLE GASES
EXTERNAL STOBES
ST PODS (EXTERNAL STOSES)
Image system solution for store aerodynamics with
interference. I
p0330 475-33U36
Image system solution for store aerodynamics with
interference. II
p0330 475-33U37
Design and optimization on study of the 4ctive Am
External Load Stabilization System (AAELSS) for
helicopters
[AD-787325] p0133 N75-11750
Application of impedance methods to the design of
isolators for helicopter mounted weapons stores
[AD-787293] p0133 S75-11753
Effect of various external stores on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the P-UC aircraft
[AD-787657] p0165 N75-156U5
Analysis and design of a multiaxis vibration
isolator for missile pods mounted on Army
helicopters
[AD-A001159] p0237 1175-18225
An investigation of the flow field of the A-7D
aircraft with several external store loadings at
Bach numbers 0.70 and 0.95
fAD-A008176] p0371 N75-21688
An estimate of the effect of multiple ejection
rack flexibility on six degree of freedom store
ejection conditions
[AD-A008329] p0371 N75-24734
Specialists Beeting on iing-with-Stores Flutter
[AGABD-CP-162] p0441 N75-28011
i-139
EITE8NMLY BLOIS FLIPS SUBJECT IIDEI
Calculation methods for the flutter of aircraft
wings and external stores
pOtm N75-28012
OK Jaguar external store flutter clearance
pOIII M75- 28013
Calculation of aerodynamic loads on oscillating
wing/store combinations in subsonic flow
p0111 N75-28015
Sing with stores flutter on variable sweep King
aircraft
p01«2 B75-28017
A parametric study of wing store flutter
pOU12 N75-28018
Recent observations on external-store flutter
pOU"2 N75-28019
Recent analysis methods for wing-store flutter
p0112 H75-28020
Extension of the method for predicting
six-degree-of-freedom store separation
trajectories at speeds up to the critical speed
to include a fuselage with noncircular cross
section. Volume 1: Theoretical methods and
comparisons with experiment external stores
- attack aircraft
[AD-A005822] pO!|55 1175-29071
Extension of the method for predicting six degree
of freedom store separation trajectories at
speeds up to the critical speed to include a
fuselage with noncircular cross section. Volume
2: User's manual for the computer programs
[AD-A006158] p0189 N75-30131
Design considerations for an active suppression
system for fighter wing/store flutter
p0525 S75-32097
BXTEBHALLI BLOWN FLAPS
Comparison of the acoustic characteristics of
large-scale models of several propulsive-lift
concepts
[ A I A A PAPEB 711-1091] p0003 A75-10278
Comment on 'Investigation of multi-element
airfoils with external flow jet flap' by F.
Bavriplis
pOOOS A75-11081
The externally-blown jet flap - A powered-lift
concept for STOL
pOOOS A75-11085
Analysis of separation control by means of
tangential blowing
p0089 A75-17651
Influence of mixer nozzle velocity decay
characteristics on CTOL-OTW jet noise shielding
engine over wing configurations
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-97] p0098 A75-18306
Deflection of a thick jet by a convex surface - A
practical problem for powered lift
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-167] p0101 A75-18355
Scrubbing noise of externally blown flaps
[ A I A A PAPER 75-169] p0205 A75-25715
Experimental investigation of the aeroacoustic
characteristics of model slot nozzles with
straight flaps
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-171] p0205 A75-25716
Fluctuating pressures on aircraft wing and flap
surfaces associated with powered-lift systems
[AIAi PiPEE 75-172] p0205 A75-25717
Forward velocity effects on under-the-wing
externally blown flap noise
[ A I A A PAPER 75-176] p0205 A75-25750
Propulsive-lift noise of an upper surface blown
flap configuration
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-170] p0252 A75-27931
Noise reduction of EBF propulsive-lift systems
Externally Blown Flaps
[SAE PAPER 750608] p0129 A75-10515
Full-scale upper-surface-blown flap noise for
short haul STOL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 750609] pO«29 A75-10516
Propulsion characteristics affecting the
aerodynamic performance of an externally blown
flap transport model
[AIAA PAPER 75-1218] p0505 A75-15635
Analysis of a flare-director concept for an
externally blown flap STOL aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-7760] p0028 N75-10061
A wind tunnel investigation of the wake near the
trailing edge of a deflected externally blown flap
on a jet powered STOL transport aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-3079] p0055 N75-11896
Propulsion concepts for STOL aircraft high
bypass turbofan engines and air supply system
for wings with internally blown flaps
p0059 N75-11918
Noise of jets which are impinging on obstacles
(for examples externally blown flaps] and
possibilities of noise attenuation
p0059 N75-11951
Hind tunnel investigation of a twin engine
straight wing upper surface blown jet flap
configuration
[NASA-TN-D-7778] p0115 N75-13792
Research into powered high lift systems for
aircraft with turbofan propulsion
p0116 N75-13797
predicting the maximum lift of jet-flapped wings
p0116 N75-13798
The spanwise lift distribution and trailing vortex
wake downwind of an externally blown jet flap
p0116 N75-13800
The flow around a wing with an external flow jet
flap
p0116 N75-13801
Investigation of externally blown flap airfoils
with leading edge devices and slotted flaps
p0116 N75-138C2
Aerodynamics of jet flap and rotating cylinder
flop STOL concepts
p0117 N75-13805
Forward velocity effects on under-the-wing
externally blown flap noise
[BASi-TH-X-71656] p0166 H75-15653
Static tests of a simulated upper surface blown
jet-flap configuration utilizing a full-size
turbofan engine
[NASA-TN-D-7816] p0169 B75-16501
Method of representation of acoustic spectra and
reflection corrections applied to externally
blown flap noise
[NASA-TM-X-3179] p0178 N75-17012
Bind tunnel investigation of aerodynamic loads on
a large-scale externally blown flap model and
comparison with theory
[NASA-TN-D-7863] p0221 N75-17291
Bind tunnel investigation of the wake near the
trailing edge of a distributed
upper-surface-blown flap
[NASA-TM-X-72637] p0233 N75-18176
Static and wind tunnel model tests for the
development of externally blown flap noise
reduction techniques
[NASA-CR-131675] p0231 N75-18177
fiadiated noise from an externally blown flap
[NASA-TN-D-7908 ] p0117 S75-27855
Pressure distributions on the surface of
externally-blown flap
[NAL-TR-110] p0521 1175-32012
Hind tunnel investigation of a large-scale upper
surface blown-flap model having four engines
[NASA-TM-X-621M9] p0521 N75-32016
Hybrid upper surface blown flap propulsive-lift
concept for the guiet short-haul research aircraft
[JtASA-TB-X-62177 ] p0521 N75-32090
Prediction of externally blown flap noise and
turbomachinery strut noise
[NASA-CR-131883] p0531 875-33051
EXTIHGDISHEBS
D FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
BX1BACTIOB
NT SOLVENT EXTRACTION
EITRBUOH VALUES
Qualitative analysis of a family of extremums in a
problem involving optimal control of aircraft
motion
p0258 A75-28676
Problems with bounded control variation
extremum for nonlinear optimal control
p0295 A75-30585
Conditional extremum problem solution method for
generalized functionals and its application to
hypersonic gasdynamic problems
p0296 A75-30772
Optimization method for a generalized class of
functional of several variables, and its
application to problems involving the
determination of the shape of three-dimensional
bodies with optimal aerodynamic characteristics
p0380 A75-36166
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SUBJECT IBDEI F-1S AIBCBAFT
F-80 AIBCBAFT
0 T-33 AIRCRAFT
F-2 AIBCB&FT
The Hunter fly-by-wire experiment: Becent
experience and future implications
p0481 H75-30048
F-4 AIECB4FT
F-4/CCV-flight tests of advanced technology
[SAE PAPBB 710861) p0180 A7S-22940
High acceleration cockpits foe advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume 1: Program summary human
factors engineering for optinal design
[AD-783600] p0029 N75-10064
Effect of various external stores on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the F-4C aircraft
[AD-787657] p0165 N75-15645
An investigation of the departure nodes of a F-4D
aircraft from a steady sideslip flight condition
[AD-A004795] p0407 N75-25928
Flight control actuator system development for
F-4 aircraft
[AD-A004853] p0410 N75-25962
Stability analysis of an F-UC aircraft in steady
level turning flight
[AD-A004797] p0410 N75-2S963
A study of techniques for real-time, on-line
optimum flight path control. Algorithms for
three-dimensional, minimum-time flight paths
with two state variables F-4 aircraft -
turning flight
[AD-A008983] p0488 N75-30130
Engine data recording on a phantom aircraft:
Results obtained to date
p0499 N75-31098
P-S ilBCBAFl
Transonic buffe t behavior of Horthrop F-5A aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 75-70] p0097 A75-18290
Northrop/Onited States Air Force F-5E Aircraft
Fatigue structural Integrity Program
[AIAA PAPER 75-988] p0423 A75-39503
Transonic buffet behavior of Northrop F-5A aircraft
[HASA-CB-140939] p0027 N75-10054
Investigation of Korthrop F-5A wing buffe t
intensity in transonic flight
[N1SA-CB-2484] p0071 N75-12934
F-8 AIECBAFT
Extraction from flight data of lateral aerodynamic
coefficients for F-8 aircraft with supercritical
wing
[NASA-TH-D-7749] p0013 N75-10006
System design of a rudder coordination system
optimization computer program
[BASA-CR-142245] p0237 N75-18223
Desicription and flight test results of the NASA
F-8 digital fly-by-wire control system
[NASA-TN-D-7843] p02«0 N75-18245
An overview of N A S A ' s digital fly-ny-wire
technology development program
p02«0 H75-18246
Design and development experience with a digital
fly-by-wire control system in an F-8C airplane
p0240 N75-18247
Mechanization of and experience with a triplex
fly-by-wire backup control system
p0240 N75-18248
Man-rated flight software for the F-8 DFBH program
p0241 N75-18250
Flight test experience with the F-8 digital
fly-by-wire system
p0241 N7S-18251
A pilot's opinion of the F-8 digital fly-by-wire
airplane
p0241 N75-18252
Lightning effects on the NASA F-8
digital-fly-by-wire airplane
[NASA-CR-2524] p0319 N75-22334
Extraction from flight data of longitudinal
aerodynamic coefficients in maneuvering flight
for F-8C aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-8019] p0453 N75-29039
F-8 digital fly-by-wire flight test results viewed
iron an active controls perspective
p0481 B75-30049
Investigation of the Multiple Model Adaptive
Control (HHAC) method for flight control systems
[ NASA-CB-119133] p0528 N75-32128,
F-110 AIBCBAFT
t F-4 AIRCRAFT
F-14 AIBCBAFT
F-14A installed nozzle performance
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1099] p0003 A75-10282
A critigue of the F-14A air inlet control system -
From development to production status
[AIAA PAPEE 74-1060] pOOII A75-11278
F-14A status report - Operational capabilities,
program accomplishments, and cost
[SAE PAPEB 740842] p0083 A75-16913
F-14A flight characteristics at high angles of
attack
[AIAA PAPEB 75-170] p0102 A75-18357
HOT personnel team up with EB welders to upgrade
production on supersonic Tomcat
pOIIO A75-18965
Dogfighter supreme - The Tomcat
p0148 A75-21012
EB welding teams up with NOT techniques to improve
production of Grummans's F-14 supersonic
swing-wing fighter plane
p0149 A75-21119
Sound welds in wing boxes assured by three
techniques
p02«9 A75-26898
Meeting conflicting hydraulic design goals of the
F-14A
p0298 A75-31110
Variable geometry today latest swing wing
aircraft
p0330 A75-33447
Design fabrication and test of an F-14 composite
overwing fairing
p0392 A75-37310
The F-14 aircraft head up display
p0395 A75-37700
Thernostructural and material considerations in
the design of the F-14 aircraft transparencies
[AIAA PAPER 75-990] p0438 A75-41691
Specification for visual target acquisition system
AN/AVG-8A (IJ-1) flight test program interface
control document SB 4506-02-73
[AD-779909] p0067 H75-12769
F-15 AIBCBAFT
The development program for the F-15 inlet
[AIAA PAPER 74-1061] p0002 A75-10256
F-15 nozzle/afterbody integration
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1100] p0003 175-10283
F-15 flight test experience with the F100-PH-100
engine
[AIAA PAPER 74-1162] p0012 A75-11297
F-15 manufacturing cost cuts pushed
pOOSO A75-15562
Supersonic inlet simulator - A tool for simulation
of realistic engine entry flow conditions
for F-15
[SAE PAPEB 740824] ' p0082 A75-16907
Design, integration, and testing of the F-15
[SAE PAPER 740843] p0083 A75-16914
Pratt 6 Whitney F100 - Power for the Eagle and YF-16
p0144 A75-20350
Testing for design - F-15 powerplant integration
[AIAA PAPEB 75-328] p0158 A75-22517
Cost effective use of flight simulation
[AIAA PAPER 75-329] p0158 A75-2.2518
F-15 secondary power systems
[SAE PAPEB 740885] p0180 A75-22948
F-15 update report
p0196 A75-24806
F-15 computational subsystem computer systems
design
[AIAA PAPEB 75-590] p0256 A75-28470
F-15 Eagle
p0298 A75-31053
Minimum weight design of the F-15 empennage for
flutter
[AIAA PAPEB 75-777] p0325 A75-32664
F-15 flight flutter testing - Aircraft systems and
test operations
[AIAA PAPER 75-1031] p0425 A75-39526
F-15 propulsion system design and development
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1042] p0426 A75-39533
F-15 propulsion flight testing experience
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1052] p0426 A75-39539
High performance and the F-15
p0473 A75-44555
NASA Flight Research Center scale F-15 remotely
piloted research vehicle program
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F-16 AIRCRAFT SUBJECT IIOBX
p0035 N75-10912
Flight testing the F-15/AIH-7F weapon delivery mode
p0036 N75-10918
Ins t rumenta t ion and control systea for an F-15
stall/spin
[ N A S A - T H - X - 7 2 6 4 7 ] p0227 875-17353
F-16 AIBCBAFT
YF-16 could advance air combat tactics
p0001 A75-10017
YF-16 inlet design and performance
[ A I A A PAPER 74-1062] p0012 175-11279
Recent flight experience with the F I D O engine in
the YF-16
[Alii PAPER 71-1163] p0012 A75-11298
Installation benefits of the single-engine exhaust
nozzle on the YF-16
[AIM1 PAPER 74-1101] p0017 A75-12571
Fly-by-vire is here fighter aircraft flight
control
p0009 A75-12825
The use of a navigation platform for performance
instrumentation en the YF-16 flight test program
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-32] p0096 A75-16271
Pratt 6 Whitney F100 - Power for the Eagle and YF-16
p01U1 A75-20350
Lightweight fighter - The general dynamics approach
low cost aspects
p0149 475-21017
YF-16 flight test program - Lightweight fighter
program
p0196 A75-24808
The random decrement technique applied to the
YF-16 flight flutter tests
C A I A A PAPER 75-776] p0325 A75-32663
YF16 active-control-system/structural dynamics ,
interaction instability
[AIAi PAPER 75-823] p0327 A75-32695
YF-16 - A rare opportunity flight test program
p0332 A75-33615
YF-16 air induction system design loads associated
with engine surge
p0335 A75-34114
In-flight simulation of the light weight fighters
[ A I A A PAPER 75-985] pO<422 475-39500
F-16 - First with fly-by-wire
p0428 A75-40475
Why the F-16 selection criteria
p0466 A75-42174
General Dynamics' YF-16 - Design considerations
and evolution
p0473 A75-44552
P-17 AIBCBAFT
Applications of graphite and aramid composites on
the YF-17 prototype fighter
p0011 475-13047
Inflight fueling helps speed YF-17 test series
pOOSO 475-15561
Northrop"s new fighter generation
p0148 A75-21014
YF-17 flight test program - Lightweight fighter
program
p0196 A75-24809
Interaction between control augmentation system
and airframe dynamics on the YF-17
[ A I A A PAPER 75-821] p0327 A75-32694
In-flight simulation of the light weight fighters
[AIA* PAPER 75-985] p0422 A75-39500
Northrop YF-17 ground testing and simulation
[ A I A A PAPER 75-986] p0422 A75-39501
P-27 AIBCBAFT
Dynamic behavior of an F27 aircraft with damage to
the flight-control system
p0146 A75-20773
F-28 TBAHSPOBT AIRCBAFT
Some aspects of recent developments of the Fokker
F28 transport aircraft
p0465 A75-41957
Low-speed stability and control characteristics of
transport aircraft with particular reference to
tailplane design
p0306 N75-21229
F-89 AIBCBAFT
F-89 hydraulic actuator combinatorial geometric
representation
[AD-A006435] p0157 S75-29101
F-100 AIBCBAFT
Logistics management of F100 engine through
operational introduction
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1291] p0506 475-45679
P-101 AIRCRAFT
Depot level inspection and repair program and the
CF101 voodoo
p0048 A75-15012
F-102 AIRCRAFT
On the way to tactical aircraft robotics
ground based radar control of F-102 A
p0323 A75-32452
F-104 AIRCRAFT
Total airframe fatigue test F 104 G
[AD-A007938] p0373 H75-24726
Vibration responses of test structure no. 1 during
the Edwards Air Force Base phase of the national
sonic boom program F-104, B-58, and XB-70
sonic boom exposures
[H4S4-TH-X-72706] p0376 B75-24741
Life assurance of fighter aircraft exemplified by
the F-104 G fatigue test program
p0494 875-30997
Some experience in engine-troubleshooting with
inflight-data, recorded in the F-104G with the
leads-200
p0498 H75-31093
Experience with F-1046 FDRS evaluation with
respect to engine diagnostics
p0499 N75-31099
J-105 AIBCBAFT
An examination of the rate variance formula for
the A-10 air vehicle for close air support
[AD-787705] p0163 B75-15623
F-106 AIBCBAFT
Suppressor nozzle and airframe noise measurements
during flyover of a modified F106B aircraft with
underving nacelles
[ASBE PAPER 74-MA/4EHO-1] p0079 A75-16805
F-111 AIBCBAFT
Update on an investigation of flight buffeting of
a variable-sweep aircraft F-111 A dynamic
response
[AIAA PAPER 75-68] p0143 475-20269
Variable geometry today latest swing wing
aircraft
p0330 475-334*7
Software management and the compiler for F-111
Automatic Test Eguipment
p0347 A75-35264
A comparison and evaluation of two methods of
extracting stability derivatives from flight
test data
[AD-787645] • p0166 B75-15647
FAB (PBOGBABHISG LAHGDAGB)
U FOBTHAM
FABRICATIOH
Low-cost composite structures for aerospace
structures
[SHE P4PER EH74-733] p0108 475-18820
B/C tape laying - Tomorrow's future today for
helicopter rotor blade manufacturing
[SHE PAPER HS74-729] p0184 A75-23441
Fabrication of one-piece-forged thin-walled parts
having variable cross section Russian book
p0329 475-33150
Design of fabricated static structures for long
cyclic life
p0338 475-34142
FABRICS
NT PARACHUTE FABRICS
Analysis of rotor fragment impact on ballistic
fabric engine burst containment shields
p0338 475-34141
FABBY-PSHOT LASEBS
0 LASERS
FACETS
D FLAT SURFACES
FACTORIES
D INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FAIL-SAFE SYSTEMS
Hultisensor utilization for air traffic control in
the terminal area
p0094 A75-18190
Heeting conflicting hydraulic design goals of the
F-14A
p0298 A75-31110
High integrity flight control systems aircraft
reliability
p0302 A75-31993
Fail-safe system for activity cooled supersonic
and hypersonic aircraft using liquid
< hydrogen fuel
A-142
SDBJECT INDEI FATIGUE (HATEBIALS)
[ N A S A - T M - X - 3 1 2 5 ] p0130 B75-14722
Failsafe/safe-life interface criteria
[AD-A006131] p0463 N75-29462
Fail-safe/safe-life interface criteria
[AD-A009519] pO«96 N75-31059
PAILOBE
NT BUBNTHBOOGB (FAILURE)
NT E N G I N E FAI10EE
NT STBUCTOBAL FAILUHI
NT SYSTEM FAILOBES
FAILOBE AHALTSIS
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. II
p0018 A75-12726
Problens of reliability in aircraft equipment
optimality during development, manufac tu re and
operation
p0086 A75-17353
Experience gained f rom testing and operating
aircraft hydraulic system units
p0087 A75-17362
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. Ill
p0145 A75-20488
Hethods of inspecting and preventing work defects
during maintenance of aircraft
p0181 A75-23049
Engine failure prediction techniques
p0202 A75-25274
Reliability life cycle of a complex electronic
airborne equipment
p0250 A75-27839
Aspect of non-destructive inspection in relation
to service failure analysis in aircraft
components
p0292 A75-29874
A method to determine a distribution function of
mam structure failures in an aircraft
p0324 A75-32468
Crippling/column buckling analysis and test of
graphite/epoxy-stiffened panels
C A I A A P A P E B 75-753] p0326 A75-32684
Blunders caused by Omega propagation - S P A ' S and
PCA's Sudden Phase Anomalies and Polar Cap
Absorption
p0388 A7S-36972
Disc failures - A cause for concern
p0131 A75-10532
Preproduction evaluation ot an improved t i tanium
surface prebonding process
p0133 A75-10992
flavor Item Special s tudy (MISS) , CH-51A rotary
wing blade
[AD-785551] p0055 N75-11906
Hultiple fault gas path analysis applied to
TF30-P-108 engine data
[AD-785265] p0065 N75-11996
Helicopter secondary structures reliability and
maintainability investigation
[AD-787334] p0133 N75-11751
FAILDBE BODES
Fracture failure nodes in lightweight bearings
p0338 A75-341I40
Helicopter failure modes and corrective actions
p0171 A75-44243
Development of accelerated life testing techniques
for general failure nodes of aircraft hardware
[AD-784188] p0030 N75-10073
Hajor I tem Special study (MISS) , OH-1H main rotor
hub assembly
t A D - A 0 0 5 2 1 7 ] p0415 H75-28057
FAIBCBILD HILITABI SIECBAFT
D MIHTABJ AIBCBAFT
FAIHEI AIBCBAFT
NT FD 2 AIRCBAFT
FAIBET DE1TA 2 AIBCBAFI
U FD 2 A I E C B A F T
PAIBIBGS
Design fabrication and test of an P-14 composite
overwing fairing
p0392 A75-37310
Effects of nozzle interfairing modifications on
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
tvin ]et, variable wing sweep fighter model
[SASA-TN-D-7817] p0234 N75-18180
PALKHEB-SKAI EQUATION
Spatial stability of sone Falkner-Skan profiles
with reversed flew separated flow boundary
layer profiles
p01U6 475-20655
PAH IN RIBG AIBCBAFT
Summary of model VIOL lift fan tests conducted at
NASA Lewis Eesearch Center
p0466 A75-12073
PABUFT DEVICES
0 LIFT F A N S
PAHS
Theoretical investigations for reducing fan noise
[ D G L B PAPEE 71-115] p0293 A75-30299
FAB FIELDS
Calculations of far-field and near-field jet noise
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-93] p0098 A75-18302
Jet noise source location by cross-correlation of
far field microphone signals
C A I A A P A P E B 75-456] p0204 A75-25737
Aircraf t far-field aerodynamic noise - Its
measurement and prediction
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-186] p0206 A75-25756
Inf luence of nultitube oner nozzle geometry on
CTOL-OTH jet noise shielding
p0168 A75-42710
Acoustic radiation f rom an airfoil in a turbulent
stream
p0174 A75-44818
Fundamental and applied research on core
engine/combustion noise of aircraft engines
[NASA-CB-140860] p0062 N75-11974
Measurement and analysis of aircraft far-field
aerodynamic noise
[NASA-CB-2377] p0063 N75-11982
Investigation of scrubbing and impingement noise
[NASA-CB-134762] p0178 N75-17154
Estimation of subsonic far-field ]et-mixing noise
[ESDD-71002] p0157 N75-29103
An observation on tone cut-off in static test data
from jet engine fans noise propagation/far
fields
[NASA-TH-X-3296] p0530 N75-32872
PABHLAKDS
Observing cold-night temperatures of agricultural
landscapes with an airplane-mounted radiation
thermometer
p0329 A75-33103
FASTENEES
NT BOLTS
ST NUTS (FASTENEBS)
NT SCEEKS
NT WASHERS (SPACESS)
Automated eddy current fastener hole scanner
for C-5A structural fatigue inspection
p0109 A75-18821
Stress intensity factors for some through-cracked
fastener holes
p0255 A75-28236
Analytical prediction of fatigue crack growth at
cold-worked fastener holes computerized
design for B-1 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEE 75-805] p0332 A75-33763
Stress corrosion susceptibility of stress-coined
fastener holes in aircraft structures
p0510 A75-46172
An investigation of the fatigue performance of
three types of aircraft skin/spar boom fastening
systems. Part 1: Constant-amplitude fatigue
tests
[ABL/SH-BEPT-350-PT-1] p0495 N75-31052
FATIGUE (HATEBIALS)
NT BENDING FATIGUE
NT HETAL FATIGUE
NT STBUCTOBAL STBAIN
NT THEEBAL PATIGUE
A model for rain erosion of homogeneous materials
mass loss estimation
p0200 A75-25185
On fatigue crack arresting by a stop-hole in
2024-T3 aluminum alloy sheet specimens
[NAL-TR-359] p0275 N75-19413
Fatigue-crack growth behavior of C-5A wing control
points
[AD-A002553] p0283 B75-20299
Correlation of fatigue data for aluminum aircraft
wing and tail structures
[HBC-14555] p0310 N75-21271
A feasibility study for monitoring systems of
fatigue danage to helicopter components
[AD-A006611] p0316 N75-22305
Program plan for investigation of model S-2
airplane catapult and hold back operations
capacity
i-113
FATIGUE DIAGBAHS SUBJECT IBDEX
[1D-4006892] p0319 H75-223UO
Specialists meeting on fretting in aircraft systems
[ A G A R D - C P - 1 6 1 ] p0319 N75-22487
Fretting in helicopters
p0320 N75-22490
Comment on wear of non-lubricated pieces in
turbomachines
p0320 N75-22493
Program to improve the fracture toughness and
fatigue resistance of aluminum sheet and plate
for aircraft applications, volume 2
[AD-A003417] p0367 N75-23775
Computer program to assess impact of fatigue and
fracture criteria on weight and cost of
transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-132648] p0372 N75-24718
Theoretical and experimental research on the
fatigue crack propagation in stiffened panels,
an evaluation of the Paris theory
[AD-A008079] p0374 N75-24732
CracX growth under spectrum loading: A crack
closure model
[NASA-TM-X-72708] p0378 H75-25221
FATIGUE DIAGBAHS
0 S-N D I A G R A M S
FATIGUE LIFE
Effect of erosive wear on aircraft gas turbine
engine axial compressor cantilever blade endurance
p0008 A75-12106
Effect of hole machining methods on resistance of
aircraft constructional materials to fatigue
failure
pOOSO A75-15542
Fatigue life prediction of aircraft structures -
Past, present and future
p0144 A75-20336
On stress in service condition and estimated
fatigue life of blades in axial flow compressor
p0181 A75-23152
Determination of the lifetime of acoustically
loaded aircraft structures
p0291 A75-29610
Improving the structural fatigue characteristics
of aircraft by using bonded sandwich structures. I
p0291 A75-29611
Dependence of the fatigue and fatigue-corrosion
life of V95 alloy on the anodizing temperature
and the anode film thickness high strength
Al alloy
p0294 475-30109
Differentiation of corrosion damages according to
the degree of their effect on the resistance of
aircraft skin members to fatigue and
corrosion-fatigue failure
p029U 675-30515
Stochastic model for fatigue crack size and cost
effective design decisions for aerospace
structures
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-766] p0325 475-32656
Regional fatique environment study for commuter
airlines -— safe wing life
[ S A E P A P E R 750512] p0382 475-36655
Residual stresses caused by variable service loads
in notches and their significance for the
applicability of the linear damage accumulation
hypothesis in Al alloys
p0395 475-37777
Structure interpretation by consideration of
vibration resistance in light construction
pO«21 A75-39402
The C-5A active load alleviation system
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-991] p0423 A75-39504
Probabilistic design and structural fatigue
aircraft applications
P0426 A75-39824
Characterization of 8-mil boron/aluminum material
tensile, shear and fatigue tests
pOU32 475-40963
Static fatigue behavior of cellulose and polyamide
materials helicopter external load slings
pO«33 A75-40967
Determination of the lifetimes of gas turbine blades
[ O H E R A , IP NO. 1975-108] p0472 A75-44530
Thermal fatigue of coated superalloys
p0516 A75-47478
Fatigue and damage tolerance effects on
preliminary design wing weights
[ S A K E P A P E R 1013] p0516 A75-47482
Lifetime prediction methods for elevated
temperature fatigue in aircraft jet engines
p0034 N75-10493
A comparison of flight loads counting methods and
their effects on fatigue life estimates using
data from Concorde
[ARC-CP-1304] p0270 B75-19227
Relation between scatter of fatigue life and S-N
curve in aircraft structural a luminium alloy
2024-TH
[NAL-TB-360] p0275 N75-19414
The variability of fatigue damage from flight to
flight
[ARC-CP-1297] p0282 N75-20297
A structural weight estimation program ..SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 4: Haterial properties,
structure temperature, flutter and fatigue
[AD-A002856] p0284 N75-20307
Development of statistical fatigue failure
characteristics of 0.125 inch 2024-T3 aluminum
under simulated flight-by-flight loading
[AD-A002310] p0288 N75-20554
Total airfrane fatigue test F 104 G
[4D-4007938] p0373 N75-24726
Preliminary design of wings. Volume 2:
Preliminary fatigue design
[AD-A003650] p0415 B75-27003
A short study of the effect of a penetrant oil on
the fatigue life of a riveted 3Oint
[AHC-CP-1305] p0463 N75-29483
Life assurance of fighter aircraft exemplified by
the F-104 G fatigue test program
p0494 N75-30997
Consolidation of fatigue and
fatigue-crack-propagation data for design use
[NASA-CB-2586] p0529 N75-32507
FATIGOE TESTS
From creaking cracks to breaking beams - A review
of acoustic emission for aircraft structure
pOQIO A75-13035
Analytical approach to size and notch-size effects
in fatigue of aircraft material specimens
p0049 475-15217
Contribution to the problem of turbine-disk
reliability low cycle fatigue and cracking
p0087 A75-17359
Alloys for spars of rotor blades of helicopters
p0089 475-17575
Effects of fatigue and dynamic recovery on rain
erosion plastic coatings and composite
materials tests
p0201 475-25189
Fatigue strength of D16T Duralumin at normal and
elevated temperatures as a function of the
cycling rate
p0260 475-28866
Realism in fatigue testing - The effect of
flight-by-flight thermal and random load
histories on composite bonded joints
boron-epoxy-titanium
p0299 475-31292
A method to determine a distribution function of
main structure failures in an aircraft
p0324 475-32468
Low-cycle fatigue and creep analysis of gas
turbine engine components
p0338 475-34139
Horthrop/United States 4ir Force F-5E 4ircraft
Fatigue Structural Integrity Program
[AIA4 P4PEB 75-988] p0423 475-39503
Realization of random loads in tests of aircraft
structure lifetimes
p0469 475-43814
Investigation of variations of internal energy
dissipation in working turbine blades of a
gas-turbine engine during the process of their
operation and fatigue tests
p0513 475-46881
Dove wing fatigue test
[AHL/SH-NOTE-408] p0174 N75-16549
Fatigue testing of DH 104 Dove centre section
tension booms
[4RL/SH-NOTE-409] p0174 S75-16550
Design and fatigue testing of integral armored
servo actuator modified trunnion
[AD-A002069] p0271 N75-19235
Fatigue properties of aircraft lugs with
interference fit
[T4E-243] p0368 N75-24031
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SUBJECT IBDBI FIGHTER AIBCBAFT
Shear and tension-bending fatigue test methods for
threaded airframe fasteners
[COB-75-101(17/11] pO»<l8 B7S-28UH4
Fatigue damage equivalence of field and simulated
vibrational environments[AD-A006226J pO«63 H75-29I453
The effect of mean stress on the fatigue of
aluminum alloys notched specimens
[S/T-HEHO-9/74] p0463 N75-29482
Catapult and arrested landing fatigue tests of the
model E-2A/B airplane
[AD-A005770] p0490 S75-30151
System modification data. Modification of T-39
NLG drawings and analyses. Reference contract
item 0002, data item A003 landing gear -
fatigue tests/aircraft design
[AD-A008651] p0191 N75-30156
Contributions froo military technology ID
Germany covering supersonic rotors, aircraft
fatigue testing, phased array radar
[BflVG-FBVT-75-12] p049« S75-30995
Life assurance of fighter aircraft exemplified by
the F-101 G fatigue test program
p0494 N75-30997
An investigation of the fatigue performance of
three types of aircraft skin/spar boom fastening
systems. Part 1: Constant-amplitude fatigue
tests
[ABL/SH-REPT-350-PT-1] pO<495 B75-31052
FAULT BECHASICS
0 F R A C T U R E HECHANICS
FD 2 AIBCHAFT '
Analysis of flight and tunnel tests on the Fairey
Delta 2 research aircraft
[ABC-R/H-3738] p0175 N75-16553
Flight determination of the rudder power and
directional stability of the Fairey Delta 2
aircraft using a vingtip parachute
[ASC-CP-1298] p027« N75-19267
FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
Boll control feasibility of a slender cruciform
configuration by canard surfaces at Bach number
2.25
pOOUS A75-13197
RTOL and steep approach - (fhy
[DGLB PAPEB 7i(-112] p0193 A75-24152
Ejection seat steering and control
p0199 A75-25067
The effects of selected modern technological
concepts on the performance and handling
characteristics of LTA vehicles
p0213 A75-25982
Lighter than air - A look at the past, a look at
the possibilities
p0214 A75-25995
A revolutionary and operational tethered aerostat
system illustrating new LTA technology
p0217 A75-26023
An introduction to digital avionic systems
feasibility and advantages as compared mth
analog technology
p0302 A75-31992
A feasibility study of a trans-ocean hybrid cargo
airship operating in ground effect
[AIAA P A P E R 75-929] p0389 A75-37006
The airship debate --- revival feasibility
pO<!20 A75-39321
C-5A air launch of Hinuteman I missile
[ A I A A PAPER 75-969] p0122 A75-39H91I
Requirements and feasibility study of flight
demonstration of Active Controls Technology
(ACT) on the N A S A 515 airplane
[NASA-CR-132555] pOnU N75-16516
ASR-5 radar dual feedhorn antenna modification.
Volume 1: Description of hardware and summary
of feasibility effor t
[AD-7813H8] p0231 875-17573
Feasibility study for a dual field of view-single
detector array infrared system
[AD-A005658] pfli|l|9 N75-28875
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1.
Volume 1: Summary and mission analysis (tasks 2
and 1)
[BASA-CR-137692-VOL-1] p0523 N75-32032
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1.
Volume 2: Parametric analysis (task 3)
lift, weight (nass)
[BASA-CR-137692-VOL-2] p0523 N75-32033
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1.
Volume 3: Historical overview (task 1)
[BASA-CB-137692-VOL-3] p0523 D75-32031I
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1.
Volume U: Appendices
[HASA-CB-137692-70L-4] p0523 875-32035
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1,
volume 1 structural design
criteria/technology assessment
[NASA-C3-137691-VOL-1 ] p0531 B75-33003
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FEEDBACK
Active flutter suppression
p0525 K75-32098
FEEDBACK COHTBOL
Army helicopter fluidic control systems
pOO<!6 A75-14339
Multilevel control optimization using subsystem
relative performance index sensitivity
p0200 A75-25098
Eigenvalue/eigenvector assignment for
multivariable systems linear state feedback
control
p0243 A75-26312
Interaction between control augmentation system
and airfraoe dynamics on the YF-17
[AIAA PAPEB 75-82a] p0327 A75-3269U
Synthesis of disturbance-rejection controllers for
linear multivartable continuous-time systems
application to hovering helicopter
p0392 A75-37409
Application of active control technology to
aircraft ride smoothing
[AIAA PAPER 75-1029] pOU25 A75-39524
Integrated flight/propulsion control by state
regulation
[AIAA PAPER 75-1075] p0035 A75-416U1
Double feedback loops stabilize landing-light
servoactuators
pOi|72 A75-U1I500
Flight investigation of rotor/vehicle state feedback
[NASA-CB-132516] p0165 N75-15610
A separate surface stability augmentation system
for a general aviation airplane
p0319 B75-22333
A simulation study of active feedback supression
of dynamic response in helicopter rotor blades
[HASA-CR-132711] p0160 N75-29127
Turbine engine control synthesis computerized
simulation
[AD-A005817] pO«92 S75-30182
FEEDEBS
Design and development of the Hawker Siddeley 748
prop-jet feeder liner
p0110 A75-18960
FELLOWSHIP SIECBAFT
D F-28 TRABSPORT AIRCRAFT
FFAB BOCKET VEHICLE
0 FOLDING FIB AIRCRAFT BOCKET VEHICLE
FIAT AIBCBAFT
NT G-91 AIRCRAFT
Fill G-91 AIBCBAFT
0 G-91 tIBCRAFI
FIBEB OPTICS
Data transmission by optical fibers aboard aircraft
p0187 A75-23855
FIBBBGLASS
U GLASS FIBERS
FIBERS
NT GLASS FIBEBS
BT REINFORCING FIBERS
NT SYNTHETIC FIBERS
Structural materials research for lighter-than-air
svstems
[AIAA PAPER 75-935] p0389 A75-37010
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control
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Problems and implementation possibilities of a
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System concept and key problems concerning
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integration/
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Digital flight control for advanced fighter aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1086] p0436 A75-41651
P-18 OS N a v y Air Combat Fighter
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Visual simulation for visual flight conditions
during air-to-air combat
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Maintainability estimating relationships for
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p0471 475-44203
Facets of the f u t u r e fighter spectrum. II
p0472 475-44551
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a V/STOL fignter aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1177] p050l| 475-45610
Study of non-axisymmetric nozzles installed in
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[AIAA PAPER 75-1316] p0508 475-45695
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Simulator (FMFS)
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Landing impact studies of a 0.3-scale model air
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Digital flight control systems for tactical
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4 criterion for prediction of airframe integration
effects on inlet stability with application to
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Emergency ejection, sequence of operation
[AD-A007470] p0361 H75-23539
Design and analysis of a supersonic
penetration/maneuvering fighter
[NASA-CB-132633] p0362 H75-23558
Parametric analysis of an advanced manned
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Advanced maneuverability options for future fighters
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Digital flight control systems for tactical
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system design consideration
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Digital flight control system for tactical fighters
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project
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Sequential attack in aerial combat
[AD-A004796] p0407 N75-25929
Analytical determination of aircraft spin modes
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development, flight test, and application
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Boundary layer transition on a file-cooled slender
cone
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Modern procedures for cooling turbine blades
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efficiency of f i l m heating with anally
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Preliminary experiments on film cooling of turbine
blades with injection near the leading edge. 1:
Injection through holes located near the leading
edge
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Dependence of the fatigue and fatigue-corrosion
life of V95 alloy on the anodizing temperature
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The dynamics of the civil aviation industry — Book
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A difference method for axisymmetnc supersonic
flow in rotating annular cascades with local
subsonic regions
p0009 A75-110U5
Variational-difference method of studying the
stressed state of the rim of the turbine disk in
a T-shaped tail joint
p0011 A75-11235
Calculation of a three-dimensional laminar
boundary layer in the case of bodies of
revolution at incidence vith separation
p0090 A75-17775
Calculations of transonic flov over an oscillating
airfoil
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Numerical computation of two-dimensional viscous
blunt body flows with an impinging shock
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Numerical solutions for inviscid supersonic corner
flows
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-221] p0103 A75-18397
Numerical solution of the hypersonic wake behind a
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Numerical method for supersonic aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing-body system
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Numerical solutions for supersonic corner flow
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Generalized wave envelope analysis of sound
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regime
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Calculation of the flow around blunted,
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A modern look at ccnformal napping, including
doubly connected regions for computerized
design of airfoil
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Computational procedure for three-dimensional
boundary layers on aircraft and aerospace vehicles
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4 £ast semidirect nethod for computing transonic
. aerodynamic flows
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Calculations of three-dimensional flows in a
linearized supersonic regime
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Transonic flow around rotor blade elements
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The numerical simulation of low freguency unsteady
transonic flov fields around thin airfoil
p0466 475-42183
Flat slender delta wings in supersonic stream at
snail angles of attack
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Difference methods for transonic flows about
airfoils
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Some results using relaxation methods for two- and
three-dimensional transonic flows
p0467 475-42225
Application of a variational method in plane
compressible flow calculation steady
inviseid plane subsonic flow past an airfoil
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Finite element analysis of transonic flow by the
method of weighted residuals
[4144 PaPEB 75-79] p0097 475-18293
Potential flow about three-dimensional lifting
configurations, with application to wings and
rotors
[4144 P4PEB 75-126] pOlOO 475-18329
Nonlinearities in analyses of unsteady flow around
oscillating wings
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Numerical calculation of linearized subsonic flows
around wings
[ONER4, IP NO. 1<4<46] p0109 475-18927
Finite element flutter analysis of multi-web wing
structures
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Substantiation of discrete-continuum
low-aspect-ratio wing structural analysis scheme
p0186 475-23798
Static computation of a wing model made of carbon
fiber reinforced plastic /bending-torsion box/
with the aid of the method of finite elements
and a comparison with experimental values
[D61R P4PEB 714-118] p0193 475-24155
4 finite element approach to the aeroelastic
analysis of lifting surface type structures
p0197 475-24918
4n iterative improvement for finite element analysis
p0201 475-25212
Thermal deformation vector for a bilinear
temperature distribution in an anisotropic
quadrilateral membrane element aircraft
structure model
p0292 475-29953
Applicability of the cross section shape
invariability hypothesis in strength
calculations of thinwall aircraft structures
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Analytical displacements and vibrations of
cantilevered unsymmetric fiber composite laminates
[4144 P4PEE 75-757] p0326 475-32688
Oscillatory supersonic lifting surface theory
using a finite element doublet representation
(4144 P4PEE 75-761] p0327 475-32692
Finite element analysis of unsteady transonic flow
[4144 P4PEB 75-875] p0334 475-33960
Application of finite element analysis to ceramic
components
[4CS PAPER 30-BC-73F] p0379 475-35896
A three-dimensional method for the calculation of
flow in turbomachines using finite elements on a
blade-to-blade surface of revolution Book
p0385 475-36899
Theory for calculating a wing of small aspect
ratio from a discrete-continuous calculation
scheme /matrix differential equation of axial
displacements/
pOM32 475-40905
Design of the load-carrying structure of an
aircraft by a finite-element force nethod with
division into substructures
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4 theoretical method for calculating the
aerodynamic characteristics or arbitrary
ejector-jet-flapped wing: Theoretical analysis
[AD-4002319] p0280 B75-20271
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Recent progress in the analysis of structures
using the finite element method
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A finite-element method for lifting surfaces in
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aerodynamic transfer function for complex
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finite element method
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construction by the method of the final element
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Aircraft fuel tank vulnerability to hydraulic ram:
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The finite element method in low speed aerodynamics
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p0112 A75-19109
Fire-fighting in airport premises
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Environmental and operating requirements for fire
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Evaluation of a high-capacity, firefighting
foam-dispensing system
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MIL-H-83282, fire resistant hydraulic fluid
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Aircraft fuel tank inerting by catalytic fuel
combustion
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Feasibility study and demonstration of nitrogen
generation for fuel tank inerting
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An operational fire hazards analysis of the C-5
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Development of a silicone-base fire-resistant
hydraulic fluid for use in military aircraft
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hazards
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A study of the effects on mice of snoXe and gases
from controlled fires in simulated aircraft cabins
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Aircraft engine nacelle fire test simulator
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Theoretical predictions of thermal explosions.
Part 1: A mathematical model of a bomb in a fire
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Numerical simulation of transonic flow about
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p048i4 N75-30073
Frequencies of vertical and lateral load factors
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FLAHE HOLDERS
Investigation of dump combustors with flameholders
for ramjet chamber length reduction
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Combustion intensity and distribution relation to
noise generation
[AIAA PAPER 75-521] p0209 A75-25788
FLAHE INTERACTION
0 CHEMICAL REACTIONS
D FLAME PROPAGATION
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Self-excited acoustic oscillations in combustion
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Jet engine burn-through flame characteristics
[AD-781795] p0175 N75-16556
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A study of the effects on mice of smoke and gases
from controlled fires in simulated aircraft cabins
p0249 A75-27073
Thermochemical characterization of aircraft
interior panel materials
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Fire-resistant aircraft materials development and
evaluation program
p0178 N75-1722D
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Calculation of combustion process characteristics
in high-temperature gas turbine engines
p0152 A75-22090
Flame stabilization by leading edge vortex
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FLAPPIBG
Flapping response characteristics of hingeless
rotor blades by a gereralized harmonic balance
method
[HiSA-TB-D-7856] p023U B75-18183
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Fitch damping of helicopter rotor with nonnniforB
inflow
pOOOS A75-1109U
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Investigations on the design of ro Heron flaps for
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Advanced high lift design through
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[AIAA PAPEB 75-992] pO<438 A75-41692
An experimental study of flap-induced separation
of a compressible turbulent boundary layer
[IAF PAPEB SI-75-06] p0509 A75-15877
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstrean transport.
Volume 1: Summary of results and airworthiness
implications
[BASA-TH-X-62392] p0122 H75-13851
Wake effect studies on a tvo dimensional trailing
edge high lift system
[AD-787141] p0163 H75-1561B
Application of the equivalent mechanical flap
concept to jet flapped wing-body combinations
[AD-AOOO<t31] p0226 H75-173U6
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characteristics of STOL aircraft with upper
surface blown flaps
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Full scale upper surface blown flap noise
[HASA-TH-X-71708 ] p0363 H75-23569
Reversed cowl flap inlet thrust augmentor with
adjustable airfoil
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FLABED BODIES
Flare-induced separation lengths in supersonic,
turbulent boundary layers
[AIAA PAPEB 75-6] p0094 A75-18257
FLAT PLATES
Besearches on the two-dimensional cascade. V - On
the performance of flat-plate cascade
p0047 A75-14806
Vorticity associated with a jet in a cross flow
p0051 A75-1S951
Three-dimensional laminar Boundary layers in
crosswise pressure gradients on flat plate
in curved duct
p0085 A75-173i»2
The interaction between vortex-array
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impermeable bodies
[AIAA PAPEB 75-116] p0099 A75-18321
The flow field in the environment of a planar
plate in parallel flow within the range of free
molecular flow
P0139 A75-19664
Honopulse aerials for airborne radars
p0140 A75-19803
A new calculation of the wake of a flat plate
P0145 A75-20418
4 quasi-similanty analysis of the turbulent
boundary layer or a flat plate
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Hypersonic viscous slip flow over an insulated
flat plate with real gas effects
p0182 A75-23205
A non-uniqueness of the hypersonic boundary layer
p0243 A75-26195
On the viscous flov about the trailing edge of a
rapidly oscillating plate
p0244 A75-26M69
The impingement of non-uniform, axisynmetric,
supersonic Dots on A perpendicular flat plate
p0245 A75-26684
Interpretation of merged layer behavior for wedges
p0250 A75-27496
Turbulent near wake of a flat plate. II - Effects
of boundary layer profile and compressibility
p0402 A75-38618
Dovnvash during supersonic flov about a plate
p0426 A75-39857
Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a
two-dimensional flat plate wing
[AD-A000569] p0223 H75-17311
A wake source model for an inclined flat plate in
a uniform stream
[IC-AEBO-74-08] p0266 H75-19192
FLAT SOBFACES
Entropy layer on a supersonic plane flat nose at
incidence
p0182 A75-23208
A theoretical analysis for three dimensional ram
wings in parallel walls
p0329 A75-33U27
A leading edge heating array and a flat surface
heating array - operation, maintenance and
repair manual
[HASA-CB-144357] p0456 N75-29088
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FLEXIBILITY.
Hethod of the optimization of the load-carrying
structure of wing on rigidity during variation
by the distribution of thickness ratio
[AD-A007317] p0359 875-23521
FLEXIBLE BODIES
Balancing of a flexible rotor. IV - Some
experiments on a seven-disked flexible
rotor/bearing system
p0144 A75-20363
Computer aided flexible envelope designs
p0213 A75-25989
Influence of fuselage flexibility on the
stress-strain state of the wing
p0257 A75-28668
Bapid verification of engine rotor and case
flexibilities by a modal comparison algorithm
p0336 475-31(119
Airfoil optimization utilizing a remotely
controlled flexible model. Phase 1: Low speed
wind tunnel test
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FLIGBT
Parametric study of STOL short-haul engine cycles
and operational techniques to minimize community
noise impact
[NASA-CB-2H86] p0056 H75-11910
FLIGBT ALTITUDE
A new J band pulsed radar altimeter
p0259 A75-28787
Altimeters - The way ahead
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Turbulent boundary layer noise in the interior of
aircraft operating at varying altitudes
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Loadings and flight limitations of the sailplane
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p0007 A75-10721
The SA. 360 'Dauphin1 - Definition and development
helicopter design
pOOIS 475-11722
Calculation of helicopter main rotor blade
deformation with account for control flexibility
p0015 475-12087
An elastic flight vehicle as an automatic control
plant Bussian book
pOOOS A75-12329
Practical aerodynamics of the Ka-26 helicopter
Bussian book
p0049 475-15173
The determination of the flight performance of
gliders
pOO<49 A75-15205
F-14A flight characteristics at high angles of
attack
[AIAA PAPEB 75-170] p0102 475-18357
Design aspects of zeppelin operations from case
histories
p0214 475-25994
The An-2 aircraft /4th revised and enlarged edition/
Bussian book
p0348 475-35350
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LTA aerodynamic data revisited
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Flight characteristics of very large, subsonic
transport aircraft during landing approach
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Critical review of methods to predict the buffet
capability of aircraft
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Optimum rate of climb for high performance aircraft
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report flight tests of H-58 helicopter
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conditions upon prediction of pilot proficiency,
part ~\
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Operating experiences of retardant bombers during
firefighting operations
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performance testing
[AD-785000] p0061 N75-11965
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Y/STOL aerodynamics proceedings of conference
on V/STOL aircraft design, development, and
flight characteristics
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V/STOL aerodynamics: A review of the technology
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Jet lift problems of V/STOL aircraft
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OS Air Force V/STOL aircraft aerodynamic
prediction methods
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A G A B D handbook
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Aerodynamic design of high performance biplane wings
p0132 N75-14749
Effects of surface winds and gusts on aircraft
design and operation analysis of
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Impact on aerodynamic design
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Flight safety work of the German Aviation and
Space Research Institute
[DLR-MIT1-75-05] p0455 H75-29070
FLIGHT SIMOLAIION
A response criterion for aircraft vith fly-by-wire
control systems
p0001 A75-10018
High-performance hydraulic system powers aircraft
simulator
p0003 475-10426
Development of Slip Cast Fused Silica radomes
pOOOS A75-10870
Identification of helicopter parameters
[DFVLE-SONDDR-428] p0049 475-15038
Control-display-stability-augnentation system
for low visibility helicopter maneuvers
p0139 A75-19690
Cost effective use of flight simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-329] p0158 475-22518
Hydrocarbon emissions from jet engines operated at
simulated high-altitude supersonic flight
conditions
p0189 475-23963
Emission calibration of a J-58 afterburning
turbojet engine at simulated supersonic,
stratospheric flight conditions
p0189 A75-2396U
Simulation of flight effects on aero engine fan
noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-463] p0204 475-25739
Model and full scale test results relating to fan
noise in-flight effects
[4144 PAPER 75-465] p0204 475-25741
Realiso in fatigue testing - The effect of
flight-by-flight thermal and random load
histories on composite bonded joints
boron-epoxy-titanium
p0299 475-31292
Effect of simulated forward flight on subsonic jet
exhaust noise
[4144 PAPER 75-869] p033U 475-33956
Kind tunnel tests for the determination of the
behavior of aircraft external loads which are
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dropped
p0345 A75-35098
Terrain following evaluation simulation B-1
aircraft avionics
p0395 A75-37647
Parallelism in commercial and military use of
simulation
[ A I A A P A P E H 75-971] pO«22 A75-39496
In-flight sianlaticn of the light weight fighters
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-985] pO<422 A75-39500
Northrop IF-17 ground testing and simulation
[1IAA P A P E B 75-986] p0422 A75-39501
Application of active control technology to
aircraft ride smoothing
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-1029] p0425 A75-39524
The use of in-flight simulation to develop control
system and display reguirements for conventional
and V/STOL airplanes
p0434 A75-41415
Conflict resolution maneuvers in an intermittent
positive control system ground based
automatic aircraft collision avoidance model
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-1125] p0438 A75-41685
Approval of flight simulator f lying qualities
pO«67 A75-42505
Digital aircraft simulation in real-time with the
aid of a small computer
[DGON P A P E R 1] p0470 A75-44111
High accuracy force accounting procedures for
turbopowered simulator testing
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-1321] p0508 A75-45701
Simulation of flight test conditions in the
Langley pilot transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-7811] p0065 N75-12001
Requirement for simulation in V/STOL research
aircraft programs
p0118 N75-13820
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream transport.
Volume 2: Simulation data and analysis
[ N A S A - T M - X - 6 2 3 9 3 ] p0122 875-13852
Moving-base visual simulation study of decoupled
controls during approach and landing of a STOL
transport aircraft
[ H A S A - T N - D - 7 7 9 0 ] p0125 H75-13877
A standard kinematic model for flight simulation
at N A S A Ames
[ N A S A - C R - 2 4 9 7 ] p0128 N75-14480
Launch and acceleration environment testing:
Systems test laboratory, Sandia Laboratories
[SLL-74-0015] p0168 N75-15676
Digital real time simulation of flight
p0169 N75-16293
Simulation of hypersonic scramjet exhaust
pressure distribution on afterbody/nozzle
sections of vehicle
[ N A S A - C R - 2 4 9 4 ] p0225 N75-17344
Aircraft f lutter simulation by means of the
electronic analogue computer with special regard
to structural nonlinearities
[ESRO-TT-121] p0231 N75-17384
Paper pilot ponders supersonic transports
p0262 N75-19135
An aircraft application of system identification
in the presence of state noise
[AD-A001936] p0271 N75-19234
Plight simulation of a Ressex helicopter: A
validation exercise
[AEC-CP-1299] p0282 H75-20298
Development of statistical fatigue failure
characteristics of 0. 125 inch 2024-13 a luminum
under simulated flight-by-flight loading
[ A D - A 0 0 2 3 1 0 ] p0288 N75-20554
Engineering flight and guest pilot evaluation
report, phase 2 DC 8 aircraft
[ N A S A - C R - 1 3 7 6 6 4 ] p0310 H75-21269
Analysis and simulation of variable
throttle/energy management concepts for fighter
aircraft
[AD-A006745] p0318 N75-22329
An experimental study of jet exhaust simulation
p0356 N75-23S01
Contribution of flight simulation tests to the
study of turbonachine control
p0364 S75-23577
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of an augmentor wing transport.
Volume 2: Simulation data and analysis
[NASA-TM-X-62396) p0106 N75-25917
Application of rotorcraft flight simulation
program (C31) to predict rotor performance and
bending moments for a model four-bladed
articulated rotor system
[AD-AOOU015] p0408 H75-25931
Flight simulation of the model 347 advanced
tandem-rotor helicopter
[AD-A005050] p0445 N75-28052
Engineering simulation evaluation of the
two-segaent noise abatement approach in the
Douglas DC-8-61
[NASA-CB-137665] p0059 N75-29121
A simulation study of active feedback supression
of dynamic response in helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-CB-132711] p0460 S75-29127
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of an angmentor wing transport.
Volume 1: Summary of results and airworthiness
implications
[NASA-TM-X-62395] p0487 H75-30111
Engineering flight evaluation report
[HASA-CB-137755] p0525 N75-32093
FLIGHT SIMULATORS
NT COCKPIT SIMULATORS
A pilot-in-the-loop, visual simulation of trailing
vortex encounters at low speed
[AIAA PAPER 75-104] p0099 A75-18312
A flight simulator control system using electric
torque motors
[AIAA PAPEB 75-105] p0099 A75-18313
Becent advances in in-flight simulator technology
p0329 A75-33187
Simulator evaluation of manually flown curved HLS
approaches Microwave Landing System
p0340 A75-34535
Visual simulation for visual flight conditions
during air-to-air combat
[DGON PAPER 3] p0470 A75-44107
The B and D simulator: A new T and E tool
application of simulators for research and
development of aircraft systems
p0035 N75-10914
Flight fidelity testing of DS Navy operational
flight trainers
p0035 N75-10915
Uses of a visual landing system in primary flight
training »,,
[AD-784888] p0039 N75-10960
A motion-constraint logic for moving-base
simulators based on variable filter parameters
[NASA-TN-D-7777] p0057 N75-11933
Analysis and compensation of an aircraft simulator
control loading system with compliant linkage
using hydraulic equipment
[NASA-TN-D-7747] p0065 N75-12003
Simulation study of intracity helicopter
operations under instrument conditions to
category 1 minimums
[NASA-TN-D-7786] p0071 N75-12933
Tactical data systems design concepts evaluation
[AD-786469] p0127 K75-13889
Recommended requirements for the universal
aircraft flight simulator/trainer
[AD-786047] p0127 S75-13893
Syllabus and syllabus development techniques used
in evaluating the A/F37A/T-4G flight simulator
[AD-786412] p0128 N75-14650
Dse of the t-4g simulator in USAF Undergraduate
Pilot Training ( D P T ) , phase 1
[AD-786413] p0135 S75-14785
Concept of operations for a Full Mission Fighter
Simulator (FHFS)
[AD-785901] p0135 N75-14788
Applicability of Randomdec technique to flight
simulator for advanced aircraft
[SASA-CH-137609] p0175 N75-16561
Method of electromechanical simulation of the
elastic oscillations of an aircraft in flight
[AD-A0006<i5] p0231 N75-17385
A laser-generated visual display and tracking task
for a link GAT-1 flight trainer
[AD-A001079] p0231 N75-17391
Engineering simulation development and evaluation
of the two-segment noise abatement approach
conducted in the B-727-222 flight simulator
[NASA-CR-137594] p0236 N75-18195
Man-rated flight software for the F-8 DFB8 program
p0241 N75-18250
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The flight investigation and analysis of
longitudinal handling gualities of STOL aircraft
on landing approach
[AD-A001596] p0211 M75-18251
Effects of visual flight display dynamics on
altitude tracking performance in a flight
simulator
p0261 N75-19127
A study for active control research and validation
using the Total In-Flight Simulator (TIPS)
aircraft
[NASA-CR-132611] p0275 N75-19271
Real-time simulation of jet engines with a digital
compute r (1 ) , fabrication and characteristics of
the simulator
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1768] p0275 N75-19271
Wind models for flight simulator certification of
landing and approach guidance and control systems
[AD-A003801] p0288 H75-20352
Three methods of presenting flight vector
information in a head-up display during
simulated STOL approaches
[ NASA-TM-X-3273] p0111 H75-26996
Methods used for optimizing the simulation of
Concorde SST using flight test results
p0175 H75-30000
Motion-base simulator study of control of an
externally blown flap STOL transport aircraft
after failure of an outboard engine during
landing approach
[NASA-TN-D-8026] p052U 1175-32091
PLIGHT STABILITY. TESTS
Eeport on spin test of AJ37 Viggen
p0196 A75-21807
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
p0251 475-28201
Interaction between control augmentation system
and airframe dynamics on the YF-17
[A1AA P A P E R 75-821] p0327 A75-32691
YF16 active-control-system/structural dynamics
interaction instability
[ A l i A P A P E R 75-823] p0327 A75-32695
Aircraft dynamics - What pilots never ask
flight stability tests
p0310 A75-31299
Application of active control technology to
aircraft ride smoothing
[AI&A PAPER 75-1029] p0125 A75-39521
Evaluation of the effect of a yaw-rate damper on
the lateral-directional stability and control of
the Beechcraft Queen Air 80 laboratory aircraft
[ NLB-TH-73105-U] p0229 N75-17371
Free-flight model dynamic stability measurements
on a not-so-slender wing/fin combination at zero
and small lift, Mach number eguals 0.8 to 2.0
[ARC-CP-1315] p0153 N75-29051
FLIGHT STRESS
Vertical seeking ejection seat
p0199 A75-25053
FLIGHT SXBESS (BIOLOGY)
Effect of a general aviation trainer on the stress
of f l ight training
p0117 A75-20882
FLIGHT TSST IHSTRDHENTS
The use of a navigation platform for performance
instrumentation on the YF-16 flight test program
[ A I A A PAPER 75-32] p0096 A75-18271
Advancements in flight test engineering
[LC'71-136-52] p0035 N75-10910
Sensofs and filtering technigues for flight
testing the VAK 191 and VFW 611 aircraft
vertical takeoff aircraft
p0175 N75-30005
FLIGHT TBST VEHICLES
The rotor systems research aircraft - A flying
wind tunnel
[ A I » A PAPER 74-1277] p0011 A75-11111
Advancements in flight test engineering
[LC-71-136-52] . p0035 N75-10910
Boundary-layer pressure fluctuations at high
Reynolds numbers on a second free-flight test
vehicle
[ARC-CP-1302] p0266 H75-19189
FLIGHT TBSTS
HI FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
YF-16 could advance air combat tactics
p0001 A75-10017
Test and evaluation of a fighter aircraft
in-flight thrust reverser
[AIAA PAPER 71-1170] pOOOU A75-10321
F-15 flight test experience with the F100-PW-100
engine
[AIAA PAPER 71-1162] p0012 A75-11297
Recent flight experience with the F100 engine in
the YF-16
[AIAA PAPER 71-1163] p0012 A75-11298
Flight-test technigues for obtaining valid
comparisons of wind-tunnel and flight results
from tests on a YF-12 mixed-compression inlet
[AIAA PAPER 71-1195] p0012 A75-11301
Kasprzyk's revelatory wing for gliders
p0017 A75-12174
Shuttle orbiter flight test plan evolves
p0018 A75-12720
High-altitude gliders - Projects and reality
p0016 A75-13881
The determination of the flight performance of
gliders
p0019 A75-15205
Inflight fueling helps speed YF-17 test series
pOOSO A75-15561
Suppressor nozzle and airframe noise measurements
during flyover of a modified F106B aircraft with
underwing nacelles
[ASME PAPER 71-WA/AERO-1] p0079 A75-16805
F-12 inlet development
[SAE PAPER 710831] p0082 A75-16909
Experimental methods used in France for flutter
prediction
[ONERA, TP NO. 1128] p0092 A75-18023
Transonic buffet behavior of Northrop F-5A aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-70] p0097 A75-18290
B-52 control configured vehicles maneuver load
control system analysis and flight test results
[AIAA PAPER 75-72] p0097 &75-18291
Flight measurements as part of the testing of
electric deicing eguipment for helicopter rotor
blades
p0119 A75-21035
F-4/CCV-flight tests of advanced technology
[SAE PAPER 710861] p0180 A75-22910
Evolution of the Douglas flight-test data system
p0137 A75-23888
1971 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Eighteenth Symposium, Beverly
Hills, Calif., September 25-28, 1971
p0196 A75-21802
Concorde inlet system and peripheral envelope
flight testing
p0196 A75-21801
Recent wake turbulence flight test programs
p0196 A75-21805
F-15 update report
p0196 A75-21806
YF-16 flight test program - Lightweight fighter
program
p0196 A75-21808
YF-17 flight test program - Lightweight fighter
program
p0196 A75-21809
Measurements and analysis of aircraft airframe noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-510] p0208 A75-25776
Laterally displaced ISLS antenna for tactical radar
Interrogation Side Lobe Suppression
p0211 A75-25926
An LTA flight research vehicle airship
development
p0215 A75-26003
Flight test of a digital guidance and control
system in a DC-10 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-567] p0216 A75-26726
A pilot's report concerning the VTOL VAK 191 B
p0219 A75-26900
Airbus A 300 - Comparison of the flight test
results with the flight performance and flight
characteristics determined on the basis of
theory and wind tunnel tests
p0253 A75-27980
Flight tests with the V/STOL experimental aircraft
VAK 191 B
p0251 A75-27985
A specialised recording system for the measurement
of helicopter rotor blade performance in flight
p0258 A75-28770
Application of a new slip-nngless propeller blade
measurement system
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p0258 A75-28771
A new flight test data system for HASA
aeronautical flight research
p0258 A75-2877U
Astrolabe - > synthetic circular aperture system
for landing and navigation
[OHBB1, It HO. 1975-7] p0259 475-28793
The development of a serial F.C.H. instrumentation
system
p0260 A75-28797
The benefits of real tine computer analysis of
experimental aircraft flight test data
p0260 i75-28801
Problems of structaral identification - Partial
survey of ground and flight vibration test nethods
p0301 A75-31865
B-1 - The road to first flight
p0323 A75-32155
The randon decrement technique applied to the
YF-16 flight flatter tests
[ A I A A PiPEE 75-776] p0325 A75-32663
B-1 airborne strategic deterrent
p0331 A75-33550
S-3A stall testing and auto-throttle
development/testing
p0331 A75-33613
The S-3A carrier suitability denonstration
p0331 A75-33614
IF-16 - & rare opportunity flight test program
p0332 A75-33615
Stone Spin Shorthand, including: Spin Data Card
and sample Criteria Spin Set for testing
out-of-control flight
p0332 A75-33618
Rotor Systems Eesearch Aircraft /ESBA/
p0332 A75-33621
Systematic development testing for engine
structural integrity assurance
p0339 A75-341U7
Flight test results of an automatic support system
on board a YF-12A airplane for jet engine
inlet air control
P03I47 A75-35272
A predictive oodel of wake vortex transport
p03«9 A75-35423
Comparison of flight and vind tunnel tests of an
executive airplane
p0351 A75-35806
Flight mechanics and pilot evaluation of
conventional landings
[SAE PAPER 750529] p0383 A75-36667
Airborne Omega navigation system integration and
test
p0387 A75-36963
Flight test of ARN-99/V/2 Omega navigation Set in
F-1 aircraft
p0387 A75-36966
H A S P A design and flight test objectives High
Altitude Superpressured Powered Aerostat
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-92U] p0388 A75-37002
Development and flight experience of a manned
thermal airship
[AIAi P&PEB 75-925] p0388 875-37003
A balloon transport system
[ A I A A PAPEE 75-926] p0389 A75-37001
The use of computers in flight testing
p0396 A75-37779
Northrop/United States Air Force F-5E Aircraft
Fatigue Structural Integrity Program
[ A I A A PAPER 75-988] pOU23 A75-39503
HBCA flight flutter testing
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1033] p0425 A75-39527
Performance compatibility and flight testing of
B-52 CCV systems
[ & I A A PAPEB 75-1035] p0425 A75-39528
F-15 propulsion flight testing experience
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1052] p0126 A75-39539
Determination of aerodynamic coupling derivatives
through flight test
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1119] pO«37 A75-41680
Flight experience with time-of-arrival control for
STOI aircraft in the terminal area
[AIAA P A P E R 75-1126] p0138 A75-U1686
Techniques for determining propulsion system
forces for accurate high speed vehicle drag
measurements in flight
[AIAA PAPEB 75-964] p0438 A75-11689
DC-9 flight testing of the refanned JT8D engine
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-998] A75-M1693
Electronic warfare - Military needs propel
mini-BPVs into tactical flight tests
pO«71 A75-45014
Logistics management of F100 engine through
operational introduction
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1291] p0506 A75-H5679
The weight engineer in engineering flight test
aircraft design parameters
[ S A K E PAPEB 1081] p0518 A75-47506
Results of a series of wind tunnel tests on the
Victor B . H k . 2 aircraft and a comparison with
drag estimates and full scale flight data
[ABC-CP-1283] p001« B75-10026
Transonic buffet behavior of Northrop F-5A aircraft
[NASA-CH-140939] p0027 H75-10054
A technique for displaying flight information in
the field of view of binoculars for use by the
pilots of radio controlled models
[HASA-Tn-X-72015] p0035 K75-10786
Advancements in flight test engineering
[LC-7U-136-52] ' p0035 N75-10910
Developing STOL operational criteria
p0035 N75-10911
NASA Flight Research Center scale F-15 remotely
piloted research vehicle program
p0035 B75-10912
Flight testing the F-15/AIH-7F weapon delivery mode
p0036 N75-10918
Automated avionics system checkout and monitoring
in a flight test environment
p0036 H75-10920
Airborne testing of advanced multisensor aircraft
p0036 N75-10921
A new jet engine thrust measuring system: An
advancement in flight test engineering
p0036 1175-10922
A Saab-Scania developed method for obtaining
stability derivatives from flight tests
p0036 N75-10925
Application of the fast Fourier transform to
ground vibration testing, and flight flutter
testing
p0036 N75-10926
Effective data monitoring during airplane flyover
noise tests
p0037 N75-10928
Hot-wire anemometry for in-flight measurement of
aircraft wake vortices
p0037 N75-10930
Results of full-scale vortex attenuation flight
experiments
p0037 N75-10931
OS Army helicopter icing tests
p0037 N75-10932
A remotely augmented vehicle approach to flight
testing RPV control systems
[NASA-TH-X-56029] p0037 N75-10936
Fleet retrofit report
[NASA-CH-137586] p0017 H75-10911
Engineering flight test, AH-1G helicopter,
heavyweight autorotational evaluation
[AD-785553] p0061 N75-1196<1
Engineering design handbook: Helicopter
performance testing
[AD-785000] p0061 N75-11965
Simulation of flight test conditions in the
Langley pilot transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-7811] p0065 B75-12001
»a]or results of the Royal Aircraft Establishment
phase 1 and phase 2a programmes -
p0076 N75-12986
United Kingdom HLS programme: Phase 2 feasibility
demonstration trials programme ground and
airborne measurements of aircraft landing system
performance
p0076 B75-12988
V/STOL aerodynamics proceedings of conference
on V/S10L aircraft design, development, and
flight characteristics
[AGABD-CP-103] p0115 N75-13795
Flight evaluation: Ohio University omega receiver
base
[KASA-CR-1U1058] p0120 S75-13838
Huclear helicopter air density indicating system
flight test program
[AD-786565] p012<l N75-13862
Evaluation of the Bendix altitude warning system
[AD-786461] p0124 N75-13863
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Flight tests of the Bone Alt Development center
target enhancing linear relay system
[10-767309] p0126 N75-138B3
Inf l igh t data collection for ride quality and
atmospheric turbulence research
[NASA-CR-127192] p0132 N75-11715
iTS-5 mnltipath/ranging/digitaf data L-band
ezperimental program. Phase 2: Terminal design
and flight test [Ian for phase 1 program.
Volune 1: Terminal design
[1D-783583] p0136 N75-11929
Flight investigation of rotor/vehicle state feedback
[NASA-CB-1325»6] p0165 N75-15610
Simulated ground-level STOL runway/aircraft
evaluation. Phase 3: Tests
[•D-7837U9] p0171 B75-16515
Analysis of flight and tunnel tests on the Fairey
Delta 2 research aircraft
[ARC-B/H-3738] p0175 S75-16553
A tactual pilot aid for the approach-and-landing
task: Inflight studies
p0261 H75-19131
Parameter identification applied to aircraft
[CBlBFIEJ.D-aEBO-26] p026U H75-19177
Natural icing tests. OH-1H helicopter
[AD-A002077] p0266 B75-19194
TACAB/DME digital data broadcast design plan.
Volume 5: Flight test program
[AD-A001105/0] p0268 B75-19212
An aircraft application of system identification
in the presence of state noise
[AD-A001936] p0271 B75-19231
Determination of aircraft characteristics from
flight tests
[ESBO-TT-101] p0273 B75-19252
Comparison of evaluation procedures for the
determination of flight-mechanical coefficients
and derivatives from flight tests Fiat 6-91
T3 aircraft
p0273 N75-19251
Hanual evaluation of special flying maneuvers for
the determination of flight-mechanical
coefficients and derivatives from flight tests
longitudinal and lateral stability of
G-91-T3 aircraft
p0273 B75-19255
Determination of aerodynamic derivatives of the
FIAT G-91 13 aircraft from flight tests by means
of manual analog model matching
p0273 N75-19257
Evaluation of flight test of the FIAT G-91 T3 by
means of the method of forced oscillations
p0273 N75-19258
Evaluation of flight tests of the FIAT 6-91 13 by
means of regression analysis
p0273 H75-19259
A SAAB-SCABIA developed method for obtaining
stability derivatives from flight tests
p027<l N75-19260
Characteristics of the AJ 37 aircraft: Comparison
of the results of wind tunnel and flight tests
noting elasticity correction for wind tunnel
model
p0271 H75-19261
Some aspects of performance measurements in
nonsteady flight angle of attack and rate of
climb
p0271 B75-19262
Determination of the parameters of a system of
equations of motion from flight test data
least sguares method
p0274 N75-19263
Determination of derivatives by a model with
automatic parameter analog circuit
p0271 B75-19265
Selected examples cf the evaluation of TAK 191 B
flight tests roll control characteristic in
hovering flight
p0271 H75-19266
A flight test investigation of the rolling moments
induced on a T-37B airplane in the wake of a
B-7147 airplane
[BASA-TB-X-56031 ] p0276 B75-20221
Some DHC-6 Twin Otter approach and landing
experience in a STOL system
p0307 B75-21238
Operational flight evaluation of the two-segment
approach for use in airlrae service
[NASA-CE-2515] p0309 N75-21255
Engineering flight and guest pilot evaluation
report, phase 2 DC 8 aircraft
[NASA-CB-137661] p0310 S75-21269
Data .acquisition test report on OB-58A HiCad
battery operation
CAD-A001526] pQ313 H75-21805
Comparisons of wing pressure distribution from
flight tests of flush and external orifices for
Bach numbers from 0.50 to 0.97
[BASA-TH-X-56032] p031U B75-22275
A two-phase investigation of longitudinal flying
qualities for fighters. Phase 1: The effect of
evaluation technique and flight phase on flying
qualities assessment. Phase 2: An example of
criteria development, control system design and
flight test evaluation of four control systems
using Eta-z, alpha, and q feedback
[AD-782218] p0317 H75-22315
Analysis of wake vortex flight test data behind a
T-33 aircraft
[NASA-CB-137669] p0351 B75-23182
Isolating nozzle afterbody interaction parameters
and size effects: A new approach flight and
wind tunnel tests with A 7 aircraft
p0357 B75-23503
Beynolds number effects on boattail drag of
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests
p0357 N75-23506
Flight test for the feasibility evaluation of the
Chadwick Electronic Weighing System (CHENS)
[AD-A007516] p0359 H75-23522
Correlation of low speed wind tunnel and flight
test data for V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-62123] p0362 B75-23557
Flight service evaluation of PBD-19/epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[BASA-CB-1326U7] p0372 H75-21719
Flight load investigation of helicopter external
loads
[AD-A008391] p0373 N75-21727
Flight test and evaluation of Omega navigation for
general aviation
[BASA-CB-132677] p0105 S75-25901
Guardrail IIA RO-21H evaluation
[AD-A001009] pO«07 B75-25923
iind tunnel measurements of forward speed effects
on jet noise from suppressor nozzles and
comparison with flight test data
[BASA-TH-X-62119] p0109 B75-259U6
Exploratory flight investigation of aircraft
response to the winq vortex wake generated by
the augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft
[BASA-TH-X-62387] pO«12 B75-26980
Comparison of two head-up displays in simulated
standard and noise abatement night visual
approaches
[8ASA-TH-X-3261] p0111 B75-26995
Application of steep angle approach in an
engineering and flight test program
[AD-A005071] p0415 N75-28053
Army preliminary evaluation 1: BV-ID/quick look 2
aircraft
[AD-A005220] p0146 N75-28058
Baseline measurement of the noise generated by a
short-to-medium range jet transport flying
standard ILS approaches and level flyovers
[BASA-TB-Jt-72760] p0159 B75-29119
Methods used for optimizing the simulation of
Concorde SST using flight test results
p0175 H75-30000
Sensors and filtering techniques for flight
testing the VAK 191 and VFI 611 aircraft
vertical takeoff aircraft
p0175 B75-30005
Design and evaluation of a symmetric flight test
manoeuvre for the estimation of longitudinal
performance and stability and control
characteristics
pOU75 N75-30006
Determination of stability derivatives from flight
test results comparison of five analytical
techniques
pOU75 N75-30007
Five identification methods applied to flight test
data stability derivatives, aircraft
performance
pOU76 N75-30008
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SUBJECT IHDEI FLOB CHABACTEEISTICS
Determination of aerodynamic derivatives from
transient responses in nanoeuvring flight
pOU76 875-30011
Advancement in paramenter identification and
aircraft flight testing
pOU76 N75-30012
A comparison and evaluation of two methods of
extracting stability derivatives from flight
test data using Nevton Raphson method
pOU76 H75-30015
Determination of stability derivatives from flight
test results by Deans of the regression analysis
pOU77 N75-30017
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft f rom flight data
pO«77 1175-30020
Rotorcraft derivative identification f rom
analytical models and flight test data
pO«77 H75-30021
The efficient application of digital
identification techniques to flight data from a
variable stability V/STOL aircraft
p0178 H75-300214
Survivable flight control system. Active control
development, flight test, and application
p O t e O H75-30039
P-8 digital f ly-by-wire flight test results viewed
from an active controls perspective
pO<481 N75-30019
The flight development of electronic displays for
V/STOL approach guidance CL-8<4 and SC-1
aircraft
pOU83 N75-30068
Rotor aounwash velocities about the U H - 1 M
helicopter: Flight test measurements and
theoretical calculations
[AD-A008965] pO«88 N75-30128
The UD area navigation system description and
flight test results
[ N A S A - T N - D - 7 8 7 M ] pOU89 N75-30137
Plight evaluation: Bosemount orthogonal low
airspeed system low airspeed sensor
[AD-JS009711 ] p0196 S75-31061
Some experience in engine-troubleshooting vith
inflight-data, recorded in the F-101G with the
leads-200
p0198 H75-31093
A r m y preliminary evaluation 1: Model 200 CEFLY
L A N C E R reconnaissance aircraft/flight tests
[AD-A009713] p0526 N7S-3210S
Army preliminary evaluation 2: Model 200 CEFLI
L A N C E B
[AD-A009711] p0526 N75-32106
Artificial icing tests AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A009712] p0527 N75-32108
Development of circumferential seal for helicopter
transmissions: Results of bench and flight tests
[NASA-TM-X-71806 ] p0534 N75-33055
FLIGHT TIRE
•Time is energy1 /Benson and Stringfellow Memorial
lecture/ VTOI aircraft developments
p0304 A75-32321
A direct time history study of the response of an
airplane to nonstatiooary turbulence
[AD-A006159] p0457 N75-29102
Influence on the time of various climbing methods
beyond the RAISES turn
pOi(85 K7S-30091
FLIGHT TBAIBIBG
A model of the reliability of a jet trainer aircraft
p0086 A75-1735U
Effect of a general aviation trainer on the stress
of flight training
p0147 A75-20882
Oses of a visual landing system in primary flight
training
[AD-78H888] p0039 N75-10960
Plight control and procedures for stimulated
visual approach and landing. Self-paced
training package
[NASA-CR-100335] p0065 N75-11999
Syllabus and syllabus development techniques used
in evaluating the A/F37A/T-UG flight simulator
CAD-786»12] p0128 H75-1Q650
Concept of operations for a Full Mission Fighter
Simulator (FMFS)
[AD-785901] p01 35 H75-11)788
The value of an air combat maneuvering range to
the Tactical Air Command
[AD-786850J p0138 N75-15597
Field evaluation of model 2 of the computer-based,
individual trainer for the radar intercept officer
[AD-A002705] p0275 H75-19278
FLIGHT VEHICLES
Soviet air cushion vehicles
pOOIS A75-15011
Steady motion of a rotating symmetric aircraft
finless rocket vehicles
pOOSU A75-170U7
Optimal flight vehicle rotation braking
nonlinear system design
p0295 A75-30751
Flight vehicle lateral static stability
p0295 A75-30755
Influence of actuator kinematics on flight vehicle
booster control system stability
p0296 A75-3076I4
Calculation of supersonic inviscid flow about a
pyramidal-body model of a delta-shaped vehicle
p0127 A75-10254
The future application of aircraft-borne digital
computers in complex-automated adaptive control
systems for flight vehicles
[AD-A000193] p0211 H75-18253
FLOR CH1BACTEBISTICS
NT BOONDABY LAYEB STABILITY
HI FLAME STABILITY
NT FLOH DISTRIBUTION
NT FLOH STABILITY
NT FLOB VELOCITY
Gasdynamics of engines for flight vehicles
Russian book
p0051 A75-16126
Aerodynamic coefficients of nonconical bodies of
star-shaped cross section
p0092 A75-18017
Prediction of vortex flow characteristics of wings
at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 75-219] pOIOI A75-18117
Flow characteristics about concave conic
forebodies at high Mach number
[AIAA PAPBB 75-153] p01U3 A75-20281
Calculation by the singularity method of the
characteristics of a cascade in compressible
flow without knocking up to the supercritical
speed
p0189 A75-23988
Low Reynolds number hypersonic nozzle flows
p0194 A75-24270
Formation of swirling jets expelled from annular
nozzles
p0303 A75-32210
Three dimensional characteristics of turbulent
wakes behind rotors of axial flow turbomachinery
[ASME PAPEB 75-GT-1] p03t1 A75-34566
An axisymmetric separated and reattached flow on a
longitudinal blunt circular cylinder
[ASME PAPER 75-APM-T4] p03<45 A75-35101
The effect of the surface roughness of blade
profiles on the flow characteristics of a turbine
German book
pOU20 A75-39220
On the potential theory of distributed
singularities and its edge condition for a
lifting flow of three-dimensional body
pOU71 A75-U1893
Investigation into the formation of wing-tip
vortices
[AD-783271] p0069 H75-12909
The flow around a uing with an external flow jet
flap
p0116 N75-13801
Design and test of ejector thrust augmentation
configurations '
p0118 N75-13814
Study of transonic flow over various bodies
p0263 N75-19169
Inviscid to turbulent transition of trailing
vortices
[HASA-CB-112298] p0263 N75-19172
Remarks on fluid dynamics of the stall
p0315 B75-22282
Analysis of the velocity distribution at the blade
tips of axial-flow compressors
[HiSA-TT-F-16366] , p0317 N75-22319
Flow characteristics of various swirl-can module
designs exhaust flow simulation, flow
characteristics, and combustion efficiency of
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3et engine fuels
tHJSA-TB-X-3236] p0375 B75-247UO
Effect on fan flow characteristics of length and
axial location of a cascade thrust reverser
[HASA-TM-X-3247] p0376 875-24745
On wake vortex alleviation
p0450 N75-29010
Optimum design of a bypass engine with flow mixing
jet engines - gas mixtures/combustion
efficiency
[NASA-TT-F-16615 ] p0533 N75-33053
FLOH CHABTS
A structural weight estimation program (StlEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration and
data management module. Appendix A: Data
management module f low charts and F O R T R A N lists
[AD-A002851] p0283 N75-20304
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: King and empennage module.
Appendix A: General information for module flow
charts and listings. Appendix B: Program flow
charts, overlays (8,0), (11,0), (15,0), (16,0)
and (17,0)
[AD-A0028S9] p028U 875-20313
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Appendix C: Program flow charts, overlays (9,0)
and (10,0)
[AD-A002860] p0284 875-20314
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: King and empennage module.
Appendix D: Program flow charts, overlay (18,0)
[AD-A002861] p0284 875-20315
FLOS COEFFICIEHTS
ST DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT
FLOS DEFLECTIOH
Deflection of a thick jet by a convex surface - A
practical problem for powered lift
[ A I A A PAPEE 75-167] p0101 A75-18355
FLOS DIBECTIOH I8DICATOBS
HI BIND V A N E S
Miniature probe for transonic flow direction
measurements
p0182 A75-23224
FLOW DISTOBTIOH
Statistical averages of subsonic inlet distortion
[ A I A A PAPER 74-1197] p0003 A75-10342
Prediction of compressor stall for distorted and
undistorted flow by use of a multistage
compressor simulation on the digital computer
[AIAA P A P E B 75-28] p0095 A75-18267
The interaction between vortex-array
representations of freestream turbulence and
impermeable bodies
[AIAA PAPER 75-116] p0099 A75-18321
Development of min imum correction Kind tunnels
[ A I A A PAPER 75-11(11] p0101 A75-18342
Similarities in pressure distribution in separated
flow behind backward-facing steps
p0112 A75-19256
Suppression of spatial waves by distortion of jet
velocity profile
p0140 A75-19870
Supersonic jet noise generated by large scale
disturbances
p0154 A75-22363
Effect of geometry on open cavity flow-induced
pressure oscillations
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1)92] p0207 A75-25761
The generation of sound by aerodynamic sources in
an inhomogeneous steady flow
p02i43 A7S-26463
Influence of twisting the main flow on the
efficiency of fila heating with anally
symmetric flow around a cylinder
p0294 A75-30493
Ground vortex - Limit to engine/reverser operation
for high bypass ratio engine
[ASSE PAPER 75-GT-3] p03it1 A75-3I4567
The distortion of a jet by tabs
p0503 A75-45411
Two-stage fan. 2: Data and performance with'
redesigned second stage cotor uniform and
distorted inlet flows
[BASA-CR-134710] p0038 875-109114
Distortion induced engine instability
[AGAHD-LS-72] p0073 H75-12954
Introduction to distortion induced engine
instability
p0073 S75-12955
Sources of distortion and compatibility
p0073 N75-12956
Methods to increase engine stability and tolerance
to distortion
p0074 N75-12961
An experimental investigation of compressor stall
using an on-line distortion indicator and signal
conditioner
[SASA-TM-X-3182] p0278 H75-20248
Effect of a 180 deg-extent inlet pressure
distortion on the internal flow conditions of a
TF30-P-3
[NASA-TM-X-3267] p0528 875-32125
FLOH DISTRIBUTION
Flow immediately behind a step in a supersonic
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 74-1161] pOOOU A75-10317
A flow field model for, and some studies on the
drag of, an engine exhaust system at transonic
flight speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1175] p0002 A75-10325
Generation of aerodynamic profiles and
establishing the circulation around a wing by
deformation of the wing
p0018 A75-12638
Surface pressure and wake flow fluctuations in a
supercritical airfoil flowfield
[AIAA PAPEB 75-66] p0096 A75-18288
Flow field study about a hemispherical cylinder in
transonic and low supersonic Bach number range
[AIAA PAPER 75-83] p0098 A75-18297
The flow field in the environment of a planar
plate in parallel flow within the range of free
molecular flow
p0139 A75-19664
Calculation of the flow on a blunted cone at high
angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 75-149] p0143 A75-20280
Spatial stability of some Falkner-Skan profiles
with reversed flow separated flow boundary
layer profiles
p0146 A75-20655
Supersonic flow of a lightly dust-laden gas past a
wedge
p0183 A75-23298
Combustion intensity and distribution relation to —
noise generation
[AIAA PAPER 75-524] p0209 A75-25788
Separated flow over a body of revolution
p0290 A75-29462
Partial admission losses in an axial flow reaction
turbine
p0291 A75-29763
Calculation of the flow field at an air intake,
operating in place, by the source-sink method
/two-dimensional case/
p0292 A75-29814
Experiments on supersonic boundary-layer
separation in three dimensions
[ASUE PAPER 75-APHH-55] pOSOO A75-31424
Supercritical airfoil flowfield measurements
[AIAA PAPER 75-880] p0335 A75-33964
Two dimensional, inviscid, transonic flowfield
atound a profile
p0393 A75-37424
Calculation of flow field around air intake
operating at zero forward speed by the
distributed source-sink method /2-D case/
p0397 A75-38077
A simplified approach to generalized helicopter
configuration modeling and the prediction of
fuselage surface pressures
p0400 A75-38351
Interactive computer graphics applied to the
theoretical aircraft/store separation problem
p0512 A75-46713
A parametric study of effect of forebody shape on
flow angularity at Hach 8 for hypersonic
aircraft
[8ASA-TH-D-7768] p0023 B75-10008
A forebody design technigue for highly integrated
bottom-mounted scranjets with application to a
hypersonic research airplane
[HASA-TB-X-71971] p0062 875-11973
A method for prediction of lift for multi-element
airfoil systems with separation
p0117 1175-13807
A-160
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Experimental high lift optimization of multiple
element airfoils
p0117 H75-13808
Review of methods of solution of afterbody/exhaust
nozzle flov fields
[AD-787459] p0131 H75-1«73U
Hotor flow survey program OH-IB helicopter
[AD-787028] p0163 875-15620
Experimental verification of a transonic test
technique for foil-scale inlet/engine systems
simulating maneuvering attitudes
[1D-787659] p0167 H75-15660
Rind tunnel investigations on an airplane model
with variable sveepback in the incompressible
region. Part 2: Presentation of the evaluated
force measurements
CIFD-2/74-PT-2] p0170 875-16517
Wind tunnel investigation of the wake near the
trailing edge of a distributed
apper-surface-blown flap
[NASA-TS-X-72637 ] p0233 H75-18176
Study of transonic flow over various bodies
p0263 H75-19169
Analytical conparison of hypersonic flight and
wind tunnel viscoos/inviscid flow fields
[SJSi-CB-2189] p0276 1175-19586
Aircraft dynamic response associated with
fluctuating flow fields
p0315 H75-22285
Airfcane/propulsion systea flow field interference
and the effect on air intake and exhaust nozzle
performance
p0357 H75-23508
An investigation of the flow field of the A-7D
aircraft with several external store loadings at
Hach numbers 0.70 and 0.95
[ AD-A008476] p0371 N75-24688
Detailed transonic flow field measurements about a
supercritical airfoil section
[ N*SA-TH-T.-32U<I] pO«12 N75-26975
Evaluation of a wedge on a force balance as a flow
angle probe
[AD-A004765] pOU16 N75-27021
Optimum performance and potential flow field of
hovering rotors
[HASA-CR-137705] p0442 N75-28024
numerical computation of three-dimensional blunt
body flow fields with an impinging shock
[HASA-CR-143312] pOU52 H75-29038
Technical evaluation report on fluid dynamics
panel symposium on airframe/propulsion a
discussion of air intakes/ nozzle flow, and flow
distribution
[AGAED-AE-81 ] pflltSS N75-2911U
An improved source flow characteristic technique
for the analysis of scram]et exhaust flow fields
[NASA-CH-132697] pOI|61 N75-29361
Measurements at the leeward side of a cone at
large incidences in supersonic flow
[7TH-186] p0462 B75-29370
Transonic airfoil flowfield analysis using
Cartesian coordinates
[NASA-CR-2577] p0486 875-30100
Experimental investigation of a Hach 6
fixed-geometry inlet featuring a swept
external-internal compression flow field
[NASA-TN-D-7998] p0533 N75-33051
FLOB BQOATIOBS
NT HE1BHOLTZ V08TICITY EQUATION
NT VORTICITY EQUATIONS
Two dimensional transonic two-phase flow in
axisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 711-1088] p0002 A75-10275
An extension of the 'parabolic method1 to the
calculation of transonic flows
pOOOU A75-10837
A boundary value problem for a linearized
axisynmetric 7T equation for viscous
transonic flow
p0047 A75-14466
A comparison of the matrix and streamline
curvature methods of axial flow tnrbomachinery
analysis, from a user's point of view
CASHE PAPER 7U-BA/GT-H] pOOBO A75-168<49
Transonic flow past bodies of revolution with
ducts in the presence of an efflux from the duct
p0092 A75-18009
On the treatment of body forces in the radial
equilibrj.ua equation of turbomachinery
p0111 A75-19061
Stability of an axial flow compressor with steady
inlet conditions
p0151 A75-22017
Transonic profile design gas dynamic analysis
[DOLE PAPEB 7U-98] p0192 A75-2U1t5
Aperiodic unsteady transonic flows
p0297 475-30889
An exact calculation of the inviscid flow field on
the lower surface of Honweiler waveriders
supersonic flow around caret wings
p0301 475-31864
A method for calculating flows through plane
airfoil lattices
p0340 A75-34245
Integral equations for the calculation of the flow
about accelerated slender bodies for H greater,
egual, or less than 1
p0346 475-35204
Analytic investigation of hypersonic flow around
blunt bodies
p0380 A75-36163
Foundations for a theory of the ring airfoil in
axisymmetric shear-flow
p0470 A75-44018
Extended integral equation method for transonic
flows over airfoils
p0510 A75-46178
The rolling up of a semi-infinite vortex sheet
p0514 A75-I47256
Analog simulation of the small perturbation
equation applied to transonic flows and wall
and cascade flows
p0016 N75-10370
Numerical solution for unsteady sonic flow over
thin wings
[NASA-CR-141114] p0068 B75-12899
An investigation on the effect of second-order
additional thickness distributions to the upper
surface of an NACA 64 sub 1-212 airfoil
using flow equations and a CDC 7600 digital
computer
[HASA-CR-137701] p0369 1175-24674
An investigation on the effect of second-order
additional thickness distributions to the upper
surface of an NACA 6U-206 airfoil using flow
equations and a CDC 7600 digital computer
[NASA-CE-137702] p0369 H75-21675
Theoretical effect of modifications to the upper
surface of two NACA airfoils using smooth
polynomial additional thickness distributions
which emphasize leading edge profile and which
vary guadratically at the trailing edge
using flow equations and a CDC 7600 computer
[NASA-CR-137703] p0370 N75-21676
FLOB FIELDS
0 FLOi DISTRIBUTION
FLOR GEOBETRI
The boundary layer on a plane of symmetry flow
convergence and divergence effects
p0112 A75-19255
Sound propagation in curved ducts
[AIAA PAPER 75-497] p0207 A75-25766
Structure of turbulent jets and wakes
p0380 A75-36236
Near-field supersonic flow pattern of slender
delta wings
p0392 A75-37182
The structure of high-pressure jets of low density
issuing from a supersonic nozzle
pOU26 A75-39981
High Reynclds number transonic flow simulation
p0466 A75-12194
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of
forward-located spoilers and trailing splines as
trailing-vortex hazard-alleviation devices on an
aspect-ratio-8 wing model
[NASA-TH-X-3166] p0161 N75-15608
Two-stage fan. 4: Performance data for stator
setting angle optimization
[NASA-CR-134717] p0166 N75-15652
FLOI HBiSDEBHEBT
Applied aerodynamics Russian book on
experimental methods, measurement and
calculation techniques
p0019 A75-13026
Experimental and analytical sonic nozzle discharge
coefficients for Reynolds numbers up to 8,000,000
[ASHE PAPER 74-8A/FH-8] pOOSO A75-16816
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FLO! P1TTBBIS SUBJECT INDEX
On-line calibration of high-response pressure
transducers during jet-engine testing
[SAE P A P E R 710825] p0082 A75-16908
Experiments on the asymmetric turbnlent wake o£ a
foil in a decelerating flow
p0088 A75-17107
Boundary layer study with hot file transducers in
subsonic and transonic flows
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1116] p0091 A75-17835
Traupel commemorative volume on aerodynamics
and tnrbomachinery
p0110 A75-19051
Averaging of nonuniform flow in turbomachine flow
traverses
p0187 A75-23821
Flow determination at the exit of a moving
supersonic annular blade cascade
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1370] p0188 A75-239U6
Experimental study of the unsteady flow through a
turbomachine stage
p0188 A75-23917
The FOP wind tunnel Field Observing Facility
anemometer calibrations
p0195 A75-21395
Experimental and theoretical analysis of three
dimensional turbulent boundary layers in a
curved supersonic channel
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1975-22] p0211 A75-26176
Miniature probes for use in gas turbine testing
[SAE PAPER 750091] p0215 A75-26589
About the measurements of steady and unsteady
aerodynamic forces on an airfoil section with a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer
p0301 A75-31875
Monitoring the movement of wake vortices at
Kennedy and Stapleton airports
p0037 N75-10929
Hot-wire anemone try for in-flight measurement of
aircraft wake vortices
p0037 N75-10930
Determination by means of hydraulic analogy of the
transonic flow ic a blade cascade
p0276 N75-20213
FLOB PATTERNS
D PLOD DISTRIBUTION
FLQ« BATS
U FLOH VELOCITY
FLOS BEGDLATOBS
NT FUEL FLOW REGULATORS
Afterburning regulation concepts
p0365 N75-23587
FLOW BESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DBAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
NT VISCOUS DRAG
The resistance of bodies of revolution at
transonic flow velocities
p0379 A75-35968
Experimental measurements of skin friction on
upper surface blown wing
[HASA-TB-X-7263U ] p0161 S75-15605
FLOW SEPARATION
U BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
U SEPARATED FLOH
FLOI STABILITY
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
NT FLAME STABILITY
The stability of a trailing line vortex. II -
Viscous theory
p0003 A75-10621
Applications of similarity laws in the case of
turbomachines
p0011 A75-11671
Stability of an axial flow compressor with steady
inlet conditions
p0151 A75-22017
The scattering of sound by a vortex sheet
p0179 A75-22934
An example of boundary layer flow with two
instability regions
p0258 A75-28680
The effects of atmospheric stability, turbulence,
and wind shear on aircraft wake behavior
p0350 A75-35126
Study on the establishment of flow in a wind
tunnel functioning by induction
p0351 A75-35811
Distortion induced engine instability
[AGABD-LS-72] p0073 N75-12951
Methods to increase engine stability and tolerance
to distortion
p0071 N75-12961
FLOI THEOBI
V Analysis of unsteady transonic channel flow with
shock wives
[AIAA SAPEB 75-61] p0112 A75-20265
Approximate solution to the wing theory equation
by the Bubnov-Galerkin method
p0197 A75-21833
A method for correlating wind tunnel experiments
with potential flow theory
p0391 A75-37600
A few considerations on the trailing vortex
appearing in the axisymaetric theory and the
secondary flow theory
p0171 A75-1U892
Theoretical prediction of thick wing and
pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic
characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 1:
Theory and results
[NASA-CB-137578] p0058 M75-11935
The aerodynamics of two-diaensional airfoils with
spoilers
p0117 N75-13809
Theory of mixing flow of a perfect fluid around an
afterbody and a propulsive jet
p0355 N75-23493
FLOH VELOCITY
Effect of forward velocity on the noise
characteristics of dual-flow jet nozzles
[ASME PAPEB 71-WA/AEBO-1] p0079 A75-16808
Experiments on the asymmetric turbulent wake of a
foil in a decelerating flow
p0088 A75-17107
Study of heat transfer in turbine cascades at high
gas flow velocities
p0152 A75-22097
Nonintrusive ultrasonic measurement of flow
velocity and mass flow rate
p0179 A75-22880
An example of boundary layer flow with two
instability regions
p0258 475-28680
Separated flow over a body of revolution
p0290 A75-29162
Partial admission losses in an axial flow reaction
turbine
p0291 A75-29763
Characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer at
a smooth disk rotating in a large volume
p0294 A75-30191
Improved solution for potential flow about
arbitrary axisymmetric bodies by the use of a
higher-order surface source method
p0298 A75-31092
Search for the final period of decay of the
axisymmetric turbulent wake
p0323 A75-32439
Local momentum theory and its application to the
rotary wing
[AIAA PAPEB 75-865] p0333 A75-33952
Calculation of transonic flows using an extended
integral eguation method
[AIAA PAPER 75-876] p033t A75-33961
Forward velocity effects on under-the-wing
externally blown flap noise
[HASA-TM-X-71656] p0166 N75-15653
Velocity and rolling-moment measurements in the
wake of a swept-wing model in the 10 by 80 foot
wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-X-62111] p0353 N75-23181
FLOI VISUALIZATION
NT NUMERICAL FLOH VISUALIZATION
Incipient separation of a supersonic turbulent
boundary layer at moderate to high Reynolds
numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 75-7] p009« 175-18258
Quantitative density visualization in a transonic
rotor
[AIAA PAPER 75-21] p0112 A75-20257
The Aerodynamic characteristics and trailing
vortex wake of propeller V/STOL configurations
p0256 A75-28522
On/the flow around an air inlet
/[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-38] p0301 A75-32331
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SOBJECT IHDEX FLUID SECHAHICS
The experimental investigation of soBe
characteristics of the snpersonic flov around
delta vings
p0515 A75-0743B
Aerospace Research topics on airfoil profiles,
flov visualization, ablative materials,
nicroanalysis, and filter analysis
[ESBO-TT-90] p0021 H75-10011
Methods of visualizing the leading edge separation
bubble and analysis of the results
p002U H75-10013
Development of a Fovler flap systea for a high
performance general aviation airfoil
[NASA-CB-21U3] p0073 N75-129U3
Beasurements of static stability coefficients of
an ogive delta wing nodel at transonic and
supersonic speeds
tFFA-TS-JD-876] p0170 H75-16516
The measurenent of the HcDonnell-Douglas DC-9
trailing vortei system using the toner fly-by
technique
tAD-A001156/3] p0237 H75-18222
Flo* visualization stndy of close-coupled canard
ving and strake ving configuration
[NASA-TS-X-72668 ] p0308 N75-212U7
An experimental investigation of the effect of a
fuselage on ving characteristics
[AD-A003955] p0106 H75-25921
Flov visualization of leading-edge vortex
enhancement by spanvise bloving svept vings
- wind tunnel stability tests
[NASA-TH-X-72702] pO<!86 N75-30108
A static air f lov visualization method to obtain a
time history of the lift-indaced vortei and
circulation
[NASA-TB-X-72769] p0522 N95-32025
FLOHHBTBBS
HT BOT-RIBE FLOHBETEBS
Nonintrusive ultrasonic measurement of flov
velocity and mass flov rate
p0179 A75-22880
Ultrasonic flovmeter cell designs for liquids
p0211 A75-25951
FLUID BOOBDABIES
NT LIQUID-SOLID IH1EBFACES
FLOID DYBABICS
NT AERODYSABICS
NT AEBOTBEBBODINABICS
KT GAS D Y N A B I C S
NT H Y D B O D Y N A H I C S
NT H A G N E T O H Y D B O D Y B J B I C S
NT BAHEFIED GAS DYNAHICS
NT BOTOH A E R O D Y N A M I C S
NT SOPEBSONICS
Technical evaluation report on Fluid Dynamics
Panel Symposiun on V/STOL Aerodynamics[ A G A B D - A B - 7 8 ] " p0276 H75-19585
Remarks on fluid dynamics of the stall
p0315 N75-22282
Fluid dynamic lift, content summary
[AD-A009103] pOII88 1175-30131
FLOID FILTSBS
Aircraft engine lube oil filtration study
[SAE PAPEB 750505] p0381 A75-36651
Some criteria for selecting filters for aircraft
and special hydraulics
pOU69 A75-43550
FLOID FLOI
NT AIR FLOR
KT AIB JETS
NT A H H O L A B FLOR
NT AXIAL P10H
NT AXISIBHETRIC FLOW
HT BASE PLOD
NT B O U N D A R Y LATER FLOR
NT BODNEABT LAIEB SEPABATIOH
HT CASCADE FLOR
NT CAVITATIOH FLOR
HT C H A H N E L FLOR
HI C O A X I A L FLOR
HI COBBUSTIBLE FLOS
NT COHPBBSSIBLE FLOR
NT CONICAL FLOR
HT CORE FLOR
HT C O R N E B FLOR
NT CRITICAL FLOR
HT CBOSS FLOH
NT DUCTED FLOR
HT FBEE FLOR
HT FBEE BOLECOLAB FLOH
HT FUEL FLOR
NT GAS FLOR
NT BIPEBSOHIC FLOR
NT IUCOBPBESSIBLE FLOR
NT IBLET FLOR
NT IHVISCID FLOR
NT JET FLOR
NT JET BIXING FLOR
NT LABINAB FLOR
NT BASS FLOR
NT BEBIDIOBAL FLOB
NT NOBEQOILIBBIOB FLOR
HT HOHONIFORB FLOR
NT NOZZLE FLOH
NT OBIFICE FLOR
HI OSCILLATING FLOR
HT OUTLET FLOR
HT PARALLEL PLOR
HI PEBIPHEBAL JET FLOR
HI PLASTIC FLOR
HI POTENTIAL FLOR
HI BADIAL FLOW
HI BEATIACHED FLOR
HT BECIBCDLA1IVE FLUID FLOR
NI REVEBSED FLOR
HI SECOHDABY FLOR
NT SEPABATED FLOR
NT SHEAR FLOR
NT SLIP FLOR
HT SBALL PEBTOBBATION FLOR
NT STAGNATION FLOR
HT STEADY FLOR
NT STRATIFIED FLOR
NT SDBCBITICAL FLOR
HT SUBSONIC FLOH
NT SDPEBCA7ITATIHG FLOR
NT SOPEBCBITICAL FLOR
NT SUPEBSONIC FLOR
NT SOPEBSONIC JET FLOR
NT THREE DIBENSIONAL FLOR
NT TRANSITION FLOH
HT TfiANSONIC FLOR
NT TUBBULENT FLOR
HI TRO DIHENSIONAL FLOR
MI IRQ PHASE FLOR
NI 08IFOBB PLOR
HT UNSTEADY FLOR
NI VEBTICAL AIB CUBBEHTS
HI VISCOUS FLOH
MI RALL FLOR
NT RATER FLOR
NT REDGE FLOR
Secondary flov in cascades - Ino simple
derivations for the components of vorticity
p0151 A75-22018
Aerodynamics fundamentals and applications
p0303 A75-32080
Turbulent vaKe behind slender bodies including
self-propelled configurations
[AD-A001040] p0223 N75-17319
FLOID IHJECTION
NT GAS INJECTION
Skin friction reduction in supersonic flov by
injection through slots, porous sections and
combinations of the tvo
[NASA-CB-2U91] p0231 N75-17614
Preliminary core-engine noise abatement
experimental results of a fluid injection nozzle
on a JT-15D turbofan engine
[HASA-CR-1377111] p0527 N75-32117
FLOID JETS
HI AIB JETS
HI FREE JETS
HT GAS JETS
Designing hovercraft jet nozzles
pOOSI A75-17087
FLOID BECHAHICS
HI AERODINABICS
HI AEROTHEBBODIHABICS
NT FLUID DYSABICS
HI GAS DIHABICS
HI HYDEODYHABICS
HI SAGNETOHYDBODYHAalCS
HT RAREFIED GAS DIBASICS
NI BOTOB AEBODIHAHICS
NT SOPEBSONICS
Bechanics and fluid mechanics at Delft jet
nixing flov
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FLDID POSES SUBJECT IHDEI
[AD-787628] p0168 N75-15917
FLDID POWER
B-1 hydraulic power systems
p01U5 A75-20U50
FLUID BOTOB GYBOSCOPBS
Error in a corrected gyrocompass in maneuvering
p0109 A75-18882
FLOID SKITCBIKG ELEBBIIS
Three-axis fluidic/electronic automatic flight
control system flight test report
[lD-i00089U] p0230 H75-17379
PL01DIC CIHCDITS
A r m y helicopter fluidic control systems
p0046 A75-11339
A fluidically controlled aircraft environmental
system
[ASHE PAPEF 75-ENAS-7] pO<t31 A75-4089I)
Hind tunnel tests of a symmetrical airfoil with
scoop fed slots
[NASA-CB-132568] p0265 N75-19183
Evaluation program on using compressor bleed air
as a source of pneumatic power for fluidic
circuits
[AD-A002U83] p0288 N75-20676
Fluidic sensors for turbojet engines
p0366 K75-23598
FL01DICS
Fluidic ejection seat control system
p0199 175-25052
FLOTDIZED BED FBOCESSOBS
Dse of low grade solid fuels in gas turbines
[ASHE PAPEB 7<(-BA/F,NEB-5] pOOSO A75-16837
FLOOBESCEHCE
Aircraft overhaul cleaning requirements and their
effect on the fluorescent penetrant inspection
process
p0051 A75-16075
Survey of thin f i lm fluorescent material for
marking aircraft
[AD-A005571] p0236 N75-18191
FLDOBESCEHT EHISSIOi
D FLUORESCENCE
FLOOBOSCOPY
Development of real time high energy X-ray imaging
system for use in dynamic fluoroscopy of aero
gas turbines
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-117] p0344 A75-3165U
FLOITSB
NT PANEL FLDTTEE
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTEB
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTEB
NT TBANSONIC FLUTTER
Method of electromechanical simulation of the
elastic oscillations of an aircraft in flight
[AD-A0006U5] p0231 N7S-17385
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume Hi Baterial properties,
structure temperature, flutter and fatigue
[AD-A002856] p0284 N75-20307
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 10: Flutter optimation
stand-alone program
[AD-A002872] p0285 N75-20323
Steady and oscillatory, subsonic and supersonic,
aerodynamic pressure and generalized forces for
complex aircraft configurations and applications
to flutter
[SASA-CB-1U2983] pOU03 N75-25871
UK Jaguar external store flutter clearance
pOt«1 N75-28013
Flutter of wings eguipped with large engines in pod
pOIUI N75-28014
Calculation of aerodynamic loads on oscillating
wing/store combinations in subsonic flow
p0441 N75-28015
Flutter suppression and structural load alleviation
[AGABD-CP-175] p0525 N75-32096
Design considerations for an active suppression
system for fighter wing/store flutter
p052S N75-32097
Active flutter suppression
p0525 N75-32098
Active control of empennage flutter
p0526 N75-32099
Hind tunnel investigation of control configured
vehicle systems
p0526 N75-32100
Bind tunnel test of a flutter suppressor on a
straight wing
p0526 N75-32102
Hydraulic controls for active flutter suppression
and load alleviation
p0526 H75-3210H
Height optimization under flutter constraint
p0531 N75-33030
FLUTTER ANALYSIS
Automated structural design with aeroelastic
constraints - A review and assessment of the
state of the art
pOOOT A75-1162U
Vibrational investigations on aircraft models in
support of flutter calculations
p0007 A75-11676
Flutter of wings equipped with engines in pod
[ONEBA, IP NO. 11111] p0091 A75-17831
Experimental methods used in France for flutter
prediction
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1428] p0092 A75-18023
Stability analysis of nonlinear autonomous systems
- General theory and application to flutter
[AIAA PAPEH 75-102] p0099 A75-18310
Finite element flutter analysis of nulti-web wing
structures
p0179 A75-22795
Fundamental frequency of a square panel with
multiple point supports on edges
p0179 A75-22798
Calculation of flutter boundary of dynamically
nonuniform profile cascades
p0187 A75-23819
A finite element approach to the aeroelastic
analysis of lifting surface type structures
p0197 A75-24918
Effect of interference between moving blade rows
on cascade flutter. I - Experiment on compressor
cascade in flexure mode
p02«5 A75-26553
Experimental study of the aerodynamic interaction
in a cascade of vibrating blades
p0299 A75-31380
The random decrement technigue applied to the
iF-16 flight flutter tests
[AIAA PAPEB 75-776] p0325 A75-32663
Minimum weight design of the P-15 empennage for
flutter
[AIAA PAPEB 75-777] p0325 A75-32661
The flutter analysis of T-tails
[AIAA PAPEB 75-759] p0327 A75-32690
The supersonic doublet-lattice method - A
comparison of two approaches —•- based on kernel
functions
[AIAA PAPEB 75-760] p0327 A75-32691
Oscillatory supersonic lifting surface theory
using a finite element doublet representation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-761] p0327 A75-32692
Active flutter suppression using trailing-edqe and
tab control surfaces
[AIAA PAPEB 75-822] p0327 A75-32697
Advances in fan and compressor blade flutter
analysis and predictions
p0337 A75-31131
F100 fan stall flutter problem review and solution
p0337 A75-34131
Wind tunnel test of a flutter suppressor on a
straight wing
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-31] p0352 A75-35869
Flutter of a wing with nonlinear elastic
characteristic
p0380 A75-36194
Flutter of a panel supported on an elastic
foundation
p0380 A75-362H5
Flutter investigations on a combat aircraft with a
command and stability augmentation system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1025] pO»21t A75-39520
F-15 flight flutter testing - Aircraft systems and
test operations
[AIAA PiPEB 75-1031] pOt25 A75-39526
HBCA flight flutter testing
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1033] p0425 A75-39527
'Snap-through' vibrations of the empennage
wing or tail assembly flutter analysis
pO«32 A75-«0917
FCAP - A new tool for the evaluation of active
control technology Flight control Analysis
Program for flexible aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1059] pO«35 A75-U1630
A-16 4
SOBJECT IHDEI FLI BI IIBE COBTBOL
Aileron flatter ID plastic sailplanes
p0165 A75-11956
Aerospace Research topics on airfoil profiles,
flow visualization, ablative materials,
mcroanalysis, and filter analysis
[ESHO-TT-90] p0021 1175-10011
Application of the fast Fourier transform to
ground vibration testing, and flight flatter
testing
p0036 B75-10926
A passive wingt ip load alleviation system
[BASA-CB-140758] p0038 B75-10937
Application of a paraaeter identification
technique to a hingeless helicopter rotor
[BASA-TB-D-7831] p0069 B75-12906
Optimization of structures to satisfy aeroelastic
requirements
[HASA-CH-112021] p0165 B75-15639
The vibrations of a cylinder in the wake of
another. Analysis of the phenoaena with an
analytical model
[BLL-CE-TBABS-6185- (9022.09) ] p0169 875-16506
The effect of steady tailplane lift on the
oscillatory behaviour of a T-tail flutter model
at high subsonic speeds
[ABC-B/M-3715] p0171 B75-16521
Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a
two-dimensional flat plate ving
[AD-A000569] p0223 B75-17311
A curve fitting method for solving the flutter
equation
[KASA-CR-132629] p0225 N75-17311
Aircraft flutter simulation by means of the
electronic analogue computer with special regard
to structural noulineanties
[ESBO-TT-121] p0231 N75-17381
Optimization of structures to satisfy a flutter
velocity constraint by use of quadratic equation
fitting
CHASA-CH-132628] p0232 K7S-17711
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using
active controls
[NASA-CE-132701] p0239 N75-18213
Evaluation of the effect of transiency in the
flutter analysis of aircraft with the wing of
the small elongation in incompressible flow
Strouhal number
[AD-A007201] p0315 H75-22296
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loadings caused
by leading edge and trailing edge control
surface motions in subsonic compressible flow:
Computer program description
[NASA-CR-132631] p0369 H75-21672
Specialists Heeting on Iing-with-Stores Flutter
[ AGABD-CP-162] p0111 N75-28011
Calculation methods for the flutter of aircraft
wings and external stores
p0111 N75-28012
Ring with stores flutter on variable sweep wing
aircraft
p0112 B75-28017
A parametric study of ving store flutter
p0112 N75-28018
Recent observations on external-store flutter
p O U U 2 N75-28019
Eecent analysis methods for wing-store flutter
P01U2 N75-28020
A technique for analysing the results of a flutter
calculation exemplified for tail assembly
with two degrees of freedom
[ABC-R/H-3765] pOUSU 875-29054
FlOX (BATE)
HI BEAT FLDI
FLUX DEBSITI
BT I L L U M I N A N C E
BT BADIA8T FLOX DEBSITY
BT SODND I8TEHSITY
FLOX BAPPIBG
D HAPPI8G
FLOXHETBBS
0 HEASDBIBG IHSTB0HEUTS
FLI BI BIBE CONTROL
A response criterion for aircraft with fly-by-wire
control systems
p0001 A75-10018
Fly-by-wire is here fighter aircraft flight
control
p0009 A75-12825
F-1/CCV-flight tests of advanced technology
[SAB PAPEB 710861] pOISO A75-229UO
Aircraft control surface actuators Russian book
p018« A75-23123
Fly-by-wire delta-canard configurations save weight
[SAIE PAPEB SiB 3] p019<4 A75-21315
Self-testing digital flight control applications
[AIAA PAPEB 75-568] p02i46 A75-26727
Digital computer design guidelines for a full
authority fly-by-wire flight control system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-570] p02<47 A75-26729
?ly-by-wire and control configured vehicles -
Rewards and risks
p0219 A75-27367
Digital adaptive flight control design using
single stage model following indices
p0391 A75-37135
Future trends in flight control systems
p0398 A75-38262
F-16 - First with fly-by-wire
p0128 A75-10175
Dse of fly-by-wire to obtain performance
improvements in a delta-canard design
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1061] p0135 A75-11631
Digital flight control for advanced fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1086] pOU36 A75-11651
Digital adaptive flight controller development
[BASA-CR-2166] p007!4 B75-12967
Military transport (C-1U1) fly-by-wire program,
volume 1: Control law development, system
design and piloted simulation evaluation
[AD-786896] p0126 875-13881
NASA aeronautics fact sheet on NASA programs
for aeronautical research and aircraft development
[SF-U6/5-71] p0161 N75-15602
Requirements and feasibility study of flight
demonstration of Active Controls Technology
(ACT) on the BASA 515 airplane
[BASA-CR-132555] p0171 875-16516
Desicription and flight test results of the BASA
F-8 digital fly-by-wire control system
[SASA-IB-D-78U3] p0210 875-18215
An overview of NASA's digital fly-by-wire
technology development program
p0210 875-18216
Design and development experience with a digital
fly-by-wire control system in an F-8C airplane
p0240 875-18217
Hechanization of and experience with a triplex
fly-by-wire backup control system
p02UO 875-18248
The effects of lightning on digital flight control
systems
p02<40 875-18219
Han-rated flight software for the F-8 DFBH program
p0211 B75-18250
Flight test experience with the F-8 digital
fly-by-wire system
p0211 875-18251
A pilot's opinion of the F-8 digital fly-by-wire
airplane
p0211 875-18252
lightning effects on the BASA F-8
digital-fly-by-wire airplane
[BASA-CB-2521] p0319 875-22131
Status and trends in active control technology
pOISO 875-29015
Digital flight control system redundancy study
fly by wire control - aircraft guidance
[AD-A006111] p0160 875-29129
Handling quality criteria development for
transport aircraft with fly-by-wire primary
flight control systems
p0179 N75-30035
The ASSET (Advanced Skewed Sensory Electronic
Triad) program fly by wire control application
pOISO B75-30013
Production design requirements for fly by wire
systems
P0181 875-30015
The Hunter fly-by-wire experiment: Recent
experience and future implications
p0181 875-30018
F-8 digital fly-by-wire flight test results viewed
from an active controls perspective
p0181 B75-30019
Heavy-lift helicopter flight control system design
P0181 875-30077
A-165
FLIIIG SUBJECT IB DEI
Hydraulic controls for active flutter suppression
and load alleviation
p0526 H75-3210I4
PLTIIG
0 FLIGHT
PtIIHG BEDSTEAD AIBCBAFT
U F L Y I H G P L A T F O R M S
FLYING EJECTION SEATS
Fluidic ejection seat control system
p0199 A75-25052
Vertical seeking ejection seat
p0199 A75-25053
FLIIIG PERSONNEL
NT A I R C R A F T PILOTS
NT PILOTS ( P E R S O N N E L )
NT TEST PILOTS
FLYIIG PLATFOB8 STABILITY
0 A E R O D Y N A H I C STABILITY
0 F L Y I N G PLATFOHBS
FLYING PLATFORHS
Analysis of unmanned , tethered, rotary-wind
platforms
[AD-785581] p0055 N75-11903
PLYING QUALITIES
0 FLIGHT CHARACTERIS1ICS
FLIIBG 8IBG AIHCBAFT
0 TAILLESS A I R C R A F T
FOAHS
An extinguisher emulsion for aircraft fires
p0112 A75-19109
Development of a thermal acoustical aircraft
insulation material
C N A S A - C K - K U U 9 8 ] p0168 N75-15803
Evaluation of a high-capacity, firefighting
foam-dispensing system
[AD-A006261] p02<l1 N75-18259
FOCDSING
Measurement of the focal distance of the
windshield of a NF-5 aircraft[TPD-19711-0-5] pOS32 N75-330tU
POG
Analysis of visibility conditions for aircraft
landing in radiation fog
[BLL-S-23561-(5828.UF) ] p04U9 H75-28632
FOKKEB AIRCRAFT
NT F-27 A I R C R A F T
NT F-28 T R A N S P O R T AIRCRAFT
Some aspects of recent developments of the Fokker
P28 transport aircraft
p0465 A75-11957
POKKBB F 27 AIBCRAFT
0 F-27 AIRCRAFT
POKKEB F 28 AIBCBAFT
D F-28 T R A N S P O R T AIBCRAFT
FOKKEB FRIENDSHIP AIBCBAFT
0 F-27 AIRCRAFT
FOLDING FIN AIBCBAPT BOCKET VEHICLE
The aerodynamic characteristics of wrap-around
fins, including fold angle at Bach numbers from
0.05 to 1.3[AD-A009735] pOU95 N75-31038
FOLDING STBOCTOBES
NT SAILHINGS
DT-15, series 2 parachute
[AD-786817] p0131 N75-14731
POBCE DISTRIBUTION
On the treatment of body forces in the radial
equilibrium equation of turbomachinery
p0111 A75-19061
Lifting surface theory for a rotating subsonic or
transonic blade row
[ARC-R/M-37UO] p0265 N75-19185
Notes on the approximate solution of
lifting-surface theory used in the RAE standard
method
[ARC-R/H-3752] p0266 N75-19188
Unsteady loads due to propulsive lift configurations
[NASA-CR-1U3<451] p049« N75-31007
FORCED OSCILLATION
D FORCED VIBRATION
POBCED VIBBATIOH
Application of the properties of Poincare Fuchsian
groups to the calculation of turbomachine blade
vibrations[ O N E R A , IP NO. 1160] p0088 A75-17383
Investigations on the design of rolleron flaps for
the rolling damping of missiles
p0151 A75-22034
The response of a vibrating structure as a
function of structural parameters
p0179 A75-22796
Matrix difference equation analysis of vibrating
periodic structures aircraft engine parts
p0182 A75-23201
Experimental study of the aerodynamic interaction
in a cascade of vibrating blades
p0299 A75-31380
Evaluation of flight test of the FIAT G-91 T3 by
means of the method of forced oscillations
p0273 N75-19258
POBCED VIBBATOBY MOTION EQUATIONS
0 FORCED VIBBATION
FOBSBODIES
NT ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
NT NOSE CONES
A parametric study of effect of forebody shape on
flow angularity at Hach 8 for hypersonic
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-7768] p0023 N75-10008
A forebody design technique for highly integrated
bottom-mounted scramjets with application to a
hypersonic research airplane
[NASA-TB-X-71971] p0062 N75-11973
Reynolds number effects on fore- and aftbody
pressure drag
p0356 N75-23U97
FORECASTING
NT NUMERICAL HEATHER FORECASTING
NT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
NT TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING
NT HEATHER FORECASTING
Forecasting traffic in an air transport network
p019t A75-21341
FOBECASTS
D FORECASTING
POBEIGN BODIES
Impact resistance of composite fan blades
[NASA-CR-13H707] p0135 N75-11812
FOBEIGN POLICY
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
FOHEHSIC SCIENCES
U LAB (JURISPRUDENCE)
FOBGING
A computer automated ultrasonic inspection system
for aircraft forgings
p0009 A75-12933
Evaluating the new aluminum aerospace forging alloys
p0109 A75-18825
New forging process promises - Lower cost titanium
parts
p0292 A75-29910
Fabrication of one-piece-forged thin-walled parts
having variable cross section Russian book
p0329 A75-33150
Forging of metal-matrix composites: Forming limit
criteria and applications to process design
pO««7 N75-28193
FOBBING TECHNIQUES
»T CASTING
NT COINING
NT COLD DORKING
NT FORGING
NT HOT iORKING
NT SLIP CASTING
FOB!BAN
The Mark 1 supersonic-hypersonic arbitrary body
program. Volume 3: Program listings
[AD-778<t45] p0066 N75-12057
A structural weiqht estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration and
data management module. Appendix A: Data
management module flow charts and FORTRAN lists
[AD-A002851] p0283 N75-20304
A structural weiqht estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 3: Airloads estimation
module. Appendix A: Module flow charts and
FORTBAN lists. Appendix B: Sample output
[AD-A002855] p0283 N75-20306
A structural weiqht estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Hing and empennage module.
Appendix E: program listings, overlays (8,0),
(11,0), (15,0), (16,0), and (17,0)
[AD-A002862] p0281 N75-20316
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Ding and empennage module.
Appendix F: Program listings, overlays (9,0),
A-166
SUBJECT IBDEI FBBE BOLECDLAB FLO!
(10,0) and (18,0)
[AD-A002863J p0284 R75-20317
FOSSIL FDELS
NT NATURAL GAS
FODBIBB ASALISIS
ST FODRIEB SERIES
FOOBIEB SEBIBS
Fourier series solution of the 'vorter1 method
integral equation potential flow around wing
profile
p0296 A75-30763
FOOBIBB TBAHSPOBBATIOB
Application of the fast Fourier transform to
ground vibration testing, and flight flatter
testing
p0036 H75-10926
FBACTOBE HECHABICS
Industrial application of fracture mechanics
p0081 A75-17098
Impact danage effects on boron/aluiaxnun composites
jet engine compressor blades
p01«9 A75-21015
Fracture failure modes in lightweight bearings
p0338 A75-341UO
A fracture mechanics approach to turbine airfoil
design
[ASBE PAPEB 7S-GI-79]' p0343 A75-3«t628
Study of the fracture of thin plates made of light
alloys used in the aeronautical domain
pOITt A75-<I<I737
Thermal fatigue of coated superalloys
p0516 A75-17178
Doited States-Japan Seminar on Combined Nonlinear
and Linear Fracture Mechanics - Applications to
flodern Engineering Structures, Sendai, Japan,
August 12-16, 1971, Proceedings
p051S A75-47576
Application of fracture mechanics to aircraft
structural safety
p0519 A75-U7591
A spectrum truncation and damage tolerance study
associated with the C-5A outboard pylon aft
truss lugs
[AD-785196] p0060 H7S-11955
Design and purchase expectations for fracture
resistance of 700-series a luminum airframe alloys
[AD-A002552] p0288 H75-205I48
Fracture mechanics of tiny cracks near fasteners
in high strength aluminum alloys
[AD-A0025SU] p0288 K75-20777
FBACTUBE BESISTAHCE
0 FBACTDBE STBENGTH
FBACT0BB STBERGTH
Evaluating nev aluminum forging alloys
p0018 A75-12729
Laminated metallic structure - Advanced applications
p0011 A75-130A6
Evaluating the nev a luminum aerospace forging alloys
p0109 A75-18825
Fundamentals of calculating aircraft structures
French book
p0158 A75-22727
Combining strength and fracture toughness
vacuum arc melted steels for aerospace
applications
p0189 A75-24002
Fracture mechanics' impact on specifications and
supply test methods for aircraft aluminum
alloys
p0190 A75-2UOOH
Betallnrgical factors affecting high strength
aluminum alloy production
p0256 A75-28529
Effects of quenching variables on fracture
toughness of D6ac steel aerospace structures
p029U A75-30I416
Impact fracture of composite sandwich structures
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-7148] p0326 A75-32673
Damage resistance of high modulus aramid fiber
composites in aircraft applications
[ S A E PAPEB 750532] p0383 A75-36669
Fabrication and testing of prestressed composite
rotor blade spar specimens
[NASA-CB-132611] p0310 H75-21267
Program to improve the fracture toughness and
fatigue resistance of aluminum sheet and plate
for aircraft applications, volume 2
[AD-A003U17] p0367 H75-23775
FHACTOBB TOUGBHESS
0 FB4CTURE STRENGTH
FBACTDBES (BATEBIALS)
Computer program to assess impact of fatigue and
fracture criteria on Height and cost of
transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-1326«8] p0372 N75-21718
FHABBS
NT AIBFBABES
NT OHDEBCARBIAGES
FBADBHOFEB BEGIOH
0 FAB FIELDS
PREDBOLB EQO&IIOBS
Fourier series solution of the 'vortex' method
integral equation potential flov around ving
profile
p0296 A75-30763
Vortex method for calculating a ving profile of
arbitrary shape
p0432 A75-10913
FBEDBOLB OPEBAIOBS
0 FBEDBOLB EQUATIONS
FBBE COHVECTIOH
Effect of a blade placed on the upstream
stagnation generatrix of a cylinder on heat
transfer in a pulsed flow -.
pOOSB A75-17H16
FBEE FALL
Shuttle orbiter flight test plan evolves
p0018 A75-12720
FEES FLIGBT
A free flight investigation of transonic sting
interference
[NASA-CB-1H208U] p017« N75-165UI(
Boundary-layer pressure fluctuations at high
Reynolds numbers on a second free-flight test
vehicle
[ARC-CP-1302] p0266 N75-19189
Free-flight model dynamic stability measurements
on a not-so-slender wing/fin combination at zero
and small lift, flach number equals 0.8 to 2.0
[ABC-CP-1315] pO(|53 S75-29051
FBBE FLOR
The influence of cooling, free-stream turbulence
and surface-roughness on the aerodynamic
behavior of cascades
[ASHE PAPER 7U-BA/GT-9] pOOSO A75-16853
The interaction between vortex-array
representations of freestream turbulence and
impermeable bodies
[AIAA PAPEB 75-116] p0099 A75-18321
A numerical study of some drag coefficients
pOISO A75-21800
The structure and dynamics of vortex filaments
in aircraft wakes
p0195 A75-21481
A non-uniqueness of the hypersonic boundary layer
p0213 A75-26195
Dynamic stall characteristics of an oscillating
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rotor flow passage during startup
p01S2 A75-22087
Supersonic flow of a lightly dust-laden gas past a
wedge
p0183 A75-23298
Averaging of nonuniform flow in turnomachine flow
traverses
p0187 475-23821
The determination of the subsonic flow of a
Chaplygin gas around a circular profile ID the
presence of circulation
p0190 A75-21061
A subsonic axisymmetric wake in a viscous gas
p0218 A75-26891
Theory of transonic flow around a profile
p0257 A75-28651
Hypersonic, viscous gas flow around a wing of
small aspect ratio
p0257 A75-28653
High-speed gas flow with heat exchange
p0293 A75-30266
Conditional extremnm problem solution method for
generalized functionals and its application to
hypersonic gasdynamic problems
p0296 475-30772
Hodograph method for axisymaetric transonic gas
flows
p0379 A75-35967
Parabolic method for solving the problem of a
sonic gas flow about a thin symmetric profile
p0128 A75-10259
Multiple fault gas path analysis applied to
TF30-P-108 engine data
[AD-785265] p0065 N75-11996
Turbojet engine gas path analysis: A review
p0199 N75-31100
GAS GENERATOR ENGINES
D ENGINES
D GAS GENERATORS
GAS GEBBBATOBS
The American STAGG gas generator program
p0008 A75-11721
Hollow-fiber permeable membrane for airborne inert
gas generation
[SAE PAPER 710851] p0083 475-16918
Thin film permeable membranes for inert gas
generation for aircraft fuel tanks
[SAE PAPER 710855] p0083 A75-16919
Pratt 6 Hhitney F100 - Power for the Eagle and IF-16
p0111 A75-20350
Factors in the design of solid oxygen systems for
aircraft
p0199 475-25061
Continuous identification of a gas generator for a
two-shaft turbine engine
p0511 A75-16971
Catalytic reactor for inerting of aircraft fuel
tanks
{AD-4000939] p0237 N75-18228
GAS INJECTION
Fuel supply for supersonic combustion
p0019 A75-15010
Study on the establishment of flow in a wind
tunnel functioning by induction
p0351 A75-35811
GAS IOSIZATION
Hypersonic ionizing air viscous shock-layer flows
over sphere cones
pOIUO A75-19911
Comment on 'Hypersonic ionizing air viscous
shock-layer flows over sphere cones'
p0111 475-19922
GAS JETS
Investigation of the 'lateral1 interaction between
a supersonic underexpanded jet of an ideal gas
with surfaces of various configuration
p0092 &75-18003
Jet noise analysis utilizing the rate of decay of
kinetic power
[AIAA PAPER 75-91] p0098 475-18303
GAS LASBBS
NT CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
GAS LOBBICATED BEARINGS
D GAS BEARINGS
GAS BIITDBBS
Optimum design of a bypass engine with flow mixing
jet engines - gas mixtures/combustion
efficiency
[NASA-TT-F-16615] p0533 S75-33053
6AS TBHPBBATDBE
Elementary method of graphic replotting of a
characteristic of an uncooled turbocompressor
when the intake temperature and number of
revolutions are varied
p02«5 A75-26672
GAS TBANSPOBT
The aerospace developments concept airship
design for natural gas transport
p0215 A75-26000
Method for transporting impellent gases
p0215 475-26001
GAS TDBBIBE ENGINES
NT DDCTED F4N ENGINES
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT J-97 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT POLSEJET ENGINES
NT RAMJET ENGINES
NT SUPERSONIC COHBOSTION RAHJET ENGINES
NT T-63 ENGINE
NT TF-30 ENGINE
NT TDRBOFAN ENGINES
NT TORBOJET ENGINES
NT TDBBOPBOP ENGINES
NT TUBBORAMJET ENGINES
Small turbine engine technology
[AIAA PAPER 71-1181] p0002 A75-10333
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Snail flying engines are different aircraft
gas tarbine design
[ A I A A PAPEB 74-1185] p0002 A75-10331
Sealing technology for aircraft gas tarbine engines
[ A I A A PAPBS 71-1188] p0002 A75-10336
Sigh-performance centrifugal conpressors
pOOOS A75-11739
Hainshaft seals for saall gas tarbine engines
[ASLE PHEPBIHT 71LC-1C-2] pOOOB A75-12197
Optimization of automated static tests of gas
tarbine engines Bussian book
p0016 A75-12332
Evaluation of aircraft propulsion systems on the
basis of data and characteristic values
p0017 A75-11660
Optimization of air-cooling systems for aircraft
gas-turbine blades
p0051 875-15828
Gasdynamics of engines for flight vehicles
Bussian book
p0051 A75-16126
Ose of low grade solid fuels in gas turbines
[ASHE PAPEH 71-SA/ENEB-5] p0080 A75-16837
Becirculation effects in gas turbine combustors
[ASHE PAPEB 71-WA/GT-3] pOOSO A75-16848
Implications of multiplane-multispeed balancing
for future turbine engine design and cost
[SAE PAPEE 710865] p0081 A75-16922
Identification of processes having
direction-dependent responses, with gas-turbine
engine applications
p0088 A75-17380
Aerothermodynanic factors governing the response
rate of gas turbines
p0088 A75-17506
Calculation of aircraft engine turbines:
Gasdynamic calculation - Blade profiling
Bussian book
pOIOI A75-18133
Aircraft gas-turbine engines: Design and
calculation of components /1th revised and
enlarged edition/ Russian book
pOIOI A75-18136
Research on similarity modeling of gas turbine
combustion chambers operating vith combustible
gases. Ill
p01»6 A75-20635
High temperature alloys for gas turbines
p01<48 A75-20988
Optimization of aircraft gas turbine blade air
cooling systems. I
p0151 A75-22078
Calculation of combustion process characteristics
in high-temperature gas turbine engines
p0152 A75-22090
Optimal design with several merit criteria
p0153 A75-22107
Analytic specification of compressor characteristics
p0187 A75-23816
NASA vane alloy boasts high-temperature strength
p0190 A75-21003
Coatings protect superalloys in gas-turbine
applications
p0190 A75-21005
Engine failure prediction techniques
p0202 A75-25271
The convergence of theory and experiment in direct
combustion generated noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-522] p0209 A75-25786
Miniature probes for use in gas turbine testing
[SAE PAPEB 750091] p0215 A75-26589
Tests of laser metal removal for future flexible
rotor balancing in engines
[SAE PAPEB 750170] p0215 A75-26591
High-temperature alloys and the aircraft gas turbine
p0251 A75-27877
Part load specific fuel consumption of gas turbines
p0257 A75-28650
Analysis of the interaction between the turbine
engine and the rctor of a helicopter
p0290 A75-29609
Experimental study of the effect of large blade
elongations on the aerodynamic characteristics
of axial-compressor stages
p0291 A75-29801
Optimization of the air cooling systems of
aircraft gas-turbine blades. II Thermodynamic
analysis
p0291 A75-29801
Probability-based design and analysis - The
reliability problem of aircraft ceramic
turbine engines
p0296 A75-30852
High gas velocity burner tests on silicon carbide
and silicon nitride at 1200 C
p0296 A75-30869
Prototype ceramic vanes silicon nitride
composition for gas turbines
P0297 A75-30873
Application of ceramics to radial flow gas
turbines at Solar
p0297 A75-30879
Haterials for gas turbines review
p0328 A75-32839
The dynamics of atmospheric dust particles in
aircraft auxiliary power radial inflow turbines
[AIAA PAPEB 75-811] p0333 A75-33938
Design and development of low-cost, self-contained
bearing lubrication systeas for tarbine engines
p0336 A75-31121
Current seal designs and future requirements for
turbine engine seals and bearings
p0336 A75-31123
Low-cycle fatigue and creep analysis of gas
turbine engine components
p0338 A75-31139
Turbine airfoil life prediction by mission analysis
p0338 A75-31113
Dynamic simulator for advanced gas turbine engine
component tests
p0338 A75-31116
Botor burst protection program - Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that
occurred in U.S. commercial aviation during 1973
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-12] p0311 A75-31575
The refracting inlet - A new concept for aircraft
inlet noise suppression
[ASHE PAPEB 7S-GT-21] p0312 A75-31580
Performance development of the Gem turboshaft engine
for helicopter application
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-28] p0312 A75-31586
Preliminary study of low emission gas turbine
combustor with airblast fuel atomizer
[ASHE PAPER 75-GT-31] p0312 A75-3U588
Excess noise from gas turbine exhausts
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-61] p0313 A75-31611
laboratory testing of controls for aircraft
turbine engines
[ASHE PAPER 75-GT-101] p0311 A75-31613
Development of real time high energy X-ray imaging
system for use in dynamic fluoroscopy of aero
gas turbines
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-117] p0311 A75-31651
Corrosion resistance of gas turbine blades tested
in a high-temperature gas flow
p0379 A75-36010
Low emission, water-tolerant combustor for a
small, all-weather turboshaft gas turbine engine
[SAE PAPEB 750535] p0383 A75-36672
Full authority electronic control application to
military gas turbine engines
p0395 A75-3761b
Experimental study of the influence of large blade
aspect ratios on axial compressor stage
aerodynamic characteristics
p0397 A75-38061
Optimizing aircraft gas turbine blade air cooling
systems. II Thermodynamic analysis
p0397 A75-38067
Design of jet engine rotors for long life
[SAE PAPEB 750619] p0130 A75-10521
Disc failures - A cause for concern
p0131 475-10532
Engineering calculations of gas turbine engines by
the method of small deviations /3rd revised and
enlarged edition/ Bussian book
p0131 A75-10593
Pollution control in continuous combustion engines
p0131 A75-10833
Engine reliability with electronic controllers
p0171 A75-11211
Turbine engine parts life improvement through
thrust management
[SAE PAPER 750589] p0172 A75-11318
Gas-turbine aircraft engines Bussian book
p0172 A75-11375
"Gem1 production starts gas turbine for
helicopters
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p0503 175-15125
Assessment of engine problem areas ID gas
turbine-powered commercial aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1203] pOSOl A75-H5627
Predicted exhaust emissions f r o m a metbanol and
jet fueled gas turbine combustor
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1266] p0506 A75-15666
An ove rv iew of new concepts for engine development
process aircraft gas turbine, engine life
cycle management
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1286] p0506 475-15676
Gas turbine combustor stabilization by heat
recirculation
[ A I A A PAPE8 75-1301] p0507 A75-15688
An analytical model for predicting exit
temperature profile from gas turbine engine
annular combustors
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-1307] p0507 A75-15689
Gas turbine engine inspections - Boat to look for
and why
[ A I A A P&PEB 75-1309] p0507 A75-15690
An experimental investigation of ground vortex
formation during reverse engine operation
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1322] p0508 S75-15700
Digital computing technigues in the manufacture
and operation of engine management systems
p0512 A75-16693
Investigation of variations of internal energy
dissipation in working turbine blades of a
gas-turbine engine during the process of their
operation and fatigue tests
p0513 A75-16881
Liner cooling of an aircraft gas turbine conbustor
[ASME PAPEB 75-HT-3] p0518 A75-17511
Methods to increase engine stability and tolerance
to distortion
p0071 N75-12961
The nuclear airship ALV-C/1 helium gas
turoines with high temperature nuclear reactor
p0119 N75-13830
Advanced feasibility investigation for determining
army helicopter gas turbine engine maximum power
available
[AD-786516] p0125 N75-13871
Design fabrication, and demonstration of a
miniaturized tip clearance measuring device
[AD-787318] p0133 1175-11756
Prevaporization and premixing to obtain low oxides
of nitrogen in gas turbine coobustors
[NASA-CH-2195] p0228 N75-17362
Ground noise measurements during static and flyby
operations of the Cessna 02-T turbine powered
airplane
[NASA-TH-X-72612 ] p0238 1175-18231
Technology for reducing aircraft engine pollution
[ N A S A - T M - X - 7 1 6 7 0 ] p0239 1175-18237
Development of self-acting seals for helicopter
engines
[HASA-CF-131739] p0272 H75-19213
FLT 27 gas turbine engine exhaust emission and
noise measurements
[AD-A001728] p0273 N75-19251
Botating engine design and cycle analysis program
[AD-A002311] p0287 N75-20312
Muff l ing the noise of power plants which use
gas-turbine aircraft engines
[AD-A"002830] p0312 N75-21285
Power plant controls for aero-gas turbine engines
[AGAED-CP-151] p0361 N75-23575
Reliability specification for gas turbine control
systems
p0361 H75-23581
The role of computers in future propulsion controls
p0361 1175-23582
PRAC: A new aero gas turbine engine control concept
p0361 N75-23581
Helicopter engine control: The past 20 years and
the next
p0361 875-23585
Afterburning regulation concepts
p0365 'N75-23587
Equilibrium performance analysis of gas turbine
engines using influence coefficient techniques
p0365 H75-23592
Generalized dynamic engine simulation technigues
for the digital computers
p0365 1175-23593
Total powerplant simulation
p0365 N75-23591
Use of simulation in the design, development and
testing of power plant control systems
p0365 B75-23595
Temperature measurement for advanced gas turbine
controls
p0365 N75-23597
Pluidic sensors for turbojet engines
p0366 H75-23598
A new lightweight fuel control system for
electrical inputs considering gas turbine
engines
p0366 H75-23599
Pumping system design related to fuel system
specifications
p0366 875-23600
Advanced engine mounted fuel pump technology
p0366 H75-23601
The light industrial gas turbine: Past and future
[BLL-CE-TBANS-6395-(9022.09) ] p0116 1175-28063
Miniaturized high speed controls for turbine
engines fabrication and test
[AD-A006108] p0160 H75-29125
Power plant controls for aero gas turbine engines
aircraft engines - conferences
[AGABD-AB-80] p0191 H75-30161
Development of fiber reinforced ceramic matrix
composites
[AD-A009360] pOSOO 1175-31276
Effect of wall suction on performance of a short
annular diffuser at inlet Hach numbers up to 0.5
gas turbine engines
[HASi-TB-X-3302] p0530 N75-33001
GAS TOBBISBS
Gas turbine engines - A state-of-the-art review
pOOOU A75-10810
Gas turbine combustor analysis
[ASME PAPER 71-WA/GT-21] pOOSI A75-16858
Modeling of coiabustor swirl flows
p0115 A75-20166
Determination of cooling energy and air flow rate
to cool turbine case
p0152 A75-22085
Heat transfer coefficients in radial gas turbine
rotor flow passage during startup
p0152 A75-22087
Heat transfer in radial-axial turbine flow passage
p0152 A75-22096
Study of heat transfer in turbine cascades at high
gas flow velocities
p0152 A75-22097
Heat transfer coefficients of gas turbine flow
passage elements under rotating conditions
p0152 A75-22105
Thermodynamics of multistage air-cooled gas turbine
p0187 A75-23817
Hot corrosion in gas turbines
p0195 A75-21380
Investigation of an annular gas-turbine nozzle
grid with auxiliary blades in the interblade
channels
p0292 A75-29818
Some results of research on transpiration cooling
of gas-turbine blades
p0293 A75-30118
Ceramics for high-performance applications;
Proceedings of the Second Army Materials
Technology Conference, Hyannis, Mass., November
13-16, 1973
p0296 A75-30851
Control of gas turbine stator blade vibrations by
means of enamel coatings
p0336 A75-31116
Design and analysis of a ceramic stator vane
[ASME PAPEB 75-GT-100] p0311 A75-31612
Application of finite element analysis to ceramic
components
[ACS PAPEB 30-BC-73F] p0379 A75-35896
Small gas turbine auxiliary power units
[ASME PAPEB 75-BNAS-1] p0132 A75-10896
Determination of the lifetimes of gas turbine blades
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1975-108] p0172 A75-11530
Investigation and optimization of micro-oxidation
technigues employed in gas turbine engine oil
characterization
[AD-781787] p0011 N75-11359
Turbine engine fuel control reliability test and
evaluation
[AD-785580] p0061 875-11991
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Constant volume gas turbine: Further experiments
on a sleeve-valved combustor with gaseous fuel
[ARL/HE-NOTE-350] p0074 H75-12962
Cold-air performance of a
12.766-centimeter-tip-diameter axial-flow cooled
turbine. 1: Design and performance of a solid
blade configuration
[NASA-TN-D-7881] p0129 H75-14720
The pulsejet engine: A review of its development
potential analysis of thermodynamic
properties, wave processes, and ignition aechaaisa
[AD-787439] p0167 N75-15661
Feasibility of induction skin hardened tapered
roller bearings for, engine Bain shaft and
transmission pinion applications
[AD-A003311] - p0313 N75-21642
Jet engine theory (turbomachines), selected chapters
[AD-A007175] p0318 H75-22330
Modified centrifugal compressor
[AD-A004002] p0409 H75-25950
Estimation of subsonic far-field jet-mxing noise
[ESDD-74002] p0457 N75-29103
Calculation of aircraft engine turbines.
(Gasdynamic calculation: Blade profiling)
[NASA-TT-F-16367 ] p0459 N75-29120
An integrated reliability program utilized for
aircraft industrial and marine gas turbines
pOSOO N75-31107
GAS BELDISG
NT B R A Z I N G
NT LOU T E H P E H A T O B E B R A Z I N G
GAS-METAL INTERACTIONS
Hot corrosion in gas turbines
p0195 A75-24380
GASBOOS CAVITiTIOB
0 C A V I T A T I O N FLOS
0 GAS FLOf
GASES
NT C A H B O N DIOXIDE
NT E X H A U S T GASES
NT F L A M M A B L E GASES
NT GAS MIXTURES
NT H E L I U M
NT HIGH T E M P E R A T U R E AIB
NT HIGH T E M P E R A T U R E GASES
NT HIDROGEN
NT IDEAL GAS
NT LIQOID HYDROGEN
NT HQOID NITBOGBN
NT NATOBAL GAS
NT NITROGEN
NT OZONE
NT RASE GASES
NT BABEFIED GASES
NT REAL GASES
GADSSIAN NOISE
D RANDOM NOISE
GC-130 AIRCRAFT
0 C-130 AIRCRAFT
GEAR
Application of high frequency resonance techniques
for bearing diagnostics in helicopter gearboxes
[AD-A004014] p0408 N75-25936
GEAR TEETH
A case study of ultra high rate of wear
experienced in a gear tooth flank
[ASLE P R E P R I N T 7ULC-6B-21 p0016 A75-12188
GEABS
System identification of a complex structure
helicopter gearbox dynamics f rom shake test data
CAIAA PAPER 75-809] P0328 A75-32705
Major Item Special Study (HISS) , OH-1H 90 degrees
T/R gear box value engineering - OH-1
helicopter
CAD-A006506] p0457 875-29098
Tiedown and bench testing of grease-lubricated
helicopter tail and intermediate gear-boxes
tAD-A009757] p0496 N75-31060
Bearings and gears for advanced turbine engines
and transmissions
p0497 N75-31077
GENERAL AVIATIO! AIRCRAFT
HI DH 125 AIRCRAFT
NT TAR 00 AIBCBAFT
The design of submersible seaplanes
t IAF PAPER ST74-17] p0045 A75-13657
LABZAC - A small turbofan engine for military and
general aviation aircraft
[SAE PAPER 7U0607] p0081 A75-16895
The place of the psychic factor among the causes
of air accidents in general aviation
p0087 A75-17375
French equipment in general aviation light
aircraft production
p0092 A75-18000
Effect of a general aviation trainer on the stress
of fl ight training
p0147 A75-20882
The current status of general aviation technology
[ A I J A PAPEB 75-289] p0156 A75-22505
Opportunities for progress in general aviation
technology
[ A I A A PAPER 75-292] p0157 A75-22506
NASA general aviation technology programs
[ A I A A PAPER 75-290] p0198 A75-25007
Technology for improved safety for general
aviation
[AIAA PAPER 75-291] p0198 A75-25008
General aviation safety - Fact and fiction
p0202 A75-25719
Corporate/executive aircraft passenger safety - An
educational approach
p0211 A75-25874
A semibuoyant vehicle for general transportation
missions
p0215 A75-26006
Application of a new slip-ringless propeller blade
measurement system
p0258 A75-28771
Shy so few all new General Aviation aircraft
design decision making factors
p0332 A75-33619
Preliminary results from pilot aviation weather
self-briefing experiments
p0350 A75-35428
Comparison of flight and wind tunnel tests of an
executive airplane
p0351 A75-35806
Rind tunnel and flight development of spoilers for
general aviation aircraft
[SAE PAPER 750523] p0382 A75-36663
Flight mechanics and pilot evaluation of
conventional landings
[SAE PAPER 750529] p0383 A75-36667
NASA General Aviation Research overview - 1975
[SAE PAPER 750500] p0384 A75-36678
An evaluation of differential Omega for general
aviation area navigation
p0387 A75-36960
Measurements of external sound from light
propeller-driven aircraft
p0515 A75-17288
Effects of ground-based aircraft simulator motion
conditions upon prediction of pilot proficiency,
part 1
[AD-783256] p0033 N75-10112
General aviation programs
[GPO-U1-153] p0035 N75-10903
Statistical analysis of general aviation VG-VGH data
[SASA-CB-132531] p0037 M75-10933
Development of a Fowler flap system for a high
performance general aviation airfoil
[NASA-CR-2UU3] p0073 N75-12943
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format OS Civil
Aviation issue number 1 of 1974 accidents
[PB-236867/8] p0172 S75-16528
Analysis of technology requirements and potential
demand for general aviation avionics systems foe
operation in the 1980's
[NASA-CR-137628] p0175 N75-16554
Application of numerical optimization to the
design of low speed airfoils
[NASA-TB-X-3213] p0234 N75-18181
Analysis of in-flight disintegration accidents
p0267 H75-19197
General Aviation Aircraft Safety
[AD-A003124] p0267 N75-19199
Analysis of general aviation accident records
p0267 H75-19200
General aviation accident patterns
p0267 N75-19201
The accident record in terms of the pilot
p0267 N75-19202
Crash survivability
p0267 N75-19203
General aviation handling qualities research
p0268 N75-19204
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Design considerations for stall/spin avoidance
p0268 N75-19205
Economics: General aviation cost factors
p0268 N75-19206
Hanufacturer*s overview
p0268 N75-19207
Development of a scientific basis for analysis of
aircraft seating systems
[AD-A004306] p0280 H75-20273
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
13-percent thick airfoil section designed for
general aviation applications
[NASA-TH-I-72697] p0370 N75-24678
Flight test and evaluation of Omega navigation for
general aviation
[NASA-CB-132677] p0405 N75-25901
Annual review of aircraft accident data, OS
general aviation, calendar year 1972
[PB-239608/3] p0413 N75-26988
Common antenna preamplifier-isolator for VLP-LF
receivers
[NASA-CB-143237] p0448 N75-28278
The next forty years in aviation
p0450 N75-29007
General aviation's future need for research
p0451 N75-29021
Development of stall deterrent concepts for
general aviation aircraft
[AD-A012386/9] p0532 N75-33033
Development of stall deterrent device for small
airplanes
[AD-A012387/7] p0532 N75-33043
GEHEBAL DYNAMICS AIBCBAFI
NT B-58 AIBC8AFT
NT CANADAIB AIRCBAFT
NT CL-84 AIBCBAFT
NT CV-340 AIBCBAFT
NT F-102 AIBCBAFT
NT F-106 AIBCBAFT
NT F-111 AIBCBAFT
GBNEBAL DYBABICS SI LI TAB Y AIBCBAFT
0 HILITABY AIBCEAFT
GEHEBATION
Rind tunnel generation of sinusoidal lateral and
longitudinal gusts by circulation of twin
parallel airfoils
[NASA-CB-137547] p0461 N75-29351
GBOHAGBBTIC CROTCHETS
0 SODDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTDBBANCES
GEOHETBICAL HYDBOBAGHETICS
D HAGNETOBYDBODYNAHICS
GEOHETBY
NT ANGLE OF ATTACK
NT CABTESIAN COOBDINATES
NT COBVATDBE
NT DIFFEBENTIAL GECHETBY
NT DIHEDBAL ANGLE
NT ELEVATION ANGLE
NT FLOH 3EOBETBY
NT LEADING EDGE SWEEP
NT NOZZLE GEOHETBY
NT OBLATE SPHEBOIDS
NT SHEEPBACK
NT TANK GEOHETBY
NT VOBTICITY
GEOSTBOPBIC HID
Effects of surface winds and gusts on aircraft
design and operation analysis of
meteorological parameters for improved aircraft
flight characteristics
[AGABD-B-626] p0165 N75-15641
GBBDIEH ABC BEATBBS
D BEATING EQOIPBEHT
GBBBANY
Mission and organization of the DFVLB: Two years
of integrated society of German aeronautical and
space flight research
[HASA-TT-F-16086] p0126 N75-13882
Flight safety work of the German Aviation and
Space Besearch Institute
[DLB-BITT-75-05] pO<!55 N75-29070
Contributions from military technology in
Germany covering supersonic rotors, aircraft
fatigue testing, phased array radar
[BBVG-FBWT-75-12 ] p0494 N75-30995
GLASS
NT GLASS FIbEBS
GLASS FIBEB BEIHFOBCED PLASTICS
Recent development and experience of an all
fiberglass BP undercarriage for a STOL-aircraft
p0392 A75-37311
The results of fabrication and testing of the
prototype composite rotor blades for HLB and OTTAS
Beavy Lift Helicopter and Utility Tactical
Transport Aircraft System
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1010] pO<»39 A75-41694
GLASS FIBEBS
Possibilities concerning a use of borescope
inspection methods in nondestructive material
testing and the significance of these methods
p0402 A75-38629
GLADBBT COEFFICIENT
D AEBODYNAMIC FOBCES
D BACH NOBBEH
GLIDE ANGLES
D GLIDE PATHS
GLIDE LANDINGS
Comparison of airport measurements of approach
noise produced by jet aircraft
p0251 A75-27852
GLIDE PATHS
Automatic flying of curved approach paths: A
computer and flight investigation
[BAE-TB-73154] p0027 S75-10043
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10456-1 ] p0071 N75-12930
Test of glide slope guidance with and without
simplified abbreviated visual approach slope
indicator
[AD-787304] p0120 N75-13836
Takeoff and Landing Analysis (TOLA) computer
program. Part 2: Problem formulation
[AD-787656] p0163 N75-15624
Instrument landing system improvement program:
Centerline monitor
[AD-781797] p0176 N75-16565
Evaluation of the Bubino procedure for radio
telemetric theodolite positioning
[AD-A004317] p0288 N75-20353
Take-off and landing seminar on aircraft
guidance, control, stability, and flight
characteristics during approach and landing and
takeoff
[AGABD-CP-160] p0305 N75-21219
Flight tests with a simple head-up display used as
a visual approach aid
p0307 S75-21235
GLIDE SLOPES
B GLIDE PATHS
GLIDBBS
NT HL-10 BEESTBY VEHICLE
NT HYPEBSONIC GLIDEBS
NT PABAGLIDEBS
Loadings and flight limitations of the sailplane
having the speed flap. I
p0007 A75-10721
Kasprzyk's revelatory wing for gliders
p0017 A75-12474
Selected problems concerning the strength of a
bonded heavily loaded Dnral structure
p0009 A75-12475
Developmental trends in the production of powered
gliders
pOOQ6 A75-13883
High-altitude gliders - Projects and reality
p0046 A75-13884
The determination of the flight performance of
gliders
pOO«9 A75-15205
Characteristic of a powered glider during circling
p0052 A75-16421
The "definition1 of the motorsegler
[DFVLB-SONDDB-1124] p0250 A75-27596
Determination of the pitching moment coefficient
for a glider without control surfaces on the
basis of in-flight measurements
p0301 A75-31859
Some ideas of vortex lift
[SAE PAPEB 750547] p0384 A75-36676
Handling and performance characteristics of
swept-forward flying wing aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 750548] p0384 A75-36679
Device for determining the location of the maximum
climb rate of an ascending air current for
glider flight applications
p0433 A75-41100
Aileron flutter in plastic sailplanes
p0465 A75-41956
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SUBJECT IIDEI GBOBBD EFFECT
Gliders and the art of gliding
[NASA-TT-F-16101 ] p017U N75-16548
Feasibility study of the use of the LK-10A glider
as a post stall research vehicle
p0308 H75-21211
Design of a deployable mng glider
[AD-A004800] pODOS H75-25932
GLIDISG
Gliders and the art of gliding
[BASA-TT-F-16101 ] p017« H75-16518
GLOSSABIES
D DICTlOHiRIES
GOBDOLiS
Design concepts for helicopter pallets and gondolas
[4D-4004013] p0108 N75-25935
GOVBBHHEBT PBOCOBBHBHT
B-1 airborne strategic deterrent
P0331 A75-33550
Aeronautics in the American Society
pO«19 H75-29002
GOVEBBHEIT/IHDOSTBY BELATIOHS
Canadian civil aircraft maintenance f rom a
regulatory viewpoint
pOO<46 175-1*036
The institutionalization and the general problems
of air traffic
p0183 475-233118
Noise legislation and regulations
p018U 475-231(36
Problems of federal and state court jurisdiction
and venue in products liability litigation -
Defendants viewpoint aviational products
P0331 475-33565
Air transportation of radioactive materials
p0331 475-33568
Consequential and special damages - Tempest in the
tariff liability and clam rules for
handling air freight
p0331 475-33569
A United States airline operational and regulatory
viewpoint on noise reduction
p0515 475-47284
Economic analysis of aircraft noise reduction
p0515 475-47285
Kill design-to-cost work over the long haul
industry/government responsibilities in fu ture
weapon system acquisitions
[ S A W E P A P E R 1068] p0517 475-47498
GOVERSOBS
D SPEED H E G O L A T O H S
GBADIEMTS
NT ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES
NT PRESSURE G R A D I E N T S
HI T E M P E R A T U R E G R A D I E N T S
Improved gradient algorithm for two-point boundary
value problems time optimal trajectory control
p O I U O A75-19909
GRADUATION
D C A L I B R A T I N G
GBAPBITE
Structural advances in helicopter rotor blade
technology
p0020 A75-13045
Applications of graphite and aramid composites on
the IF-17 prototype fighter
p0011 A75-130117
Kevlar 49 hybrid composites for commercial and
aerospace applications
p0392 A75-37309
Integrally stiffened graphite/epoxy construction
for wingboxes
pO*32 675-1(0960
Hetal-matrix composites: Status and prospects
[8ASA-CR-142191] p0176 N75-16636
Heasurement of advanced composition materials
shielding effectiveness
[ A D - A 0 0 0 4 1 4 ] p0231 N75-17425
Effects of graphite-epoxy composite materials on
the corrosion behavior of aircraft alloys
electrochemical corrosion
[AD-A010127] p0529 N75-32186
GRAPHS (CHARTS)
Eleientacy aethod of graphic replotting of a
characteristic of an uncooled turbocompressor
when the intake temperature and number of
revolutions are varied
p0245 A75-26672
GSAVEL DEPOSITS
0 G R A V E L S
GBA?BLS
Development of a model technique for investigating
the performance of soft-ground arresters for
aircraft
[AHC-CP-1275] p0172 M75-16526
GBAVITATIOB
HI G8A7ITT 4BOB4LIES
GBAVITI ABOHALIBS
Accuracy improvement in a gravity
gradiometer-aided cruise inertial navigator
subjected to deflections of the vertical
[AIAA PAPER 75-1090] p0437 A75-41655
The use of autocorrelation functions to predict
the effects of vertical deflections on aircraft
navigation
[AIAA PAPER 75-1101] p0437 A75-41663
GBA7ITY GBADIBBT SATELLITES
NT ATS 5
NT ATS 6
GBAVITI GRADIOSETEBS
Propagation of gravity gradiometer errors in an
airborne inertial navigation system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1089] p0436 A75-41654
Accuracy improvement in a gravity
gradiometer-aided cruise inertial navigator
subjected to deflections of the vertical
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1090] p0437 A75-41655
GBEAT BRITAIB
Helicopter avionics: OK research programme
pO<(83 B75-30059
GBBBCB
Aircraft accident report: Trans World, Airlines,
Inc., Boeing 707-331B, N8734 in the Ionian Sea
[PB-241705/3] p0531 N75-33018
GBOOBD BASBD COBTBOL
NT 418 TRAFFIC CONTROL
NT R4DAR APPROACH CONTROL
Ground-based collision avoidance systems for air
traffic
p0219 A75-26062
On the way to tactical aircraft robotics
ground based radar control of F-102 A
p0323 A75-32452
GBOOND EFFECT
Prediction of ground effects for VTOL aircraft
with twin lifting jets
C4I44 PAPER 74-1167] p0004 A75-10318
Description and test results of a water basin to
determine ground effect in hover using small
models
[AIAA PAPER 75-145] p0101 475-18343
Review of theory and methods for the prediction of
ground effects on aircraft noise propagation
[AIAA PAPER 75-538] p0210 A75-25800
A new concept for airship mooring and ground
handling
p021U 475-25997
Pressure field of a vortex wake in ground effect
p0290 A75-29U66
A theoretical analysis for three dimensional ram
wings in parallel walls
p0329 A75-33427
Wake vortex decay near the ground
[AIAA PAPES 75-882] p0346 A75-35173
Flight mechanics and pilot evaluation of
conventional landings
[SAE PAPEB 750529] p0383 475-36667
The jet flap wing in proximity to the ground,
giving particular attention to larg: angles of
attack and large jet-flap angles German book
p0434 475-41233
Analysis of ground reflection of jet noise
obtained with various microphone arrays over an
asphalt surface
p0468 475-42711
TTOL reingestion model testing of fountain control
and wind effects
[AIAA PAPER 75-1217] p0505 A75-U563a
Ground effect for V/STOL aircraft configurations
and its simulation in the wind tunnel. Part 3:
The tangentially blown ground as an alternative
to a moving ground: Application to the
NASA-Ames 40 by 80-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-114U97 ] p0013 N75-10005
Helicopter ground resonance analysis in light of
Army requirements
[AD-785628] p0073 N75-12915
Ground effect on airfoils with flaps or jet flaps
p0118 N75-13815
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GBOOID EFFECT B»CHII1S SOBJECI IHDEI
Measuremen t of tilt rotor VTOL rotor wake-airframe
g r o u n d aerodynamic interference for application
to real t ime f l igh t simulation
1
 p0118 N75-13816
The effect of ground proximity on the
lateral/directional aerodynamic and control
characteristics of a tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft
at high lift coefficients
[ A D - A 0 0 1 5 8 4 ] p0237 N75-18227
Analysis of ground reflection of jet noise
obtained w i t h various microphone arrays over an
asphalt surface
[ N A S A - T M - X - 7 1 6 9 6 ] p0311 N75-21280
G r o u n d effects for jet lift VTOL
[NASA-TT-F-16359] p0353 N75-23480
Comparison of measured and calculated aircraft
lift generated pressures
[ N A S A - T M - X - 7 2 7 0 7 ] p0403 N75-25870
Parameter estimation of powered-lift ST01 aircraft
characteristics including turbulence and ground
effects
p0478 H75-30025
The pressure field of a vortex wake in ground effect
[AD-A008857] p0488 S75-30126
GROOHD EFFECT HACBISES
NT C U S H I O N C R A F T G R O U N D EFFECT M A C H I N E
NT H O V E E C E A F T G R O U N D EFFECT MACHINES
Soviet air cushion vehicles
pOOOB A75-15011
A study on the dynamic characteristics of a
peripheral-jet air cushion
p0090 A75-17688
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft
p0254 475-27983
A feasibility study of a trans-ocean hybrid cargo
airship operating in ground effect
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-929] p0389 A75-37006
Elastically retracting ACLS trunks Air Cushion
Landing System
p0397 A75-38052
Air cushion take-off and landing systems for
aircraft
p0440 A75-41798
Aerodynamics of air cushion craft, chapter 6,
second edition
[AD-786800] p0123 N75-13859
Landing impact studies of a 0.3-scale model air
cushion landing system for a N a v y fighter airplane
[ NASA-TN-D-7875] p0225 N75-17342
Surface effect takeoff and landing system (SETOLS)
[AD-A000101 ] p0226 N75-17345
Quarterly bulletin of the Division of Mechanical
Engineering and the National Aeronautical
Establishment, 1 October - 31 December 1971
[ D M E / N A E - 1 9 7 4 ( 4 ) ] p0278 N75-20249
Some air cushion technology research in Canada
p0279 N75-20251
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft
p0282 N75-20296
Criteria of the longitudinal stability of the
ekranoplan
CAD-A002918] p0312 N75-21290
Studies and research on marine hulls working with
natural ground effect
p0353 N75-23175
Wing longitudinal stability criteria
[AD-A007430] p0360 N75-23527
Hydroaerodynamic characteristics of a low aspect
ratio del.ta wing near a screen
[AD-A007649] p0360 N75-23529
Differential thrust controller for air cushion
landing system aircraft
[AD-A008662] p0493 N75-30197
GEOUND H A N D L I N G
Mooring and ground handling rigid airships
p0214 A75-25996
A new concept for airship mooring and ground
handling
p0214 A75-25997
Ground noise suppressors for aircraft engine
operation
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1327] p0509 A75-4570U
GBOUND STATIONS
The U.S. Candidate Microwave Landing System - A
new generation of avionics/ground equipment
[ A I A A PAPEE 75-607] p0256 A75-28472
Differential Omega in the air traffic control
environment
p0386 A75-36958
GBOOHD SUPPOBT EQUIPHENT
Automated eddy current fastener hole scanner
for C-5A structural fatigue inspection
p0109 A75-18824
Test bed for the upgraded third generation Air
Traffic Control System
p0219 A75-26064
In-airframe ground runup noise suppressor program
[AD-785246] p0063 H75-11986
Aircraft maintenance trailer system
[AD-786553] p0176 N75-16577
Five minutes before takeoff
[AD-A002815] p0313 N75-21301
GBOUND SDPPOBT SYSTEMS
Whither all weather - An airline engineer's point
of view landing system design
[SAE PAPEE 750600] p0429 A75-10509
Integrating ground support for propulsion systems
on the 747
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1329] p0509 A75-45705
GBODND TESTS
Supersonic inlet simulator - A tool for simulation
of realistic engine entry flow conditions
for F-15
[SAE PAPEB 740824] p0082 A75-16907
Predictions of in-flight performances of a
turbo-jet engine
p0088 A75-17405
Experimental methods used in France for flutter
prediction
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1428] p0092 A75-18023
CONFLOW High Pressure Leg - A new response to
simulation needs for testing advanced
atmospheric penetration vehicles
[AIAA PAPEB 75-173] p0102 A75-18359
Static structural test for supersonic aircraft
Bussian book
p0182 A75-23233
Wide bandwidth optical telemetry link for ground
testing of equipment in high EMI environments
p0258 A75-28781
Problems of structural identification - Partial
survey of ground and flight vibration test methods
p0301 A75-31865
B-1 - The road to first flight
p0323 A75-32455
Propeller modulation effects on a scanning-beam
microwave landing system
[SAE PSPEE 750521] p0382 A75-36661
Northrop IF-17 ground testing and simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-986] p0422 A75-39501
Tiedown and bench testing of grease-lubricated
helicopter tail and intermediate gear-boxes
[AD-A009757] p0496 N75-31060
GROUND WIND
Surface wind speed range as a function of time
interval and mean wind speed
p0348 A75-35413
An experimental simulation study of four crosswind
landing gear concepts
[NASA-TN-D-7864] p0235 N75-18184
GROUHD-AIB-GBODHD COMMUNICATIONS
The ABINC plan for implementing air/ground datalink
p0093 A75-18088
Influence of topography and atmospheric refraction
in UHF ground-air communications
p0313 N75-22080
DABS link performance considerations
[AD-A009429] p0455 N75-29078
GBODHD-IO-AIB HISSILES
U SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
GBOUP TBEOBT
Application of the properties of Poincare Fuchsian
groups to the calculation of turbomacbine blade
vibrations
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1460] p0088 A75-17383
GBUMMAN AIBCBAFT
NT A-6 AIECRAFT
NT C-1A AIBCBAFT
NT E-2 AIBCBAFT
NT F-14 AIBCBAFT
NT F-111 AIBCBAFT
NT OV-1 AIBCBAFT
High-performance jet-V/STOL development
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1013] p0424 A75-39513
GBDHHAN OV-1C AIBCBAFT
U OV-1 AIBCBAFT
GUIDANCE (MOTION)
NT AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE
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SUBJECT IHDEI B-Stt BELICOPIBB
N T C O H H A B D G O I D A N C E
HI IBEBTIAL GOIDANCE
HT BEBDEZVOOS GOIDAHCE
_BT TEBHIBAL GOIDANCE
eOIDiBCE SEHSOBS
Feasibility of laser systems for aircraft landing
operations under low visibility conditions
[AD-A005637] p0267 H75-19198
GDIDE V A B E S
Profiling radial-axial turbine stage inlet guide
vanes
p0152 475-22100
SDH LAOHCHEBS
Analysis of delivery accuracy for AH-1G (Cobra)
launched 2.75-inch rockets from tests conducted
January - (larch 1972 at China Lake, California
C&D-782978] p0068 N75-12891
SOBFIBB
Evaluation of back-blast pressures produced by a
wing-mounted 105-mm recoilless rifle
[40-786528] p0138 K75-15599
SDHS (OBDBAHCE)
vHT EIPLES
Theoretical dovnvash velocities about the AH-1G
helicopter at hover and 140 knots
[4D-A008339] p0371 B75-24693
Air bag protection of the gunner in the OS A r m y
Cobra AH-1Q
[AD-4009421] p0524 B75-32043
GDST ALLEVIATOBS
Design of a digital-stability augmentation and
control system with gust alleviation and modal
suppression
p0256 475-28432
Discussion oC an aeromechanical gust alleviation
system to improve the ride comfort of light
airplanes
[ S A E PAPER 750511] p0384 A75-36675
The C-5A active load alleviation system
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-991] p0123 A75-3950U
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using
active controls
[HASA-CR-132704] p0239 N75-182U3
Status and trends in active control technology
p0450 N75-29015
Ose of active control technology to improve ride
qualities of large transport aircraft
pOU81 N75-30050
Application of active controls technology to
aircraft ride soothing systems
p0534 N75-33060
COST LOADS
Dynamic properties of ving panel Bade of composite
materials
p0013 A75-13279
Oblique compressible Sears function for
infinite span wings
p0046 A75-141U2
Lifting-surface theory for a seal-infinite wing in
oblique gust
p0051 A75-15952
A non-Gaussian model of continuous atmospheric
turbulence proposed for use in aircraft design
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-31] p0095 A75-18270
Development and evaluation of a new method for
predicting aircraft buffet response
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-69] p0096 A75-18289
A study of self-simlarity in boundary layer
turbulence and its relevance to aircraft design
and operation
p0349 475-35419
Airships in gusts - Apprehensions and assurance
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-950] p0390 A75-37021
Aircraft loading spectra emphasizing
oaneuvering and gust loads
p0396 A75-37823
On the response of an airplane to sinusoidal gust
p0434 A75-41474
A study of stabilization techniques for small,
fixed-wing, remotely piloted aircraft
[AD-784109] p0030 H75-10079
Flight tests in the wind tunnel for the
development and testing of a gust alleviation
system
[NAS4-TT-F-16079] p0069 H75-12902
A study of gust response for a rotor-propeller in
cruising flight
[HAS&-CB-137537] p0071 N75-12935
High altitude gust acceleration environment as
experienced by a supersonic airplane
[HASA-TH-D-7868] p0115 B75-13791
Inflight data collection for ride quality and
atmospheric turbulence research
[SAS4-CB-127492] p0132 H75-14745
UK research on aeronautical effects of surface
winds and gusts application to improving
aircraft handling qualities under turbulent
conditions
p0165 875-15643
Gust loads on 707 and TC 10 aircraft
[ABC-CP-1281] p0229 B75-17373
Improvements to the SADSAH computer program for
aeroelasticity analysis
[HASA-CB-132617] p0263 B75-19173
Measurement and analysis of unsteady aerodynamic
force for the vertical gust on an airplane model
in the BAL gust wind tunnel swept wing
interference tests
[HAL-T8-399] p0451 N75-29027
COSTS
Surface wind speed range as a function of time
interval and mean wind speed
p0348 A75-35413
Rind tunnel generation of sinusoidal lateral and
longitudinal gusts by circulation of twin
parallel airfoils
[BASA-CB-137547] p0461 1175-29351
GYBATIOH
NT AUTOKOTATIOB
GYBOCOHPASSES
Error in a corrected gyrocompass in maneuvering
p0109 475-18882
Gyroscopes /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Russian book
p0427 A75-40194
Design of an improved azimuth reference system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1083] p0436 475-41648
GYBOPLAHES
0 BELICOPTEBS
GYEOS
H GYROSCOPES
GYROSCOPES
NT FLUID ROTOR GYROSCOPES
1IT 6rROCOflPASSES
MT GYROSTABILIZERS
BT ROTARY GYROSCOPES
Gyroscopes /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Russian book
p0427 A75-40194
Laser gyro reaction time investigation program
[4D-4001646] " p0224 H75-17332
GYROSCOPIC DBIFT
D GYROSCOPES
D GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
On the vibration of a rotating shaft system having
two rotors
p0144 475-20364
GYROSTABILIZERS
Gyroscopes /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Russian book
p0427 475-40194
GYBOSTATS
D GYROSCOPES
H
H-53 HELICOPTER
Dltra-heavy vertical lift system 'The Heli-Stat1
combined LTA-helicopter design
p0216 475-26009
Investigation of the effects of blade structural
design parameters on helicopter stall boundaries
[AD-784594] p0030 B75-10075
B-53 night operations for rescue missions
p0482 875-30056
H-54 HELICOPTER
0. S. 4ray helicopter electrical system
reliability and maintainability investigation.
Volume 1: Document deficiency analysis
[AD-785573] p0061 H75-11961
U. S. Army helicopter electrical system
reliability and maintainability investigation.
roluae 2: Suppleiental design guide
[AD-785574] p0061 H75-11962
Flight load investigation of helicopter external
loads
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BAIL SUBJECT INDEX
[AD-A008394] p0373 N75-24727
BAIL
Developnent of an armored T-28 aircraft for
probing hailstorms
p0007 A75-10638
BAILSTOHES
D BAIL
BALL CUBREHTS
D ELECTRIC CURRENT
HABDBOOKS
NT DSEH MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS)
Pilot's and navigator's handbook Russian book
pOIOI A75-18122
Handbook for aircraft mechanics /3rd revised and
enlarged edition/
p0183 A75-23366
Supercritical King sections II: i handbook
numerical computations
p0315 J75-34975
BAHDLEI PAGE AIRCRAFT
HI HP-115 AIRCRAFT
Results of a series of wind tunnel tests on the
Victor B . M k . 2 aircraft and a comparison with
drag estimates and full scale flight data
[ARC-CP-1283] p0011 N75-10026
BARDLET PAGE BP-115 AIRCRAFT
D HP-115 AIRCRAFT
HANDLING BQOIPHEBT
HI CRANES
H A N D L I N G QUALITIES
D CONTROLLABILITY
H A N G A R S
Connection between the flight plan and the repair
hangar control plan and its meaning for the
quality of the transport process
pOISO A75-23043
Observations on the construction and use of
airplane hangars
p0181 A75-23016
Fire protection of large Air Force hangars
[AD-781869] pOOlO N75-10961
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
NT HOT PRESSING
NT PRECIPITATION B A E D E N I N G
Feasibility of induction skin hardened tapered
roller bearings for engine main shaft and
transmission pinion applications
[AD-A003311] p0313 N75-21612
BABDBABE
ASR-5 radar dual feedhorn antenna modification.
Volume 1: Description of hardware and summary
of feasibility effort
[AD-781318] p0231 N75-17573
HARMONIC EXCITATION
Dynamic characteristics of structures determined
using point excitation vibration testing
p0321 N75-22538
H A R M O N I C MOTION
Finite element analysis of unsteady transonic flow
[ A I A A PAPER 75-875] p0331 A75-33960
HARMONIC OSCILLATION
A calculation method for unsteady subsonic flow
about harmonically oscillating wing-body
configurations
C A I A A PAPER 75-861] p0333 A75-33951
Calculations of generalised airforces on two
parallel lifting surfaces oscillating
harmonically in subsonic flow
[ARC-R/M-3719] p0266 N75-19187
HARMONICS
NT H A R M O N I C EXCITATION
HI HARMONIC OSCILLATION
Dynamic stall characteristics of an oscillating
airfoil in a harmonically varying freestream
velocity
p0103 N75-25863
Determination of rotor harmonic blade loads f rom
acoustic measurements
[NASA-CR-2580] p0530 N75-32871
HARNESSES
Crash survivability
p0267 N75-19203
Shoulder harness and lap belt' restraint system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10519-2] p0406 N75-25915
HAiKBB HUHTBB AIHCBAF1
0 F-2 AIRCRAFT
BARKER SIDDELEI AIRCRAFT
NT DH 125 AIRCRAFT
NT F-2 AIRCRAFT
NT HS-748 AIRCRAFT
NT HS-801 AIRCRAFT
HAIKETB AIBCBAFT
B E-2 AIRCRAFT
HAZARDS
NT AIRCRAFT HAZARDS
NT FLIGHT HAZARDS
NT TOXIC HAZARDS
BC-1 BELICOPTEB
U CH-17 HELICOPTER
BD-1 GBODND EFFECT MACHINES
U HOVERCRAFT GBOBND EFFECT MACHINES
BEAD-OP DISPLAYS
presentation of the data regnired for takeoff and
landing pilot performance model for cockpit
display development
[OBERA, IP NO. 1350] p0090 A75-17826
Head-up piloting display
p0139 A75-19650
Head-up and other displays
p0190 &7S-21050
Velocity vector - The logical solution
aircraft guidance head-up displays
p0323 A75-32410
HUD - An important new aid to the L. S.O Head
Up Display for Landing Signal Officer
p0332 A75-33620
A holographic visor helmet-mounted display system
p0317 A75-35283
The F-14 aircraft head up display
p0395 A75-37700
Head-up display optics application to weapon
aiming systems in military aircraft
p0017 M75-10780
A conformal head-up display for the visual approach
p0262 N75-19138
Flight tests with a simple head-up display used as
a visual approach aid
p0307 N75-21235
Required pilot cues and displays for takeoff and
landing
p0307 N75-21237
Comparison of two head-up displays in simulated
standard and noise abatement night visual
approaches
[NASA-TM-X-3261] pOIH N75-26995
Three methods of presenting flight vector
information in a head-up display during
simulated STOL approaches
[NASA-TM-X-3273] p0111 N75-26996
BEADSETS
0 EARPHONES
BEARING
NT ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
BEARING LOSS
U AUDITOR! DEFECTS
BEAT CONDUCTION
U CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
HEAT CONTENT
U ENTHALPY
BEAT EFFECTS
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
BEAT EXCHANGEES
NT TBBE HEAT EXCHANGERS
High-speed gas flow with heat exchange
p0293 A75-30266
Gas turbine combustor stabilization by heat
recirculation
[AIAA PAPER 75-1301] p0507 A75-45688
BEAT FLUX
The measurement of shear stress and total heat
flux in a nonadiabatic turbulent hypersonic
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPEB 75-119] p0100 A75-18323
An approach to computing selective radiation
from hot flowing gases
pOIII A75-20382
BEAT PIPES
Heat exchange in the hypersonic flow of a rarefied
gas past a blunt wedge
p0379 A75-35913
BEAT BEGULATION
0 TEMPERATURE CONTROL
BEAT RESISTANCE
U THERMAL BESISTANCE
BEAT RESISTANT ALLOTS
NT NIMONIC ALLOTS
NT NIOBIUM ALLOTS
NT RENE 11
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SUBJECT IBDEX BEAVIIG
Development of high strength cast superalloys with
hot corrosion resistance
pOOlO A75-13039
Beat resistant wrought aluminum alloy D21
p0089 A75-17582
Developients in metals for aircraft
p0147 475-20986
High temperature alloys for gas turbines
p0148 A75-20988
NASA vane alloy boasts high-tenperature strength
p0190 A75-24003
Coatings protect snperalloys in gas-turbine
applications
p0190 A75-24005
Changes and evolution of aircraft engine materials
p029« A75-30415
Specific properties of high-strength and
heat-resistant wrought aluninum alloys and the
consideration of these properties in the
maintenance of aircraft. I
p0300 A75-31844
A brief account of the progress of turbine disk
materials for aircraft 3et engines
p0303 A75-32023
Specific properties of high-strength and
beat-resistant wrought aluminum alloys and the
consideration of these properties in the
maintenance of aircraft. II
p0385 A75-36850
Wire-reinforced suceralloys
p0512 A75-i|6«84
Thermal fatigue of coated superalloys
p0516 A75-471478
Production of snperalloys from powders
p0322 N7S-22753
Dvrectionally solidified lamellar eutectic
superalloys by edge-defined, film-fed growth
including tensile tests
[NASA-CR-134808] p0377 N75-24897
Air Force technical objective document. Fiscal
year 1975 composite materials, heat
resistant alloys, thermal insulation, protective
coatings
CAD-A005386] p0449 N75-28961
BEAT SHIELDING
Hypersonic wing test structure design, analysis,
and fabrication
[AIAA PAPER 75-785] p0326 A75-32670
Analysis of rotor fragment impact on ballistic
fabric engine burst containment shields
p0338 A75-34141
BEAT SIHKS
Study of active cooling for supersonic transports
[NASA-CB-132573] p0225 N7S-17336
BEAI TESTS
U HIGH TEKPEBATDBE TESTS
BEAT TBABSFEB
NT COSDDCTIVE HEAT TSASSFBB
NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TBANSFER
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TBABSFER
NT SADIATIYE HEAT TBANSFER
NT SOPEESONIC HEAT TRANSFER
HT TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFEB
Heat and mass transfer in engines of flight vehicles
Russian book
pOOOt A75-10203
Compressible laminar boundary layer at the leading
edge of a swept wing in the presence of heat
transfer and suction
pOO«6 A7S-11103
The Hach number dependence of the stagnation point
heat transfer in supersonic flow
p0146 A7S-20689
Influence of friction and heat exchange on flow
specific impulse
p0151 A75-22076
Heat transfer on curved surfaces
p0152 A75-22094
Beat transfer in radial-axial turbine flow passage
p0152 A75-22096
Calculation of heat transfer at the lines of flow
of a three-dimensional boundary layer in a
nonuniforn external flow
p0248 A75-26894
Beat exchange in the hypersonic flow of a rarefied
gas past a blunt wedge
p0379 A75-35943
Some aspects of studying the heat conditions of
flight vehicles in the design and testing phase
p0470 A75-44099
Cold-air annular-cascade investigation of
aerodynamic performance of cooled turbine vanes.
2: Trailing-edge ejection, film cooling, and
transpiration cooling
[NASA-TH-X-3180] p0129 N75-14718
Aerodynamic performance of a fully film cooled
core turbine vane tested with cold air in a
two-dimensional cascade
[BASA-TS-X-3177] p0129 N75-14719
Stationary reaction of a dual-sphere configuration
moving in a free-molecular medium heat and
energy transfer in rarefied gases
[BEPT-36/1973] p0233 B75-18172
Internal-combustion engine/vapour cycle combination
[ODE1-1097/74] p0286 H75-20336
Experimental study of heat transfer during flow
around uncambered delta uings with blunted edges
[AD-A007316] p0359 N75-23524
An analysis of heat transfer on a Joukowski
airfoil with separation and reattachmeot
p0521 N75-32008
BEAT TBABSFER COEFFICIENTS
Influence of swirling flow on heat transfer in
nozzles
p0001 A75-10204
Effects of heat soakage in axial flow compressors
[ASHE PAPER 74-BA/GT-5] pOOSO A75-16850
Numerical evaluation of further supersonic
sections including ducted heat addition and
nozzle flow
p0090 A75-17774
Hypersonic flow of a viscous, radiating gas around
blunt bodies
p0144 A75-20380
Determination of cooling energy and air flow rate
to cool turbine case
p0152 A75-22085
Heat transfer coefficients in radial gas turbine
rotor flow passage during startup
p0152 A75-22087
Analysis of cooled turbine blades
p0152 A75-22089
Study of heat transfer in turbine cascades at high
gas flow velocities
p0152 A75-22097
Heat transfer coefficients of gas turbine flow
passage elements under rotating conditions
p0152 A75-22105
Numerical study of heat exchange at the stagnation
point of a sphere situated in a hypersonic
stream of carbon dioxide gas
p0248 A75-26888
Interpretation of merged layer behavior for wedges
p0250 A75-27496
Experimental and theoretical determination of
thermal stress and heat transfer for a turbine
clade, using high-temperature thin film
thermocouples
p0294 A75-30506
Onsteady boundary layers over rotating blades
[ASME PAPER 75-GT-64] p0343 A75-34617
HEAT TBANSHISSION
BT COBDDCTIVE HEAT TBABSFEB
JIT COSrSCTIVE HEAT TBABSFEB
NT HEAT TBANSFEB
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TBANSFER
NT RADIATIVE HEAT TBANSFEB
NT SUPEBSONIC HEAT TBANSFEB
NT TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER
HEATING
NT AERODYNAMIC HEATING
NT KINETIC HEATING
BT LASER HEATING
BT RADIO FREQUEBCY HEATING
NT RESISTANCE HEATING
BEATING EQDIPHENT
Development and flight experience of a manned
thermal airship
[AIAA PAPER 75-925] p0388 A75-37003
A leading edge heating array and a flat surface
heating array - operation, maintenance and
repair manual
[NASA-CB-144357] p0456 N75-29088
HEATING
Dynamic heave-pitch analysis of air cushion
landing systems
[NASA-CB-2530] p0372 N75-24721
A-181
H B A t Y LIFT HELICOPTEBS SOBJECT IHDEX
BBAtY LIFT HBLICOPTEBS
An economic comparison of three heavy lift
airborne systems
p0212 175-25918
The results of fabrication and testing of the
prototype conposite rotor blades for HLH and OTTAS
Heavy Lift Helicopter and Utility Tactical
Transport Aircraft System
[Alii PiPEB 75-1010] pOI439 475-41694
Heavy-l i f t helicopter flight control system design
p0484 1175-30077
HBLICOPTBB ATTITDDE IBDICATOBS
0 ATTITDDE INDICiTORS
0 HELICOPTBBS
HBLICOPTEB COITBOL
Navigation in the use of helicopters offshore
p0017 A75-12373
MBB BO 105. II - Concept and worldwide use
helicopter design
p0017 A75-12525
Army helicopter fluidic control systems
p0046 A75-14339
Practical aerodynamics of the Ka-26 helicopter —*
Russian book
p0049 A75-15173
Control-display-stability-augmentation system
for low visibility helicopter maneuvers
p0139 A75-19690
Pilot control/display factors for helicopters
/PIFAI-H/
p0200 A75-25070
Integrated avionics - Controls and displays for
helicopter IPR operation
p0259 A75-28786
Recent advances in in-flight simulator technology
p0329 475-33187
MADGE - Evaluating a helicopter approach guidance
system
p0392 A75-37300
Synthesis of disturbance-rejection controllers for
linear multivariable continuous-time systems
application to hovering helicopter
p0392 475-37409
The relationship between rotorcraft drag and
stability and control
p0394 A75-37597
Trimming dual control rotors for optimum performance
p0398 475-38313
Summary of antitorgue devices other than tall rotors
p0399 475-38344
Helicopter electronics - A third of the cost in
black boxes navigation and control systems
p0473 475-44557
Helicopter control concepts emerging
p0513 475-46843
Development of an analysis for the determination
of coupled helicopter rotor/control system
dynamic response. Part 2: Program listing
[H4SA-CB-2453] p0130 H75-14726
Development of an analysis for the determination
of coupled helicopter rotor/control system
dynamic response. Part 1: Analysis and
applications
[NASA-CR-2452] p0234 N75-18178
Flapping'response characteristics of hingeless
rotor blades by a generalized harmonic balance
method
[NASA-TH-D-7856] p0234 N75-18183
Major Item Special Study UUSS) , DH-1C tail rotor
blade
[AD-A001714] p0270 H75-19230
Flight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix C.
Specification review change recommendations,
components, part 2
[AD-A009153] p0493 N75-30193
Flight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix E.
Specification review change recommendations,
cockpit arrangement
[AD-A009155] p0493 N75-30195
HBLICOPTBE DESIGi
The SA. 360 'Dauphin* - Definition and development
helicopter design
p0015 475-11722
A case study of ultra high rate of wear
experienced in a gear tooth flank
[ASLE PBEPEIHT 74LC-6B-2] p0016 A75-12188
Structural advances in helicopter rotor blade
technology
p0020 A75-13045
Alloys for spars of rotor blades of helicopters
p0089 A75-17575
Present main trends in helicopters cost
reduction and performance and comfort optimization
p0107 475-18695
Analysis of a dynamic vibration absorber for
helicopter blades
p0150 475-21154
Helicopter technological progress. II - Bell
Helicopter Co
p0153 475-22272
Rotary-wing aircraft systems for the short-haul
market
[4IA4 PAPEB 75-275] p0156 A75-22497
Dltra-heavy vertical lift system 'The Heli-Stat"
combined LTA-helicopter design
p0216 A75-26009
Determination of the dynamic characteristics of a
helicopter by the branch-modes method
[OHEBA, TP MO. 1975-25] p02H4 115-26479
Application of a numerical process to the
optimization of helicopter design
p0289 A75-29344
Modern hubs of helicopter rotors. I
p0301 A75-31857
Helicopters - The changing scene /J. D. North
Memorial Lecture/
p0303 475-32323
Bell HBlicopter/NASA/Army XV-15 status report
p0332 A75-33617
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft /RSBA/
p0332 475-33621
Modern hubs of helicopter rotors. II
p0391 475-37048
General problems concerning the helicopter
p0391 A75-37084
Anatomy of the helicopter. II - Engine and
transmission ratings
p0392 175-37299
Botorcraft parasite drag; Proceedings of the
Thirty-first Annual National Forum, Washington,
D.C., May 14, 15, 1975
p0393 A75-37593
\ general review of helicopter rotor hub drag data
p0393 A75-37594
Botorcraft Ion-speed download drag definition and
its reduction
p0394 A75-37595
Some important practical design constraints
affecting drag reduction
p0394 475-37596
Prediction of rotorcraft drag
p0394 A75-37598
Aerodynamic analysis of helicopter configurations
p0394 475-37599
Helicopter parasite drag bibliography
p0394 A75-37601
4 multifunction radar for helicopter applications
p0394 475-37638
The supersonic rotor for helicopters
p0399 475-38346
An analytical and experimental evaluation of
airfoil sections for helicopter rotor application
p0399 175-38349
A simplified approach to generalized helicopter
configuration modeling and the prediction of
fuselage surface pressures
p0400 475-38351
Effect of helicopter drag reduction on rotor
dynamic loads and blade life
p0400 A75-38354
Cost benefit evaluation of helicopter parasite
drag reductions
p0400 A75-38355
A comprehensive plan for helicopter drag reduction
p0400 475-38356
i study of the potential benefits of advanced
airfoils for helicopter applications
p0400 475-38357
4 review of design objectives for advanced
helicopter rotor airfoils
p0401 475-38358
DTTAS IUG-61A and YOH-60A competition for
Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
p0402 A75-38668
A-182
SUBJECT IHDEI HBLICOPTEB PEBPOBHiHCE
Static fatigue behavior of cellulose and polyamde
materials helicopter external load slings
p0433 A75-40967
The results of fabrication and testing of the
prototype composite rotor blades for HLH and OTTAS
fleavy Lift Helicopter and Utility Tactical
Transport Aircraft System
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1010] p0439 A75-41694
Suggestions for modernizing a helicopter cockpit
pOI»69 A75-43549
A new method of calculating the aerodynamic
loading distribution on the blades of a
translating helicopter rotor
pOU70 A75-43959
Keeping the rotors turning - Progress in the
powerplant field for helicopters
pO«73 A75-44556
Aerospatiale's Dauphin - Profiting f rom Gazelle
developments for helicopter design
p0473 A75-44566
The Hughes YAH-64 AAH advanced attack helicopter
p0173 A75-44567
The ' lynx' - Into the 80's ->— hingeless rotor
helicopter design
p0503 A75-45424
Eotorcraft technology 1985-1990 - A technology
assessment and review of engineering
developments in the design of rotorcraft and its
effect on the weight engineering discipline
[ S A K E PAPEB 1055] p0516 A75-47490
An integrated approach to value engineering and
weight engineering in the Design-To-Cost
environment
[ S A W E PAPEH 1069] p0517 A75-47499
HASA-Langley helicopter tower instrumentation
systems
[HASA-CB-132522] p0032 N75-10106
Integrated avionics: Controls and displays for
helicopter IPR operation
p0017 875-10917
Development of a method for the analysis of
improved helicopter design criteria
[AD-783392] p0073 B75-12946
Structural evaluation of OH-1D tubular rotor blade
[AD-786560] p0123 H75-13858
Advanced feasibility investigation for determining
army helicopter gas turbine engine maximum power
available
[AD-786546] p0125 B75-13874
Applications of helicopter mockups to
maintainability and other related engineering
disciplines
[4D-786SOO] p0127 N75-13891
Test results report and design technology
development report. HLH/ATC high-speed tapered
roller bearing development program
[AD-786561] p0127 N75-14155
Fuel system reliability and maintainability
investigation, volume 1 helicopter design
CAD-786563] p0135 H75-11771
Fuel system reliability and maintainability
investigation. Volume 2: Supplemental design
guide helicopter design
[4D-786564] p0135 H75-14772
An analytical evaluation of airfoil sections for
helicopter rotor applications
[NASA-TN-D-7796] p0161 H75-15607
An aeroelastic model helicopter rotor
[ABC-CP-1288] p0222 875-17304
Design and fatigue testing of integral armored
servo actuator modified trunnion
[AD-A002069] p0271 N75-19235
aajor Item Special Study (HISS), OB-1H tail rotor
hangers
[AD-A003263] p028S H75-20325
Army aircraft subsystem and component installation
design investigation
[AD-A007245] p0317 B75-22317
Fretting fatigue in titanium helicopter components
p0320 B75-22491
Summary of HIT research on dynamic stall and
blade-vortex interaction, 1971 - 1971
[AD-A008091] p0371 H75-21689
Heavy lift helicopter; cargo handling ATC program.
Volume 2: Fabrication of test hardware and
fixtures integrated test rig
[ A D - A 0 0 7 2 4 4 ] p0373 B75-24724
KAflex drive shaft coupling for OH-1 helicopter.
Design refineaent
[AD-A008365] p0374 H75-2U731
Fan-in-fuselage advanced antitorgue system
[AD-A005049] p0445 H75-28055
Failsafe/safe-life interface criteria
[AD-A006131] p0463 875-29462
Conceptual design study of a 1985 commercial STOL
tilt rotor transport
[BASA-CB-137601] pO«90 875-30115
Conceptual design studies of 1985 commercial VTOL
transports that utilized rotors. Volume 1
[KASA-CH-137599] p0490 B75-30146
Conceptual design studies of 1985 commercial VTOL
transports that utilized rotors. Volume 2
[NASA-CR-137600] pOH90 H75-30117
Flight control systei reliability and
naintainability investigations. Appendix D.
Specification review change recommendations,
structure
[AD-A009154] p0493 H75-30194
Flight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix t.
Design handbook, DH-2-1, DH-2-X
[AD-A009156] p0493 B75-30196
BELICOPTEB BSGIHES
The Detroit Diesel Allison Hodel 250-C28
turboshaft engine
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1186] p0002 A75-10335
The LTS 101 600 SRP engine
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1187] p0006 A75-11300
Hainshaft seals for small gas turbine engines
[AStE PBEPBIHT 74LC-1C-2] pOOOS A75-12197
Aviation engine ASH-82V Bussian book
p0043 A75-13218
High-speed rotor dynamics - An assessment of
current technology for small turboshaft engines
p0337 A75-34127
Performance development of the Gem turboshaft engine
for helicopter application
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-28] p0342 A75-34586
Anatomy of the helicopter. II - Engine and
transmission ratings
p0392 A75-37299
Keeping the rotors turning - Progress in the
powerplant field for helicopters
p0473 A75-44556
'Gem1 production starts gas turbine for
helicopters
p0503 A75-45425
HLH/ATC engine shaft support bearing development
program
[AD-784593] p0032 H75-10097
Turbine engine fuel control reliability test and
evaluation
[AD-785580] p0064 H75-11994
Hind tunnel investigation of a simulated gunship
helicopter engine-exhaust-windstream interaction
[BASA-TH-X-3161] p0072 N75-12941
High speed rotor dynamics: An assessment of
current technology for small turboshaft engines
[AD-787319] p0134 N75-14770
Development of self-acting seals for helicopter
engines
CNASA-CB-134739] p0272 B75-19243
OH-6A propulsion system vibration investigation
[AD-A007225] p0318 B75-22328
T63 engine vibratory characteristics analysis
[AD-A007243] p0319 N75-22331
Helicopter engine control: The past 20 years and
the next
p0364 875-23585
Puma engine power checking using collective pitch
[AAEE/BOTE-2081] p0489 N75-30144
Development of circumferential seal for helicopter
transmissions: Results of bench and flight tests
[BASA-TH-X-71806] p0534 B75-33055
HBLICOPTEB PEBFOBHABCE
Helicopter - People and places /14th Cierva
Memorial Lecture/ emphasizing safety factors
and passenger travel
p0001 A75-10187
Heasurement of model helicopter rotor flow
velocities with a laser Doppler velocimeter
p0008 475-10839
Pitch damping of helicopter rotor with nonuniform
inflow
pOOOS A75-11094
The rotor systems research aircraft - A flying
wind tunnel
[ A I A A PAPEB 74-1277] p0011 A75-11114
A-183
BELICOF1EB PBOPEL1BB DRIVE SUBJECT IHDEX
Calculation of helicopter main rotor blade
deformation Kith account for control flexibility
p0015 A75-12087
HBB BO 105. II - Concept and worldwide use
helicopter design
p0017 &75-12525
Identification of helicopter parameters
[DFVLB-SONDDR-428] p0049 A75-15038
Mari t ime VSTOL - The development of snail ship
helicopter operations in the Boyal Havy
[SAE PAPER 710820] p0082 A75-16904
Present main trends in helicopters cost
redaction and performance and comfort optimization
p0107 A75-18695
A study of noise guidelines for community
acceptance of civil-helicopter operations
p0113 A75-19572
Guidelines for reducing helicopter parasite drag
p0113 A75-19573
Numerical calculation of unsteady transonic
potential flow over helicopter rotor blades
[ A I A A PAPER 75-168] p0144 A75-20285
Experimentally verified analytical techniques for
predicting vehicle crash response
[AIAA P A P E R 75-273] p0198 A75-25006
A crashworthy armored helicopter crew seat
p0199 A75-25055
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
p0251 A75-28201
A specialised recording system for the measurement
of helicopter rotor blade performance in flight
p0258 A75-28770
Analysis of the interaction between the turbine
engine and the rotor of a helicopter
p0290 A7S-29609
Maximum-performance takeoffs of heavily-loaded
helicopters
p0298 A75-31193
Prediction of rotorcraft drag
p0394 A75-37598
Aerodynamic analysis of helicopter configurations
p0394 A75-37599
National Symposium on'Helicopter Aerodynamic
Efficiency, Hartford, Conn., (larch 6, 7, 1975,
Proceedings
p0398 A75-38340
Uniform downwash with rotors having a finite
number of blades
p0398 A75-38341
Summary of results indicating the beneficial
effects lof rotor vortex modification
p0399 A75-38345
A tunnel spanning airfoil testing technique
p0399 A75-38350
Hasted fuel - Another reason for drag reduction
in helicopters
p0400 A75-38352
Effects of parasite drag on rotor performance and
dynamic response
p0400 A75-38353
Short haul transportation - The helicopter's time
is now
[SAE PAPER 750598] p0428 A75-40506
Oil support helicopters
pO<168 A75-42684
Helicopter failure modes and corrective actions
p0471 A75-44243
An exploratory flight investigation of helicopter
sling-load placements using a closed-circuit
television as a pilot aid
[HASA-TN-D-7776] p0013 1175-10009
Taw axis stability augmentation system flight test
report flight tests of H-58 helicopter
[&D-784134] p0031 N75-10083
Engineering design handbook: Helicopter
performance testing
[AD-785000] p0061 N75-11965
Development of a method for .the analysis of
improved helicopter design criteria
[AD-783392] p0073 N75-12946
A spatial theory for the ground resonance of
helicopters noting fuselage rotation degrees
of freedom
[ESRO-TT-108] p0221 N75-17297
Hechanical instability gronnd dynamics program
[AD-A001101] p0226 N75-17349
Documenting helicopter operations from an energy
standpoint
[NASA-CR-132578] p0236 N75-18220
Stabilization of externally slung helicopter loads
[AD-A000893] p0237 N75-18224
Helicopter flight regimes
[AD-A001220] p027i» H75-19268
Flight simulation of a Hessex helicopter: A
validation exercise
[ARC-CP-1299] p0282 H75-20298
Effect of wake on the performance and stability
characteristics of advanced rotor systems
[AD-A002671] p0309 N75-21252
Operational experiences of a commercial helicopter
flown in a large metropolitan area
[NASA-TN-D-8000] p0444 N75-28045
Flight simulation of the model 347 advanced
tandem-rotor helicopter
[AD-A005050] pO»45 1175-28052
Application of steep angle approach in an
engineering and flight test program
[AD-A005074] p0445 B75-28053
Importance of helicopter dynamics to the
mathematical model of the helicopter
p0477 N75-30019
Low visibility approach of helicopters and ADAC
aircraft
p0485 N75-30080
HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVE
Extension of the lifting line model for the
helioopter rotor
p0254 A75-28194
System identification of a complex structure
helicopter gearbox dynamics from shake test data
CAIAA PAPER 75-809] p0328 A75-32705
Cooperative program for design, fabrication, and
testing of graphite-epoxy composite helicopter
shafting
[AD-A005024] p0447 N75-28244
HELICOPTER BOIOBS
0 ROTARY HINGS
HELICOPTER HIKES
A simplified numerical lifting surface theory
applied to rotary wings in steady,
incompressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 75-218] p0103 A75-1839IT
A second approximation to the induced drag of a
rotor in forward flight
p0398 A75-38342
Acoustic effects of rotor-wake interaction during
low-power descent
p0399 A75-38347
Hydrodynamic stability of the far wake of a
hovering rotor
p0510 A75-46154
Hind tunnel investigation of helicopter-rotor wake
effects on three helicopter fuselage models
[NASA-TM-X-3185] p0308 N75-21249
Effect of wake on the performance and stability
characteristics of advanced rotor systems
[AD-A002671] p0309 N75-21252
Prediction of rotor wake induced flow along the
rocket trajectories of an Army AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A007878] p0360 N75-23528
Vortex wake behind a helicopter
[AD-A005479] p04«3 N75-28038
Unsteady vortex lattice technigues applied to wake
formation and performance of the statically
thrusting propeller
CNASA-CR-132686] p0451 N75-29031
Rotor downwash velocities about the OH-1M
helicopter: Flight test measurements and
theoretical calculations
[AD-A008965] p0488 S75-30128
Helicopter lifting surface theory with force free
wake
p0530 M75-32999
HELICOPTERS
HI BO-105 HELICOPTER
HI CH-47 HELICOPTER
MT CB-54 HELICOPTER
NT H-53 HELICOPTER
NT H-54 HELICOPTER
NT HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS
NT MILITARY HELICOPTERS
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER
NT RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS
ST S-61 HELICOPTEB
NT SH-3 HELICOPTER
NT TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTERS
HI OH-1 HELICOPTEB
A-184
SUBJECT IHDEX BELICOPTBBS COBTD
HT DH-2 HELICOPTER
NT UH-61A HELICOPTEE
Parachute escape from helicopters
p0113 A75-1957*
A near-optimal takeoff policy for heavily loaded
helicopters exiting a confined acea
[AIAA PAPEB 75-261] p0155 A75-22Q89
B/C tape laying - Tomorrow's future today foe
helicopter rotor blade Manufacturing
[SHE PAPER HS7H-729] p0181 A75-23M11
The coipntation of aerodynanic loads on helicopter
blades in forward flight, using the aethod of
the acceleration potential Book
p0216 A75-26700
Evaluation of the accuracy of tiio helicopter rotor
theories
[FFA-12U] p002» B7S-10020
Development and experimental verification of
procedures to determine nonlinear
load-deflection characteristics of helicopter
substructures subjected to crash forces. Volume
1: Development of simplified analytical
techniques to predict typical helicopter
airframe crushing characteristics and the
formulation of design procedures
[AD-78IH91] p0038 H75-10910
A vind-tnnnel investigation of parameters
affecting helicopter directional control at lov
speeds in ground effect
[SASA-TH-D-769t] p0057 N75-11931
Information on attack helicopters: A comparison
[FOA-2-C-2597-F8] p0058 N75-1193U
Two-dimensional subsonic evaluation of a
15-percent thick circulation control airfoil
with slots at leading and trailing edges
[AD-785230] p0060 N75-1195«
Hanufacturing methods technology (HM and T) for
ballistically tolerant replacement flight
control components
[AD-785582] p0066 N75-12082
Design and development testing of free planet
transmission concept
[AD-782857/7] p0067 N75-12338
Application of a parameter identification
technique to a hingeless helicopter rotor
[NASA-TN-D-783U] p0069 N75-12906
Simulation study of intracity helicopter
operations under instrument conditions to
category 1 minimums
[NASA-rn-D-7786] p0071 N75-12933
Helicopter ground resonance analysis in light of
A r m y reguirenents
[AD-785628] p0073 N75-12945
Determination of aircraft cabin radiation,
conduction, and convection heat transfer
coefficients
[AD-785616] p0123 875-13861
Nuclear helicopter air density indicating system
flight test program
[AD-786565] p0121 N75-13862
Development of an analysis for the determination
of coupled helicopter rotor/control system
dynamic response. Eart 2: Program listing
[NASA-CE-2153] p0130 H75-1H726
Helicopter secondary structures reliability and
maintainability investigation
[AD-787331] p0133 B75-1U751
Evaluation of back-blast pressures produced by a
wing-mounted 105-mm recoilless rifle
[AD-786528] p0138 875-15599
Flight investigation of rotor/vehicle state feedback
[NASA-CB-132516] p0165 N75-156UO
Helicopter TEEPS validation study, phase 1
[ A D - A O O O U 2 3 ] p0226 B7S-173U7
Three-axis fluidic/electronic automatic flight
control system flight test report
[AD-A00089U] p0230 875-17379
Documenting helicopter operations from an energy
standpoint
[BASA-CH- 132578] p0236 875-18220
Helicopter rotor-produced modulation and aerial
field distribution in the band 30 to 76 MHz
[BAE-TB-711032] p0269 H75-19217
Flight path control and performance analysis,
phases 1 and 2. Integrated display, phase 3
[ AD-A00201<I ] p0275 875-19269
Quarterly bulletin of the Division of Hechanical
Engineering and the National Aeronautical
Establishment, 1 October - 31 December 1970
[ D H E / N A E - 1 9 7 U < < 1 ) ] p0278 B75-202U9
Non-dimensional methods for the measurement of
level flight performance of turbine engined
helicopters
IESDO-710U2] p0281 B75-20289
Development of scratch and spall resistant
windshields
[AD-A002513] p0283 875-20300
Instrument system test. Elliott helicopter air
data system
[AD-A002332] p0286 875-20331
Visual Augmentation System (VAS) laboratory
demonstration and test results onboard
helicopter
[AD-A003323] p0286 875-20332
OH-58A propulsion system vibration investigation
[AD-A002672] p0286 B75-203i»1
Tubular composite HLH rotor blade section
[AD-A003330] p0312 875-21286
Ose of the finite element damped forced response
strain energy distribution for vibration reduction
[AD-A002756] p0313 875-21681
Data acquisition test report on OH-58A NiCad
battery operation
[AD-A001526] p0313 B75-21805
Ose of helicopters for air delivery and emergency
[AD-A006750] p0315 875-22295
Crashworthy troop seat investigation
CAD-A007090] p0316 B75»22303
A feasibility study for monitoring systems of
fatigue damage to helicopter components
[AD-A006611] p0316 N75-22305
Fretting in helicopters
p0320 H75-22190
Flight test for the feasibility evaluation of the
Chadwick Electronic leighing System (CHEWS)
[AD-A007516] p0359 N75-23522
A crashworthy armored pilot seat for helicopters
[AD-A007551] p0361 N75-235<41
A study of helicopter interior noise reduction
[NASA-TH-X-726S5] p0362 875-23556
Research on helicopter rotor noise
[AD-A007261] p0367 875-23608
The development of experimental techniques for the
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NT STBAIN GAGE BALANCES
ST SEIGHT INDICATORS
NT KIND VANES
Required pilot cues and displays for takeoff and
landing
p0307 N75-21237
INDUCED FLUID FLOB
D FLBID FLOW
INDUCTION
Theory of induction of a heavily loaded propeller
[HASA-TT-F-16612] p0530 S75-33002
INDOCTIOS SYSTEMS
U INTAKE SYSTEMS
INDUSTRIAL ESEEGY
The transition from effective aircraft engine
control to effective industrial engine control
[SAK PAPEB 740848] p0083 A75-16915
INDUSTRIAL HiSlGESEBT
NT ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
The dynamics of the civil aviation industry Book
p0380 A75-36107
European industry and civil air transport /28th
Louis Bleriot Lecture/
p0384 A75-36718
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
The light industrial gas turbine: past and future
[BLL-CE-TRANS-6395-(9022.09) ] p0446 N75-28063
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
Industrial application of fracture mechanics
p0084 A75-17098
INDUSTRIES
NT AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
NT AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
NT DEFENSE INDUSTRY
Hazardous noise and industrial hygiene survey, 910
TAC Fighter Group (AFRES) , Youngstovn Municipal
Airport, Vienna, Ohio 44473
[AD-787652] p0168 N75-16148
INELASTIC BODIES
U RIGID STRUCTURES
INERT ATMOSPHERE
Catalytic reactor for inerting of aircraft fuel
tanks
[AD-A000939] p0237 N75-18228
Feasibility of adapting a thin film permeable
membrane to jet transport fuel tank inerting
system
[AD-A003799] p0282 N75-20295
INERT GASES
U BARE GASES
INEBTIA
Feasibility study and demonstration of nitrogen
generation for fuel tank inerting
[AD-784950] p0072 N75-12942
INEBTIA MOMENTS
0 MOMENTS OP INERTIA
INEBTIA BBEELS
0 REACTION WHEELS
IHEBTIAL FOBCES
U INERTIA
INEBTIAL GUIDANCE
Inertially aided ranging for guidance systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-1109] p0437 A75-41671
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SUBJECT IHDEX IBGBSTIOB (BBGIBES)
IHBBTIAL HEASOBING OBITS
0 INEHTIAL PLATFOBSS
IHEBTI&L BJVIGATIOB
On independent determination of the coordinates of
vehicle position by means of a plane Cartesian
coordinate system stereographically napped onto
a sphere, with allowance for the nonsphencity
of the earth
p0109 A75-18878
AD airline's experience with digital systems
Boeing 717 avionics
p0302 A75-31997
Alternative approaches to integrated airborne
OBEGA/Inertial navigation
p0387 A75-36962
Hix and match - A hybrid Oaega-Inertial airborne
navigation system
< p0387 A75-3696H
Airborne ONS - A low cost alternate to IKS
Onega and Inertial Navigation Systems compared
p0387 A75-36967
Performance comparison of space stable and local
level inertial platform mechanizations for a
strategic aircraft application
p039S A75-37703
The cost-effectiveness of inertial navigation for
civil aircraft
p0398 A75-38261
Propagation of gravity gradiometer errors in an
airborne inertial navigation system '
[ A I A A PAPES 75-1089] , p0436 A75-11654
Accuracy improvement in a gravity
gradiometer-aided cruise inertial navigator
subjected to deflections of the vertical
[AIAi PAPEB 75-1090] pOI|37 A75-41655
Depot requirements for base level data on aircraft
inertial platforms
[AD-785113] p0056 N75-11911
Modern flight path recording equipment radar
navigation, inertial navigation
[RAE-LIB-THASS-1799] p0166 B75-15619
Laser gyro reaction time investigation program
[AD-A001616] p0221 N75-17332
AS/AS8-90 systems improvement program for
analysis of operational performance and
operational naintenance
[AD-A001647] p0221 H75-17333
IBEETIA1 PLATFOHHS
The use of a navigation platform for performance
instrumentation on the TP-16 flight test program
C A I A A PAPEB 75-32] p0096 A75-18271
Performance comparison of space stable and local
level inertial platform mechanizations for a
strategic aircraft application
p0395 A75-37703
Cost estimating relationships for procurement
costs of airborne digital computers and inertial
measurement units for use in remotely piloted
vehicles
[AD-A003353] p0311 N75-21277
IBPIBITE SPAS WIBCS
Oblique compressible Sears function for
infinite span vings
p0016 A75-11142
The ]et f lap wing in proximity to the ground,
giving particular attention to large angles of
attack and large jet-flap angles German book
pO«31 A75-41233
A calculation nethcd for the turbulent boundary
layer on an infinite yawed wing in compressible,
adiabatic flow
[ABC-CP-1268] p0025 B75-10024
A viscous/potential flow interaction analysis
method for multi-element infinite swept wings,
volume 1
[NASA-CR-2176] p0033 H75-10358
Studies and research on marine hulls working with
natural ground effect
p0353 B75-23475
The simulation of turbulent boundary layer
separation on multi-element infinite swept wings
[NASA-CR-137691] p0522 H75-32020
IBFLATABLE DEVICES
0 IBFLATABLE STRUCTURES
ISFLATABLE STHOCTORBS
HI AIB BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
NT BALLOOBS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
NT TETHEBED BALLOONS
LTA in the OSA - Here's where it stands today
lighter than air vehicles
[ A I A A PAPEB 71-1280) p0011 A75-11116
Long fluid filled bags suspended by line forces
for airship design
p0213 A75-25988
Structural materials research for lighter-than-air
systems
[ A I A A PAPEfi 75-935] p0389 A75-37010
IBFLOJSCE COBPPICIZBT
NT STBOCTDBAL INFLOENCE COEFFICIENTS
Experimental study of the aerodynamic interaction
in a cascade of vibrating blades
p0299 A75-31380
IHFOBBATIOH DISSEHIBATIOB
Methods of inspecting and preventing work defects
during maintenance of aircraft
p0181 A75-23019
Seminars: An effective method for disseminating
advanced experience
[AD-A002805] p0308 N75-21243
IBFOB94TIOH FLOi
The defect recording system and defect statistics
for aircraft technology used by the CSA
p0181 A75-23017
The attainable goal in airline safety
p0026 H75-10035
IBFOBBATIOB SYSTEHS
NT H A N A G E B E B T INFORMATION SYSTEMS '
Digital avionics information system /DAIS/
integrated test bed development
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-588] p0247 A75-26739
First ADE for Air Force information systems
Automatic Data Entry for aircraft maintenance
p0300 A75-31113
Engine maintenance management program requires
information
[SAE PAPER 750613] p0430 A75-10520
A conceptaul definition study for a digital
avionics information system (approach 2), volume 1
[AD-780581/5] p0029 B75-10071
A conceptual definition study for a digital
avionics information system (approach 2) .
Volume 2: Appendixes A thru D
[AD-780582/3] p0030 N75-10072
IBFOBHATIOB TRANSMISSION
0 DATA TRANSMISSION
IBFBABED DBTECTOBS
Feasibility study for a dual field of view-single
detector array infrared system
[AD-A005658] p0419 N75-28875
IBFBABED HOBIZON SCANNERS
0 I N F R A R E D SCANNERS
IBFBABED IHAGEBY
Passive infrared imaging systems
p0315-A75-34884
IB thermal imaging sensors for helicopters
p0183 N75-30063
IBFBAHED IBSTBUHENTS
NT INFB&BED DETECTORS
NT IHFBABED SCASNEBS
HI I N F R A B E D SPECTBOHETERS
BT INFB&BED SPECTBOPHOTOHETERS
Airloads near the open port of a one-meter
airborne telescope
[AIAA PAPEB 75-71] p0143 A75-20270
IBFBARBD SCABBEBS
Problems in the integration of infrared line
scanners in high-performance aircraft
[DGLB PAPER 71-91] p0192 A75-21113
Passive infrared imaging systems
p0315 A75-31881
IBFBABED SPECTBA
External fins and ejector action for reducing the
infrared emission of engine exhaust ducting
[NASA-TM-X-3212] p0378 B75-25091
INFBABBD SPECTBOHETERS
NT FILTER WHEEL 1HPBABED SPBCTROBBTEBS
Firebird interferometer for observation of
infrared plume emission
[AD-A005815] p0462 N75-29395
INFHABED SPECTBOPHOTOSBTERS
Opper limit for CHI production from comet Kohoutek
by high resolution tilting-fliter photometry at
3.3 microns
[LFC-DL-1] p0178 N75-17262
IBGBSTIOB (EBGIBES)
Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on
compressor face flow and turbojet stall margin
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INHIBITORS SUBJECT IHDEX
[NASA-TH-X-3246] p0411 N75-26968
IBHIBITOES
HI REAR I-NHIBITORS
ISITI&L VALOE PROBLEBS
D B O U N D A B Y V A L O E PROBLEMS
IBJECTIOB
NT FLDID INJECTION
MT FUEL INJECTION
HT GAS INJECTION
HI SECONDARY INJECTION
IHJBCTIOS CiBBDBEIOBS
D CABBOHETOBS
0 FDE1 INJECTION
IBJECTOBS
HT VOSTEX INJECTORS
IBODBIES
NT CRASH INJURIES
IBLET FL01
Statistical averages of subsonic inlet distortion
[ A I A A PAPEB 711-1197] p0003 A7S-10342
Effect of inlet turbulence on compressor noise
[IIP PAPER STJU-113 pOOIS A75-13651
Prediction of compressor stall for distorted and
undistorted f low by use of a multistage
compressor simulation on the digital computer
[ A I A A PAPEB ?5-28] p0095 A75-18267
Calculation of transonic flow around axisymmetric
inlets
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-80] p0097 A75-18294
Aeroacoustic performance of scale model sonic inlets
takeoff/air approach noise reduction
[ A I A A PAPER 75-202] p0103 A75-18381
Internal cowl-separation at high incidence angles
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-64] p0143 A75-20267
Heasurements of static inlet turbulence for
turbofan engines
[ A I A A PAPER 75-067] p0205 A75-25743
On the flow around an air inlet
[ O N E R A , IP NO. 1975-38] p0304 A75-32334
Dniform shear flow within rectangular
parallel-walled diffusers
[ASHE PAPEB 75-FE-34] p0385 A75-36896
Potential and viscous flow prediction in V/STO1
propulsion system inlets
pO«66 A75-42072
A throat-bypass stability system for a YF-12
aircraft research inlet using self-acting
mechanical valves
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1181] p0504 A75-45612
Potential and viscous flow in VIOL, STOL or CTOL
propulsion system inlets
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1186] p0504 A75-45616
Inlet performance of the integrated tangley
scramjet oodule
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1212] p0505 A75-15632
An experimental investigation of ground vortex
formation during reverse engine operation
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1322] p0508 A75-t5700
The external drag of fuselage side intakes:
Rectangular intakes with compression surfaces
vertical
[ARC-CP-1269] p0014 N75-10025
Isolated rotor noise due to inlet distortion or
turbulence
[NASA-CR-2479] p0032 N75-1009U
Two-stage fan. 2: Data and performance with
redesigned second stage rotor uniform and
distorted inlet flows
[NASA-CR-134710] p0038 N75-10944
Sources of distortion and compatibility
p0073 N75-12956
Analysis of the dynaaic response of a supersonic
inlet to flow-field perturbations upstream of
the normal shock
[NASA-TN-D-7839] p0127 N75-14065
Aerodynamic analysis of several high throat Hach
number inlets for the quiet clean short-haul
experimental engine
[NASA-TH-X-3183] p0130 B75-14723
Experimental verification of a transonic test
technique for full-scale inlet/engine systems
simulating naneuvering attitudes
[AD-787659] p0167 N75-15660
Low speed and angle of attack effects on sonic and
near-sonic inlets
[NASA-CR-134778] p0265 N75-19184
Two-stage fan. 3: Data and performance with
rotor tip casing treatment, uniform and
distorted inlet flows
[NASA-CB-134722] p0311 N75-21278
Effect of a 180 deg-extent inlet pressure
distortion on the internal flow conditions of a
TF30-P-3
[NASA-TB-x-3267] p0528 N75-32125
Effect of wall suction on performance of a short
annular diffuser at inlet Hach numbers up to 0.5
gas turbine engines
[NASA-TB-X-3302] p0530 N75-33001
Experimental investigation of a Hach 6
fixed-geometry inlet featuring a swept
external-internal compression flow field
[NASA-TS-D-7998] p0533 N75-33051
IBLET HOZZLES
Experimentally determined aeroacoustic performance
and control of several sonic inlets
[AIAA PAPER 75-1181] p0504 A75-45614
Unique applications of the method of
characteristics to inlet and nozzle design
problems
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1185] pOSOt A75-45615
Experimental and analytical study of an inlet
forebody for an airframe-integrated scramjet
concept
[HASA-TM-X-3158] p0128 B75-10709
Investigation of sound emission from a jet engine
inlet in an axial flow
[DLR-FB-75-24] p0315 B75-22289
Noise suppression with high Hach number inlets
[NASA-CR-1433114] p0458 S75-29115
INLET PBESSOBE
On-line calibration of high-response pressure
transducers during jet-engine testing
[SAE PAPER 740825] p0082 A75-16908
Review of hammershock pressures in aircraft inlets
p0336 A75-34115
Experiments concerning the response of supersonic
nozzles to fluctuating inlet conditions
noise measurement
[ASUS PAPER 75-GT-40] p0342 A75-34597
Experimentally determined aeroacoustic performance
and control of several sonic inlets
[NASA-TM-X-71767] p0461 N75-29353
INLETS (DEVICES)
D INTAKE SYSTEHS
INORGANIC COATINGS
NT ANODIC COATINGS
NT CERAHIC COATINGS
INSECTS
Hechanism of generating a normal force by a beat
of the wings
p0397 A75-38136
INSTABILITY
U STABILITY
INSTALLATION
U INSTALLING
INSTALLING
An engine change with difficulties
p0049 A75-15204
Installation effects on the CF6-50 in the YC-14
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 750607] p0429 475-40514
IBSTBOCTIOHS
0 EDUCATION
INSTBDHENT APPROACH
United Kingdom phase 2 programme performance
tests of commutated Doppler aircraft landing
system
p0076 N75-12987
The German (1LS program: DLS, DUE based landing
system introduction and program overview
p0076 N75-12990
An international operators view on HLS
characteristics of landing aids for
international aircraft operations
p0077 N75-12999
Pan American Horld Airways, Incorporated Boeing
707-321B, N454PA, Pago Pago, American Samoa, 30
January 1974
[PB-238478/2] p0281 N75-20277
Delta Air Lines Incorporated ncDonnell Douglas
DC-9-32, N3323L, Chattanooga Municipal Airport,
Chattanooga, Tennessee
[PB-238479/0] p0281 N75-20278
Aircraft accident report: Air East, Inc.
Beechcraft 99A, N125AE, Johnstown-Cambria County
Airport, Johnstown, Pennsylvania, 6 January 1974
[PB-239891/5] p0413 N75-26982
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SUBJECT IHDBI I1STBOBEBT L18DIIG SISTEBS
IISTBDHBHT EBBOBS
Error in a corrected gyrocoopass in maneuvering
p0109 A75-18882
Analysis of frequency error of airplane descent
rate neasured by a laser
p0186 A75-23797
Alternative approaches to integrated airborne
OHEGA/Inertial navigation
p0387 A75-36962
On observations of nodal interference of the North
Dakota Onega transmission
p0388 A7S-36971
Evaluation of real-tine algorithms for Onega
propagation prediction
p0388 A75-36973
Performance conparison of space stable and local
level inertial platform mechanizations for a
strategic aircraft application
p0395 A75-37703
Design of an improved azimuth reference system
[AIA1 PAPER 75-1083] pO«36 A75-"»16<!8
Propagation of gravity gradiometer errors in an
airborne inertial navigation system
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1089] pO«36 A75-1165M
Accuracy improvement in a gravity
gradiometer-aided cruise inertial navigator
subjected to deflections of the vertical
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1090] p0437 A75-<41655
Inertially aided ranging for guidance systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1109] pO«37 A75-<41671
Aircraft landing response in a discrete multipath
environment
p0503 A75-15200
Honte Carlo analysis of inaccuracies in estimated
aircraft parameters caused by unmodeled flight
instrumentation errors
[NASA-TB-D-7712] p0229 1175-17368
PAA lightning protection study: Lightning
protection requirements for AIL type 55 K
instrument landing system
[AD-A008931] p0360 N75-23530
Instrumentation requirements for aircraft
parameter identification with application to the
helicopter
[BASA-CB-132675] p0527 H75-32112
Flight instrumentation specification for parameter
identification: Program user's guide
instrument errors/error analysis
[HASA-CB-132676] p0527 1175-32113
IBSTBUHBBT FLIGHT BOLES
Pilot control/display factors for helicopters
/PIPAX-H/
p0200 A75-25070
Integrated avionics - Controls and displays for
helicopter IFB operation
p0259 A75-28786
Integrated avionics: Controls and displays for
helicopter IFB operation
p0017 H75-10917
An advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of the upgraded third generation
ATC system. System B: Discrete Address Beacon
System (DABS) accuracy and coverage requirements
[AD-785311J p0056 B75-11925
The use of helicopter capabilities in bad weather
needs and requirements for future equipment
pOU82 B75-30053
Effect on nap-of-the-earth requirements on aircrew
performance durinq night attack helicopter
operations
pO«82 M75-30055
OS Army experience in low-level night flight
pOU82 N75-30057
Beguirements for operation of light helicopters at
night and in poor visibility
pO<!82 N75-30058
IBSTBOBEBT LABDIHG SISTEBS
HI ALL-BEATHEB LANDING SISTEBS
NT ADTOBATIC LABDIN6 COBTROL
weather radar and landing aids
pOOIH A75-13303
DLS - Neil generation landing aid DBE-based
landing system
p0299 A75-31U21
Instrument Landing System performance prediction
p0381 A75-36530
Aircraft landing response in a discrete nultipath
environment
p0503 A75-K5200
Flight demonstration of the feasibility of a
scanning bean microwave landing system
P0036 N75-10919
Instrument landing system improvement program:
Environmental study of the 200 foot aperture
slotted cable localizer antenna array
[AD-785025] p0065 B75-12009
Experimental validation of Boeing 747 ILS signal
scattering calculations for critical area
determination
[AD-787609] p007« N75-12972
Hicrowave Landing System (HLS) development plan as
proposed by Hazeltine Corporation during the
technique analysis and contract definition phase
of the national BLS development program. Volune
1: System concept and integration
[AD-778215] p0075 B75-12980
Bicrowave Landing System (HLS) development plan as
proposed by Hazeltine Corporation during the
technique analysis and contract definition phase
of the national BLS development program. Volume
2: Bnltipath, shadowing
[AD-778118] p0075 N75-12981
International Hicrowave Landing System (BLS)
Symposium development and characteristics of
instrument landing systems
[AD-779312] p0075 B75-12982
Presentation of a different BLS concept
characteristics of ground derived system for
aircraft instrument landing control
P0075 B75-12983
A time ordered access ground derived BLS concept
functional and technical characteristics of
ground controlled aircraft landing system
P0075 B75-12981
United Kingdom proposal for a future ICAO
precision approach and landing guidance system
research program for development of
instrument landing system components
p0075 N75-12985
Bajor results of the Boyal Aircraft Establishment
phase 1 and phase 2a programmes
p0076 875-12986
United Kingdom phase 2 programme performance
tests of commutated Doppler aircraft landing
system
p0076 B75-12987
United Kingdom BLS programme: Phase 2 feasibility
demonstration trials programme ground and
airborne measurements of aircraft landing system
performance
p0076 B75-12988
INTERSCAN: A new non-visual precision approach
and landing guidance system for international
civil aviation
p0076 N75-12989
The German MIS program: DLS, DBE based landing
system introduction and program overview
P0076 B75-12990
System presentation (status) characteristics
of distance measuring equipment aircraft landing
system
p0076 B75-12991
Technology overview components and subsystems
of distance measuring eguipment landing system
p0076 B75-12992
STOL demonstration program: Canada
performance tests of microwave landing system in
cold weather conditions
p0076 1175-12993
Doppler microwave landing system as developed by
Bazeltine Corporation
p0076 B75-12994
The ITT Gilfillan Doppler microwave landing system
rationale for selection of technology
applied to instrument landing system
p0076 N75-12995
The Bendix Hicrowave Landing System («LS) air
derived data system techniques using C-band
microwave frequencies
p0077 B75-12996
The Texas Instrument microwave landing system
analysis of quidance techniques for aircraft
approach and landing
p0077 875-12997
Thoughts about the Bicrowave Landing System from a
user perspective
p0077 B75-12998
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in international operators vie* on HIS
characteristics of landing aids for
international aircraft operations
p0077 N75-12999
System selection considerations technical,
operational, and economic aspects of instrument
landing systems
p0077 B75-13000
Instrument landing systeo improvement program:
Centerline monitor
[AD-781797] p0176 N75-16565
FAA lightning protection study: lightning
protection requirements for AN/G8N-27 (V)
instrument landing system
[ AD-785859] p0176 H75-16566
Helicopter TEBPS validation study, phase 1
[AD-A000423] p0226 N75-17347
C-141 All Heather landing System (AWLS) flight
test report: Optimization and pre-expennental
phases
[AD-A003952] p0285 N75-20330
Evaluation of the Bubino procedure for radio
telemetric theodolite positioning
[AD-A004317] p0288 B75-20353
Take-off and landing seminar on aircraft
guidance, control, stability, and flight
characteristics during approach and landing and
takeoff
[A6ABD-CP-160] p0305 N75-21219
Guidance philosophy for military instrument landing
p0306 1J75-21233
The improvement of visual aids for approach and
landing landing aids for improved operation
under fog conditions
p0307 H75-2123I1
FAA lightning protection study: Lightning
protection requirements for AIL type 55 K
instrument landing system
[AD-A008931] p0360 H75-23530
A universal flight director computer
[AD-A003634] p0406 N75-25905
FAA lightning protection study: Lightning
protection for status and control lines of
AN/GBB-27 (V) instrument landing system
[AD-A006997] p0410 N75-25967
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the OSiF
advanced landing system program. Volume 1:
Program description and results
[AD-A0014 19] p0416 N75-27223
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the OSAF
advanced landing system program. Volume 2:
Index of approaches
[ A D - A 0 0 4 4 2 0 ] pOU16 N75-27224
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the OSAF
advanced landing system program. Volume 3,
Part 1: Doppler HLS guidance error data (DOTS
tracking system)
C A D - A 0 0 4 4 2 1 ] p0416 N75-27225
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the OSAF
advanced landing system program. Volume 3, part
2: Doppler MLS guidance error data (H-33
tracking system, flights 22 June 1973 to 10
September 1974)
[AD-A004422] p0416 N75-27226
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the USAF
advanced landing system program. Volume 3, Part
3: Doppler MLS guidance error data (M-33
tracking system, flights 12 September 1973 to 29
January 1974)
[AD-A004423] p0416 H75-27227
Application of steep angle approach in an
engineering and flight test program
[AD-A005074] p0445 N75-28053
Sellable line signaling techniques for the FAA
6 H B - 2 7 ( V ) and CAT-3 ILS
[AD-A009881] p0455 N75-29077
T A C A N and ILS station evaluation report, Loring
AFB, name
[AD-A006416] p0455 N75-29084
Baseline measurement of the noise generated by a
short-to-mediun range jet transport flying
standard ILS approaches and level flyovers
[HASA-TH-X-72760] p0459 D75-29119
The nuclear landing aid for helicopters during the
final approach phase
p0484 1175-30074
An automatic flight control system for a
helicopter night landing system
p0484 S75-30079
IHSTBOHBHT OBIEHTATIOB
The use of inertia compensators for heliostat base
motion isolation
[ASME PAPEB 74-IA/AUT-13) p0079 A75-16820
IBSTBDHEBTAL AHALTSIS
D AUTOMATION
IBSOLATED SIBDCTOBES
Hypersonic viscous slip flow over an insulated
flat plate with real gas effects
p0182 A75-23205
IBSOLATIOH
NT THEBHAL INSOLATION
INTAKE SISTERS
NT AIS INTAKES
NT ENGINE INLETS
NT INTERNAL COMPBESSION INLETS
NT SIDE INLETS
NT SOPEBSONIC INLETS
Experimental investigation of a simple distortion
index utilizing steady-state and dynamic
distortions in a Mach 2.5 mixed-compression
inlet and turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-X-3169] p0119 N75-13825
Analysis of the dynamic response of a supersonic
inlet to flow-field perturbations upstream of
the normal shock
[NASA-TN-D-7839] p0127 N75-14065
A study of carburetor/induction system icing in
general aviation accidents
[NASA-CB-143835] p0268 N75-19208
The measurement of the transonic spillage drag of
a supersonic intake
p0354 N75-23488
Temperature measurement for advanced gas turbine
controls
p0365 1175-23597
Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on
compressor face flow and turbojet stall margin
[NASA-TM-X-3246] p0411 N75-26968
Jet engine air intake system
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10761-1] pOSOO N75-31108
Potential and viscous flow in VTOL, STOL or CTOL
propulsion system inlets
[NASA-TH-X-71799] p0522 N75-32024
IHTEGHAL EQUATIONS
ST FBEDHOLH EQUATIONS
NT SINGOLAB INTEGBAL EQUATIONS
NT VOLTEBBA EQUATIONS
Some remarks on the solution of the lifting line
equation
pOOOS A75-11095
The use of local basis functions in unsteady
aerodynamics
CAIAA PAPEB 75-100] pO!43 A75-20275
The determination of the subsonic flow of a
Chaplygin gas around a circular profile la the
presence of circulation
p0190 A75-24061
Beview of integral-equation techniques for solving
potential-flow problems with emphasis on the
surface-source method
p0200 A75-25120
Investigation into behavior of plates and shells
on the basis of the integrodifferential
equations of nonstationary aeroelasticity
p0293 A75-30384
Calculation of supercavitating flow through thin
airfoil cascades by the method of integral
equations
p0300 A75-31813
Calculation of transonic flows using an extended
integral equation method
[AIAA PAPEB 75-876] p0334 A75-33961
Integral equations for the calculation of the flow
about accelerated slender bodies for M greater,
equal, or less than 1
p0346 A75-35204
Integral method for calculating a detached stream
behind a body in a supersonic flow
p0401 A75-38407
Extended integral equation method for transonic
flows over airfoils
p0510 A75-46178
On the properties of the Generalized Integral of
Squared Error (GISE) exemplified for
executive aircraft altitude and flight path
angle control
[DLB-FB-74-45] p0126 N75-13880
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NT BODY KIHEHATICS
KIBETIC EQOATIOHS
NT HELMHOLTZ VOBTICITY EQDATIOH
KIHETIC FBICIIOS
ST SLIDING FBICTIOH
KIBETIC HBATIHG
NT AEBODINAHIC HEATING
Experimental analysis of wing boxes subjected to
heating
p0052 A75-16266
KIBETICS
HT BESTOH THEORY
NT BEACTION KIHETICS
KIBCHBOFF-HOIGEHS PBIHCIPLE
0 HAVE fBOPAGATIOH
KITE BALLOOBS
0 TETHEBED BALLOONS
KOHOOTEK COHET
Upper limit for CH4 production from comet Kohoutek
by high resolution tilting-filter photometry at
3.3 microns
[LFC-DL-1] p0178 H75-17262
KD B&HD
D SDPEBHIGH FBEQDENCIES
KOTTA-JOUKOBSKI COHDITIOH
Trailing edge flows over turbomachine blades and
the Kutta-Joukowsky condition
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-94] p0313 A75-3I1636
L BAND
D OLTBAHIGH FBEQDENCIES
L-28 AIBCBAFT
B 0-10 AIRCRAFT
L-1011 AIBCBAFT
European Tristars configuration and systems of
L-1011 aircraft
pOOta A75-11923
The Lockheed TriStar - An operational overview
/Fifteenth Fairey Remorial Lecture/
p0049 A75-15053
Besearch and development for guieter aircraft
L-1011 aircraft noise control program
p0106 A75-18537
A loadability comparison of the L-1011 and DC-10-10
[SAKE PAPEB 1094] p0518 A75-47510
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar, volume 1
[AD-A012371/1] p0533 S75-33046
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 2: L-1011-1 data
[AD-AO12372/9] p0533 S75-33047
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 3: Program user's manual
[AD-A012373/7] p0533 H75-33048
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 4: Program design specification
[AD-AO 1237V5] p0533 H75-33049
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 5: Computer programmer's manual
[AD-AO12375/2] p0533 H75-33050
LABOBATOBIES
NT ENGINE TESTING LABOBATOBIES
»T SPACE L1BOBATOBIBS
LAG (DBLAI)
D TIHE LAG
LAGBAHGE BOLTIPLIEBS
Analysis of complex elastic structures by a
Bayleigh-Ritz component modes method using
Lagrange Multipliers
p0322 N75-22795
LAHIHAB BOOHDABY LAYEB
Axial flow past a cylinder with suction
pOOOl A75-10140
Compressible laminar boundary layer at the leading
edge of a swept wiog in the presence of heat
transfer and suction
pOOM6 A75-14103
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LABINAB BOOHDABY LAYBB SEPABATION SUBJECT INDEX
Three-dimensional laminar boundary layers 'in
crossvise pressure gradients on flat plate
in curved duct
p0085 A75-17342
Calculation of a three-dimensional laminar
boundary layer in the case of bodies of
revolution at incidence with separation
p0090 475-17775
Magnus forces on spinning supersonic cones- I -
The boundary layer
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-193] p0102 A75-18374
An interaction model for the solution of laminar
separation on a surface
[ A I A A P1PEB 75-5] p01H1 A75-20253
A guasi-similarity analysis of the turbulent
boundary layer on a flat plate
p01«5 A75-20H41
The laminar boundary layer instability excitation
of an acoustic resonance wind tunnel test of
airfoil
p0155 A75-22370
Prediction of airfcil tone freguencies
p0290 A75-29465
Computational procedure for three-dimensional
boundary layers on aircraft and aerospace vehicles
p0339 A75-34190
Study of the interaction and three-dimensional
separation effects of a boundary layer in a
supersonic laminar regime French book
p0350 A75-35450
Laminar boundary layer in symmetry plane of
blunt-nosed body
p0380 A75-362U1
The wedge angle of laminar separation bubbles
p0485 N75-30092
LAHIHAB BOOHDABY L1YEB SEPARATION
0 L A B I N A B B O U N D A R Y L A Y E R
LABINAB FLADES
0 L A M I N A R FLOW
L A H I H A B FLOW
NT STBATIFIED FLOW
Numerical solutions of supersonic and hypersonic
laminar flows over a two-dimensional compression
corner
[AIAA PAPER 75-2] p0111 A75-20252
Laminar flow behavior under slip-boundary conditions
p0150 A75-21176
Non-adiabatic supersonic laminar flow past a small
step or suction gap
p0153 A75-22270
Experimental determination of the separation point
of f low around a circular cylinder
p0179 A75-22868
Starting vortex, separation bubbles and stall - A
numerical study of laminar unsteady flow around
an airfoil
p02U3 A75-26212
On the viscous f low about the trailing edge of a
rapidly oscillating plate
p0211 A75-26U69
Dse of numerically generated body-fitted
coordinate systems for solution of the
Navier-StoKes eguations
p0339 A75-34186
Laminar separation at a trailing edge
[ O N E B A , TP NO. 1975-13] p0396 A75-37899
Information on the use of data items in the series
bodies 02.01
[ESDD-02.0U.OO ] pOi(51 N75-29028
LABINAB FLOI COSTBOL
0 B O O N D A B Y L A Y E R C O N T R O L
D L A B I N A B B O O N D A B Y L A Y E B
LABIBAB JETS
0 JET FLOS
U L A H I N A R FLOW
LABIHATED MATERIALS
D LABI KATES
LABINATES
Laminated metallic structure - Advanced applications
p0011 A75-13046
Evaluation of stiffness coefficients for
fiber-reinforced laminated composites
p0186 A75-23667
Impact response of grapbite-epoxy flat laminates
using projectiles that simulate aircraft engine
encounters
p0201 A75-25232
Laminated wood for propeller blades
p0289 A75-29305
Mechanics of composite materials Book
p0324 A75-32Q63
Analytical displacements and vibrations of
cantilevered unsymmetric fiber composite laminates
[AIAA PAPEB 75-757] p0326 A75-32688
Structural response of fiber composite fan blades
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-78] p031|3 A75-31627
Kerimid 353 bis-maleimide laminating resin
p0433 A75-10972
Laoinated-netal composites
p0511 A75-U6H81
Impact resistance of hybrid composite fan blade
materials
[NASA-CR-13U712] p0066 N75-12077
LAMINATIONS
0 LAMINATES
LAUD
NT DESERTS
NT FARMLANDS
LANDFORBS
NT GREAT BRITAIN
NT SAMOA
LANDING
NT AIBCBAFT LANDING
NT BLIND LANDING
NT CBASH LANDING
NT GLIDE LANDINGS
NT SPACECRAFT LANDING
NT TOUCHDOWN
NT VERTICAL LANDING
LANDING AIDS
NT AIRPOBT LIGHTS
NT ALL-HEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT ARRESTING GEAR
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTBOL
NT INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
NT LANDING INSTBOMENTS
NT LANDING BADAB
NT MICPOHAVE LANDING SYSTEMS
NT SUNDAY LIGHTS
Weather radar and landing aids
pOOIt A75-13303
DLS - New generation landing aid DfiE-based
landing system
p0299 A75-31421
HUD - An important new aid to the L. S.O Head
Up Display for Landing Signal officer
p0332 A75-33620
Some system considerations for MLS airborne
processors
p0381 A75-36366
Astrolabe, integrated navigation and lauding aid
device - Land-bound and airborne presentation of
information
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-17] p0381 A75-36457
Elastically retracting ACLS trunks Air Cushion
Landing System
p0397 A75-38052
Hhither all weather - An airplane manufacturer's
point of view all weather landing systems
[SAE PAPER 750601] pOU29 A75-10510
Double feedback loops stabilize landing-light
servoactuators
pOU72 A75-1U500
Consideration of near field effects in Microwave
Landing System (MLS) feasibility evaluation
[AD-781851] p0065 N75-1200D
Evaluation of an experimental elevated
high-intensity runway edge light
[AD-785016] p0075 N75-12975
Development and modification of a digital program
for final approach to landing
[NASA-CR-132562] p0135 N75-14776
An investigation of errors and data processing
techniques for an RF multilateration system
position and velocity measurements of vertical
takeoff aircraft during landing
[NASA-CR-132609] p022<4 N75-17327
A conformal head-up display for the visual approach
p0262 N75-19138
Feasibility of laser systems for aircraft landing
operations under low visibility conditions
[AD-A005637] p0267 N75-19198
Comparison of two head-up displays in simulated
standard and noise abatement night visual
approaches
[NASA-TH-X-3261] pOKH N75-26995
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Analysis, test and evaluation support to the OSAP
advanced landing system program. Volnne 1:
Progran description and results
[AD-A001119] pOU16 H75-27223
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the DSAF
advanced landing system program. Volume 2:
Index of approaches
[AD-A001120] p0116 H75-27221
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the DSAF
advanced landing system program. Volnae 3,
Part 1: Doppler HLS guidance error data (DOTS
tracking systen)
[AD-A001121] p0116 H75-27225
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the DSAF
advanced landing system program. Volume 3, part
2: Doppler HLS guidance error data (H-33
tracking system, flights 22 June 1973 to 10
September 19714)
[AD-A001422] pO<»16 H75-27226
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the DSAF
advanced landing system program. Volume 3, Part
3: Doppler HLS guidance error data (9-33
tracking system, flights 12 September 1973 to 29
January 1970)
[AD-AOOt<J23 ] p0116 N75-27227
LAHDIHG GBAB
Evolution keeps aircraft hydraulics youthful
C-130 aircraft hydraulic system redesign and
updating
pOOU3 A75-13243
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft
p025U A75-27983
Recent development and experience of an all
fiberglass HP undercarriage for a STOL-aircraft
p0392 A75-37311
Operational reliability of aircraft wheels
Russian book
pO"27 A75-10171
Air cushion take-off and landing systems for
aircraft
pOXIO A75-11798
Determination of the forces in the retractor of a
three-dimensional landing gear mechanism
[AD-781257] p0030 H75-10078
Development and applications of the air cushion
landing systen to reduce ground pressure in
conditions of poor soil strength
p0059 H75-11952
Landing impact studies of a 0.3-scale model air
cushion landing system for a Havy fighter airplane
[NASA-TB-D-7875] p0225 H75-1731I2
A structural Height estimation program ( S W E E P ) for
aircraft. Volume 5: Air induction system and
landing gear modules. Part 2: Landing gear
module
[AD-A002858] p0281 H75-20309
The effect of chine tires on nose gear water-spray
characteristics of a twin engine airplane
[HASA-TH-X-72695] p0362 1175-23555
System modification data. Modification of T-39
NLG drawings and analyses. Reference contract
item 0002, data item A003 landing gear -
fatigue tests/aircraft design
[AD-A008651] p0191 N75-30156
LABDIHG INSTBDHEHTS
HT APPROACH IHDICATORS
Microwave technology in the microwave landing system
p0381 A75-36529
Autopilot for British Airways
p0396 A75-37778
LAHDIBG BADAG
Certification test procedures for aircraft
approach control AH/SPH-11
tAD-786207] p0121 H75-13811
LAHDINS SIHOIATIOH
Simulation of aircraft crash and its validation
[ A I A A PAPE8 75-271] p0156 A75-22M9U
Forward velocity effects on under-the-wing
externally blown flap noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-H76] p0205 A75-25750
Flight control and procedures for stimulated
visual approach and landing. Self-paced
training package
[NASA-CR-110335] pO'065 H75-11999
LAHDIHG SITES
An investigation of rooftop STOL port aerodynamics
[HASA-CR-132570] p0230 H75-17381
LABDIHG SPEED
Analysis of freguency error of airplane descent
rate measured by a laser
p0186 A75-23797
LAHDIHG SISTBHS
D LAHDIHG AIDS
LAHDSCAPE
D TOPOGRAPHY
LAHGDAGES
HT FOHTRAH
LASEB APPLICATIOHS
Iide bandwidth optical telemetry link for ground
testing of equipment in high EHI environments
p0258 A75-28781
The application of displays in navigation/attack
systems
pOUII H75-26780
Laser Doppler velocimeter system simulation for
sensing aircraft wake vortices. Part 2:
Processing and analysis of LDV data (for runs
1023 and 2023)
[HASA-CB-120758] pOIIS B75-28394
Laser Doppler velocimeter system simulation for
sensing aircraft wake vortices. Part 3: The
problem of reflection from the secondary mirror
[HASA-CB-120759] p0118 H75-28395
LASEB CAVITIES
Investigation of a free-vortex aerodynamic window
for lasers
[AIAA PAPER 75-122] p0100 A75-18326
LASEB COaaOHICATIOB
0 OPTICAL COnMDBICATIOB
LASER DOPPLEB VBLOCIBEIBBS
Measurement of model helicopter rotor flow
velocities with a laser Doppler velocimeter
pOOOB A75-10839
Airborne laser Doppler velocineter
p0052 A75-16189
Laser velocimeter measurements in free and
confined coaxial jets with recirculation
[AIAA PAPER 75-120] pOlOO A75-18321
LASBB BEATIHG
Tests of laser metal removal for future flexible
rotor balancing in engines
[SAE PAPER 750170] p0205 A75-26591
LASEB OOTPDTS
Feasibility of laser systems for aircraft landing
operations under low visibility conditions
[AD-A005637] p0267 S75-19198
LASEB BADAB
0 OPTICAL RADAB
LASEB BAHGB FIHDEBS
Analysis of freguency error of airplane descent
rate measured by a laser
p0186 A75-23797
LASERS
HT CABBOH DIOXIDE LASEBS
HT RING LASERS
The application of lasers to the problems of very
low level flight obstacle avoidance and terrain
following
p0177 H75-16833
Conclusions and recommendations
p0177 875-168U2
Design analysis of helicopter automatic and
semiautomatic airborne precision pointing and
tracking systems
[AD-A000831] p0238 N75-18229
Field tests of a laser Raman measurement system
for aircraft engine exhaust emissions
[AD-A003618] p0409 H75-259M9
LASV
D F-111 AIRCRAFT
LATERAL COHTBOL
Roll control feasibility of a slender cruciform
configuration by canard surfaces at Bach number
2.25
pOOIS A75-13197
Prediction of vortex flow characteristics of wings
at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 75-219] p0101 A75-18117
Problems and implementation possibilities of a
direct side force control in the case of fighters
[DGLB PAPER 71-811] p0192 A75-21110
Effectiveness of operation ID turbulent atmosphere
of the lateral channels of a VTOL airplane
vector stabilizing system
p0296 A75-30775
Hind tunnel and flight development of spoilers for
general aviation aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 750523] p0382 A75-36663
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AD in-flight investigation of nonlinear roll control
[ S A E PAPER 750528] p0383 A7S-36666
Hind modeling and lateral control for autonatic
landing
[ A I A 4 P A P E B 75-1077] p0435 475-41643
Optimal design of a Mini -RPV lateral autopilot
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1121] p0437 475-41682
Opt imum transient response characteristic of a
VTOL aircraft with direct side force control
jet control for optimization of VTOL aircraft
fl ight characteristics
CDLS-FB-73-72] p0015 H75-10103
Aerodynamic roll damping of a T-tail transport
configuration
[NASA-TH-X-3115] p0055 N75-11898
Selected examples cf the evaluation of VAK 191 B
flight tests roll control characteristic in
hovering fl ight
p027<l N75-19266
LATERAL STABILITY
Flight vehicle lateral static stability
p0295 A75-30755
Side forces on unyawed slender inclined
aerodynamic bodies
p0330 A75-33435
Lateral-directional stability augmentation methods
for the STOL flight regime
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1028] p0425 A75-39523
Extraction f rom flight data of lateral aerodynamic
coefficients for F-8 aircraft with supercritical
wing
[ N A S A - T N - D - 7 7 4 9 ] p0013 N75-10006
Manual evaluation cf special flying maneuvers for
the determination of flight-mechanical
coefficients and derivatives from flight tests
longitudinal and lateral stability of
G-91-T3 aircraft
p0273 N75-19255
Free-flight model dynamic stability measurements
on a not-so-slender wing/fin combination at zero
and small lift. Bach number equals 0.8 to 2.0
[AEC-CP-1315] p0453 N75-29051
Summary of information on low-speed
lateral-directional derivatives due to rate of
change of sideslip beta prime
[ HiSA-TN-D-7972] p0492 N75-30190
LiTEHlLITY
0 LATERAL STABILITY
LATEBALIZATIOB
D LATERAL CONTROL
LATTICES (MATHEMATICS)
The supersonic doublet-lattice method - A
comparison of two approaches based on kernel
functions
[AIAA PAPEB 75-760] p0327 A75-32691
LiDHCH VEHICLES
NT ATLAS LADNCH VEHICLES
LAOHCHBRS
NT CATAPULTS
NT GUN LAUNCHERS
HT MISSILE LAUNCHERS
NT ROCKET LAUNCHERS
A/A 47U-3 tow target reeling machine launcher system
[ A D - A 0 0 4 6 2 2 ] p0404 N75-25882
LAUNCHING
NT SIR LAUNCHING
LAUNCHING "DEVICES
U LAUSCHESS
LAI (JURISPRUDENCE)
NT INTERNATIONAL LAH
NT LEGAL LIABILITY
NT SPACE LAH
Methods for the determination of noise protection
areas in accordance with the law for protection
against aircraft noise
[DGLR PAPER 74-110] p0193 475-24150
Problems of federal and state court jurisdiction
and venue in products liability litigation -
Defendants viewpoint aviational products
p0331 A75-33565
Conseguential and special damages - Tempest in the
tariff liability and claim rules for
handling air freight
p0331 A75-33569
LAIS
NT CONSERVATION LASS
NT SCALING LAWS
LEADING EDGE SLATS
Presentation of aerodynamic and acoustic results
of qualification tests on the ALADIN 2 concept
p0116 B75-13803
Effect of canard position and wing leading-edge
flap deflection on wing buffet at transonic speeds
[NASA-TM-X-72681] p0362 N75-23559
LEADING EDGE SIEEF
Leading-edge-vortex augmentation in compressible
flow
[AIAA PAPEB 75-121] p0100 A75-18328
Measurements of static stability coefficients of
an ogive delta wing model at transonic and
supersonic speeds
[FFA-TN-AO-876] p0170 N75-16516
LEADING EDGES
NT SHARP LEADING EDGES
YC-14 system for leading edge boundary layer control
[AIAA PAPER 74-1278] p0011 475-11115
Compressible laminar boundary layer at the leading
edge of a swept wing in the presence of heat
transfer and suction
j>0046 475-14103
Dynamic stall experinents on oscillating airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 75-125] p01!13 A75-20278
A non-unigueness of the hypersonic boundary layer
1
 p0243 A75-26195
Interpretation of merged layer behavior for wedges
p0250 A75-27496
Effect of heating on leading edge vortices in
subsonic flow
p0290 A75-29U67
Flame stabilization by leading edge vortex
breakdown above a delta shape
p0391 A75-37063
Integral method for calculating a detached stream
behind a body in a supersonic flow
p0401 A75-38407
Augmentation of vortex lift by spanwise blowing
wind tunnel testing for swept wing fighter
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-993] p0423 A75-39505
Leading edge separation from non-conical slender
wings at incidence
p0467 A75-42207
On the flow around the leading edge of an aerofoil
p0013 N75-10012
Methods of visualizing the leading edge separation
bubble and analysis of the results
p0024 N75-10013
Effects of leading edge sweep angle and design
lift coefficient on performance of a modified
arrow wing at a design Mach number of 2.6
[NASA-TN-D-7753] p0055 N75-11893
Cascade tests of serrated leading edge blading at
high subsonic speeds
[NASA-CB-2472] p0063 S75-11983
Aircraft accident report: National airlines/
incorporated, McDonnell-Douglas DC-10-10, N60NA,
near Tampa, Florida, 8 July 1974
[PB-234791/2] p0070 N75-12916
The effect of canard leading edge sweep and
dihedral angle on the longitudinal and lateral
aerodynamic characteristic of a close-coupled
canard-wing configuration
[NASA-TN-D-7814] p0071 B75-12932
Ice simulation. A 2-dimensional wind tunnel
investigation of a NACA 652A215 wing section
with single slotted flap. Part 2:
Configurations typical for transport airplanes
[FFA-TN-AU-995-PT-2] p0222 N75-17309
Preliminary experiments on film cooling of turbine
blades with injection near the leading edge. 1:
Injection through holes located near the leading
edge
[SAL-TR-371] p0227 N75-17359
Flow past conically-cambered slender delta wings
with leading-edge separation
[ARC-R/M-3748] p0265 N75-19186
Subscale, hydrogen-burning,
airfraae-integrated-scramjet: Experimental and
theoretical evaluation of a water cooled strut
airfraoe-integrated-scramjet: Experimental
leading edge
[NASA-TB-X-72682] p0368 B75-23885
Theoretical effect of modifications to the upper
surface of two NACA airfoils using smooth
polynomial additional thickness distributions
which emphasize leading edge profile and which
vary guadratically at the trailing edge
using flow equations and a CDC 7600 computer
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[NASA-CR-137703] p0370 N75-2U676
A leading edge heating array and a flat surface
beating array - operation, maintenance and
j, repair manual
[NASA-CR-1114357] p0456 N75-29088
Prediction of unsteady aerodynaaic loadings caused
by leading edge and trailing edge control
surface motions in subsonic compressible flov:
Analysis and results
[NASA-CB-2543] p0486 N75-30104
Flow visualization of leading-edge vortex
enhancement by spanvise blowing swept vings
- wind tunnel stability tests
[ HASA-TH-I-72702] p0486 H75-30108
LBiH JET AIHCBAFT
Shuttle spacelab simulation using a Lear jet
aircraft: Hissicn no. 3 (ASSESS program)
[ NASA-TB-X-62410] p0377 N75-24760
LE4EBISG
NT TRANSFEB OF T R A I N I N G
IE4ST SgtJSBES BET BOD
Finite element analysis of transonic flow by the
method of weighted residuals
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-79] p0097 A75-18293
Approximate solution of integral equations with a
singular operator for wing motion
p0197 A75-24835
Determination of the parameters of a system of
equations of motion f rom flight test data
least squares method
p0274 N75-19263
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
p0278 N75-20250
Joint generalized least sguares applied to cost
estimation for fighter aircraft
[AD-A003354] p0311 H75-21275
LECTOBBS
Flight mechanics and control. Activities of the
committees in 1972
[DLR-HITT-74-2II] p0125 N75-13879
LEI) (DIODES)
U LIGHT SHITTING DIODES
LEGAL LIABILITY
New look for products liability in aviation
manufacturers ' responsibility for aircraft
accidents
p0139 A75-19587
Problems of federal and state court jurisdiction
and venue in products liability litigation -
Defendants viewpoint aviational products
p0331 A75-33565
Consequential and special damages - Tempest in the
tariff liability and claim rules for
handling air freight
p0331 A75-33569
LBGBHDBE CODE
0 COMPUTES P R O G R A M M I N G
LEVEL (QDAH1ITT)
NT EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS
LIABILITIES
NT LEGAL LIABILITY
LIAPONOV FDNCTIOHS
Stabilization of the longitudinal motion of a
flight vehicle in the presence of a delay in the
control forces
p0007 A75-11653
Stability theory and its applications to
structural mechanics Book
p0200 A75-25181
LI DIE
0 OPTICAL R A D A R
LIFE (DURABILITY)
»T FATIGUE LIFE
NT S E R V I C E LIFE
NT STOBAGE STABILITY
Increasing the wear resistance of aircraft parts
[NASA-TT-F-15759] p0373 875-21)723
Analysis of the effects on life of leading-edge
holes in an airfoil subjected to arbitrary
spanwise and chordwise temperature distributions
structural analysis
(NASA-TM-X-3257] p0417 N75-27421
Fail-safe/safe-life interface criteria
[AD-A009519] p0496 1175-31059
LIFE SOPPOBT SISIBSS
HI E M E R G E N C Y LIFE SDSTAINIMG SYSTEMS
LIFETIME (EDBiBILITY)
0 LIFE (DDBABILITY)
LIFT
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
NT JET HPT
NT ZERO LIFT
Some remarks on the solution of the lifting line
equation
pOOOS A75-11095
Lift and drag measurements in the case of a
rectangular airfoil with a splitter wedge in the
wake, taking into account the Mach number range
from 0.5 to 1.2
p0085 A75-17100
The subsonic-supersonic analogy for flow
around 4ing profiles
p0202 475-25459
A practical concept for powered or tethered
weight-lifting LTA vehicles
p0217 A75-26022
Unsteady lift forces on a vibrating cylinder in a
supercritical flow
[OKEBA, TP KO. 1975-26] p0244 A75-26«80
Lift coefficients on a supercavitating jet-flapped
foil between rigid walls
p0245 A75-2655U
The range of validity in the case of two old
investigations. I - The origin of lift. II -
Collision and gliding processes on the liquid
surface
p0254 A75-27990
Critical analysis and improvement of the
source-panel method for lift prediction
p025M A75-28095
Motion of a spanwise semielliptical wing near the
ground
p0300 A75-31801
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of a wing of
average aspect ratio
p0300 A75-31807
Calculation of supercavitating flow through thin
airfoil cascades by the method of integral
equations
p0300 A75-31813
S-3A stall testing and auto-throttle
development/testing
p0331 A75-33613
The drag and oscillating transverse force on
vibrating cylinders due to steady fluid flow
p0350 A75-35765
Mechanism of generating a normal force by a beat
of the wings
p0397 A75-38136
Analysis of response requirements for V/STOL
lift/cruise engines used to provide height and
moment control
[AIAA PAPER 75-1014] pO«2<t A75-39514
A method for determining the force characteristics
of an airfoil of finite span
p0467 A75-42313
Lifting-line theory for an unsteady wing as a
singular perturbation problem
p0503 A75-45410
Lifting surface theory for a rotating subsonic or
transonic blade row
[ARC-H/H-37<tO] p0265 1175-19185
General criteria for the definition of take-off
and landing of an aircraft with nonlimited lift
p0305 N75-21222
Ground effects for jet lift VIOL
[NASA-TT-F-16359] p0353 N75-23480
Influence of a plain flap with a blunt, notched
trailing edge on the lift of a rectangular wing
[ESBO-TT-147] p0371 N75-24685
Comparison of measured and calculated aircraft
lift generated pressures
[NASA-TM-X-72707] p0403 N75-25870
Helicopter lift margin system
[AD-A003917] p0407 B75-25926
The C-5A active lift distribution control system
p0482 N75-30051
Effects of spanvise blowing on the pressure field
and vortex-lift characteristics of a 44 deg
swept trapezoidal wing wind tunnel stability
tests - aircraft models
[NASA-TN-D-7907] p0486 N75-30103
Fluid dynamic lift, content summary
[AD-A009103J pO«88 H75-30131
Effects of forward contour modification on the
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Theoretical and experimental study of boundary
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flap STOL concepts
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Progress report on mechanical flaps
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A method for prediction of lift for multi-element
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Experimental high lift optimization of oultiple
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A review of the lifting characteristics of some
jet lift V/STOL configurations
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NASA aeronautics fact sheet on NASA programs
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Static tests of a simulated upper surface blown
jet-flap configuration utilizing a full-size
turbofan engine
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Theoretical and experimental study on the ejector
augmented jet flap
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aircraft: A OK viewpoint
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Investigation of upper surface blowing applied to
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Acoustic investigation of a hybrid propulsive lift
system
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Analysis of separation control by means of
tangential blowing
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Deflection of a thick jet by a convex surface - A
practical problem for powered lift
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flap configuration
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Advanced high lift design through
analytical/experimental techniques
[AIAA PAPER 75-992] p0138 A75-H1692
The nature, development and effect of the viscous
flow around an aerofoil with high-lift devices
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Application of the nonlinear theory of a listing
surface to the calculation of aerodynamic
characteristics of a triangular wing moving
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STOL aircraft design approaches: Noise
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lift devices
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For STOL capability
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A method for prediction of lift for multi-element
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Experimental high lift optiai2ation of multiple
element airfoils
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Evaluation of advanced lift concepts and potential
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The viscous flow around a two dimensional high
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lifting configurations, with application to
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Prediction of the steady aerodynamic loads of
lifting surfaces having sharp-edge separation
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A lifting surface theory method for treating swept
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Simplified lifting-surface theory for flaps on
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Unsteady loads doe to propulsive lift configurations
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Aerodynamic characteristics of axisymmetric bodies
in a flow under 'localization-law' conditions
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Comparative airship economics design and
freight transport factors
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A theoretical analysis for three dimensional ran
wings in parallel walls
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Flow about a conic wing and the optimal
configuration of the wing at hypersonic velocities
p0379 A75-36099
Drag analysis methods for light aircraft
[ASAE P A P E R 750526] p0383 A75-36665
Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes
of conventional aircraft. XV
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The design of a series of warped slender vings for
subsonic speeds
[ABC-CP-1263] p0013 H75-10022
Low-speed wing-tunnel measureaents of the lift,
drag and pitching moment of a series of cropped
delta wings
[ARC-B/H-3744] p0014 H75-10030
Aerodynamics of air cushion craft, chapter 6,
second edition
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Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to boundary layer
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Low power approach relationship of approach
and landing speeds to lift/drag ratio
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The lift/cruise fan nultimission V/STOL aircraft
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Lift-fan characteristics selection for 1980-85
V/STOL carrier onboard delivery aircraft
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Design of a V/STOL technology airplane
[AIAi PAPEB 75-1012] p0439 475-41695
Snmnary of model VTOL lift fan tests conducted at
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Conceptual design study of improved 1985 remote
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Acoustic results from tests of a 36-inch (0.914 m)
diameter statorless lift fan
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Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a 1.83
meter (6 foot) diameter 1.2 pressure ratio fan
(QF-6) for short takeoff aircraft
[HASA-TB-D-7809] p0134 875-11765
Aerodynamic performance of 0.5 neter-diameter, 337
meter-per-second tip speed, 1.5 pressure-ratio,
single-stage fan designed for low noise aircraft
engines
[BASA-TH-D-7836] p0134 875-14767
Acoustic test results from a 36 inch (0.91 Dm)
statorless lift fan with serrated and unserrated
rotor blades
[BASA-CB-137622] p0239 875-18212
Factors affecting handling gualities of a lift-fan
aircraft during steep terminal area approaches
[BASA-TH-X-62424] p0317 875-22313
Testing of lift/cruise fan exhaust deflector
for a tip turbine lift fan in short takeoff
aircraft[NASA-CR-137682] p0318 875-22320
Summary of model VTOL lift fan tests conducted at
HASi Lewis Research Center[BAS4-TB-X-71778] p0457 S75-29106
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The problem of three-dimensional lifting potential
flow and its solution by means of surface
singularity distribution
p0017 A75-12345
Lifting-surface theory for a semi-infinite wing in
obligue gust
pOOSI 475-15952
Effect of compressibility on the nonlinear
prediction of the aerodynamic loads on lifting
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 75-121] p0100 A75-18325
The use of higher-order surface singularity
distributions to obtain improved potential flow
solutions for two-dimensional lifting airfoils
p0158 475-22748
Separation of turbulent boundary layer on a
lifting cylinder
p0182 A75-23223
A finite element approach to the aeroelastic
analysis of lifting surface type structures
p0197 475-24918
The basic characteristics of hybrid aircraft
p0215 A75-26005
A semibuoyant vehicle for general transportation
missions
p0215 A75-26006
The Dynairship deltoid aerobody combining
buoyant and dynamic lift
p0215 A75-26007
Low Reynolds number effect on hypersonic lifting
body turbulent boundary layers
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Effect of thickness in the calculation of the
aerodynamic forces generated on an oscillating
wing
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Subsonic transient lifting surface aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 75-758] p0327 475-32689
Oscillatory supersonic lifting surface theory
using a finite element doublet representation
[AIAA PAPER 75-761] p0327 A75-32692
4 theoretical analysis for three dnensional ram
wings in parallel walls
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Theoretical study of lift-generated vortex wakes
designed to avoid rollup
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Aerodynamics of lifting and propulsive systems in
a periodically functioning regime - Optimization
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The problem of the optimal form of lifting bodies
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Sone results using relaxation methods for two- and
three-dimensional transonic flows
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Lifting surface theory applied to fixed wings and
propellers
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Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
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configuration
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noment properties of slim wing-body combinations
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Experimental testing of unsteady three-dimensional
lifting surface theories for incompressible flow
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A finite-element method for lifting surfaces in
steady incompressible subsonic flow
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configurations
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Analysis and results
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Influence of meteorological factors on the vortex
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Some air cushion technology research in Canada
p0279 N75-20251
Development of statistical fatigue failure
characteristics of 0.125 inch 2024-T3 aluminum
under simulated flight-by-flight loading
[AD-A002310] p0288 N75-20554
Calculation of the reinforced thin-walled
construction by the method of the final element
[AD-A007307] p0362 B75-23560
Flight load investigation of helicopter external
loads
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F-12 inlet development
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Corporation, Lockheed super constellation,
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Aircraft accident report: Saturn Airways Inc.,
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Airship logistics - The LTA vehicle, a total cargo
system
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"LOTS' of LTA applications Logistics Over The
Shore operations
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Logistics management of F100 engine through
operational introduction
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maintainability comparative analysis
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FAA printed circuit board analysis: Comprehensive
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evaluation: Executive summary report
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out of ground effect
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surface blown flaps
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Ring longitudinal stability criteria
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Free-flight model dynamic stability measurements
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Design and evaluation of a symmetric flight test
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Cold-air investigation of a 3 1/2-stage fan-drive
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Reynolds number effects on the boattail
characteristics of a simulated nacelle at a Hach
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[AD-787452] p0120 N75-13837
N A T U R A L FREQDEHCIES
U SESONANT FREQUENCIES
NATURAL GAS
The aerospace developments concept airship
design for natural gas transport
p0215 A75-26000
Hethod for transporting impellent gases
p0215 A75-26001
The Shell natural gas airship, and other L.T.4.
activities by Aerospace Developments
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-932] p0389 475-37008
HAVIBB-STOKES BQDATION
Numerical solution of the Navier Stokes equations
for su-personic turbulent flow over a compression
ramp
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-3] p0094 A75-18255
Shock-wave-induced turbulent boundary-layer
separation at hypersonic speeds
[ A I A A PAPER 75-4] p0094 A75-18256
Numerical solution of the hypersonic wake behind a
wedge
p0112 A75-19257
Laminar flow behavior under slip-boundary conditions
p0150 475-21476
A rigorous solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
for unsteady viscous flow at high Reynolds
numbers around oscillating airfoils
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-863] p0333 A75-33950
Ose of numerically generated body-fitted
coordinate systems for solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations
p0339 A75-34186
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
for arbitrary two-dimensional multi-element
airfoils
[NASA-CR-143038] p0404 N75-25874
Numerical computation of three-dimensional blunt
body f low fields with an inpinging shock
[NAS4-CR-143312] - p0452 N75-29038
NAVIGATION
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NT OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
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NT TACAN
NAVIGATION AIDS
NT BEACONS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
NT N A V I G A T I O N INSTRDMENTS
NT R4D4R BEACONS
NT RADIO BE4CONS
Developed methods of synchronisation of navigation
and collision-avoidance systems
p0043 475-13294
Air t raff ic control - Upgrading the third generation
p0109 475-18898
Development of a pulse compression distance
measuring equipment system using surface
acoustic wave devices for aircraft navigation
p0110 475-19028
Possible applications for an integrated
communication, navigation, and identification
system /ICNI/ in civil aviation
p0111 475-19063
Radio aids for aircraft landing, short-range
navigation, and secondary radar systems
p0139 475-19586
4ids to air navigation
p0183 A75-23349
Aeroflight communications and RF navaids for
space shuttle orbiters
p0188 A75-23912
SLAB, its principles of operation and requirements
regarding the positional stability of carrier
platforms
p0202 475-25697
4irborne equipment for use with the microwave
landing system
p0259 475-28790
Characteristics of MLS signals and their effect on
flight control systems Microwave Landing
Systems
p0259 475-28791
Astrolabe - A synthetic circular aperture system
for landing and navigation
[ONEHA, TP NO. 1975-7] p0259 A75-28793
Problems and perspectives of navigation over large
distances
p0289 475-29262
Loran-C compared with other navigation aids in
meeting future Canadian needs
p0351 475-35796
Some system considerations for MLS airborne
processors
p0381 475-36366
4strolabe, integrated navigation and landing aid
device - Land-bound and airborne presentation of
information
[ONEHA, TP NO. 1975-17] p0381 A75-36457
Commercial developments in airborne VLF navigation
[SAE PAPEB 750518] p0382 475-36660
State of experimentations and program of
development of Differential OMEGA in France
p0387 A75-36961
Helicopter electronics - A third of the cost in
black boxes navigation and control systems
p0473 475-41557
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 2: System functional
description and system classification
[PB-234265/7] p0121 875-13843
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 3: Subsystem
functional description
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[PB-234266/5] p0121 N75-13844
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Tolame 4: Operational
description and qualitative assessment
[PB-234267/3] p0121 B75-13845
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Voluue 5: System performance
[PB-234268/1] p0121 B75-13846
Oceanic air route navigation with envelope match
Loran-C
[AD-A003800] p0281 H75-20286
STOL terminal area operating systems (aircraft and
onboard avionics, ATC, navigation aids)
[NASA-TB-X-62403]
 P0309 B75-21254
A Kalman filter for the stoland system
[BASA-CR-137668] p0361 B75-23543
The application of displays in navigation/attack
systems
p0411 H75-26780
Bight vision imaging system development for Ion
level helicopter pilotage
p0483 B75-30064
NAVIGATION IBSTBOBEBIS
BT ATTITODE INDICATORS
NT GYBOCOBPASSES
NT BADIO A1TIHETEBS
Precision clocks as a basis for a navigation system
p0043 A75-13293
The use of a navigation platform for performance
instrumentation on the YP-16 flight test program
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-32] p0096 475-18271
Theory of astronomical correction Russian book
on celestial navigation of flight vehicles
p0183 A75-23395
Development of navigation systems for advanced
commercial transports
p0381 A75-36368
Omega navigation systems specification and
performance measurement
p0386 A75-36956
Flight test of AEN-99/V/2 Omega Navigation Set in
F-4 aircraft
p0387 A75-36966
Helicopter control concepts emerging
p0513 A75-46843
The application of lasers to the problems of very
low level flight obstacle avoidance and terrain
following
p0177 N75-16833
A universal flight director computer
[AD-A003634] p0406 N75-25905
NATIGATIOH SATELLITES
A novel procedure for assessing the accuracy of
hyperbolic multilateration systems for
aircraft position determination
p0147 A75-20801
A technique to improve the' performance of a
nonlinear filter with an application to
satellite-aided aircraft navigation
p0391 A75-37138
BA7IGATOBS
Pilot's and navigator's handbook Bussian book
p0101 A75-18422
NAVY
F-18 OS Navy Air Combat Fighter
p0469 A75-43281
BC-130 ilBCHAFT
0 C-130 AIBCRAFT
HEAB FIELDS
Calculations of far-field and near-field jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-93] p0098 A75-18302
The near field sound pressures of a choked jet
"hen oscillating in the spinning mode
[AIAA PAPEB 75-H79] p0206 A75-25752
Near-field supersonic flow pattern of slender
delta wings
p0392 A75-37182
Consideration of near field effects in Microwave
Landing System (HLS) feasibility evaluation
[AD-784854] p0065 B75-12004
NEAB RAKES
A subsonic axisymmetric wake in a viscous gas
p0248 A75-26891
Turbulent near wake of a flat plate. II - Effects
of boundary layer profile and compressibility
p0402 A75-38618
On the calculation of non-linear aerodynamic
characteristics and the near vortex wake
[AD-A002161] p0266 N75-19193
HEDUANB PBOBLEB
Cavitating flow past a vibrating thin-section wing
profile
p0218 A75-26895
HEHT08 THBOBI
Lift an explanation based on Nevtons three
laws of motion
p0535 N75-33998
BEHIOB-BAPBSOB HETHOD
A comparison and evaluation of two methods of
extracting stability derivatives from flight
test data using Newton Baphson method
p0476 B75-30015
HEiTOBIAB FLUIDS
Generalized unsteady embedded Newtonian flow
around blunt nose cones
[AIAA PAPEB 75-210] p0103 A75-18388
Generalized aerodynamic noise equation
p0195 A75-24418
NICKEL ALLOTS
BT BEBE 41
Development of high strength cast snperalloys with
hot corrosion resistance
p0010 A75-13039
High temperature alloys for gas turbines
p0148 A75-20988
NASA vane alloy boasts high-temperature strength
p0190 A75-24003
Changes and evolution of aircraft engine materials
p0294 A75-30415
BICKBL CADOTOH BATTKBIBS
Data acquisition test report on OH-58A NiCad
battery operation
[AD-A001526] p0313 B75-21805
Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Float charge
'test
[AD-A002767] p0322 N75-22913
Development of an aircraft battery
conditioner/analyzer emphasizing nickel
cadmium battery
[AD-A005055] p04«8 N75-28533
NICKEL STBBLS
Influence of protective layers and coatings on the
endurance limit of Kh17N2 steel
p0109 A75-18840
NIGBT VISION
Visual Augmentation System (VAS) laboratory
demonstration and test results onboard
helicopter
[AD-A003323] p0286 N75-20332
Comparison of two head-up displays in simulated
standard and noise abatement night visual
approaches
[NASA-TB-X-3264] p0414 B75-26995
Effect on nap-of-the-earth requirements on aircrew
performance during night attack helicopter
operations
p0482 N75-30055
H-53 night operations for rescue missions
p0482 B75-30056
OS Army experience in low-level night flight
p0482 N75-30057
Bequirements for operation of light helicopters at
night and in poor visibility
p0482 B75-30058
Night vision imaging system development for low
level helicopter pilotage
p0483 N75-30064
Low level night operations of tactical helicopters
p0483 875-30065
NIBONIC ALLOTS
High-temperature alloys and the aircraft gas turbine
p0251 A75-27877
BIOBIDB ALLOTS
Investigation of the structure and properties of
niobium in vacuum and in high-velocity air streams
p0180 A75-23009
BITBIDBS
BT SILICON NITRIDES
HITBOGBB
NT LIQUID NITBOGEN
Feasibility study and demonstration of nitrogen
generation for fuel tank inerting
[AD-784950] p0072 N75-12942
BITBOGEB COBPOONDS
BT BITBOGEN OXIDES
BT POLYIBIDES
NT SILICOB NITRIDES
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BITBOGEH OXIDES
First results of a general circulation model
applied to the SST-HOx problem ozone
decomposition
p0189 475-23982
Aircraft altitude emissions - Fundamental concepts
a n d fu ture B S D requirements
[AI4A PAPER 75-1017] p0424 475-39515
Jet aircraft emissions during cruise - Present and
future
[A1AA PAPER 75-1018] p0424 A75-39516
Prevaporization and premixing to obtain low oxides
of nitrogen in gas turbine combustors
[NASA-CR-2495] p0228 N75-17362
NOBLE GASES
U R A R E G A S E S
NOISE (SODBD)
NT A E R O D Y N A M I C NOISE
NT A I R C R A F T NOISE
HT E N G I N E NOISE
NT JET A I R C R A F T NOISI
ST SONIC BOOMS
Near field noise prediction for a linear array of
turbojet engines
[AD-A001329] p02i42 N75-18976
Heasurement and analysis of the unsteady normal
force and pitching moment on an axial flow fan
rotor blade element
[AD-A002739] p0287 N75-20343
Full scale upper surface blown flap noise
[HASA-TH-X-71708] p0363 H75-23569
BOISE ATTEHOATIOB
U NOISE REDDCTION
NOISE ELIHIBATIOB
0 NOISE REDUCTION
BOISE GENEBATOHS
Effect of inlet turbulence on compressor noise
[IAF PAPER ST74-14] p0045 A75-13651
An experimental study of the effects of upstream
obstructions upon subsonic jet noise
pOOSO A75-15404
Acoustic characteristics of an upper-surface
blowing concept of power-lift system
[ A I A A PAPER 75-20«] p0103 A75-18383
Experimental evaluation of trailing edge and
incidence fluctuation noise theories
[ A I A A PAPER 75-206] p0103 A75-18385
Experimental results on the mechanism of noise
generation of blades in smooth flow at high
Reynolds number
p0106 475-18542
Noncompact source effect on the prediction of tone
noise from a fan rotor
[AIAA PAPER 75-4146] p0203 A75-25730
The noise behaviour of aero engine turbine tones
[ A I A A PAPER 75-466] p0204 A75-25742
A study of subsonic fan noise sources
[ A I A A PAPER 75-468] p0205 A75-25744
Diagnostic calculations of airframe-radiated noise
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1485] p0206 A75-25755
A preliminary investigation of remotely piloted
vehicles for airframe noise research
[ A I A A PAPER 75-512] p0208 475-25778
Generalized wave envelope analysis of sound
propagation in ducts with stepped noise source
profiles and variable axial impedance
[ A I » A PAPER 75-518] p0209 475-25784
The convergence of theory and experiment in direct
combustion generated noise
[AISA P A P E R 75-522] p0209 A75-25786
Combustion intensity and distribution relation to
noise generation
[ A I A A PAPER 75-524) p0209 475-25788
Review of theory and methods for turbine noise
prediction
[AI&A PAPER 75-540) p0210 475-25802
Review of theory and methods for combustion noise
prediction
[ A I A A PAPER 75-541) p0210 A75-25803
Noise generation and transmission in duct combustors
[ A I A A PAPER 75-527] p0253 A75-27938
New evidence of the mechanisms of noise generation
and radiation of a subsonic jet
p0258 A75-28717
Hybrid nonstationary noise simulator of the
aircraft overflight type
[ O N B R A , IP NO. 1975-46] p0397 475-37905
The acoustic response of a nozzle flow to an
externally applied low frequency pressure field
p0402 A75-38601
Spike, relays and aircraft electric systems
p0402 475-38726
Fluid dynamic aspects of jet noise generation
[NAS4-CR-140673] p0031 N75-10088
Interim prediction method for fan and compressor
source noise
[NAS4-TM-X-71763] p0409 N75-25948
Core engine noise control program. Volume 2:
Identification of noise generation and
suppression mechanisms
[4D-4013129/2] p0528 N75-32123
NOISE B4Z4EDS
U NOISE (SODND)
BOISE IBTBHSITY
4 study of noise guidelines for community
acceptance of civil-helicopter operations
p0113 475-19572
Sound generation by sources moving rectilinearly
with variable acceleration
p0144 475-20312
Intensity, spectrum, and directivity of turbulent
boundary layer noise
p0147 475-20789
Intensity fluctuations of aircraft flyover noise
p0151 475-22011
Decibels and noise indices: Several methods of
evaluating sound levels, discomfort and
annoyance due to noise from physical measurements
French book
p0154 A75-22355
Experiments on supersonic jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-478] p0206 475-25751
Comparison of airport measurements of approach
noise produced by jet aircraft
p0251 475-27852
Turbulent boundary layer noise in the interior of
aircraft operating at varying altitudes
p0468 475-42701
Noise - How much is too much aircraft noise
level control for environment protection
p0469 475-43032
Effective data monitoring during airplane flyover
noise tests
p0037 N75-10928_
The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex
interaction problem
p0068 N75-12895
Subsonic jet transport noise: The relative
importance of various parameters
[CRANFIELD-4EBO-25] p0134 N75-14763
Noise levels in the CC-109, CC-115, and CC-117
aircraft
[DCIEM-74-R-1059] p0446 N75-28065
Calculation of bang propagation in real
atmosphere: Focalization geometry for Concorde
ascent law and bang intensity near the
longitudinal and lateral extinctions
[ISL-11/74] pOSOO N75-31109
Noise survey for addition of T-37 aircraft at
Mather AFB, California
[AD-4010037] p0534 N75-33058
BOISE HE4SDREBE8T
Suppressor nozzle and airframe noise measurements
during flyover of a modified F106B aircraft with
underwing nacelles
[ASHE PAPER 74-H4/4ERO-1] p0079 475-16805
Calculations of far-field and near-field jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-93] p0098 475-18302
Jet noise analysis utilizing the rate of decay of
Kinetic power
[4IAA PAPEB 75-94] p0098 A75-18303
Experimental evaluation of trailing edge and
incidence fluctuation noise theories
[4144 PAPEB 75-206] p0103 A75-18385
Inter-noise 74; Proceedings of the International
Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
Bashington, D.C., September 30-October 2, 1974
p0105 475-18530
Digital automatic airport noise monitoring system
p0105 475-18531
Dse of digital averaging techniques for the
analysis of aircraft flyover noise
p0105 475-18533
Jet transport noise - 4 comparison of predicted
and measured noise for ILS and two-segment
approaches
p0106 475-18540
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Hew computer system foe aircraft noise prediction
p0106 A75-18511
Experimental results on the mechanism of noise
generation of blades in soooth flow at high
Beynolds number
p0106 A75-18512
Investigation of the aerodynamic noise generating
region of a jet engine by Deans of the simple
source fluid dilatation oodel
p0111 475-20119
Intensity fluctuations of aircraft flyover noise
p0151 A75-22011
Decibels and noise indices: Several methods of
evaluating sound levels, discomfort and
annoyance due to noise from physical measurements
French book
p0151 475-22355
Discrete freguency rotor noise from helicopters
[ AIAA PAPEB 75-"451] p0203 475-25733
Thickness noise of helicopter rotors at high tip
speeds
[ A I A A P4PEE 75-U53] p0203 475-25735
Measurement and prediction of jet noise in flight
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-161] p0201 475-25738
Simulation of flight effects on aero engine fan
noise
[4IA& P A P E B 75-163] p020<4 475-25739
Measurements of static inlet turbulence for
turbofan engines
[&IAA P4PER 75-167] p0205 475-25713
Experimental investigation of the aeroacoustic
characteristics of model slot nozzles wi th
straight flaps
[41*4 P4PEB 75-171] p0205 475-25716
Ambient and induced pressure fluctuations in
supersonic jet flovs acoustic tracing of
noise source
[4144 P&PEH 75-182] p0206 475-25751
4ircraft far-field aerodynamic noise - Its
measurement and prediction
[4144 P4PEB 75-186] p0206 475-25756
Measurenents of discrete vortex noise in a
closed-throat wind tunnel
[4I4A PAPEB 75-188] p0206 475-25758
The effects of forward speed on a number of
turbojet exhaust silencers
[4144 P4PEB 75-506] p0207 475-25772
4irframe noise measurements on a transport model
in a quiet f low facility
[4I4i P4PEE 75-509] p0207 475-25775
Measurements and analysis of aircraft airframe noise
[4144 P4PEB 75-510] p0208 475-25776
An experimental study of airframe self-noise
[4144 PAPEB 75-511] p0208 475-25777
Outdoor jet noise facility, a unique approach
[4144 P4PEB 75-530] p0209 475-25792
Comparison of airport measurements of approach
noise produced by jet aircraft
p0251 475-27852
An investigation of the noise from a scale model
of an engine exhaust system turbojet noise
measurement
[4144 P4PER 75-159] p0252 475-27929
Propulsive-lift noise of an upper surface blown
flap configuration
[4IAA PAPEB 75-170] p0252 475-27931
Classification problems of aircraft noise far
field measurements
p0253 475-27913
Aeroacoustics: Fan, STOL, and boundary layer
noise; sonic boom; aeroacoustic instrumentation
Book
p0257 475-28626
Experiments concerning the response of supersonic
nozzles to fluctuating inlet conditions
noise measurement
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-10] p0312 475-31597
Acoustic effects of rotor-wake interaction during
low-power descent
p0399 475-38317
Full-scale upper-surface-blown flap noise for
short haul STO1 aircraft
[S4E P4PEB 750609] pO«29 475-10516
DC-9 flight testing of the refanned JT8D engine
[4144 P4PEB 75-998] 475-11693
Noise from light propeller aircraft
p0165 475-11958
Interior noise considerations for powered-lift
ST01 aircraft
p0168 475-12713
Measurements of external sound from light
propeller-driven aircraft
p0515 475-17288
Reliability of laboratory tests of VSTOL and other
long duration noises
[HASA-CE-2171] p0032 875-10093
Atmospheric attenuation of aircraft noise.
Experimental valves measured in a range of
climatic conditions, volume 1
[HS4-HAD-B-GEN-211-VOL-1] p0063 H75-11979
4tmospheric attenuation of aircraft noise.
Experimental valves measured in a range of
climatic conditions, volume 2
[HS4-HAD-B-GEN-211-VOL-2] p0063 H75-11980
4ircraft Sound Description System (4SDS)
application procedures. Volume 2: Mnnual
application procedures
[40-786613] p0125 N75-13876
Interior noise considerations for powered-lift
STOL aircraft
[N4SA-IM-X-72675] p0272 875-19218
PLT 27 gas turbine engine exhaust emission and
noise measurements
[4D-4001728] p0273 H75-19251
Interior noise levels of two propeller-driven
light aircraft
[BAS4-TM-X-72716] p0116 875-28066
Baseline measurement of the noise generated by a
short-to-medium range jet transport flying
standard ILS approaches and level flyovers
[NAS4-TM-X-72760] p0159 875-29119
HOISE POLLDTIOH
Helicopter - People and places /11th Cierva
Memorial Lecture/ emphasizing safety factors
and passenger travel
p0001 475-10187
4ircraft noise charges pollution control tax
pOOSO 475-15567
Aircraft noise and prospects for its control
pOOSO 475-15569
Inter-noise 71; Proceedings of the International
Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
Hashington, D.C., September 30-October 2, 1971
p0105 475-18530
Aircraft engine noise research
p0112 475-19100
A study of noise guidelines for community
acceptance of civil-helicopter operations
p0113 A75-19572
Decibels and noise indices: Several methods of
evaluating sound levels, discomfort and
annoyance due to noise from physical measurements
French book
P0151 475-22355
Judgments of aircraft noise in a traffic noise
background
pOISI 475-22362
Airport noise abatement - Bow effective can it be
p0181 475-23125
4ircraft noise in a high-iise city
p0189 475-21000
The design of flight control devices with the aid
of modern system theory
[DGLB P4PEB 71-77] p0191 475-21131
Methods for the determination of noise protection
areas in accordance with the law for protection
against aircraft noise
[DGLB P4PEB 71-110] p0193 475-21150
4 contribution to the problem of noise produced at
the takeoff and landing of VIOL aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 71-116] p0193 A75-21153
Measurements and analysis of aircraft airframe noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-510] p0208 475-25776
Aircraft flyover noise measurements
[4I4A PAPER 75-537] p0210 475-25799
Methods for the prediction of airframe aerodynamic
noise
[4IAa PAPEB 75-539] p0210 475-25801
Problem of aircraft noise in the vicinity of
airports
p0255 475-28222
Noise certification of aircraft
p0255 475-28223
Development of air transport and environmental
reguirements for air and noise pollution
reduction
p0255 475-28228
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Aeroacoustics: Jet and combustion noise; duct
acoustics Book
p0257 A75-28629
Noise control features of the DC-10
p0393 A75-37197
4 social survey to examne the variance of
aircraft noise annoyance
p0102 A7S-38603
The control of aircraft noise
pO«21 475-39331
Effects of three activities on annoyance responses
to recorded flyovers
p0168 A75-12712
Noise - How much is too much aircraft noise
level control for environment protection
p0169 A75-13032
Aircraft Sound Description System (ASDS)
application procedures. Volume 2: Manual
application procedures
[AD.-786613] p0125 N75-13876
Hazardous noise and industrial hygiene survey, 910
TAC Fighter Group ( 4 F R E S ) , Toungstovn Municipal
Airport, Vienna, Ohio 41173
[AD-787652] p0168 N75-16118
A model and plan for a longitudinal study of
community response to aircraft noise
[N4S4-TH-X-72.690 ] p0317 H75-22318
The development of experimental techniques for the
study of helicopter rotor noise
[NASA-CR-137681] p0367 N75-23611
Sound and vibration measurements for Concorde
supersonic transport and subsonic jet aircraft
[PB-238718/8] p0369 N75-21136
Annoyance resulting from intrusion of aircraft
sounds upon various activities
[HASA-CR-115388] pOU58 S75-29112
Noise emissions and building structural vibration
levels from the supersonic Concorde and subsonic
turbojet aircraft
[PB-211381/7] pOSOO N75-31112
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Nev evidence of subsonic jet noise mechanisms
[4144 PAPER 75-137] p0203 A75-25721
The noise behaviour of aero engine turbine tones
[ A I A A PAPER 75-166] p0201 475-25712
Noise radiation f rom turbulent flows over
compliant surfaces
[ A I A A PAPER 75-507] p0207 475-25773
Computational methods for acoustic radiation f rom
circular ducts
[ A I A A PAPER 75-516] p0208 A75-25782
Review of theory and methods for the prediction of
ground effects on aircraft noise propagation
[ A I A A PAPER 75-538] p0210 A75-25800
Review of theory and methods for turbine noise
prediction
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-510] p0210 A75-25802
Propagation of aircraft noise over long distances
through the lover atmosphere
[ A I A A PAPER 75-512] p0210 475-25801
The role of rotor tlade blockage in the
propagation of fan noise interaction tones
[ A I A A PAPER 75-117] p0251 A75-27927
Interaction between a sonic boom N-wave and an
obstacle near corner points
p0257 A75-28665
New evidence of the mechanisms of noise generation
and radiation of a subsonic jet
p0258 A75-28717
Analysis of ground reflection of jet noise
obtained with various microphone arrays over an
asphalt surface
p0168 475-12711
Forward velocity effects on under-the-wing
externally blown flap noise
[NAS4-TH-X-71656 ] p0166 N75-15653
Investigation of scrubbing and impingement noise
[NASA-CR-131762] p0178 N75-17151
Broadband noise generated by turbulent inflow to
rotor or stator blades in an annular duct
[SAS4-CH-2503] p0228 B75-17361
Investigation of sound emission f rom a jet engine
inlet in an axial flow
[DLR-FB-75-21] p0315 N75-22289
Review of aircraft noise propagation
[NAS4-TM-X-56033 ] , p0527 N75-32119
4n observation on tone cut-off in static test data
from jet engine fans noise propagation/far
fields
[NASA-TM-X-3296] p0530 N75-32872
BOISE REDUCTION
Turbofan noise reduction using a near sonic inlet
[AIAA PAPER 71-1098] p0001 A75-10281
Noise and atmospheric emissions - An airline view
pOOOl A75-11083
Aircraft noise and prospects for its control
pOOSO 475-15569
Effect of forward velocity on the noise
characteristics of dual-flow jet nozzles
[ASME PAPER 71-SA/4ERO-1] p0079 A75-16808
Role of lip thickness in noise suppression by
interacting coaxial supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPER 75-96] p0098 475-18305
Influence of mixer nozzle velocity decay
characteristics on CTOL-OTH Jet noise shielding
engine over wing configurations
[4IAA PAPER 75-97] p0098 A75-18306
Aeroacoustic performance of scale model sopic inlets
takeoff/air approach noise reduction
[AIAA PAPEB 75-202] p0103 A75-18381
An experimental study of the effect of treated
length on fan inlet noise suppressors
[AIAA PAPER 75-203] p0103 475-18382
Effect of at-the-source noise reduction on
performance and weights of a tilt-rotor aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-205] p0103 A75-18381
Inter-noise 71; Proceedings of the International
Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
Washington, D.C., September 30-October 2, 1971
p0105 475-18530
Status of the JT8D refan noise reduction program
p0105 475-18531
Noise control of aircraft engines noise
suppression program results
p0105 A75-18535
Review of Boeing noise reduction activity
p0106 475-18536
Research and development for guieter aircraft
1-1011 aircraft noise control program
p0106 475-18537
Noise control features of the DC-10
p0106 A75-18538
Silencing the Hawker Siddeley HS 125 aircraft
p0106 A75-18539
Turbulence therapy, a new treatment of jet
aircraft noise
p0119 A75-21010
Dash 7 designed to cut noise, pollution
DHC-7 design
p0151 475-22325
Reduction of interaction tones from axial flow
fans by non-uniform distribution of the stator
vanes
p0155 475-22368
Propagation of sound in elliptic ducts
p0179 A75-22791
Airport noise abatement - How effective can it be
p0181 475-23125
Noise legislation and regulations
p0181 475-23136
Recent advances in the technology of aircraft
noise control
[4144 PAPEB 75-317] p0198 475-25011
Recent advances in exhaust systems for jet noise
suppression of high speed aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-333] p0198 A75-25016
Turbine noise generation, reduction and prediction
[AIAA PAPER 75-119] p0203 475-25731
Measurement and prediction of jet noise in flight
[4IAA PAPER 75-161] p0201 475-25738
Effect of forward motion on fan noise
[4144 PAPER 75-161] p0201 475-25710
Noise shielding effects for engine-over-wing
installations
[AIAA PAPER 75-171] p0205 475-25719
Influence of grazing flow on duct wall normal
impedances for noise reduction
[AIAA PAPER 75-191] p0207 475-25763
Minimization of jet and core noise of a turbojet
engine by swirling the exhaust flow
[AIAA PAPER 75-503] p0207 475-25769
An experimental investigation of noise-shielding
effects for a delta-winged aircraft in flight,
wind tunnel and anechoic room
[AIAA PAPER 75-513] p0208 475-25779
Sparse matrix techniques applied to modal analysis
of multi-section duct liners
[AIA4 P4PER 75-511] p0208 475-25780
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An experimental investigation of the core engine
noise of a tu rbofan engine
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-526] p0209 A75-25790
Spinning oode sound propagation in ducts with
acoustic treatment
p0251 A75-27851
Propagation of aircraft noise near airports -
Effects of hillsides, inversions and source
directionality
p0251 A75-27859
Effect of f o r w a r d speed on jet wing/flap
interaction noise
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1(75] p0252 A75-27932
Supersonic jet noise suppression with niultitube
nozzle/ejectors
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-501,] p0252 A75-27936
Some recent developments in supersonic jet noise
reduction
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-5C2] p0253 A75-27937
Jet noise suppressors for turbojet engines
p0255 A75-28227
Acoustic shielding at the aircraft by means of a
suitable engine position
[DGLH PAPEB 7U-11<l ] p0293 A75-30298
Theoretical investigations for reducing fan noise
[DGLR PAPER 7U-115] p0293 A75-30299
Design of flight controllers with the help of
modern system theory
p0301 A75-31867
Wind tunnel measurements of fo rward speed effects
on jet noise f r o m suppressor nozzles and
comparison with flight test data
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-870] p033<4 A75-33957
The refracting inlet - A new concept for aircraft
inlet noise suppression
[ A S H E PAPEB 75-GT-21] p03<12 A75-3«580
Hew directions in aircraft propulsor noise" research
[SAE PAPER 750515] p0382 A75-36657
Factors affecting the noise f rom small propeller
driven aircraft
[ S A E P A P E R 750516] p0382 A75-36658
Ducted propulsors - progress in the United K i n g d o m
[SAE PAPER 7505311] p0383 A75-36671
Noise control features of the DC-10
p0393 AT5-37U97
Methodology for certification of aircraft nuisances
[ O N E R A , TP BO. 1975-118] p0396 A75-3-7900
The employment of Kalman filter technology for the
improvement of the signal quality of a microwave
beacon system
pO,M20 A75-39090
The control of aircraft noise
pOi)21 A75-3933U
Analysis of the costs, effectiveness, and benefits
of aircraft noise reduction programs
[SAE PAPER 750595] p O U 2 8 A75-1050U
N A S A refan program status
[ S A E P A P E R 750592] p0129 A75-U0507
Quiet clean short-haul experimental engine /QCSEE/
design rationale
[SAE PAPER 750605] pOit29 A75-U0513
Boise reduction of EBF propulsive-lift systems
Externally Blown Flaps
[SAE P A P E R 750608] p0429 A75-U0515
Interior noise considerations for powered-lift
STOL aircraft
p0468 A75-U2713
Noise control of aircraft engines
p O H 6 9 A75-43031
Ground noise suppressors for aircraft engine
operation
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1327] p0509 A75-U5701
Strategies for alleviating impact of aircraft noise
p0512 A75-U6707
Symposium on the Impact of Economics on the Design
and Operation of Quieter Aircraft, London,
England, April 23, 21, 1975, Proceedings
pOSIil A75-U7276
Engine noise and economics aircraft design and
operational modifications
pOSIil A75-I17277
The economics and noise of subsonic aircraft
pOSIll A75-17278
Insights into the second generation supersonic
transport noise-perfornance dilemma
pOS1« A75-47279
Designing for noise reduction jet aircraft
engines
p0515 A75-117280
Some research towards goieter aircraft
experimental facilities and airframe/engine
design interactions
pOSlS A75-17281
A Onited States airline operational and regulatory
viewpoint on noise reduction
p0515 A75-1172811
Economic analysis of aircraft noise reduction
p0515 A7S-17285
The philosophy of noise reduction for aircraft
p05l5 A75-«7286
Bodel 301 BLH/ATC (Heavy Lift Helicopter/Advanced
Technology Component) transmission noise
reduction program
[AD-7811132] p0029 N75-10063
A computing method for sound propagation through a
oonuniforo jet stream
[ N A S A - T M - X - 7 1 9 4 1 ] p0016 N75-10359
Fleet retrofit report
[NASA-CR-137586] p0017 H75-10911
Parametric study of STOL short-haul engine cycles
and operational techniques to minimize community
noise impact
[ N A S A - C R - 2 4 8 6 ] p0056 N75-11910
Investigations into aircraft noise reduction by
shielding europlane QTOL design concept
p0059 N75-119U9
Some results of aeroacoustic research effect
of shrouded nozzle configurations on jet noise
p0059 N75-11950
Noise of jets which are impinging on obstacles
(for examples externally blown flaps) and
possibilities of noise attenuation
p0059 U75-11951
Aircraft noise abatement
[GPO-111-298] p0062 B75-11969
Acoustic attenuation design requirements
established through E P N L parametric trades
[NASA-CR-1 20986] p0063 1175-11985
In-airframe ground runup noise suppressor program
[AD-785216] p0063 B75-11986
Influence of mixer nozzle velocity decay
characteristics on CTOL-OTW jet noise shielding
considering shielding effects in nozzle
installation over wing
[NASA-TM-X-71631 ] p0073 1175-12951
Aircraft taxiing noise measurements
[AD-787235] p0074 N75-1296II
Jet noise suppressor nozzle development for
augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft (C-8A
Buffa lo)
[NASA-CR-137522] p0123 N75-1385II
The cost of noise reduction in commercial tilt
rotor aircraft
[NASA-CH-137552] p012« N75-13868
DC-9 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 2: Upper
goal noise, performance and cost evaluation
[AD-777895] p013« 1175-11757
Aircraft noise abatement
[GPO-142-539] p0134 N75-14760
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a 1.83
meter (6 foot) diameter 1.2 pressure ratio fan
(QF-6) for short takeoff aircraft
[ BASA-TB-D-7809] p013« N75-11765
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility
program. Volume 3: Lower goal flight testing,
economic analyses and summary
[AD-787610] p022i( N75-1733U
Noise reduction studies for the D-10 airplane
[NASA-Tn-JC-726110] p0228 1175-17360
Static and wind tunnel model tests for the
development of externally blown flap noise
reduction techniques
[ NASA-CH-1311675] p023U N75-18177
Engineering simulation development and evaluation
of the two-segment noise abatement approach
conducted in the B-727-222 flight simulator
[NASA-CR-1375911] p0236 B75-18195
Noise reduction studies for the Cessna model 337
(0-2) airplane
[BASA-TM-X-726111 ] p0238 875-18231
Noise reduction studies for the OV-1 airplane
[BASA-TM-X-72639] p0238 B75-18232
Noise characteristics of the 0-1 airplane and some
approaches to noise reduction
[NASA-TH-X-72638] p0238 N75-18233
Ground noise measurements during static and flyby
operations of the Cessna 02-T turbine powered
airplane
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(NASA-TI1-X-726<12 ] p0238 N75-18234
Boise reduction studies of several aircraft to
reduce their aural detection distances
[NASA-TB- rX-72644 ] p0238 N75-18235
A noise study of the A-6 airplane and techniques
for reducing its aural detection distance
[NASA-TH-X-72643 ] p0238 1175-18236
Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimum
noise radiation
p0269 N75-19221
Preliminary evaluation of turbofan cycle
parameters and acoustical suppression on the
noise and direct operating cost of a commercial
Hach 0.85 transport
[ NASA-TH-X-71664 ] p0272 N75-19244
Influence of nultitube mixer nozzle geometry on
CTOL-OTW ]et noise shielding
[NASA-TH-X-71681 ] p0272 N75-19246
Steep approach flight test results of a
business-type aircraft Kith direct lift control
p0307 N75-21240
Titanium honeycomb acoustic lining structural and
thermal test report for acoustic tailpipe
for JT8D engine
[NASA-CR-134783] p0311 N75-21279
Muff l ing the noise of power plants which use
gas-turbine aircraft engines
[AD-A002830] p0312 N75-21285
Bypass turbojet engine noise characteristics on
the test stand
[AD-A003086] p0312 N75-21288
Application of external aerodynamc diffusion to
shrouded propeller noise reduction
p0314 F75-22272
Effect of entry-lip design on aerodynamics and
acoustics of high throat Mach number inlets for
the quiet, clean, short-haul experimental engine
[HASA-TB-X-3222] p0314 N75-22278
Experimental quiet engine program
[NASA-CE-2519] p0318 N75-22325
Noise data from tests of a 1.83 meter (6-ft-)
diameter variable-pitch 1.2-pressure-ratio fan
(QP-9)
[NASA-TB-X-3187] p0322 N75-22911
A study of helicopter interior noise reduction
[HASi-TH-X-72655] p0362 H75-23556
CF5D aircraft cockpit-noise reduction
[DCIEB-7"-R-1048] p0363 N75-23564
Conceptual design study of advanced acoustic
composite nacelle for achieving reductions
in communi ty noise and operating expense
[ NASA-CH-132649] p0363 N75-23568
N A S A refan program status for noise reduction
of JT8D turbofan engine
[NASA-TH-X-71705 ] p0363 B75-23570
Civil aviation studies and interagency
coordinating organizations, volume 1
aircraft noise reduction
[PB-239344/5] p0368 N75-24186
Civil aviation studies and interagency
coordinating organizations, volume 2: Appendices
aircraft noise reduction
[ PB-239345/2] p0368 H75-24187
The out of service guest pilot evaluation of the
two-segment noise abatement approach in the
Boeing B727-20C
[ NASA-CR-137625] p0371 N75-24696
Airport noise reduction forecast. Volume 1:
Summary report for 23 airports
[PB-239387/4] p0377 N75-24771
Airport noise reduction forecast. Volume 2: NEF
computer program description and user's manual
[PB-239388/2] p0377 N75-24772
The shock and vibration digest, volume 6, no. 12
jet aircraft noise reduction
[AD-A003455] p0408 S75-25942
Comparison of two head-up displays in simulated
standard and noise abatement night visual
approaches
[ NASA-TH-X-326U] p0414 H75-26995
Electric energy and noise emphasizing noise
reduction
[BIL-CE-TRANS-6550-(9022.09) ] pO<416 H75-27244
Noise abatement by the interaction of cold coaxial
model jets
p0446 N75-28062
Trends in aircraft noise control
pOi450 H75-29008
Reliable line signaling techniques for the FAA
GRN-2MV) and CAT-3 ILS
[AD-A009881] p0455 B75-29077
Conceptual design study of advanced
acoustic-composite nacelles
[NASA-CH-1 32703] p0456 1175-29093
Noise suppression with high Hach number inlets
[NASi-CR-143314] pO«58 N75-29115
Engineering simulation evaluation of the
two-segment noise abatement approach in the
Douglas DC-8-61
[NASA-CR-137665] p0459 H75-29121
Experimentally determined aeroacoustic performance
and control of several sonic inlets
[NiSA-TB-X-71767] pO»61 B75-29353
Jet and airframe noise
pO«91 N75-30167
Jet engine noise and its control
pO«91 1175-30170
Rotorcraft and propeller noise
p0491 1175-30171
Duct acoustics and mufflers
p0492 H75-30172
Summary and analysis of performance and stability
characteristics of the refan JT8D-109 engine
[NASA-CR-134874] p0497 1175-3 1067
Propulsion system noise reduction
p0497 1175-31069
Refan program
p0497 1175-31071
Summary of recent design studies of advanced
acoustic-composite nacelles
[NASA-TM-X-72774] p0525 N75-32094
Preliminary core-engine noise abatement
experimental results of a fluid injection nozzle
on a JT-15D turbofan engine
[NASA-CR-137744] p0527 1175-32117
Core engine noise control program. Volume 1.
Identification of component noise sources
[AD-AO13128/1] p0528 N75-32122
Core engine noise control program. Volume 2:
Identification of noise generation and
suppression mechanisms
[AD-A01J129/2] p0528 N75-32123
Core engine noise control program. Volume 3:
prediction methods
[AD-A013131/8] p0528 H75-32124
FAAJT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility
program. Volume 2: Upper goal ground testing
[AD-AO12969/2] p0532 N75-3303U
NOISE SPECTRA
Calculations of far-field and near-field jet noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-93] p0098 A75-18302
Intensity, spectrum, and directivity of turbulent
boundary layer noise
p0147 A75-20789
Tests of a theoretical model of jet noise
based on Lighthill-Ribner theory
[AIAi PAPER 75-436] p0202 A75-25723
Scrubbing noise of externally blown flaps
[AIAA PiPEB 75-469] p0205 A75-257U5
The convergence of theory and experiment in direct
combustion generated noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-522] p0209 475-25786
An experimental investigation of the core engine
noise of a turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 75-526] p0209 A75-25790
Aircraft flyover noise measurements
[AIAA PAPER 75-537] p0210 A75-25799
Review of theory and methods for combustion noise
prediction
[AIAA PAPER 75-541] p0210 A75-25803
Noise of model target type thrust reversers for
engine-over-the-wing applications
p0251 A75-27853
unified analysis of ducted turbomachinery noise
p0251 A75-27861
Developments in jet noise modeling - Theoretical
predictions and comparisons with measured data
[AIAA PAPEE 75-477] p0252 A75-27933
Ratio of peak frequencies of jet self and shear
noise spectra
p0256 A75-28400
The influence of temperature on shock-free
supersonic jet noise
p0298 A75-31086
Bethod of representation of acoustic spectra and
reflection corrections applied to externally
blown flap noise
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[NASA-TH-X-3179] p0178 N75-17012
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar, volune 1
[AD-A012371/1] p0533 N75-33016
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 2: 1-1011-1 data
[AD-A012372/9] p0533 N75-330U7
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 3: Program user's manual
[4D-A012373/7] p0533 H75-330U8
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 1: Program design specification
[AD-A012371/5] p0533 N75-330U9
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 5: Computer programmer 's manual
[AD-A012375/2] p0533 H75-33050
BOISE SOPPBBSSOBS
D NOISE BEDOCTIOH
BOISE TOLEBIBCE
Effects of three activities on annoyance responses
to recorded flyovers
p0168 A75-42712
A survey of aircraft noise annoyance in an area of
invariant noise to eliminate the effects on
annoyance of varying noise exposure
[TT-7105] p0034 H75-10755
Establishing certification/design criteria for
advanced supersonic aircraft utilizing
acceptance, interference, and annoyance response
to simulated sonic booms by persons in their homes
[AD-A009656] p0456 N75-29090
BOHISAL VALUES
D A P P R O X I M A T I O N
HOHDBSTBOCTIVE TESTS
Automated computerized ultrasonic rating system
provides new level of design confidence
p0019 A75-12931
A computer automated ultrasonic inspection system
for aircraft forgings
p0009 A7S-12933
Prom creaking cracks to breaking beams - A review
of acoustic emission for aircraft structure
pOOlO A7S-13035
weldability and guality of t i tanium alloy weldments
p0011 475-130*11
The control of adhesive bonding in the production
of primary aircraft structures
pOOUS A75-14892
Reliability of airframe inspections at the depot
maintenance level using eddy currents for
crack detection
p0108 A75-18822
Holographic NDI of P-3 wing plank splices
nondestructive inspection for stress corrosion
cracking
p0108 A75-18823
NDT personnel team up with EB welders to upgrade
production on supersonic Tomcat
p0110 A75-18965
EB welding teams up with HOT techniques to improve
production of Grummans ' s F-11 supersonic
swing-wing fighter plane
p0149 A75-21119
Practical applications of acoustic emission
for pressure vessels, aircraft structures and
solid propellants
p0195 A75-21461
Sound welds in w ing boxes assured by three
techniques
p0249 A75-26898
Aspect of non-destructive inspection in relation
to service failure analysis in aircraft
components
•% p0292 475-29874
Technical diagnostics in aircraft maintenance
p0385 475-36818
Possibilities concerning a use of borescope
inspection methods in nondestructive material
testing and the significance of these methods
p0402 A75-38629
Dse of cholesteric liquid crystals for locating
voids in adhesively bonded helicopter rotor blades
[AD-785502] p0061 N75-11963
Nondestructive holographic techniques for
structures inspection
[AD-A007850] p0368 N75-23946
Evaluation of the reliability and sensitivity of
NDT methods for titaniun alloys. Volume 2
[AD-A001601] p0377 N75-24923
BOHEQDILIBEIOB DB16
D FBICTION DB4G
BOBEQOILIBBIOB FLOI
Some technigues for decreasing variable
aerodynamic forces acting on turbine rotor blades
pOOH7 475-11536
Calculation of viscous shock layers on blunted cones
p0092 A75-18013
Computation of noneguilibrium three-dimensional
inviscid flow over blunt-nosed bodies flying at
supersonic speeds
[4IAA PAPEB 75-835] p0332 A75-33931
NONBQOILIBBIOH BADIATION
Influence of noneguilibrium radiation on the flow
of a low-density gas past blunted bodies
p0092 A75-18010
HOBEDCLIDIAB GBOHETBY
D DIFFERENTIAL GEOHETBY
HOHPLlSHiBLB BiTBRIALS
HIL-H-83282, fire resistant hydraulic fluid
for military aircraft
p0011 475-13052
Development of a silicone-base fire-resistant
hydraulic fluid for use in military aircraft
p0291 A75-29725
Fire-resistant aircraft materials development and
evaluation program
p0178 N75-17224
BOHLIHBAR EQDATIOHS
HT Q04DBATIC EQUATIONS
Nonlinearities in analyses of unsteady flow around
oscillating wings
p0105 475-18490
Nonlinear problem of the unsteady flow past an
airfoil lattice
p0257 A75-28671
Differential thrust equations for a transient mode
of engine operation
pO<432 A75-U0922
HOHLINBAB FILTERS
Empirical comparison of a linear and a nonlinear
washout for motion simulators
[AIAA PAPEB 75-106] p0099 475-18311
Design of a guided flight vehicle according to
viewpoints of probability theory, taking into
account perturbation and control parameters
[DGLB PAPEB 7<t-80] p0191 A75-24137
A technique to improve the performance of a
nonlinear filter with an application to
satellite-aided aircraft navigation
p0391 A75-37138
H08LINEAB SYSTEHS
Stability analysis of nonlinear autonomous systems
- General theory and application to flutter
[AIAA PAPEB 75-102] p0099 475-18310
Stability analysis of stochastic composite systems
application to control of aircraft and
nonlinear systems
p0251 475-27919
Problems with bounded control variation
extremum for nonlinear optimal control
p0295 A75-30585
Optimal flight vehicle rotation braking
nonlinear system design
p0295 475-J0751
BOHLIBEABITI
Nonlinear torsional vibrations of thin-walled
beams of open section
f?243 475-26110
BOHBEPLBCTIOH
0 EHERGY 4BSOBPTION
HOHEIGIDITY
0 FLEXIBILITY
NOBST1BILIZED OSCILLATION
The effect of steady tailplane lift on the
oscillatory behaviour of a T-tail flutter model
at high subsonic speeds
[ABC-B/H-3745] p0171 N75-16521
BONONIFOBB FLOR
Problems of interaction between the air intake and
the airframe
[ONEB4, IP NO. 1100] p0091 A75-17S2">
Non-adiabatic supersonic laminar flow past a small
step or suction gap
p0153 475-22270
Averaging of nonuniform flow in turbomachine flov
traverses
p0187 A75-23821
IOITISCOOS not SUBJECT INDEX
Calcula t ion of heat transfer at the lines of flow
of a three-dimensional boundary layer in a
n o n u n i f o r m external f low
p0248 675-26894
Calculat ion on uns teady two-dimensional supersonic
flow by the method of characteristics
[AD-*006969] p0321 N75-22666
N08YISCOOS FLOI
U T U R B U L E N T FLOW
HOBHIL FORCE DISTRIBOTIOH
U FORCE D I S T R I B U T I O N
HOBHAL SHOCK H A V E S
Analyt ic investigation of transonic normal shock
b o u n d a r y layer interaction
[ A D - A 0 0 4 9 8 0 ] p0444 N75-28041
NORTH A B E R I C A B AIRCRAFT
NT B-1 A I R C R A F T
NT B-70 A I H C B A F T
NT F-100 A I R C R A F T
NT T-2 A I R C R A F T
NT T-28 A I R C R A F T
NT T-39 A I R C R A F T
NT X-15 A I R C R A F T
NOBTBERN HEBISPHEHE
NT ARCTIC REGIONS
NORIHEQP AIRCRAFT
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT
NT F-89 AIRCRAFT
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT
F-18 OS Navy Air Combat Fighter
p01|69 A75-43281
HOSE CAPS
D NOSE CONES
HOSE CORES
NT ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
Calculation of viscous shock layers on blunted cones
p0092 A75-18013
Static pressure on sharp and blunt cones in
conical and parallel low-density flow
[AD-A001632] p0236 N75-18191
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of several nose mounted canard
configurations at supersonic Mach numbers
[AD-A007793] p0360 N75-23526
HOSE FIHS
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for a
cylindrical body of revolution with side strakes
and various noses at angles of attack from 0
degrees to 58 degrees and Bach nunbers from 0.6
to 2.0
[NASA-TM-X-3130] p0265 N75-19181
HOSE WHEELS
The effect of chine tires on nose gear water-spray
characteristics of a twin engine airplane
[NASA-TH-X-72695] p0362 H75-23SS5
HOSES (FOREBODIBS)
NT A B L A T I V E HOSE COSES
NT NOSE CONES
BOTCH SENSITIVITY
Analytical approach to size and notch-size effects
in fatigue of aircraft material specimens
p0049 A75-15217
Structure interpretation by consideration of
vibration resistance in light construction
p0421 A75-39102
HOTCH TESTS
Fracture mechanics ' impact on specifications and
supply test methods for aircraft aluminum
alloys
p0190 A75-24004
Besidual stresses caused by variable service loads
in notches and their significance for the
applicability of the linear damage accumulation
hypothesis in Al alloys
p0395 A75-37777
The effect of mean stress on the fatigue of
a luminum alloys notched specimens
[S/T-BEMO-9/74 ] pO«63 N75-29482
BOTCHED HETALS
D NOTCH TESTS
BOIIODS MATERIALS
U CONTAMINANTS
NOZZLE COEFFICIEHT
0 NOZZLE FLOH
NOZZLE DESI6I
F-15 nozzle/afterbody integration
[ AIAA PAPER 71-1100] p0003 A75-10283
V/STOL deflector concepts
[AIAA PAPER 74-1168] p0004 A75-10319
Oscillating jet nozzles for V/STOL application
[AIAA PAPER 74-1189] pOOOS A75-10337
Designing hovercraft jet nozzles
p0084 A75-17087
A survey of methods for exhaust-nozzle flow analysis
[AIAA PAPER 75-60] p0096 A75-18285
Hole of lip thickness in noise suppression by
interacting coaxial supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPER 75-96] p0098 A75-18305
Study of second-throat equipped ejectors with zero
induced flow
p0107 A75-18698
A Laval nozzle design which realizes the
zero-moment state
p0141 A75-20033
Optimization of wind tunnel nozzles for the
subsonic range
p0194 A75-24271
Recent advances in exhaust systems for jet noise
suppression of high speed aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-333] p0198 A75-25016
The effects of forward speed on a number of
turbojet exhaust silencers
[AIAA PAPER 75-506] p0207 A75-25772
A method of profiling short two-dimensaonal nozzles
for transonic nind tunnels
p0248 A75-26880
A method of calculating aerodynamic-nozzle
profiles with passage through the sound barrier
p0248 A75-26881
Some recent developments in supersonic jet noise
reduction
[AIAA PAPER 75-502] p0253 A75-27937
Study of two hypersonic, axisymmetnc, shaped
nozzles with smooth contour
p0257 A75-28658
Application of ceramics to radial flow gas
turbines at Solar
p0297 A75-30879
Thrust reversers for the TFE-731 turbofan
[SAE PAPER 750506] p0382 A75-36652
Unique applications of the method of
characteristics to inlet and nozzle design
problems
[AIA4 PAPER 75-1185] p0504 A75-45615
Study of non-axisymmetric nozzles installed in
advanced fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1316] p0508 A75-45695
Augmented Deflector Exhaust Nozzle /ADEN/ design
for future fighters
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1318] p0508 475-45697
Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to
a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane
[NASA-TM-X-71972] p0124 N75-13865
Impact of turbine modulation on variable-cycle
engine performance. Phase 1 and 2: Design
fabrication and rig test, part 1
[AD-A002543] p0286 U75-20337
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Cavitating flow past a vibrating thin-section wing
profile
p02«8 A75-26895
Critical analysis and improvement of the
source-panel method for lift prediction
p025« A75-28095
Nonlinear problem of the unsteady flow past an
airfoil lattice
p0257 A75-28671
Calculation of the flow field at an air intake,
operating in place, by the source-sink method
/two-dimensional case/
p0292 A75-29814
Analytic determination of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing profile in potential
incompressible fluid flow
p0296 A75-30761
Fourier series solution of the 'vortex' method
integral equation potential flow around wing
profile
p0296 A75-30763
Improved solution for potential flow about
arbitrary axisymmetric bodies by the use of a
higher-order surface source method
p0298 475-31092
Flutter of dynamically nonuniform airfoil cascades
in potential flow
p0299 A75-31386
An inverse method for the design of multielement
high-lift systems potential flow inversion
[AIAA PAPEB 75-879] p0335 A75-33963
Transonic potential flow calculations using
conservation form for shock-free airfoils
p0339 A75-31193
A method for calculating flows through plane
airfoil lattices
p0340 A75-34245
A method for correlating wind tunnel experiments
with potential flow theory
p039<l A75-37600
Calculation of flow field around air intake
operating at zero forward speed by the
distributed source-sink method /2-D case/
p0397 A75-38077
A simplified approach to generalized helicopter
configuration modeling and the prediction of —
fuselage surface pressures
pOUOO A75-38351
Vortex method for calculating a wing profile of
arbitrary shape
pOt32 A75-I40913
Determination of the three-dimensional transonic
potential flow around wings and wing-body
combinations by means of a relaxation technique
p0466 A75-11969
Potential and viscous flow prediction in V/STOL
propulsion system inlets
p0466 A75-42072
On the potential theory of distributed
singularities and its edge condition for a
lifting flow of three-dimensional body
p0174 A75-44893
Potential and viscous flow in VIOL, STOL or CTOL
propulsion system inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1186] p050« A75-U5616
An experimental investigation of ground vortex
formation during reverse engine operation
[AIAA PAPEH 75-1322] p0508 A75-45700
Calculation of two-dimensional and axisymmetric
bluff body potential flow
[IC-AEBO-71-07] p0266 N75-19191
A wake source model for an inclined flat plate in
a uniform stream
[IC-AEBO-7U-08] p0266 N75-19192
Potential flow about three-dimensional streamlined
lifting configurations, with application to
wings and rotors
p0403 N75-25867
Comparison of wind tunnel test results at free
stream Bach 0.7 with results from the Boeing
TEA-230 subsonic flow method wing flow
method tests
[HASA-CB-2554] p0412 B75-26976
Potential flow about three dimensional streamlined
lifting configurations, with application to
wings and rotors
[AD-A003697] pOU12 N75-26979
Potential and viscous flow in VTOL, STOL or CTOL
propulsion system inlets
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[NASA-TB-I-71799] p0522 B75-32024
Helicopter lifting surface theory with force free
wake
p0530 B75-32999
POtBBTIAL THEOBI
A method for calculating unsteady forces due to
interaction between tail surfaces
[OBEBA, TP HO. 1975-23] p0241 A75-26177
On the potential theory of distributed
singularities and its edge condition for a
lifting flow of three-dimensional body
p0471 A75-11893
POIDEB HBTALLOBGI
Cost savings in the application of P/B titanium
and P/B a luminum alloys
p018« 475-23412
Advanced manufacturing methods and their economic
implications: Some pilot papers on ponder
metallurgy and joining
[AGABD-B-627] p0322 N75-22749
Povder metallurgy production processes
p0322 H75-22750
Production of superalloys from powders
p0322 H75-227S3
POVBB EFFICIEHCI
Thermodynamics of nultistage air-cooled gas turbine
p0187 A75-23817
Small antennas fractional wavelength design
for wideband applications
p0352 A75-35827
Secondary power systems for advanced rotorcraft
[AGABD-AG-206] p0318 H75-22326
Helicopter lift oargin system
[AD-A003917] p0107 N75-25926
Puna engine power checking using collective pitch
[ AAEE/NOTE-2081] p0489 N75-30144
POIEB GAIN
Advanced feasibility investigation for determining
army helicopter gas turbine engine max imum power
available
[AD-786546] p0125 H75-13871
POIEB GENBBATOBS
0 ELECTBIC GEHEBATOES
POREB PLASIS
Powering the vertical-risers - Jet VTOL concepts
reviewed
p0473 A75-44561
POiEB SPECIEA
Excess noise f rom gas turbine exhausts
[ A S B E PAPEB 75-GT-61] p0343 A75-31611
Acoustic radiation from an airfoil in a turbulent
stream
p0471 A75-14818
Effort of spanvise variation of turbulence on the
normal acceleration of airplanes with small span
relative to turbulence scale
[NASA-TS-X-72748] p0452 N75-29036
POIBB SUPPLIES
High-performance hydraulic system powers aircraft
simulator
p0003 A75-10426
POIEB SUPPLY. CIBCDIIS
VSCF starter generator variable speed constant
frequency cycloconverter for aircraft applications
p0185 A75-23594
POIEB TBASSBISSIOB
Anatomy of the helicopter. II - Engine and
transmission ratings
p0392 A75-37299
PBAHDTL-HBTEB BXPAISIOH
On the expansion of a supersonic jet in the
atmosphere
p015« A75-22356
PBEABPLIFIEBS
Common antenna preamplifier-isolator for VLF-1F
receivers
[NASA-CB-143237] p0448 N75-28278
PBECADTIOHS
0 ACCIDENT PBEVENTION
PBECIPITATIOH (HBTEOHOLOGY)
NT HAIL
PBECIPITATIOH BABDBBIHG
Oxide dispersion strengthened alloys for aircraft
turbine engine vanes
p0011 A75-13040
Precipitation phenomena and their conseguences for
the properties of some families of industrial
alloys; Conference on Metallurgy, 16th, Saclay,
Essonne, France, June 25-27, 1973, Proceedings
p0089 A75-17631
structural hardening of titanium alloys
p0089 A75-1763H
PBBCISIOB
Precision in LCHTF testing of aircraft Jet
engines
p0017 N75-10U90
PBEDICTIOB AHALJSIS TECHHIQDES
A nethod of predicting the lifetime of aircraft
engine components
p0086 A75-17355
Experinental methods used in France for flutter
prediction
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1428] p0092 A75-18023
Further developments in the prediction of
oscillatory aerodynamics in mixed transonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 75-99] . p0098 A75-18308
Some recent developments in predicting unsteady
loadings caused by control surface motions
[AIAA PAPEB 75-101] p0099 A75-18309
Effect of compressibility on the nonlinear
prediction of the aerodynamic loads on lifting
surfaces
[AIAA PAPEB 75-121] pOlOO A75-18325
Jet transport noise - A comparison of predicted
and measured noise for ILS and two-segment
approaches
p0106 A75-16540
Fatigue life prediction of aircraft structures -
Past, present and future
p0144 A75-20336
Engine failure prediction techniques
p0202 A75-2527U
Turbine noise generation, reduction and prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 75-119] p0203 A75-25731
Measurement and prediction of jet noise in flight
[AIAA PAPEB 75-161] p0204 A75-25738
Development of a new computer system for aircraft
noise prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 75-536] p0209 A75-25798
Methods for the prediction of airframe aerodynamic
noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-539] p0210 A75-25801
Beview of theory and methods for turbine noise
prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 75-540] p0210 A75-25802
Beviev of theory and methods for combustion noise
prediction
[AIAA PAPEB 75-511] p0210 A75-25803
Critical analysis and improvement of the
source-panel method for lift prediction
p0251 A75-28095
Quantitative estimates of the indeterminacy of
motion prediction of controlled aircraft
motion in horizontal flight
p0293 A75-30228
Turbine airfoil life prediction by mission analysis
p0338 A75-31143
Evaluation of real-time algorithms for Omega
propagation prediction
p0388 A75-36973
Allowable stress estimation methods for
preliminary design weight prediction
[SAKE PAPEB 1014] p0516 A75-17483
Lifetime prediction methods for elevated
temperature fatigue in aircraft jet engines
p0031 N75-10493
Advanced feasibility investigation for determining
army helicopter gas turbine engine maximum power
available
[AD-786546] p0125 B75-13874
Effect of various external stores on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the F-4C aircraft
[AD-787657] p0165 B75-15645
Effect of symmetrical vortex shedding on the
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body-tail combinations
[BASA-CB-2473] p0173 B75-16543
A prediction method for pressure distributions on
compression surfaces of conical bodies at
supersonic speeds delta wings, conical
bodies, and two dimensional flow
[ABC-CP-1295] p0222 B75-17307
Critical review of methods to predict the buffet
penetration capability of aircraft
p0315 B75-22287
Light aircraft lift, drag, and moment prediction:
A review and analysis
[BASA-CB-2523] p0370 N75-24677
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Interim prediction method for fan and compressor
source noise
[KASA-TM-I -71763] pO<!09 N75-25948
Theoretical prediction of airplane^ stability
derivatives at subcritical speed's
[NASA-CR-132681] pfll(56 N75-29089
Potential and viscous flow prediction in V/STOL
propulsion system inlets
[NASA-TM-X-71776 ] pflilSS N75-29110
Determination of stability derivatives from flight
test results comparison of five analytical
techniques
p0475 S75-30007
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 1:
Engineering document
[MASA-CR-132709] p0523 N75-32026
ft three-dimensional solution of flovs over vings
with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 2:
Program description document
[NASA-Cfl -132710] p0523 N75-32027
Core engine noise control program. Volume 3:
Prediction methods
[AD-A013131/8] p0528 N75-32121
PREDICTIONS
HT IMPACT PREDICTION
NT LINEAR PREDICTION
ST PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
PBEFLIGBT ANALYSIS
Rockwell International's B-1 bomber at a critical
point
p0173 A75-4U553
PREPLIGHT OPERATIONS
Problems of preflight maintenance passenger
aircraft checkout
p0290 A75-29608
PREHEATERS
D HEATING E Q U I P M E N T
PRESELECTORS
D PREAMPLIFIERS
PRESSING (FORMING)
NT COINING
PRESSURE
NT BASE PRESSURE
HT HIGH PRESSURE
NT I L L U M I N A N C E
NT IMPACT LOADS
NT INLET PRESSURE
NT LOW PRESSURE
NT SOUND PRESSURE
NT STAGNATION PRESSURE
NT STATIC PRESSURE
NT HALL PRESSURE
NT BIND PRESSURE
Investigation of scrubbing and impingement noise
[MASA-CR-13it762] p0178 S75-1715U
PRESSURE CABINS
0 PHESSORIZED CABINS
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
An analytical procedure for the calculation of
attached and separated subsonic diffuser flows
[ A I A A PAPER 71-1173] pOOOl A75-10323
Integral approximation for slender-body shock
shapes in hypersonic flow
p0051 A75-15958
Turbulent pressure field in a co-annular jet
[AIAA. PAPER 75-95] p0098 A75-18301
Aerodynamic heating to corrugation stiffened
structures in thick turbulent boundary layers
[ A I A A PAPER 75-190] p0102 A75-18372
Type of second wave and change in pressure on the
initial section of a blunt cone generatrix
p0112 A75-19201
Similarities in pressure distribution in separated
flow behind backward-facing steps
p0112 A75-19256
The use of local basis functions in unsteady
aerodynamics
[ A I A A PAPER 75-100] p0113 A75-20275
Numerical method for supersonic aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing-body system
p0153 A75-22307
The use of higher-crder surface singularity
distributions to obtain improved potential flow
solutions for two-dimensional lifting airfoils
p0158 A75-22718
Measured three-dimensional effects in transonic
airfoil testing
p0182 A75-23222
Unsteady flow through a turbomachine stage with
free vortex shed
p0188 A75-23945
Noncompact source effect on the prediction of tone
noise from a fan rotor
[AIAA PAPER 75-1116] p0203 A75-25730
Scrubbing noise of externally blown flaps
[AIAA PAPER 75-169] p0205 A75-25715
pressure field of a vortex wake in ground effect
p0290 A75-29466
About the measurements of steady and unsteady
aerodynamic forces on an airfoil section with a
Hach-zehnder interferometer
p0301 A75-31875
An inverse method for the design of multielement
high-lift systems potential flow inversion
[AIAA PAPER 75-879] pQ335 A75-33963
Supercritical airfoil flowfield measurements
[AIAA PAPER 75-880] p0335 A75-33961
Transonic airfoil analysis and design using
Cartesian coordinates
p0339 A75-34195
The acoustic response of a nozzle flow to an
externally applied low frequency pressure field
p0402 A75-38601
A method for determining the force characteristics
of an airfoil of finite span
pOU6T A75-U2313
Pressure distribution on two wings with curved
leading edges at supersonic speeds
[ARC-H/M-3741] pOOH B75-10028
Effects of air breathing engine plumes on SSV
orbiter subsonic wing pressure distribution
(OA57B), volume 1
[NASA-CR-131116] p0066 H75-12031
Effects of the air breathing engine plumes on SSV
orbiter subsonic wing pressure distributions
(OA57A)
[NASA-CH-134<H4] p0066 H75-12040
Helicopter rotor rotational noise predictions
based on measured high-freguency blade loads
[NASA-TN-D-7624] p0069 B75-12903
Investigation of Northrop F-5A wing buffet
intensity in transonic flight
[NASA-CR-2484] p0071 875-12931
The spanwise lift distribution and trailing vortex
wake downwind of an externally blown jet flap
p0116 N75-13800
The flow around a wing with an external flow Jet
flap
p0116 N75-13801
Wake effect studies on a two dimensional trailing
edge high lift system
[AD-787141] p0163 N75-15618
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two-dimensional
aerofoil sections Part 1: Determination of
pressure distribution and drag for an aerofoil
of type NLR 13 in FFA wind tunnel S5
[FFA-TN-AD-725-PT-1] p0221 N75-17299
A prediction method for pressure distributions on
compression surfaces of conical bodies at
supersonic speeds delta wings, conical
bodies, and two dimensional flow
[ARC-CP-1295] p0222 N75-17307
Simulation of hypersonic scramjet exhaust
pressure distribution on afterbody/nozzle
sections of vehicle
[NASA-CR-2491] p0225 N75-17314
Experimental study of a two pressure stage air
cushion
[ST-36] p0233 B75-1817U
Static pressure on sharp and blunt cones in
conical and parallel low-density flow
[AD-A001632] p0236 N75-18191
Integration of aft-fuselage-mounted flow through
engine nacelles on an advanced transport
configuration at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.0
[NASA-TM-X-3178] p0261 N75-19180
Lifting surface theory for a rotating subsonic or
transonic blade row
[AHC-R/M-3710] p0265 N75-19185
A wake source model for an inclined flat plate in
a uniform stream
[IC-iEHO-74-08] p0266 875-19192
Boundary layer effects in supersonic flow over
cylinder-flare bodies
[WRE-REPT-1238(WR/D)] p0279 N75-20257
Some remarks on the induced velocity field of a
lifting rotor and on Glauert's formula
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[ABC-CP-1301] p0280 N75-20263
Wind tunnel studies of the turbulent wake behind
self propelled slender bodies
[AD-A002396] p0280 N75-20272
Comparisons of wing pressure distribution from
flight tests of flash and external orifices for
Bach numbers f r o m 0.50 to 0.97
[HASA-TB-I-56032] p0314 H75-22275
Aircraf t stalling and buffeting: Introduction and
overview
p0314 N75-22281
Benarks on fluid dynamics of the stall
p0315 H75-22282
Pressure distributions on a cambered vin9 body
configuration at subsonic Bach numbers
[ N A S A - T N - D - 7 9 4 6 ] " p0443 N75-28029
Transonic data menorandum: Second-order method
for estimating the subcritical pressure
distribution on a two-dimensional aerofoil in
compressible inviscid flow
[ESDU-72025] p0451 N75-29029
Effects of spanvise blowmg on the pressure field
and vortex-lift characteristics of a 44 deg
svept trapezoidal wing wind tunnel stability
tests - aircraft models
[HASA-TN-D-7907] p0486 1175-30103
The pressure field of a vortex wake in ground effect
[AD-A008857] p"0488 K75-30126
Pressure distributions on the surface of
externally-blown flap
[HAl-TR-410] p0521 N75-32012
PBBSSOBE DH1G
HT I N T E R F E R E N C E D R A G
HI SUPERSONIC DBA6
N T S A V E D R A G
The effect of Reynolds number on boattail drag
[ A I A A PAPER 75-63] p0096 175-18286
The effect of Reynolds number on the boattail drag
of two wing-body configurations
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1294] p0506 A75-45681
Reynolds number effects on fore- and aftbody
pressure drag
p0356 B75-23497
Opportunities for aerodynamic-drag reduction
p0451 N75-29016
PBESSOBE EFFECTS
Vibrations of a rigid rotor and pressure exerted
on its supports, one of which is elastic and the
other is hinged
p0154 A75-22312
Response of aircraft structural compartments to
blast pressures and fragments from high
explosive projectiles
[ A I A A PAPER 75-751] p0321 A75-32652
The effect of air flow, panel curvature, and
internal pressurization on field-incidence
transmission loss acoustic propagation
through aircraft fuselage
pO«68 A75-42703
PRBSSUBE FIELDS
D PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
PBBSSOBE GBADIEBTS
Statistical averages of subsonic inlet distortion
[SIAA PAPER 74-1197] p0003 A75-10342
Three-dimensional laminar boundary layers in
crosswise pressure gradients on flat plate
in curved duct
p0085 A75-173U2
Experiments on the asymmetric turbulent wake of a
foil in a decelerating flow
p0088 A75-17407
A model for jet-noise analysis using
pressure-gradient correlations on an imaginary
cone
[HASA-TH-D-7751] p0128 B75-11573
The coexistence of two supersonic plane flows in
the presence of a longitudinal pressure gradient
p0276 S75-20209
PRESSUBE BEASOBBBEBTS
A specialised recording system for the measurement
of helicopter rotor blade performance in flight
p0258 A75-28770
Ordered structures and jet noise
CHASA-CR-134733] p0124 H75-13867
Boundary-layer pressure fluctuations at high
Reynolds numbers on a second free-flight test
vehicle
[ARC-CP-1302] p0266 H75-19189
Hydraulic ram pressure measurements fuel
aircraft systems - lapact damage
[AD-A004241J pOIIS S75-27005
PBESSOBE OSCIL1ATIOBS
Characteristics of pressure fluctuations during
distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer
p0046 A75-14217
Surface pressure and wake flow fluctuations in a
supercritical airfoil flowfield
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-66] p0096 A75-18288
Rind-tunnel investigation of surface-pressure
fluctuations associated with aircraft buffet
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-67] p0143 A75-20268
lake cutting by a cascade of caabered blades
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-445] p0203 A75-25729
Fluctuating pressures on aircraft wing and flap
surfaces associated with powered-lift systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-172] p0205 A75-257U7
Ambient and induced pressure fluctuations in
supersonic jet flows acoustic tracing of
noise source[AIAA PAPER 75-482] p0206 A75-25754
Effect of geometry on open cavity flow-induced
pressure oscillations
[AIAA PAPER 75-492] p0207 A75-25761
Boise radiation from turbulent flows over
compliant surfaces
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-507] p0207 A75-25773
Combustion intensity and distribution relation to
noise generation "
[AIAA PAPEB 75-521] p0209 A75-25788
Characteristics of pressure fluctuations in
distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer
p0249 A75-27052
Mathematical modeling and response evaluation for
the fluctuating pressures of aircraft buffeting
[AGARD-B-630] p0521 H75-32015
PBBSSOBE PBOBES
0 PRESSURE SENSORS
PRESSURE PULSES
Sound radiation from a bounded thin inhomogeneous
plate reinforced with N ribs and driven by
boundary-layer pressure fluctuations
p0329 A75-33417
PBESSOBB BEDDCTIOH
Evaluation program on using compressor bleed air
as a source of pneumatic power for fluidic
circuits
[AD-A002483] p0288 H75-20676
An airframe manufacturer 's reguirements for future
propulsion controls
p0364 N75-23578
Evaluation by step response tests of prototype
relief valves designed for IF-12 inlet stability
bleed system
[HASA-TH-X-3262] pO»59 H75-29118
PBBSSDBE BEGOLATOBS
Stability of pressure regulators for aircraft
hydraulic systems
p0292 A75-29813
Aircraft hydraulic system pressure regulator
stability
p0397 A75-38076
PBAC: A new aero gas turbine engine control concept
p0364 N75-23584
PBESSUBE SEBSOBS '
On-line calibration of high-response pressure
transducers during jet-engine testing
[SAE PAPEB 740825] p0082 A75-16908
Experimental determination of the separation point
of flow around a circular cylinder
p0179 A75-22868
Hiniature probe for transonic flow direction
measurements
p0182 A75-23224
Continuous-output terminal-shock-position sensor
for nxed-compression inlets evaluated in wind
tunnel tests of YF-12 aircraft inlet
[NASA-TH-X-3144] p0062 H75-11971
PRBSSUBE TBAHSDUCBBS
D PBESSOBE SSSSOBS
PBESSOBB VESSELS
Practical applications of acoustic emission
for pressure vessels, aircraft structures and
solid propellants
p0195 A75-24461
PRESSURE BAVBS
0 ELASTIC IAVES
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PBESSDEE HELDING SUBJECT IIOEX
PRESSURE 8ELDIHG
NT DIFFUSION RELDING
No-Belt welding diffusion metal welding in
aerospace industry
p0518 475-47575
PBESSDEIZED CABINS
High-altitude gliders - Projects and reality
p0046 A75-13884
Stress analysis of aircraft fuselages and
pressurized cabins Russian book
p0182 A75-23231
Window-pane design and strength problems for
modern aircraft
p0289 A75-29348
Some predictions of crack propagation under
combined cabin pressunsation and acoustic
loadings aircraft cabins
[ASC-CP-1286] p0172 1175-16527
PBESSDBIZING
NT FUEL T A N K PRESSUEIZATION
Some predictions of crack propagation under
combined cabin pressunsation and acoustic
loadings aircraft cabins
[AEC-CP-1286] p0172 N75-16527
PBESTOH TOBES
D SPEED INDICATOES
PREVENTION
NT ACCIDENT PREVENTION
NT CORROSION PREVENTION
NT FIRE PREVENTION „
NT ICE PREVENTION
PHIBERS (COATINGS)
Improved primer coating systems for the
transportation industries
p0011 A75-13013
PRINCETON SAILBINGS
D SAILHINGS
PRINTED CIRCUITS
A printed antenna/radome assembly /radant/ for
airborne Ooppler navigational radar
pOIKO A75-19824
FAA printed circuit board analysis: Comprehensive
analysis taking into account maintenance and
logistics systems[AD-781798] p0176 N75-16742
PBIVATE AIBCBAFT
D GENEBAl AVIATION AIRCRAFT
PROBABILITY
D PROBABILITY THEORY
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
A non-Gaussian model of continuous atmospheric
turbulence proposed for use in aircraft design
[ A I A A PAPER 75-31] p0095 A75-18270
PROBABILITY THEORY
Design of a guided flight vehicle according to
viewpoints of probability theory, taking into
account perturbation and control parameters
[DGLR PAPER 74-80] p0191 A75-24137
probabilistic design and structural fatigue
aircraft applications
p0426 A75-39824
FBOBLBH SOLVING
NT ASYHPTOTIC METHODS
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
Development of inverse inviscid transonic solution
methods
[NASA-CR-142016] p0161 N75-15610
A curve fitting method for solving the flutter
equation
[NASA-CR-132629] p0225 N75-17341
PBOCEDDBES
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
NT OPTICAL CORRECTION PROCEDURE
PROCDBEBEBT
NT GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT
PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
Bill design-to-cost work over the long haul
industry/government responsibilities in future
weapon system acquisitions
[SAWE PAPER 1068] p0517 A75-47498
PBODDCT DEVELOPMENT
NT REAPONS DEVELOPMENT
Why so few all new General Aviation aircraft
design decision making factors
p0332 A75-33619
Europlane QTOL: A European project proposal
p0058 N75-119U1
powder metallurgy production processes
p0322 N75-22750
Production of superalloys from powders
p0322 N75-22753
Development of impact resistant boron/aluminum
composites for turbojet engine fan blades
[NASA-CR-134770] p0376 N75-24747
PBODDCTI08 ENGINEERING
NT PRODUCTION FLASHING
Developmental trends in the production of powered
gliders
p0046 A75-13883
The control of adhesive bonding in the production
of primary aircraft structures
pOO<48 A75-14892
Low-cost composite structures for aerospace
structures
[SHE PAPER EH74-733] pOIOS A75-18820
NDT personnel team up with EB welders to upgrade
production on supersonic Tomcat
p0110 A75-18965
The maintenance of aircraft, productivity,
difficulty, and equivalence
p0153 A75-22168
Aircraft switching devices: Fabrication technology
and installation Russian book
p0183 A75-23369
The production of high-temperature, high-strength
nitrogen ceramics
p0296 A75-30860
Aerospace sandwich materials
pOl|21 A75-39351
Advances in engine manufacturing production
techniques
p0473 A75-44560
Organizing centralized aircraft component overhaul
[NASA-TT-F-16266] p0417 N75-27949
Forging of metal-matrix composites: Forming limit
criteria and applications to process design
p0447 N75-28193
PBODOCTION HABAGEHBNT
Process control techniques in airplane manufacturing
[SAE PAPEB 740812] p0081 A75-16899
Methods of production planning in aircraft
maintenance
p0180 A75-23045
Test results on computer graphics productivity for
aircraft design and fabrication
[AIAA PAPER 75-967] pOU22 A75-39493
PBODDCTION METHODS
U PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
PBODUCTIOH PLANNING
Organization of centralized maintenance of
aircraft assemblies Russian book
p0250 A75-27838
PBOGBAH MANAGEMENT
U PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PBOGBAHMBD INSTRUCTION
NT COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
PROGBAMSING (SCHEDULING)
Maintenance overhauls performed according to an
overhaul schedule programming aircraft repairs
p0180 A75-23044
Solving an aircraft routing model for long haul
carriers
p0303 A75-32101
PBOGBAMHING LANGUAGES
NT FORTRAN
PROGRAMS
NT DEFENSE PBOGRAM
NT EUROPEAN SPACE PBOGRAMS
NT NASA PROGRAMS
NT QUIET ENGINE PROGBAH
NT TILT ROTOB RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM
NT U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM
PBOJECT MANAGEMENT
F-14A status report - Operational capabilities,
program accomplishments, and cost
[SAE PAPER 740842] p0083 A75-16913
European collaborative military aircraft programme
- Jaguar
p0419 A75-39021
General aviation's future need for research
p0451 N75-29021
PROJECT PLANNING
The American STAGG gas generator program
p0008 A75-11721
Prerequisites for the definition of an airship
project economic analysis for air traffic
and transportation
p0119 N75-13827
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Prograa foe testing the influences of the mass and
velocity parameters on performance data and
characteristics of parachute load systems
[DLB-HITT-74-31] p0131 H75-11728
PBOJBCIILB CE4TBEIBG
Impact fractnre of composite sandwich structures
[AIAA PAPEB 75-7U8] p0326 A75-32673
PBOJBCTILE PEBBTBATIOB
D TEBHIBAL BALLISTICS
PBOOBCTILES
Besponse of aircraft structural compartments to
blast pressures and fragments from high
explosive projectiles
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-751] p0324 A75-32652
Experimental hydraulic ran studies (FT 71)
[AD-784736] pOOMO H75-11230
PBOPAGiTIOH (EITEBSIOB)
ST CBACK PBOPAGATION
BT FLAKE PBOPAGATIOM
PBOPAGATIOB BODES
On observations of modal interference of the Borth
Dakota Omega transmission
P0388 A75-36971
PBOPELLANT ADDITIVES
The use of boron/lithium in the combination ram
jet/rocket engine
P01U9 A75-21037
Influence of protective additions on the anti-near
properties of jet fuels
p0318 A75-35298
Aircraft turbine engine fuel corrosion inhibitors
and their effects on fuel properties
[AD-787191] p0136 N75-11919
PBOPELLAHT EVAPOBATIOH
Notion of an evaporating fuel droplet in the jet
of a mechanical nozzle
pOOSO A75-15827
Hotion of vaporizing fuel drop in mechanical
injector plume
p0151 A75-22077
PBOPELLiBT STORAGE
Changes in the properties of hydrogenated fuels
dnring prolonged storing
p0318 A75-35299
PBOPELLAHT TASKS
A fuselage/tank structure study for actively
cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles: Active
cooling system analysis
[SASA-CB-132669] p0414 S75-26998
PBOPELLABTS
HT SLOBBY PBOPELLANTS
ST SOLID PROPELLANTS
PBOPELLEB BLADES
Aerodynamics of the propellers of rapidly
convertible (TTOL aircraft
p0197 A75-21912
Application of a new slip-ringless propeller blade
measurement system
p0258 A75-28771
Laminated wood for propeller blades
p0289 A75-29315
Lifting surface theory applied to fixed wings and
propellers
p0021 1175-10016
Investigation of rotor blade element airloads for
a teetering rotor in the blade stall regime
[NASA-CB-137531] p0069 H75-12904
PBOPELLEB DBIVE
NT HELICOPTER PBOPELLEB DBIVE
Experimental studies of the turbulent wake behind
self-propelled slender bodies
[AIAA PAPEB 75-117] p0099 A75-18322
Unmanned powered balloons
p0217 A75-26020
The aerodynamic characteristics and trailing
vortex wake of propeller V/STOL configurations
P0256 A75-28522
Factors affecting the noise from small propeller
driven aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 750516] p0382 A75-36658
Boise from light propeller aircraft
p0165 A75-41958
Improvement of propeller static thrust estimation
[NASA-CR-132680] p0363 N75-23567
Interior noise levels of two propeller-driven
light aircraft
[NASA-TS-X-72716 ] p0416 875-28066
PBOPELLEB EFFICIENCY
Noise of high speed rotors theory for
propeller and helicopter configurations
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-150] p0203 A75-25732
Improvement of propeller static thrust estimation
[HASA-CB-132680] p0363 B75-23567
PIOPBLLBB PAHS
An experimental study of the effect of treated
length on fan inlet noise suppressors
[AIAA PAPEB 75-203] p0103 A75-18382
A study of subsonic fan noise sources
[AIAA PAPEB 75-168] p0205 A75-2574U
Two-stage fan. 3: Data and performance with
rotor tip casing treatment, uniform and
distorted inlet flows
[HASA-CB-13U722] p0311 N75-21278
PBOPELLEB SLIPSTBEABS
An estimation of aerodynamic forces on wing-flap
systems in a slipstream
-pOOSO A75-15401
PBOPELLBBS
NT PBOPELLEB FANS
NT SBBODDED PBOPELLEBS
NT TILTED PBOPELLEBS
V/STOi rotor and propeller noise - Its prediction
and analysis of its aural characteristics
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-152] p0203 A75-25731
Propeller modulation effects on a scanning-beam
microwave landing system
[ S A E PAPEB 750521] p0382 A75-36661
Experimental and theoretical investigations on the
problem of propeller/wing interference up to
high angles of attack
[IFD-5/73] p0170 S75-16518
Turbulent wake behind slender bodies, including
self-propelled configurations
pO«03 H75-25866
Experimental and theoretical investigations on the
problem of propeller/wing interference up to
high angles of attack
[NASA-TT-F-16190] p0452 S75-29035
Method of discrete eddy zones for the calculation
of the components of the time average inductive
velocity of a heavily loaded propeller
[AD-A008732J p0188 N75-30129
Botorcraft and propeller noise
p0491 N75-30171
Unsteady vortex lattice techniques applied to wake
formation and performance of the statically
thrusting propeller
p0521 B75-32010
Theory of induction of a heavily loaded propeller
[HASA-TT-F-16612] p0530 H75-33002
PBOPDISIOS
NT AUXILIAB? PROPULSION
HT H Y B R I D PROPULSION
HT JET PBOPOLSIOM
NT HOCLEAB PBOPULSIOB
The N A S A research program on propulsion for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[BASA-TH-X-71666] p0239 B75-18238
Accounting of aerodynamic forces on
airframe/propulsion systems for designing
military aircraft
p0357 H75-23507
PBOPOLSIOH STSTEH CONFIGURATIONS
"By the application of power" /21st Cayley
Henonal Lecture/ technical survey of
aircraft engines
p0250 A75-27368
On the future of jet propulsion in subsonic
transport aviation
p0250 A75-27777
Propulsive-lift noise of an upper surface blown
flap configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 75-170] p0252 A75-27931
The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion -
Forward thrust of deundulators of great depth
p0301 A75-31818
Development of a high-heat-release combustor for
the F100 gas turbine
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-86] p0313 A75-31631
A design study of a fan augmented ramjet
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-97] p034U A75-31639
New directions in aircraft propulsor noise research
[SAE PAPEB 750515] p0382 A75-36657
Aviation in undulating flow - The Dolphin
principle, its technical implementation, and its
application in aviation
p0385 A75-36819
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PBOPDLSIOB SISTBB PBB FOBHAiCE SUBJECT IIOEZ
Propulsion system configuration development for
the B-1 strategic bomber
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-1010] . p0426 A75-39532
Engine design considerations for 2nd generation
supersonic transports
[ S A E PAPER 750628] p0430 A75-40530
The N A S A research program on propulsion for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[SAE PAPER 750629] pO«30 A75-40531
Design of a V/STOL technology airplane
(AIAA PAPER 75-1012] p0439 A75-41695
Potential and viscous flow in VTOL, STOL or CTOL
propulsion system inlets
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1186] pOSOU A75-45616
Development of the YC-14 propulsion system
[ A I A A PAPER 75-13111] p0507 A75-45693
A suDDary of experimental research on
propulsive-lift concepts in the Langley 16-foot
transonic tunnel
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1315] p0507 A75-45694
Sources of distortion and compatibility
p0073 N75-12956
Presentation of aerodynamic and acoustic results
of qualification tests on the ALADIN 2 concept
p0116 N75-13803
Aerodynamics of jet flap and rotating cylinder
flap STOL concepts
p0117 N75-13805
Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to
a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane
[SASA-TH-X-71972] pO 1 21 N75-13865
The proper selection of engine cycles
[AD-787654] p0166 1)75-1561(6
Future long-range transports: Prospects for
improved fuel efficiency
[NASA-TH-X-72659 ] p0225 N75-17339
Design of a very-low-bleed Nach 2.5
mixed-compression inlet with 45 percent internal
contraction
[NASA-TM-X-3135] p0228 N75-17363
Advanced engine mounted fuel pump technology
p0366 H75-23601
Conceptual design study of advanced
acoustic-composite nacelles
[NASA-CR-132703] p0456 N75-29093
Application of real-time engine simulations to the
development of propulsion system controls
[NASA-TH-X-71764 ] p0458 N75-29108
PHOPOLSIOH SYSTEH PERFORMANCE
The digital electronic propulsion control system -
Problems and payoffs
[ A I A A PAPEB 7U-1C68] p0001 A75-10261
Expendable solid propellant boost motors for small
target aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 74-1125] p0003 A75-10292
Rapid calculation cf propulsion system
installation corrections for jet engines
[ A I A A PAPER 74-1171*] p0002 A75-10324
Performance limitation of a hypersonic ramjet
engine due to reaction kinetics
p0004 A75-11046
YF-16 inlet design and performance
[AIAA PAPER 74-1062] p0012 A75-11279
Becent flight experience with the P100 engine in
the YF-16
[ A I A A PAPER 74-1163] p0012 A75-11298
Flight-test techniques for obtaining valid
comparisons:of wind-tunnel and flight results
from tests on a YF-12 mixed-compression inlet
[ A I A A P A P E R 74-1195] p0012 A75-11301
High-performance centrifugal compressors
pOOOS A75-11739
Design objectives - Air transportation
p0010 A75-13029
Evaluation of aircraft propulsion systems on the
basis of data and characteristic values
p0047 A75-14660
Acoustic investigation of a hybrid propulsive lift
system
[ A S M E PAPER 74-HA/AERO-3] p0079 A75-16807
J58/YF-12 elector nozzle performance
[SAE PAPER 7U0832] p0082 A75-16910
The transition f rom effective aircraft engine
control to effective industrial engine control
[SAE PAPER 740848] ' p0083 A75-16915
Predictions of in-flight performances of a
turbo-jet engine
p0088 A75-17405
Propulsion perspective for the universities
air breathing engine advancement
[ A I A A PAPER 75-250] p010<! A75-18418
Developmental programs for small expendable
turbojets
p0197 A75-2U946
Floating vs flying - A propulsion energy comparison
p0213 A75-25987
Unmanned powered balloons
p0217 A75-26020
Analysis of the characteristics of a ducted-fan
engine with a small-size gas-turbine engine in
the outer duct
p0291 A75-29812
The fixed shaft constant speed variable torque
turbine /Sir Henry Boyce Hemorial Lecture/
p0292 A75-29872
Regenerative turbofans - A comparison with
nonregenerative units aircraft engine
performance
p0330 A75-33438
Structural integrity for propulsion systems
p0335 A75-34113
Performance development of the Gem turboshaft engine
for helicopter application
[ASME PAPER 75-GT-28] p0342 A75-34586
A design study of a fan augmented ramjet
[ASHE PJPEB 75-GT-97] p0344 A75-34639
Lift-fan characteristics selection for 1980-85
v/STOL carrier onboard delivery aircraft
[ASUE PAPER 75-GT-98] p0344 A75-3U640
Aerodynamics of lifting and propulsive systems in
a periodically functioning regime - Optimization
of their performance
p0351 A75-35815
Ducted propulsors - Progress in the United Kingdom
[SAE PAPER 750534] p0383 A75-36671
A parametric evaluation of the performance of the
bypass jet engine
p0393 A75-37423
Analysis of characteristics of bypass turbojet
engines with small gas turbine engines in the
outer flow
p0397 A75-38075
fletal matrix composites for aircraft propulsion
systems
p0421 A75-39483
F-15 propulsion system design and development
[AIAA PAPER 75-1042] p0426 A75-39533
Techniques for determining propulsion system
forces for accurate high speed vehicle drag
measurements in flight
[AIAA PAPER 75-964] p0438 A75-41689
Summary of model VTOL lift fan tests conducted at
NASA Lewis Research Center
p0466 A75-42073
Design of turbojet engines - Panorama of
technological problems
p0472 A75-44529
•Gem" production starts gas turbine for
helicopters
p0503 A75-45425
Powerplants for wide-bodied aircraft - What we
bought and what we got
[AIAA PAPER 75-1204] p0505 A75-45628
Propulsion-induced interference effects on
jet-lift VTOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1215] p0505 A75-45633
Propulsion characteristics affecting the
aerodynamic performance of an externally blown
flap transport model
[AIAA PAPER 75-1218] pOSOS A75-45635
Integrated scramjet nozzle/afterbody performance
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 75-1297] p0506 A75-45683
Integrating ground support for propulsion systems
on the 747
[AIAA PAPER 75-1329] p0509 A75-45705
Availability and propulsion fuel combustion
energy calculations for turbojet
p0512 A75-46548
Experience with the NHC 10 feet by 20 feet V/STOL
propulsion tunnel: Some practical aspects of
V/STOL engine model testing
[DME/NAE-1973(2) ] pOOIS H75-10107
Low cycle high temperature fatigue in aircraft
jet engines: conference proceedings
[AGARD-CP-155] p0016 B75-10487
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SUBJECT INDEI POLSEJZT ENGINES
Precision in LCHTF testing of aircraft jet
engines
p0017 B75-10«90
The effect of cycle parameters on high teoperature
low cycle fatigue in aircraft jet engines
p0017 N75-10U91
Design procedures for elevated temperature
low-cycle fatigae as applied to aircraft jet
engines
p003<4 N75-10M94
Advanced supersonic technology concept study:
Hydrogen fueled configuration
[NASA-CR-111718] p0038 H75-10943
Propulsion concepts for STOL aircraft high
bypass tnrbofan engines and air supply system
for wings with internally blown flaps
p0059 H75-11918
A 727/JT8D-100 series engine exhaust systen
propulsion performance model test
[N4SA-CR-131617] p0063 H75-11981
Distortion induced engine instability
[ A G A R D - L S - 7 2 ] p0073 N75-1295U
Introduction to distortion induced engine
instability
p0073 N75-12955
Sources of distortion and compatibility
p0073 N75-12956
Methods to increase engine stability and tolerance
to distortion
p007U H7S-12961
Influence of propulsion system size, shape, and
location on supersonic aircraft design
[KASA-CR-132511)] p0132 N7S-117I17
Engine development program for the APL remotely
piloted vehicle
[AD-787507] p0167 N75-15658
Preliminary study of advanced turbofans for low
energy consumption
[NASA-TM-X-71663 ] p0239 N75-182U1
OH-58A propulsion system vibration investigation
[AD-A002672] p0286 N75-203I41
Effect of fuel properties on performance of a
single aircraft turbojet combustor
[NASA-TH-X-71789 ] p0527 875-32120
PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY
NT PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
Influence of friction and heat exchange on flow
specific impulse
P0151 A75-22076
Future long-range transports - Prospects for
improved fuel efficiency
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-316] p0157 A75-22514
'Ring vortex1 energy losses during centrifugal fan
operation in low output regimes
p0186 A75-23806
Study of annular nozzle cascades with different
'reverse1 vane twist
p0187 A75-23818
Floating vs flying - A propulsion energy comparison
P0213 A75-25987
A non-polluting powerplant for large airships
[ A I A A PAPEH 75-927] p0389 A75-37005
A study of the potential benefits of advanced
airfoils for helicopter applications
pO<tOO A75-38357
F-15 propulsion system design and development
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1012] p0426 A75-39533
Technology, efficiency, and future transport
aircraft
p0468 A75-12972
Availability and propulsion fuel combustion
energy calculations for turbojet
P0512 A7S-165U8
The role of computers in future propulsion controls
p0361 1175-23582
PBOTECTIOB
HT CIRCUIT PROTECTION
NT CORSOSIOH PREVENTION
NT E N V I R O N M E N T PROTECTION
NT THEBHAl PROTECTION
FAA lightning protection study: Lightning
protection requirements for AIL type 55 K
instrument landing system
[AD-A008931] p0360 N75-23530
PBOTECTIVE CLOTHING
HT HELMETS
PBOTECTIVE COATINGS
NT ANODIC COATINGS
NT f V R A H I C COATINGS
NT PBIBEBS (COATINGS)
Influence of protective layers and coatings on the
endurance liait of Kh17B2 steel
p0109 A75-188UO
Coatings protect superalloys in gas-turbine
applications
p0190 A75-21005
Control of gas turbine stator blade vibrations by
Deans of enamel coatings
p0336 A75-31116
A fracture mechanics approach to turbine airfoil
design
[ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-79] p0343 A75-3U628
The economic advantages of low and high
temperature anti corrosion coatings on jet
engine parts - A case history
p0350 A75-35UU9
Evaluation of experimental polyurethane-coated
membranes
[AD-A005151] p0447 N75-28236
Air Force technical objective document. Fiscal
year 1975 composite materials, heat
resistant alloys, thermal insulation, protective
coatings
[AD-A005386] pOi|i|9 B75-28961
PHOTOTYPES
Applications of graphite and aramid composites on
the IF-17 prototype fighter
p0011 A75-130«7
Critical analyses and laboratory research work at
the stage of aircraft preliminary design
[NASA-TT-F-15996] p0027 N75-10055
PSYCHOACOOSTICS
Judgments of aircraft noise in a traffic noise
background
p0154 A75-22362
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
The place of the psychic factor among the causes
of air accidents in general aviation
p0087 A75-17375
Personality aspects of involvement in pilot-error
accidents
p0155 A75-221I13
Intuitive design applied to aircraft
structural design
p0393 A75-37H25
PSYCHOLOGY
NT PSYCHOACODSTICS
PSYCHOPBYSICS
NT PSICHOACODSTICS
PUBLIC LAH
NT LEGAL LIABILITY
PULSATING FLOI
D UNSTEADY, FLOI
PULSE CODE MODULATION
The development of a serial P.C.tl. instrumentation
system
p0260 A75-28797
FULSB COMMUBICATIOB
Toward unified digital aeronautical communications
and navigation
p0093 A75-18087
The ABINC plan for implementing air/ground datalink
p0093 A75-18088
DICEF - A special Air Force facility for data
acguisition and analysis and research in support
of digital communications
p0113 A7S-19179
Data transmission by optical fibers aboard aircraft
p0187 A75-23855
PULSE COHPBBSSIOB
Development of a pulse compression distance
measuring eguipment system using surface
acoustic wave devices for aircraft navigation
p0110 A75-19028
FULSB DOPPLEB BADAB
NT BONOPULSE BADAR
NT PULSE BADAR
PULSE MODDLATIOB
NT PULSE CODE MODULATION
PULSE B1DAB
NT HONOPULSE BADAB
A new J band pulsed radar altimeter
p0259 A75-28787
POLSED BADIATION
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
PULSEJET ENGINES
The pnlsejet engine: A review of its development
potential analysis of theraodynamic
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PDLSES SUBJECT IBDBI
properties, wave processes, and ignition mechanism
[AD-787139] p0167 N75-15661
PDLSES
NT ELECTROHAGNETIC PULSES
NT PSESSDRE POLSES
POBPS
HT FUEL PUMPS
NT TDBBINE PUHPS
NT VACDOH PDBPS
Automated test facility for aircraft hydraulic
pumps and motors
p0323 475-32397
POEIFICiTIOH
NT AIR POBIFICATION
PYLONS
Theoretical prediction of thick wing and
pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic
characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 1:
Theory and results
[NASi-CB-137578] p0058 H75-11935
Theoretical prediction of thick wing and
pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic
characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 2:
Computer program description
[NASA-CH-137579] p0058 N75-11936
Boron/aluminum skins for the DC-10 aft pylon
[NASA-CR-132615] p0317 N75-22311
The effect of a pylon-mounted nacelle on the
flutter behaviour of a wing-pylon-nacelle
configuration
[NLR-TR-71125-D] pOISI N75-29056
PYRAMIDAL BODIES
Calculation of supersonic inviscid flow about a
pyramidal-body model of a delta-shaped vehicle
p0127 475-10251
PTBOGBAPHALLOT
0 COMPOSITE M A T E R I A L S
0 B E P R A C T O R Y M A T E R I A L S
PTHOLYSIS
A study of the effects on mice of smoke and gases
f rom controlled fires in simulated aircraft cabins
p 0 2 U 9 A75-27073
PYBOBBTBY
D TEMPEBATUHE M E A S U R E M E N T
P3» AIBCBWT
0 P-3 AIBCHAPT
QOiDHATIC EQUATIONS
Optimization of structures to satisfy a flutter
velocity constraint by use of quadratic equation
fitting
[ NASA-CR-132628] p0232 N75-17711
QUALITY CONTBOL
FAA Advisory Circular 00-11 Quality System
Certification Program
pOOOl A75-10675
A new look at qualification of aircraft equipment
p0008 A75-12122
Reldability and quality of t i tanium alloy weldments
p0011 A75-130111
The control of adhesive bonding in the production
of primary aircraft structures
pOOIS A75-11892
Air Canada - The airline that knows what
maintenance is all about Montreal repair
facility
p0018 A75-11922
Aircraft overhaul cleaning requirements and their
effect on the fluorescent penetrant inspection
process
p0051 A75-16075
Process control techniques in airplane manufacturing
[SAE PAPER 710812] pOOSI A75-16899
Methods of inspecting and preventing work defects
during maintenance of aircraft
p0181 A75-23019
Reliability of airfranes Russian book on
quality control during planning, production and
maintenance
p0181 A75-23128
Simulation - An aid to aircraft maintenance
management
p0195 A7S-21756
Systematic development testing for engine
structural integrity assurance
p0339 A75-31117
Preproduction evaluation of an improved titanium
surface prebonding process
pO*33 A75-10992
Cleaning and corrosion control of avionics
equipment at all levels of maintenance
[AD-781975] p0062 B75-11968
Major Item Special Study (MISS), OH-1H tail rotor
hangers
[AD-A003263] p0285 N75-20325
QUARRIES
U MINES (EXCAVATIONS)
QUARTZ
An experimental investigation of the particle
dynamics of quartz sand impacting 6A1-4V
titanium and 110 stainless steel in an erosive
environment
[AD-A007213] p0319 N75-221U1
QUASILIHBARITJ
D NONLINEARITY
QOBHCBIBG (COOLIBG)
Effects of quenching variables on fracture
toughness of D6ac steel aerospace structures
p0291 A75-30116
QDESTOL
Hybrid upper surface blown flap propulsive-lift
concept for the quiet short-haul research aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-62177] p0521 N75-32090
QUIET ENGINE PROGRAM
QSTOL aircraft quiet engine design
p0159 A75-22786
Low speed and angle of attack effects on sonic and
near-sonic inlets
[NASA-CH-131778] p0265 B75-19181
Preliminary design study of a quiet, high flow fan
(QHF) stage turbofans - quiet engine program
[NASA-CR-131780] p0163 N75-29133
BACON BEACONS
U RADAR BEACONS
BADANT
A printed antenna/radome assembly /radant/ for
airborne Doppler navigational radar
pOIUO A75-19821
BADAB
NT COHERENT BADAR
NT DOPPLEB BADAB
NT LANDING RADAB
NT METEOROLOGICAL RADAR
NT BONOPULSE RADAR
NT OPTICAL BADAB
NT PULSE BADAB
NT RADAR MEASUBEHENT
NT RANGE AND BANGE RATE TBACKING
NT SEABCH RADAR
NT SECONDARY BADAR
NT SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
NT SURVEILLANCE BADAR
NT TBACKING RADAR
BADAB ALTIMETEBS
D RADIO ALTIMETEBS
BADAB ANTENNAS
NT RADANT
B-1 forward radome
pOOOS A75-10866
Honopulse aerials for airborne radars
p0110 A75-19803
Laterally displaced ISLS antenna for tactical radar
Interrogation Side Lobe Suppression
p0211 A75-25926
A means of dynamic control of radar reflectivity
of an antenna or other object by means of a
gaseous plasma shroud
p0315 A75-31851
BADAB APPROACH COITBOL
ARTS III computerized air traffic control system
p0150 A75-21561
Hake vortex decay near the ground
[AIAA PAPER 75-882] p0316 A75-35173
Airborne wake vortex detection by in-flight
radar sensing
p0319 A75-35125
Automatic flying of curved approach paths: A
computer and flight investigation
[BAE-TB-7315U] p0027 N75-10013
International Microwave Landing System (MLS)
Symposium development and characteristics of
instrument landing systems
A-261
SDEJECT IBDEI BADI1TIOH SPECTRA
[iD-779312] p0075 H75-12982
Certification test procedures for aircraft
approach control AN/SPN-11
[AD-786207] p0121 N75-13811
B1DAB BE4COBS
Performance survey of the air traffic control
radar beacon system
p018S A75-23159
Laterally displaced ISLS antenna for tactical radar
Interrogation Side Lobe Suppression
p0211 A75-25926
DABS - Projected performance and experimental
results Discrete Address Beacon System for ATC
p0219 A75-26061
Digital avionics - An overview Air Traffic
Control Badar Beacon System
[AIAA PAPEB 75-553] p0216 A75-26721
Performance of a sliding window detector in a
high-interference air traffic environment
p0391 A75-37136
Study of alternative beacon based surveillance and
data link systems, volume 2
[AD-772136] p0223 H75-17325
Bulti-site intermittent positive control
algorithms for the discrete address beacon system
[AD-A001112/2] p0269 875-19211
An analysis of aircraft L-band beacon antenna
patterns
[AD-A005569] p0161 H75-29287
BADAB BEARS
Review of presently employed narrow-beau microwave
antennas. II
pO»20 A75-39268
BADAB CBOSS SECTIOHS
A means of dynamic control of radar reflectivity
of an antenna or other object by means of a
gaseous plasma shroud
p0315 A75-31851
BADAB DATA
The Netherlands ATC automation programme
p0107 A75-18810
BADAB DBTECTIOI
Awacs - Boeing's radar patroller
p038« A75-36765
Besistance of radar systems against interference
pOOU1 H75-11797
Flight tests of the Rome Air Development center
target enhancing linear relay system \
[AD-787309] p0126 N75-13883
BADAE ECHOES
NT CLOTTEH
Aircraft-velocity measurement through
radar-altimeter echo with noncoherent detection
[SLA-74-112] p0033 H75-10290
Flight tests of the Rome Air Development center
target enhancing linear relay system
[AD-787309] p0126 H75-13883
BAD1B BQOIPHEBT
NT BADANT
NT RADAR ANTENNAS
NT RADAR BEACONS
The French aeronautics and space equipment industry
p0092 A75-17998
SLAB, its principles of operation and requirements
regarding the positional stability of carrier
platforms
p0202 A75-25697
A multifunction radar for helicopter applications
p0391 A75-37638
A light aircraft secondary radar transponder
[CRC-1237] p0176 -N75-16711
BADAB BEASOBEHENT
Lidar techniques for measuring slant visibility
for aircraft landing operations
p0350 A75-35131
BADAB NAVIGATION
A multifunction radar for helicopter applications
p0391 A75-37638
Modern flight path recording equipment radar
navigation, inertial navigation
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1799] p0166 N75-15619
BADAB OBSEBVATION
0 RADAB TRACKING
BADAB RANGE
High range-resolution monopnlse tracking radar and
applications for target recognition
p0218 A75-26011
BADAB REFLECTIONS
D BADAB ECHOES
BAD1B SCABHIBG
Badomes for high gain arrays
pOOOS A75-10858
Results of the investigation regarding two
three-dimensional low-level flight control systems
[D6LB PAPEB 71-83] p0192 A75-21139
BADAB SCATTBBIHG
EB modeling of aircraft at low frequencies
scattering cross section from thin wire grid
mockup
p0106 A75-18558
Detection and discrimination of radar targets
aircraft discrimination
p0291 A75-30131
BADAB SIGNATURES
Target identification by natural resonance
estimation radar sign tures
p0211 A75-25878
BADAB TABGETS
Detection and discrimination of radar targets
aircraft discrimination
p0291 A75-30131
BADAB IBACKIBG
Influence of inherent carrier motion on a
freguency selection system
p0015 A75-12060
Millimeter radar for low angle tracking
p0218 A75-26038
The SIHADA flight path tracking system
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1813] p0268 N75-19209
Field evaluation of model 2 of the computer-based,
individual trainer for the radar intercept officer
[AD-A002705] p0275 N75-19278
A radar and direct visual study of the hazard to
aircraft from bird migrations in the southwest
[AD-A008198] p0371 N75-21699
BADIAL FLOK
On the treatment of body forces in the radial
equilibrium equation of turbomachinery
p0111 A75-19061
Heat transfer in radial-axial turbine flow passage
p0152 A75-22096
Application of ceramics to radial flow gas
turbines at Solar
p0297 A75-30879
Performance of three vaned radial diffusers with
swirling transonic flow
[ASME PAPER 75-FE-19] poses A75-36888
BADIANT COOLING
Liner cooling of an aircraft gas turbine combustor
[ASME PAPEB 75-BT-3] p0518 A75-17511
BADIABT FLDI DENSITX
NT ILLUMINANCE
NEF contours for continuous spread of flight paths
aircraft Noise Equivalent Flux
p0017 A75-11381
BADIART INTENSITY
0 BADIAHT FLUX DENSITY
BADIATION ABSOBPTION
NT ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
NT POLAB CAP ABSOBPTION
BADIATIOS DISfBIBOTIOS
NT ANTENNA BADIATION PATTERNS,
NT DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
RADIATION EFFECTS
The effects of lightning on digital flight control
systems
p0210 N75-18219
BADIATION INTENSITY
0 BADIANT FLUX DENSITY
BADIATION HEASOBING INSTBDHENTS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
NT INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
NT INFRARED SCANNERS
NT INFRARED SPECTBOMETERS
NT INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
NT MICROBAVE RADIOMETERS
BADIATION NOISE
0 ELECTBOMAGNETIC NOISE
BADIATIOB PBESSOBE
NT ILLUMINANCE
NT SOUND PRESSURE
BADIATION SOURCES
NT POINT SODBCES
BADIATIOB SFBCTBA
NT EMISSION SPECTBA
NT INFRARED SPECTBA
NT RAMAN SPECTRA
NT VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA
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R A D I A T I V E BEAT TBAISFBH SUBJECT INDEX
RADIATIVE BEAT TBANSPEB
An approach to conputing selective radiation
froa hot f lowing gases
p01i|it A75-20382
R A D I A T I V E TRA8SFBB
N T R A D I A T I V E H E A T T R A N S F E R
Hypersonic f low of a viscous, radiating gas around
blunt bodies
pO 11(14 A75-20380
Radiation conductivity and coupling of magnetic
dipoles surrounded by a spherical dielectric
sheath design for aircraft antennas
p0290 A75-29U90
BADIO ALTIBETEBS
A new J band pulsed radar altimeter
p0259 A75-28787
Aircraft-velocity measurement through
radar-altiaeter echo with noncoherent detection
[SLA-7H-112] p0033 N75-10290
BADIO AHTBNHAS
N T M I C R O W A V E A N T E N N A S
Small antennas fractional wavelength design
for wideband applications
p0352 A75-35827
BADIO BBACOHS
Radio aids for aircraft landing, short-range
navigation, and secondary radar systems
p0139 A75-19586
An advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of the upgraded third generation
ATC system. System B: Discrete Address Beacon
System (DABS) accuracy and coverage requirements
[AD-785311] p0056 N75-11925
BADIO BROADCASTING
D BROADCASTING
BADIO COMMUNICATION
NT RADIO TELEMETRY
Toward unified digital aeronautical communications
and navigation
p0093 A75-18087
DICEF - A special Air Force facility for data
acquisition and analysis and research in support
of digital communications
p0113 A75-19479
Problems and perspectives of navigation over large
distances
p0289 A75-29262
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and planning
including ASR radar, beacon interference
locator, and transponder analyzer
[AD-783184] p022i| N75-17326
Multipath in an aeronautical satellite system
p0313 N75-22082
BADIO COITBOL
A technique for displaying flight information in
the field of view of binoculars for use by the
pilots of radio controlled models
[NASA-TM-X-72015] p0035 N75-10786
BADIO EQUIPMENT
NT RADIO ANTENNAS
NT RADIO BEACONS
NT RADIO RECEIVERS
NT TRANSPONDERS
BADIO FREQUENCIES
NT C BAND
NT L0» FREQUENCIES
HI LOU FREQUENCY BANES
ST SOPERHIGH FREQUENCIES
NT ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES
NT VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
ST VERY LOS FHEQOESCIES
BADIO FREQUENCY HEATIHG
Radio frequency heating of radomes in an
aerodynamic environment
p0009 A75-10876
BADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
ST ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for
airborne systems controls in an EF-polluted
environment
CAIAA PAPER 71I-1C96] p0003 A75-10279
Analysis of airborne VHP incidental noise over
metropolitan areas. II - Horizontal dipole antenna
p0291t A75-30572
On observations of modal interference of the North
Dakota Omega transmission
p0388 A75-36971
Interference with aircraft radio navigation and
communications by precipitation static from ice
and snow clouds: Electrostatic wind tunnel
experiments
[AD-781623] p0027 N75-10016
Resistance of radar systems against interference
P0041 N75-11797
BADIO FREQUENCY NOISE
0 ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
BADIO INTERFERENCE
U BADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
BADIO NAVIGATION
NT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION
NT LORAN
NT LORAN C
NT TACAN
Precision clocks as a basis for a navigation system
pOOH3 A75-13293
Aeroflight communications and BF navaids for
space shuttle orbiters
p0188 A75-23912
State of experimentations and program of
development of Differential OMEGA in France
p0387 A75-36961
Interference with aircraft radio navigation and
communications by precipitation static from ice
and snow clouds: Electrostatic wind tunnel
experiments
[AD-78U623] p0027 N75-10046
Rotor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part
1: Amplitude reduction and phase shift.
Shielding effect
[AD-787363] p0132 N75-14742
BADIO BAN6ES
0 RADIO BEACONS
BADIO RECEIVERS
Hand held calculator technology applied to an
advanced omega receiver
p0386 A75-36957
Binary phase locked loops for Omega receivers
p0387 A75-36968
Binary processing and display concepts for
low-cost omega receivers airborne systems
simulation
p0388 A75-36969
Digital phase processing for low-cost Omega
receivers
p0388 A75-36970
BADIO BECEPTION
Rotor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part
1: Amplitude reduction and phase shift.
Shielding effect
[AD-787363] p0132 N75-1H712
Rotor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part
2: Distortion of phase reversals
[AD-78736U] p0132 N75-1147113
BADIO SIGNALS
Rotor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part
1: Amplitude reduction and phase shift.
Shielding effect
[AD-787363] p0132 N75-14742
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 5:
Multipath/ranging analysis and results
[AD-783588] p0137 N75-14935
BADIO TELEBETRY
Evaluation of the Rubino procedure for radio
telemetric theodolite positioning
[AD-iOOU317] p0288 N75-20353
RADIO TRANSMISSION
NT IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
NT MOL1IPATH TRANSMISSION
BADIO TRANSMITTERS
NT RADIO BEACONS
BADIO IAVES
NT MILLIMETER HAVES
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
Air transportation of radioactive materials
p0331 A75-33568
RADIOMETERS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
NT INFRARED SCANNERS
NT MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS
BADOME MATERIALS
State of radome technology - 1971; Proceedings of
the Twelfth Symposium on Electromagnetic
Windows, Georgia Institute of Technology,
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SUBJECT IHDEI RAREFIED GAS DYBtHICS
Atlanta, Ga., June 12-11, 1971
pOOOe 475-10851
EH window thermal barriers on supersonic
aircraft
pOOOO 475-10857
Radomes for high gain arrays
p0008 475-10858
Anisotropic dielectric panel analysis for
radome materials
pOOOS 475-10859
B-1 forward radome
pOOOS 475-10866
Development of Slip Cast Fused Silica radomes
pOOOS 475-10870
Polyimide materials development for high
temperature, broadband radome applications
p0009 475-10872
A rain erosion evaluation of three-dimensional
woven silica and reaction sintered silicon
nitride as state-of-the-art radooe materials
pOOOl 475-10875
Lightning protection for advanced aircraft radomes
based on the segmented lightning diverter strip
p0009 475-10877
Thermal plastic radomes
pOOOS 475-10880
B-1 forward radome fabrication
pOOO.1 475-10881
EADOHES
Radio freguency heating of radomes in an
aerodynamic environnent
p0009 475-10876
Calculation of the radiation pattern of an
airborne antenna-radome combination
p0139 A75-19648
Investigation of reinforced plastics for naval
aircraft electromagnetic (EM) windows
[4D-4005170] pO<t«7 N75-28243
RAIL TBAHSPOHTATIOH
Energy efficiency of current intercity passenger
transportation modes
[4144 PAPER 75-3111] p0157 475-22513
RAILROADS
0 SAIL TRANSPORTATION
BAIN IBP4CT DAHJGE
A rain erosion evaluation of three-dimensional
woven silica and reaction sintered silicon
nitride as state-of-the-art radome materials
pOOOt A75-10875
A model for rain erosion of homogeneous materials
—•- mass loss estimation
p0200 A75-25185
Influence of velocity, impingement angle, heating,
and aerodynamic shock layers on erosion of
materials at velocities of 5500 ft per s /1700 m
per s/
p0201 A75-25188
Effects of fatigue and dynamic recovery on rain
erosion plastic coatings and composite
materials tests
p0201 475-25189
Impact erosion - 4 serious environmental threat to
aircraft and missiles
[ASHE PAPER 75-ENAS-M5] pOt31 475-10860
Effects of porosity, density and reinforcement
parameters on the supersonic rain erosion of
ceramic materials
p0516 475-1(71(77
RAINSTQRBS
NT THUNDERSTORMS
BABAN BFFECT
D RAHAN SPECTRA
BABAB SCATTERING
D RAMAN SPECTRA
BABAH SPECIE*
Field tests of a laser Raman measurement system
for aircraft engine exhaust emissions
tAD-A003648] p0409 N75-2S949
RAHJET EBGIBES
NT POlSEJET ENGINES
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
NT TOBBORABJET ENGINES
Performance limitation of a hypersonic ramjet
engine due to reaction kinetics
pOOOU A75-1101(6
Investigation of dump combnstors Kith flameholders
for ramjet chamber length reduction
[AIAA PAPER 75-165] p0101 475-18353
The use of boron/lithium in the combination ram
jet/rocket engine
p01«9 475-21037
A design study of a fan augmented ramjet
[ASME PAPER 75-GT-97] p034U A75-34639
Future engines and fuels advanced cycles,
fuels and nuclear propulsion
pOK70 A75-43968
Studies of slurry fueled propulsion systems
[AD-784362] fOOHO N75-1111II
Hypersonic research engine project. Phase 2:
Some combustor test results of NASA
aerothermodynamic integration model
[NASA-CH-132525] p0375 N75-21I738
Hypersonic propulsion scramjet technology
pOU97 N75-31082
RANDOM ACCESS HBBOBT
NT COEE STORAGE
H4HDOM DISTRIBUTIONS
0 ST4TISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
RABDOH LOADS
NT GUST L04DS
Realism in fatigue testing - The effect of
flight-by-flight thermal and random load
histories on composite bonded joints
boron-epoxy-titanium
p0299 475-31292
Probabilistic design and structural fatigue
aircraft applications
pOU26 475-39824
Realization of random loads in tests of aircraft
structure lifetimes
pOU69 A75-4381U
Crack growth under spectrum loading: 4 crack
closure model
[HASA-TH-X-72708] p0378 N75-25221
BANDOH NOISE
Statistical analysis of the functioning quality of
regulators with random parameter scatter
p0324 475-32171
B4HDOM PROCESSES
The random decrement technigue applied to the
TF-16 flight flutter tests
[4IAA PAPER 75-776] p0325 A75-32663
A mathematical examination of the press model for
atmospheric turbulence aircraft
design/random processes
[NASA-TN-D-8038] p0525 N75-32095
BANGS AND RANGE BATE TRACKING
Inertially aided ranging for guidance systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-1109] p0437 A75-11671
RABGE CONTBOL
D TRAJECTORY CONTROL
BINGE EBBOBS
A novel procedure for assessing the accuracy of
hyperbolic oultilateration systems for
aircraft position determination
p0147 A75-20801
Accuracy limitations of hyperbolic multilateration
systems for aircraft position determination
p01K7 475-20802
BADGE FINDERS
NT LASER BANGE FINDERS
BANGES (FACILITIES)
NT TEST RANGES
The value of an air combat maneuvering range to
the Tactical Air Command
[AD-786850] p0138 B75-15597
BANKIHB CYCLE
A non-polluting poverplant for large airships
[AIAA PAPER 75-927] p0389 A75-37005
BAPCON (CORTBOL)
D RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
BAPID TRANSIT SISTEMS
The aerodynamics of vehicles in finite length tubes
[PB-236692/0] p0236 N75-18192
BARB GASES
NT HELIUM
Thin film permeable membranes for inert gas
generation for aircraft fuel tanks
[SAE PAPER 7«0855] p0083 A75-16919
RAREFACTION iAVES
0 ELASTIC HAVES
HABEFIED GAS DTNABICS
Aerodynamic characteristics of axisymmetric bodies
in a flow under 'localization-law1 conditions
p0084 A75-17092
The flow field in the environment of a planar
plate in parallel flow within the range of free
»-267
RAREFIED GASES SUBJECT IHDEI
molecular flow
p0139 A75-1966U
numerical analysis of the leading-edge problem on
the basis of the complete Boltztoann equation
relaxation method for supersonic rarefied gas flov
p0149 &75-21106
Computation of the flow of a rarefied gas around a
cylinder
p0289 475-29436
Experimental investigation of friction on a plate
in the flow of a rarefied gas
p0329 A75-33346
Heat exchange in the hypersonic flow of a rarefied
gas past a blunt wedge
p0379 A7S-35913
The structure of high-pressure jets of low density
issuing from a supersonic nozzle
p0426 A75-39981
BA8EFIED GASES
Stationary reaction of a dual-sphere configuration
moving in a free-molecular medium heat and
energy transfer in rarefied gases
[8EPT-36/1973] p0233 S75-18172
BATE METERS
0 HEASORING INSTRUMENTS
BATES (PEB TIHE)
NT ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
NT ACODSTIC VELOCITY
NT AIRSPEED
NT ANGDLAB VELOCITY
NT BURNING RATE
NT CRITICAL VELOCITY
NT FLOW VELOCITY
NT HEAT FLUX
NT HYPERSONIC SPEED
NT ILLUMINANCE
NT LANDING SPEED
NT LOW SPEED
NT HASS FLOW RATE
NT RADIANT PLUX DENSITY
NT BOTOR SPEED
NT SOOND INTENSITY
NT SUBSONIC SPEED
NT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
NT TIP SPEED
NT TBANSONIC SPEED
BATIOS
NT ASPECT RATIO
NT FDEL-AIR RATIO
NT HIGH ASPECT EATIO
NT LIFT DRAG RATIO
NT LOW ASPECT RATIO
NT BACH NUMBER
NT REYNOLDS NUMBER
NT SIGNAL TO NOISE BATIOS
NT STBOUHAL NUMBER
NT THICKNESS RATIO
NT THRUST-WEIGHT RATIO
RAT TRACIBG
Preliminary test results of the "oblique ray1
installation • for atmospheric light
transmission
p001<4 A75-11611
Calculation of the radiation pattern of an
airborne antenna-radome combination
p0139 A75-19648
BAYLEIGH-BITZ BETBOD
Flapping response characteristics of hingeless
rotor blades by a generalized harmonic balance
method
p0262 N75-19166
Analysis of complex elastic structures by a
Eayleigh-Ritz component modes method using
Lagrange Multipliers
p0322 N75-22795
REACTION JETS
U JET FLOW
D JET THRUST
REACTION KIBETICS
Performance limitation of a hypersonic ramjet
engine due to reaction kinetics
pOOOH A75-11046
Predicted exhaust emissions from a nethanol and
jet fueled gas turbine combustor
[AIAA PAPER 75-1266] p0506 A75-45666
REACTION WHEELS
Partial admission losses in an axial flow reaction
turbine
p0291 A75-29763
BBACTOH FUELS
D NUCLEAR FDELS
BEACTOB TECHNOLOGY
The nuclear propelled aircraft
p0465 475-11951
REAL GASES
Cryogenic nitrogen as a transonic wind-tunnel test
gas
[AIAA PAPER 75-143] p0101 A75-18311
Hypersonic viscous slip flow over an insulated
flat plate with real gas effects
p0182 A75-23205
HEAL TIME OPERATION
The automation of air traffic control
p0150 A75-2172II
Flexibility objectives for real-time telemetry
processing systems four block model
p0187 A75-23887
The future of real time telemetry systems for
computerized testing of aerospace vehicles
p0187 A75-23889
The benefits of real time computer analysis of
experimental aircraft flight test data
p0260 A75-28801
Software maintenance - A military view point
of operational real-time avionics
p0302 A75-31998
Development of real time high energy I-ray imaging
system for use in dynamic fluoroscopy of aero
gas turbines
[ASME PAPER 75-GT-117] p0344 A75-3165U
Evaluation of real-time algorithms for Omega
propagation prediction
p0388 A75-36973
Digital aircraft simulation in real-time with the
aid of a small computer
[DGON PAPER 1] pOI470 A75-44111
Application of real-time engine simulations to the
development of propulsion system controls
[AIAA PAPER 75-1176] p0503 A75-45609
Real-time simulation of the TF30-P-3 turbofan
engine using a hybrid computer
[NASA-TH-X-3106] p0032 N75-10095
Real-time measuring procedure and measuring
equipment for recording the radiation patterns
of aircraft antennas in flight
[ESRO-TT-74] p0015 N75-10292
Development experiences of real time computer
based systems in strike aircraft
p0168 075-16291
LAMPS: A case history of problems/design
objectives for an airborne data handling subsystem
p0168 1175-16292
Digital real time simulation of flight
p0169 N75-16293
Feasibility of real time simulation of
airport/airside operations
[AD-A006996] p0414 N75-26991
Application of real-time engine simulations to the
development of propulsion system controls
[NASA-TM-X-71761] p0458 N75-29108
A study of techniques for real-time, on-line
optimum flight path control. Algorithms for
three-dimensional, minimum-time flight paths
with two state variables F-4 aircraft -
turning flight
[AD-A008983] p0488 N75-30130
BEAL VARIABLES
NT CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS
NT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT EXTREMUM VALUES
NT FALKNEB-SKAN EQUATION
NT FOURIER SERIES
NT HELBHOLTZ VOBTICITY EQUATION
NT HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
NT KERNEL FUNCTIONS
NT LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
NT MEASUBE AND INTEGBATION
NT NEUMANN PROBLEM
NT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
NT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
NT PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT POISSON EQOATION
NT QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
NT VORTICITY
NT WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS
REATTACHBD FLOW
Heat transfer in separated and reattached flows -
An annotated review
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SOBJECT IHDEI BBFEBEBCE SYSTBSS
p0245 475-26685
An axisynmetric separated and reattached flow on a
longitudinal blunt circular cylinder
[4SBE PAPER 75-4PB-14] p0345 475-35101
An analysis of heat transfer on a Joukovski
airfoil Kith separation and reattachment
P0521 B75-32008
Analysis of Coanda reattachment on carved surfaces
[4D-A010620] p0535 H75-33366
BECEIVEBS
NT BADIO BECEIVEBS
Common antenna preamplifier-isolator for VLF-LF
receivers
[HASA-CB-1U3237] p0448 875-28278
BECBIVISG SYSTBBS
0 BECEITEBS
BBCIPBOCAL TBEOBBHS
The generation of sound by aerodynamc sources in
an inhomogeneous steady flow
p0243 475-26463
RBCIPROCATIBG BSGINES
0 PISTON E N G I N E S
BBCIBCOLATIVE FLDID FLO«
Becirculation effects in gas turbine combustors
[4SBE PiPER 74-H4/GT-3] pOOSO 475-16848
BECOGNITIOB
NT T4BGET RECOGNITION
sscoaaiissucs
NT AEBI4L BECONNAISS4NCE
BECOBB4ISS4BCE AIBCBAFT
NT CESSS4 L-19 AIBCBAFT
BT CL-84 AIBCBAFT
HI F-5 4IBC8AFT
NT G-91 AIBCB4FT
BT BS-801 4IRCB4FT
Blni -BPV's for cheap and no risk air power
P0007 475-10623
Flight tests tilth the 7/STOL experimental aircraft
V4K 191 B
P0254 475-27985
Operational considerations of large rigid airships
in military applications
[4144 PAPER 75-938] p0390 475-37012
Fighter aircraft engine dependability versus
reconnaissance aircraft engine dependability
when both aircraft use the same engine
[4D-7854H4] p0064 N75-11995
Army preliminary evaluation 1: Hodel 200 CEFLT
LANCEB reconnaissance aircraft/flight tests
[AD-A009713] P0526 N75-32105
A r m y preliminary evaluation 2: Bodel 200 CEFLT
LANCEB
[AD-A009714] p0526 N75-32106
BBCOBDING
NT DATA RECORDING
BT DATS SMOOTHING
NT SAGNETIC BECOBDING
RBCOBDIKG IBSTBDBEBTS
NT PLIGHT LOAD BECOBDERS
NT PLIGHT RECORDERS
The defect recording system and defect statistics
for aircraft technology used by the CS4
p0181 475-2301)7
RECOVERABLE SP4CECBAFT
ST REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
NT SPACE SHUTTLES
BBCOVBBY PABACHOIES
Parachute systems of the DFVLB for stabilization
and salvage of flight vehicles
[DGLB PAPER 74-043] p0344 475-31661
RBCTANGUL1R PANELS
Crippling/column buckling analysis and test of
graphite/epoxy-stiffened panels
[AIA4 PAPER 75-753] p0326 A75-32684
BBC11BGOLAB PLABFOBBS
NT SECT4NGOL4B P4NELS
NT BECT4BGOLAB VINGS
A method for predicting unsteady aerodynamic
forces on oscillating wings with thickness in
transonic flow near Bach number 1. Part 1:
Two-dimensional theory. Part 2: Rectangular
wings
[N4L-TB-368T-PT-1] p0263 N75-1917K
BBCT4BGOLAB HBO TDBS ELS
Higher order wind tunnel corrections for a
two-dimensional circular arc lifting aerofoil in
a closed rectangular wind tunnel
[ABL/A-NOTE-349] pO«52 B75-29034
BBCTABGOL4R ilBGS
Some remarks on the solution of the lifting line
eguation
pOOOS A75-11095
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a system of rectangular wings moving near a
screening surface
pOOIS A75-12078
Experimental study of spanwise ait jet influence
on wing aerodynamic characteristics
P0015 A75-12096
measurement of pitching moment on an oscillating
rectangular wing at transonic speeds using the
resonance method
P0009 A75-12829
Lift and drag measurements in the case of a
rectangular airfoil with a splitter wedge in the
wake, taking into account the Bach number range
from 0.5 to 1.2
P0085 A75-17100
Potential flow about three-dimensional lifting
configurations, with application to wings and
rotors
[AI4A PAPER 75-126] p0100 A75-18329
Prediction of vortex flow characteristics of wings
at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[AI4A PAPER 75-249] p0104 A75-18117
Baxinal and mean values of the hydrodynaaic
characteristics of a wing moving above an uneven
surface
p0300 475-31814
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a rectangular wing with end washers near a screen
p0432 475-40931
4 basic three-dimensional wing/jet interaction
experiment
[4144 P4PEB 75-1219] pOSOS 475-45636
The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex
interaction problem
p0068 N75-12895
Large-scale wind-tunnel tests of three vehicles
incorporating a deployable rigid wing
aircraft design of rectangular wings using
aircraft models and wind tunnel stability tests
[NAS4-TM-X-62405] p0369 B75-24671
Influence of a plain flap with a blunt, notched
trailing edge on the lift of a rectangular wing
[ESRO-TT-147] p0371 N75-24685
wind tunnel test of a flutter suppressor on a
straight wing
P0526 B75-32102
BBDDCTIOB (CHEHISIRT)
NT HTDROGEN4TION
REDUNDANCY
Digital flight control system redundancy study
fly by wire control - aircraft guidance
[AD-A006411] p0460 N75-29129
BEDDNDABf COHPOBEHTS
Flight-critical digital control system evaluation
[AI4A PAPER 75-566] p0246 A75-26725
High integrity flight control systems aircraft
reliability
p0302 475-31393
Mechanization of and experience with a triplex
fly-by-wire backup control system
p0240 N75-18248
BEDOHDANT STRUCTURES
D REDOBDANT COMPONENTS
REEBTRI BODIES
B REENTRY VEHICLES
BEBNTBI EFFECTS
Effect of heating on leading edge vortices in
subsonic flow
p0290 A75-29467
BEBNTBI VEHICLES
NT HL-10 REEBTBY VEHICLE
BT B-2 LIFTIBG BODY
BT BEOSABLE SP4CECBAFT
Aerodynamic heating of supersonic blunt bodies
[AD-4001135] p0235 S75-18190
Boundary layer transition on blunt bodies
[AD-A004826] p0404 N75-25877
REFERENCE SISTERS
Developed methods of synchronisation of navigation
and collision-avoidance systems
p0043 A75-13294
Design of an improved azimuth reference system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1083] p0436 A75-41648
4-269
BBFLBCTAICE SUBJECT IHDEX
REFLECTANCE
Free-molecular interference of cylinders with
oblique ray reflection hypersonic flow over
parallel cylinders
. p0329 A75-33339
A leans of dynanic control of radar reflectivity
of an antenna or other object by means of a
gaseous plasma shroud
p0345 A75-34854
BBFLBCTIOB
HT SIGNAL REFLECTION
NT WAVE REFLECTION
BBFLBCTIOB COEFFICIENT
0 REFLECTANCE
REFLECTIVITY
0 REFLECTANCE
BEFRACTED BADIATIOB
0 REFRACTED SAVES
REFRACTED BATS
0 REFRACTED WAVES
BEFBACTBD SAVES
The refracting inlet - A new concept for aircraft
inlet noise suppression
{ASME PAPER 75-GT-21] p0342 A75-34.580
REFRACTION
NT ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION
BBFBACTOBT HATEEIALS
NT NIOBIOM ALLOYS
NT RENE 111
Corrosion resistance of gas turbine blades tested
in a high-temperature gas flow
p0379 A75-36040
REFRACTORY HETAL ALLOYS
NT NIOBIOH ALLOYS
NT RENE 41
BEFBASIL (TRADEMARK)
0 FIBERS
D SILICON DIOXIDE
BBFDBLIBG
NT AIR TO AIR REFDELING
Fuelling systems at airports
p0202 A75-25275
REGIONAL PLANNING
HI DBBAN PtiHHIBG
Airports in the modern world. Ill
p0052 A75-16423
BBGIONS
NT ARCTIC REGIONS
EEGRESSION (STATISTICS)
0 REGRESSION ANALYSIS
BEGBESSIOB ABALYSIS
Recent results on parametric analysis of
differential Omega error
p0386 A75-36959
Evaluation of flight tests of the FIAT G-91 T3 by
means of regression analysis
p0273 875-19259
Determination of stability derivatives froo flight
test results by means of the regression analysis
p0477 N75-30017
REGDLATION
D CONTROL
SEGDLATIONS
Canadian civil aircraft maintenance from a
regulatory viewpoint
p0046 A75-14036
Noise legislation and regulations
p0184 A75-23436
Rules and regulations on lighter-than-air craft
p0510 A75-45897
BBGULATOBS
NT FLOW RESULATORS
NT FUEL FLOW REGULATORS
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS
NT RELIEF VALVES
NT SPEED REGULATORS
Statistical analysis of the functioning quality of
regulators with random parameter scatter
p0324 A75-32471
REINFORCED MATERIALS
0 COMPOSITE MATERIALS
REINFORCED PLASTICS
NT GLASS FIBER REINFOBCED PLASTICS
B-1 forward radome
p0008 A75-10866
Thermal plastic radomes
p0009 A75-10880
B-1 forward radome fabrication
pOOO« A75-10881
Applications of graphite and aranid composites on
the YF-17 prototype fighter
p0011 A75-13047
Developneat of a VFI-614 spoiler in a design
utilizing boron fiber reinforced plastic
[DGLH PAPER 74-121] p019<l A75-24158
Mechanics of composite materials Book
p0324 A75-32463
Design fabrication and test of an F-14 composite
overwing fairing
p0392 A75-37310
Investigation of reinforced plastics for naval
aircraft electromagnetic (EM) windows
[AD-A005170] p04«7 N75-28243
REINFORCED SHELLS
A Laval nozzle design which realizes the
zero-moment state
p0141 A75T20033
Calculation of profiled three-layer blades of
centrifugal fans
p0141 A75-20035
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
Evaluation of bead-stiffened netal panels for
hypersonic aircraft and space systems design
[AIAA PAPER 75-815] p0328 A75-32701
Metal-matrix composites: Status and prospects
[NASA-CH-142191] p0176 S75-16636
Calculation of the reinforced thin-walled
construction by the method of the final element
[AD-A007307] p0362 N75-23560
REINFORCING FIBBBS
Evaluation of stiffness coefficients for
fiber-reinforced laminated composites
p0186 A75-23667
Potential contribution of high strength, high
modulus aramid fibers to the commercial
feasibility of lighter than air craft
p0214 A75-25992
Analytical displacements and vibrations of
cantilevered unsymaetric fiber composite laminates
[AIAA PAPER 75-757] p0326 A75-32688
Damage resistance of high modulus aramid fiber
composites in aircraft applications
[SUB PiPEB 150532] p0383 AT5-36669
Fiber composite structures review
p0419 A75-38901
Wire-reinforced superalloys
p0512 A75-46484
Effects of porosity, density and reinforcement
parameters on the supersonic rain erosion of
ceramic materials
p0516 A75-47477
Metal-matrix composites: Status and prospects
[NASA-CH-112191] p0176 B75-16636
Process evaluation of directionally solidified
NI3Cb reinforced eutectics in turbine blade form
[S.D-IQ08U35] p0317 H75-24926
Forging of metal-matrix composites: Forming limit
criteria and applications to process design
p0447 N75-28193
Development of fiber reinforced ceramic matrix
composites
[AD-A009360] pOSOO N75-31276
RELAXATION (MECHANICS)
A relaxation solution for transonic flow over jet
flapped airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 75-82] p0097 A75-18296
RELAXATION METHOD (MATHEMATICS)
Relaxation solution of high subsonic cascade flows
and extension of this method to transonic cascades
[AIAA PAPEB 75-23] p0095 A75-18264
Iterative techniques for the solution of large
linear systems in computational aerodynamics
p0290 A75-29464
Computer simulation of transonic flow past
airfoils with boundary layer correction
p03UO A75-3H196
Determination of the three-dimensional transonic
potential flow around wings and wing-body
combinations by means of a relaxation technique
p0466 A75-41969
Some results using relaxation methods for two- and
three-dimensional transonic flows
p0467 A75-42225
RELIABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT BEIIABILITY
NT COMPONENT RELIABILITY
NT SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY
NT STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY
A-270
SOBJECT IHDEI BELIEF VALVES
BELIiBILITT ABALYSIS
Air Canada - The airline that knows what
maintenance is all about Hontreal repair
facility
pOO«8 A75-11922
Problems of reliability in aircraft equipment
optimality daring development, manufac tu re and
operation
p0086 A75-17353
A model of the reliability of a jet trainer aircraft
p0086 A75-1735H
A method of predicting the lifetime of aircraft
engine components
p0086 A75-17355
Problems of reliability of overhauled aircraft
engines
p0086 A75-17356
Planning a buildup of aircraft equipment reliability
model for system improvement
p0086 A75-17357
Choice of a criterion for evaluating the
reliability of aircraft equipment products
safety, maintainability and operating conditions
p0086 A75-17358
The significance of methods of complex design for
the reliability of aircraft engines
p0087 A75-17360
Reliability methods employed on IL-62 aircraft by
CSA
p0087 A75-17363
Certain problems of a reliability system in
aeronautics
p0087 A75-17365
Reliability of airframe inspections at the depot
maintenance level using eddy currents for
crack detection
p0108 .A75-18822
The maintenance of aircraft, productivity,
difficulty, and equivalence
p01S3 A75-22168
Reliability of airframes Russian book on
quality control during planning, production and
maintenance
p0184 A75-23128
Predicting instrumental reliability of automated
aircraft system monitoring based on critical
parameter
p0186 A75-23810
Warranties as a life-cycle-cost management tool
for military aircraft equipment
p0219 A75-26099
High reliability servo systems
p0292 A75-29900
Engine maintenance management program requires
information
[SAE PAPER 750613] pO«30 A75-40520
Maintainability payoffs during weapon-system test
- The value of appropriate testing
pOi(71 A75-4U20U
Viggen aircraft maintainability - Maintainability
evaluation of the engine installation for the
Viggen aircraft
p0171 A75-1U205
Diagnostic engine monitoring for military aircraft
pO"t71 A75-41208
Engine reliability with electronic controllers
pOM71 A75-H211
Reliability of control systems Russian book
p0509 A75-45731
Reliability of laboratory tests of VSTOL and other
long duration noises
[NASA-CR-2471] p0032 N75-10093
Engines for commercial STOL transports high
bypass turbofan
p0059 K75-11917
0. S. Arny helicopter electrical system
reliability and oaintainability investigation.
Volume 1: Document deficiency analysis
[AD-785573] p0061 N75-11961
0. S. Army helicopter electrical system
reliability and naintainability investigation.
Volume 2: Supplemental design guide
[AD-78557U] p0061 N75-11962
Fighter aircraft engine dependability versus
reconnaissance aircraft engine dependability
•hen both aircraft use the same engine
t AD-78511411] p006U N75-11995
Applicability of Randomdec technique to flight
simulator for advanced aircraft
[HASA-CH-137609] p0175 H75-16561
A proposal to implement statistical reliability
analysis methodology into the Baval aviation
maintenance program
[AD-A001126U] p0112 B75-26981
Airborne electronics for automated flight systems
p0450 H75-290I1
An integrated reliability program utilized for
aircraft industrial and marine gas turbines
pOSOO N75-31107
RELIABILITY COBIEOL
0 QUALITY CONTROL
D RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
RELIABILITY BHGIBEEBIHG
Improved reliability of turbine engines through
common sense maintenance
pOOOS A75-11087
Reliability and maintainability of aircraft jet
engines. II
pOOOS A75-12125
Teledyne aims at low-cost engines
p0009 A75-12722
An airline's approach to obtaining mechanical
reliability through maintenance and engineering
procedures
p0048 A75-15013
The Lockheed TriStar - An operational overview
/Fifteenth Fairey Memorial lecture/
pOOi(9 A75-15053
Improved vibration design and test procedure for
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 710815] p0081 A75-16902
Conference on Reliability of Aircraft Equipment,
Kunovice, Czechoslovakia, March 19-22, 1971,
Proceedings
p0086 A75-17351
Conference on Aircraft Equipment Reliability
review of proceedings
p0086 A75-17352
fieliability life cycle of a complex electronic
airborne equipment
p0250 A75-27839
Probability-based design and analysis - The
reliability problem of aircraft ceramic
turbine engines
p0296 A75-30852
High integrity flight control systems aircraft
reliability
p0302 A75-31993
A look ahead from a decade of airborne digital
systems present and future avionics
technologies
p0303 A75-31999
Reliability and maintainability allocation for
avionic maintenance optimization
p03U6 A75-35252
The concept of trustworthiness in the safety of
structures weight-optimal aircraft
structural design
p0396 A75-37799
Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium,
Washington, D.C., January 28-30, 1975, Proceedings
p0471 A75-11202
Military aircraft maintenance - A new concept
p0172 A75-U1219
Safety/reliability and their impact on aerospace
vehicle weight and cost
[SAIE PAPER 1067] p0517 A75-M7197
Interservice utility helicopter reliability and
maintainability comparative analysis
[AD-78U177] p0031 N75-10080
Fuel system reliability and maintainability
investigation, volume 1 helicopter design
[AD-786563] p0135 N75-11771
Fuel system reliability and maintainability
investigation. Volume 2: Supplemental design
guide helicopter design
[AD-786561] p0135 N75-11772
Reliability specificatiop for gas turbine control
systems
p0361 N75-23581
BELIEF VALVES
Evaluation by step response tests of prototype
relief valves designed for YF-12 inlet stability
bleed system
[NASA-TB-X-32623 p0159 B75-29118
A throat-bypass stability system for a YF-12
aircraft research inlet using self-acting
mechanical valves
A-271
BEHOTE COHTBOL SOBJECT I8DBX
[NASA-TM-X-71779] p0160 N75-29128
HEHOTE COHTBOL
NT B1DIO CONTROL
Study of solid state remote control techniques as
applied to the redesign of the electrical system
in a large civil aircraft
[ABC-CP-1289] p0228 N75-17364
Development of a remote digital augmentation
system and application to a remotely piloted
research vehicle
[NASA-TN-D-7941] p0282 N75-20293
Improvement of AN/TPQ-27 filter and control
techniques
[AD-A003878] p0405 N75-25903
Automatic external load aquisition by helicopter
[AD-A005051] p0457 N75-29097
BEHOTE BE6IOIS
NT ARCTIC REGIONS
BEHOTE SEHSOBS
Nonintrusive ultrasonic measurement of flow
velocity and mass flow rate
p0179 A75-22880
Problems in the integration of infrared line
scanners in high-performance aircraft
[ D G L R PAPEB 74-94] p0192 A75-24143
BEHOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
Drone/FPV systems Hemotely Piloted Vehicle as
weapon system
p0001 A75-10186
Hini -RPV's for cheap and no risk air power
p0007 A75-10623
An inexpensive jet engine, dream or reality
for remotely piloted vehicles
pOOOS A75-11724
Target acguisition in remotely piloted vehicles
p0139 A75-19580
A preliminary investigation of remotely piloted
vehicles for airframe noise research
[AIAi PAPEB 75-512] p0208 A75-25778
Remotely piloted LTA vehicle for surveillance
p0218 A75-26028
On the way to tactical aircraft robotics
ground based radar control of F-102 A
p0323 A75-32452
System concept and key problems concerning
pilot less, remotely-controlled combat aircraft OKF
[DGLR PAPER 74-076A] p0345 A75-34725
The age of the RPV data bus or the data bus comes
of age airborne computer test systems
p0347 A75-35261
HASPA design and flight test objectives High
Altitude Superpressured Powered Aerostat
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-921] p0388 A75-37002
Optimal design of a Mini-HPV lateral autopilot
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1121] p0437 A75-41682
Automatic control of drones and R P V ' s in formation
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1122] p0437 A75-41683
Electronic warfare - Military needs propel
mini-RPVs into tactical flight tests
p0474 A75-45014
An analytical model for the control of low flying
aircraft and vehicles by visual cues
[IAP P A P E R SI-75-01] p0509 A75-45881
A study of stabilization techniques for small,
fixed-wing, remotely piloted aircraft
[AD-784109] p0030 N75-10079
N A S A Flight Research Center scale F-15 remotely
piloted research vehicle program
p0035 N75-10912
A remotely augmented vehicle approach to flight
testing RPV control systems
[NASA-TH-X-56029 ] p0037 N75-10936
Engine development program for the APL remotely
piloted vehicle
[AD-787507] p0167 N75-15658
Computer simulation of maintenance for
multi-mission RPV's
[AD-A003351] p0279 N75-20253
Cost estimating relationships for procurement
costs of airborne digital computers and inertial
measurement units for use in remotely piloted
vehicles
[AD-A003353] p0311 N75-21277
A design study for a remotely piloted vehicle,
automatic landing system
[AD-A005285] p0446 N75-28059
Full-scale aerodynamic and engine testing of the
APL Symdel Mk 6 RPV
[AD-A006283] p0457 N75-29099
AMRL Remotely Piloted Vehicle (BPV) system
simulation study 2: Results
[AD-A006142] p0490 N75-30150
Analysis of controller/system dynamics for a
remotely piloted vehicle strike mission
[AD-A009958] p0529 S75-32130
Ideas for OSiF RPV development (a transcript of an
informal talk)
[AD-A010979] p0532 N75-33042
BENDEZVODS GUIDANCE
Rendezvous capability for U.S. Army collision
warning system
p0043 A75-13295
REMB 41
Design and fabrication of Rene 41 advanced
structural panels their performance under
axial compression, shear, and bending loads
[NASA-CR-132646] p0368 N75-24032
BEPAIBING
D MAINTENANCE
BEPLACING
An engine change with difficulties
p0019 A75-15204
BEPOBTS
NT CONGRESSIONAL BEPOBTS
All-weather short range flight of civil transport
aircraft
p0120 N75-13835
BEPDBLIC AIBCBAPT
NT A-10 AIRCRAFT
NT F-105 AIRCRAFT
BEPDBLIC HILITABI AIBCBAFT
0 MILITARY AIBCBAFT
BEQDIBEHENTS
Energy-related research and development in the
United States Air Force
p0177 B75-16979
BESCOE OPEBATIOMS
Rescue measures in the case of accidents of the
AN-12 aircraft
p0324 A75-32527
Parachute systems of the DFVLB for stabilization
and salvage of flight vehicles
[DGLB PAPEB 74-043] p0344 A75-34661
Use of helicopters for air delivery and emergency
[AD-A006750] p0315 N75-22295
Analysis of distress air cases in relation to
crash position and intended track: 1968 - 1973
[AD-A007429] p0361 N75-23540
H-53 night operations for rescue missions
p0482 N75-30056
RESEARCH
NT GAME THEORY
NT LINEAB PROGBAHHING
NT MARKET RESEARCH
NT OPERATIONS BESEABCH
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT
NT B-70 AIBCBAFT
NT FD 2 AIRCRAFT
NT HP-115 AIRCRAFT
NT QOESTOL
NT SC-1 AIRCRAFT
NT X-5 AIBCRAFT
NT X-15 AIBCRAFT
NT X-22 AIRCRAFT
NT X-24 AIRCRAFT
The rotor systems research aircraft - A flying
wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 74-1277] p0011 A75-11114
YC-14 system for leading edge boundary layer control
[AIAA PAPER 74-1278] p0011 A75-11115
Preliminary thermal-structural design and analysis
of an airframe-integrated hydrogen-cooled scranjet
[AIAA PAPER 75-137] p0101 A75-18335
An LTA flight research vehicle airship
development
p0215 A75-26003
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft /BSBA/
p0332 A75-33621
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
lifting-body hypersonic research aircraft
configuration
[NASA-TN-D-7851] p0161 N75-15611
Results of intercomparison flights between the
NAE-T-33 and the NCAR Buffalo atmospheric
Research aircraft
[AD-A001436] p0227 N75-17352
Development of a remote digital augmentation
system and application to a remotely piloted
A-27 2
SOBJECT IHDEX EESOH1HT FBBQOSBCIBS
research vehicle
[BASA-TB-D-7941] p0282 H75-20293
Feasibility study of the use of the IK-10A glider
as a post stall research vehicle
p0308 N75-21244
Analysis of various descent trajectories for a
hypersonic-cruise, cold-vail research airplane
[HASA-TB-D-7860] p0369 N75-24673
Analytical modeling requirements for tilting
proprotor aircraft dynamics
[HASi-TH-D-8013] p0417 B75-27422
BBSEABCH ABD DEVELOPBEBT
Developoental trends in the production of povered
gilders
pOO<46 A75-13883
Besearch and development for quieter aircraft
1-1011 aircraft noise control progran
p0106 A75-18537
Aircraft engine noise research
p0112 A75-19400
DICEF - A special Air Force facility for data
acquisition and analysis and research in support
of digital communications
p0113 A75-19479
Polyimid.es for fiber composites
p0158 A75-22521
Developmental programs for small expendable
turbojets
p0197 A75-24946
Aircraft flyover noise measurements
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-537] p0210 A75-25799
Air breathing engines in the Federal Republic of
Germany review
[DG1B PAPEB 7U-72] p0293 A75-30300
Corrosion control in naval aircraft
p0328 A75-32830
Structural integrity for propulsion systems
p0335 A75-3I1113
New directions in aircraft propulsor noise research
[ S A B PAPEB 750515] p0382 A75-36657
HASA General Aviation Research overview - 1975
[SAE PAPEB 750500] p038<t A75-36678
Aircraft altitude emissions - Fundamental concepts
a n d fu ture B S D requirements
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1017] pOi!2<4 A75-39515
Future engines and fuels advanced cycles,
fuels and nuclear propulsion
p0470 A75-43968
Some research towards quieter aircraft
experimental facilities and airfrane/engine
design interactions
p0515 A75-47281
The Perkins-Glasser lectures, Uarch 1974
[ AGARD-BIGBLIGBTS-74/2] p0128 N75-14711
The BAS4 research program on propulsion for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[ NASA-Tn-X-71666 ] p0239 B75-18238
BESEABCB FACILITIES
Mission and organization of the DFVLB: Tvo years
of integrated society of German aeronautical and
space flight research
[NASA-TT-F-16086 ] p0126 H75-13882
A G A B D highlights, Barch 1974
[AGABD-HIGHLIGBTS-74/1] p0128 B75-14710
BESEABCB BABAGBBE1T
Proceedings of the 1974 Army Science Conference.
Volume 1: Principal authors A through B
[AD-785600] p0137 N75-15499
Ideas for OSAF BPV development (a transcript of an
infernal talk)
[AD-A010979] p0532 N75-33042
BESEABCB EBOJECTS
Lockheed's Lone Banger - Beconnoitring at Bach 3
SB-71/YF-12 production
p0149 A75-21018
A flight research program to develop airborne
systems for improved terminal area operations
p0196 A75-24803
TF-17 flight test program - Lightweight fighter
program
p0196 A75-24809
Technology for improved safety for general
aviation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-291] p0198 A75-25008
NASA's role in aeronautics
p0202 A75-25713
The COBESA research programme Committee on
Meteorological Effects of Stratospheric Airciaft
p0513 A75-46753
The B and 0 simulator: A new T and E tool
application of simulators for research and
development of aircraft systems
p0035 H75-10914
Aviation safety
[GPO-41-958] p0120 H75-13833
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 6: Development and
transition plans
[PB-234269/9] p0121 875-13847
AGABD handbook
[AGABD-HABDBOOK-722.28.00-BEV] p0128 B75-14632
AGABD highlights, Barch 1974
[AGABD-HIGHLIGHTS-74/1] p0128 875-14710
The Perkins-Glasser lectures, Barch 1974
[AGABD-HIGHLIGHTS-74/2] p0128 1175-14711
The 1974 AGABD Annual Beeting: The energy
problem: Impacts on military research and
development
p0177 H75-16977
Hanufacturer's overview
p0268 H75-19207
Quarterly bulletin of the Division of Bechanical
Engineering and the National Aeronautical
Establishment, 1 October - 31 December 1974
£DHE/NAE-1974(4)] p0278 B75-20249
General aviation's future need for research
p0451 N75-29021
BESEABCB VESICLES
SASA Flight Besearch Center scale F-15 remotely
piloted research vehicle program
p0035 N75-10912
BESIDOAL STBESS
Residual stresses caused by variable service loads
in notches and their significance for the
applicability of the linear damage accumulation
hypothesis in Al alloys
p0395 A75-37777
BESIHS
NT ACBYLIC EESISS
HI EPOXY BESISS
BT POLYIBIDE BESINS
NT POLIDBETHANE BESIBS
NT TBEBBOPLASTIC RESINS
RESISTANCE BEATIIG
Isothermal shape rolling of net sections metal
working using resistance heating
[SAE PAPEB 740836] p0082 A75-16912
RESOLUTION
NT HIGH RESOLUTION
BESOSAHCE
NT RESONANT VIBBATIOB
The laminar boundary layer instability excitation
of an acoustic resonance wind tunnel test of
airfoil
p0155 A75-22370
BBSONANCE TESTING
Self-excitation of an acoustic resonance by vortex
shedding
p0155 A75-22364
BESONANT FREQUENCIES
The natural frequencies and critical speeds of a
rotating, flexible shaft-disk system
[ASBE PAPER 74-BA/DB-14] p0079 A75-16827
Natural oscillations of subsonic gas flow near a
cascade and a biplane
p0145 A75-20415
Fundamental freguency of a square panel with
multiple point supports on edges
p0179 A75-22798
Target identification by natural resonance
estimation radar sign tares
p0211 A75-25878
Detection and discrimination of radar targets
aircraft discrimination
p0294 A75-30434
Vibration of a bladed disc
p0295 A75-30722
A spatial theory for the ground resonance of
helicopters noting fuselage rotation degrees
of freedom
[ESBO-TT-108] p0221 N75-17297
Natural oscillations of liquid in a horizontal
container with symmetric double-connected cross
section
[AD-A007312] p0368 N75-23906
Digital computer program DF1758 fully coupled
natural frequencies and mode shapes of a
helicopter rotor blade
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BESOIilT VIBB4TIOH SDBJECT IBDEI
[ N A S A - C f i - 1 3 2 6 6 2 ] p0411 N75-26973
BBSONANT VIBBATION
fleasureient of pitching moment on an oscillating
rectangular King at transonic speeds using the
resonance nethod
p0009 475-12829
Influence of nozzle vane cant angle on variable
stresses in cantilever turbomachine rotor blades
p0152 475-22102
Control of gas turbine stator blade vibrations by
means of enamel coatings
p0336 475-31(116
•Snap-through" vibrations of the empennage
•ing or tail assenbly flutter analysis
p0432 &75-40917
BESPONDEBS
D TBANSPOSDEBS
BESPOBSBS
BT D T N 4 M I C BESPOBSE
NT BODAL BESPONSE
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
8BTABDANTS
NT FLABE RET&RD1HTS
BETABDIHG
On fatigue crack arresting by a stop-hole in
2024-T3 aluminum alloy sheet speciaens
[NAL-TB-359] p0275 N75-19413
8ETEACTABLE EQOIPBEBT
Elastically retracting ACLS trunks 4ir Cushion
Landing System
p0397 175-38052
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of stop-rotors
and their analytical treatment. Part 2:
Analytical equations and solutions V/STOL
aircraft
[ESRO-TT-145-PT-2] p0370 N75-24683
RETRACTABLE LARDING 6BAB
0 L A N D I N G G E A R
0 RETRACTABLE EQ.OIPHEST
BBDSABIE SPACECBAFT
NT SPACE SHDTTLES
The application and development of aircraft
structural technology (safety etc.)
p0320 N75-22512
The design philosophy of a reusable space structure
p0321 N75-22518
BB1EBSBD FLOS
Choice of geometric parameters for some schemes of
jet engine reversing devices
p0051 475-16128
Spatial stability of some Falkner-Skan profiles
with reversed flow separated flow boundary
layer profiles
p0146 A75-20655
BEINOLDS 80HBEH
The effect of Beynolds number on boattail drag
[4144 P A P E B 75-63] p0096 475-18286
Experimental determination of the separation point
of flow around a circular cylinder
p0179 475-22868
The disappearance of the wake shock behind a
cylinder in a supersonic flow at high Beynolds
number
p0243 475-26414
Low Beynolds number effect on hypersonic lifting
body turbulent boundary layers
p0289 475-29197
High Beynolds number transonic f low simulation
p0466 475-12191
The effect of Beynolds number on the boattail drag
of two wing-body configurations
[4144 P A P E B 75-1291] p0506 A75-45681
Effect of Beynolds number on the nozzle afterbody
performance of the AG4BD nozzle afterbody and
the B-1 0.06-scale model at transonic Bach numbers
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-1321] p0508 A75-15699
High Beynolds number test of a NACA 651-213, a
equals 0.5 airfoil at transonic speeds
[MASA-CH-2499] p0309 B75-21251
Reynolds number effects on fore- and aftbody
pressure drag
p0356 N75-23197
Beynolds number effects on boattail drag of
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests
p0357 H75-23506
Beynolds number effects on the boattail
characteristics of a simulated nacelle at a Mach
number of 0.8
[AD-4004803] pOUOl N75-25884
Effects of Beynolds number and roughness on C sub
Lmax aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil
[NAL-TB-396] p0451 B75-29026
BEINOLDS STBESS
Experiments on the asymmetric turbulent wake of a
foil in a decelerating flow
p0088 A75--U407
BF-8 1IBCBAFT
0 F-8 4IBCBAFT
BB-2 HELICOPTEB
fl DH-1 HELICOPTER
BHEOELECTBICAL SIROLATIOH
Potential flow past annular aerofoils
p0017 A75-12619
Analog simulation of the small perturbation
equation applied to transonic flows and wall
and cascade flows
p0016,N75-10370
BIBS (SDPPOBTS)
Substantiation of discrete-continnua
low-aspect-ratio wing structural analysis scheme
p0186 475-23798
Sound radiation from a bounded thin inhomogeneous
plate reinforced with N ribs and driven by
boundary-layer pressure fluctuations
p0329 475-33417
BICHABDSOH-DOSBBiH EQUATION
D TEBPEBATDBE EFFECTS
BIEBAHS INTEGRAL
D HEASUEE AND INTEGRATION
BIFLBS
Evaluation of back-blast pressures produced by a
wing-mounted 105-mm recoilless rifle
[AD-786528] p0138 N75-15599
BIGID BODIES
D EIGID STBUCTUBES
BIGID BOTOB HELICOPTERS
Bodern hubs of helicopter rotors. II
p0391 475-37018
The 'Lynx' - Into the 80's hingeless rotor
helicopter design
p0503 475-15121
BIGID BOTOBS
Certain forms of stability of twin-blade semirigid
rotors
p0052 475-16263
Vibrations of a rigid rotor and pressure exerted
on its supports, one of which is elastic and the
other is hinged
p0151 475-22312
Influence of structural damping, preconing offsets
and large deflection on the flap-lag-torsional
stability of a cantilevered rotor blade
[AIAA P4PEB 75-780] p0325 475-32667
4n analysis of a self-balancing system for rigid
rotors
p0512 475-16545
Hingeless rotorcraft flight dynamics research
projects to analyze aerodynamic characteristics
of rotary wings
[4GABD-AG-197] p0023 S75-10003
Techniques for improving the stability of soft
inplane hingeless rotors
[N4SA-TB-X-62390] p0028 B75-10058
Application of a parameter identification
technique to a hingeless helicopter rotor
[N4S4-TN-D-7831] p0069 N75-12906
Flapping response characteristics of hingeless
rotor blades by a gereralized harmonic balance
method
[NASA-TN-D-7856] p0231 N75-18183
Flapping response characteristics of hingeless
rotor blades by a generalized harmonic balance
method
P0262 N75-19166
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Where do we go from here in airship technology
p0212 475-25970
Booring and ground handling rigid airships
p0211 475-25996
Import substitution of rigid cellular plastics for
aerospace industry
p0291 475-29762
The aerodynamics of large rigid airships
p0510 475-45899
Effect of the rotation rate of the rotor on the
angular rigidity of the elastic suspension of a
Houve gyroscope
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Theoretical and experimental research on the
fatigue crack propagation in stiffened panels,
an evaluation of the Paris theory
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Closed form expression of the optimal control of a
rigid airplane to turbulence
p0526 S75-32101
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Analysis of Dultihinge tailplane with account for
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Laser gyro reaction time investigation program
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 process elastoplastic analysis for
mechanical interference joints
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• A short study of the effect of A penetrant oil on
the fatigue life of a riveted joint
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Expandable solid propellant boost motors for small
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NT BOOSTEB BOCKET ENGINES
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Heat and mass transfer in engines of flight vehicles
Russian bock
p0001 A75-10203
BOCKET LAONCBEBS
Application of impedance methods to the design of
isolators for helicopter mounted weapons stores
[AD-787293] p0133 H75-11753
Analysis and design of a multiaxis vibration
isolator for missile pods mounted on Amy
helicopters
[AD-A001159] p0237 B75-18225
BOCKET LIBIBGS
Heat and Bass transfer in the flov of a
high-enthalpy gas in the air-gas flow area of
aircraft and rocket engines
p0291 A75-29811
Heat and mass transfer during high-enthalpy gas
flow in aircraft and rocket engine flow passages
p0397 A75-38071
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Steam rockets for takeoff
p0007 A75-11373
Fluidic ejection seat control system
p0199 A75-25052
BOCKBT VEHICLES
NT ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
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Fundamental geometric and aerodynamic
characteristics of aircraft and finned rockets
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p0007 A75-11577
Steady motion of a rotating symmetric aircraft
finless rocket vehicles
pOOBI A75-17017
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Power requirement of rotating rods in airflow
[NASA-CR-132556] p0129 N75-11716
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Aerodynamic roll damping of a T-tail transport
configuration
[NASA-TH-X-3115] pOOSS N75-11898
Subsonic roll-damping characteristics of a series
of wings wind tunnel tests of various wing
planforos
[NASA-TN-D-7827] p0072 N75-12938
Boll paper pilot mathematical model for
predicting pilot rating of aircraft in roll task
1
 p0261 875-1913U
Selected examples of the evaluation of VAK 191 B
flight tests roll control characteristic in
hovering flight
p0271 N75-19266
The effect of roll rate on air combat
[AD-A001791] p0107 N75-25930
Edge forces and roll-rate derivatives
p0113 N75-28033
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ROLLER BEABIBGS
Lubricant interaction with silicon nitride in
rolling contact applications
p0297 A75-30872
Design and development o£ low-cost, self-contained
bearing lubrication systems for turbine engines
p0336 A75-3U121
The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 4: Laboratory bench test
CAD-785575] p0069 S75-12907
Test results report and design technology
development report. HLH/ATC high-speed tapered
roller bearing development program
[AD-786561] p0127 875-14155
Feasibility of induction skin hardened tapered
-roller bearings for engine main shaft and
transmission pinion applications
[AD-A003311] p0313 H7S-21612
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A discussion of the roll-coupling problem in
aircraft stability
pOOin A75-11716
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working using resistance heating
[SAE PAPER 710836] p0082 A75-16912
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Static aeroelasticity and the flying wing, revisited
p0009 A75-12622
Investigations on the design of rolleron flaps for
the rolling damping of missiles
p0151 A75-22031
Theoretical study of lift-generated vortex wakes
designed to avoid rollup
p0331 A75-33185
Some vind tunnel measurement of the trailing
vortex development behind a sweptback wing -
Induced rolling moments on intercepting wings
[AIAA PAPER 75-881] p0335 A75-33966
An in-flight investigation of nonlinear roll control
£SAE PAPER 750528] p0383 A75-36666
Measurements of the vortex wakes of a subsonic and
supersonic transport model in the 10 by 80 foot
wind tunnel
[NASA-TS-X-62391] p0068 N75-12896
A flight test investigation of the rolling moments
induced on a T-37B airplane in the wake of a
B-717 airplane
[NASA-TH-X-56031] p0276 N75-20221
Velocity and rolling-moment measurements in the
wake of a swept-wing model in the UO by 80 foot
wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-62111] p0353 N7S-23181
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An investigation of rooftop STOL port aerodynamics
[NASA-CR-132570] p0230 N75-17381
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Influence of the parameters of a system of a
certain class on the distribution of its roots
for aircraft autopilot synthesis
p0107 A75-18628
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Effect of the rotation rate of the rotor on the
angular rigidity of the elastic suspension of a
Houve gyroscope
pOOlO N75-11211
ROTARY STABILITY
NT GYBOSCOPIC STABILITY
Certain forms of stability of twin-blade semirigid
rotors
p0052 A75-16263
Experimental determination of post-stall rotary
derivatives for airplane-like configurations at
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Surge and rotating stall in axial flow
compressors. I - Theoretical compression system
model
[ASHE PAPES 75-GT-9] p03«1 475-34573
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improvement phenomena for axial compressor
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wind tunnel
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fiotary-wing aircraft systems for the short-haul
market
[AIAA PAPER 75-275] p0156 A75-22497
Aerocrane - A hybrid LTA aircraft for aerial crane
applications
p0217 A75-26019
Aerodynamic analysis of helicopter configurations
p0394 A75-37599
Aerospatiale's Dauphin - Profiting from Gazelle
developments for helicopter design
p0473 A75-44566
Hydrodynamic stability of the far vake of a
hovering rotor
pOSIO A75-46154
Eotorcraft derivative identification from
analytical models and flight test data
p0477 N75-30021
Fotor systems research aircraft (RSBA)
requirements for, and contributions to,
rotorcraft state estimation and parameter
identification
pOI478 N75-30022
A guidance system for fixed or rotary wing
aircraft in approach and landing zones using
time division multiplexing
pOU8U N75-30073
Conceptual design studies of 1985 commercial VIOL
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[NASA-CR-137599] p0490 N75-30146
Conceptual design studies of 1985 commercial VIOL
transports that utilized rotors. Volume 2
[NASA-CR-137600] p0490 N75-30147
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Measurement of model helicopter rotor flow
velocities with a laser Doppler velocimeter
pOOOS A75-10839
pitch damping of helicopter rotor with nonuniform
inflow
pOOOS A75-11094
The SA. 360 'Dauphin1 - Definition and development
helicopter design
p0015 A75-11722
Calculation of helicopter main rotor blade
deformation with account for control flexibility
p0015 A75-12087
Structural advances in helicopter rotor blade
technology
p0020 A75-13045
Alloys for spars of rotor blades of helicopters
p0089 A75-17575
A simplified numerical lifting surface theory
applied to rotary wings in steady,
incompressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 75-218] p0103 A75-18394
Have forms for a supersonic rotor relationship
to noise generation
p0107 175-18710
Numerical calculation of unsteady transonic
potential flow over helicopter rotor blades
[AIAA PAPER 75-168] p0144 A75-20285
Flight measurements as part of the testing of
electric deicing equipment for helicopter rotor
blades
p0149 A75-21035
Analysis of a dynamic vibration absorber for
helicopter blades
p0150 475-21154
N/C tape laying - Tomorrow's future today for
helicopter rotor blade manufacturing
[SHE PAPER MS74-729]
 P0181 475-23441
Noise of high speed rotors theory for
propeller and helicopter configurations
[AIAA PAPER 75-U50] p0203 A75-25732
Discrete frequency rotor noise from helicopters
[AIAA PAPER 75-451] p0203 A75-25733
V/STOL rotor and propeller noise - Its prediction
and analysis of its aural characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 75-452] p0203 A75-25734
Thickness noise of helicopter rotors at high tip
speeds
[AIAA PAPER 75-453] p0203 A75-25735
The development of experimental techniques for the
study of helicopter rotor noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-455] p020« A75-25736
The computation of aerodynamic loads on helicopter
blades in forward flight, using the method of
the acceleration potential Book
p0246 475-26700
Extension of the lifting line model for the
helicopter rotor
p0254 A75-28194
A specialised recording system for the measurement
of helicopter rotor blade performance in flight
p0258 A75-28770 -
Analysis of the interaction between the turbine
engine and the rotor of a helicopter
p0290 A75-29609
The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion -
Forward thrust of deundulators of great depth
p0301 A75-31848
Hodern hubs of helicopter rotors. I
p0301 A75-31857
Influence of structural damping, preconing offsets
and large deflection on the flap-lag-torsional
stability of a cantilevered rotor blade
[AIAA PAPER 75-780] p0325 A75-32667
Rotor Systems -Research Aircraft /HSBA/
p0332 A75-33621
Local momentum theory and its application to the
rotary wing
[AIAA PAPER 75-865] p0333 A75-33952
Modern hubs of helicopter rotors. II
p0391 A75-37048
A general review of helicopter rotor hub drag data
p0393 A75-37594
Uniform downwash with rotors having a finite
number of blades
p0398 A75-38341
A second approximation to the induced drag of a
rotor in forward flight
p0398 A75-38342
Trimming dual control rotors for optimum performance
p0398 A75-38343
Summary of results indicating the beneficial
effects of rotor vortex modification
p0399 A75-38345
The supersonic rotor for helicopters
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Acoustic effects of rotor-wake interaction during
low-power descent
p0399 475-38347
An analytical and experimental evaluation of
airfoil sections for helicopter rotor application
p0399 A75-38349
A tunnel spanning airfoil testing technigue
p0399 A75-38350
Effects of parasite drag on rotor performance and
dynamic response
p0400 475-38353
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A study of the potential benefits of advanced
airfoils foe helicopter applications
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A review of design objectives for advanced
helicopter rotor airfoils
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acceleration potential theory Application to the
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Lifting surface theory applied to fixed wings and
propellers
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Evaluation of the accuracy o£ two helicopter rotor
theories
[FFA-124] p0021| N75-10020
Sooe calculations for air resonance of a
helicopter with non-articulated rotor blades
[AHC-H/B-37U3] p O O I H S75-10029
Endurance testing of an LH-726-4 elastomeric pitch
change bearing
[AD-784140] p0030 875-10074
Investigation of the effects of blade structural
design parameters on helicopter stall boundaries
(AD-781591) p0030 875-10075
Low temperature testing of an AH-1G helicopter
equipped vith elastomeric flapping and
feathering bearings in the main rotor
[AD-784189J p0031 875-10081
Analysis of unmanned, tethered, rotary-wind
platforms
CAD-785581] pOOSS 875-11903
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), CH-54A rotary
wing blade
[AD-785554] pOOSS 875-11906
Two-dimensional subsonic evaluation of a
15-percent thick circulation control airfoil
with slots at leading and trailing edges
tAD-785230] p0060 875-11954
Use of cholesteric liquid crystals for locating
voids in adhesively bonded helicopter rotor blades
[AD-785502] p0061 875-11963
Development of an improved design tool for
predicting and simulating helicopter rotor noise
[AD-785579] p006<4 875-11993
A method for determining the effects of rapid
inflow changes on the dynamics of an
autorotating rotor
p0068 H75-12894
Belicopter rotor rotational noise predictions
based on measured high-frequency blade loads
tBASA-TN-D-7624] p0069 N75-12903
Investigation of rotor blade element airloads for
a teetering rotor in the blade stall regime
[8ASA-CB-137534] p0069 875-12904
Application of a parameter identification
technique to a hingeless helicopter rotor
[BASA-TN-D-7834] p0069 H75-12906
A study of gust response for a rotor-propeller in
cruising flight
[HASA-CR-137537] p0071 875-12935
Structural evaluation of OH-1D tubular rotor blade
[AD-786560] p0123 H75-13858
Nuaerical simulation of transonic flow about
airplanes and helicopter rotors
[AD-785605] p0127 875-14090
Fast response vanes for sensing flow patterns in
helicopter rotor environment wind tunnel
tests of modified helicopter rotary wing
[BASA-CB-132545] p0130 875-14721
Haval V/STOL aerodynamics
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Botor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part
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Shielding effect
[AD-787363] p0132 875-14742
High speed rotor dynamics: An assessment of
current technology for small turboshaft engines
[AD-787319] ' p0134 1175-11770
An analytical evaluation of airfoil sections for
helicopter rotor applications
[HASA-IH-D-7796] p0161 H75-15607
Botor flow survey program UH-1H helicopter
[AD-787428] p0163 1175-15620
An aeroelastic model helicopter rotor
[ABC-CP-1288] p0222 B75-1730H
Development of an analysis for the determination
of coupled helicopter rotor/control system
dynamic response. Part 1: Analysis and
applications
[8ASA-CB-2452] p0234 H75-18178
Flapping response characteristics of hingeless
rotor blades by a generalized harmonic balance
method
[NASA-TH-D-7856] p0231 N75-18183
Helicopter rotor-produced modulation and aerial
field distribution in the band 30 to 76 KBz
[BAE-TB-74032] p0269 875-19217
Hind tunnel investigation of helicopter rotor wake
effects on three helicopter fuselage models
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Sajor Item Special Study (HISS), OH-1H tail rotor
hangers
[AD-A003263] p0285 H75-20325
Effect of wake on the performance and stability
characteristics of advanced rotor systems
[AD-A002671] p0309 875-21252
Fabrication and testing of prestressed composite
rotor blade spar specimens
[BASA-CB-132611] p0310 H75-21267
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS) : OB-58A main
rotor blade
CAD-A000797/1] p031« H75-22267
An approximate closed-form solution for lead lag
damping of rotor blades in hover
[BASA-TH-X-62425] p0314 875-22276
Army aircraft subsystem and component installation
design investigation
[AD-A007245] p0317 875-22317
Prediction of rotor wake induced flow along the
rocket trajectories of an Army AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A007878] p0360 875-23528
Advanced overrunning clutch technology, design phase
[AD-A007815] p0362 875-23562
Research on helicopter rotor noise
[AD-A007261] p0367 1175-23608
The development of experimental techniques for the
study of helicopter rotor noise
[8ASA-CB-137684] p0367 875-23611
Summary of HIT research on dynamic stall and
blade-vortex interaction, 1971 - 197<1
[AD-A008091] p0371 875-24689
KAflex drive shaft coupling for UH-1 helicopter.
Design refinement
[AD-A008365] p0374 875-24731
Dynamic stall characteristics of an oscillating
airfoil in a harmonically varying freestream
velocity
p0403 875-25<t63
Application of rotorcraft flight simulation
program (C81) to predict rotor performance and
bending moments for a model four-bladed
articulated rotor system
[AD-A001015] p0408 875-25934
Digital computer program DF1758 fully coupled
natural frequencies and mode shapes of a
helicopter rotor blade
[NASA-CH-132662J pO«11 875-26973
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), UH-1H main rotor
hub assembly
[AD-A005217] p0445 875-28057
Cooperative program for design, fabrication, and
testing of graphite-epoxy composite helicopter
shafting
[AD-A005024] p0447 875-2821X1
The computation of aerodynamic loads on helicopter
blades in forward flight, using the method of
the acceleration potential
[7TB-189] p0454 875-29055
A computer program for helicopter rotor noise
using Lowson's formula in the time domain
[8ASA-TH-X-72759] p0459 H75-29116
A simulation study of active feedback supression
of dynamic response in helicopter rotor blades
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helicopter: Flight test measurements and
theoretical calculations
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Ballistically tolerant rotor blade investigation
[AD-A009516] p0496 H75-31058
Analytical study of the aerodynamic coupling of
helicopter rotor blades in hover flight
p0521 N75-32011
Analysis of helicopter rotor blade torsional
oscillations due to stall
[HASA-CK-2573] p0522 N75-32022
Determination of rotor harmonic blade loads from
acoustic measurements
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Steady motion of a rotating symmetric aircraft
finless rocket vehicles
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Optimal flight vehicle rotation braking
nonlinear system design
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Rotation in vibration, optimization, and
aeroelastic stability problems
p0262 N75-19167
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Influence of twisting the Bain flow on the
efficiency of film heating with anally
symmetric flow around a cylinder
p029lt A75-30II93
Numerical study of the flow of an incompressible
viscous fluid around a fixed or rotating
cylinder - Magnus effect
p0297 A75-30898
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The natural frequencies and critical speeds of a
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[ASHE PAPER 74-BA/DE-11] p0079 A75-16827
Characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer at
a smooth disk rotating in a large volume
p0291 A75-30U91
Disc failures - A cause for concern
p0131 A75-40532
Heat resistant titanium alloys. Introduction of
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The rolling up of a semi-infinite vortex sheet
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Hainshaft seals for small gas turbine engines
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The natural frequencies and critical speeds of a
rotating, flexible shaft-disk system
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Study on the mechanism of stall margin improvement
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Pitch damping of helicopter rotor with nonuniform
inflow
pOOOS A75-11091
Aerodynamics of the propellers of rapidly
convertible VIOL aircraft
p0197 A75-21942
Noncompact source effect on the prediction of tone
noise from a fan rotor
[AIAA PAPER 75-146] p0203 A75-25730
Noise of high speed rotors theory for
propeller and helicopter configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 75-150] p0203 A75-25732
V/STOL rotor and propeller noise - Its prediction
and analysis of its aural characteristics
[AIAA PAPEE 75-152] p0203 A75-2573H
Characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer at
a smooth disk rotating in a large volume
p0291 A75-30191
Influence of structural damping, preconing offsets
and large deflection on the flap-lag-torsional
stability of a cantilevered rotor blade
[AIAA PAPER 75-780] p0325 A75-32667
Local momentum theory and its application to the
rotary wing
[AIAA PAPER 75-865] p0333 A75-33952
High-speed rotor dynamics - An assessment of
current technology for small turboshaft engines
p0337 A75-31127
Aerodynamics of rotors - Bake equilibration
p0351 A75-35811
National Symposium on Helicopter Aerodynamic
Efficiency, Hartford, Conn., March 6, 7, 1975,
Proceedings
p0398 A75-38340
Uniform downwash with rotors having a finite
number of blades
p0398 A75-38341
Summary of antitorque devices other than tall rotors
p0399 A75-38341
Summary of results indicating the beneficial
effects of rotor vortex modification
p0399 A75-38315
A state-of-the-art survey of two-dimensional
airfoil data
p0399 A75-38348
Effects of parasite drag on rotor performance and
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pOlOO A75-38353
Effect of helicopter drag reduction on rotor
dynamic loads and blade life
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A study of the potential benefits of advanced
airfoils for helicopter applications
pOlOO A75-38357
A review of design objectives for advanced
helicopter rotor airfoils
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Introduction of unsteady separation into
acceleration potential theory Application to the
helicopter
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1975-87] p0121 475-39331
Hingeless rotorcraft flight dynamics research
projects to analyze aerodynamic characteristics
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Elastic pitch bean tail rotor operational
suitability investigation
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Investigation of the effects of blade structural
design parameters on helicopter stall boundaries
[AD-781591] p0030 N75-10075
Low temperature testing of an AH-1G helicopter
equipped with elastomeric flapping and
feathering bearings in the main rotor
[AD-784189] p0031 N75-10081
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[BASA-CS-132545] p0130 B75-14721
Nava l V/STO1 aerodynamics
[AD-786222] p0131 H75-14730
Development of an analysis for the determination
of coupled helicopter rotor/control system
dynamic response. Part 1: Analysis and
applications
[HASA-CH-21152] p0234 H75-18178
Flapping response characteristics of hingeless
rotor blades by a generalized harmonic balance
method
[HASA-TB-D-7856] p0234 B75-18183
Flapping response characteristics of hingeless
rotor blades by a generalized harmonic balance
method
p0262 N75-19166
Kind tunnel Investigation of helicopter rotor wake
effects on three helicopter fuselage models
[SASA-TH-X-3185-SUPPL] p0282 875-20294
Two-stage fan. 3: Data and performance with
rotor tip casing treatment, uniform and
distorted inlet flows
[NASA-CB-134722] p0311 H75-21278
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of stop-rotors
and their analytical treatment. Part 2:
Analytical eguations and solutions V/STOL
aircraft
[ESBO-TT-11I5-PT-2] p0370 N75-24683
Analytical modeling requirements for tilting
proprotor aircraft dynamics
[8ASA-TB-D-8013] p0417 N75-27422
Analytical and experimental aeroelastic studies of
a helicopter rotor in vertical flight
p0494 875-31005
ROTOB BLADES
A difference method for axisymmetnc supersonic
flow in rotating annular cascades with local
subsonic regions
p0009 A75-11045
Numerical calculation of unsteady transonic
potential flow over helicopter rotor blades
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-168] p0144 A75-20285
Helicopter technological progress. II - Bell
Helicopter Co
p0153 A75-22272
On stress in service condition and estimated
fatigue life of blades in axial flow compressor
p0181 A75-23152
Three dimensional characteristics of turbulent
wakes behind rotors of axial f low turbomachinery
[ A S H E PAPER 75-GT-1] p03l|1 A75-34566
Botor burst protection program - Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that
occurred in U.S. commercial aviation during 1973
[ A S H E PAPEB 75-GT-12] p0341 A75-34575
Spatial supersonic flow through annular cascades
( A B B E PAPEB 75-GT-113] p0344 A75-34650
Effect of helicopter drag reduction on rotor
dynamic loads and blade life
p0400 A75-38354
A new method of calculating the aerodynamic
loading distribution on the blades of a
translating helicopter rotor
p0470 A75-43959
Some calculations for air resonance of a
helicopter with non-articulated rotor blades
[ABC-B/B-3743] p0014 875-10029
Technigues for improving the stability of soft
inplane bingeless rotors
[BASA-TH-X-62390] p0028 B75-10058
Hajor Item Special Study (BISS), CH-54A rotary
wing blade
[AD-785554] p0055 B75-11906
Use of cholestenc liquid crystals for locating
voids in adhesively bonded helicopter rotor blades
[AD-785502] p0061 B75-11963
Cascade tests of serrated leading edge blading at
high subsonic speeds
[NASA-CB-2472] p0063 B75-11983
The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex
interaction problem
p0068 875-12895
Broadband noise generated by turbulent inflow to
rotor or stator blades in an annular duct
[NASA-CB-2503] p0228 875-17361
Flapping response characteristics of hingeless
rotor blades by a generalized harmonic balance
method
p0262 875-19166
Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimum
noise radiation
p0269 875-19221
Major Item Special Study (HISS), DH-1C tail rotor
blade
[AD-A001714] p0270 875-19230
Tubular composite HLH rotor blade section
[AD-A003330] p0312 B75-21286
On the investigation of cascade and turbomachinery
rotor wake characteristics
[AD-A003580] p0410 875-26323
B010B BLADES (TDBBOHACHIHEBY)
Some techniques for decreasing variable
aerodynamic forces acting on turbine rotor blades
p0047 A75-14536
Rave forms for a supersonic rotor relationship
to noise generation
p0107 A75-18740
Flow fluctuations in multistage thermal
turbomachines
p0111 A75-19054
Secondary flow in cascades - Two simple
derivations for the components of vorticity
p0151 A75-22018
Influence of nozzle vane cant angle on variable
stresses in cantilever turbomachine rotor blades
p0152 A75-22102
Automatic balancing of rotors in high-speed machines
Bussian book on turbomachines
p0184 A75-23397
A study of subsonic fan noise sources
[AIAA PAPEB 75-468] p0205 A75-25744
Effect of interference between moving blade rows
on cascade flutter. I - Experiment on compressor
cascade in flexure mode
p0245 A75-26553
The role of rotor blade blockage in the
propagation of fan noise interaction tones
[AIAA PAPEB 75-447] p0251 A75-27927
Influence of mistuning on rotor-blade vibrations
p0331 A75-33483
A study of casing treatment stall margin
improvement phenomena for axial compressor
rotor blade tips
[ASHE PAPEH 75-GT-60] p0342 A75-34613
Unsteady boundary layers over rotating blades
[ASHE PAPER 75-GT-64] p0343 A75-34617
Single-stage experimental evaluation of
tandem-airfoil rotor and stator blading foe
compressors, part 8
[8ASA-CB-134713] p0039 B75-10947
Experimental study of resonance vibrations of
varied-frequency rotor blades of an axial-flow
compressor
[AD-778520/7] p0074 875-12966
Acoustic test results from a 36 inch (0.914m)
statorless lift fan with serrated and unserrated
rotor blades
[KASA-CB-137622] p0239 875-18242
On the investigation of cascade and turbomachinery
rotor wake characteristics
p0529 875-32378
BOIOB DISKS
D TDBBIBE BUEE1S
A-27 9
ROTOB HOBS SUBJECT IHDEX
EOTOE BOBS
U HDBS
D HOTOBS
EOTOE SPEED
Thickness noise of helicopter rotors at high tip
speeds
[AliA P A P E R 75-1453] p0203 A75-25735
Partial admission losses in an axial flow reaction
turbine
p0291 A75-29763
Helicopters - The changing scene /J. D. Morth
Memorial lecture/
p0303 A75-32323
Dynamic simulator for advanced gas turbine engine
component tests
p0338 A75-34146
Rotorcraft low-speed download drag definition and
its reduction
p0394 A75-37595
BOTOBCBAFT
U EOTABT BING AIBCEAFT
BOTOBCBAFT AIBCBAFT
Rotorcraft parasite drag; Proceedings of the
Thirty-first Annual National Forum, Bashington,
D.C. , May 14, 15, 1975
p0393 A75-37S93
Botorcraft low-speed download drag definition and
its reduction
p039t A75-37595
The relationship between rotorcraft drag and
stability and control
p039<4 A75-37597
Prediction of rotorcraft drag
p0394 A75-37598
Helicopter parasite drag bibliography
p0394 A75-37601
Eotorcraft technology 1985-1990 - A technology
assessment and review of engineering
developments in the design of rotorcraft and its
effect on the Height engineering discipline
[ S A K E PAPEB 1055] p0516 A75-47490
Secondary power systems for advanced rotorcraft
C A G A B D - A G - 2 0 6 ] p0318 N75-22326
BOTOBS
NT COMPRESSOR ROTOKS
NT LIFTING ROTOBS
NT BIGID BOTORS
NT BOTABI SINGS
NT TILTING ROTOBS
NT TOBBISE W H E E L S
Balancing of a flexible rotor. IV - Some
experiments on a seven-disked flexible
rotor/bearing system
p0144 A75-20363
Tests of laser metal removal for fu ture flexible
rotor balancing in engines
[SAE PAPER 750170] p0245 A75-26591
Isolated rotor noise due to inlet distortion or
turbulence
[NASA-CR-2479] p0032 H75-10094
Number of bars and torque of squirrel cage rotors
for an asynchronous motor
[RAE-LIB-TBANS-1781] p O O U O N75-11154
Development of an analysis for the determination
of coupled helicopter rotor/control system
dynamic response. Part 2: Program listing
[NASA-CR-2453] p0130 N75-14726
Vibratory waves of turbomachinery: A contribution
to improved measurement results
p0167 N75-15656
Shake test of rotor test apparatus in the 10- by
80-foot wind tunnel
[NAS&-TH-X-62418] p0288 N75-20350
Tail rotor shaft vibration survey production OH-1H
helicopter
[AD-A002571] p0310 N75-21272
Structural loads survey during cold-weather
operations in main and tail rotor systems of
DH-1 helicopter
[AD-A007091] p0316 N75-22297
Potential flow about three dimensional streamlined
lifting configurations/ with application to
wings and rotors
[AD-A003697] p0412 N75-26979
BODSBSESS
NT SDBFACE BOUGHNESS
BOOTES
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume 1:
Summary routes
p0164 N75-15632[PB-236719/1]
HPV
0 BEHOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
BDBBBB
NT ELASTOHEBS
NT STNTHETIC BOBBEBS
BDDDBBS
NT AERIAL BUDDEBS
System design of a rudder coordination system
optimization computer program
tNASA-CB-142245] p0237 N75-18223
EDLES
NT INSTBDMENT FLIGHT BULBS
HT VISOAL FLIGHT BOLES
BOB TIME (COHPOTEBS)
A fast semidirect method for computing transonic
aerodynamic flows
p0339 A75-34194
BDNIAI CONDITIONS
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft short
takeoff aircraft
p0059 N75-11944
Civil aircraft airworthiness data recording
programme. Uneven runways encountered by
subsonic jet transport aircraft during scheduled
airline operations
[ABC-CP-1287] p0230 N75-17383
BUNIAT LIGHTS
Approach Light System (ALS). Multiple
distribution system redesign
[AD-786682] p0075 N75-12974
Evaluation of an experimental elevated
high-intensity runway edge light
[AD-785016] p0075 N75-12975
Tbe improvement of visual aids for approach and
landing landing aids for improved operation
under fog conditions
p0307 1175-21234
BOHIAIS
Skid resistance tests in support of the F-4 rain
tire program at the Air Force Flight Test Center
[AD-784801] p0039 N75-10958
Evaluation of construction techniques for new
antihydroplaning overlays
[AD-784870] p0039 1175-10959
Computer program for the prediction of aircraft -
response to runway roughness. Volume 2: User's
manual
[AD-786490] p0127 N75-13892
Analysis of the 1972 performance of the dynamic
preferential runway system at John F. Kennedy
International Airport
CAD-787709] p0167 N75-15666
Instrument landing system improvement program:
Centerline monitor
[AD-781797] p0176 N75-16565
Braking performances
p0305 N75-21224
An investigation of air traffic control procedures
and pilot techniques in a high density terminal
area
p0316 B75-22307
Bet runway aircraft control project F-4 rain tire
project
[AD-A004768] p0405 B75-25896
S BAUD
D SOPEBHIGH FREQUENCIES
D OLTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES
S RAVES
Type of second wave and change in pressure on the
initial section of a blunt cone generatrix
p0112 A75-19201
Ratio of peak frequencies of jet self and shear
noise spectra
p0256 A75-28400
S-B DIAGBAMS
On stress in service condition and estimated
fatigue life of blades in axial flow compressor
p0181 A75-23152
Relation between scatter of fatigue life and S-N
curve in aircraft structural aluminium alloy
2024-14
[NAL-TB-360] p0275 N75-19414
S-64 HBLICOPTEB
D CH-54 HELICOPTEH
A-280
SUBJECT IBDEI SABDilCH STBOCTOBBS
S-3 AIBCBAFI
Dopplec radar boast design innovations for
aircraft
p0007 »7S-10625
S-3A Viking - Carrier's shield
p0021 A75-13149
S-3A avionics - Software revolution forerunner
digital conputer systems integration
p0090 A75-17652
Pner, finder, striker - The S-31 Viking
p0149 A75-21016
S-3A Design-to-a-Cost program
[SHE PAPEE BB74-710J p0184 A75-23439
S-3A stall testing and auto-throttle
development/testing
p0331 A75-33613
The S-3A carrier suitability deoonstration
p0331 A75-33614
Automatic test egnipment for S-3A support
p0347 A75-35279
Hilitary aircraft maintenance - A new concept
p0472 A75-44249
S-61 BELICOPTEB
Identification of helicopter paraneters
[DFVLB-SONDDB-428] p0049 A75-15038
SAAB AIBCBAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
A SAAB-SCANIA developed method for obtaining
stability derivatives from flight tests
p0274 H75-19260
SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
Beport on spin test of AJ37 Viggen
p0196 A75-24807
Viggen aircraft maintainability - Haintainability
evaluation of the engine installation for the
Viggen aircraft
p0471 A75-44205
Characteristics of the AJ 37 aircraft: Comparison
of the results of Kind tunnel and flight tests
noting elasticity correction for wind tunnel
model
p0274 H75-19261
SABBBLIHEB AIBCBAFT
0 T-39 AIBCBAFT
SAFEGUARD SISTER
Corporate/executive aircraft passenger safety - An
educational approach
p0211 A75-25874
SAFETY
NT AIBCBAFT SAFETY
HT FLIGHT' SAFETY
HT IBDOSTBIAL SAFETY
SAFETY DEVICES
NT ABOBT APFABATOS
NT AIB BAG BESTBAINT DEVICES
NT ABBESTING GEAB
NT EJECTION SEATS
NT ESCAPE CAPSDLES
NT FLYING EJECTION SEATS
NT HELHETS
NT SEAT BELTS
Lightning protection for advanced aircraft radomes
based on the segmented lightning diverter strip
p0009 A75-10877
Lightning strikes in aircraft and missiles. The
need for protection against lightning
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1794] p0128 N75-14182
Flight test evaluation of SECANT VECAS collision
avoidance system
[AD-A002281] p0269 H75-19220
Shoulder harness and lap belt restraint system
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10519-2] pO<l06 N75-25915
FAA lightning protection study: Lightning
protection for status and control lines of
AN/GBN-27(V) instrument landing system
[AD-A006997] p0410 N75-25967
B-1 unigue signal train generation application study
[AD-A003682] p0414 N75-26994
SAFETY FACTOBS
Helicopter - People and places /14th Cierva
Bemonal Lecture/ emphasizing safety factors
and passenger travel
p0001 A75-10187
Parachute escape from helicopters
p0113 A75-19574
Development of a scientific basis for analysis of
aircraft seating systems
[AD-A004306] p0280 N75-20273
Development of scratch and spall resistant
windshields
[AD-A002513] p0283 N75-20300
SAFETY BABAGBBEBT
Safety and air navigation
p0017 A75-12372
Problems of air collision avoidance involving air
traffic in Italy
p0044 A75-13298
The NASA Ames integral aircraft passenger seat
concept - A huaan engineering approach
p0052 A75-16608
Some comparisons between commercial and military
aircraft maintenance and logistics
p0085 A75-17318
Conference on Aircraft Egnipaent Beliability
review of proceedings
p0086 A75-17352
Problems of reliability in aircraft eguipment
optimality during development, manufacture and
operation
p0086 A75-17353
Planning a buildup of aircraft eguipment reliability
model for system improvement
p0086 A75-17357
Choice of a criterion for evaluating the
reliability of aircraft eguipment products
safety, maintainability and operating conditions
p0086 A75-17358
Certain problems of a reliability system in
aeronautics
p0087 A75-17365
Hen look for products liability in aviation
manufacturers' responsibility for aircraft
accidents
p0139 A75-19587
Dangers represented by jet aircraft with running
engines emphasizing gas emission effects
p0146 A75-20775
Fire-fighting in airport premises
p0202 A75-25342
New Air Force reguirements for structural safety,
durability and life nanagement
[AIAA PAPEB 75-781] p0326 A75-32668
HDD - An important nev aid to the L.S.O Head
Dp Display for Landing Signal officer
p0332 A75-33620
Honitored thrust is a critical element in
effective operations
[SAB PAPEB 750590] p0472 A75-44349
Safety-related engineering and development
activities of the Federal Aviation Administration
[AD-A008395] p0371 N75-24698
SAILPLAHES
0 GLIDEBS
SAILS
NT SAILBINGS
SAILilBGS
Design of a deployable King glider
[AD-A004800] p0408 N75-25932
SAMOA
Pan American Rorld Airways, Incorporated Boeing
707-321B, N454PA, Pago Pago, American Samoa, 30
January 1974
[PB-238478/2] p0281 875-20277
SABPLBD DATA
D DATA SiBPLIBG
SAHPLED DATA SYSTBBS
0 DATA SAHPLING
SABPLIBG
NT DATA SABPLIUG
SABDS
An experimental investigation of the particle
dynamics of quartz sand impacting 6A1-4V
titanium and 410 stainless steel in an erosive
environment
[AD-A007213] p0319 1175-22441
SABDilCB CONSIBDCTIOB
0 SANDWICH STRUCTURES
SAHDBICH STBOCTDBES
Polyimide materials development for high
temperature, broadband radome applications
p0009 A75-10872
Selected problems concerning the strength of a
bonded heavily loaded Dural structure
p0009 A75-12475
Aerospace sandwich materials. II fabrication,
properties, tests
p0052 A75-16221
A-281
SATELLITE ATTITUDE DISTURBANCE SUBJECT IBDEX
Aerospace sandwich materials. Ill production
and properties of honeycomb materials
p0091 A75-17943
Calculation of profiled three-layer blades of
centrifugal fans
p0141 A75-20035
Static computation of a wing model made of carbon
fiber reinforced plastic /bendiag-torsion box/
mth the aid of the method of finite elements
and a comparison with experimental values
[DGL8 PAPER 714-118] p0193 A75-24155
Development of the inlet ramp of a supersonic
aircraft, employing a design which utilizes a
fiber composite material
[DGLR PAPEB 74-120] p0193 A75-24157
Improving the structural fatigue characteristics
of aircraft by using bonded sandwich structures. I
p0291 A75-29611
Impact fracture of composite sandwich structures
[AIAA PAPEB 75-748] p0326 A75-32673
New structural form of sandwich core
p0401 A75-38576
Aerospace sandwich materials
pQ421 A75-39351
Aerospace sandwich materials. V
pOSIS A75-I47316
SATELLITE ATTITDDE DISTURBANCE
0 ATIITDDE STABILITY
SATELLITB COHHOSICATIOHS
0 SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION
SATELLITE NAVIGATION SISTEHS
Experimental Omega four freguency format extends
lane ambiguity global search and rescue system
p0386 A75-36954
SATELLITE NETBORKS
Possible applications for an integrated
communication, navigation, and identification
system /ICNI/ in civil aviation
p0111 A75-19063
SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program, summary
[AD-783581] p0136 N75-14927
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 3: Definition of
revised experiment, terminal design, and
subsystem performance characteristics
[ AD-78358<t] p0136 N75-14931
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase ID: Additional
tests. Volume 1: Satellite/aircraft L-band
data communication tests
[AD-783586] p0136 N75-14933
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 4D: Additional
tests. Volume 2: Overland mnltipath, pacific
multipath, scintillation tests \
[AD-783652] p0137 N75-14934
SATELLITES
NT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES
NT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
NT ATS 5 '
ST ATS 6
NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
NT MARITIME SATELLITES
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES
SC-1 AIRCRAFT
The flight development of electronic displays for
V/sTOL approach guidance CL-81 and SC-1
aircraft
p0483 N75-30068
Piloting aspects of V/STOL approach guidance
CL-84 and SC-1 aircraft
p0484 N75-30069
SCALE MODELS
Comparison of the acoustic characteristics of
large-scale models of several propulsive-lift
concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1094] p0003 A75-10278
Supersonic inlet simulator - A tool for simulation
of realistic engine entry flow conditions
for F-15
[SAE PAPER 740824] p0082 A75-16907
Model and full scale test results relating to fan
noise in-flight effects
[AIAA PAPEB 75-465] p0204 A75-25741
Forward velocity effects on under-the-wing
externally blown flap noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-476] p0205 A75-25750
Airframe noise measurements on a transport model
in a guiet flow facility
[AIAA PAPER 75-509] p0207 A75-25775
An investigation of the noise from a scale model
of an engine exhaust system turbojet noise
measurement
[AIAA PAPER 75-459] p0252 A75-27929
Propulsive-lift noise of an upper surface blown
flap configuration
[AIAA PAPER 75-470] p0252 A75-27931
Scale model testing of the jet noise
characteristics of the JT8D refan engine nozzle
system
[NASA-CR-134618] p0015 B75-10091
NASA Flight Research Center scale F-15 remotely
piloted research vehicle program
p0035 N75-10912
A 727/JT8D-100 series engine exhaust system
propulsion performance model test
[NASA-CH-134617] p0063 N75-11984
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-TS in the
Rockwell International trisonic wind tunnel
(IA70) , volume 1
[NASA-CR-134431] p0118 N75-13822
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-TS in the
Rockwell International trisonic wind tunnel
(IA70) , volume 2
[NASA-CR-134432] p0119 N75-13823
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-TS in the
Rockwell International trisonic wind tunnel
(IA70) , volume 3
[NASA-CH-134433] p0119 N75-13824
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream transport.
Volume 3: Bteguet 94IS simu.la.tion model
[NASA-TM-X-62394] p0122 N75-13853
Applications of helicopter aockups to
maintainability and other related engineering
disciplines
[AD'786500] p0127 N75-13891
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on some slender airbus
configurations
[AHC-H/M-3747] p0171 H75-16522
An aeroelastic model helicopter rotor
[ARC-CP-1288] p0222 N75-17304
Simulation of large-scale dynamic systems
p0463 B75-29846
Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale upper
surface blown-flap model having four engines
[NASA-TM-X-62419] p0521 N75-32016
Hind tunnel investigation of control configured
vehicle systems
p0526 N75-32100
SCALING LABS
Some considerations on the design of very large
aircraft
p0465 A75-41953
SCANNERS
NT INFRARED SCANNERS
SCABBING
NT RADAB SCANNING
SCABS (GEOLOGY)
0 EROSION
SCATTERING
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
NT RADA8 SCATTERING
NT RAMAS SPECTRA
SCATTERING CBOSS SECTIONS
EM modeling of aircraft at low freguencies
scattering cross section from thin wire grid
mocknp
p0106 A75-18558
SCATTBBOBBTEBS
Accuracy of the Forward Scatter Visibility Meter
for aircraft operations
p0093 A75-18169
SCHEDULING
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Optimization of the time between aircraft
overhauls by minimizing maintenance cost
[AD-A006505] p0457 N75-29100
A-28 2
SUBJECT IHDEZ SEBSITIVITY
An analysis of the concept of time between
overhaul limits foe aircraft conponents
[AD-A009187] p0501 B75-31163
SCIEHTIPIC SATELLITES
NT ATS 5
NT ATS 6
SCOOPS
Hind tunnel tests of a symmetrical airfoil vitb
scoop fed slots
[NASA-CB-132568] p0265 H75-19183
SCBANJBT EBGIHES
0 SUPERSONIC COBBUSTIOH BAHJET ENGINES
SCBABJETS
U SUPERSONIC COHBOSTION BAHJET ENGINES
SCBEEH EFFECT '
Calcalation of the aerodynanic characteristics of
a system of rectangular wings aoving near a
screening surface
p0015 A75-12078
SCBB3S
Shear and tension-bending fa-tigue test methods for
threaded airframe fasteners
[COH-75-10117/11] pOa«8 N75-280flll
SEA KING BBLICOPTEB
D SH-3 HELICOPTER
SEA STATES
Preliminary ride-guality evaluation of the HB.2
Hoverferry
[ NASA-CR-142290] p0225 1175-17338
SEALING
NT SELF SEALING
A leak-free mechanical tube joint
p0182 A75-23240
SEALS (STOPPERS)
NT BERHETIC SEALS
NT 0 RIHG SEALS
NT PACKINGS (SEALS)
Sealing technology for aircraft gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 71-1188] p0002 A75-10336
Mainshaft seals for small gas turbine engines
[ASLE PBEPHINT 7MLC-1C-2] p0008 A75-12197
Current seal designs and future reguirements for
turbine engine seals and bearings
p0336 A75-31123
SEAPLAIES
The design of submersible seaplanes
[IAF PAPER ST74-17] pOOUS A75-13657
SEABCB BADAR
The application of probability calculations for
bird aircraft strike analyses and predictions
using radar
[AD-A008901] pO»89 B75-30135
SEASPBITE HELICOPTER
0 OH-2 HELICOPTER
SEAT BELTS
Crash survivability
p0267 N75-19203
Crashworthy troop seat investigation
[AD-A007090] p0316 N75-22303
A crashworthy armored pilot seat for helicopters
[AD-A007551] p0361 B75-23511
Shoulder harness and lap belt restraint system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10519-2] p0406 N75-25915
SEATS
NT EJECTION SEATS
NT FLYING EJECTION SEATS
The NASA Ames integral aircraft passenger seat
concept - A human engineering approach
p0052 A75-16608
A crashworthy armored helicopter crew seat
p0199 A7S-25055
Theoretxcal versus actual seating patterns in wide
bodies aircraft
[ SAHE PAPER 1080] p0517 A75-Q7505
Design and mock up evaluation of a high-strength
armored crew seat for transport/cargo aircraft
[AD-785145] p0060 N75-11956
Development of a scientific basis for analysis of
aircraft seating systems
tAD-AOOH306] p0280 N75-20273
Crashwocthy helicopter gunner's seat investigation
[AD-A005563] pO««5 B75-2805«
SECONDARY FLOS
Secondary flow in cascades - Two simple
derivations for the components of vorticity
p0151 A75-22018
Secondary flow in cascades - The effect of axial
velocity ratio
p0151 A75-22019
Experiments on supersonic boundary-layer
separation in three dimensions
[ASHE PAPER 75-APHH-55] p0300 A75-31<!2<1
A few considerations on the trailing vortex
appearing in the axisymmetric theory and the
secondary flow theory
p047U A75-1U892
SECONDARY I1JECTIOB
Fuel supply for supersonic combustion
p0019 A75-15040
SECONDARY BADAB
Hultisensor utilization for air traffic control in
the terminal area
p0094 A75-18190
Radio aids for aircraft landing, short-range
navigation, and secondary radar systems
p0139 A75-19586
The real-world, 'stressed1 environment of
air-traffic control international microwave
landing and secondary surveillance radar systems
p0158 A75-22565
SECONDARY IAVES
0 S RAVES
SEDIHBHTS [
ST GBAVELS
NT SANDS
SEEKBBS
0 HOMING DEVICES
SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
. Self-testing digital flight control applications
[AIAi PAPEB 75-568] p02«6 A75-26727
A contribution to the design of digital
self-adaptive flight control systems German
book
p0135 A75-41598
Adaption processes in aircraft guidance systems
[AD-A000354] p0224 B75-17329
SELF EXCITATION
Self-excitation of oscillations in supersonic
stalled flows
p0089 A75-17593
Self-excitation of an acoustic resonance by vortex
shedding
p0155 A75-2236<4
The laminar boundary layer instability excitation
of an acoustic resonance wind tunnel test of
airfoil
p0155 A75-22370
SELF IBDOCED VIBRATION
HI PANEL FLUTTER
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER
NT TBANSOBIC FLUTTER
SELF LOBBICATING MATERIALS
Hear characteristics of woven Teflon fabric bearings
[ASHE PAPEB 74-HA/LUB-2] p0081 A75-16872
Study of materials and nonmetallic coatings for
erosion and wear resistance
p0188 A75-23912
SELF OSCILLATION
Self-excited acoustic oscillations in combustion
areas with flat flames German book
p0150 A75-21518
Ratio of peak freguencies of jet self and shear
noise spectra
p0256 A75-28MOO
Investigation of self-oscillations of an autopilot
mount
p0398 A75-38W
SELF BEGULATING
U AUTOMATIC CONTBOL
SELF SEALING
Sealing technology for aircraft gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 7U-1188] p0002 A75-10336
Investigation of 14.5mm API
self-sealing/crashworthy fuel tank material
[AD-A001752] p0272 N75-19249
SELSYBS (THADBHABK)
U SERVOMOTORS
SEHICOBDDCTOH DEVICES
NT LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
NT TRANSISTOBS
SEBISPAN MODELS
Flow visualization study of close-coupled canard
wing and strake wing configuration
[NASA-TH-x-72668] p0308 B75-212U7
SENSITIVITY
NT IMPACT RESISTANCE '*
NT NOTCH SENSITIVITY
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SEHSOBY PERCBPTIOS SDBJECT INDEX
SBHSOHI PEBCEPTIOS
NT AODITOBY PERCEPTION
HI VERTICAL PERCEPTION
NT VISUAL PERCEPTION
SEPABATBD FIOH
NT B O O N D A R Y L A Y E B SEPARATION
Some problems of tbe canard configuration. I
p0017 A75-12473
Methods o£ estimating the wing buffeting
characteristics of aircraft
p0052 A75-16257
Separated flow in the neighborhood of the trailing
edge of a three-dimensional thin King
[ O N E R A , IP NO. 1133] p0085 A75-17305
Self-excitation of oscillations in supersonic
stalled floHS
p0089 A75-17593
Analysis of separation control by means of
tangential blowing
p0089 A75-17651
An analytical nodel of azisymmetric afterbody flow
separation
[AIAA PAPER 75-65] p0096 A75-18287
Similarities in pressure distribution in separated
flov behind backward-facing steps
p0112 A75-19256
An interaction model for the solution of laminar
separation on a surface
[ A I A A PAPER 75-5] p0141 A75-20253
Internal cowl-separation at high incidence angles
( A I A A PAPER 75-64] p01«3 A75-20267
plow characteristics about concave conic
forebodies at high Bach number
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-153] p01U3 A75-20284
Spatial stability of some Falkner-Skan profiles
mth reversed flow separated flow boundary
layer profiles
p0146 A75-20655
Experimental determination of the separation point
of flow around a circular cylinder
p0179 A75-22868
Starting vortex, separation bubbles and stall - A
numerical study cf laminar unsteady flow around
an airfoil
p0243 A75-26212
Heat transfer in separated and reattached flows -
An annotated review
p0245 A75-26685
influence of sound upon separated flow over wings
p0250 A75-27495
Tbe three-dimensional character of a cross flow
around a circular cylinder
p0257 A75-286514
Separated flow over a body of revolution
p0290 A75-29462
Study of detached regimes in profile arrays
p0303 A75-32298
Op the flow around an air inlet
[ONERA, TP NO. 1975-38] p0304 A75-32334
Study of a strongly asymmetric turbulent wake
behind a profile with upper-surface separation
p0329 A75-32954
Calculation of the separated flow at a
thin-section wing of finite span
p0340 A75-34262
An axisymmetric separated and reattached flow on a
longitudinal blunt circular cylinder
[ASBE PAPER 75-APH-14] p03U5 A75-35101
Flow separation frcm yawed delta wings
p0380 A75-36288
Viscous interaction with separation in transonic
flow
[ONERA, TP NO. 1975-15] p0396 A75-37897
Laminar separation at a trailing edge
[ONEFA, TP NO. 1975-13] p0396 A75-37899
A comprehensive plan for helicopter drag reduction
pOUOO A75-38356
Introduction of unsteady separation into
acceleration potential theory Application to the
helicopter
[ONERA, TP BO. 1975-87] . pO<421 A75-39331
On the flow around the leading edge of an aerofoil
p0013 N75-10012
Hethods of visualizing the leading edge separation
bubble and analysis of the results
p0024 N75-10013
Studies of separated flows interaction of
turbulent boundary layers with inviscid flow
around transonic airfoils
[AD-A000348] p0232 N75-17626
The coexistence of two supersonic plane flows in
the presence of a longitudinal pressure gradient
p0276 N75-20209
Experimental studies of flow separation and
stalling on a two-dimensional airfoil at low
speeds
[NASA-CB-2560] p0411 N75-26970
An analysis of heat transfer on a Joukovski
airfoil with separation and reattachment
p0521 N75-32008
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of
interacting lifting surfaces with separated flow
around sharp edges predicted by a vortex-lattice
method
[NASA-TN-D-7921] p0522 N75-32023
SEP1EATOBS
NT DDST COLLECTORS L
NT FLDID FILTERS
SEQUENTIAL CONTROL
Sequential attack in aerial combat
[AD-A004796] p0407 N75-25929
SERIES (HATHBSATICS)
NT FOORIER SERIES
SERVICE LIFE
Enhancement of wear resistance of aircraft parts
Russian book
pOOSO A75-15320
A method of predicting the lifetime of aircraft
engine components
p0086 A75-17355
Experience gained from testing and operating
aircraft hydraulic system units
p0087 A75-17362
Fatigue life prediction of aircraft structures -
Past, present and future
P0144 A75-20336
On stress in service condition and estimated
fatigue life of blades in axial flow compressor
p0181 A75-23152
larranties as a life-cycle-cost management tool
for military aircraft eguipment
p0219 A75-26099
Aspect of non-destructive inspection in relation
to service failure analysis in aircraft
components
p0292 A75-29874
Statistical estimation of service cracks and
maintenance cost for aircraft structures
[AIAi PAPER 75-767] p0325 A75-32657
Design of fabricated static structures for long
cyclic life
p0338 A75-34142
Turbine airfoil life prediction by mission analysis
p0338 A75-34143
Effect of helicopter drag reduction on rotor
dynamic loads and blade life
p0400 A75-38354
Design of jet engine rotors for long life
[SAE PAPEB 750619] p0430 A75-40524
Realization of random loads in tests of aircraft
structure lifetimes
p0469 A75-43814
Helicopter failure modes and corrective actions
p0471 A75-44243
Turbine engine parts life improvement through
thrust management
[SAE PAPER 750589] p0472 A75-44348
Determination of the lifetimes of gas turbine blades
[ONEHA, TP NO. 1975-108] p0472 A75-44530
An overview of new concepts for engine development
process aircraft gas turbine engine life
cycle management
[AIAA PAPER 75-1286] p0506 A75-45676
Engine life cycle cost - A laboratory view of
fighter and bomber weapon systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-1287] p0506 A75-45677
Engine life cycle cost modeling in the conceptual
phase
[AIAA PAPER 75-1288] p0506 A75-45678
Application of fracture mechanics to aircraft
structural safety
p0519 A75-47591
Program for establishing long-time flight service
performance of composite materials in the center
wing structure of C-130 aircraft. Phase 3:
Fabrication
[NASA-CR-1 32495] pOOSB 1175-11937
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SUBJECT IBDBI SHIPS
Determination of optical use life of OS Arajr T-10
troop type personnel parachutes, part 2
[4D-787299] p0162 1(75-15617
In investigation of the fatigue perfonance of
three types of aircraft skin/spar boom fastening
systems. Part 1: Coastant-aoplitude fatigue
tests
[ABL/SH-HEPT-350-PT-1] p0495 H75-31052
SEBVOCOBTBOL
High reliability servo systems
p0292 475-29900
SBHVOSECHiBISHS
HI SBBVOHOTOBS
Design and optinization on study of the Active Are
External Load Stabilization System (AAELSS) for
helicopters
[AD-787325] p0133 H75-1<I750
Aiirfoil optinization utilizing a remotely
controlled flexible model. Phase 1: Low speed
wind tunnel test
[4D-4001094] p0235 875-18189
Design and fatigue testing of integral armored
servo actuator modified trunnion
[AD-A002069] p0271 N75-19235
SEBVOHOTOBS
Double feedback loops stabilize landing-light
servoactuators
p0472 475-44500
SEBVOS
0 SEBVOHOTOBS
SBBVOSTABILITY COHTBOL
D SEBVOCONTBOL
SET TBEOBI
The peculiar case of representing a profile pair
on a circumference pair
tBEPT-2/1973] p0313 N75-22021
SH-3 HELICOP1EB
Helicopter automatic flight control systems for
poor visibility operations
p0484 N75-30078
SHAFTS (HACHIBE ELEBESTS)
NT TDRBOSH4FTS
HLH/ATC engine shaft support bearing development
program
C4D-784593] p0032 H75-10097
Design and fatigue testing of integral armored
servo actuator modified trunnion
tAD-A002069] p0271 H75-19235
KAfler drive shaft coupling for DH-1 helicopter.
Design refinement
(40-4008365] p0374 N75-24731
Development of circumferential seal for helicopter
transmissions: Results of bench and flight tests
tNASA-TH-X-71806] p0534 H75-33055
SHABKS
0 JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SHAPES
NT ELLIPTICITY
SHiBP LEADING EDGES
The supersonic flow around a sharp-nose elliptic
cone at the angle of attack
p0145 475-20113
Numerical analysis of the leading-edge problem on
the basis of the complete Boltzmann eguation
relaxation method for supersonic rarefied gas flow
p0149 A75-21106
Hypersonic flow past pointed and blunt bodies with
a concave generatrix
p0249 475-26896
Aerodynamic heating in gaps in the presence of
protuberances and shock wave impingement
[AIAA P4PEB 75-670] p0328 475-32907
Pressure distribution on tvo wings with curved
leading edges at supersonic speeds
[ARC-R/H-37U1] p0014 N75-10028
Prediction of the steady aerodynamic loads of
lifting surfaces having sharp-edge separation
p0441 S75-28007
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of
interacting lifting surfaces with separated flow
around sharp edges predicted by a vortex-lattice
method
[NASA-TN-D-7921] p0522 H75-32023
SBEAB DISTOBBAICES
D S HAVES
SHEAB PiTIGDE
0 SHE4B STRESS
SHEAB FLOS
Profile of wing with rotating flap in shearing flow
p0084 475-17085
Experimental studies of the turbulent wake behind
self-propelled slender bodies
[AIAA EAPEB 75-117] p0099 A75-18322
Developments in jet noise modeling - Theoretical
predictions and comparisons with measured data
[4IAA PAPEB 75-477J p0252 A7S-27933
Dnifora shear flow within rectangular
parallel-walled diffusers
[ASHE PAPEB 75-FE-34] p0385 A75-36896
Studies of free buoyant and shear flows by the
vortex-in-cell method
p0467 A75-42231
Foundations for a theory of the ring airfoil in
axisymnetnc shear-flow
p0470 A75-44018
SHEAB L4IEBS
Suppression of spatial waves by distortion of jet
velocity profile
' p0140 475-19870
The viscous flow around a two dimensional high
lift wing. Analysis of boundary layer
measurements
[FFA-TN-AU-1155] p0223 1175-17310
SHEAB STBAIN
Account of shearing strain during the calculation
of the oscillations of low aspect-ratio wing by
the method of polynomials
[4D-A007397] p0359 N75-23518
SHEAB STBBSS
NT TOBSIONAL STBESS
The measurement of shear stress and total heat
flux in a nonadiabatic turbulent hypersonic
boundary layer
[4144 PAPEB 75-119] p0100 A75-18323
Calculation of turbulent shear stress in
supersonic boundary-layer flows
p0182 A75-23209
Characterization of 8-mil boron/aluminum material
tensile, shear and fatigue tests
p0432 A75-K0963
Turbulent wake behind slender bodies including
self-propelled configurations
[AD-A001040] p0223 N75-17319
Shear lag analysis of thick-skin aircraft structures
[ATN-7404] p0270 N75-19225
Design and fabrication of Rene 41 advanced
structural panels their performance under
axial compression, shear, and bending loads
[NASA-CR-132646] p0368 H75-24032
Shear and tension-bending fatigue test methods for
threaded airframe fasteners
[COH-75-10417/4] pOU48 875-28444
SHEAB BAVES
0 S HAVES
SHEABING STBESS
0 SHEAB STBESS
SHEET HETAL
0 HETAL SHEETS
SHELL STABILITY
Aeroelasticity of plates and shellsi Book
p0200 475-25180
SHELL THEOBI
Investigation into behavior of plates and shells
on the basis of the integrodifferential
equations of nonstationary aeroelasticity
p0293 A75-30384
SHELLS (STBOCTOBAL FOBHS)
NT CYLINDBIC4L SHELLS
NT BL4STIC SHELLS
NT BADOHES
NT BEINFOBCED SHELLS
NT SPHEBIC4L SHELLS
NT THIN BALLED SHELLS
SHIELDING
NT ELECTBOHAGNETIC SHIELDING
NT HE4T SHIELDING
Influence of multitube mixer nozzle geometry on
CTOL-OTH jet noise shielding
p0468 475-42710
SHIP BOLLS
Studies and research on marine hulls working with
natural ground effect
p0353 N75-23475
SHIPS
NT 4IBCR4FT C4RBIEBS
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SBOCK DIPFOSBBS SUBJECT INDEX
SHOCK DIFFDSBBS
D DIFFOSERS
D SHOCK H A T E A T T E N U A T I O N
SHOCK LAIBBS
Calculation of viscous shock layers on blunted cones
p0092 A75-18013
Numer ica l computation of two-dimensional viscous
blunt body flows with an impinging shock
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-151] p0101 A75-18315
Hypersonic ionizing air viscous shock-layer flows
over sphere cones
pOttO A75-19911
Comment on 'Hypersonic ionizing air viscous
shock-layer flows over sphere cones'
p0111 A75-19922
Entropy layer on a supersonic plane flat nose at
incidence
p0182 A75-23208
Influence of velocity, impingement angle, heating,
and aerodynamic shock layers on erosion of
materials at velocities of 5500 ft per s /1700 tn
per s/
p0201 A75-25188
Analytic investigation of hypersonic flow around
blunt bodies
p0380 A75-36163
Numerical computation of three-dimensional blunt
body flow fields with an impinging shock
[NASA-CH-113312] p0152 N75-29038
SHOCK LOADS
NT BLAST LOADS
Further developments in the prediction of
oscillatory aerodynamics in mixed transonic flow
[ A I A A PAPER 75-99] p0098 A75-18308
SHOCK RESISTANCE
NT IHPACT RESISTANCE
SHOCK RATE ATTENUATION
On the calculation of two-dimensional subsonic and
shock-free transonic flow
[ASHE PAPER 71-RA/GT-1] pOOSO A75-16847
SHOCK RATE GEBEEATORS
Supersonic flow of a lightly dust-laden gas past a
wedge
p0183 A75-23298
The disappearance of the wake shock behind a
cylinder in a supersonic flow at high Reynolds
number
p0213 A75-26111
SBOCK RATE INTERACTION
The application of boundary layer suction to
suppress strong shock-induced separation in
supersonic inlets
[ A I A A P A P E R 74-1063] p0002 A75-10257
Flow immediately behind a step in a supersonic
combustor
[ A I A A PAPER 71-1161] pOOOl A75-10317
Methods of estimating the wing buffeting
characteristics of aircraft
p0052 A75-16257
Shock-wave-induced turbulent 'boundary-layer
separation at hypersonic speeds
[AIAA P A P E R 75-1] p0091 A75-18256
Incipient separation of a supersonic turbulent
boundary layer at moderate to high Reynolds
numbers
[ A I A A PAPER 75-7] p0091 A75-18258
Diffraction of a plane wave on a wedge moving at
supersonic speed under conditions of sporadic
shock interaction
p0153 A75-22181
Interaction between a sonic boom N-wave and an
obstacle near corner points
p0257 A75-28665
General analysis of the diffraction pattern for a
plane acoustic wave at a wedge moving at
supersonic speed
p0310 A75-31272
Two-dimensional transonic calculations with
boundary layers
p0352 A75-35819
Viscous interaction with separation in transonic
flow
[ONEHA, TP NO. 1975-15] p0396 A75-37897
Reflection of a shock wave from a wedge
p0101 A75-38375
Properties of Hach reflection in the interaction
between shock waves and a stationary wedge
p0518 A75-17536
Evaluation of some control-volume techniques for
analysis of shock-boundary layer interactions in
supersonic inlets
[NASA-TH-X-3186] p0279 N75-20256
Boundary layer effects in supersonic flow over
cylinder-flare bodies
[REE-REPT-1238(iR/D)] p0279 N75-20257
Unsteady behavior of transonic flows shock
induced oscillation
[BPIS-HITT-59] p0359 S75-23516
Interaction of shock wave with wedge, which moves
at supersonic speed
[AD-A007302] p0359 N75-23519
SHOCK RATE LOHINESCEHCE
Influence of noneguilibrium radiation on the flow
of a low-density gas past blunted bodies
p0092 A75-18010
SHOCK HATE PROFILES
Integral approximation for slender-body shock
shapes in hypersonic flow
p0051 A75-15958
Numerical solutions for inviscid supersonic corner
flows
[AIAA PAPER 75-221] p0103 A75-18397
Numerical solutions for supersonic corner flow
p0183 A75-23295
Hypersonic flow past pointed and blunt bodies with
a concave generatrix
P0219 A75-26896
SHOCK RATE PROPAGATION
Numerical evaluation of further supersonic
sections including ducted heat addition and
nozzle flow
p0090 A75-17771
Analysis of unsteady transonic channel flow with
shock waves
[AIAA PAPER 75-61] p0112 A75-20265
The diffraction of a shock wave by a slender body
p0202 A75-25158
Theory of transonic flow around a profile
p0257 A75-28651
An exact calculation of the inviscid flow field on
the lower surface of Nonweiler waveriders
supersonic flow around caret wings
p0301 A75-3186U
The problem of diffraction of a strong
magnetogasdynamic shock wave by a wedge
p0321 A75-32518
Aerodynamic heating in gaps in the presence of
protuberances and shock wave impingement
[AIAA PAPER 75-670] p0328 A75-32907
The resistance of bodies of revolution at
transonic flow velocities
p0379 A75-35968
Hypersonic flow past V-shaped conical wings
pO«01 A75-38106
Calculation of bang propagation in real
atmosphere: Focalization geometry for Concorde
ascent law and bang intensity near the
longitudinal and lateral extinctions
[ISL-11/71] pOSOO N75-31109
SHOCK RATES
NT BACH CONES
NT NORHAL SHOCK RATES
NT SONIC BOOBS
Detached shock wave before a wedge or cone
p0115 A75-20383
Transonic potential flow calculations using
conservation form for shock-free airfoils
p0339 A75-31193
Analysis of the dynamic response of a supersonic
inlet to flow-field perturbations upstream of
the normal shock
[NASA-TN-D-7839] p0127 N75-11065
Three dimensional flows around airfoils with shocks
[COO-3077-13] p0162 N75-15615
A comparison of approximate methods of predicting
shock detachment distance for two-dimensional
supersonic inlets
[AD-787695] p0163 N75-15621
Boundary layer effects in supersonic flow over
cylinder-flare bodies
[HRE-REPT-1238(BH/D) ] p0279 B75-20257
A study of the flow around plane and axially
symmetrical bodies with a separated shock wave
by a flow at low supersonic speed
[AD-A004112] pOIOS N75-25887
Installation and airspeed effects on jet
shock-associated noise
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SUBJECT IHDEX SHOBI TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
[NASA-TH-X-71792 ] p0534 N75-33056
SHOOTIHG STAB AIBCBAFT
0 T-33 AIBCRAFT
SHOET AHD BABLABD AIBCBAFT
HI SC-1 AIRCRAFT
SBOBT BABl AIBCBAFT
HI A-300 &IBCBAFT
HI E O B O P E A N AIBBOS
Perfornance of a model cascade thrust reverser for
short-haul applications
[ A I A A PAPEB 74-1171] p0006 A75-11299
Short SD3-30 twin turboprop coKmuter aircraft
with wide body design
p0017 A75-12420
Design ob3ectives - Air transportation
P0010 A75-13029
The Lockheed TnStar*- An operational overview
/Fifteenth Fairey Memorial Lecture/
p0049 475-15053
Design and development of the Hawker Siddeley 748
prop-jet feeder liner
p0110 A75-18960
Advanced short haul systems in high density markets
[AIA* P A P E R 75-27U] p0156 A75-22496
Botary-ving aircraft systems for the short-haul
market
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-275] p0156 A75-22497
Advanced concept considerations for STOL
short-haul systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-276] p0156 A75-22498
Operational considerations for the airship in
short-haul transportation
P0214 A75-25993
The An-2 aircraft /4th revised and enlarged edition/
Russian book
p0348 A75-3S350
Challenges of short-haul air transportation
[SAE PAPEB 750586] pO«28 A 75-40501
Design of short haul aircraft for fuel conservation
[SAE PAPER 750587] p0428 A75-40502
Short haul transportation - The helicopter's time
is now
[SAE PAPER 750598] p0428 A75-40506
Airtransit1s first six months of operating the
Canadian STOL demonstration service
[SAE PAPEB 750599] p0429 A75-40508
Quiet clean short-haul experimental engine /QCSEE/
design rationale
[SAE PAPEH 750605] p0429 A75-40513
An overview of low medium density short-haul air
transportation policy implementation
[SAE PAPEB 750610] p0429 A75-40517
Optimum flight profiles for short haul missions
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1124] p0438 A75-41684
Hew wide-body transport plan evolving DC-X-200
development
p0513 A75-46841
Aircraft concepts for advanced short haul systems
[SAWE PAPER 1085] p0518 A75-47507
Parametric study of STOL short-haul engine cycles
and operational techniques to minimize community
noise impact
[NASA-CB-2486] p0056 S75-11910
Europlane QTOL: A European project proposal
p0058 N75-11941
Europlane QTOL: Design parameter tradeoffs
p0059 N75-11942
V/STOL aerodynamics: A review of the technology
p0115 N75-13796
All-weather short range flight of civil transport
aircraft
p0120 N75-13835
Summary of the recent short-haul systems studies
[HASA-TB-X-3010] p0131 H75-14735
Evaluation of advanced lift concepts and potential
fuel conservation for short-haul aircraft
[HASA-CB-2502] p0175 B75-16557
QCSEE task 2: Engine installation preliminary
design
[NASA-CB-134738] p0175 H75-16559
Evaluation of advanced lift concepts and fuel
conservative short-haul aircraft, volume 1
[NASA-CR-137525] p0281 N75-20291
Evaluation of advanced lift concepts and fuel
conservative short-haul aircraft, volume 2
[NASA-CB-137526] p0282 H75-20292
Evaluation of active control technology for short
haul aircraft cost effectiveness
[NASA-CB-137634] p0287 B75-20344
Soae low speed aspects of the twin-engine short
haul aircraft VFH 614
p0306 H75-21230
Potential benefits to short-haul transports
through use of active controls
pO«79 875-30030
QCSSE program
p0497 875-31070
SHOBT SC-1 AIBCBAFT
D SC-1 AIBCBAFT
SBOBT TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
KT A-300 AIBCBAFT
ST ALADIH 2 AIRCRAFT
HI DHC 5 AIBCBAFT
ST EUROPEAN AIRBUS
HI QOESTOL
HI 0-10 AIBCBAFT
Ejector thrust augmentation for STOL aircraft
applications
[AIAA PAPEB 71-1192] p0006 A75-103UO
The externally-blown jet flap - A powered-lift
concept for STOL
pOOOS A75-11085
An estimation of aerodynamic forces on wing-flap
systems in a slipstream
pOOSO A75-15401
Sew engine cycles - Opportunity for creativity
multinission SST and STOL design
p0053 A75-16621
ABST - A Hercules for the 1980s Advanced
Medium STOL Transport
p0147 A75-20830
Dash 7 designed to cut noise, pollution
DHC-7 design
p0154 A75-22325
Advanced short haul systems in high density markets
[AIAA PAPEB 75-271] p0156 A75-22196
Advanced concept considerations for STOL
short-haul systems
[AIAA PAPEB 75-276] p0156 A75-22<498
QSTOL aircraft quiet engine design
p0159 A75-22786
Advanced composite design concepts for the ABST
[SAE PAPEB 740870] pO180 A75-22944
RTOL and steep approach - Dhy
[DGLB PAPEB 74-112] p0193 A75-24152
Fluctuating pressures on aircraft wing and flap
surfaces associated with powered-lift systems
[AIAA PAPEB 75-472] p0205 A75-25747
A method for the estimation of flight path
perturbations during steep descents of v/sTOL
aircraft
p0295 A75-3072U
Baximum lift of upper surface blowing STOL
aircraft with swept wings
[AIAA PAPEB 75-868] p0334 A75-33955
Wind shear effects on landing touchdown point
p0349 A75-35420
A second generation turbo-prop power plant
[SAE PAPEB 750536] p0383 A75-36673
Becent development and experience pf an all
fiberglass HP undercarriage for a STOL-aircraft
, , , - p0392 A75-37311
Lateral-directional stability augmentation methods
for the STOL flight regime
[AIAA PAPER 75-1028] p0425 A75-39523
10 years of STOL - The Twin otter's first decade
[SAE PAPEB 750596] p0428 A75-40505
Airtransit's first six months of operating the
Canadian STOL demonstration service
[SAE PAPEB 750599] p0429 A75-40508
Overview - Turbofan STOL transport aircraft
technology
[AIAA PAPEB 75-300] p0434 A75-41179
Flight experience with time-of-arrival control for
STOL aircraft in the terminal area
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1126] p0438 A75-41686
Aerodynamic design of the Boeing 1C-14 advanced
medium STOL transport /AHST/
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1015] p0439 A75-41696
Interior noise considerations for powered-lift
STOL aircraft
p0468 A75-42713
Austerity dictated smple Ic-15 design
p0469 A75-43005
Noise control of aircraft engines
p0469 A75-43031
Development of the TC-14 propulsion system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1314] p0507 A75-45693
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SHOBT TAKEOFF AIBCBAF1 COHID SOBJBCT IHDEI
Payload without penalty - 4 suggestion for
improving the take-off performance of fixed-wing
V/STOL aircraft
p0512 A75-M6692
Simulation studies of STOL airplane operations in
metropolitan downtown and airport air traffic
control environments
[N4S»-TN-D-77I40] p0015 H75-10038
analysis of a flare-director concept for an
externally blown flap STOL aircraft
[HASA-TN-D-7760] p0028 N75-10061
Developing STOI operational criteria
p0035 N75-10911
£ wind tunnel investigation of the wake near the
trailing edge of a deflected externally blown flap
on a jet powered STOL transport aircraft
tBASA-TH-X-3079] p0055 H75-11896
Parametric study of STOL short-haul engine cycles
and operational technigues to minimize community
noise impact
[HASA-CB-2486] p0056 H75-11910
A motion-constraint logic for moving-base
simulators based on variable filter parameters
(BASA-TH-D-7777] p0057 N75-11933
Short course on STOL aircraft technology and the
community, volume 1
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Vertical and short take-off demonstrated by the
VAK 191 B
p0058 N75-11939
STOL aircraft design approaches: Noise
considerations and performance tradeoffs
lift devices
p0058 N75-11940
Europlane QTOL: A European project proposal
p0058 N75-119W1
For STOL capability
p0059 H7S-119U3
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft short
takeoff aircraft
p0059 N75-1194U
Aspects of guidance and control for steep and
curved approaches of STOL aircraft
p0059 U75-11945
Short course on STOL aircraft technology and the
community, volume 2
p0059 N75-11916
Engines for commercial STOL transports high
bypass turbofan
p0059 N75-11947
Propulsion concepts for STOL aircraft high
bypass turbofan engines and air supply system
for wings with internally blown flaps
p0059 H75-11918
STOL noise prediction and attenuation models in
support of regulatory effort
[AD-777569] p007a N75-12965
STOL demonstration program: Canada
performance tests of microwave landing system in
cold weather conditions
p0076 S75-12993
Research into powered high lift systems for
aircraft with turbofan propulsion
p0116 N75-13797
Rind tunnel investigation of three powered lift
STOL concepts
p0116 N75-13799
The spanwise lift distribution and trailing vortex
wake downwind of an externally blown jet flap
p0116 N75-13800
Presentation of aerodynamic and acoustic results
of qualification tests on the ALADIN 2 concept
p0116 N75-13803
Aerodynamics of jet f lap and rotating cylinder
flap STOL concepts
p0117 N75-13805
Progress report on mechanical flaps
p0117 N75-13806
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream transport.
Volume 1: Summary of results and airworthiness
implications
[HASA-TH-X-62392] p0122 N75-13851
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream transport.
Volume 2: Simulation data and analysis
[NASA-TH-X-62393] p0122 N75-13852
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream transport.
Volume 3: Breguet 941S simulation model
CNASA-TH-X-62394] p0122 H75-13853
Jet noise suppressor nozzle development for
augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft (C-8A
Buffalo)
(HASA-CB-137522] p0123 1175-13854
noving-base visual simulation study of decoupled
controls during approach and landing of a STOL
transport aircraft
[HASA-TH-D-7790] p0125 1175-13877
Summary of the recent short-haul systems studies
[HASA-TH-X-3010] p0131 H75-14735
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a 1.83
meter (6 foot) diameter 1.2 pressure ratio fan
(QF-6) for short takeoff aircraft
CNASA-TN-D-7809] p0134 H75-14765
Simulated ground-level STOL runway/aircraft
evaluation. Phase 3: Tests
[AD-7837U9] p017<) H75-165U5
Theoretical and experimental study on the ejector
augmented jet flap
[NASA-CB-136749] p0221 H75-17296
Results of intercomparison flights between the
H4E-T-33 and the SCAB Buffalo atmospheric
Research aircraft
[AD-A001U36] p0227 H75-17352
Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and
stability and control characteristics of STOL
aircraft. Volume 1: Basic theoretical methods
[AD-A001580] p0229 N75-17375
Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and
stability and control characteristics of STOL
aircraft. Volume 2: STOL aerodynamic methods
computer program
[AD-A001581] p0230 H75-17376
Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and
stability and control characteristics of STOL
aircraft. Volume 3: Engineering methods
[AD-A001582] p0230 N75-17377
An investigation of rooftop STOL port aerodynamics
[ NASA-C8-132570 ] p0230 N75-17381
An experimental simulation study of four crosswind
landing gear concepts
[NASA-TN-D-7864] p0235 875-18184
Analytical study of ventilated wind tunnel
boundary interference on V/STOL models including.
wake curvature and decay effects
[HASA-CB-142240] p0235 875-18188
Report on program to improve MIL-F-83300
simulation of short takeoff aircraft
longitudinal characteristics
[AD-A001598] p0237 N75-18226
The flight investigation and analysis of
longitudinal handling qualities of STOL aircraft
on landing approach
[AD-A001596] p0241 H75-18254
Interior noise considerations for powered-lift
STOL aircraft
[HAS1-TH-X-72675] p0272 875-19218
A theoretical method for calculating the
aerodynamic characteristics or arbitrary
ejector-jet-flapped wing: Theoretical analysis
[AD-A002319] p0280 S75-20271
The influence of STOL longitudinal handling
gualities on pilots' opinions
p0306 B75-21228
Some DHC-6 Twin Otter approach and landing
experience in a STOL system
p0307 N75-21238
STOL terminal area operating systems (aircraft and
onboard avionics, ATC, navigation aids)
[HASA-TM-X-62a03] p0309 N75-21254
Effect of entry-lip design on aerodynamics and
acoustics of high throat Hach number inlets for
the guiet, clean, short-haul experimental engine
[NASA-TH-X-3222] p031i) N75-22278
Analysis of operational requirements for medium
density air transportation, volume 2
[NASA-CB-137604] p0316 N75-22301
Analysis of operational requirements for medium
density air transportation. Volume 3: Appendix
[NASA-CB-1 37605] p0316 H75-22302
Testing of lift/cruise fan exhaust deflector
for a tip turbine lift fan in short takeoff
aircraft
[NASA-CR-137682] p0318 B75-22320
Noise data f rom tests of a 1.83 meter (6-ft-)
diameter variable-pitch 1.2-pressure-ratio fan
(OF-9)
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Calculation of static longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of STOL aircraft vith upper
surface blown flaps
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A Kalman filter for the Stoland system
[HASA-CH-137668] p0361 N75-235U3
A formal structure for advanced automatic
flight-control systems
[NASA-TB-D-79<tO] p0367 B75-23606
low speed wind tanDel tests on a one-seventh scale
model of the H.126 jet flap aircraft
[NASA-TB-X-62433] p0373 875-2H722
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of an augmentor wing transport.
Volume 2: Simulation data and analysis
[NASA-TB-I-62396] pOU06 1175-25917
Exploratory flight investigation of aircraft
response to the wing vortex wake generated by
the angnentor ding jet STOL research aircraft
[HASA-TH-I-62387] pOU12 H75-26980
Three methods of presenting flight vector
information in a head-up display daring
simulated STOL approaches
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The effects of aircraft design on STOL ride quality
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Acoustic characteristics of a large scale
wind-tunnel model of a jet flap aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-3263] pO"15 N75-27008
Low-speed upwash interference on a transport model
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[NASA-TH-X-3218] p0113 H75-28026
Analytical investigation of median STOL transport
structural concepts. Volume 1: Study results
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Analytical investigation of medium STOL transport
structural concepts. Volume 2: Isograd
fuselage study
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Parameter estimation of powered-lift STOL aircraft
characteristics including turbulence and ground
effects
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Conceptual design study of a 1985 commercial STOL
tilt rotor transport
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[NASA-TB-X-62419] p0521 875-32016
Potential and viscous flow in VIOL, STOL or CTOL
propulsion system inlets
[NASA-TB-X-71799} p0522 N75-32024
notion-base simulator study of control of an
externally blown flap STOL transport aircraft
after failure of an outboard engine during
landing approach
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of shrouded nozzle configurations on jet noise
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Performance of an isolated two-dimensional
variable-geometry wedge nozzle with translating
shroud and collapsing wedge at speeds up to Bach
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[NASA-TN-D-7906] p0278 N75-20217
SHROUDED PROPELLERS
Application of external aerodynamic diffusion to
shrouded propeller noise reduction
p0314 H75-22272
SHROUDS
A means of dynamic control of radar reflectivity
of an antenna or other object by means of a
gaseous plasma shroud
p0345 A75-3«85a
SHDSTS
D BYPASSES
SHUTDOWNS
Assessment of engine problem areas in gas
turbine-powered coamercial aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1203] p0504 A75-H5627
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SIDE ISLETS
The external drag of fuselage side intakes:
Rectangular intakes with compression surfaces
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[ABC-CP-1269] p001« B75-10025
Rind tunnel tests of a symmetrical airfoil with
scoop fed slots
[BASA-CB-132568] p0265 B75-19183
SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
SLAB, its principles of operation and reguireaents
regarding the positional stability of carrier
platforms
p0202 A75-25697
SIDBL08E B2DOCTIOH
Bonopulse aerials for airborne radars
pOIUO A75-19803
Laterally displaced ISLS antenna for tactical radar
Interrogation Side Lobe Suppression
p0211 A75-25926
SIDESLIP
Sideslip in VTOL-transition flight: A critical
flight condition and its prediction in simple
wind tunnel tests
p0117 M75-13812
Sideslip of wing-body combinations disturbance
theory for predicting aerodynamics of aircraft
in sideslip
[BASA-CR-114716] p0279 B75-20260
An investigation of the departure modes of a F-UD
aircraft from a steady sideslip flight condition
[AD-AOOIJ795] pOI»07 H75-25928
Summary of information op low-speed
lateral-directional derivatives due to rate of
change of sideslip beta prime
[BASA-TN-D-7972] pOD92 B75-30190
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Specification for visual target acquisition system
AS/AVG-8A (XJ-1) flight test program interface
control document SH U506-02-73
[AD-779909] p0067 B75-12769
SIGHT
0 VISUAL PERCEPTION
SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Characteristics of BLS signals and their effect on
flight control systems Microwave Landing
Systems
p0259 A75-28791
SIGNAL DETECTION
Reliable line signaling techniques for the FAA
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[AD-A009881] p0455 N75-29077
SIGNAL DISTORTION
Botor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part
2: Distortion of phase reversals
[AD-787361] p0132 N75-147U3
SIGNAL PROCESSING
Advanced signal processing for airport
surveillance radars
p0218 A75-260J7
The range of airborne processing available to the
future user of the Doppler HLS Hicrowave
Landing Systems
p0259 A75-28792
Astrolabe - A synthetic circular aperture system
for landing and navigation
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1975-7] p0259 A75-28793
Band held calculator technology applied to an
advanced Onega receiver
p0386 A75-36957
Binary processing and display concepts for
low-cost Omega receivers airborne systems
sinulation
p0388 A75-36969
Digital phase processing for low-cost Omega
receivers
p0388 A75-36970
The employment of Kaloan filter technology for the
improvement of the signal guality of a microwave
beacon system
p0420 A75-39090
SIGNAL RECEPTION
Interference with aircraft radio navigation and
communications by precipitation static from ice
and snow clouds: Electrostatic wind tunnel
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A rain erosion evaluation of three-dimensional
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Analytical simulation of the far-field jet noise
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Aircraft engine nacelle fire test simulator
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A nonlinear theory for a hovercraft moving over
regular waves
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SINGULAR INTEGBAL EQUATIONS
Approximate solution of integral equations with a
singular operator for wing motion
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The problem of three-dimensional lifting potential
flow and its solution by means of surface
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Application of the singularity method to the
calculation of conical flow through turbine
cascades
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Review of integral-equation techniques for solving
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surface-source method
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The supersonic doublet-lattice method - A
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functions
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singularities and its edge condition for a
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Simultaneous calculation of aircraft design loads
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SKIDDISG
Skid resistance tests in support of the F-1 rain
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Integrally stiffened graphite/epoiy construction
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Shear lag analysis of thick skin aircraft structures
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Opt imum internal shapes in hypersonic flow with
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Unsteady boundary layers over rotating blades
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Experimental verification of turbulent skin
friction reduction with compliant vails
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Theoretical prediction of thick wing and
pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic
characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 1:
Theory and results
[NASA-CR-137578] p0058 N75-11935
Theoretical prediction of thick wing and
pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic
characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 2:
Computer program description
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Experimental measurements of skin friction on
upper surface blcwn wing
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Skin friction reduction in supersonic flow by
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Integral approximation for slender-body shock
shapes in hypersonic flow
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Experimental studies of the turbulent wake behind
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The problem of supersonic flow past a slender
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The diffraction of a shock wave by a slender body
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Conditional extremum problem solution method for
generalized functionals and its application to
hypersonic gasdynamic problems
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aerodynamic bodies
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Image system solution for store aerodynamics with
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Aerodynamic characteristics of an axisynmetnc
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Integral eguations for the calculation of the flow
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Problem of supersonic f low past a slender pointed
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Solution of the inverse problem of the hypersonic
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A limiting case of multiphase flow past slender
bodies
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Turbulent wake behind slender bodies including
self-propelled configurations
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Bind tunnel studies of the turbulent wake behind
self propelled slender bodies
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Analysis of transonic flow about lifting wing-body
configurations
[ NASA-TH-H-IIO] p0370 N75-24681
Turbulent wake behind slender bodies, including
self-propelled configurations
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Experimental determination of interference effects
of a slender wing-body configuration using
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Calculation of heat transfer at the lines of flow
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An experimental investigation of noise-shielding
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penalty function for structural optimization
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Near-field supersonic flow pattern of slender
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Aerodynamics of lifting and propulsive systems in
a periodically functioning regime - Optimization
of their performance
p0351 475-35815
The numerical simulation of low frequency unsteady
transonic flow fields around thin airfoil
p0466 475-1(2183
Analog simulation of the small perturbation
equation applied to transonic flows and wall
and cascade flows
p0016 N75-10370
Second-order small-perturbation theory for finite
wings in incompressible flow two dimensional
swept wings
[ARC-R/B-3759] pOUSU N75-29052
SBOKE TRAILS
Emission of smoke and fumes at temperatures up to
500 C
p0007 A75-10799
SHOOTBIBG
NT DATA SMOOTHING
SOCIAL F4CTOBS
Helicopter - People and places /11th Cierva
Memorial Lecture/ emphasizing safety factors
and passenger travel
p0001 A75-10187
SOCIOLOGI
NT SOCIAL FACTORS
SOFTHABE (COHPDTEBS)
D COBPDTER PBOGRAHS
SOIL MECHANICS
Development and applications of the air cushion
landing system to reduce ground pressure in
conditions of poor soil strength
p0059 N75-11952
Mechanical instability ground dynamics program
[4D-A001101] p0226 N75-17319
SOILS
NT GRAVELS
NT SANDS
SOLAR AZIBDTH
0 AZIBOTR
SOLAS COBOBA
Study of the white corona frog Concorde 001 during
the total solar eclipse of June 30, 1973
p0298 A75-31001
SOLAS ECLIPSES
Study of the white corona from Concorde 001 during
the total solar eclipse of June 30, 1973
p0298 A75-31001
SOLAS NEBULA
D SOLAB CORONA
SOLID LUBRICANTS
Ceramic airframe bearings solid lubricant
selection tests
[ASLE PREPBINT 75AH-7A-3] p0391 A75-37096
Some practical considerations found in the use of
solid film lubricants in aircraft systems
p0397 475-38122
SOLID PBOPELL48T SOCKET EBGIBES
Expendable solid propellant boost motors for small
target aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1125] p0003 A75-10292
The use of boron/lithium in the combination ram
jet/rocket engine
p01«9 475-21037
SOLID PBOPELL4HTS
Use of low grade solid fuels in gas turbines
[ASHE PAPEB 71-HA/ENER-5] pOOBO A75-16837
Practical applications of acoustic emission
for pressure vessels, aircraft structures and
solid propellants
p0195 A75-2UU61
SOLID ROTATION
U ROTATING BODIES
SOLID STATE
Factors in the design of solid oxygen systems for
aircraft
p0199 A75-25061
SOLID STATE DEVICES
NT TRANSISTORS
Study of solid state remote control techniques as
applied to the redesign of the electrical system
in a large civil aircraft
[ARC-CP-1289] p0228 B75-17364
4-292
SUBJECT IBDEI SOOBD TBABSBISSIOS
Influence of solid state electrical distribution
on aircraft power generation solid state power
controller compatibility use on B-1 aircraft
[AD-A003834] p O I I O H75-26273
SOLOTIOBS
BT GAS BIITOEES
SOLVEBT EITBiCTlOB
Jet foel thermal stability improvements thcough
fuel processing
[AD-i001623] p0231 B75-17531
SOHIC BOOBS
Acoustics of the sonic boom Book
pOOIS A75-13023
Atmospheric refraction of sonic boom from aircraft
at low supersonic speeds
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-517] p0210 A75-25809
Aeroacoustics: Fan, STOl, and boundary layer
noise; sonic boom; aeroacoustic instrumentation
Book
p0257 A75-28626
Interaction between a sonic boom B-vave and an
obstacle near corner points
p0257 A75-28665
Vibration responses of test structure no. 1 during
the Edwards Air Force Base phase of the national
sonic boom program F-104, B-58, and XB-70
sonic boon exposures
[BASA-TB-I-72706] p0376 875-21744
Instrumentation for measuring aircraft noise and
sonic boom
[BASA-CASE-LAB-1 1476-1] p0416 B75-27334
Establishing certification/design criteria for
advanced supersonic aircraft utilizing
acceptance, interference, and annoyance response
to simulated sonic boons by persons in their hones
[AD-A009656] p0456 B75-29090
Survey of sonic boom phenomena for the
non-specialist sound wave propagation
[AD-A009663] p0458 H75-29113
Atmospheric propagation and sonic boon
p0491 N75-30168
Calculation of hang propagation in real
atmosphere: Focalization geometry for Concorde
ascent lav and bang intensity near the
longitudinal and lateral extinctions
[ISL-11/74] pOSOO N75-31109
SO SIC HOZZLES
Experiaental and analytical sonic nozzle discharge
coefficients for Reynolds numbers up to 8,000,000
[ASBB PAPEB 74-BA/FB-8] pOOSO A75-16846
Experimentally determined aeroaconstic performance
and control of several sonic inlets
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1184] p0504 A75-45614
some SPEED
0 ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
SOBTIE CAB
0 SPACELAB
SOBTIE LAB
0 SPACELAB
SOOBD
0 ACOOSTICS
SOOBD ABSOBPTIOH
0 SOOND TBASSBISSIOB
SOUBD BABGIEB
D ACODSTIC VELOCITY
SOOBD FIELDS
Jet noise source location by cross-correlation of
far field microphone signals
[AIAA PAPER 75-456] p0204 A75-25737
The near field sound pressures of a choked jet
when oscillating in the spinning mode
[AIAA PAPER 75-479] p0206 A75-25752
Development of acoustic disturbances in supersonic
annular jets
p0243 A75-26234
Radiation of duct noise out through a jet flow
acoustic field model for aircraft engine
[AIAA PAPER 75-457] p0252 A75-27928
An experimental study of the structure and
acoustic field of a jet in a cross stream
[AIAA PAPER 75-460] p0255 A75-28348
The influence of temperature on shock-free
supersonic jet noise
p0298 A75-31086
Characterization of the sound field of a hot jet
from its infrared emission
[OHERA, TP BO. 1975-40] p0304 A75-32336
Experiments concerning the response of supersonic
nozzles to fluctuating inlet conditions
noise measurement
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-40] p0342 A75-34597
Fluid dynamic aspects of jet noise generation
[BASA-CB-140673] p0031 B75-10088
On the instability of a sound-influenced free jet
[ESBO-TT-122] p0280 B75-20267
SODBD GEBEBAIOHS
Sound generation by sources moving cectilinearly
with variable acceleration
P0144 A75-20312
Practical applications of acoustic emission
for pressure vessels, aircraft structures and
solid propellants
p0195 A75-24461
The generation of sound by aerodynamic sources in
an inhomogeneous steady flow
p0243 A75-26463
The use of Bartmann generators as sources of high
intensity sound in a large absorption flow duct
facility
[AIAA PAPEB 75-529] p0253 A75-27939
Investigation of sound emission from a jet engine
inlet in an axial flow
[DLR-FB-75-24] p0315 875-22289
SOOBD IITEBSITI
Boise from light propeller aircraft
P0465 A75-41958
SOOBD LOCALIZATIOB
Jet noise source location by cross-correlation of
far field microphone signals
[AIAA PAPEB 75-456] p0204 A75-25737
SOOBD BEASDBEBEBT
0 ACODSTIC SEASOBEBE1JTS
SODBD PEBCEPIIOB
0 AODITOBY PEBCBPTIOB
SOOBD PRESSDBE
The development of experimental techniques for the
study of helicopter rotor noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-455] p0204 A75-25736
Nev evidence of the mechanisms of noise generation
and radiation of a subsonic jet
p0258 A75-28717
SOOBD PROPAGATION
Propagation of sound in elliptic ducts
p0179 A75-22791
Sound propagation in curved ducts
[AIAA PAP2B 75-497] p0207 A75-25766
Acoustic wave propagation in a lined duct with
non-uniform admittance
[AIAA PAPER 75-515] p0208 A75-25781
Effects of a conical segment on sound radiation
from a circular duct
[AIAA PAPEB 75-517] , p0209 A75-25783
Generalized wave envelope analysis of sound
propagation in ducts with stepped (noise source
profiles and variable axial impedance
[AIAA PAPER 75-518] p0209 A75-25784
Propagation of aircraft noise over long distances
through the lower atmosphere
[AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0210 A75-25804
Influence of sound upon separated flow over wings
p0250 A75-27495
Spinning mode sound propagation in ducts with
acoustic treatment
p0251 A75-27854
Propagation of aircraft noise near airports -
Effects of hillsides, inversions and source
directionality
p0251 A75-27859
Effects of friction and heat conduction on sound
propagation in ducts
[AIAA PAPER 75-520] p0255 A75-28349
A computing method for sound propagation through a
nonnniform jet stream
[SASA-TB-X-71941] p0016 S75-10359
Survey of sonic boom phenomena for the
non-specialist sound wave propagation
[AD-A009663] p0458 B75-29113
Atmospheric propagation and sonic boon
p0491 B75-30168
SOOBD 1BABSDOCEBS
BT BICBOPHOSES .
SOOBD TBAHSBISSIOH
Atmospheric refraction of sonic boom from aircraft
at low supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 75-547] p0210 A75-25809
Noise generation and transmission in duct combustors
[AIAA PAPEB 75-527] p0253 A75-27938
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SODID VELOCITY SUBJECT IHDEX
Acoustic transmission through a fuselage sidewall
[NASA-CR-132602] p0242 N75-18971
Low altitude temperature and humidi ty profile data
for application to aircraft noise propagation
[HASA-TH-D-7975] p0494 875-30671
SODHD TELOCITY
0 ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
SODID IAYES
NT AERODYNAMIC NOISE
NT AIBCRAFT NOISE
NT ENGINE NOISE
HT JET AIRCRAFT SOISI
NT NOISE (SOOND)
NT SONIC BOOHS
Self-excitation of oscillations in supersonic
stalled flovs
p0089 A75-17593
Random vortex shedding noise of airfoils
p0323 A75-32U30
Sound radiation from a bounded thin inhomogeneous
plate reinforced with N ribs and driven by
boundary-layer pressure fluctuations
p0329 475-33117
General analysis of the diffraction pattern for a
plane acoustic wave at a wedge moving at
supersonic speed
p0340 A75-34272
On the excess attenuation of sound in the atmosphere
[NAS'A-TN-D-7823] p0233 N75-18030
Acoustic radiation from lined, unflanged ducts:
Acoustic source distribution program
[NASA-Cfi-120849] p0449 H75-28849
Acoustic radiation from lined unflanged ducts:
Directivity index program
[NASA-CR-120850] p0449 N75-28850
Acoustic radiation from lined, unflanged ducts:
Duct termination impedance program
[NASA-CR-120851] p0449 H75-28851
SPACE CAPSDLES
HT ESCAPE CAPSDLES
SPACE COBHOHICATION
NT SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION
SPACE EBVIBONSENT
U AEROSPACE ENVIRONHENTS
SPACE BHVIBOHMBHT SIBDLATION
Shuttle spacelab simulation using a Lear jet
aircraft: Hissicn no. 3 (ASSESS program)
[ NASA-TM-X-62U10 ] p0377 N75-24760
SPACE LABOBATORIES
Shuttle spacelab simulation using a Lear jet
aircraft: Mission no. 3 (ASSESS program)
[NASA-TM-X-62U10 ] p0377 N75-24760
SPACE LAD
Rules and regulations on lighter-than-air craft
p0510 A75-45897
SPACE PBOGBAHS
NT EDBOPEAN SPACE PHOGRABS
NT D.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITEBS
Shuttle orbiter flight test plan evolves
p0018 A75-12720
Boron/aluminum for space applications
p0011 A75-13048
Aeroflight communications and HF navaids for
space shuttle orbiters
p0188 A75-23912
747 air carriage of the space shuttle orbiter
p0431 A75-40602
Effects of air breathing engine plumes on SSV
orbiter subsonic wing pressure distribution
(OA57B) , volume 1
[NASA-CR-134416] p0066 N75-12034
Effects of wing/elevon gap sealing flapper doors
on orbiter eleven effectiveness of model 16-0 in
the NAAL 7.75 by 11 foot continuous flow wind
tunnel (OA119A)
[NASA-CR-134421] p0066 N75-12035
Effects of the air breathing engine plumes on SSV
orbiter subsonic ving pressure distributions
(OA57A)
C NASA-CR- 134414] p0066 N75-12040
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle models 19-0 and 67-TS in the
Rockwell International trxsonic wind tunnel
(IA70), volume 1
[NASA-CH-134431] p0118 N75-13822
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-TS in the
Bockwell International trisonic wind tunnel
(IA70) , volume 2
[NASA-CH-134432] p0119 N75-13823
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-TS in the
Bockwell International trisonic vind tunnel
(IA70) , volume 3
[NASA-C8-134433] p0119 N75-13824
Results of a 0.03- scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of Boeing 747
carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a
space shuttle orbiter (model 45-0) conducted in
the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS), volume 1
[NASA-CH-141800] p0535 N75-33162
Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747
carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a
space shuttle orbiter (model 45-0) conducted in
the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS), volume 2
[NASA-CR-141803] p0535 H75-33163
Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747
carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a
space shuttle orbiter (uodel U5-0) conducted in
the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS)
tNASA-CB-141804] p0535 N75-33164
SPACE SHUTTLES
Technology and methodology of separating two
similar size aerospace vehicles within the
atmosphere
[AIAA PAPER 75-29] p0095 A75-18268
Shuttle spacelab simulation using a Lear jet
aircraft: Mission no. 3 (ASSESS program)
[NASA-TM-X-62410] p0377 B75-24760
SPACE SISIBMS ENGINEERING
0 AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
SPACE VEHICLE CONTROL
0 SPACECRAFT CONTROL
SPACEBORHE TELESCOPES
Aerospace mounts for down-to-earth optics
p0048 A75-15014
SPACECBAFT COMMONICATIOS
Possible applications for an integrated
communication, navigation, and identification
system /ICSI/ in civil aviation
p0111 A75-19063
Air Traffic Control demonstration aspects of the
Applications Technology Satellite-6
[AIAA PAPER 75-562] p0246 A75-26723
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 1: Experimental
program-aircraft communications/surveillance via
satellite at L-band
[AD-783582] p0136 N75-14928
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-hand
experimental program. Phase 3: Definition of
revised experiment, terminal design, and
subsystem performance characteristics
[AD-783584] p0136 S75-14931
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 5:
nultipath/ranging analysis and results
[AD-783588] p0137 N75-14935
SPACECBAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Computational procedure for three-dimensional
boundary layers on aircraft and aerospace vehicles
p0339 A75-34190
SPACECBAFT COHSTBOCTION MATERIALS
Boron/aluminum for space applications
p0011 A75-13048
SPACECBAFT CONTBOL
Flight control and the effectiveness of an
aviation system
[NASA-TT-F-16262] p0460 N75-29126
SPACECBAFT DESIGN
Some aspects of studying the heat conditions of
flight vehicles in the design and testing phase
p0470 A75-44099
The design philosophy of a reusable space structure
p0321 N75-22518
Korolev: A chronicle a biography of Sergey
Pavlovich Korolev
[NASA-TT-F-16278] p0369 875-24654
On an airplane in outer space technology
transfer between aircraft design and spacecraft
design
[NASA-TT-F-16423] p0455 B75-29087
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SOBJECT I8DEI SPOILEBS
SPACECRAFT LJHDIHG
Shuttle orbiter flight test plan evolves
p O O I S A75-12720
SPACECBAFT PEBFOBRABCE
1971 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Eighteenth Symposium, Beverly
Hills, Calif., September 25-28, 197«
p0196 475-21)802
SPACECRAFT BBLIABILITT
Aeroflight communications and BP navaids for
space shuttle orbiters
p0188 475-23912
SPACECBAFT STBDCTOHES
The application and development of aircraft
structural technology (safety etc.)
p0320 N75-22512
Application of aerospace structures to large
Banned spacecraft
p0321 H75-22516
Hev computerized equipment for eipen»ental
determination of dynamic characteristics of
structures using minicomputer and
specialized software
p0321 N75-22529
A semi-automatic modal-survey test technique for
coupler aircraft and spacecraft structures
p0321 B75-22539
Becent H A S A progress in composites application
to spacecraft and aircraft structures
[NASA-TB-X-72713 } p0160 H75-29188
SPACBL4B
The design philosophy of a reusable space structure
p0321 H75-22518
SPACIHG
HT AIRCBAFT APPEOACH SPACING
SPABBOi HISSILES
Flight testing the P-15/AIB-7F weapon delivery mode
p0036 N75-10918
SPECIFIC IHPD1SE
Influence of friction and heat exchange on flow
specific impulse
p0151 A75-22076
SPECIFICATION
NT AIBCEAFT SPECIFICATIONS
NT E Q O I P H E N T SPECIPICATIONS
Flight instrumentation specification for parameter
identification: Program user's guide
instrument errors/error analysis
[NASA-CB-132676] p0527 N75-32113
SPECTBA
NT EMISSION SPECTBA
NT I N F B A B E D SPECTRA
NT BOISE SPECTBA
NT POSER SPECTBA
ST R A B A N SPECTBA
ST TIE-RATIONAL SPECTRA
SPECTEAL A N A L Y S I S
0 SPECTROH ASALISIS
SPECTBAL EBISSIOH
External fins and ejector action for reducing the
infrared emission of engine exhaust ducting
[NASA-TM-X-3212] p0378 N75-2509II
SPBCTBOHETEES
NT FILTER W H E E L INFEASED SPECTROMETERS
NT I N F R A R E D SPECTBOBETERS
SPECTBOPHOTOHETEBS
NT I N F R A R E D SPECTHOPBOTOBETERS
SPECTBOH ASALISIS
Dse of digital averaging techniques for the
analysis of aircraft flyover noise
p O I O S A75-18533
Diagnostics of jet aero-engines by means of
spectral analysis of lubricating oil
p032t 475-32170
Hybrid nonstationary noise simulator of the
aircraft overflight type
[OSERA, TP SO. 1975-146] p0397 A75-37905
SPEED
0 VELOCITY
SPEED COSTBOL
Ducted propulsors - Progress in the United Kingdom
[SAE PAPEB 7505311] p0383 A75-36671
SPEED INDICATORS
HT HOT-FILB ANEBOBBTERS
NT HOT-BIBE A N E B O B E T H B S
Flight evaluation: Roseaoant orthogonal low
airspeed system low airspeed sensor
CAD-A009711] pflil96 B75-31061
SPEED BBGOLATION
U SPEED CONTROL
SPEED HEGOLATOBS
Biniaturized high speed controls for turbine
engines fabrication and test
[AD-A006108] pOH60 N75-29125
SPBEDOHETBBS
0 SPEED INDICATORS
SPHBBES
Numerical study of heat exchange at the stagnation
point of a sphere situated in a hypersonic
stream of carbon dioxide gas
P0218 A75-26888
SPHEBICAL SHELLS
Impact of a flight vehicle on a spherical shell
German book
pflit20 A75-39223
SPHEBICAL RAVES
Effects of a conical segment on sound radiation
from a circular duct
[AIAA PAPEE 75-517] p0209 A75-25783
SPBEBOIDS
NT OBLATE SPHEROIDS
SPIKE ANTENNAS
0 KOHOtOLB ANTENNAS
SPIKE POTENTIALS
Spike, relays and aircraft electric systems
p0402 A75-38726
SPII DYSABICS
Aerodynamic torgues on rotating oblate spheroids
p0011 A75-11151
Anticipated spin susceptibility characteristics of
the A-10 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-33] p0096 A75-18272
Bagnns forces on spinning supersonic cones. I -
The boundary layer
[AIAA PAPEB 75-193] p0102 A75-1837U
Boundary-layer studies on spinning bodies of
revolution
[AD-785688] p0131 N75-1U732
Effects of several factors on theoretical
predictions of airplane spin characteristics
dynamic models
[NASA-CR-132521] p0173 N75-16512
SPIN STABILIZATION
Boundary-layer studies on spinning bodies of
revolution
[AD-785688] p0131 N75-1U732
SPIN TESTS
Report on spin test of AJ37 Viggen
p0196 475-24807
Stone Spin Shorthand, including: Spin Data Card
and sample Criteria Spin Set for testing
out-of-control flight
p0332 A75-33618
Instrumentation and control system for an F-15
stall/spin
[NASA-TB-X-72647] p0227 N75-17353
SPLICING
Design and fabrication of composite wing panels
containing a production splice
[NASA-CB-2549] p0529 N75-32503
SPOILEBS
Airloads near the open port of a one-meter
airborne telescope
[AIAA PAPEE 75-71] p0143 475-20270
The Alpha-Jet spoiler of carbon-epoxy material
[DGLB PAPEE 74-119] p0193 A75-24156
Development of a VFW-614 spoiler in a design
utilizing boron fiber reinforced plastic
[DGLH PAPEB 74-121] p0194 475-24158
Bind tunnel and flight development of spoilers for
general aviation aircraft
[SAE PAPER 750523] p0382 A75-36663
The aerodynamics of two-dimensional airfoils with
spoilers
p0117 N75-13809
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of
forward-located spoilers and trailing splines as
trailing-vortex hazard-alleviation devices on an
aspect-ratio-8 wing model
[BASA-TB-X-3166] p0161 B75-15608
Effectiveness of spoilers on the GA(S)-1 airfoil
with a high performance Fowler flap
[N4SA-CB-2538] p035U N75-23484
Aerodvnaaic spoiler for preventing airplane
stall/spin type accidents
[AD-A006995] p0405 N75-2589<4
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SPOT BELDS SUBJECT IHDEX
SPOT HBLDS
Reldbonding of a l u m i n u m aircraft structures
p0433 A75-40985
SPRAY NOZZLES
Motion of an evaporating fuel droplet in the jet
of a mechanical nozzle
pOOSO A75-15827
Notion of vaporizing fuel drop in mechanical
injector plune
p0151 A75-22077
SPRAYED PBOTECTIVB COATINGS
D PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SPRAYERS
Effect of aerodynamic perturbations on the
processes of aircraft dusting and spraying
Russian book
pOIOt A75-18434
SPBAYIBG
Flight loads on large aircraft engaged in 1974
bndworm spraying program
[LTR-ST-733] p0072 N75-12936
SPEAIIBG APPABATDS
U SPRAYERS
SPBAYS
0 SPRAYERS
SPBIBGS (ELASTIC)
Stability limits for dovnsprings on light
aircraft
p0017 A75-12618
Flutter of a panel supported on an elastic
foundation
p0380 A75-36245
Effect of dovnspnngs and bobveights on the
dynamic longitudinal stability
[IFD-2/73] p0123 H75-13856
The influence of short springs on longitudinal
static stability
[CHAHFIELD-AEBO-29] p0367 H75-23607
SPBINT MISSILE
Tiedovn tests for air transport of the XH542
sprint container
(AD-A001844] p0268 N75-19210
STABILITY
NT ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
NT A E R O D Y N A M I C STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITDDE STABILITY
NT B O O N D A H Y LAYER STABILITY
NT COHBOSTION STABILITY
NT CONTROL STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT D Y N A M I C STABILITY
NT FLABE STABILITY
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY
BT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOU SPEED STABILITY
NT HOTION STABILITY
BT ROTARY STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STATIC STABILITY
HT STORAGE STABILITY
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
NT SYSTEMS STABILITY
NT T H E R M A L STABILITY
Helicopter ground resonance analysis in light of
A r m y reguirements
[AD-785628] p0073 N75-12945
Development of high stability fuel
t AD-A00757it] p0366 H75-23604
STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT PITCHING M O M E N T S
NT BOLLING M O M E N T S
NT Y A W I N G MOMENTS
A simplified numerical lifting surface theory
applied to rotary wings in steady,
incompressible f low
[ A I A A PAPER 75-218] p0103 A75-18394
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
p0254 A75-28201
Determination of aerodynamic coupling derivatives
through flight test
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1119] pOll37 A75-41680
Extraction from flight data of lateral aerodynamic
coefficients for F-8 aircraft vith supercritical
wing
[NASA-TN-D-77119] p0013 B75-10006
Aerodynamic symmetry of aircraft and guided mssiles
development of configurations to eliminate
certain force and moment derivatives
[AD-784254] p0029 N75-10070
A Saab-Scania developed method for obtaining
stability derivatives from flight tests
p0036 N75-10925
Input design for identification of aircraft
stability and control derivatives
[BASA-CB-2493] p0229 N75-17370
Longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives of a slender
delta wing research aircraft extracted fron
flight data
[CBANFIBLD-AERO-27] p026» N75-19175
Determination of aircraft characteristics from
flight tests
[ESBO-TT-104] p0273 N75-19252
A SAAB-SCANIA developed method for obtaining
stability derivatives from flight tests
p0274 B75-19260
Determination of derivatives by a model with
automatic parameter analog circuit
p0274 N75-19265
Quarterly bulletin of the Division of Bechamcal
Engineering and the National Aeronautical
Establishment, 1 October - 31 December 1974
[DME/NAE-1974(4( ] p0278 N75-20249
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
p0278 N75-20250
The dynamic stability derivatives of a slender
wing at zero and moderate life. A comparison of
theory with free-flight model tests, Mach number
eguals 0.8 to 2.0
[ABC-CP-1310] p0453 N75-29048
Theoretical prediction of airplane stability
derivatives at subcritical speeds
[NASA-CR-132681] p0456 N75-29089
Identification of nonlinear aerodynamic stability
and control parameters at high angle of attack
p0475 N75-29999
Application of a new criterion for modeling systems
of aircraft stability characteristics —
p0475 N75-30001
Design and evaluation of a symmetric flight test
manoeuvre for the estimation of longitudinal
performance and stability and control
characteristics
p0475 N75-30006
Determination of stability derivatives from flight
test results comparison of five analytical
techniques
p0475 N75-30007
Five identification methods applied to flight test
data stability derivatives, aircraft
performance
p0476 N75-30008
Status of input design for aircraft parameter
identification
p0476 N7S-30009
Input design for aircraft parameter
identification: Using time-optimal control
f emulation
pO«76 N75-30010
Determination of aerodynamic derivatives from
transient responses in manoeuvring flight
p0476 B75-30011
Determination of aircraft derivatives by automatic
parameter adjustment and frequency response
methods
pO«76 B75-30014
A comparison and evaluation of two methods of
extracting stability derivatives from flight
test data using Newton Raphson method
p0476 B75-30015
Estimation of the aircraft state in non-steady
flight using the Kalman filtering and
maximum likelihood estimation techniques
p0477 N75-30016
Determination of stability derivatives from flight
test results by means of the regression analysis
p0477 B75-30017
Model structure determination and parameter
identification for nonlinear aerodynamic flight
regimes
p0477 S75-30018
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
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SUBJECT IHDEI STATIC TESTS
pO«77 H75-30020
Botorcraft derivative identification free
analytical models and flight test data
pO«77 H75-30021
Rotor systems research aircraft (RSRA)
requirements for , and contribations to,
rotorcraft state estimation and parameter
identification
pflil78 H75-30022
Consents on computation of aircraft flight
characteristics coaputer programs for
deteraining aircraft stability derivatives
pO»78 S75-30023
The efficient application of digital
identification techniques to flight data from a
variable stability V/STO1 aircraft
pO«78 H75-30021
SnDDary of information on low-speed
lateral-directional derivatives doe to rate of
change of sideslip beta prime
[HASA-TN-D-7972] pO«92 H75-30190
Determination of longitudinal stability and
control derivitives of Queen Air
[NAL-TR-H06] p0528 875-32127
STABILITT IESIS
HI FLIGHT SUABILITY TESTS
HI SIHD TONHEl STABILITY TESTS
STABILIZATION
HI SPIH STABILIZATION
A separate surface stability augmentation system
for a general aviation airplane
p0319 1175-22333
STABILIZED PLATFOBBS
On independent determination of the coordinates of
vehicle position by means of a plane Cartesian
coordinate system stereographically mapped onto
a sphere, with allowance for the nonsphericity
of the earth
p0109 A75-18878
Gyroscopes /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Russian book
pO«27 A75-I40191
Doable feedback loops stabilize landing-light
servoactuators
pO»72 A75-UU500
Depot reguirements for base level data on aircraft
inertial platforms
[AD-785413] p0056 H75-1191U
Design analysis of helicopter automatic and
semiautomatic airborne precision pointing and
tracking systems
[ AD-A000834] p0238 N75-18229
STABILIZERS (FLOIO DYNAMICS)
HI HORIZONTAL TAIL SDEFACES
Stability limits for downsprings on light
aircraft
p0017 A7S-12618
On empennage stability aircraft control
surface deflection
p0186 A75-23802
Aerodynamic methodology. Bodies with tails at
arbitrary roll angle
[AD-A0033U1] p0309 N75-21253
Effect of vertical-tail location on the
aerodynamic characteristics at subsonic speeds
of a close-coupled canard configuration
[NASA-TN-D-79"47] pO«13 N75-28027
STAGE SEPAB&TIOB
Technology and methodology of separating tvo
similar size aerospace vehicles within the
atmosphere
[AIAA PAPER 75-29] p0095 A75-18268
STAGING (SOCKETS)
D STAGE SEPARATION
STAGNATION FLOS
Effect of a blade placed on the upstream
stagnation generatrix of a cylinder on heat
transfer in a pulsed flow
p0088 A75-17116
STAGNATION POINT
Hypersonic flow of a viscous, radiating gas around
blunt bodies
p0114 A75-20380
The Hach number dependence of the stagnation point
heat transfer in supersonic flow
p0116 A75-20689
Numerical study of heat exchange at the stagnation
point of a sphere situated in a hypersonic
stream of carbon dioxide gas
p02"48 A7S-26888
STAGNATION PBBSSOBE
Miniature probe for transonic flow direction
measurements
p0182 A75-23220
STAGNATION REGION
D STAGNATION POINT
STAINLESS STEELS
NT AUSTEBITIC STAINLESS STEELS
An experimental investigation of the particle
dynamics of quartz sand impacting 6A1-UV
titanium and 110 stainless steel in an erosive
environment
[AD-A007213] p0319 N75-220U1
STALLING
Review of hammershock pressures in aircraft inlets
p0336 A75-31115
STANDARDS
NT PBEQOEKCY STANDARDS
STANDS
0 SUPPORTS
STARFIGHTEB AIRCRAFT
0 F-10<4 AIRCRAFT
STARLIFTBB AIRCRAFT
0 C-1M1 AIRCRAFT
STARTEBS
NT ENGINE STARTERS
STATE VECTORS
A state-variable design approach for a
high-performance aerospace vehicle pitch
orientation system with variable coefficients
p0185 A75-23U57
Eigenvalue/eigenvector assignment for
oultivariable systems linear state feedback
control
p02i(3 A75-26312
Integrated flight/propulsion control by state
regulation
[AIAA PAPER 75-1075] pOU35 A75-416t1
STATIC ABBODYNAHIC CHARACTERISTICS
Aerodynamic testing technique for twin fuselage
models at hypersonic speeds
[SASA-T»-X-3196] p0235 N75-18187
STATIC DISCBABGERS
Technology development report: Results of static
electricity discharge system tests (active and
passive) heavy lift helicopter
[AD-7811130] p0031 N75-10082
STATIC LOADS
The C-5A active load alleviation system
[AIAA PAPER 75-991] pO«23 A75-3950U
Static fatigue behavior of cellulose and polyamide
materials helicopter external load slings
pOU33 A75-M0967
Application of a gradient projection technique to'
miniBum-weight design of lifting surfaces witb
aeroelastic and static constraints
p0308 S75-212146
STATIC PBBSSORE
Similarities in pressure distribution in separated
flow behind backward-facing steps
p0112 A75-19256
A turbulent boundary layer analysis of conical
diffusers
p0295 A75-30723
An experimental study of flap-induced separation
of a compressible turbulent boundary layer
[IAF PAPER ST-75-06] p0509 A75-H5877
Static pressure on sharp and blunt cones in
conical and parallel low-density flow
[AD-A001632] p0236 N75-18191
STATIC STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
Static aeroelasticity and the flying wing, revisited
p0009 A75-12622
Flight vehicle lateral static stability
p0295 A75-30755
Static stability and aperiodic divergence in
longitudinal flight
pOH02 A75-38579
STATIC TESTS
Optimization of automated static tests of gas
turbine engines Russian book
p0016 475-12332
Static structural test for supersonic aircraft
Russian book
p0182 A75-23233
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STATIC TBEOST SOBJECT IIDEZ
Developient and testing under static conditions of
a B-A1 load transfer element
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-788] p0326 475-32675
Noise reduction of EBF propulsive-lift systems
Externally Blown Flaps
[ S A E P A P E R 750608] pOU29 A75-40515
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume 3: Test plan -— static tests
and mission profiles
[AD-783602] p0029 N75-10066
The 727 airplane target thrust reverser static
performance model test for refanncd JT8D engines
[ N A S A - C R - 1 3 4 6 5 2 ] p0375 N75-24737
An observation on tone cut-off in static test data
from ]et engine fans noise propagation/far
fields
[NASA-Tf l -X-3296] p0530 N75-32872
STATIC THBOST
Improvement of propeller static thrust estimation
[HASA-CR-132680] p0363 N75-23567
STATIOHS
NT G H O O N D STATIONS
STATISTICAL AHALfSIS
NT ANALYSIS OF V A R I A N C E
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FDNCTIONS
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION
NT STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY
Statistical characteristics of the turbulent wake
behind a supersonic sphere
p0089 A75-17541
Accident statistics and the human-factor element
for public transport aircraft
p0117 A75-20897
The defect recording system and defect statistics
for aircraft technology used by the CSA
p0181 A75-23047
Statistical analysis of the functioning quality of
regulators with random parameter scatter
p032<4 A75-32471
Statistical estimation of service cracks and
maintenance cost for aircraft structures
[ A I A A PAPER 75-767] p0325 A75-32657
Rotor burst protection program - Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that
occurred in U.S. commercial aviation during 1973
[ A S B E PAPER 75-GT-12] p03K1 A75-34575
Helicopter failure modes and corrective actions
p0471 A75-44243
Annua l review of aircraft accident data: OS
General Aviation calendar year 1971
[NTSB-ARG-7U-2] p0026 N75-10037
Statistical analysis of general aviation VG-VGH data
[NASA-CR-132531] p0037 N75-10933
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for N a v y and Marine fleet aircraft
[AD-A000092] p0227 N75-17355
Development of a non-survey method estimating
traffic at nontowered airports
[AD-A002397] p02U1 S75-18263
Annual reviews of aircraft accident data US Air
Carrier operations, 1973
[PB-238281/0] p0281 N75-20276
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US
general aviation, calendar year 1972
[PB-239608/3 ] p0413 N75-26988
Civil aviation midair collisions analysis: 1972
added to 196U - 1971 results statistical
analysis
[AD-A005897] p045U N75-29064
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format. US
civil aviation issue number 2 of 197i( accidents
[PB-242469/5] p0531 N75-33021
STATISTICAL COBRELATIOH
Maintainability estimating relationships for
tactical fighter aircraft
p0471 A75-44203
STATISTICAL DECISION THBOBT
Stochastic model for fatigue crack size and cost
effective design decisions for aerospace
structures
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-766] p0325 A75-32656
STATISTICAL DISTBIBDTIOBS
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION POliCTIONS
The lognormal frequency distribution of a random
data flow
[NASA-TT-F-16515] pO<489 N75-30138
STATISTICAL PROBABILITY
H PROBABILITY THEOFY
STATOS BLADES
NASA vane alloy boasts high-temperature strength
p0190 A75-24003
Control of gas turbine stator blade vibrations by
means of enamel coatings
p0336 A75-31116
Design and analysis of a ceramic stator vane
[ASHE PAPER 75-GT-100] p0344 A75-3«6<!2
Single-stage experimental evaluation of
tandem-airfoil rotor and stator blading for
compressors, part 8
[NASA-CR-131713] p0039 875-10947
Aerodynamic performance of a ceramic-coated core
turbine vane tested with cold air in a
tvo-dimensional cascade
[NASA-TM-X-3191] p0130 H75-14724
Cold air study of the effect on turbine stator
blade aerodynamic performance of coolant
ejection from various trailing edge slot
geometries. 2: Comparison of experimental and
analytical results
[NASA-TH-X-3190] p0162 H75-15612
Two-stage fan. U: Performance data for stator
setting angle optimization
[NASA-CB-134717] p0166 N75-15652
Cold-air annular-cascade investigation of
aerodynamic performance of core-engine-cooled
turbine vanes. 1: Solid-vane performance and
facility description
[NASA-TM-X-3224] p0308 875-21250
STAIOBS
Theoretical and experimental investigations on the
development of a supersonic compressor stage
[BMVG-FBHT-7U-5] p0125 N75-13872
Acoustic results from tests of a 36-inch (0.914 a)
diameter statorless lift fan
[NASA-CB-137621] p013<( N75-11I761
STBADI FLOS
Numerical calculation of linearized subsonic flows
around wings
[ONEHA, TP NO. 14116] p0109 A75-18927
Numerical solution of the hypersonic wake behind a
wedge
p0112 A75-19257
Motion of a system of many particles in the wake
of a gas
p01«6 A75-20782
The generation of sound by aerodynamic sources in
an inhomogeneous steady flow
p0243 A75-26U63
Computation of the flow of a rarefied gas around a
cylinder
p0289 A75-29436
Numerical study of the flow of an incompressible
viscous fluid around a fixed or rotating
cylinder - Magnus effect
p0297 A75-30898
Dse of numerically generated body-fitted
coordinate systems for solution of the
Davxer-Stokes eguations
p0339 A75-34186
Extension of the parabolic method for the
transonic flow. I - steady flow. II - unsteady
flow
p0346 A75-35215
The drag and oscillating transverse force on
vibrating cylinders due to steady fluid flow
p0350 A75-35765
STEADY STATE
A discussion of the roll-coupling problem in
aircraft stability
p0047 A75-14746
Experimental investigation of a simple distortion
index utilizing steady-state and dynamic
distortions in a Mach 2.5 mixed-compression
inlet and turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-X-3169] p0119 N75-13825
STBAB
Steam rockets for takeoff
p0007 A75-11373
STEAK TQBBINES
A non-polluting powerplant for large airships
[AIAA PAPER 75-927] p0389 A75-37005
Flight in undulated flow: Airships with
non-polluting propulsion systems drag
reduction by wave incidence control and steam
turbine propulsion
p0119 N75-13831
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SDBJECT IHDBX STBE1HLIHED BODIES
STEELS
NT AOSXENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HT CHBOHIDH STEELS
HT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HT NICKEL STEELS
HT STAINLESS STEELS
Consideration of materials for aircraft brakes
p0053 A75-16625
STEEP GBADIBBT 4IECBAFT
U V/STOL AIRCRAFT
STEERING
On the stability of a dirigible body
p030« A75-32325
STELLAB DOPPLEB SHIFT
D DOPPLEB EFFECT
STEBHS
0 AFTERBODIES
STIFF STRUCTURES
0 BIGIC STBOCTOBES
STIFF8ESS BATBIX
Evaluation of stiffness coefficients for
fiber-reinforced laminated composites
p0186 A75-23667
An iterative improvement for finite element analysis
p0201 A75-25212
Vibration of a bladed disc
p0295 475-30722
Formation of flexibility matrices of a structure
based on k n o w n yields at arbitrary points
p0329 A75-32995
Influence of rigidity and damping in an elevator
control system on the longitudinal stability of
an aircraft and on elevator vibrations
p0121 A75-39340
STIMULATED EMISSION DEVICES
NT CABBON DIOXIDE LASERS
NT LASEBS
NT R I N G L A S E R S
STIHDLATIOH
NT ADDITOBY STIMULI
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
NT R A N D O M PROCESSES
Stability analysis of stochastic composite systems
application to control of aircraft and
nonlinear systems
p0251 A75-27919
Design of a digital-stability augmentation and
control system with gust alleviation and modal
suppression
p0256 A75-28432
Stochastic model for fatigue crack size and cost
effective design decisions for aerospace
structures
[ A I A A PAPEE 75-766] p0325 A75-32656
STOL AIRCRAFT
0 SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
STOBABLI PROPELLANTS
NT AIRCBAFT FDELS
STOBAGE BATTERIES
NT NICKEL C A D M I U M BATTERIES
STORAGE STABILITT
Desert storage test program
[AD-A006103]
SrOBASE TASKS
Method for determining the effect of added stores
on aeroelastic systems structural stability
analysis
p0051 A75-15957
STOBHS
NT STORMS (METEOROLOGY)
NT SODDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
NT THDNDERSTORMS
STORMS (METEOROLOGY.)
NT THUNDERSTORMS
Development of an armored T-28 aircraft for
probing hailstorms
p0007 A75-10638
p0463 N75-29151
STRAIGHT RUGS
U RECTANGULAR RINGS
STRAIB AGIBG
0 PRECIPITATION HARDENING
STBAIN DISTRIBDTIOH
D STRESS CONCENTRATION
STBAIB ENERGY METHODS
Evaluation of stiffness coefficients for
fiber-reinforced laminated conposites
p0186 A75-23667
STBAIB FATIGUE
D FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STBAIN GAGE BALANCES
Force measurements on parts of wind tunnel models
noting application of strain gage balances
[DLB-HITT-75-02] pO<l87 H75-30112
Measurement of wing and tailplane loads on the
model of the European Airbus A 300 B using
strain gap balances
p0487 N75-30113
Experimental determination of interference effects
of a slender wing-body configuration using
strain gage balances
pO«87 N75-3011U
Measurement of hinge moments, rudder and fin loads
of a horizontal tail surface, with one- and
six-component strain gage balances uind
tunnel semimodel
pOU87 N75-30115
STBAIN GAGES
Strain-gage bridge calibration and flight loads
measurements on a low-aspect-ratio thin wing
[NASA-TN-D-7979] p0523 N75-32030
STRAIB SOFTEBIBG
D PLASTIC DEFORMATION
STBAKBS
U NOSE FINS
STRATIFIED FLOS
The coexistence of two supersonic plane flows in
the presence of a longitudinal pressure gradient
p0276 N75-20209
STBATOFOBTBESS AIBCRAFT
0 B-52 AIRCRAFT
STBATOSPHEBE
The 1973 program of measurement of the minor
constituents of the stratosphere using the
Concorde 001
pOOlU A75-11720
Measurements of supersonic jet aircraft wakes in
the stratosphere
p0188 A75-23962
Stratospheric pollution - Aircraft engine
emissions in the region above the tropopause as
a function of aircraft altitude and tropopause
height
p0189 A75-23965
Possible climatic effects of supersonic transports
p0189 A75-23973
First results of a general circulation model
applied to the SST-NOx problem ozone
decomposition
p0189 A75-23982
Anglo-French Symposium on the Effects of
Stratospheric Aircraft, Oxford, England,
September 20-26, 1974, Proceedings. Volumes 162
p0512 A75-U6752
The COMESA research programme Committee on
Meteorological Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft
p0513 A75-46753
High-altitude aircraft and the stratosphere
[JPBS-65171] pO«17 875-27590
Aircraft investigations of the microstructure of
the temperature fields in the troposphere and
stratosphere
[BLl-M-23558-(5828.11F) ] pOMitS S75-28585
STR1TOTAHKEB AIBCBAFT
D C-135 AIBCRAFT
STREAM FUNCTIONS (FLUIDS)
The determination of the subsonic flow of a
Chaplygin gas around a circular profile in the
presence of circulation
pOISO A75-24061
Entropy layer in the problem of hypersonic flow
about thin blunt bodies that are nearly
two-dimensional
p0511 A75-46297
STREAHLISE FLOB
D LAMINAR FLOW
STBBAHLINED BODIES
NT FAIRINGS
Potential flow about three-dimensional streamlined
lifting configurations, with application to
wings and rotors
pO«03 N75-25867
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STBEAHLISING SUBJECT IHDEX
Potential flow about three dimensional streamlined
lifting configurations, with application to
wings and rotors
[AD-A003697] p0412 N75-26979
Information on the use of data items in the series
bodies 02.01
[ESDO-02.Ot.00 ] p0451 N75-29028
STREAMLINING
Aerodynamic streamlining of the exhaust ducts of
axial-flow turtonachines
p0111 A75-19060
Challenge to aviation: Hatching a leaner pterosauer
improving commercial aircraft design for
greater fuel efficiency
[NASA-TH-X-717H1 ] p0378 N75-25298
STBENGTB OF MATERIALS
U MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
STBESS (PHYSIOLOGY)
NT ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
Effects of three activities on annoyance responses
to recorded flyovers
pO"468 A75-12712
STBESS AS&LYSIS
Stress and vibration analysis with the aid of
models; Meeting, Stuttgart, West Germany,
October 1, 5, 1973, Reports
p0007 A75-11672
Vibration analysis of rotating turbine blades
[ A S H E PAPER 74-HA/DE-23] pOOSO A75-16833
Dynamic loading of turbocharger turbine blades
p0111 A75-19057
Torsion of conical thin-walled aircraft
structures. II
p0151 A75-22316
Stress analysis of aircraft fuselages and
pressurized cabins Russian book
p0182 A75-23231
Analysis of thin-wall circular fuselage in damage
zone
p0186 A7S-23801
Static computation of a wing model made of carbon
fiber reinforced plastic /bending-torsion box/
with the aid of the method of finite elements
and a comparison with experimental values
[ D G L B P A P E R 71-118] p0193 A75-24155
Stability theory and its applications to
structural mechanics Book
p0200 A75-25181
The problem of forced fittings. I - The loading
process elastoplastic analysis for
mechanical interference joints
pOU67 A75-U2656
Allowable stress estimation methods for
preliminary design weight prediction
[ S A M E P A P E R 1011] p0516 A75-17183
Determination of the forces in the retractor of a
three-dimensional landing gear mechanism
[AD-78U257] p0030 N75-10078
Determination of optimal use life of US Army T-10
troop type personnel parachutes, part 2
[AD-787299]
 P0162 N75-15617
Shear lag analysis of thick skin aircraft structures
[ATN-71104] p0270 N75-19225
The effect of mean stress on the fatigue of
a l u m i n u m alloys notched specimens
[S/T-MEMO-9/7U ] p0463 N75-29182
STBESS CALCULATIONS
0 STRESS ANALYSIS
STBESS COHCENTKATIOB
Variational-difference method of studying the
stressed state of the no of the turbine disk in
a T-shaped tail joint
p0011 A75-11235
Stress diffusion of Arava wing in region of strut
pOO<45 A75-13199
Influence of nozzle vane cant angle on variable
stresses in cantilever turbomachine rotor blades
p0152 A75-22102
Some questions in the calculation of the strength
of thin-walled aircraft structures through the
application of mechanized computer techniques
p01S3 A75-22306
Calculation of turbulent shear stress in
supersonic boundary-layer flows
p0182 A75-23209
Load distribution on threads of titanium tension
nuts and steel bolts
CASHE PAPER 71-DE-N] pOISS A75-23638
A new biaxial tensile testing machine
p0190 A75-24068
Stress intensity factors for some through-cracked
fastener holes
p0255 A75-28236
Influence of fuselage flexibility on the
stress-strain state of the wing
p0257 A75-28668
Influence of mistiming on rotor-blade vibrations
p0331 A75-33183
Blade vibration - Some key elements in design
verification
p0337 A75-3I4132
Fracture failure modes in lightweight bearings
p0338 A75-31110
Stress concentration in an expanded plate with
opening reinforced by central belt
[AD-A007672] p0368 N75-240U4
STBBSS COBBOSIOH
BT STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. II
p0018 A75-12726
STBESS COBBOSION CBACKIHG
Evaluating new aluminum forging alloys
pOOIS A75-12729
Holographic NDI of P-3 wing plank splices
nondestructive inspection for stress corrosion
cracking
p0108 A75-18823
Evaluating the new aluminum aerospace forging alloys
p0109 A75-18825
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. Ill
p0115 A75-20488
New high strength aluminium alloy
p0148 A75-20990
Hot corrosion in gas turbines
p0195 A75-24380
Differentiation of corrosion damages according to
the degree of their effect on the resistance of
aircraft skin members to fatigue and
corrosion-fatigue failure
p0291 A75-30515
Fracture failure modes in lightweight bearings
p0338 A75-34140
Stress corrosion susceptibility of stress-coined
fastener holes in aircraft structures
pOSIO A75-16172 -
STBESS CYCLES
Contribution to the problem of turbine-disk
reliability low cycle fatigue and cracking
p0087 A75-17359
On stress in service condition and estimated
fatigue life of blades in axial flow compressor
p0181 A75-23152
Low-cycle fatigue and creep analysis of gas
turbine engine components
p0338 A75-31139
Structure interpretation by consideration of
vibration resistance in light construction
p0421 A75-39102
STBESS DISTBIBDTIOH
D STRESS CONCENTRATION
STBESS MEASOBEMEHT
Development of an R.F. telemetry system for
aircraft engine stress and temperature data
p0258 A75-28778
Train-gauge technique for the experimental
determination of displacements of aircraft
structural elements
p0469 A75-13811
STBESS BDPTDBE STRENGTH
0 CHEEP RUPTORE STRENGTH
STRESS-STRAIN DIAGBAHS
Experimental analysis of wing boxes subjected to
heating
p0052 A75-16266
Stress-strain state and springback in
elastic-plastic torsion of profiles with open
cross section contour
p0186 A75-23809
STBESS-STHAIN DISTBIBDTIOH
D STBESS CONCENTRATION
STBESS-STBAIN RELATIONSHIPS
0 STRESS-STBAIN DIAGRAMS
STRESSES
NT AXIAL STRESS
NT COMBINED STBESS
NT RESIDUAL ST8ESS
NT REYNOLDS STRESS
A-300
SOBJECT IBDEI STBOCTOBAL DESIGB
NT SHEAB STBESS
HI TEHSILE STBESS
BT THEBBAL STBESSES
BT TORSIONAL STBESS
BT VIBBATIONAL STRESS
STBISGEBS
Analysis of thin-wall circular fuselage in damage
zone
p0186 A75-23801
STBIP TBABSHISSIOI LI BBS
Conformal microstrip phased array foe aircraft
test with ATS-6
p0093 A75-18089
Hictostrip antennas design for linear and
circular polarizations
p0107 A75-18563
STBOBB4L SBHBJJB
Evaluation of the effect of transiency in the
flutter analysis of aircraft with the wing of
the small elongation in incompressible flow
Strouhal number
[AD-A007201] p0315 N75-22296
STBOCTOBAL ASALYSIS
HT DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
NT EHEBGT BETHODS
BT EQUILIBRIUM BETBODS
NT PLOTTER ANALYSIS
ST HATBIX METHODS
BT STBAIB EBEBGY BETHODS
Practical application of the Howard-Czencow method
- Calculation of bent and axially compressed
beams. II
p0013 A75-11375
Experimental analysis of wing boxes subjected to
heating
p0052 A75-16266
Fundamentals of calculating aircraft structures
French book
P01S8 A75-22727
Batrii difference equation analysis of vibrating
periodic structures aircraft engine parts
p0182 A75-23201
Substantiation of discrete-continuum
low-aspect-ratio wing structural analysis scheme
P0186 A75-23798
1TA structures and materials technology airships
p0211 A75-25991
Estimation of the strength and mass of thin-walled
structures Bussian book
P0298 A75-30999
Analytical displacements and vibrations of
cantilevered unsymmetric fiber composite laminates
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-757] p0326 A75-32688
Application of finite element analysis to ceramic
components
[ACS P A P E B 30-BC-73F] p0379 A75-35896
Technical diagnostics in aircraft maintenance
P0385 A75-36818
Some considerations on the design of very large
aircraft
pOU65 A75-<t1953
United States-Japan Seminar on Combined Nonlinear
and Linear Fracture Mechanics - Applications to
Hodern Engineering Structures, Sendai, Japan,
August 12-16, 1971, Proceedings
P0519 A75-17576
Use of cholesteric liquid crystals for locating
voids in adhesively bonded helicopter rotor blades
[AD-785502] pOOSI N75-11963
Structural mechanics of skewed thin wall systems
[AD-785116] p0067 N75-12376
Structural evaluation of DH-1D tubular rotor blade
[AD-786560] p0123 N75-13858
Optimum design of thin walled structures
[AD-787223] p0137 B75-15095
Structural response of a fiber conposite
compressor fan blade airfoil
[BASA-TM-X-71623] p0232 B75-17709
OH-58A propulsion system vibration investigation
[AD-A002672] p0286 N75-20311
Recent progress in the analysis of structures
using the finite element method
P0320 N75-22506
Analysis of complex elastic structures by a
Bayleigh-Bitz component modes method using
Lagrange Multipliers
P0322 1)75-22795
Crack growth under spectrum loading: A crack
closure model
[BASA-TM-X-72708] p0378 H75-25221
Analysis of the effects on life of leading-edge
holes in an airfoil subjected to arbitrary
spanwise and chordwise teaperatnre distributions
structural analysis
CBASA-TH-X-3257] p0117 N75-27121
Weapon system costing eethodology for aircraft
airframes and basic structures. Volume 2:
Supporting design synthesis programs
[AD-A005126] p0115 H75-28051
STBOCTOBAL BEARS
0 BEABS (SDPPOBTS)
STBOCTDBAL DBSIGB
Automated structural design with aeroelastic
constraints - A review and assessment of the
state of the art
p0007 475-11621
On computer-aided design of aerospace vehicles
p0013 A75-11626
Materials on the move; Proceedings of the Sixth
National Technical Conference, Dayton, Ohio,
October 8-10, 1971
pOOlO A75-13028
Rationale for cost-weight analysis in airfrarae
design
[AIAA PAPEB 71-961] p0021 A75-13069
Fatigue life prediction of aircraft structures -
Past, present and future
P0111 A75-20336
Advanced composite design concepts for the AMST
[SAE PAPEB 710870) p0180 A75-22911
Interagency workshop on Lighter than Air Vehicles,
Bonterey, Calif., September 9-13, 1971,
Proceedings
p0211 A75-25969
Computer aided flexible envelope designs
p0213 A75-25989
Technology update - Tethered aerostat structural
design and material developments
p0217 A75-26021
Characterization of advanced composite materials
for structural design of aircraft
p0250 A75-27695
Mathematical programming in wing theory
P0292 A75-29956
Mechanics of composite materials Book
p0321 A75-32163
Stochastic model for fatigue crack size and cost
effective design decisions for aerospace
structures
CAIAA PAPEB 75-766] p0325 A75-32656
New Air Force requirements for structural safety,
durability and life management
[AIAA PAPEB 75-781] p0326 A75-32668
Vibration analysis of multi-symmetric structures
[AIAA PAPEB 75-808] p0328 A75-32706
Propulsion system structural integration and
engine integrity. Proceedings of the Symposium,
D.S. Baval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
Calif., September 3-6, 1971
p0335 A75-31112
Propulsion system and airframe structural
integration program
p0336 A75-31118
Turbine Engine Structural Integrity Program /ENSIP/
p0338 A75-31137
The Shell natural gas airship, and other L.T.A.
activities by Aerospace Developments
[AIAA PAPER 75-932] p0389 A75-37008
Structural design of a High-Altitude Superpressure
Powered Aerostat
[AIAA PAPER 75-933] p0389 A75-37009
Composite box beam optimization program
p0392 A75-37308
Intuitive design applied to aircraft
structural design
p0393 A75-37125
Bew structural form of sandwich core
p0101 A75-38576
Design study of structural concepts for an
arrow-wing supersonic-cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1037] p0125 A75-39529
Application of an advanced computerized structural
design system to ap arrow-wing supersonic cruise
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1038] p0125 A75-39530
Thermostructural and material considerations in
the design of the F-11 aircraft transparencies
[AIAA PAPEB 75-990] p0138 A75-11691
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STRUCTURAL DBSIGB CRITERIA SUBJECT IHDEX
Principles and problems of designing aircraft
structures m a d e of composite materials
pfli)69 A75-43809
Design of the load-carrying structure of an
aircraft by a finite-element force method with
division into substructures
p01)70 475-113817
Composite materials. Volume 3 - Engineering
applications of composites, volume 1 - Metallic
matr ix composites. Volume 8 - Structural design
and analysis. Part 2 Book
p0511 A75-l|61)76
Design of longitudinal elements made of composite
materials with prescribed deflections of
fuselage structures
p0513 A75-46890
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. volume V Program summary human
factors engineering for optimal design
[AD-783600] p0029 H75-1006U
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume 2: Crew station
design/integration control and display devices
[AD-783601] p0029 N75-10065
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft . Vo lume 3: Test plan static tests
and mission profiles
[AD-783602] p0029 1175-10066
In-airframe ground runup noise suppressor program
[ A D - 7 8 5 2 4 6 ] p0063 S75-11986
Design and development testing of free planet
transmission concept
[AD-782857/7 ] p0067 H75-12338
Optimization of structures to satisfy a flutter
velocity constraint by use of quadratic equation
fitting
[NASA-CR-132628] p0232 N75-17711
Application of aerospace structures to large
manned spacecraft
p0321 N75-22516
Design of composite structure vith respect to
avoid crack propagation
p0367 N75-23709
Preliminary design of Kings. Volume <4. Min imum
•eight design of composite structure
[AD-A003667] p0406 N75-25919
Preliminary design of Kings. Volume 1: Design
philosophy
[ A D - A 0 0 3 6 4 9 ] pOI)15 1175-27002
Preliminary design of wings. Volume 2:
Preliminary fatigue design
[AD-A003650] p0415 N75-27003
Preliminary design of vings. Volume 3: Min imum
weight design of stiffened plate
[AD-A003651 ] p0415 N75-27001
STBBCTOBAL DESIGH CBIfEHIA
An aerodynamic load criterion for airships
p0213 A75-25985
Analytical design of a monolithic wing
p0432 A75-<t0903
PABST - A technology demonstrator Primary
Adhesively Bonded STructure for aircraft
I A I A A PAPER 75-989] pOU38 A75-U1690
Determination of the optimal longitudinal assembly
of the sparbox of a high aspect ratio straight
wing
p0513 A75-U6891
Fatigue and damage tolerance effects on
preliminary design King weights
[ S A K E PAPER 101)3] p0516 A75-i)7«82
An approach to integrated cost/weight design
methodology for aircraft design
[SASE P A P E R 1072] p0517 A75-U7502
The CCV concept and specifications
[HASA-TT-F-15997 ] p0028 N75-10060
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume H: Test results
[AD-783603] p0029 N75-10067
Europlane QTOL: A European project proposal
p0058 H75-119U1
A discretized program for the optimal design of
complex structures
p0067 N75-12362
The use of t i tanium and its alloys in the
manufacture of helicopters and aircraft structures
[BR1I1I857] p0225 N75-17337
Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimum
noise radiation
p0269 H75-19221
Operational use of the OH-1 H helicopters in
Arctic environment
[AD-A002603] p0271 1175-19236
The application and development of aircraft
structural technology (safety etc.)
p0320 1175-22512
The design philosophy of a reusable space structure
p0321 H75-22518
Mechanical properties of composite materials and
design concepts for composite structures
p0321 N75-22519
Some trends in aircraft design: Structures
pOi(50 N75-29014
Aircraft digital control design methods
[SASA-CS-1U3321] p0192 H75-30189
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1,
volume 1 structural design
criteria/technology assessment
[NASA-CB-137691-VOL-1] p0531 S75-33003
STEDCTOEA1 DIBASICS
0 DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
STBDCTORAL ENGINEERING
Manufacturing of advanced composite structures
p0108 A75-18821
Aerospace sandwich materials
p0421 475-39351
Composite materials. Volume 3 - Engineering
applications of composites. Volume H - Metallic
matrix composites. Volume 8 - Structural design
and analysis. Part 2 Book
p0511 A75-U61176
Laminated-metal composites
p0511 A75-U6U81
A discretized program for the optimal design of
complex structures
p0067 1175-12362
Aerospace structural adhesives
[AD-7870110] p0136 H75-14916
An improved automated structural optimization
program
[AD-A002688] p0271 N75-19237
Preliminary design of wings. Volume 4. Minimum
weight design of composite structure
[AD-A003667] p0406 N75-25919
Analytical investigation of medium STOL transport
structural concepts. Volume 1: Study results
[AD-A005818] p0446 N75-28060
Analytical investigation of medium STOL transport
structural concepts. Volume 2: Isograd
fuselage study
[AD-A006157] p0446 N75-28061
NASA/Oniversity Conference on Aeronautics
[NASA-SP-372] p0449 N75-29001
STBOCTDHAL FAILDBE
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. II
p0018 A75-12726
Industrial application of fracture mechanics
pOOSII A75-17098
Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. Ill
P0145 A75-20488
Analysis of thin-wall circular fuselage in damage
zone
p0186 A75-23801
Effects of quenching variables on fracture
toughness of D6ac steel aerospace structures
p029U 175-301)16
A method to determine a distribution function of
main structure failures in an aircraft
p0324 A75-32468
Probabilistic design and structural fatigue
aircraft applications
p0426 A75-39824
Analysis of in-flight disintegration accidents
p0267 N75-19197
Specialists meeting on fretting in aircraft systems
[AGABD-CP-161] p0319 N75-22487
STRUCTURAL FATIGUE
D FATIGUE (MATEBIALS)
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods
applied to subsonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 75-50] p0142 A75-20261
The response of a vibrating structure as a
function of structural parameters
p0179 A75-22796
Iterative techniques for the solution of large
linear systems in computational aerodynamics
p0290 A75-2946D
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SUBJECT IBDEX STBDCTDBAl VIBBATIOS
STBOCTOBAL BATEBIALS
0 CONSTBUCTION B A T E B I A L S
STBOCTOBAL BEBBEBS
ST BEAHb (SDPPOBTS)
ST BOX BEAHS
HT C A N T I L E V E B B E A M S
HT C A N T I L E V E R PLATES
ST COBEUGATED PLATES
NT FLAT PLATES
NT B E B B R A N E STRUCTURES
NT PEBFORATED PLATES
NT PLATES ( S T R U C T U R A L BEBBEBS)
N T SKIN ( S T R U C T U R A L BEBBEB)
NT STBIHGERS
HT STRUTS
NT RING P A N E L S
Simultaneous calculation of aircraft design loads
and structural member sizes
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-965] p O U 2 1 A75-39<)91
Nunber of bars and torque of sguirrel cage rotors
for an asynchronous motor
[ R A E - L I B - T R A N S - 1 7 8 1 ] p O O U O N75-1115U
A discretized progran for the optimal design of
complex structures
p0067 N75-12362
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 1; Executive summary
[AD-A002850] p0283 N75-20301
A structural weight estimation program (SBEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration and
data management module. Part 1: Program
integration
[ A D - A 0 0 2 8 5 2 ] p0283 N75-20302
A strucutral Height estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration and
data management module Part 2- Data
management module
[AD-A002853] p0283 N75-20303
A feasibility study for monitoring systems of
fatigue damage to helicopter components
[AD-A0066U1] p0316 N75-22305
Failsafe/safe-life interface criteria
[AD-A006131] pO«63 N75-29162
Consolidation of fatigue and
fatigue-crack-propagation data for design use
[NASA-CH-2586] p0529 N75-32507
STBOCTDBA1 RELIABILITY
A leak-free mechanical tube joint
p0182 A75-232140
Reliability of airframes Russian book on
guality control during planning, production and
maintenance
p018H A75-231I28
New Air Force requirements for structural safety,
durability and life management
[ A I A A PAPER 75-781] p0326 A75-32668
Structural integrity for propulsion systems
p0335 A75-31113
Turbine Engine Structural Integrity Program /ENSIP/
p0338 A75-3t137
Systematic development testing for engine
structural integrity assurance
p0339 A75-3141U7
The concept of trustworthiness in the safety of
structures weight-optimal aircraft
structural design
p0396 A75-37799
Application of fracture mechanics to aircraft
structural safety
p0519 A75-U7591
Flight loads on larg<s aircraft engaged in 197U
budworm spraying program
[LTB-ST-733] p0072 N75-12936
STBDCTDRAL RIGIDITY
0 STBUCTDRAL STABILITY
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
Fundamentals of calculating aircraft structures
French book
p0158 A75-22727
Stability theory and its applications to
structural mechanics Book
p0200 A75-2S181
Import substitution of rigid cellular plastics for
aerospace industry
p0291 A75-29762
Crippling/column buckling analysis and test of
graphite/epoxy-sti£fened panels
[ A I A A PAPEE 75-753] p0326 A7S-326814
Formation of flexibility matrices of a structure
based on known yields at arbitrary points
p0329 A75-32995
Aerospace sandwich materials. V
pOSIS A75-17316
Optimum design of thin walled structures
[AD-787223] p0137 N75-15095
Optimization of structures to satisfy aeroelastic
requirements
[NASA-CB-1<42021 ] p0165 N75-15639
Structural test principles for full scale
airframes and their application to the Spacelab
tests
p0321 N75-22527
Behavior of cantilever beam under impact by a soft
projectile fan blade deflection under bird
impact
[AD-A008778] p0191 N75-30610
STBDCTDBAL STBAIN
Thermal deformation vector for a bilinear
temperature distribution in an anisotropic
quadrilateral membrane element aircraft
structure model
p0292 A75-29953
STBDCTDBAL VIBBATIOB
HT BESDIBG VIBBATIOS
NT FLUTTEB
NT LINEAB VIBEATION
ST PANEL FLUTTEB
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER
NT SUPERSONIC FLOTTEB
NT TOBSIONAL VIBRATION
NT TRANSONIC FLDTTEB
Stress and vibration analysis with the aid of
models; Meeting, Stuttgart, Hest Germany,
October «, 5, 1973, Beports
p0007 A75-11672
Vibrational investigations on aircraft models in
support of flutter calculations
p0007 A75-11676
Implications of multiplane-multispeed balancing
for future turbine engine design and cost
[SAE PAPEB T40865] p0084 A75-16922
Application of the properties of Poincare Fuchsiaa
groups to the calculation of turbomachine blade
vibrations
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1160] pOOSB A75-17383
Chordwise propagation of dynamic stall cells on an
oscillating airfoil
[AIAA P&PEB 75-25] p0095 A75-18265
Dynamic stall experiments on oscillating airfoils
[AIAA PAPEE 75-125] p01<43 A75-20278
On the vibration of a rotating shaft system having
two rotors
pOltl A75-203614
The response of a vibrating structure as a
function of structural parameters
p0179 A75-22796
Fundamental frequency of a square panel with
multiple point supports on edges
p0179 A75-22798
On the viscous flow about the trailing edge of a
rapidly oscillating plate
p02«<t A75-26<469
Determination of the dynamic characteristics of a
helicopter by the branch-modes method
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-25] p021<4 A75-26179
Vibration of a bladed disc
p0295 A75-30722
Effect of nonstationarity on aerodynamic forces in
an airfoil cascade
p0299 A75-31377
Problems of structural identification - Partial
survey of ground and flight vibration test methods
p0301 A75-31865
The random decrement technique applied to the
YF-16 flight flutter tests
[AIAA PAPEB 75-776] p0325 A75-32663
YF16 active-control-system/structural dynamics
interaction instability
[AIAA PAPER 75-823] p0327 A75-32695
Systeu identification of a complex structure
helicopter gearbox dynamics from shake test data
[AIAA PAPEB 75-809] p0328 A75-32705
Vibration analysis of multi-syemetric structures
[AIAA PAPEB 75-808] p0328 A75-32706
Sound radiation from a bounded thin inhomogeneous
plate reinforced with N ribs and driven by
boundary-layer pressure fluctuations
A-30 3
STBDCTDBAL HEIGHT SUBJECT INDEX
p0329 A75-33417
Influence of mistuning on rotor-blade vibrations
p0331 A75-33483
Dynamic response of viscous-damped multi-shaft ]et
engines
p0337 A75-31128
Philosophy, design, and evaluation of soft-mounted
engine rotor systems
p0337 175-31130
Advances in fan and compressor blade flutter
analysis and predictions
p0337 A75-31131
Blade vibration - Some key elements in design
verification
p0337 A75-34132
Vibration tests of a structure with dry friction
[ O N E B A , IP NO. 1975-86] p0120 A75-39330
Structure interpretation by consideration of
vibration resistance in light construction
p0121 A75-39102
Aileron flutter in plastic sailplanes
pOi)65 A75-11956
An analysis of a self-balancing system for rigid
rotors
p0512 A75-16515
On the natural vibration of plate-beam combination
structures, 1
[NAL-TR-363] p0232 N75-17707
Optimization of structures to satisfy a flutter
velocity constraint by use of quadratic equation
fitting
[ N A S A - C R - 1 3 2 6 2 8 ] p0232 N75-17711
Use of the finite element damped forced response
strain energy distribution for vibration reduction
[AD-A002756] p0313 N75-21681
Vibration responses of test structure no. 1 during
the Edwards Air Force Base phase of the national
sonic boom program F-101, B-58, and XB-70
sonic boom exposures
[NASA-TM-X-72706 ] p0376 N75-21711
A method for predicting acoustically induced
vibration in transport aircraft, appendix
[AD-A001215] pOIOI N75-25883
A H A S T B A N vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter
airframe. Volume 1
[ A D - A 0 0 9 4 8 2 ] p0496 N75-31056
A N A S T R A N vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter
airframe. Volume 2
[AD-A009183] p0496 N75-31057
Vibration diagnostics in helicopter power trains
p0498 N75-31096
STB0CTOBAL IEIGHT
Resolving the contradictions between airplane
component weight and drag
p0015 A75-12077
The basic characteristics of hybrid aircraft
p0215 A75-26005
Approximate solution of m i n i m u m induced drag of
wings with given structural weight
p0290 A75-29169
Estimation of the strength and mass of thin-walled
structures Russian book
p0298 A75-30999
Prediction of rotorcraft drag
p0391 A75-37598
Divergence elimination with advanced composites
for swept forward airfoils
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1009] p0421 A75-39511
ITA vehicle concepts to six million pounds gross
lift
[AIAA PAPER 75-931] p0510 A75-46150
Methods for the determination of gross weight
in aircraft design
[SAWE PAPER 1011] p0516 A75-17180
Fatigue and damage tolerance effects on
preliminary design wing weights
[SAKE PAPER 1013] p0516 A75-47182
Safety/reliability and their impact on aerospace
vehicle weight and cost
[SAWE PAPEB 1067] p0517 A75-47197
The weight engineer in engineering flight test
aircraft design parameters
[SAKE PAPER 1081] p0518 A75-47506
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A002850] p0283 H75-20301
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration and
data management module. part 1: Program
integration
[AD-A002852] p0283 N75-20302
A strucutral weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration and
data management module. Part 2: Data
management module
[AD-A002853] p0283 N75-20303
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration and
data management module. Appendix A: Data
management module flow charts and FORTRAN lists
[AD-A002851] p0283 N75-20304
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 3: Airloads estimation module
[AD-A002851] p0283 N75-20305
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 3: Airloads estimation
module. Appendix A: Module flow charts and
FORTRAN lists. Appendix B: Sample output
[AD-A002855] p0283 B75-20306
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume U: Material properties,
structure temperature, flutter and fatigue
[AD-A002856] p0281 N75-20307
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 5: Air induction system and
landing gear modules. Part 1: Air induction
system module
[AD-A002857] p0284 N75-20308
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 5: Air induction system and
landing gear modules. Part 2: Landing gear
module
[AD-A002858] p0281 N75-20309
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Book 1: Technical discussion sections 1 and 2
[AD-A002861] p0284 N75-20310
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Book 2: Technical discussion, sections 3 and 1
[AD-A002865] p0281 N75-20311
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Book 3: Technical discussion, section 5
[AD-A002866] p0284 1175-20312
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6. Wing and empennage module.
Appendix A: General information for module flow
charts and listings. Appendix B: Program flow
charts, overlays (8,0), (14,0), (15,0), (16,0)
and (17,0)
[AD-A002859] p0284 N75-20313
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Appendix C: Program flow charts, overlays (9,0)
and (10,0)
[AD-A002860] p0284 N75-20311
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Appendix D: Program flow charts, overlay (18,0)
[AD-A002861] p0284 N75-20315
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage module.
Appendix E: Program listings, overlays (8,0),
(11,0), (15,0), (16,0), and (17,0)
[AD-A002862] p0281 N75-20316
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and empennage nodule.
Appendix ft Program listings, overlays (9,0),
(10,0) and (18,0)
[AD-A002863] p0281 B75-20317
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 7: Fuselage module
[AD-A002867] p0281 M75-20318
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 7: Fuselage module. Appendix
A: Module flow charts and FORTRAN lists.
Appendix B: Fuselage module sample output
[AD-A002868] p0285 N75-20319
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 8: Programmer's manual
[AD-A002869] p0285 N75-20320
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 9: User's manual
[AD-A002870] p0285 N75-20321
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 9: User's manual, appendix A
[AD-A002871] p0285 N75-20322
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A structural weight estimation prograi (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 10: Flutter optimation
stand-alone program
[AD-A002872] p0285 H75-20323
A structural weight estimation ptogran (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 11: Flerible airloads
stand-alone program
[AD-A002873J p0285 N75-20324
Computer program to assess impact of fatigue and
fracture criteria on weight and cost of
transport aircraft
[NASA-CB-132648] p0372 N75-24718
SfHOTS
Stress diffusion of Arava wing in region of strut
pOOIS A75-13U99
A spectrum truncation and damage tolerance study
associated with the C-5A outboard pylon aft
truss lugs
[AD-785196] p0060 H75-11955
Normal injection of heliua from swept struts into
ducted supersonic floH
[NASA-TH-X-72632] p0166 H75-15651
Prediction of externally blown flap noise and
tnrbomachinery strut noise
[NASA-CR-134883] p0534 N75-33054
SOBCBITICAL FLOW
A method of obtaining sub-critical compressible
velocities for two-dimensional aerofoils from an
exact inviscid incompressible solution
pOOOl A75-10189
Calculation of transonic flows using an extended
integral eguation method
[AHA PAPER 75-876] p033« A75-33961
Theoretical prediction of airplane stability
derivatives at subcritical speeds
[NASA-CR-132681] pOU56 N75-29089
SUBLATTICES
0 LATTICES (HATHEMATICS)
SOBHABIiBS
NT BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES
SDBBERSIBLE AIBCBAPT
The design of submersible seaplanes
[IAP PAPER ST74-17] pOOIS A75-13657
SUBSETS (MATHEMATICS)
D SET THEORY
SDBSOSIC 1IBCBAFT
Statistical averages of subsonic inlet distortion
[ A I A A PAPER 71-1197] p0003 A75-10342
The use of hydrogen in commercial aircraft - An
assessment
p0003 A75-105U2
The use of local basis functions in unsteady
aerodynamics
[ A I & A P A P E R 75-100] p0143 A75-20275
Advanced subsonic transports - A challenge for the
1990's
[ A I A A PAPER 75-3011] p0183 A75-23251
On the future of jet propulsion in subsonic
transport aviation
p0250 A75-27777
New evidence of the mechanisms of noise generation
and radiation of a subsonic jet
p0258 A75-28717
Effect of simulated forward flight on subsonic jet
exhaust noise
[ A U A P A P E R 75-869] p0334 175-33956
Advanced subsonic aircraft concepts for passenger
transportation
P0419 A75-39023
Flight characteristics of very large subsonic
transport aircraft during landing approach
pO<465 A75-41955
Potential and viscous flow in VTOL, STOL or CTOL
propulsion system inlets
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1186] p0504 A75-U5616
The economics and noise of subsonic aircraft
p0514 A75-47278
Subsonic jet transport noise: The relative
importance of various parameters
[ C R A N F I E L D - A E R O - 2 5 ] p013<4 N75-14763
Noise emissions and building structural vibration
levels f rom the supersonic Concorde and subsonic
turbojet aircraft
[PB-2«138V7] pOSOO 875-31112
SUBSONIC FLOR
An analytical procedure for the calculation of
attached and separated subsonic diffuser flows
[ A I A A P A P E R 71-1173] pOOOt A75-10323
Potential flov past annular aerofoils
p0017 A75-12619
Oblique compressible Sears function for
infinite span wings
pOO«6 A75-111I42
An experimental study of the effects of upstream
obstructions upon subsonic jet noise
pOOSO A75-15101
Vorticity associated with a jet in a cross flow
pOOSI A75-15951
Ose of slotted walls to reduce wind-tunnel
boundary corrections in subsonic flow
p0051 A75-15973
On the calculation of two-dimensional subsonic and
shock-free transonic flow
[ASHE PAPEB 74-IA/GT-1] pOOSO A75-16847
The influence of cooling, free-stream turbulence
and surface-roughness on the aerodynamic
behavior of cascades
[ A S H E PAPER 74-IIA/GT-9] p0080 A75-16853
Flutter of wings equipped with engines in pod
[ O N E B A , IP SO. 1111] p0091 A75-17831
Boundary layer study with hot film transducers in
subsonic and transonic flows
[ O N E B A , TP HO. 11116] p0091 A75-17835
The unsteady supersonic cascade in subsonic axial
flow
[AIAA PAPEB 75-22] p0095 A75-18263
Relaxation solution of high subsonic cascade flows
and extension of this method to transonic cascades
[AIAA PAPEB 75-23] p0095 A75-18264
The effect of Reynolds number on boattail drag
[AIAA PAPEB 75-63] p0096 A75-18286
An analytical model of axisymmetric afterbody flow
separation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-65] p0096 A75-18287
Nonlinearities in analyses of unsteady flow around
oscillating wings
p0105 A75-18490
Numerical calculation of linearized subsonic flows
around wings
[ONERA, TP NO. 1446] p0109 A75-18927
Design of supercritical aerofoils
p0112 A75-19251
Influence of subsonic potential flow on the
buckling of thin panels under edge compression
p0140 A75-19914
Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods
applied to subsonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 75-50] p0142 A75-20261
Natural oscillations of subsonic gas flow near a
cascade and a biplane
p0145 A75-20415
The determination of the subsonic flow of a
Chaplygin gas around a circular profile in the
presence of circulation
p0190 A75-24061
The subsonic-supersonic analogy for flow
around wing profiles
p0202 A75-25459
New evidence of subsonic jet noise mechanisms
[AIAA PAPER 75-Q37] p0203 A75-25724
A subsonic axisymmetric wake in a viscous gas
p0248 A75-26891
Theoretical and experimental studies of
discrete-tone rotor-stator interaction noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-11143] p0251 A75-27926
Subsonic jet noise in flight based on some recent
wind-tunnel tests
[AIAA PAPER 75-462] p0252 A75-27930
Effect of heating on leading edge vortices in
subsonic flow
p0290 A75-29467
Influence of the compressibility of the gas on the
stability of the subsonic boundary layer on a
permeable surface
p0293 A75-30060
Theoretical investigations for reducing fan noise
[DGLR PAPER 74-115] p0293 A75-30299
A calculation method for unsteady subsonic flow
about harmonically oscillating wing-body
configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 75-864] p0333 A75-33951
Acoustic radiation from an airfoil in a turbulent
stream
p0474 A75-44818
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of a
twin-engine attack airplane model having
nonmetric powered nacelles
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SUBSONIC FLUTTER SUBJECT IBDEI
[ N A S A - T N - D - 7 7 4 2 ] p0057 H75-11932
Ef fec t of blade row geometry on axial flow rotor
uns teady response to inflow distortions
[AD-785276] p0064 N75-11991
Effects of air breathing engine plumes- on SSV
orbiter subsonic wing pressure distribution
( O A 5 7 B ) , volume 1
[ N A S A - C R - 1 3 4 4 1 6 ] p0066 N75-12034
Analysis of the dynamic response of a supersonic
inlet to flow-field perturbations upstream of
the normal shock
[ N A S A - T N - D - 7 8 3 9 ] p0127 N75-14065
Comparison of experimental and theoretical
boundary-layer separation for inlets at
incidence angle at low-speed conditions
[N4Si-TH-X-3194] p0169 N75-16509
Application of a variational method in plane
compressible f l o w calculation steady
inviscid plane subsonic flow past an airfoil
[ARC-CP-1284] p0222 1175-17303
A finite-element method for lifting surfaces in
steady incompressible subsonic flow
[S4Si-CH-142811] p0353 H75-23477
Subsonic base and boattail drag, an analytical
approach
p0355 H75-23492
Comparison of wind tunnel test results at free
stream Mach 0.7 with results from the Boeing
TEA-230 subsonic flow method wing flow
method tests
[N4S4-CR-2554] p0412 N75-26976
Calculation of aerodynamic loads on oscillating
wing/store combinations in subsonic flow
p0441 N75-28015
Analysis of measured aerodynamic loads on an
oscillating wing-store combination in subsonic
flow
p0442 N75-28016
On the application of subsonic linearised wing
theory to second-order forces and moments
[4RC-H/H-3758] p0443 N75-28031
General principles and mathematical models
p0443 1175-28032
Edge forces and roll-rate derivatives
p0443 H75-28033
A lifting surface theory method for treating swept
or slender wings in attached subsonic flow
[ARC-F/M-3760] p0454 1175-29053
Aerodynamic theory for a cascade of oscillating
airfoils in compressible subsonic flow
[AD-A008890] p0488 N75-30125
SDBSOSIC FLUTTER
Subsonic transient lifting surface aerodynamics
[ A I A A PAPER 75-758] p0327 A75-32689
SDBSOBIC SPEED
A study of subsonic fan noise sources
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1168] p0205 475-25744
New directions in aircraft propulsor noise research
[ S A E PAPER 750515] p0382 A75-36657
Transonic compressor technology advancements
p0040 1175-11199
Cascade tests of serrated leading edge blading at
high subsonic speeds
[ N A S A - C R - 2 4 7 2 ] p0063 1175-11983
Subsonic roll-damping characteristics of a series
of wings w ind tunnel tests of various wing
planforms
[NASi-TN-D-7827] p0072 N75-12938
Aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability of a
model of a proposed HL-10 vehicle in pitch at
Bach numbers f r o m 0.20 to 2.86 and in TAW at
Mach numbers f rou 0.20 to 1.20
[NASi-TM-X-72619 ] p0129 N75-14713
Aerodynamic analysis of a profile fighter tow target
[AD-787639] pO 1 63 N75-15622
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for a
cylindrical body of revolution with side strakes
and various noses at angles of attack from 0
degrees to 58 degrees and Bach numbers from 0.6
to 2.0
[N4S4-TN-X-3130] p0265 1175-19181
Subsonic and supersonic indicial aerodynamics and
aerodynamic transfer function for complex
configurations aerodynamic configurations
for subsonic and supersonic speeds using the
finite element method
[N4SA-CR-142818] p0353 N75-23478
The subsonic base drag of cylindrical twin-jet and
single-jet afterbodies
p0356 B75-23498
Effect of wing planform and canard location and
geometry on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a close-coupled canard King
model at subsonic speeds
[NASi-TN-D-7910] p0358 1175-23511
An investigation of the flow field of the A-7D
aircraft with several external store loadings at
Bach numbers 0.70 and 0.95
[AD-A008476] p0371 B75-24688
Pressure distributions on a cambered wing body
configuration at subsonic Hach numbers
[H4SA-TN-D-7946] p0443 N75-28029
SUBSONIC RIBD TOSNELS
Optimization of wind tunnel nozzles for the
subsonic range
p019<t 475-21271
An experimental study of the structure and
acoustic field of a jet in a cross stream
[AIAA PAPER 75-460] p0255 A75-28318
Study on the establishment of flow in a wind
tunnel functioning by induction
p0351 A75-35811
The effect of steady tailplane lift on the
oscillatory behaviour of a T-tail flutter nodel
at high subsonic speeds
[ARC-R/B-3745] p0171 1175-16521
Theoretical and experimental study on the ejector
augmented ]et flap
[NiSi-CB-136749] p0221 B75-17296
SDCTIOH
Axial flow past a cylinder with suction
pOOOl 475-10140
The application of boundary layer suction to
suppress strong shock-induced separation in
supersonic inlets
[Alii PAPEB 7<i-1063] p0002 175-10257
Compressible laminar boundary layer at the leading
edge of a swept wing in the presence of heat
transfer and suction
p0046 475-14103
Characteristics of pressure fluctuations during
distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer
p0046 475-14217
Characteristics of pressure fluctuations in
distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer
p0249 475-27052
Effect of wall suction op performance of a short
annular diffuser at inlet Mach numbers up to 0.5
gas turbine engines
[NASi-TM-X-3302] p0530 1175-33001
SUD AVIATION AISCBAFT
ST CONCORDE A1HCR4FT
SODDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTOBB4BCBS
Blunders caused by Omega propagation - SP4*s and
PC4's Sudden Phase Anomalies and Polar Cap
4bsorption
p0388 475-36972
SOLFDB COBPODNDS
Effect of fuel with a high sulfur content on the
operation of turbojet engine fuel system
components
p0108 475-18814
SOMH4BIBS
Flight mechanics and control. 4ctivities of the
committees in 1972
[DLB-MITT-74-24] p0125 1175-13879
SOPEB SABBE 4ISCB4FT
0 F-100 4IBCH4FT
SDPEB4LLOIS
U HE4T BESIST4NT 4LLOYS
SBPBBCiVITATISG F1O8
Lift coefficients on a supercavitating jet-flapped
foil between rigid walls
p0245 475-26554
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of a wing of
average aspect ratio
p0300 475-31807
Calculation of supercavitating flow through thin
airfoil cascades by the method of integral
equations
p0300 475-31813
SDPEBCAVITATIOH
0 SOPEBCAVITATING FLOW
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS
Development of a superconductor magnetic
suspension and balance prototype facility for
studying the feasibility of applying this
technique to large scale aerodynamic testing
4-306
SOBJECT IHDEX SOPEBSOHIC AIBCBAFI
[NASA-CR-111281] p0126 N75-13886
SDPEECOHDOCTIVITI
Progran for the development of a superconducting
generator. Part 1: Phase 1 including
critical component tests
[AD-A001619] p0275 M75-19516
SDPEBCBITICil F10»
A relaxation solution for transonic flow over ;jet
flapped airfoils
[AIAi P A P E R 75-82] p0097 475-18296
Contribution to the study of supercritical profile
flow
[DGLE PAPEB 71-9S] p0192 A75-21116
Unsteady lift forces on a vibrating cylinder in a
supercritical flew
[ O H E R A , TP SO. 1975-26] p0211 A75-26180
Calculation of transonic flows using an extended
integral equation method
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-876] p0331 A75-33961
A fast semdirect method for computing transonic
aerodynamic flows
p0339 A75-31191
Calculation of the effects of permeable walls on
supercritical flew
[ESHO-TT-97] p0171 N75-16523
Analytic investigation of transonic normal shock
boundary layer interaction
[AD-A001980] pOIII 1175-28011
SOPEBCBITICAL 1IHGS
Surface pressure and wake flow fluctuations in a
supercritical airfoil flowfield
TAIAA PAPEB 75-66] p0096 A75-18288
Design of supercritical aerofoils
p0112 A75-19251
Transonic wing design and its effects on flight
performance
[DGLF PAPER 71-97] p0192 A75-21114
Development and wind tunnel investigation of three
supercritical airfoil profiles for transport
aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 71-100] p0192 A75-21117
Supercritical airfoil flowfield measurements
[AIAA PAPER 75-880] p0335 A75-33961
Supercritical wing sections II• A handbook
numerical computations
p0315 A75-31975
Two dimensional, inviscid, transonic flowfield
around a profile
p0393 A75-37421
The Spanloader advanced transport concept
tSAE PAPEB 750616] p0130 A75-10518
Design and wind-tunnel measurement of a wing-body
combination with supercritical airfoil
p0166 A75-41970
Extraction from flight data of lateral aerodynamic
coefficients for F-8 aircraft with supercritical
wing
[BASA-TH-D-77U9] p0013 1175-10006
NASA aeronautics fact sheet on NASA programs
for aeronautical research and aircraft development
[HF-16/5-71] p0161 H75-15602
Development of inverse inviscid transonic solution
methods
[BASA-CR-112016] p0161 N75-15610
Supercritical wing sections 2, volume 108
[NASA-CR-112229] p0233 875-18167
Detailed transonic flow field measurements about a
supercritical airfoil section
[BASA-TH-X-3211] p0112 H75-26975
Opportunities for aerodynamic-drag reduction
p0151 H75-29016
SOPEBBIGH FREQUMCIES
Dual band airborne antenna study
[AD-A002013] p0269 N75-19219
SDPERSOBIC AIBCBJFT
NT B-58 AIBCRAFT
NT B-70 AIRCRAFT
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NT F-H AIRCRAFT
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT
HI F-11 AIRCRAFT
NT P-15 AIRCRAFT
NT F-16 AIBCRAFT
NT F-17 AIRCRAFT
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT
NT F-101 AIRCRAFT
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT
NT F-101* AIBCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCBAFT
HI F-111 AIBCHAFT
NT JAGUAR AIRCBAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIBCRAFT
HI SOPEBSONIC TRANSPORTS
NT T-38 AIBCHAFT
MT X-15 AIBCBAPT
Applied aerodynamics Bussian book on
experimental methods, measurement and
calculation techniques
p0019 A75-13026
F-12 inlet development
[SAE PAPEB 710831] p0082 A75-16909
Static structural test for supersonic aircraft
Bussian book
p0182 A75-23233
Development of the inlet ranp of a supersonic
aircraft, employing a design which utilizes a
fiber composite material
[DGLB PAPEB 71-120] p0193 A75-21157
Atmospheric refraction of sonic boom from aircraft
at low supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 75-517] p0210 A75-25809
Mitsubishi's mentor - Supersonics from Nagoya
T-2 close support fighter and trainer
p0330 A75-33118
Design study of structural concepts for an
arrow-wing supersonic-cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1037] p0125 A75-39529
Application of an advanced computerized structural
design system to an arrow-wing supersonic cruise
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1038] p0425 A75-39530
The NASA research program on propulsion for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 750629] p0130 A75-10531
Rockwell International's B-1 bomber at a critical
point
p0473 A75-11553
Air-breathing jet engines for supersonic
multiregime aircraft Bussian book
p0511 A75-16937
Numerical methods for the design and analysis of
wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TN-D-7713 ] p0057 N75-11930
Fail-safe system for activity cooled supersonic
and hypersonic aircraft using liquid
hydrogen fuel
[NASA-TH-X-3125] p0130 N75-14722
Influence of propulsion system size, shape, and
location on supersonic aircraft design
[NASA-CR-132511 ] p0132 N75-11717
The NASA research program on propulsion for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-71666] p0239 N75-18238
Hall corrections in transonic square test sections
with perforated walls. Influence of the model
span on lift corrections
[AD-A000138] p0212 N75-18266
Multi-slot film cooling of supersonic aircraft
using air as a coolant
[AD-A002673] p0271 N75-19239
Development of longitudinal handling qualities
criteria for large advanced supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-137635 ] p0287 N75-20315
Investigation of upper surface blowing applied to
high speed aircraft
[AD-A003325] p0311 N75-21273
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for
supersonic aircraft. Part 2: Oser's manual
[NASA-CR-2521] p0311 N75-22279
An air intake control system for a supersonic
fighter aircraft
p0365 H75-23589
Effects of asymmetry on the dynamic stability of
aircraft
[NASA-CR-112857] p0376 »75-2<4756
Engine/airframe compatibility studies for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-CR-132610-1] p0406 B75-25916
High-altitude aircraft and the stratosphere
[JPBS-65171] p0117 N75-27590
Aircraft investigations of the microstructure of
the temperature fields in the troposphere and
stratosphere
[BLL-M-23558-(5828.1F) ] p01U8 N75-28585
Supersonic propulsion
p01»97 B75-31081
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SOPBRSOHIC AIBFOILS SDBJECT IHDEX
SOPEHSOHIC AIBFOILS
Oscillatory supersonic lifting surface theory
using a finite element doublet representation
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-761] p0327 A75-32692
General analysis of the diffraction pattern for a
plane acoustic wave at a wedge moving at
supersonic speed
p0340 A75-34272
Structural response of fiber composite fan blades
[ A S M E P A P E R 75-6T-78] p0343 A75-34627
Research on aeroelastic phenomena in airfoil
cascades: supersonic inlet torsional flutter
[AD-787088] p0163 N75-15619
Supersonic lifting-surface computer program for
cruciform wing-body combinations
[AD-A003925] p0412 1175-26978
SOPEESOHIC BOOHDABY LSYEBS
Statistical characteristics of the turbulent wake
behind a supersonic sphere
p0089 A75-17541
Flare-induced separation lengths in supersonic,
turbulent boundary layers
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-6] p0094 A75-18257
Incipient separation of a supersonic turbulent
boundary layer at moderate to high Reynolds
numbers
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-7] p0094 A75-18258
Hagnus forces on spinning supersonic cones. I -
The boundary layer
[ A I A A PAPER 75-193] p0102 A75-18374
An interaction model for the solution of laminar
separation on a surface
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-5] p01l|1 A75-20253
Calculation of turbulent shear stress in
supersonic boundary-layer flows
p0182 A75-23209
Experiments on supersonic boundary-layer
separation in three dimensions
[ASME P A P E R 75-APMW-55] p0300 A75-31424
Study of the interaction and three-dimensional
separation effects of a boundary layer in a
supersonic laminar regime French book
p0350 A75-35450
SOPEBSOHIC COMBUSTION
Influence of friction and heat exchange on flow
specific impulse
p0151 A75-22076
Hypersonic propulsion scramjet technology
p0497 N75-31082
SDPEBSONIC COHBOSTIOH BAHJET EMGIHBS
Flow immediately behind a step in a supersonic
combustor
[ A I A A P A P E B 74-1161] p0004 A75-10317
Fuel supply for supersonic combustion
p0049 A75-15040
Studies of scramjet/airframe integration
technigues for hypersonic aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-58] p0096 A75-18284
Preliminary thernal-structural design and analysis
of an airframe-integrated hydrogen-cooled scramjet
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-137] p0101 A75-18335
Joint D S A F / N A S A hypersonic research aircraft study
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1039] p0426'A75-39531
Inlet performance of the integrated Langley
scramjet module
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-1212] pOSOS A75-45632
Integrated scramjet nozzle/afterbody performance
analysis
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1297] p0506 A75-45683
A forebody design technique for highly integrated
bottom-mounted scramjets with application to a
hypersonic research airplane
[NASA-TH-X-71971 ] p0062 S75-11973
Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to
a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane
[ N A S A - T M - X - 7 1 9 7 2 ] pO 1 24 H75-13865
Experimental and analytical study of an inlet
forebody for an airframe-integrated scramjet
concept
[NASA-TM-X-3158] p0128 N75-14709
Simulation of hypersonic scramjet exhaust
pressure distribution on afterbody/nozzle
sections of vehicle
[NASA-CR-2494] p0225 K75-1734U
Subscale, hydrogen-burning,
airframe-integrated-scramjet: Experimental and
theoretical evaluation of a water cooled strut
airframe-Integrated-scramjet: Experimental
leading edge
[NASA-TH-X-72682] p0368 N75-23885
An improved numerical procedure for the parametric
optimization of three dimensional scramjet nozzles
supersonic combustion ramjet engines -
computer programs
[NASA-CB-132695] p0461 N75-29359
An improved source flow characteristic technique
for the analysis of scramjet exhaust flow fields
[NASA-CE-132697] p0461 S75-29361
SOPEBSOHIC COHPBESSOBS
Flow determination at the exit of a moving
supersonic annular blade cascade
[OKEBA, TP BO. 1370] p0188 A75-23946
Theoretical and experimental investigations on the
development of a supersonic compressor stage
[BHVG-FBHT-74-5] p01?5 N75-13872
The coexistence of two supersonic plane flows in ,
the presence of a longitudinal pressure gradient
p0276 N75-20209
Contributions from military technology in
Germany covering supersonic rotors, aircraft
fatigue testing, phased array radar
[BMVG-FBHT-75-12] p0494 N75-30995
SOPEBSOHIC DBAG
Technigues for determining propulsion system
forces for accurate high speed vehicle drag
measurements in flight
[AIAA PAPER 75-964]
 P0438 A75-41689
SOPEBSOHIC FLIGHT
Acoustics of the sonic boom Book
p0019 A75-13023
Hydrocarbon emissions from jet engines operated at
simulated high-altitude supersonic flight
conditions
p0189 A75-23963
Emission calibration of a J-58 afterburning
turbojet engine at simulated supersonic,
stratospheric flight conditions
p0189 A75-23964
Computation of nonequilibrium three-dimensional
inviscid flow over blunt-nosed bodies flying at
supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 75-835] p0332 A75-33931
Explicit approximate equations for calculating
Hach number and various airspeeds
[ESRO-TT-100] p0171 N75-16524
Design and analysis of a supersonic
penetration/maneuvering fighter
[NASA-CB-132633] p0362 N75-23558
Some aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic
lifting bodies
[AD-A009704] p0495 N75-31039
SOPEBSONIC FLO!
A difference method for axisymmetric supersonic
flow in rotating annular cascades with local
subsonic regions
p0009 A75-11045
Self-excitation of oscillations in supersonic
stalled flows
p0089 A75-17593
Density and temperature in front of a cylinder
with a thermally insulated and cooled wall in a
low-density supersonic flow
p0092 A75-18012
Numerical solution of the Navier Stokes equations
for supersonic turbulent flow over a compression
ramp
[AIAA PAPER 75-3] p0094 A75-18255
Flow field study about a hemispherical cylinder in
transonic and low supersonic Hach number range
[AIAA PAPEB 75-83] p0098 A75-18297
Numerical solutions for inviscid supersonic corner
flows
[AIAA PAPER 75-221] p0103 A75-18397
Have forms for a supersonic rotor relationship
to noise generation
p0107 A75-18740
Type of second wave and change in pressure on the
initial section of a blunt cone generatrix
p0112 A75-19201
The flow field in the environment of a planar
plate in parallel flow within the range of free
molecular flow
p0139 A75-1966«
The problem of supersonic flow past a slender
pointed body with a tail unit
p0141 A75-20077
Numerical solutions of supersonic and hypersonic
laminar flows over a two-dimensional compression
A-30 8
SUBJECT IIDBX SOPEBSOHIC PLOTTER
corner
[ A H A PAPER 75-2] p01M1 A75-20252
Calculation of the flov on a blunted cone at high
angle of attack
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-K49] p01«3 A75-20280
Detached shock nave before a Hedge or cone
p0145 A75-20383
The supersonic flow around a sharp-nose elliptic
cone at the angle of attack
p01«5 A75-20113
Correction of the usual boundary layer equations
for the side least exposed to the flov on a cone
at angle of attack
p0146 A75-20494
The Hach number dependence of the stagnation point
heat transfer m supersonic flov
p0116 A75-20689
Numerical analysis of the leading-edge problem on
the basis of the complete Boltznann equation
relaxation method for supersonic rarefied gas flov
p0149 A75-21106
Non-adiabatic supersonic laminar flov past a small
step or suction gap
p0153 A75-22270
Graphic-analytic method for determining the
absolute optiDUB shape of the thin delta ving in
supersonic f lov
p0153 A75-22302
Hnmerical method for supersonic aerodynamic
characteristics of a ving-body system
p0153 A75-22307
A graphical-analytical method of determining the
optimal shape of uniformly thick delta vings in
supersonic flov
pOISa A75-22310
The scattering of sound by a vortex sheet
p0179 A75-22934
The effect of initial values on ving form and the
limiting curve of the vave drag coefficients of
optimized symmetrical-thick delta vings in
supersonic flow
p0181 A75-23100
Entropy layer on a supersonic plane flat nose at
incidence
p0182 A75-23208
Numerical solutions for supersonic corner flov
p0183 A75-23295
Supersonic flov of a lightly dust-laden gas past a
vedge
p0183 A75-23298
The subsonic-supersonic analogy for flov
around ving profiles
p0202 A75-25459
Effect of geometry on open cavity flov-induced
pressure oscillations
[ A I A A PAPER 75-192] p0207 A75-25761
The disappearance of the vake shock behind a
cylinder in a supersonic flov at high Reynolds
number
p0243 A75-26414
Supersonic flov past intersecting surfaces vings
p0248 A75-26882
Computation of the flow of a rarefied gas around a
cylinder
p0289 A75-29436
Study of supersonic flov around a slender
elliptical cone vith an angle of attack
p0292 A75-30059
An exact calculation of the inviscid flov field on
the lover surface of Nonveiler vaveriders
supersonic flov around caret vings
p0301 A75-31864
Solution of a model problem in flov around a
porous cone
p0302 A75-31878
The supersonic doublet-lattice nethod - A
comparison of tvo approaches based on kernel
functions
[AIAA PAPER 75-760] p0327 A75-32691
Experimental investigation of friction on a plate
in the flov of a rarefied gas
p0329 A75-33346
Computer simulation of transonic flov past
airfoils with boundary layer correction
p03«0 A75-34196
Spatial supersonic flov through annular cascades
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-113] p031t A75-34650
Problem of supersonic flov past a slender pointed
body vith tail
p0350 A75-35706
Calculations of three-dimensional flovs in a
linearized supersonic regime
p0351 A75-35813
Parabolic ving, resembling a vedge, in supersonic
flov
p0380 A75-36165
Near-field supersonic flov pattern of slender
delta vings
p0392 A75-37182
Beflection of a shock vave from a vedge
pO<401 A75-38375
Integral method for calculating a detached streau
behind a body in a supersonic flov
p0401 A75-38407
I theory for the calculation of conical
paragliders vith veak camber in supersonic flov
German book
pO«20 A75-39224
Dovnvash during supersonic flov about a plate
p0426 A75-39857
Calculation of supersonic inviscid flov about a
pyramidal-body model of a delta-shaped vehicle
p0427 A75-40254
Flat slender delta vings in supersonic stream at
small angles of attack
p0466 A75-M2185
The experimental investigation of some
characteristics of the supersonic flov around
delta vings
p0515 A75-47M38
Pressure distribution on tvo vings vith curved
leading edges at supersonic speeds
[AHC-R/M-3741] p0014 1175-10028
Analysis of the dynamic response of a supersonic
inlet to flov-field perturbations upstream of
the normal shock
[NASA-TS-D-7839] p0127 N75-14065
Normal injection of helium from svept struts into
ducted supersonic flov
[SASA-TS-X-72632: p0166 H75-15651
Calculation of three-dimensional supersonic flovs
past bodies of complex configuration
[HASA-TT-F-16192] p0170 N75-1651H
Some results of vind-tunnel tests on an aerofoil
section (NPL 9510) combining a 'peaky1 upper
surface-pressure distribution vith rear loading
[ARC-CP-1292] p0171 1175-16520
Skin friction reduction in supersonic flov by
injection through slots, porous sections and
combinations of the tvo
[NASA-CR-2091 ] p0231 N75-17614
The coexistence of tvo supersonic plane flovs in
the presence of a longitudinal pressure gradient
p0276 H7S-20209
Calculation on unsteady tvo-dimensional supersonic
flov by the method of characteristics
[AD-A006969] p0321 H75-22666
An experimental investigation of the component
drag composition of a tvo-dimensional inlet at
transonic and supersonic speeds
p0355 N75-23489
Interaction of shock vave vith vedge, vhich moves
at supersonic speed
[AD-A007302] p0359 N75-23519
Experimental study of heat transfer during flov
around uncambered delta vings vith blunted edges
[AD-A007316] p0359 N75-23524
A study of the flov around plane and axially
symmetrical bodies vith a separated shock vave
by a flov at lov supersonic speed
[AD-A004442] p0405 S75-25887
Noise suppression vith high Hach number inlets
[NASA-CB-143314] p0458 N75-29115
Measurements at the leevard side of a cone at
large incidences in supersonic flov
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demand for general aviation avionics systems in
the 1980's technology assessment and
technological forecasting of the aircraft industry
[HAS4-CH-137629] p0374 B75-24735
TECHNOLOGIES
NT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
NT HABINE TECHNOLOGY
NT MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
NT REACTOR TECHNOLOGY
TECBBOLOGY ASSESSHENT
Drone/BP7 systems Remotely Piloted Vehicle as
weapon system
p0001 475-10186
Small flying engines are different aircraft
gas turbine design
[4144 PAPER 74-1185] p0002 475-10334
Sealing technology for aircraft gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 74-1188] p0002 475-10336
State of radome technology - 1974; Proceedings of
the Twelfth Symposium on Electromagnetic
Windows, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, Ga., June 12-14, 1974
pOOOS 475-10851
LTi in the USA - Here's where it stands today
lighter than air vehicles
[4144 P4PEB 74-1280] p0011 475-11116
Automated structural design with aeroelastic
constraints - A review and assessment of the
state of the art
p0007 A75-11624
Materials on the move; Proceedings of the Sixth
National Technical Conference, Dayton, Ohio,
October 8-10, 1974
p0010 475-13028
Improved primer coating systems for the
transportation industries
p0011 475-13043
Bating aircraft on energy
p0046 475-14346
4ircraft noise and prospects for its control
pOOSO 475-15569
U.S. Navy L4BPS operations report
destroyer/helicopter system
[S4E PAPER 740817] p0081 A75-16903
F-14A status report - Operational capabilities,
program accomplishments, and cost
[SAE PAPEB 740842] p0083 A75-16913
HiMAT - A new approach to the design of highly
maneuverable aircraft
[SAE PAPER 740859] p0083 475-16921
B-1 - USAF priority number one design and
feasibility analysis
p0085 A75-17350
Canada as an airfaring nation - A brief round-up
of present major programmes
p0090 A75-17763
Technology and methodology of separating two
similar size aerospace vehicles within the
atmosphere
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SUBJECT IHDEI TECHHOLOGI ASSESSMENT COBIO
[AIAA P4PEB 75-29] p0095 A75-18268
The approach hazard --- aircraft accident avoidance
Present main trends in helicopters --- cost
reduction and performance and coafort optimization
p0107 A75-18695
Aircraft engines under development
p0107 A75- 18696
Fatigue life prediction of aircraft structures -
Past, present and fu ture
p0144 475-20336
Aeronautics - A study in technological and
economic growth and form /63rd Wilbur and
Orville Wright Memorial Lecture/
p0116 475-20669
Air navigation w i t h a pocket electronic calculator
p0150 A75-21725
Helicopter technological progress. II - Bell
Helicopter Co
p0153 A75-22272
Trends in vehicle conputer systems
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-267] p0155 A75-22491
The current status of general aviation technology
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-289] p0 1 56 A75-22505
Opportunities for progress in general aviation
technology
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-292] P°.157 A75-22506
Air transportation energy consumption - Yesterday,
today, and tomorrow
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-319] p0157 A75-22515
Applications of electronic data processing in
aircraft maintenance
p0181 A75-23018
A solution to the transport of exceptionally large
loads - The dirigible
p0182 A75-23199
Aids to air navigation
p0183 A75- 233149
Digital avionics - An established technology
p0190 A75-24019
The technology of the aircraft B B C A and its systems
[ D G L B P A P E B 71-63] p0190 475-21129
Aerospace technology - Planning methodology and
defense-technological objectives
[D6LR P A P E B 74-67] p0191 A75-21130
Development trends in aircraft design --- economic
analysis[DGLB P A P E B 711-68] pOi9 i 475-21131
Control, stabilization, and guidance of flight
vehicles
[ D G L R PAPEB 71-75] p0191 475-21133
F-15 update report
p0196 475-21806
N ASA general aviation technology programs[ A I A A P A P E B 75-290] pd98 475-25007
Technology for improved safety --- for general
aviation
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-291] p0198 A75-25008
Becent advances in the technology of aircraft
noise control
[ A I 4 4 PAPEB 75-317] p0198 A75-25011
Becent advances in exhaust systems for jet noise
suppression of high speed aircraft
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-333] p0198 A75-25016
Interagency Workshop on Lighter than Air Vehicles,
Monterey, Calif . , September 9-13, 1971,
Proceedings
p0211 A75-25969
An economic comparison of three heavy lift
airborne systems
P0212 A75-25978
Market assessment in connection with lighter than
air --- airships
p0212 A75-25980
Basic relationships for LTA technical analysis ---
performance evaluation
p0212 A75-25981
LTA structures and materials technology --- airships
p0214 A75-25991
Lighter than air - A look at the past, a look at
the possibilities
p021« A75-25995
The Slate all metal airship --- design and
historical survey
p0214 A75-25998
State of the art of metalclad airships
p021» A75-25999
The aerospace developments concept --- airship
design for natural gas transport
p0215 A75-26000
Unmanned powered balloons
p0217 A75-26020
Special problems and capabilities of high altitude
lighter than air vehicles superpressure
powered aerostat design
p0217 A75-26021
AEBOSAT test and evaluation avionics
aeronautical satellite communication system for
oceanic ATC
p0218 475-26013
Digital avionics - An overview —- Air Traffic
Control Badar Beacon System
[4IAA PAEEB 75-553] p0216 A75-26721
Digital flight control systems - Considerations in
implementation and acceptance
[AIAA PAPEB 75-577] p0247 475-26731
Fly-by-wire and control configured vehicles -
Bewards and risks
p0219 A75-27367
'By the application of power1 /21st Cayley
Memorial Lecture/ technical survey of
aircraft engines
p0250 475-27368
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Luft- und Baumfahrt,
Yearbook 1973 German book
p0253 A75-27978
European aeronautics and astronautics at the
crossroads
p0253 A75-27981
Airships - The future
p0292 A75-29899
Air breathing engines in the Federal Bepublic of
Germany review
[DOLE PAPEB 74-72] p0293 A75-30300
F-15 Eagle
p0298 A75-31053
Aeronautical bolting and high-performance bolting
p0299 A75-31115
An introduction to digital avionic systems
feasibility and advantages as compared with
analog technology
p0302 A75-31992
A look ahead from a decade of airborne digital
systems present and future avionics
technologies
p0303 A75-31999
A brief account of the progress of turbine disk
materials for aircraft jet engines
p0303 475-32023
The role of technology in commercial aircraft
policy formulation; Proceedings of the
Conference, Bethesda, Md., December 2-1, 1971
p0303 A75-32081
Helicopters - The changing scene /J. D. North
Memorial Lecture/
p0303 A75-32323
Chemical milling review
p0328 A75-32810
Recent advances in in-flight simulator technology
p0329 A75-33187
The annals of the polymorph - A short history of
variable geometry. Ill variable wing aircraft
p0330 475-33150
Bell Helicopter/NASA/Army XV-15 status report
p0332 A75-33617
High-speed rotor dynamics - An assessment of
current technology for small turboshaft engines
p0337 A75-31127
Engineering titanium alloys Russian book
p0350 A75-35519
Microwave technology in the microwave landing system
p0381 A75-36529
Ducted propulsors - Progress in the United Kingdom
[SAE PAPEB 750534] p0383 A75-36671
Technology for reducing aircraft engine pollution
[SAE PAPEB 750550] p0381 A75-36677
NASA General Aviation Research overview - 1975
[SAE PAPEB 750500] p0384 A75-36678
Alternative fuels for aviation
p0381 A75-36719
An evaluation of differential Omega for general
aviation area navigation
p0387 475-36960
Evaluation of advanced airship concepts
[AI44 P4PEB 75-930] p0389 475-37007
4 strategy for getting LTA systems airborne
[AIAA PAPER 75-919] p0390 A75-37020
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TECHNOLOGY THABSFBR SUBJECT INDEX
A state-of-the-art survey of two-dimensional
airfoil data
p0399 A75-38348
Fiber composite structures review
p0419 A75-38901
The challenge to advanced cargo aircraft systems
p0419 A75-39019
Jet aircraft emissions during cruise - Present and
future
[AIAA PAPER 75-1018] p0424 A75-39516
Is there an airship in your future
p0426 A75-39923
Whither all weather - An airplane manufacturer's
point of view all weather landing systens
[SAE PAPER 750601] p0429 A75-40510
An overview of low medium density short-haul air
transportation policy implementation
[SAE PAPER 750610] p0429 A75-10517
Overview - Turbofan STOL transport aircraft
technology
[AIAA PAPER 75-300] pOU31 A75-11179
PCAP - A new tool for the evaluation of active
control technology Flight Control Analysis
Program for flexible aircraft
[AIAA PAPES 75-1059]
 P0135 A75-11630
Air safety - The view from the cockpit
pOUO A75-11703
Why the F-16 selection criteria
pOi(66 A75-42174
Technology, efficiency, and future transport
aircraft
p0168 A75-12972
Design of turbojet engines - Panorama of
technological problems
p0472 A75-1152S
Facets of the future fighter spectrum. II
p0172 A75-11551
Rockwell International's B-1 bomber at a critical
point
p0173 A75-44553
Keeping the rotors turning - Progress in the
powerplant field for helicopters
p0473 A75-44556
Powering the vertical-risers - Jet VIOL concepts
reviewed
p0473 A75-11561
Aerospatiale's Dauphin - Profiting from Gazelle
developments for helicopter design
p0173 A75-11566
Hatenals technology
p0474 A75-44673
Powerpladts for wide-bodied aircraft - what we
bought and what we got
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1201] p0505 A75-45628
The case for the wide-bodied airship
p0510 A75-15898
Rotorcraft technology 1985-1990 - A technology
assessment and review of engineering
developments in the design of rotorcraft and its
effect on the weight engineering discipline
[ S A W E PAPER 1055] p0516 A75-17490
Engine/airframe compatibility studies for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-CR-132610] p0236 N75-18221
Technology assessment of portable energy RDT and
P, phase 1
[BASA-CR-137651] p0322 N75-22901
Analysis of technology requirements and potential
demand for general aviation avionics systems in
the 1980's technology assessment and
technological forecasting of the aircraft industry
[NASA-CR-137629] p0371 B75-24735
Engine systems technology
pO<497 H75-31079
Propulsion systems technology
p0497 N75-31080
Supersonic propulsion
pO«97 N75-31081
Hypersonic propulsion scram^et technology
p0497 N75-31082
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1,
volume 1 structural design
criteria/technology assessment
[HASA-CR-137691-VOL-1] p0531 B75-33003
TECHBOLOGT TRABSFER
The transition from effective aircraft engine
control to effective industrial engine control
[SAE PAPER 710818] p0083 A75-16915
Tests of laser metal removal for future flexible
rotor balancing in engines
[SAE PAPER 750170] p0245 A75-26591
Applicability of Randomdec technigue to flight
simulator for advanced aircraft
[NASA-CH-137609] p0175 N75-16561
On an airplane in outer space technology
transfer between aircraft design and spacecraft
design
[NASA-TT-F-16123] p0155 N75-29087
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
Laminated metallic structure - Advanced applications
pOOII A75-13016
Aerospace mounts for down-to-earth optics
pOOIS A75-15011
AFTI TI-1 program Advanced Fighter Technology
Integration
[SAE PAPER 710860] pOIBO 475-22939
Areas of ECM application, opportunities and
limitations electrochemical machining
technology
p0186 A75-23693
Development and use of types of construction
employing fiber-reinforced materials German
book on aircraft materials
[DGLR PAPER 71-117] p0193 A75-21151
Practical applications of acoustic emission
for pressure vessels, aircraft structures and
solid propellents
p0195 A75-21161
The use of digital computers in air traffic control
p0210 A75-25862
Effect of present technology on airship capabilities
p0212 A75-25974
Potential contribution of high strength, high
modulus aramid fibers to the commercial
feasibility of lighter than air craft
p0211 A75-25992
Military applications of rigid airships aerial
surveillance and cargo transport
p0216 A75-26013
•LOTS' of LTA applications Logistics Over The
Shore operations
p0218 A75-26027_
Remotely piloted LTA vehicle for surveillance
p0218 A75-26028
Loran-C compared with other navigation aids in
meeting future Canadian needs
p0351 475-35796
Short haul transportation - The helicopter's time
is now
[SAE PAPER 750598] pOU28 475-10506
Composite materials. Volume 3 - Engineering
applications of composites. Volume 1 - Metallic
matrix composites. Volume 8 - Structural design
and analysis. Part 2 Book
p0511 475-16176
Payoffs from active controls technology
applications - Transport aircraft
emphasizing vehicle range, size and increased
payload
[SAWE PAPER 1042] p0516 475-47481
Seminars: An effective method for disseminating
advanced experience
[AD-A002805] p0308 B75-21243
Advanced manufacturing methods and their economic
implications: Some pilot papers on powder
metallurgy and joining
[AGARD-H-627] p0322 N75-22749
Powder metallurgy production processes
p0322 B75-22750
Production of superalloys from powders
p0322 B75-22753
Analysis of technology requirements and potential
demand for general aviation avionics systems in
the 1980's technology assessment and
technological forecasting of the aircraft industry
[BASA-CH-137629] p0374 H75-24735
Application of active controls technology to the
BASA Jet Star airplane
[BASA-CR-2561 ] p0444 H75-28049
Application of active controls technology to
aircraft ride soothing systems
p0534 N75-33060
TEFLON (TRADEMARK)
Wear characteristics of woven Teflon fabric bearings
[ASBE PAPER 74-WA/LOB-2] p0081 A75-16872
TELECOBHONICATIOH
BT AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION
A-320
SOBJECT IBDEI TBBSILB TESTS
BT BBOADCASTING
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BT PCB TELEBETBY
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HT RADIO COBBOBIC»TIOH
BT BADIO TELEHETBf
HT SPACECBAFT COH«OHICATIOS
BT T E L E M E T R Y
BT TRANSOCEANIC COBBONICATION
BT S I D E B A N D COBBOS1CATIOS
National Electronics Conference, 30th, Chicago,
111., October 16-18, 1971, Proceedings. Volune 29
p0093 A7S-18078
Possible applications for an integrated
communication, navigation, and identification
system /ICNI/ in civil aviation
p0111 475-19063
A revolutionary and operational tethered aerostat
system illustrating new LTA technology
p0217 A75-26023
TE1EBETBBS
D TELEBETBI
TE1BBETEY
NT PCB TELEBETBY
BT BADIO TELEBBTBt
Flexibility objectives for real-tine telemetry
processing systems four block model
p0187 A75-23887
Development of an K.F. telemetry system for
aircraft engine stress and temperature data
p0258 A75-28778
Bide bandwidth optical telemetry link for ground
testing of equipment in high EHI environments
p0258 A75-28781
Provisional message formats for the DABS/BAS
interface (revision 1)
[FAA-RD-71-63-A] p0269 N75-19216
TBLEPHOTOHETEBS
0 TELEPHOTOBETBY
TELEPBOTOaETBT
Preliminary test results of the 'oblique ray '
installation for atmospheric light
transmission
p001« A75-11611
TELESCOPES
BT SPACEBOBNE TELESCOPES
Airloads near th« open port of a one-meter
airborne telescope
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-71] pO113 A75-20270
TELEVISION SYSTBBS
An exploratory flight investigation of helicopter
sling-load placements using a closed-circuit
television as a pilot aid
[BASA-TN-D-7776] p0013 S75-10009
Applications of low light television to helicopter
operations
p0183 B75-30061
An experimental evaluation of gated low light
TV(GL3TV) for »ire obstacle detection
[AD-A010331 ] p0521 N75-32016
TEHPEBATDRE
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NT GAS TEBPEBATDHB
NT HIGH T E H P E B A T O B E
NT SDBFACE T E B P E B A T D B E
ST BALL T E H P E R A T U K E
TBBPBBATOBE CONTBOL
A fluidically controlled aircraft environmental
system[ASHE P A P E R 75-ENAS-7] poi3i A75-10891
Determination of aircraft cabin radiation,
conduction, and convection heat transfer
coefficients
[AD-785616] p0123 N75-13861
Study of active coding for supersonic transports
[NASA-CB-132573] p0225 N75-17336
TBBPEBATDBE DIFFBBBBCBS
0 TEBPERATOBE GBADIENTS
TEBPEBSTOBE DISTBIBDTIOB
Radio frequency heating of radomes in an
aerodynamic environment
p0009 A75-10876
Density and temperature in front of a cylinder
with a thermally insulated and cooled vail in a
Ion-density supersonic flow
p0092 A75-18012
Determination of unsteady temperature fields in
the turbine disk of a short-acting turbopump unit
p0291 A75-29802
Thermal deformation vector for a bilinear
temperature distribution in an anisotropic
quadrilateral membrane element aircraft
structure aodel
P0292 A75-29953
Analysis of the effects on life of leading-edge
holes in an airfoil subjected to arbitrary
spanmse and chordwise temperature distributions
structural analysis
[BASA-TB-I-3257] p0417 B75-27121
Aircraft investigations of the microstructure of
the temperature fields in the troposphere and
stratosphere
[BLL-B-23558-(5828.1F)] pOUIB B75-28585
TBHPBBATDBE EFFECTS
Consideration of materials for aircraft brakes
p0053 475-16625
Core engine noise due to temperature fluctuations
convecting through turbine blade rows
[AIAA PAPEB 75-528] p0209 A75-25791
The influence of temperature on shock-free
supersonic jet noise
p0298 A75-31086
Jet-induced thermal effects for VIOL aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-96] p0311 A75-31638
Exhaust plume temperature effects on noz2le
afterbody performance over the transonic Bach
number range
p0357 N75-23501
TEBPEBATOBE FIELDS
U TEBPEBATOBE DISTRIBUTION
TBBPBBATOBE GBADIENTS
Heat transfer on curved surfaces
p0152 A75-22091
TEBPEBATOBE INDICATORS
0 INDICATING IHSTBDBENTS
0 TEBPEBATORE HEASPBING INSTBDBENTS
TEBPEBATDBE IBSXBOHBBTS
0 TBHPEHATORB BEASUBI8G IWSTEOBEHTS
TEBPEBATDBB HEASOBEBEHT
Flight measurements as part of the testing of
electric deicing equipment for helicopter rotor
blades
p0119 A75-21035
Friction and temperature rise in aircraft tires
[BASA-CR-131666] p0057 N75-11929
TBBPBBATOBE BEASORING IBSTBDBENTS
BT THERBOBETEBS
Development of an R.F. telemetry system for
aircraft engine stress and temperature data
p0258 A75-28778
Temperature measurement for advanced gas turbine
controls
p0365 N75-23597
IEBPEBATDBB PROFILES
An analytical model for predicting exit
temperature profile from gas turbine engine
annular combustors
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1307] p0507 A75-15689
TBBPEBATDBE SEBSOBS
Heat transfer coefficients of gas turbine flow
passage elements under rotating conditions
p0152 A75-22105
TBBBESSEB
Delta Air Lines Incorporated BcDonnell Douglas
DC-9-32, N3323L, Chattanooga Bunicipal Airport,
Chattanooga, Tennessee
[PB-238179/0] p0281 B75-20278
1EBSILE STBBSS
Characterization of 8-mil boron/aluminum material
tensile, shear and fatigue tests
p0432 A75-U0963
Shear and tension-bending fatigue test methods for
threaded airframe fasteners
[COB-75-10117/1] pOU18 B75-28iaa
TESSILB TESTS
Fracture mechanics' impact on specifications and
supply test methods for aircraft aluminum
alloys
p0190 A75-21001
A new biaxial tensile testing machine
p0190 A75-21068
Directionally solidified lamellar eutectic
superalloys by edge-defined, film-fed growth
including tensile tests
[NASA-CB-131808] p0377 B75-21897
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TBHSOHBTBRS SUBJECT IBDEI
TBNSOBETBSS
Tra in-gauge technique for the experimental
de te rn ina t ion of displacements of aircraft
s t ruc tu ra l elements
p0469 A75-43811
T E B B I N A L B4LLISTICS
Exper imen ta l hydraul ic ran studies (FY 71)
[ A D - 7 8 4 7 3 6 ] p0040 N75-11230
Ballistically tolerant rotor blade investigation
[ A D - A 0 0 9 5 1 6 ] p0496 N75-31058
TBBBIBiL FACILITIES
Hultisensor utilization for air t raff ic control in
the terminal area
p0094 A75-18190
A R T S III computerized air t raf f ic control system
p0150 A75-21564
Bobile lounge or filed gate airport terminal
design
p0202 A75-25343
Hooring and ground handling rigid airships
p0214 A75-25996
Flight demonstration of the feasibility of a
scanning beam microwave landing system
p0036 N75-10919
An advanced air traffic management concept based
on extensions of the upgraded third generation
ATC system. System B: 1995 Los Angeles Basin
traffic model, volume 2
[AD-785310] p0057 N75-11927
Microwave Landing System (HLS) development plan as
proposed by Hazeltine Corporation during the
technique analysis and contract definition phase
of the national BLS development program. Volume
1: System concept and integration
[iD-778215] p0075 N75-12980
The ITT Gilfillan Doppler microwave landing system
rationale for selection of technology
applied to instrument landing system
p0076 N75-12995
Thoughts about the Microwave Landing System from a
user perspective
p0077 1175-12998
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 10: subsystem
performance requirements
[PB-234273/1] p0122 H75-13850
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 2- Terminal design
and flight test plan for phase 1 program.
Volume 1: Terminal design
[AD-783583] p0136 N75-14929
Application of modern control theory to scheduling
and path-stretching maneuvers of aircraft in the
near terminal area
[NASA-CR-142058] p0164 N75-15626
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
4A: Computer program report
[PB-236723/3 ] p0165 N75-15636
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
4B: Computer program report (concluded)
[PB-236724/1] p0165 1175-15637
Terminal area considerations for an advanced CTOL
transport aircraft
p0305 N75-21223
Some DHC-6 Twin Otter approach and landing
experience in a STOL system
p0307 N75-21238
TEEHINAL GUIDANCE
Discrete event simulation model of terminal air
traffic control system
p0093 A75-18187
A flight research program to develop airborne
systems for improved terminal area operations
p0196 A75-24803
Time-controlled descent guidance in uncertain Hinds
[AIAA PAPEK 75-1078] p0436 A75-41644
TEEBIHOLOGY ,
Proposed HIL-STD-XXX aircraft nonnuclear
survivability/vulnerability terms
[AD-AOOM972] p0445 N75-28056
TEBBABY SISTERS (DIGITAL)
0 DIGITAL SYSTEHS
TEEE4IS FOLLOWIKG AIBCR&FT
Eesults of the investigation regarding two
three-dimensional low-level flight control systems
[DGLB PAPEE 74-83] p0192 A75-24139
Eesults of an investigation of two
three-dimensional low-level flight systems
p0388 A75-36992
Terrain following evaluation simulation B-1
aircraft avionics
p0395 A75-37647
Development of automatic
terrain-following/automatic terrain-avoidance
decoupling techniques
[AIAA PAPEE 75-1074] p0435 A75-416UO
An analytical model for the control of low flying
aircraft and vehicles by visual cues
[IAF PAPEB ST-75-01] p0509 A75-45881
LISTER: lir defence surface protection capability
in Swedish terrain
[FOA-P-C-8349-B1] p0068 N75-12890
The application of lasers to the problems of very
low level flight obstacle avoidance and terrain
following
p0177 H75-16833
An optical radar system for obstacle avoidance and
terrain following for helicopters
p0483 H75-30062
IESI BEDS
0 TEST EO.OIPBENT
TEST CBAflBEBS
NT ANECHOIC CHAMBEBS
TEST BQDIP8EHT
Digital avionics information system /DAIS/
integrated test bed development
[AliA PAPEB 75-588] p0247 A75-26739
T and E guidelines for airborne ECU systems
[AD-784574] p0016 H75-10332
NASA Lewis 10 by 10 foot supersonic wind tunnel
[NASA-TB-X-71625] p0135 B75-14780
Intermittent positive control computer algorithm
for test bed experiments collision avoidance
- aircraft guidance
[AD-A009215] p0455 N75-29068
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CONFLOW High Pressure Leg - A new response to
simulation needs for testing advanced
atmospheric penetration vehicles
[AIAA PAPEB 75-173] p0102 A75-18359
Recent progress in experimental studies of
afterbodies
[ONERA, IP NO. 1975-12] p0197 A75-24913
Test bed for the upgraded third generation Air
Traffic Control system
p0219 A75-26064
Laboratory testing of controls for aircraft
turbine engines
[ASHE PAPER 75-GT-101] p0344 A75-316U3
Some research towards guieter aircraft
experimental facilities and airframe/engine
design interactions
p0515 A75-47281
NASA-Langley helicopter tower instrumentation
systems
[NASA-CB-132522] p0032 B75-10106
Some guestions on the creation of an open stand
for acoustic investigations of DTBD's
development of facilities for testing turbofan
engines
[AD-A000660] p0228 N75-17365
A semi-automatic modal-survey test technique for
complex aircraft and spacecraft structures
p0321 H75-22539
TEST PILOTS
YF-16 - A rare opportunity flight test program
p0332 A75-33615
TEST RANGES
B-52G/H Protective Systems Test Range /PSTB/
antenna radiation pattern measurement
p0395 A75-37674
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SUBJECT IBDEI THERMAL STBESSBS
TEST STAHDS
Automated test facility for aircraft hydraulic
pumps and motors
p0323 A75-32397
TEST VEHICLES
NT FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
TESTEBS
0 TEST EQDIPHENT
TESTING HACHIBES
D TEST EQUIPMENT
TETBEBED BALLOOBS
A practical concept for povered or tethered
weight-lifting LTA vehicles
p0217 A75-26022
A revolutionary and operational tethered aerostat
system illustrating new LTA technology
p0217 A75-26023
Technology update - Tethered aerostat structural
design and material developments
p0217 A75-2602U
TETHERLIHES
Analysis of unmanned, tethered, rotary-wind
platforms
[AD-785581] p0055 H75-11903
TF-30 ENGINE
Real-time simulation of the TF30-P-3 turbofan
engine using a hybrid computer
[NASA-TM-X-3106] p0032 N75-10095
Experimental investigation of a simple distortion
index utilizing steady-state and dynamic
distortions in a nach 2.5 mixed-compression
inlet and turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-X-3169] p0119 N75-13825
Design of a very-lov-bleed Hach 2.5
mixed-compression inlet with 05 percent internal
contraction
[NASA-TM-X-3135] p0228 N75-17363
Digital implementation of the TP30-P-3 turbofan
engine control
[ N A S A - T H - X - 3 1 0 5 ] p0239 N75-18239
TFI AIBCBiFT
0 F-111 A I R C R A F T
THKODOLITES
Evaluation of the Bubino procedure for radio
telemetric theodolite positioning
[ A D - A O O U 3 1 7 ] p0288 N75-20353
THSOBEHS
N T R E C I P R O C A L T H E O R E M S
N T S I M I L A R I T Y T H E O R E M
THEORETICAL PHYSICS
N T H E W T O N THEORY
THEBHAL ABSORPTION
NT P O L A R CAP A B S O R P T I O N
T H E R M A L B O U N D A R Y L A Y E R
EH window thermal barriers on supersonic
aircraft
pOOOt A75-10857
Unsteady boundary layers over rotating blades
[ ASHE PAPER 75-GT-614] p0343 A75-31617
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
Determination of cooling energy and air flow rate
to cool turbine case
p0152 A75-22085
Some aspects of studying the heat conditions of
flight vehicles in the design and testing phase
pOt70 A75-HI1099
TBBBHAL CONTROL COATINGS
Heat and mass transfer in the flow of a
high-enthalpy gas in the air-gas flow area of
aircraft and rocket engines
p0291 A75-29811
Heat and mass transfer during high-enthalpy gas
flow in aircraft and rocket engine flow passages
p0397 A75-38074
THEBHAL CONVECTION
0 FREE CONVECTION
T H E R M A L CYCLING TESTS
High gas velocity burner tests on silicon carbide
and silicon nitride at 1200 C
p0296 A75-30869
Realism in fatigue testing - The effect of
flight-by-flight thermal and random load
histories on composite bonded joints
boron-epoiy-tita mum
p0299 A75-31292
Thermal fatigue of coated superalloys
p0516 A75-47M78
THEBHAL DECOMPOSITION
D PYROLYSIS
THEBHAL EFFECTS
0 TEHPEBATDBE EFFECTS
THEBHAL EFFICIENCY
0 T H E B H O D Y N A H I C EFFICIENCY
THEBHAL FATIGOE
Low cycle high temperature fatigue in aircraft
jet engines: conference proceedings
[AGABD-CP-155] p0016 N75-10487
Precision in LCHTF testing of aircraft jet
engines
p0017 N75-10490
The effect of cycle parameters on high temperature
low cycle fatigue in aircraft jet engines
p0017 N75-10491
Lifetime prediction methods for elevated
temperature fatigue in aircraft jet engines
p0034 N75-10493
Design procedures for elevated temperature
low-cycle fatigue as applied to aircraft jet
engines
p003« N75-10U9U
THEBHAL INSOLATION
Development of a thermal acoustical aircraft
insulation material
[NASA-CB-111U98] p0168 N75-15803
Hulti-slot film cooling of supersonic aircraft
using air as a coolant
[AD-A002673] p0271 N75-19239
Air Force technical objective document. Fiscal
year 1975 composite materials, heat
resistant alloys, thermal insulation, protective
coatings
[AD-A005386] pO!4<49 N75-28961
THEBHAL HAPPING
Problems in the integration of infrared line
scanners in high-performance aircraft
tDGLH PaPEB 7K-9U] p0192 A75-241K3
Passive infrared imaging systems
p03«5 A75-34884
THERBAL POLLOTION
Response of a light aircraft to a thermal exhaust
plume
p0348 A75-35403
THERMAL PBOPEBTIES
D THEBHODYNAHIC PBOPEBTIES
THEBHAL PBOTECTION
EM window thermal barriers on supersonic
aircraft
pOOOD A75-10857
TBEBHAL BESISTANCE
Polyimide materials development for high
temperature, broadband radome applications
p0009 A75-10872
Oxide dispersion strengthened alloys for aircraft
turbine engine vanes
p0011 A75-130UO
Investigation of the structure and properties of
niobium in vacuum and in high-velocity air streams
pOISO A75-23009
The production of high-temperature, high-strength
nitrogen ceramics
p0296 A75-30860
Processable high temperature resistant polymer
matrix materials
[NASA-TH-X-71682] p0275 N75-19367
THEBHAL SHIELDING
U HEAT SHIELDING
THERMAL STABILITY
Type IV class 162 commercial airplane hydraulic
fluids
p0145 A75-20449
Laboratory evaluation of the stability of
high-purity jet fuels of the T-8 type and of the
effectiveness of antioxidants
p019« A75-24271I
Processable high temperature resistant polymer
matrix materials
pOU21 A75-39482
PHB polyimides - Processable high temperature
composite matrix resins
p0433 A75-10999
Aircraft turbine engine fuel corrosion inhibitors
and their effects on fuel properties
[AD-787191] p0136 N75-H4919
Jet fuel thermal stability improvements through
fuel processing
[AD-A001623] p0231 N75-17531
THEBHAL STRESSES
Applications of similarity laws in the case of
A-32 3
TBEBMOCBEBICiL PROPERTIES SDBJECI ISDEX
turbomachines
pOOII A75-11674
Experimental analysis of wing boxes subjected to
heating
p0052 A75-16266
Determination of unsteady temperature fields in
the turbine disk of a short-acting turbopump unit
p0291 A75-29802
Thermal deformation vector for a bilinear
temperature distribution in an anisotropic
quadrilateral membrane element aircraft
structure model
p0292 A75-29953
Experimental and theoretical deteruination of
thermal stress and heat transfer for a turbine
blade, using high-temperature thin f i lm
thermocouples
p0294 A75-30506
Thermostructural and material considerations in
the design of the P-11 aircraft transparencies
[ A I A A PAPER 75-990] pOU38 A75-41691
in improved method for optimum design of
mechanically and thermally loaded structures
aircraft structures
[NASA-TN-D-7965] p0493 N75-30596
THERHOCBEHICAL PROPERTIES
Thermochemical characterization of aircraft
interior panel materials
p0471 A75-44188
THBBHOCOUPLES
Experimental ana theoretical determination of
thermal stress and heat transfer for a turbine
blade, using high-temperature thin film
thermocouples
p029U A75-30506
THERBODYNAMIC CYCLES
NT RANKINE CICLE
Hew engine cycles - Opportunity for creativity
multimission SST and STOL design
p0053 A75-16621
On the future of jet propulsion in subsonic
transport aviation
p0250 A75-27777
Part load specific fuel consumption of gas turbines
p0257 A75-28650
THERBODYNiBIC EFFICIEHCT
Thermodynamics of multistage air-cooled gas turbine
p0187 A75-23817
Part load specific fuel consumption of gas turbines
p0257 A75-28650
Analysis of the characteristics of a ducted-fan
engine with a small-size gas-turbine engine in
the outer duct
p0291 A75-29812
Influence of twisting the main flow on the
efficiency of film heating with anally
symmetric flow around a cylinder
p029t A75-30493
Analysis of characteristics of bypass turbojet
engines with small gas turbine engines in the
outer flow
p0397 A75-38Q75
Quarterly bulletin of the Division of Mechanical
Engineering and the National Aeronautical
Establishment, 1 October - 31 December 1971
[DBE/NAE-1974(4) ] p0278 N75-20249
TBEBHODYNAHIC PROPERTIES
NT ENTHALPY
NT ENTROPY
NT THE8HAL CONDUCTIVITY
NT THERHil STABILITY
NT THERHOCHEBICAL PROPERTIES
Kerosene type aviation turbine fuel properties
survey
[AD-786452] p0127 N75-1U005
THERBODYNAHICS
NT AEROTHEHBODYNABICS
NT COMBUSTION PHYSICS
THBBHOELASIICITY
NT AEBOTHEHHOELlSTICm
Design and analysis of a ceramic stator vane
[ASBE PAPER 75-GT-100] p034« A75-34642
THEBHOGRABS
D RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
0 TEBPERATOBE MEASURING INSTRUBENTS
THEBBOBETERS
Observing cold-night temperatures of agricultural
landscapes with an airplane-mounted radiation
thermometer
THBRHOBETBY
D TEBPERATURE MEASUREMENT
TBBBBOHOCLEAB PROPULSION
U NUCLEAR PROPULSION
TBERBOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
NT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
NT THERBAL STABILITY
THERBOPLASTIC BBSI8S
Thermal plastic radomes
Polyimides for fiber composites
p0329 A75-33103
p0009 A75-10880
p0158 A75-22521
TBERBOSETTISG RESINS
NT EPOXY RESINS
THEBBOSTABILITY
U THERMAL STABILITY
TBBRBOTROPISB
U TEBPERATURE EFFECTS
THICKNESS BATIO
Method of the optimization of the load-carrying
structure of wing on rigidity during variation
by the distribution of thickness ratio
[AD-A007317] p0359 N75-23521
An investigation on the effect of second-order
additional thickness distributions to the upper
surface of an NACA 64 sub 1-212 airfoil
using flow eguations and a CDC 7600 digital
computer
[NASA-CR-137701] p0369 N75-24674
An investigation on the effect of second-order
additional thickness distributions to the upper
surface of an NACA 64-206 airfoil using flow
equations and a CDC 7600 digital computer
[NASA-CR-137702] p0369 N75-24675
Theoretical effect of modifications to the upper
surface of two NACA airfoils using smooth
polynomial additional thickness distributions
which emphasize leading edge profile and which
vary quadratically at the trailing edge
using flow eguations and a CDC 7600 computer
[NASA-CR-137703] p0370 N75-24676
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for
oscillating wings with thickness
[NASA-CH-2259] p0443 N75-28030
Theoretical effect of modifications to toe upper
surface of two NACA airfoils using smooth
polynomial additional thickness distributions
which emphasize leading edge profile and which
vary linearly at the trailing edge
[NASA-CR-137717] pOU51 N75-29030
THIN AIRFOILS
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT THIN HINGS
Comment on 'Investigation of multi-element
airfoils with external flow jet flap1 by F.
Bavriplis
pOOOS A75-1108t
Finite element analysis of transonic flow by the
method of weighted residuals
[AIAA PAPER 75-79] p0097 A75-18293
Measurements of discrete vortex noise in a
closed-throat wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 75-488] p0206 A75-25758
Cavitating flow past a vibrating thin-section wing
profile
p0248 A75-26895
Effect of nonstationarity on aerodynamic forces in
an airfoil cascade
p0299 A75-31377
Nonsteady aerodynamic lattice characteristics of
thin, curvilinear profiles
p0299 A75-31378
Calculation of supercavitating flow through thin
airfoil cascades by the method of integral
equations
p0300 A75-31813
Study of detached regimes in profile arrays
p0303 A75-32298
Random vortex shedding noise of airfoils
p0323 A75-32430
A perturbation method for transonic flows about
oscillating airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 75-877] p0346 A75-35171
Parabolic method for solving the problem of a
sonic gas flow about a thin symmetric profile
p0428 A75-40259
The numerical simulation of low freguency unsteady
transonic flow fields around thin airfoil
A-32«l
SOBJECT IHDBI THBEE DIHEHSIOSAL COBPOSITBS
p0466 A75-42183
Entropy layer in the problem of hypersonic flow
about thin blunt bodies that are nearly
two-dimensional
p0511 A75-46297
TBIH BODIES
Bodograph method for axisyametric transonic gas
flows
p0379 A75-35967
THIS FILHS
Thin filo permeable membranes for inert gas
generation for aircraft fuel tanks
[S1E PAPEH 7110855] p0083 A75-16919
Survey of thin filo fluorescent material for
marking aircraft
CAD-A005571] p0236 N75-18194
Feasibility of adapting a thin fill permeable
membrane to jet transport fuel tank inerting
system
CAD-A003799] p0282 875-20295
THIS LAIEB CBBOHAIOGBAPBT
Application of thin-layer chromatography for
determining the wearing capacity of additives
contained in petroleum-based aviation oils
p0348 A75-35300
IBIS PLATES
Influence of subsonic potential flow on the
buckling of thin panels under edge compression
p0140 A75-19914
Experimental investigation of friction on a plate
in the flow of a rarefied gas
p0329 A75-33346
Sound radiation from a bounded thin inhomogeneous
plate reinforced with N ribs and driven by
boundary-layer pressure fluctuations
p0329 A75-33417
Study of the fracture of thin plates made of light
alloys used in the aeronautical domain
p047« A75-44737
TBIR BALLED SHELLS
A Laval nozzle design which realizes the
zero-moment state
p0141 A75-20033
Analysis of thin-wall circular fuselage in damage
zone
p0186 A75-23801
Vibration of non-uniform thin-walled beams of
arbitrary shape
p0293 A75-30137
Applicability of the cross section shape
invariability hypothesis in strength
calculations of thinwall aircraft structures
p0295 A75-30756
Structural mechanics of skewed thin vail systems
[AD-785116] p0067 N75-12376
Optimum design of thin walled structures
[AD-787223] p0137 N75-15095
THIS HALLS
Some guestions in the calculation of the strength
of thin-walled aircraft structures through the
application of mechanized computer techniques
p0153 A75-22306
Nonlinear torsional vibrations of thin-walled
beams of open section
p0243 A75-26U10
Estimation of the strength and mass of thin-walled
structures Russian book
p0298 A75-30999
Fabrication of one-piece-forged thin-walled parts
having variable cross section Russian book
p0329 A75-33150
TBIH IIBGS
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a system of rectangular wings moving near a
screening surface
pOOIS A75-12078
lifting-surface theory for a seni-infmite wing in
oblique gust
pOOS1 A75-15952
Profile of wing with rotating flap in shearing flow
p0084 A75-17085
Separated flow in the neighborhood of the trailing
edge of a three-dimensional thin wing
[ONEBA, TP NO. 11433] p0085 A75-17305
Graphic-analytic method for determining the
absolute optimum shape of the thin delta wing in
supersonic flow
p0153 A75-22302
Static computation of a wing lodel made of carbon
fiber reinforced plastic /beading-torsion box/
with the aid of the method of finite elements
and a comparison with experimental values
[DGLB PAPEB 74-118] p0193 A75-24155
Hathematical programming in wing theory
p0292 A75-29956
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-866] p0333 A75-339S3
Calculation of the separated flow at a
thin-section wing of finite span
p0340 A75-34262
Optimization method for a generalized class of
functional of several variables, and its
application to problems involving the
determination of the shape of three-dimensional
bodies with optimal aerodynamic characteristics
p0380 A75-36166
Laminar separation at a trailing edge
[ONESA, TP NO. 1975-13] p0396 A75-37899
Approximate method for calculating the aerodynamic
characteristics of semicircular wings with a
constant sweep span
p0432 A75-40918
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a rectangular wing with end washers near a screen
p0432 A75-40931
On the response of an airplane to sinusoidal gust
p0434 A75-41474
A method for determining the force characteristics
of an airfoil of finite span
p0467 A75-42313
Effect of flow boundaries on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a small-aspect-ratio wing
- p0513 A75-46878
Numerical solution for unsteady sonic flow over
thin wings
[NASA-CB-141114] p0068 N75-12899
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 1:
Engineering document
[NASA-CR-132709] p0523 B75-32026
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 2:
Program description document
[NASA-CB-132710] p0523 N75-32027
THBE4DS
Load distribution on threads of titanium tension
nuts and steel bolts
[ASHE PAPER 74-DE-N] p0185 A75-23638
TBBEE DIMENSIONAL BOOHDABY LAYBB
Three-dimensional laminar boundary layers in
crosswise pressure gradients on flat plate
in curved duct
pOOSS A75-17342
Calculation of a three-dimensional laminar
boundary layer in the case of bodies of
revolution at incidence with separation
p0090 A75-17775
Experimental and theoretical analysis of three
dimensional turbulent boundary layers in a
curved supersonic channel
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-22] p0244 A75-26476
Calculation of heat transfer at the lines of flow
of a three-dimensional boundary layer in a
nonuDiform external flow
p0248 A75-26894
Experiments on supersonic boundary-layer
separation in three dimensions
[ASBE PAPEB 75-APHH-55] p0300 A75-31424
Computational procedure for three-dimensional
boundary layers on aircraft and aerospace vehicles
p0339 A75-34190
Laminar boundary layer in symmetry plane of
blunt-nosed body
p0380 A75-36241
Measurements in an incompressible
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer,
under infinite swept-wing conditions, and
comparison with theory
p0427 A75-40206
Three dimensional boundary layer in a vicinity of
the critical line of the sliding wing with
nonuniform suction
[AD-A007194] p0315 H75-22293
TBBEE DIHBHSIOH4L C08POSITES
A rain erosion evaluation of three-dimensional
woven silica and reaction sintered silicon
A-32 5
THREE DIBE1SI01AL PL01 SDBJECT IBDEI
ni t r ide as state-of-the-art radome materials
pOOO« A75-10875
THEBE DIHBISIOIUL FLOB
NT S E C O N D A R Y FLO»
The problem of three-dimensional lifting potential
flov and its solution by means of 'surface
singularity distribution
p0017 A75-12315
Separated flow in the neighborhood of the trailing
edge of a three-dimensional thin wing
[ O N E R S , TP NO. 1<)33] p0085 A75-17305
Potential flow about three-dimensional lifting
configurations, with application to wings and
rotors
[AIAA PAPER 75-126] p0100 A75-18329
Numerical calculation of linearized subsonic flows
around vings
[ONERS, TP NO. 1116] p0109 A75-18927
Quantitative density visualization in a transonic
rotor
[ A I S A P A P E R 75-21] p0112 A75-20257
Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods
applied to subsonic flows
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-50] p0112 A75-20261
A surface vorticity analysis of three-diaensional
flow through strongly swept turbine cascades
p0151 A75-22Q2Q
Measured three-dimensional effects in transonic
airfoil testing
p0182 A75-23222
Review of integral-equation techniques for solving
potential-flow problems with emphasis on the
surface-source method
p0200 A75-25120
Calculation of the flow around blunted,
nonsymmetnc'cones with large aperture angle
p0257 S75-28652
The three-dimensional character of a cross flow
around a circular cylinder
p0257 A75-2865K
Computation of noneguilibrium three-dimensional
inviscid flow over blunt-nosed bodies flying at
supersonic speeds
[AIAS PAPEE 75-835] p0332 S75-33931
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation
[ A I A A PAPER 75-866] p0333 S75-33953
Three dimensional characteristics of turbulent
wakes behind rotors of axial flow turbomachinery
[ A S B E P A P E R 75-GT-1] p0311 A75-34566
Concurrent mixing and diffusion in three dimensions
ejector performance
[AISA P A P E R 75-873] p0346 A75-35170
Study of the interaction and three-dimensional
separation effects of a boundary layer in a
supersonic laminar regime French book
P0350 475-35450
Calculations of three-dimensional flows in a
linearized supersonic regime
p0351 A75-35813
A three-dimensional method for the calculation of
flow in turbomachines using finite elements on a
blade-to-blade surface of revolution Book
p0385 A75-36899
Determination of the three-dimensional transonic
potential flow around wings and wing-body
combinations by means of a relaxation technique
p0466 475-41969
Some results using relaxation methods for two- and
three-dimensional transonic flows
pO«67 A75-U2225
Three dimensional flows around airfoils with shocks
[COO-3077-43] p0162 N75-15615
Calculation of three-dimensional supersonic flows
past bodies of complex configuration
[ N A S A - T T - F - 1 6 1 9 2 ] p0170 N75-16514
Potential flow about three-dimensional streamlined
lifting configurations, with application to
wings and rotors
p0403 N75-25867
Potential flow about three dimensional streamlined
lifting configurations, with application to
wings and rotors
[AD-A003697] p0412 N75-26979
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 1:
Engineering document
[HASA-CR-132709] p0523 S75-32026
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 2:
Program description document
[NiSA-CB-132710] p0523 N75-32027
THREE DIMENSIONAL HOTIOH
NT SECONDARY FLOK
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOR
Improved gradient algorithm for two-point boundary
value problems time optimal trajectory control
p0140 A75-19909
Results of the investigation regarding two
three-dimensional low-level flight control systems
[DG1S PAPER 7K-83] p0192 A75-24139
Mechanics of optimum three-dimensional motion of
aircraft in the atmosphere
[NASA-TT-F-777] p0265 N75-19182
THROTTLING
Compressor and turbine characteristic
representation in algorithm for calculating
turbojet engine throttling characteristics
p0187 475-23822
S-3S stall testing and auto-throttle
dev elopnent/testing
p0331 A75-33613
TBHOST
NT JET THHOST
HT ROCKET THRUST
NT STATIC THRUST
NT VARIABLE THRUST
The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion -
Forward thrust of deundulators of great depth
p0301 475-31818
THHOST AUGMENTATION
Oscillating jet nozzles for V/STOl application
[AIAA PAPER 71-1189] pOOOS 475-10337
An analytic description of hypermixing and test of
an improved nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 71-1190] p0003 475-10338
A computer program for aircraft thrust ejector
analyses
[AIAA PAPER 71-1191] p0003 A75-10339
Ejector thrust augmentation for STOL aircraft
applications
[AIAA P4PER 71-1192] p0006 475-10310
Thrust augmented wing sections in transition flight
[AIAA PAPEB 75-169] p0102 A75-18356
A new vertical approach FV-12A thrust
augmented wing
p0148 475-21013
A parametric evaluation of the performance of the
bypass jet engine
p0393 475-37123
Rockwell proposes VTOL C-130 version
p0513 475-16868
Design and test of ejector thrust augmentation
configurations
p0118 N75-13814
OS 4ir Force v/STOL aircraft aerodynamic
prediction methods
p0118 N75-13817
Prediction of aerodynamic interference effects
with jet-lift and fan-lift VTOL aircraft
p0118 N75-13818
Thrust augmented wing sections in potential flow
[AD-786221] p0131 H75-14729
Reversed cowl flap inlet thrust augnentor with
adjustable airfoil
[NASA-CASE-AHC-10754-1 ] p037U N75-21736
Experimental mating of trapped vortex diffusers
with large area ratio thrust augmentors
[AD-A004802] p0405 S75-25885
THRUST BEAHIHGS
Design and development of low-cost, self-contained
bearing lubrication systems for turbine engines
p0336 A75-31121
THRUST CONTROL
NT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
Powerplant energy management transport
aircraft engine thrust control
[AIAA PAPER 71-1066] p0001 A75-10259
Turbine engine parts life improvement through
thrust management
[SAE PAPEE 750589] p0172 A75-44348
Monitored thrust is a critical element in
effective operations
[SAE PAPER 750590] p0172 A75-U4319
Differential thrust controller for air cushion
landing system aircraft
[SD-A008662] p0193 N75-30197
4-326
SUBJECT IBDEI TIBE DEPENDENCE
TBBDSI HEiSDBEHEHT
Recent flight experience with the F I D O engine in
the YF-16
[ A I A A PAPER 7U-1163] p0012 475-11298
Interaction of jets of GE CF6-SO reactors with the
wing cellules of the airbus during cruise -
Wind-tunnel simulation
p0351 A75-35808
High accuracy force accounting procedures for
turbopovered simulator testing
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1321] p0508 A75-15701
A nev jet engine thrust measuring system: An
advancement in f l ight test engineering
p0036 N75-10922
In-flight thrust measurement: A fundamental
element in engine condition monitoring
p0498 N75-31095
TBRDST POWER
0 THBOST
TBBOST REVERSAL
Test and evaluation of a f ighter aircraft
in-flight thrust reverser
[ A I A A PAPER 71-1170] p O O O U A75-10321
Performance of a model cascade thrust reverser for
short-haul applications
[ A I A A P A P E R 71-1171] p0006 A75-11299
Noise of model target type thrust reversers for
engine-over-the-wing applications
p0251 A75-27853
Ground vortei - Limit to engine/reverser operation
for high bypass ratio engine
[ A S H E PiPEF 75-GT-3] p03U1 A75-31567
Thrust reversers for the TFE-731 turbofan
[SAE PAPER 750506] p0382 A75-36652
Noise of model target type thrust reversers for
engine-over-the-wing applications
[NASA-Ttl-X-71621 ] p0039 N75-109U8
Some notes on the thermodynamics of thrust
reversal in flight
p0276 N75-20212
Performance of an isolated two-dimensional
variable-geometry wedge nozzle with translating
shroud and collapsing wedge at speeds up to Bach
2.01
[NASA-TN-D-7906] p0278 N75-20217
Research about effects of external flow and
aircraft installation conditions on thrust
reversers performances
p0356 N75-23H95
Reverse thurst experience on the Concorde
p0356 N75-23496
Aerodynamic aspects and optimisation of thrust
reverser systems
p0358 N75-23513
The 727 airplane target thrust reverser static
performance model test for refanned JT8D engines
[NASA-CR-131652] p0375 S75-21737
Effect on fan flow characteristics of length and
axial location of a cascade thrust reverser
[HASA-TM-X-32U7] p0376 N75-2M7H5
Hind tunnel test of model target thrust reversers
for the Pratt and Hhitney aircraft JT8D-100
series engines installed on a 727-200 airplane
[NASA-CR-131709] pOU59 N75-29117
IBHOST VECTOR CONTROL
V/STOL deflector concepts
[AIAA PAPER 7U-1168] pOOOl A75-10319
A new vertical approach FV-12A thrust
augmented wing
p0108 A75-21013
Fluidic ejection seat control system
p0199 A75-25052
Vertical seeking ejection seat
p0199 A75-25053
Effectiveness of operation in turbulent atmosphere
of the lateral channels of a VIOL airplane
vector stabilizing system
p0296 A75-30775
Study of non-axisynmetnc nozzles installed in
advanced fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1316] p0508 A75-U5695
Augmented Deflector Exhaust Nozzle /ADEN/ design
for future fighters
[AIAA PAPER 75-1318] pOSOB A75-145697
Bethods for predicting the aerodynamic and
stability and control characteristics of STOL
aircraft. Volume 1: Basic theoretical methods
[AD-A001580] p0229 N75-17375
Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and
stability and control characteristics of STOL
aircraft. Volume 2: STOL aerodynamic methods
cooputer program
[AD-A001581] p0230 H75-17376
Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and
stability and control characteristics of STOL
aircraft. Volume 3: Engineering methods
[AD-A001582] p0230 S75-17377
Direct lift control applications to transport
aircraft: A UK viewpoint
p0306 N75-21231
TBBOST-iEIGBT RATIO
A design study of a fan augmented ramjet
(ASHE PAPER 75-GT-97] p034« A75-31639
Compatibility of take-off and landing with mission
and manoeuvre performance requirements for
fighter aircraft
p0305 N75-21221
TBBOSTORS
U SOCKET ENGINES
THUNDERCHIBF AIBCBAFT
0 F-105 AIRCRAFT
TBOHDEBSTOBBS
Aircraft turbulence encounters during commercial
operations in the vicinity of thunderstorms
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ducts in the presence of an efflux f rom the duct
p0092 475-18009
Transonic turbulent viscous-inviscid interaction
over airfoils
[AI4A P4PEH 75-78] p0097 475-18292
Finite element analysis of transonic flow by the
method of weighted residuals
[ A I A A PAPEK 75-79] p0097 475-18293
Calculation of transonic flow around axisymmetric
inlets
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-80] p0097 475-18291
Transonic flow field past 2-D airfoils between
porous wind tunnel walls with nonlinear
characteristics
[ A I A A PAPER 75-81] p0097 475-18295
4 relaxation solution for transonic flow over jet
flapped airfoils
[4 IAA P A P E B 75-82] p0097 A75-18296
Flow field study about a hemispherical cylinder in
transonic and low supersonic Hach number range
[4I4A P A P E R 75-83] p0098 475-18297
Calculations of transonic flow over an oscillating
airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 75-98] p0098 475-18307
Strong interaction associated with transonic flow
past boattailed afterbodies
pOttO A75-19918
Quantitative density visualization in a transonic
rotor
[AIAA PAPER 75-211] p0142 475-20257
Convergence acceleration and shock fitting for
transonic aerodynamics computations
[4144 PAPEB 75-51] p0142 175-20262
Analysis of unsteady transonic channel flow with
shock waves
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-61] p0142 475-20265
The numerical computation of the transonic flow
over afterbodies including the effect of
Jet-plume and viscous interactions
[4144 P4PEH 75-62] p0142 475-20266
numerical calculation of unsteady transonic
potential flow over helicopter rotor blades[ A I A A P A P E B 75-168] poiuu 475-20235
Miniature probe for transonic flow direction
measurenents
p0182 475-23221
Transonic profile design gas dynamic analysis
[DGLR PAPER 71-98] p0192 A75-21115
Contribution to the study of supercritical profile
flow
[DGLR PAPER 71-99] p0192 475-21116
Survey on two calculation methods in transonic
regime
p0251 475-28096
Theory of transonic flow around a profile
p0257 475-28651
Aperiodic unsteady transonic flows
p0297 A75-30889
4 modern look at conformal mapping, including
doubly connected regions for computerized
design of airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 75-812] p0333 475-33936
Finite element analysis of unsteady transonic flow
[4144 P4PEH 75-875] p0331 475-33960
Calculation of transonic flows using an extended
integral eguation method
[AIAA PAPER 75-876] p0331 475-33961
Transonic flow about a thick circular-arc airfoil
[4IAA PAPER 75-878] p0331 475-33962
Supercritical airfoil flowfield measurements
[4144 P4PER 75-880] p0335 475-33961
Transonic potential flow calculations using
conservation form for shock-free airfoils
p0339 475-31193
4 fast senidirect method for computing transonic
aerodynamic flows
p0339 475-31191
Transonic airfoil analysis and design using
Cartesian coordinates
p0339 475-31195
Computer simulation of transonic flow past
airfoils with boundary layer correction
p0310 475-34196
Integral equations for the calculation of the flow
about accelerated slender bodies for B greater,
equal, or less than 1
p0346 475-35201
Extension of the parabolic method for the
transonic flow. I - Steady flow. II - Unsteady
flow
p0316 475-35215
Two-dimensional transonic calculations with
boundary layers
p0352 475-35819
Hodograph method for axisymmetric transonic gas
flows
p0379 475-35967
The resistance of bodies of revolution at
transonic flow velocities
p0379 475-35968
Performance of three vaned radial diffusers with
swirling transonic flow
[ASHE PAPER 75-FE-19] p0385 475-36888
Transonic flow around rotor blade elements
[4SME P4PEB 75-FE-21] p0385 475-36890
Two dimensional, inviscid, transonic flowfield
around a profile
p0393 475-371211
Parabolic method for solving the problem of a.
sonic gas flow about a thin symmetric profile
pO«28 475-40259
Determination of the three-dimensional transonic
potential flow around wings and wing-body
combinations by means of a relaxation technique
p0466 475-41969
The numerical simulation of low frequency unsteady
transonic flow fields around thin airfoil
p0466 475-12183
High Reynolds number transonic flow simulation
p0466 475-12194
A numerical procedure in the hodograph plane for
the study of transonic flow past wing profiles
pO»66 475-12200
Difference methods for transonic flows about
airfoils
p0467 475-42215
Some results using relaxation methods for two- and
three-dimensional transonic flows
p0467 475-42225
Support interference on nozzle afterbody
performance at transonic Hach numbers
[4144 PAPES 75-1320] pOSOS A75-456J8
Extended integral equation method for transonic
flows over airfoils
p0510 A75-46178
Numerical solution for unsteady sonic flow over
thin wings
[NASA-CB-141114] p0068 S75-12899
Numerical simulation of transonic flow about
airplanes and helicopter rotors
[AD-785605] p0127 B75-14090
Development of inverse inviscid transonic solution
methods
[N4S4-CR-112016] p0161 N75-15610
Studies of separated flows interaction of
turbulent boundary layers with inviscid flow
around transonic airfoils
[4D-4000348] p0232 B75-17626
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two blunt trailing
edge aerofoils
[4RL/4-NOTE-351 ] p0233 N75-18175
4n analysis method for two-dimensional transonic
viscous flow
[N4SA-TN-D-7718] p0234 N75-18179
Study of transonic flow over various bodies
p0263 N75-19169
4 method for predicting unsteady aerodynamic
forces on oscillating wings with thickness in
transonic flow near Hach number 1. Part 1:
Two-dimensional theory. Part 2: Bectangular
wings
[BAL-TB-368T-PT-1] p0263 875-19174
An exact solution for transonic potential flow
past aerofoil sections
[N4L-TR-383] p0264 N75-19176
Determination by means of hydraulic analogy of the
transonic flow in a blade cascade
p0276 N75-20213
The measurement of the transonic spillage drag of
a supersonic intake
p0354 N75-23488
An experimental investigation of the component
drag composition of a two-dimensional inlet at
transonic and supersonic speeds
p0355 N75-23489
4-332
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Unsteady behavior of transonic flows shock
induced oscillation
[HPIS-8ITT-59] p0359 B75-23516
analysis of transonic flov about lifting wing-body
configurations
[HASA-TB-B-110 ] p0370 B75-21681
Detailed transonic flow field measureoents about a
supercritical airfoil section
[HASA-TH-X-3211] p0112 B7S-26975
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for
oscillating vings vith thickness
[BASA-CB-2259] p0143 H75-28030
Analytic investigation of transonic normal shock
boundary layer interaction[AD-A001980] pOIII B75-28011
Approximate method for calculating transonic flow
about lifting ving-body configurations:
Computer program and user's manual
[NASA-TH-X-72758 ] p0185 H75-30099
Transonic airfoil flovfield analysis using
Cartesian coordinates[NASA-CR-2577] p0186 N75-30100
Accelerated iteration schemes for transonic flov
calculations using fast poisson solvers
aerodynamics[BASA-CR-113131] p0501 N75-31378
TBABSOBIC FLUTTER
Further developments in the prediction of
oscillatory aerodynamics in mixed transonic flov[ A I A A PAPER 75-99] p0098 A75-18308
A perturbation method for transonic flows about
oscillating airfoils[AIAA PAPEH 75-877] p0316 A75-35171
An experimental investigation on the transonic
flutter characteristics of the cantilever
svept-back wing with aerofoil section, and
comparison vith the thin cantilever svept-back
wing
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1838] p0370 N75-21680
TBAHSOHIC ISLETS
D SOPERSOBIC INLETS
TEIBSOBIC BOZZLBS
4 survey of methods for exhaust-nozzle flov analysis
[ A I A A PAPER 75-60] p0096 A75-18285
A method of profiling short two-dimensional nozzles
for transonic wind tunnels
n0218 A75-26880
IB4BSOB1C SPEED
Neasurement of pitching moment on an oscillating
rectangular ving at transonic speeds using the
resonance method
p0009 875-12829
Hind-tunnel investigation of surface-pressure
fluctuations associated vith aircraft buffet
[AIAA PAPEB 75-67] p0113 A75-20268
Aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability of a
model of a proposed HL-10 vehicle in pitch at
flach numbers from 0.20 to 2.86 and in TAR at
Hach numbers f rom 0.20 to 1.20 I
[HASA-TH-X-72619 ] p0129 B75-11713
Effect of various external stores on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the F-1C aircraft
[AD-787657] p0165 B75-15615
Experimental verification of a transonic test
technigue for full-scale inlet/engine systems
simulating maneuvering attitudes[AD-787659] p0167 K75-15660
Lou speed vind tunnel test of jet flaps and
floating vingtip ailerons on a fighter wing
[AD-4000809] p0223 H75-17318
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for a
cylindrical body of revolution vith side strakes
and various noses at angles of attack froB 0
degrees to 58 degrees and Hach numbers froa 0.6
to 2.0
[NASA-TB-X-3130] p0265 S75-19181
High Reynolds number test of a NACA 651-213, a
equals 0.5 airfoil at transonic speeds
[NASA-CB-2199] p0309 H75-21251
Flow separation and aerodynamic excitation at
transonic speeds
p0315 N75-22281
Low speed injection effects on the aerodynamic
performance at transonic speed
p0355 N75-23191
Effect of canard position and ving leading-edge
flap deflection en ving buffet at transonic speeds
[HASA-TH-X-72681 ] p0362 K75-23559
Transonic off-design drag and performance of three
•ixed-compression axisymmetric inlets
[BASA-TM-X-3215] p0366 B75-23602
TBABSOBIC TOBBIBES
0 SBPEBSOBIC TOBBIBES
TBAHSOHIC BIBD TDHBELS
Surface pressure and vake flov fluctuations in a
supercritical airfoil flovfield
[AIAA PAPEB 75-66] p0096 A75-18288
Cryogenic nitrogen as a transonic vind-tunnel test
gas
[AIAA PAPEB 75-113] p0101 A75-18311
Measured three-dimensional effects in transonic
airfoil testing
p0182 A75-23222
A method of profiling short two-dimensional nozzles
for transonic vind tunnels
p0218 A75-26880
Study on the establishment of flov in a wind
tunnel functioning by induction
p0351 A75-35811
Viscous interaction with separation in transonic
flov
[OHEBA. TP HO. 1975-15] p0396 A75-37897
The role of the NAE 5x5 foot wind tunnel in the
development of modern airfoil sections
p0119 A75-39022
The effect of Reynolds number on the boattail drag
of two wing-body configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1291] p0506 A75-15681
Effect of empennage interference on single-engine
afterbody/nozzle drag
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1296] p0506 A75-15682
A summary of experimental research on
propulsive-lift concepts in the Langley 16-foot
transonic tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1315] p0507 475-15691
Effect of Reynolds number on the nozzle afterbody
performance of the AGABD nozzle afterbody and
the B-1 0.06-scale model at transonic Hach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 75-1321] p0508 A75-15699
Simulation of flight test conditions in the
Langley pilot transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TB-D-7811] p0065 N75-12001
Calculation of the effects of permeable walls on
supercritical flow
[ESBO-TT-97] p0171 K75-16523
Transonic wind tunnel tests on tvo-dimensional
aerofoil sections Part 1: Determination of
pressure distribution and drag for an aerofoil
of type NLB 13 in FFA wind tunnel S5
[FFA-TB-AO-725-PT-1] p0221 875-17299
Vail corrections in transonic square test sections
with perforated walls. Influence of the model
span on lift corrections
[AD-A000138] p0212 B75-18266
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of thrust
effects on the longitudinal stability
characteristics of several body-fin
configurations (sting-mounted model vith
normal-jet plume simulator)
[AD-A005152] pOIII B75-28012
User's guide for a revised computer program to
analyze the LfiC 16 foot transonic dynamics
tunnel active cable mount system computer
techniques - aircraft models
[MASA-CR-132692] p0160 N75-29130
Determination of aircraft tail drag in the
transonic vind tunnel for several tail and
nozzle shapes and a simulated cold engine jet
p0187 H75-30116
Results of a 0.03- scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of Boeing 717
carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated vith a
space shuttle orbiter (model 15-0) conducted in
the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS), vclune 1
[8ASA-CB-111800] p0535 H75-33162
Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of a Boeing 717
carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated vith a
space shuttle orbiter (model 15-0) conducted in
the Boeing transonic vind tunnel (CAS), volume 2
[BASA-CB-111803] p0535 B75-33163
Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of a Boeing 717
carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated vith a
space shuttle orbiter (model 15-0) conducted in
the Boeing transonic vind tunnel (CAS)
[BASA-CH-111801] p0535 B75-33161
A-333
TB1HS01ICS SUBJECT IHDBX
TRA1SOIICS
0 TRANSONIC FLOW
TBAHSPABEHCE
Polycarbonate aircraft transparencies
p0011 A75-13041
Thernostructural and material considerations in
the design of the F-14 aircraft transparencies
[AIAA PAPER 75-990] p0438 A75-41691
TRANSPARENT HATERIALS
0 T R A N S P A R E N C E
TBASSPIRATION COOLIHG
U S H E A T COOLING
TBABSPOHDEBS
A light aircraft secondary radar transponder
[CRC-1237] p0176 S75-16741
TBANSPOET AIBCRAFT
NT A-300 AIHCBAFT
NT A L A D I N 2 AIRCBAFT
N T A N - 2 A I R C R A F T
NT BAC 111 A I R C R A F T
NT BOEING 707 A I R C R A F T
NT BOEING 727 A I R C B A F T
NT BOEING 737 A I R C R A F T
NT BOEING 717 A I R C R A F T
»T C-1A AIBCRAFT
NT C-5 A I R C R A F T
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT
NT C-135 A I R C R A F T
NT C-141 AIBCRAFT
NT CARGO A I R C R A F T
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
NT CH-54 HELICOPTER
NT CL-81 AIRCRAFT
NT CONCORDE A I B C R A F T
NT DC 8 AIBCRAFT
NT DC 9 A I R C R A F T
NT DC 10 A I R C R A F T
NT DH 125 AIRCRAFT
8T DHC 5 A I R C R A F T
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT
NT E U R O P E A N AIRBUS
NT F-27 A I R C R A F T
NT F-28 T R A N S P O R T AIRCRAFT
BT H-53 HELICOPTER
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
NT S-61 HELICOPTER
NT SH-3 HELICOPTER
NT SHORT H A U L AIRCBAFT
NT T A N K E R AIRCBAFT
NT UH-61A HELICOPTEB
NT VC-10 AIRCRAFT
NT YC-1U AIBCBAFT
Powerplant energy management transport
aircraft engine thrust control
[ A I A A PAPER 74-1066] pOOOl A75-10259
Electronic propulsion controls for commercial
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPER 7(1-1065] p0006 A75-11280
Hext generation transports mil emphasize fuel
savings
p0007 A75-11126
Fuel outlook dictating technical transport research
p0007 A75-11427
Design objectives - Air transportation
p0010 A75-13029
Selection of the fittest - The evolution and
future of transport aircraft /Sixth Theodore von
Karman Memorial lecture/
p0045 A75-13495
Rating aircraft on energy
p0046 A75-14346
An LN2 fuel tank inerting system for commercial
transports
[SAE PAPEB 740852] p0083 A75-16917
The tandem-wing concept applied to modern transports
p0110 A75-18963
Commercial transports - Decade of derivatives
costs and risks in aircraft design
p0139 A75-19585
Accident statistics and the human-factor element
for public transport aircraft
p0147 A75-20897
Perspectives of the European aerospace industry. I
p O I S O A75-21563
Dash 7 designed to cut noise, pollution
DHC-7 design
p0154 A75-22325
Conceptual design of reduced energy transports
[AIAA PAPER 75-303] p0157 A75-22508
Future long-range transports - Prospects for
improved fuel efficiency
[AIAA PAPER 75-316] p0157 475-22514
Problems and challenges - A path to the future
Boeing aircraft production cost reduction and
marketing
p0158 A75-22784
Advanced subsonic transpprts - A challenge for the
1990's
[AIAA P&PER 75-304] p0183 A75-23251
Development and wind tunnel investigation of three
supercritical airfoil profiles for transport
aircraft
[DGLR PAPEB 71-100] p0192 A75-21117
Recent wake turbulence flight test programs
p0196 A75-24805
The shape of the future long-haul transport airplane
[AIAA PAPER 75-305] p0198 A75-25012
Where do we go from here in airship technology
p0212 A75-25970
Digital flight control systems - Considerations in
implementation and acceptance
[AIAA PAPEB 75-577] p0217 A75-26731
Lift-fan characteristics selection for 1980-85
V/STOL carrier onboard delivery aircraft
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-98] p0314 A75-34640
Development of navigation systems for advanced
commercial transports
p0381 A75-36368
European industry and civil air transport /28th
Louis Bleriot Lecture/
p0384 A75-36718
DTTAS YUG-61A and Y.UH-60A competition for
Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
p0102 A75-38668
10 years of STOL - The Twin Otter's first decade
[SAE PAPER 750596] p0428 A75-40505
The Spanloader advanced transport concept
[SAE PAPEB 750616] p0430 475-40518
Future hydrogen fueled commercial transports
[SAE PAPEB 750615] p0130 475-40521
Overview - Turbofan STOL transport aircraft
technology
[AIAA PAPER 75-300] p0134 A75-41179
Fuel conservation possibilities for terminal area
compatible transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1036] p0439 475-11698
Flight characteristics of very large subsonic
transport aircraft during landing approach
pO<465 A75-41955
Approval of flight simulator flying qualities
p0167 475-12505
Technology, efficiency, and future transport
aircraft
p0468 475-42972
Austerity dictated simple TC-15 design
p0169 A75-43005
Design of the load-carrying structure of an
aircraft by a finite-element force method with
division into substructures
pOU70 475-43817
New wide-body transport plan evolving DC-X-200
development
p0513 475-46841
The economics and 'noise of subsonic aircraft
p0514 475-47278
King aeroelastic structural analysis applied to
the study of fuel-conserving CTOL transports
[SAKE PAPER 1040] p0516 475-47479
Payoffs from active controls technology
applications - Transport aircraft
emphasizing vehicle range, size and increased
payload
[ S A M E PAPEB 10U2] p0516 475-47481
A parametric determination of transport aircraft
price
[ S A K E PAPER 1071] p0517 475-47501
Theoretical versus actual seating patterns in wide
bodied aircraft
[ S A K E PAPEB 1080] p0517 A75-47505
Height contribution to fuel conservation for
terminal area compatible aircraft
[ S A K E PAPEB 1091] p0518 A75-47509
Operational effectiveness of transport aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-810] p0015 N75-10036
A comparison of optimum JP and LH2 turbofan
engines designed for two subsonic transport
missions
[KASA-TB-X-71622] p0018 H75-10945
A-334
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A wind tunnel investigation of the wake near the
trailing edge of a deflected externally blown flap
—~ on a jet powered STOL transport aircraft
[»»SA-T»-)t-3079] p0055 N75-11896
Aerodynamic roll damping of a T-tail transport
configuration
[ N A S A - T H - X - 3 1 1 5 ] pOOSS N75-11898
Design and Bockup evaluation of a high-strength
armored crew seat for transport/cargo aircraft
[AD-785115] p0060 N75-11956
An «sergency life saving instant exit system for
cargo, cargo-transport and passenger aircraft,
volume 2
[AD-77882H] p0061 N75-11966
V/STOL aerodynamics: A review of the technology
p0115 N75-13796
Research into powered high lift systems for
aircraft with turbofan propulsion
p0116 N75-13797
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream transport.
Volume 1: Summary of results and airworthiness
implications
[ NASA-TH-X-62392 ] p0122 N7S-13851
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream transport.
Volume 2: Simulation data and analysis
[NASA-Th-X-62393] p0122 N75-13852
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream transport.
Volume 3: Breguet 9 U 1 S simulation model
[ N A S A - T H - X - 6 2 3 9 U ] p0122 N75-13853
Carved descending landing approach guidance and
control
[NASA-TH-X-72200 ] p0125 N75-13878
The response of aircraft encountering aircraft
wake turbulence
[AD-787193] p0133 N75-1175U
Subsonic jet transport noise: The relative
importance of various parameters
[CRABFIELD-AERO-25] p013l4 N75-14763
Analysis and preliminary design of an advanced
technology transport flight control system
[NASA-CR-2U90] p0221 N75-17295
Ice simulation: A 2-dimensional wind tunnel
investigation of a NACA 652A215 wing section
with single slotted flap. Part 2:
Configurations typical for transport airplanes
[FFA-TN-AU-995-PT-2] p0222 M75-17309
Future long-range transports: Prospects for
improved fuel efficiency
[NASA-TB-X-72659 ] p0225 N75-17339
Evaluation of routing and scheduling
considerations for possible future commercial
hypersonic transport aircraft
[NASA-CB-132632] p0236 N75-18193
Integration of aft-fuselage-mounted flow through
engine nacelles en an advanced transport
configuration at Hach numbers from 0.6 to 1.0
[NASA-TH-X-3178] p0264 H75-19180
Fuel conservation possibilities for terminal area
compatible aircraft
[NASA-CH-132608] p0270 N75-1922I4
Special study: Safety aspects of emergency
evacuations from air carrier aircraft
[PB-238269/5] p0281 N75-20275
Terminal area considerations for an advanced CTOL
transport aircraft
p0305 N75-21223
The fate of the winged metal
[4D-A0068U3] p0317 H75-22316
High-capacity transport planes as modern air
freight systems
[HASA-TT-F-16396] p0360 N75-23533
Computer program to assess impact of fatigue and
fracture criteria on weight and cost of
transport aircraft
[HASA-CS-1326i»8] p0372 N75-2H718
Flight service evaluation of PRD-«9/epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
eBASA-CR-1326«7] p0372 H75-24719
A method for predicting acoustically induced
vibration in transport aircraft, appendix
[40-AOOM215] pOMOU N75-25883
Conceptual design study of 1985 commercial 7TOL
transports that utilize rotors
[KASA-CB-2532] pOi)iHl N75-280W3
Conceptual engineering design studies of 1985-era
commercial VTOL and STOL transports that utilize
rotors
(NASA-CH-251I5J pODII S75-28010
Vibrations measured in the passenger cabins of two
jet transport aircraft
[HASA-TH-D-7923] p0452 H75-29037
Baseline measurement of the noise generated by a
short-to-medium range jet transport flying
standard ILS approaches and level flyovers
[HASA-TH-I-72760] pO<»59 H75-29119
Transport aircraft with relaxed/negative
longitudinal stability: Results of a design study
pOU79 B75-30031
Impact of active control technology on aircraft
design of transport aircraft
pOU79 N75-30032
Handling guality criteria development for
transport aircraft with fly-by-wire primary
flight control systems
pO«79 B75-30035
Ose of active control technology to improve ride
qualities of large transport aircraft
pOISI B75-30050
Conceptual design study of a 1985 commercial STOL
tilt rotor transport
[NASi-CR-137601] pO«90 875-30115
Conceptual design studies of 1985 commercial VTOL
transports that utilized rotors. Volume 1
[NASA-CB-137599] p0190 N75-301U6
Conceptual design studies of 1985 commercial VTOL
transports that utilized rotors. Volume 2
[NASA-CE-137600] p0190 N75-301U7
Kind tunnel/flight data correlation for the Boeing
737-100 transport airplane
[HASA-TH-l-72715] p0495 B75-31051
Automatic guidance and control of a transport
aircraft during a helical landing approach
tNASA-TN-D-7980] pOSOO H75-31116
Design and fabrication of composite wing panels
containing a production splice
[NASA-CH-2519] p0529 N75-32503
Investigation of the vortex wake characteristics
of jet transports during climbout and turning
flight
[AD-A012383/6] p0531 H75-33006
Information of PAA certification of aircraft
[PB-212583/3] p053U N75-33059
TRAHSPOBT PBOPEBTIES
NT EDDY VISCOSITY
NT SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
NT THEBflAL CONDUCTIVITY
NT VISCOSITY
TBAHSPOBT VEHICLES
A practical concept for powered or tethered
weight-lifting LTA vehicles
p0217 A75-26022
A strategy for getting LTA systems airborne
[AIAA PAPER 75-9U9] p0390 A75-37020
TBAHSPORTATION
NT AIB TRANSPORTATION
NT BAIL TBAHSPORTATION
NT BAPID TBANSIT SYSTEMS
NT UBBAN TRANSPORTATION
The transport of nuclear power plant components
p0216 A75-26016
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic
management system. Volume 3: Operational logic
flow diagrams for a generic advanced air traffic
management system
[PB-2311271/5] p0070 N75-12928
Some air cushion technology research in Canada
p0279 B75-20251
THINSVEHSE OSCILLATION
The drag and oscillating transverse force on
vibrating cylinders due to steady fluid flow
p0350 A75-35765
IBIABSOLAB BIHGS
0 DELTA ilNGS
TRIGGERS
0 ACTUATORS
TBIH (BALANCE)
U AEBODYNAHIC BALANCE
TBOJAB AIBCBAFT
0 T-28 AIBCBAFT
THOPOPAOSE
Stratospheric pollution - Aircraft engine
eaissions in the region above the tropopause as
a function of aircraft altitude and tropopause
A-33 5
TBOPOSPHEEE SUBJECT IHDEI
height
p0189 A75-23965
TROPOSPHERE
Aircraft investigations ot the microstructure of
the temperature fields in the troposphere and
stratosphere
[BLL-M-23558-(5828.<tF) ] pOtlS N75-28585
TBOOBLESHOOTINS
D MAINTENANCE
TBDHCillOH (MATHEMATICS)
D APPROXIMATION
TBDNCATIOB EBBOBS
An iterative improvement for finite element analysis
p0201 A75-25212
TBOHHIOHS
U SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
IDEE BEAT EXCHAIGEBS
Continuous hydrogen furnace brazing of aircraft
heat exchangers
p0511 A75-16473
TDBIHG
D PIPES (TOBES)
TDBIHG
Influence of Distuning on rotor-blade vibrations
p0331 A75-33U83
TORBIHB BLADES
Optimization of air-cooling systems for aircraft
gas-turbine blades
p0051 A75-15828
Principles for selecting the process of
overhauling jet-engine compressor and turbine
blades
p0052 A75-16422
Vibration analysis of rotating turbine blades
[ A S M E P A P E R 71-11A/DE-23] pOOSO A75-16833
Effects of heat soakage in axial flow compressors
[ A S M E PAPER 74-WA/GT-5] p0080 A75-16850
Calculation of aircraft engine turbines:
Gasdynamic calculation - Blade profiling
Russian book
p0104 A75-18U33
Experimental results on the mechanism of noise
generation of blades in smooth flow at high
Reynolds number
p0106 A75-18542
Dynamic loading of turbocharger turbine blades
p0111 A75-19057
Application of the singularity method to the
calculation of conical flow through turbine
cascades
p0111 A75-19058
On the treatment of body forces in the radial
equilibrium equation of turbomachinery
p0111 A75-19061
Calculation of profiled three-layer blades of
centrifugal fans
p01U1 A75-20035
Modern procedures for cooling turbine blades
p0149 A75-21036
A surface vorticity analysis of three-dimensional
flow through strongly swept turbine cascades
p0151 A75-22020
Optimization of aircraft gas turbine blade air
cooling systems. I
p0151 A75-22078
Analysis of cooled turbine blades
p0152 475-22089
Heat transfer on curved surfaces
p0152 A75-22091
Study of heat transfer in turbine cascades at high
gas f low velocities
p0152 A75-22097
Study of annular nozzle cascades with different
•reverse' vane twist
p0187 A75-23818
Calculation of flutter boundary of dynamically
nonuniform profile cascades
p0187 A75-23819
N A S A vane alloy boasts high-temperature strength
p0190 A75-24003
Rake cutting by a cascade of cambered blades
[ A I A A PAPES 75-1! <15 ] p0203 A75-2S729
Core engine noise doe to temperature fluctuations
convecting through turbine blade rows
I AIAA PAPEB 75-528] p0209 A75-25791
High-temperature alloys and the aircraft gas turbine
p0251 A75-27877
Aerodynamic damping of turbine blade oscillations
in air flow
p0289 A75-29394
Partial admission losses in an axial flow reaction
turbine
p0291 A75-29763
Optimization of the air cooling systems of
aircraft gas-turbine blades. II Thernodynanic
analysis
p0291 A75-2980H
Investigation of an annular gas-turbine nozzle
grid with auxiliary blades in the interblade
channels
p0292 A75-29818
Some results of research on transpiration cooling
of gas-turbine blades
p0293 A75-30118
Experimental ar theoretical determination of
thermal stre& ind heat transfer for a turbine
blade, using high-temperature thin film
thermocouples
p0294 A75-30506
Vibration of a bladed disc
p0295 A75-30722
Prototype ceramic vanes silicon nitride
composition for gas turbines
p0297 A75-30873
Turbine vane ceramic endwall using hot pressed
silicon nitride
p0297 A75-30880
Influences of manufacturing tolerances and surface
roughness of blades on the performance of turbines
[ASME PAPEB 75-GT-35] p03t2 A75-34592
Hissile firing tests at stationary targets in
support of blade containment design for
aircraft engines
[ASME PAPER 75-GT-47] p0342 A75-34601
Structural response of fiber composite fan blades
[ASME PAPEB 75-GT-78] p0343 A75-34627
A fracture mechanics approach to turbine airfoil
design
[ASME PAPER 75-GT-79] p0313 A75-30628
Application of finite element analysis to ceramic
components
[ACS PAPER 30-BC-73F] p0379 A75-35896
Corrosion resistance of gas turbine blades tested
in a high-temperature gas flow
p0379 A75-36040
Optimizing aircraft gas turbine blade air cooling
systems. II Thermodynamic analysis
p0397 A7S-38067
The effect of the surface roughness of blade
profiles on the flow characteristics of a turbine
German book
pOU20 A75-39220
Metal matrix composites for aircraft propulsion
systems
pOU21 A75-39183
Determination of the lifetimes of gas turbine blades
[ONERA, IP NO. 1975-108] p0472 A75-4I(530
Design and qualification of foreign object damage
resistant turbofan blades
[AIAA PAPER 75-1313] p0507 A75-45692
Investigation of variations of internal energy
dissipation in working turbine blades of a
gas-turbine engine during the process of their
operation and fatigue tests
p0513 A75-16881
Cold-air annular-cascade investigation of
aerodynamic performance of cooled turbine vanes.
2: Trailing-edge ejection, film cooling, and
transpiration cooling
[NASA-TM-I-3180] p0129 N75-14718
Aerodynamic performance of a fully film cooled
core turbine vane tested with cold air in a
two-dimensional cascade
[NASA-TH-X-3177] p0129 N75-1U719
Design fabrication, and demonstration of a
miniaturized tip clearance measuring device
[AD-787318] p0133 N75-14756
Impact resistance of composite fan blades
[NASA-CH-13«707] p0135 N75-1<48<42
Preliminary experiments on film cooling of turbine
blades with injection near the leading edge. 1:
Injection through holes located near the leading
edge
[NAL-TR-371] p0227 875-17359
Metal matrix composites for aircraft propulsion
systems
[NASA-Tn-X-71685] p0272 H75-19215
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SUBJECT IHDEI tOBBOCOHPBBSSOBS
Determination by means of hydraulic analogy of the
transonic flov in a blade cascade
p0276 H75-20213
Measurement and analysis of the unsteady nomal
force and pitching aooent on an axial flow fan
rotor blade element
[4D-A002739] p0287 875-20313
Cold-air annular-cascade investigation of
aerodyuanic perforaance of core-engine-cooled
turbine vanes. 1: Solid-vane performance and
facility description
[NASA-TH-X-3224] p0308 N75-21250
Fretting in aircraft turbine engines
p0320 N75-22492
Development of impact resistant boron/alUBinum
composites for turbojet engine fan blades
[NASA-CB-134770] p0376 B75-24747
Process evaluation of directionally solidified
BI3Cb reinforced eutectics in turbine blade form
[AD-A008435] p0377 N75-24926
Calculation of aircraft engine turbines.
(Gasdynamic calculation: Blade profiling)
[HASA-TT-F-16367 ] p0459 N75-29120
The impact between a liquid drop and an elastic
ha If-space
[PB-241155/1] p0462 B75-29378
TOBBIHE EHGIBES
HI DUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES
BT J-58 ENGINE
NT J-85 EBGIHE
BT J-97 EBGIBE
NT JET ENGINES
NT PULSEJET ENGINES
NT HABJET ENGINES
BT SOPERSOBIC COHBDSTION BAHJET ENGINES
NT T-63 ENGINE
BT TF-30 ENGINE
NT TOBBOF4N ENGINES
NT TOBBOJET ENGINES
BT TDBBOPROP ENGINES
BT TOBBOBAHJET ENGINES
Fretting in aircraft turbine engines
p0004 A75-10925
Improved reliability of turbine engines through
common sense maintenance
pOOOS A75-11087
The American STAGG gas generator program
pOOOS A75-11721
Oxide dispersion strengthened alloys for aircraft
turbine engine vanes
p0011 475-13040
Possibilities of analytical evaluation of the
effectiveness of inertial radial dust separators
p0046 A75-13885
The noise behaviour of aero engine turbine tones
[AIAA PAPEB 75-466] p020U A75-25742
Review of hammershock pressures in aircraft inlets
p0336 A75-34115
High-speed rotor dynamics - An assessment of
current technology for small turboshaft engines
p0337 475-34127
Philosophy, design, and evaluation of soft-mounted
engine rotor systems
p0337 A75-34130
Turbine Engine Structural Integrity Program /ENSIP/
p0338 A75-34137
Experimental results of full scale air-cooled
turbine tests
[ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-116] p03MU A75-34653
Anatosy of the helicopter. II - Engine and
transmission ratings
p0392 A75-37299
Theory of air-breathing ]et engines Russian book
p0509 A75-45726
The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume 4: Laboratory bench test
[AD-785575] p0069 N75-12907
Cold-air annular-cascade investigation of
aerodynamic perforaance of cooled turbine vanes.
2: Trailing-edge ejection, filn cooling, and
transpiration cooling
[NASA-TB-X-3180] p0129 N75-14718
Aerodynamic performance of a fully film cooled
core turbine vane tested with cold air in a
two-dimensional cascade
[NASA-TB-X-3177] p0129 N7S-14719
Ground simulation of maneuver forces on turbine
engines
p0167 B75-15663
Bon-dimensional Methods for the measurement of
level flight perforaance of turbine engined
helicopters
[ESDU-74042J p0281 N75-20289
Fretting in aircraft turbine engines
p0320 875-22492
Turbine design and application, volume 3
[8ASA-SP-290-70L-3] p0375 B75-24741
Bearings and gears for advanced turbine engines
and transmissions
p0497 N75-31077
Diagnostics and Engine Condition Ronitoring
[AGABD-CP-165] p0498 B75-31083
Diagnosis of the functional state of a motor by
oodelization turbine engines
p0498 N75-31086
TDBBINB POUrS
Determination of unsteady temperature fields in
the turbine disk of a short-acting turbopuop unit
p0291 475-29802
TDBBIBE BBEELS
Tariational-difference method of studying the
stressed state of the rim of the turbine disk in
a T-shaped tail joint
p0011 A75-11235
Some techniques for decreasing variable
aerodynamic forces acting on turbine rotor blades
p0047 A75-14536
Contribution to the problem of turbine-disk
reliability low cycle fatigue and cracking
p0087 A75-17359
Heat transfer coefficients in radial gas turbine
rotor flow passage during startup
p0152 A75-22087
Beat transfer in radial-axial turbine flow passage
p0152 A75-22096
Profiling radial-axial turbine stage inlet guide
vanes
p0152 A75-22100
Automatic balancing of rotors in high-speed machines
Russian book on turbomachines
p0184 A75-23397
Determination of unsteady temperature fields in
the turbine disk of a short-acting turbopump unit
p0291 A75-29802
A brief account of the progress of turbine disk
materials for aircraft jet engines
p0303 A75-32023
Philosophy, design, and evaluation of soft-mounted
engine rotor systems
p0337 A75-34130
Dynamic simulator for advanced gas turbine engine
component tests
p0338 A75-34146
Three dimensional characteristics of turbulent
wakes behind rotors of axial flow turbomachinery
[ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-1] p03«1 A75-34566
Rotor burst protection program - Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that
occurred in D.S. commercial aviation during 1973
[ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-12] p0341 A75-34575
Design of jet engine rotors for long life
[SAE PAPEB 750619] p0430 A75-40524
10BBIBES
NT AXIAL PLOB TDBBINES
NT GAS TDBBINES
NT STE4B TUBBINES
NT SUPERSONIC TDBBINES
NT TWO STAGE TDBBINES
TDBBOCHABGBBS
0 TURBOCOBPBESSOBS
IDBBOCOflPBESSOBS
Effect of erosive wear on aircraft gas turbine
engine axial compressor cantilever blade endurance
pOOOS 475-12106
A comparison of the matrix and streamline
curvature methods of axial flow turfcomachinery
analysis, from a user's point of view
[ASBE PAPEB 74-DA/GT-4 ] pOOSO 475-16849
Effects of heat soakage in axial flow compressors
[ASBE PAPEB 74-HA/GT-5] p0080 475-16850
Utilization of a dual spool compressor test
facility to aid development of turbofan engines
[SAE PAPEB 740823] p0082 475-16906
Prediction of compressor stall for distorted and
undistorted flow by use of a multistage
compressor simulation on the digital computer
[AIAA PAPER 75-28] p0095 A7S-18267
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TDBBOF1I IIBCRAM SUBJECT IHDEI
Evalua t ion of individual loss components on the
basis of tests on a multistage anal-flow
compressor
p O I I I £75-19053
Stability of an axial f low compressor with steady
inlet conditions
p0151 A75-22017
Pressure increase in blade channels of axial-flow
compressors at low gas pressures
p0181 475-23099
On stress in service condition and estimated
fatigue life of blades in axial flow compressor
p0181 175-23152
Analyt ic specification of compressor characteristics
p0187 A75-23816
Calculation of f lut ter boundary of dynamically
Qonun i fo rm profile cascades
p0187 A75-23819
Compressor and turbine characteristic
representation in algorithm for calculating
turbojet engine throttling characteristics
p0187 A75-23822
The use of fiber-reinforced materials for
compressor blades
[DGLB PIPES 74-122] p0194 A75-24159
Precision casting of aircraft and turbocompressor
parts by the method of melted out models
p0196 A75-24828
Effect of interference between moving blade rows
on cascade flutter. I - Experiment on compressor
cascade in flexnre mode
p0245 A75-26553
Elementary method of graphic replotting of a
characteristic of an uncooled turbocompressor
•hen the intake temperature and number of
revolutions are varied
p0245 A75-26672
Theoretical and experimental studies of
discrete-tone rotor-stator interaction noise
[ A I A A PAPES 75-443] p0251 A75-27926
The influence of the spacing of dynamically
non-identical axial compressor blades on the
magnitude of the stress
p0289 A75-29349
Experimental study of the effect of large blade
elongations on the aerodynamic characteristics
of axial-compressor stages
p0291 A75-29801
Surge and rotating stall in axial flow
compressors. I - Theoretical compression system
model
[ASHE PAPER 75-GT-9 ] p0341 175-34573
Study on the mechanism of stall margin improvement
of casing treatment of low speed axial flow
compressors
[ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-13] p0341 A75-34576
Propagating stall in compressors with porous walls
[ASME P A P E B 75-GT-59] p0342 A75-34612
A study of casing treatment stall margin
improvement phenomena for axial compressor
rotor blade tips
[ A S H E PAPEB 75-GT-60] p0342 A75-34613
Design estimate of cascade performance
p0381 A75-36291
Transonic flow around rotor blade elements
[ASHE PAPES 75-FF.-24] p0385 A75-36890
Experimental study of the influence of large blade
aspect ratios on axial compressor stage
aerodynamic characteristics
p0397 A75-38064
Small gas turbine auxiliary power units
[ A S H E PAPEB 75-EBAS-1] p0432 A75-40896
Effect of a radial gap on the characteristics of
an axial compressor stage with
small-aspect-ratio blades
p0513 A75-46880
Transonic compressor technology advancements
p0040 875-11199
Experimental study of resonance vibrations of
varied-frequency rotor blades of an axial-flow
compressor
[AD-778520/7] p0074 B75-12966
Analysis of the velocity distribution at the blade
tips of axial-flcw compressors
[HASA-TT-F-16366 ] p0317 H75-22319
Interim prediction method for fan and compressor
source noise
[NASA-TM-J-71763] p0409 N75-25948
Composites for fans and compressors
pO«97 H75-31075
TOBBOFAN AIBCB1FT
NT A-7 AIRCRAFT
HT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
ST BOEIHG 707 HBCBAFT
NT BOEIHG 727 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIRCBAFT
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT
NT COHCOBDE AIRCRAFT
NT DC 8 AIRCBAFT
NT DO-31 AIRCBAFT
NT F-28 TBABSPOBT AIECBiFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT
Fixer, finder, striker - The S-3A Viking
p01U9 A75-21016
TOBBOFAN ENGINES
NT J-97 ENGINE
NT TF-30 ENGIHE
Turbofan noise reduction using a near sonic inlet
[AIAA PAPER 74-1098] p0001 A75-10281
A test cell engine diagnostic system - From
research to reality
[AIAA PAPER 74-1207] p0003 A75-10349
Gas turbine engines - A state-of-the-art review
pOOOl A75-10840
F-15 flight test experience with the F100-PI-100
engine
[Alii PIPES 74-1162] p0012 A75-11297
Design objectives - Air transportation
p0010 A75-13029
Low frequency core engine noise
[ASME PAPER 74-HA/AEBO-2] p0079 A75-16806
L1RZAC - A small turbofan engine for military and
general aviation aircraft
[SAE PAPER 740807] p0081 175-16895
Research and development of the FOR710 turbofan
engine
[SAE PAPER 740809] p0081 175-16896
Utilization of a dual spool compressor test
facility to aid development of turbofan engines
[SAE PAPER 740823] p0082 175-16906
Status of the JT8D refan noise reduction program
p0105 A75-1853U
Noise control of aircraft engines noise
suppression program results
p0105 175-18535
Review of Boeing noise reduction activity
p0106 A75-18536
Noise control features of the DC-10
p0106 A75-18538
Developers face 1975 CFH56 decision turbofan
aircraft engine development
p0154 A75-22324
Altitude evaluation of a variable cycle turbofan
engine
[SAE PAPER 740806] p0180 A75-22938
Impact response of graphite-epoxy flat laminates
using projectiles that simulate aircraft engine
encounters
p0201 175-25232
Turbine noise generation, reduction and prediction
[1111 PAPEB 75-449] p0203 A75-25731
Effect of forward motion on fan noise
[Alii PAPEB 75-464] p0201 175-25740
Acoustic characteristics of a large upper-surface
blown configuration with turbofan engines
[AIAA PIPEB 75-473] p0205 175-257U8
In experimental investigation of the core engine
noise of a turbofan engine
[1I1A PAPER 75-526] p0209 A75-25790
Core engine noise due to temperature fluctuations
convecting through turbine blade rows
[AIAA PAPER 75-528] p0209 175-25791
Beview of theory and methods for turbine noise
prediction
[1IA1 PIPES 75-540] p0210 175-25802
Review of theory and methods for combustion noise
prediction
[1IAA PAPEB 75-541] p0210 A75-25803
On the future of jet propulsion in subsonic
transport aviation
p0250 175-27777
Badiation of duct noise out through a jet flow
acoustic field model for aircraft engine
[AIAA PAPEE 75-457] p0252 i75-27928
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SOBJECT IHDEI TUBBOFASS
Analysis of the characteristics of a ducted-fan
engine vith a small-size gas-turbine engine in
the outer duct
p0291 475-29812
Begenerative turbofa&s - A conparison with
nonregenerative units aircraft engine
perfornance
p0330 A75-33438
F100 fan stall flutter problem review and solution
p0337 A75-34134
Development of a high-heat-release conbustor for
the F100 gas turbine
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-86] p0343 475-34631
Thrust reversers for the TFE-731 turbofan
[SAE P4PEB 750506] p0382 475-36652
Analysis of characteristics of bypass turbojet
engines with saall gas turbine engines in the
outer flow
p0397 A75-38075
F-15 propulsion flight testing experience
[ A I A 4 P&PEH 75-1052] p0126 A75-39539
N A S A refan program status
[S4E PAPER 750592] p0429 475-40507
Overview - Turbofan STOL transport aircraft
technology
[4144 P&PEE 75-300] p0434 A75-41179
DC-9 flight testing of the refanned JT8D engine
[ 4 I A A PAPER 75-998] A75-41693
An investigation of the interaction Between
advanced turbofan controls and assumed
performance correction models
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1175] p0503 A75-U5608
Application of real-time engine simulations to the
development of propulsion system controls
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1176] p0503 475-15609
Experimentally determined aeroacoustic performance
and control of several sonic inlets
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1 1814] pOSOt' A75-45614
Design and qualification of foreign object damage
resistant turbofan blades
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1313] p0507 475-45692
Effects of condensation in the JT9D turbofan
engine bellnouth inlet
[ A I A A PIPER 75-1325] p0509 A75-45702
Integrating ground support for propulsion systems
on the 747
[AIAA PAPER 75-1329] p0509 A7S-45705
A conparison of optimum JP and LR2 turbofan
engines designed for two subsonic transport
missions
[NASA-TH-X-71622 ] p0018 875-10945
Engines for commercial STOL transports high
bypass turbofan
p0059 875-11947
Propulsion concepts for STOL aircraft high
bypass turbofai engines and air supply system
for wings with internally blown flaps
p0059 H75-11948
Effect of blade row geometry on axial f low rotor
unsteady response to inflow distortions
[AD-785276] p0064 H75-11991
Multiple fault gas path analysis applied to
TF30-P-408 engine data
[AD-785265] p0065 N75-11996
Wind tunnel investigation of a twin engine
straight wing upper surface blown jet flap
configuration
[NASA-TN-D-7778] p0115 N75-13792
Research into powered high lift systems for
aircraft with turbofan propulsion
p0116 N75-13797
Engine failure prediction (ion) probe program
[AD-786889/6] p0137 N75-15024
Static tests of a simulated upper surface blown
jet-flap configuration utilizing a full-size
turbofan engine
[NASA-TN-D-7816] p0169 H75-1650U
QCSEE task 2: Engine installation preliminary
design
[NASA-CR-134738] p0175 875-16559
Stud; of the costs and benefits of composite
materials in advanced turbofan engines
[NASA-CR-134696] p0176 1175-16637
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility
program. Volume 3: Lower goal flight testing,
economic analyses and summary
[AD-787610] p0224 875-17334
Some questions on the creation of an open stand
for acoustic investigations of DTBD's
development of facilities for testing turbofan
engines
[AD-A000660] p0228 H75-17365
Preliminary study of advanced tnrbofans for low
energy consumption
[N4S4-TH-X-71663] p0239 875-18241
Comparison of parametric duct-burning turbofan and
non-afterburning turbojet engines in a flach 2.7
transport
[8AS4-TH-X-71679] p0272 H75-19247
Impact of turbine modulation on variable-cycle
engine performance. Phase 1 and 2: Design
fabrication and rig test, part 1
[AD-A002S43] p0286 875-20337
Impact of turbine modulation on variable-cycle
engine performance. Phase 3: Engine
modification and sea level test, part 2
[AD-A002544] p0286 875-20338
Impact of turbine modulation on variable-cycle
engine performance. Phase 4: Additional
hardware design and fabrication, engine
modification, and altitude test, part 3A
[AD-A002545] p0286 1175-20339
Impact of turbine modulation on variable-cycle
engine performance. Phase 4: Additional
hardware design and fabrication, engine
modification, and altitude test, part 3B
[AD-A002546] p0286 1175-20340
Study of small civil turbofan engines applicable
to military tramer airplanes
[KASA-CH-137575] p0318 875-22323
Experimental quiet engine program
[NASA-CH-2519] p0318 H75-22325
HASA refan program status for noise reduction
of JT8D turbofan engine
[NASA-TH-X-71705] p0363 1175-23570
Thrust/drag analysis for a front fan nacelle
having two separate co-axial exhaust streams
for turbofan engines
[ABC-CP-1311] p0453 S75-29049
Application of real-time engine simulations to the
development of propulsion system controls
[BASA-TH-X-71764] p0458 N75-29108
Hind tunnel test of model target thrust reversers
for the Pratt and Mhitney aircraft JT8D-100
series engines installed on a 727-200 airplane
[ HASA-CR-134709] p0459 1175-29117
Summary and analysis of performance and stability
characteristics of the refan JT8D-109 engine
[BASA-CH-134874] p0497 1175-31067
Preliminary core-engine noise abatement
experimental results of a fluid injection nozzle
on a JT-15D turbofan engine
[NiSA-CH-137744] p0527 1175-32117
Core engine noise control program. Volume 1:
Identification of component noise sources
[AD-A013128/4] p0528 1175-32122
Core engine noise control program. Volume 2:
Identification of noise generation and
suppression mechanisms
[AD-A013129/2] p0528 1175-32123
Effect of a 180 deg-extent inlet pressure
distortion on the internal flow conditions of a
TF30-P-3
[NASA-TH-X-3267] p0528 875-32125
Prediction of externally blown flap noise and
turbomachinery strut noise
[NASA-CR-134883] p0534 875-33054
TDBBOPANS
Calculation of profiled three-layer blades of
centrifugal fans
p0141 A75-20035
Reduction of interaction tones from axial flow
fans by non-uniform distribution of the stator
vanes
p0155 475-22368
'Ring vortex1 energy losses during centrifugal fan
operation in low output regimes
p0186 A75-23806
Hodel and full scale test results relating to fan
noise in-fligbt effects
[AIAA PAPER 75-465] p0204 A75-25741
Theoretical and experimental studies of
discrete-tone rotor-stator interaction noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-443] p0251 475-27926
The role of rotor blade blockage in the
propagation of fan noise interaction tones
[AIA4 PAPER 75-447] p0251 A75-27927
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TOBBOJET AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IBDEI
Two-stage fan. 2: Data and performance with
redesigned second stage rotor uniform and
distorted inlet flows J
[ NASA-CR-13 t710 ] p0038 N75-10944
Impact resistance of hybrid composite fan blade
materials
[SASA-CB-131712] p0066 N75-12077
Noise data f rom tests of a 1.83 meter (6-ft-)
diameter variable-pitch 1.2-pressure-ratio fan
(QF-9)
[SASA-TM-X-3187] p0322 S75-22941
Turbofau compressor dynamics during afterburner
transients[NASA-TM-X-717U1 ] p0108 N75-25941
Interim prediction method for fan and compressor
source noise
[NASA-TM-X-71763 ] p0409 N75-25948
Preliminary design study of a guiet, high flow fan(QHF) stage turbofans - guiet engine program
[NASA-CR-13U780] pO«63 N75-29H33
Prelioinary study of the fuel saving potential of
regenerative turbofans for commercial subsonic
transports engine tests
[NASA-TH-X-71785] p0492 N75-30178
Composites for fans and compressors
p O U 9 7 N75-31075
An observation on tone cut-off in static test data
from jet engine fans noise propagation/far
fields[NASA-TB-X-3296] p0530 H75-32872
Cold-air investigation of a 3 1/2-stage fan-drive
turbine with a stage loading factor of H
designed for an integral lift engine. 1:
Turbine design and performance of first stage
[NASA-TM-X-3289] p0534 N75-33057
TOBBOJBT AIBCBAFT
D JET AIBCBAPT
TOBBOJBT EBGIBE COBTBOL
Identification of systems by means of adaptive model
• application to 3et engines
p0324 A75-32U73
TOBBOJBT ENGINES
NT DUCTED FAN E N G I N E S
NT J-58 E N G I N E
NT J-85 E N G I N E
NT J'97 E N G I N E
ST TF-30 ENGINE
NT TtJFBOPAN E N G I N E S
NT T U R B O P R O P ENGINES
NT T0RBORAMJET E N G I N E S
Viper turbojet engines. II design and
applications
p0006 A75-11371
An inexpensive jet engine, dream or reality
for remotely piloted vehicles
p0008 A75-11724
Effect of erosive wear on aircraft gas turbine
engine axial compressor cantilever blade endurance
p0008 A75-12106
Teledyne aims at lew-cost engines
p0009 A75-12722
Experimental investigation of ejectors with a view
toward the mechanization of wings with BLC
p0051 A75-15836
Predictions of in-flight performances of a
turbo-jet engine
p0088 A75-17105
Control and equipment of the II 53 motor
p0092 A75-18002
Effect of fuel with a high sulfur content on the
operation of turbojet engine fuel system
components
p0108 A75-18814
Developments in metals for aircraft
p01i|7 A75-20986
Experimental study of ejectors for use in
mechanizing BLC wing
p0152 A75-22086
Compressor and turbine characteristic
representation in algorithm for calculating
turbojet engine throttling characteristics
p0187 A75-23822
Developmental programs for small expendable
turbojets
p0197 A75-249U6
Minimization of jet and core noise of a turbojet
engine by swirling the exhaust flow
[AIAA PAPEB 75-503] p0207 A75-25769
Cross-correlation of noise produced inside a hot
turbojet exhaust with and without suppression
using a new, hot probe
[AIAA PAPEB 75-505] p0207 A75-25771
The effects of forward speed on a number of
turbojet exhaust silencers
[AIAA PAPEB 75-506] p0207 A75-25772
An investigation of the noise fron a scale model
of an engine exhaust system turbojet noise
measurement
[AIAA PAPER 75-U59] p0252 A75-27929
Jet noise suppressors for turbojet engines
p0255 A75-28227
Changes and evolution of aircraft engine materials
p029« A75-30415
Chemical reactions calculations in turbulent flows
- Application to a co-containing turbojet plume
p0297 A75-3099U
The multi-mission Mirage F
p0332 A75-33832
Design of turbojet engines - Panorama of
technological problems
p0472 A75-41529
Application of real-time engine simulations to the
development of propulsion system controls
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1176] p0503 A75-45609
Hire-reinforced superalloys
p0512 A75-46484
Availability and propulsion fuel combustion
energy calculations for turbojet
p0512 A75-46548
Air-breathing jet engines for supersonic
multiregime aircraft Russian book
p0511 A75-46937
Effect of swirling flow on augmentor performance
turbojet engines application
[NASA-CH-134639] p0062 N75-11972
Prediction of axial-flow instabilities in a
turbojet engine by use of a multistage
compressor simulation on the digital computer
[NASA-TM-X-3131] p012« N75-13870
Near field noise prediction for a linear array of
turbojet engines
[AD-A001329] p02H2 N75-18976
Rotating engine design and cycle analysis program-
[AD-A00231U] p0287 N75-20342
Device for simulating the fuel-control apparatus
of an aircraft engine
[AD-A002819] p0312 N75-21287
Bypass turbojet engine noise characteristics on
the test stand
[AD-A003086] p0312 N75-21288
Jet engine theory (turbomachines), selected chapters
[AD-A007175] p0318 H75-22330
Comment on wear of non-lubricated pieces in
turbomachines
p0320 N75-22193
An application of modern control theory to jet
propulsion systems considering onboard
computer
[NASA-TM-X-71726] p0363 N75-23573
Development of impact resistant boron/aluminum
composites for turbojet engine fan blades
[NASA-CR-134770] p0376 H75-21747
Application of real-time engine simulations to the
development of propulsion system controls
[NASA-TH-X-71761] pOU58 N75-29108
Turbine engine control synthesis computerized
simulation
[AD-A005817] pOU92 N75-30182
Problems in fault diagnostics and prognostics for
engine condition monitoring
pOU98 N7S-31085
In-flight thrust measurement: A fundamental
element in engine condition monitoring
pO<(98 N75-31095
Turbojet engine gas path analysis: A review
p0499 N75-31100
Effect of fuel properties on performance of a
single aircraft turbojet coobustor
[NASA-TH-X-71789] p0527 N75-32120
IDHBOHACHIHE BLADES
NT COMPRESSOR BLADES
NT ROTOB BLADES (TUBBOHACHINERY)
HI STATOB BLADES
NT TURBINE BLADES
Application of the properties of Poincare Fuchsian
groups to the calculation of turbomachine blade
vibrations
A-340
SUBJECT IBDEI TUBBULEBCB
[OBEB&, IP NO. 1<160] p0088 A75-17383
Pressure increase in blade channels of axial-flov
compressors at lev gas pressures
p0181 A75-23099
Unsteady flow through a turbomachine stage with
free vortex shed
p0188 A75-23945
Studies on the impact structural damage of
coiposite blades
p0201 A75-25240
Experimental stud; of the aerodynamic interaction
in a cascade of vibrating blades
p0299 A75-31380
A method for calculating flows through plane
airfoil lattices
p0340 475-34245
Trailing edge flovs over tarboaachine blades and
the Katta-Jonkowsky condition
[ASHE PAPER 75-GT-91) p0343 A75-3U636
A three-dimensional method for the calculation of
flow in turbonachines using finite elements on a
blade-to-blade surface of revolution Book
p0385 A75-36899
Possibilities concerning a use of borescope
inspection methods in nondestructive material
testing and the significance of these methods
p0402 A75-38629
A fev considerations on the trailing vortex
appearing in the axisymmetric theory and the
secondary flow theory
p0474 475-44892
Aerodynamic performance of a ceramic-coated core
turbine vane tested with cold air in a
tvo-dimensional cascade
[N4SA-TB-X-3191] p0130 N75-14724
Lifting surface theory for a rotating subsonic or
transonic blade row
[ARC-R/B-3740] p0265 H75-19185
TOBBOBACHIBEBY
NT AXIAL FLOR TURBINES
NT CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
NT GAS T U R B I N E S
NT STEAM TURBINES
NT SUPERSONIC TURBINES
NT TURBINE PUBPS
NT TURBOCOMPHESSOHS
NT TORBOFANS
NT ISO STAGE TURBINES
Applications of similarity laws in the case of
turbomachines
pOOH A75-11674
Traupel commemorative volume on aerodynamics
and turbomachinery
p0110 A75-19051
On the treatment of body forces in the radial
equilibrium equation of turbonachinery
p0111 A75-19061
Quantitative density visualization in a transonic
rotor
C A I A A P4PER 75-21] p0142 A75-20257
The steady state and dynamic behaviour of the
turbo-bearing
p0185 A75-23615
Averaging of nonunifora flow in turboaachine flow
traverses
p0187 A75-23821
Experimental study of the unsteady flo* through a
turbomachine stage
p0188 475-23917
Unified analysis of ducted turbooachinery noise
p0251 A75-27861
High speed rotor dynamics: In assessment of
current technology for small turboshaft engines
[AD-787319] p013U N75-14770
Vibratory waves of turbomachinery: A contribution
to improved measurement results
p0167 N75-15656
Broadband noise generated by turbulent inflow to
rotor or stator blades in an annular duct
fNASA-CB-2503] p0228 N75-17361
Contribution of flight simulation tests to the
study of turbomachine control
p0361 N75-23577
On the investigation of cascade and turbomachinery
rotor wake characteristics
[AD-A003580] pOU10 H75-26323
TURBOPBOP AIBCRIFT
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT
NT DBC 5 AIRCRAFT
NT E-2 AIRCRAFT
BT F-27 4IBCHAFT
BT HS-748 AIRCRAFT
NT OV-1 AIRCRAFT
Short SD3-30 twin turboprop commuter aircraft
Kith vide body design
p0017 475-12120
Design and development of the Hanker Siddeley 748
prop-jet feeder liner
p0110 A75-18960
The 11-18 aircraft /2nd enlarged and revised
edition/ Russian book
p0181 475-23421
Information of FAA certification of aircraft
[PB-242583/3] p0534 N75-33059
TUBBOPBOP BIGIHES
Gas turbine engines - A state-of-the-art review
pOOOl 475-10810
The transition from effective aircraft engine
control to effective industrial engine control
[SAE PAPER 710818] p0083 A75-16915
Contribution to the problem of turbine-disk
reliability low cycle fatigue and cracking
p0087 A75-17359
The significance of methods of complex design for
the reliability of aircraft engines
p0087 A75-17360
Dash 7 designed to cut noise, pollution
DHC-7 design
p0151 475-22325
The fixed shaft constant speed variable torque
turbine /Sir Henry Royce Memorial Lecture/
p0292 A75-29872
Transmisstvity of light - One of the quantities
usable in the diagnostics of oil in a motor
p0321 A75-32172
A second generation turbo-prop power plant
[SAE PAPER 750536] p0383 475-36673
Continuous identification of a gas generator for a
two-shaft turbine engine
p0514 475-46971
Combustion generated noise in turbopropulsion
systems
[AD-785485] p0061 N75-11990
Jet engine theory (turbomachines), selected chapters
[AD-A007175] p0318 875-22330
Preliminary study of advanced turboprops for low
energy consumption
[NASA-TM-X-71740] p0375 875-24739
TOBBOPOBPS
U TURBINE POBPS
IUBBOBABJET ENGINES
Air-breathing jet engines for supersonic
multiregime aircraft Bussian book
p0514 A75-46937
TOBBOROTOBS
U TURBINE WHEELS
IUBBOSHAFTS
The Detroit Diesel Allison Sodel 250-C28
turboshaft engine
CAIAA PAPER 71-1186] p0002 A75-10335
Gas turbine engines - A state-of-the-art review
pOOOl 475-10810
The fixed shaft constant speed variable torque
turbine /Sir Henry Boyce Memorial Lecture/
p0292 A75-29872
High-speed rotor dynamics - An assessment of
current technology for small turboshaft engines
p0337 475-34127
Performance development of the Gem turboshaft engine
for helicopter application
[ASME PAPER 75-GT-28] p0342 A75-31586
•Gem' production starts gas turbine for
helicopters
p0503 475-45425
Continuous identification of a gas generator for a
two-shaft turbine engine
p0514 475-16971
An engine analyzer program for helicopter
turboshaft powerplants
p0199 875-31101
TOBBDLEHCE
NT ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
NT CLEAB AIB TUBBULENCE
ST GUSTS
NT LOH LEVEL TUBBULENCE
Investigation of scrubbing and impingement noise
[NASA-CB-134762] p0178 N75-17154
A-311
T08BOLBICE EFFECTS SUBJECT IHDBX
Closed forn expression of the optimal control of a
rigid airplane to turbulence
p0526 N75-32101
IDBBDLEBCB EFFECTS
Influence of inherent carrier notion on a
frequency selection system
p0015 A75-12060
Effect of inlet turbulence on compressor noise
[ I A F PAPER ST74-14] pOOaS A75-13651
The influence of cooling, free-stream turbulence
and surface-roughness on the aerodynamic
behavior of cascades
[ A S M E PAPER 7I4-HA/GT-9] pOOSO A75-16853
Chenical reactions calculations in turbulent flows
- Application to a co-containing turbojet plume
p0297 A75-30994
High altitude turbulence encountered by the
supersonic Y F - 1 2 A airplane
p0348 A75-35409
Aircraft turbulence encounters during commercial
operations in the vicinity of thunderstorms
p03«9 A75-35418
Theory of air frame noise
p0393 A75-37538
Critical review of methods to predict the buffet
capability of aircraft
[AGAED-S-623] p0027 N75-10053
Results of full-scale vortex attenuation flight
experiments
p0037 N75-10931
Investigation of Northrop F-5A wing buffet
intensity in transonic flight
[ N A S A - C R - 2 4 8 < 4 ] p0071 N75-1293<t
Analysis of thick turbulent jet flowing round: A
circular cylinder
p0263 N75-19168
Effor t of spanwise variation of turbulence on the
normal acceleration of airplanes with snail span
relative to turbulence scale
[NASA-T»-X-72748 ] p0452 H75-29036
A direct time history study of the response of an
airplane to nonstationary turbulence
[AD-A0061S9] pOU57 H75-29102
Parameter estimation of powered-lift STOL aircraft
characteristics including turbulence and ground
effects
p0478 H75-30025
TDEBOLEBT BOORDABT LATER
Characteristics of pressure fluctuations during
distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer
p0046 A75-14217
Statistical characteristics of the turbulent wake
behind a supersonic sphere
p0089 475-1751)1
Shock-wave-induced turbulent boundary-layer
separation at hypersonic speeds[AIAA PAPER 75-4] poo94 A75-18256
Flare-induced separation lengths in supersonic,
turbulent boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 75-6] pOQ9U A75-18257
Incipient separation of a supersonic turbulent
boundary layer at moderate to high Reynolds
numbers
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-7] p0094 A75-18258
Transonic turbulent viscous-inviscid interaction
over airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 75-78] p0097 A75-18292
The measurement of shear stress and total heat
flux in a nonadiabatic turbulent hypersonic
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 75-119] p0100 A75-18323
Aerodynamic heating to corrugation stiffened
structures in thick turbulent boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 75-190] p0102 A75-18372
The boundary layer on a plane of symmetry flow
convergence and divergence effects
p0112 A75-19255
A quasi-similanty analysis of the turbulent
boundary layer on a flat plate
p0145 A75-20441
Intensity, spectrum, and directivity of turbulent
boundary layer noise
p01i(7 A75-20789
Calculation of turbulent shear stress in
supersonic boundary-layer flows
p0182 A75-232Q9
Separation of turbulent boundary layer on a
lifting cylinder
p0182 A75-23223
The expansion of a hypersonic turbulent boundary
layer at a sharp corner
P0243 A75-26466
Experimental and theoretical analysis of three
dimensional turbulent boundary layers in a
curved supersonic channel
[ONERA, IP NO. 1975-22] p0244 A75-26476
Characteristics of pressure fluctuations in
distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer
p0249 A75-27052
Low Reynolds number effect on hypersonic lifting
body turbulent boundary layers
p0289 A75-29197
Characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer at
a smooth disk rotating in a large volume
p0294 A75-30491
A turbulent boundary layer analysis of conical
diffusers
p0295 A75-30723
Random vortex shedding noise of airfoils
p0323 A75-32430
Sound radiation from a bounded thin inbouogeneous
plate reinforced with N ribs and driven by
boundary-layer pressure fluctuations
p0329 A75-33417
Uniform shear flow within rectangular
parallel-walled diffusers
[ASHE PAPER 75-FE-3U] p0385 A75-36896
Viscous interaction with separation in transonic
flow
[ONEKA, IP NO. 1975-15] p0396 A75-37897
Turbulent near wake of a flat plate. II - Effects
of boundary layer profile and conpressibility
p0402 A75-38618
Heasnrements in an incompressible
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer,
under infinite swept-wing conditions, and
comparison with theory
p0427 A75-40206
Turbulent boundary layer noise in the interior of
aircraft operating at varying altitudes
p0468 A75-112701
An experimental study of flap-induced separation
of a compressible turbulent boundary layer
[IAF PAPER ST-75-06] p0509 A75-45877
Experimental verification of turbulent skin
friction reduction with compliant walls
p0511 A75-46189
A calculation method for the turbulent boundary
layer on an infinite yawed wing in compressible,
adiabatic flow
[AEC-CP-1268] p0025 H75-1002U
Drag due to a circular cavity in a plate with a
turbulent boundary layer at subsonic, transonic
and supersonic speeds
[ESD0-74036] p0115 H75-13794
Experimental measurements of skin friction on
upper surface blown wing
[NASA-TM-X-72634] p0161 N75-15605
Studies of separated flows interaction of
turbulent boundary layers with inviscid flow
around transonic airfoils
[AD-A0003U8] p0232 N75-17626
Analytical study of ventilated wind tunnel
boundary interference on V/STOL models including
wake curvature and decay effects
[NASA-CB-142210] p0235 1175-18188
Analytic investigation of transonic normal shock
boundary layer interaction
[AD-A004980] pO«44 N75-28041
The prediction of boundary-layer behaviour and
profile drag for infinite yawed wings. Part 2:
Flow near a turbulent attachment line
[ARC-CP-1308] pOtt53 1175-2901)3
The prediction of boundary-layer behaviour and
profile drag for infinite yawed wings. Part 1:
A method of calculation
[ ARC-CP-1307-PT-1] p0453 H75-29046
, The prediction of boundary-layer behaviour and
profile drag for infinite yawed wings. Part 3:
Calculations for a particular wing
[AHC-CP-1309-PT-3] p0453 N75-29047
The simulation of turbulent boundary layer
separation on multi-element infinite swept wings
[NASA-CR-137694] p0522 N75-32020
TOBBOLBHT FLOS
NT CAVITATIOH FLOW
HI SDPEHCAVITATING FLOI
A-34 2
SUBJECT IHDEX TOHBOLEBT RAKES
Numerical solution of the Navier Stokes equations
for supersonic turbulent flow over a compression
ramp
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-3] p0094 A75-18255
Turbulent pressure field in a co-annular jet
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-95] p0098 A75-1830«
The interaction between vortex-array
representations of freestream turbulence and
impermeable bodies
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-116] p0099 A75-18321
Measurements of static inlet turbulence for
turbofan engines
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-U67] p0205 A75-25713
Noise radiation from turbulent flows over
compliant surfaces
[ A I A A PAPER 75-5C7] p0207 A75-25773
Chemical reactions calculations in turbulent f lows
- Application to a co-containing turbojet plume
p0297 A75-30994
Performance of three vaned radial diffusers with
swirling transonic f low
[ A S M E P A P E R 75-FI-19] p0385 A75-36888
Hypersonic flow past V-shaped conical wings
pOa01 A75-38106
High Reynolds number transonic f low simulation
p0166 A75-U219U
Acoustic radiation f rom an airfoil in a turbulent
stream
pO«7« A75-41I818
A calculation method for the two dimensional
turbulent flow over a slotted f lap
[ ARC-CP-1267 ] p0013 H75-10023
Isolated rotor noise due to inlet distortion or
turbulence
[ N A S A - C R - 2 U 7 9 ] p0032 N75-1009U
Effect of swirling flow on augmentor performance
turbojet engines application
[ N A S A - C R - 1 3 D 6 3 9 ] p0062 N75-11972
Cascade tests of serrated leading edge blading at
high subsonic speeds
[NASA-CR-2172] p0063 H75-11983
Investigation of the influence of vortex
generators on turbulent boundary layer separation
[HASA-TT-F-16056] p0069 N75-12901
Analysis of thick turbulent jet flowing round: A
circular cylinder
p0263 N75-19168
Problems of flight in turbulence
[NASA-TT-F-161401 ] pO«12 N75-26977
TURBULENT BEAT TRANSFER
Influence of swirling flow on heat transfer in
nozzles
p0001 A75-1020U
The prediction of turbulent heat transfer to wedge
compression corners and cylinder-flare bodies at
hypersonic speeds
[IC-AESO-73-03 ] p0280 N75-20264
TURBULENT JETS
Calculations of far-field and near-field jet noise
[AIAA PAPER 75-93] p0098 A75-18302
Suppression of spatial waves by distortion of jet
velocity profile
p0110 A75-19870
Turbulence therapy, a new treatment of jet
aircraft noise
p0119 A75-21010
Developments in jet noise modeling - Theoretical
predictions and comparisons with measured data
[AIAA PAPER 75-477] p0252 A75-27933
Ratio of peak frequencies of jet self and shear
noise spectra
p0256 &75-28100
Formation of swirling jets expelled from annular
nozzles
p0303 A75-32210
Characterization of the sound field of a hot jet
from its infrared emission
[ONERi, IP NO. 1975-<40] p030t A75-32336
Structure of turbulent jets and wakes
p0380 A75-36236
Ordered structures and jet noise
[NASA-CR-13U733] p0121| N75-13867
Numerical simulation of turbulent jet noise, part 1
[NASA-CR-132693] p0447 N75-28069
TUBBULBBT BIXIHG
The influence of temperature on shock-free
supersonic jet noise
p0298 A75-31086
IOBBULENT HAKES
HT PROPELLER SUPSTHEAHS
NT SLIPSTREAMS
Experiments on the asymmetric turbulent wake of a
foil in a decelerating flow
p0088 A75-17U07
Statistical characteristics of the turbulent wake
behind a supersonic sphere
p0089 A75-17541
Experimental studies of the turbulent wake behind
self-propelled slender bodies
[ilAA PAPER 75-117] p0099 A75-18322
Recent wake turbulence flight test programs
p0196 A75-24805
The three-dimensional character of a cross flow
around a circular cylinder
p0257 A75-28651
The motion of aircraft trailing vortices
[ASHE PAPER 75-APHH-58] p0299 A75-31422
Search for the final period of decay of the
axisymmetric turbulent wake
p0323 A75-32439
Study of a strongly asymmetric turbulent wake
behind a profile with upper-surface separation
p0329 A75-3295H
Inviscid to turbulent transition of trailing
vortices
[AIAA PAPER 75-883] p0335 A75-33965
Three dimensional characteristics of turbulent
wakes behind rotors of axial flow turbomachinery
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-1] p0311 A75-3Q566
The drag and oscillating transverse force on
vibrating cylinders due to steady fluid flow
p0350 A75-35765
Aerodynamics of rotors - Hake equilibration
p0351 A75-35814
Structure of turbulent jets and wakes
p0380 A75-36236
Aircraft wake turbulence minimization by
aerodynamic means
p0393 A75-37U50
Integral method for calculating a detached stream
behind a body in a supersonic flow
pOUOl A75-38407
Turbulent near wake of a flat plate. II - Effects
of boundary layer profile and compressibility
p0402 A75-38618
A few considerations on the trailing vortex
appearing in the axisymmetric theory and the
secondary flow theory
p0174 A75-4U892
Monitoring the movement of wake vortices at
Kennedy and Stapleton airports
p0037 N75-10929
Hot-wire anemometry for in-flight measurement of
aircraft wake vortices
p0037 N75-10930
Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to the trailing
vortex wake for wings without camber or twist
[ESDU-74035] p0115 N75-13793
The response of aircraft encountering aircraft
wake turbulence
[AD-787193] p0133 N75-1475a
Influence of meteorological factors on the vortex
wake of a light twin-engine aircraft
[AD-787853] p0162 N75-15616
The vibrations of a cylinder in the wake of
another. Analysis of the phenomena with an
analytical model
[BLL-CE-TRANS-6185-(9022.09)] pO169 N75-16506
Turbulent wake behind slender bodies including
self-propelled configurations
[AD-A001040] p0223 N75-17319
Flight test investigation of the vortex wake
characteristics behind a Boeing 727 during
two-segment and normal ILS approaches (A joint
NASA/FAA report)
[NASA-TH-X-62398] p0225 N75-17310
The measurement of the McDonnell-Douglas DC-9
trailing vortex system using the tower fly-by
technique
[AD-A001156/3] p0237 N75-18222
The dynamic response of aircraft encountering
aircraft wake turbulence
p0263 N75-19170
Inviscid to turbulent transition of trailing
vortices
[NASA-CB-1U2298] p0263 N75-19172
A-3U3
TOBNING FLIGHT SUBJECT IHDEX
Wind tunnel studies of the turbulent wake behind
self propelled slender bodies
[AD-A002396] p0280 N75-20272
Hind tunnel investigation of helicopter rotor wake
effects on three helicopter fuselage models
[NASA-TM-Z-3185-SUPPL] p0282 N75-20294
Experimental study of the effect on span loading
on aircraft wakes
[NASA-TM-if -62431 ] p0353 N75-23479
Turbulent wake behind a self-propelled body
[4D-A0081H7] p0371 N75-24690
Investigation of the turbulent properties of the
wake behind self propelled, axisymmetric bodies
p0403 N75-25865
Turbulent wake behind slender bodies, including
self-propelled configurations
p0403 N75-25866
On the investigation of cascade and turbomachinery
rotor wake characteristics
[AD-A003580] p0410 N75-26323
On wake vortex alleviation
p0450 N75-29010
Vorter-related accidents over the ten year period
1964 - 1973
[AD-A010111] pfli(55 N75-29065
On the investigation of cascade and turbomachinery
rotor wake characteristics
p0529 N75-32378
TDBHIHG FLIGHT
Stability analysis of an F-4C aircraft in steady
level turning flight
[AD-A004797] p0410 N75-25963
A study of technigues for real-tine, on-line
optimum flight path control. Algorithms for
three-dimensional, minimum-time flight paths
with two state variables F-4 aircraft -
turning flight
[AD-A008983] pO<188 N75-30130
Investigation of the vortex wake characteristics
of ]et transports during climbout and turning
flight
[AD-A012383/6] p0531 N75-33006
TVC (CONTBOL)
D THBOST VECTOR CONTROL
THISTED HINGS
Determination of load factors for the impact of a
profile against the surface of a liquid
p0248 A75-26879
Calculation of the twist distribution of wings
designed for cruise at transonic speeds
[NASA-TN-D-7813] p0072 N75-12937
THO BODY OBBITS
D TWO BOOT PROBLEB
THO BODI PBOBLEH
Stationary reaction of a dual-sphere configuration
moving in a free-molecular medium heat and
energy transfer in rarefied gases
[REPT-36/1973] p0233 N75-18172
THO DIMENSIONAL BODIES
The use of higher-crder surface singularity
distributions to obtain improved potential flow
solutions for two-dimensional lifting airfoils
p0158 A75-22748
Entropy layer on a supersonic plane flat nose at
incidence
p0182 A75-23208
Improved solution for potential flow about
arbitrary axisymnetnc bodies by the use of a
higher-order surface source method
p0298 A75-31092
A state-of-the-art survey of two-dimensional
airfoil data
p0399 A75-38348
Experimental studies of flow separation and
stalling on a two-dimensional airfoil at low
speeds
[BASA-CB-2560] p0411 H75-26970
Transonic data memorandum: Second-order method
for estimating the subcritical pressure
distribution on a two-dinensional aerofoil in
compressible inviscid flow
[ESDO-72025] p0451 N75-29029
Second-order small-perturbation theory for finite
wings in incompressible flow two dimensional
swept wings
[ABC-B/M-3759] p0454 H75-29052
Performance data for the critical operation of
nominally two-dimensional double-ramp supersonic
intakes
[ESDD-75005] pOU85 N75-30095
THO DIHEBSIONAL BODHDABY LAYEB
Turbulent mean velocity measurements on a rotating
cone
pOOOt A75-10043
The boundary layer on a plane of symmetry flow
convergence and divergence effects
p0112 A75-19255
IHO DIMENSIONAL FLOH
Two dimensional transonic two-phase flow in
axisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1088] p0002 A75-10275
Researches on the two-dimensional cascade. V - On
the performance of flat-plate cascade
p0047 A75-14806
Calculation of flow past multi-component airfoils
in perforated wind tunnel
p0049 A75-15194
On the calculation of two-dimensional subsonic and
shock-free transonic flow
[ASHE PAPES 74-IA/GT-1] p0080 A75-16847
Numerical computation of two-dimensional viscous
blunt body flows with an impinging shock
[AIAA PAPEB 75-154] p0101 A75-18345
Unsteady flow through a turbomachine stage with
free vortex shed
p0188 A75-23945
Beview of integral-equation technigues for solving
potential-flow problems with emphasis on the
surface-source oethod
p0200 A75-25120
Heat transfer in separated and reattached flows -
An annotated review
p0245 A75-26685
Calculation of the flow field at an air intake,
operating in place, by the source-sink method
/two-dimensional case/
p0292 A75-29814
Aperiodic unsteady transonic flows
p0297 A75-30889
Use of numerically generated body-fitted
coordinate systems for solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations
p0339 A75-34186
Two-dimensional transonic calculations with
boundary layers
p0352 A75-35819 -
Structure of turbulent 3ets and wakes
p0380 A75-36236
Two dimensional, inviscid, transonic flowfield
around a profile
' p0393 A75-37U24
Calculation of flow field around air intake
operating at zero forward speed by the
distributed source-sink method /2-D case/
p0397 A75-38077
Mechanism of generating a normal force by a beat
of the wings
p0397 A75-38136
Plane sub-critical flow past a lifting aerofoil
p0470 A75-43903
The rolling up of a sen-infinite vortex sheet
p0514 A75-47256
A calculation method for the two dimensional
turbulent flow over a slotted flap
[ABC-CP-1267] p0013 N75-10023
Investigation of externally blown flap airfoils
with leading edge devices and slotted flaps
p0116 N75-13802
Aerodynamic performance of a ceramic-coated core
turbine vane tested with cold air in a
two-dimensional cascade
[NASA-TH-X-3191] p0130 N75-14724
Naval V/STOL aerodynamics
[AD-786222] p0131 N75-14730
Experimental measurements of skin friction on
upper surface blown wing
[NASA-TM-X-72634] p0161 M75-15605
Experimental and theoretical low speed aerodynamic
characteristics of the NACA 65 sub 1-213, alpha
equals 0.50, airfoil
[NASA-TH-X-3160] p0161 H75-15606
A comparison of approximate methods of predicting
shock detachment distance for two-dimensional
supersonic inlets
[AD-787695] p0163 875-15621
A prediction method for pressure distributions on
compression surfaces of conical bodies at
supersonic speeds delta wings, conical
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bodies, and tvo dimensional flov
CABC-CP-1295] p0222 H75-17307
Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a
two-dimensional flat plate wing
[AD-A000569] p0223 B75-17314
An analysis method for two-dimensional transonic
viscous flow
[BASA-TB-D-7718] p0234 H75-18179
1 aethod for predicting unsteady aerodynamic
forces on oscillating Kings with thickness in
transonic flow near Hach number 1. Part 1:
Two-dimensional theory. Part 2: Rectangular
vings
[BAL-TB-368T-PT-1] p0263 875-19171
Calculation of too-dimensional and axisynmetric
blnff body potential flov
[IC-iEHO-711-07] p0266 B75-19191
Hunerical solution of the Havier-Stokes equations
for arbitrary two-dimensional Haiti-element
airfoils
[H»Si-CR-1U3038] p0404 N75-25874
TIO DIHBBSIOBAL JETS
A problem in supersonic jet theory
p0245 A75-26697
TWO PHASE FLOW
Tvo dinensional transonic two-phase flow in
axisyimetric nozzles
[ A I A A PAPEB 71-1088] p0002 A75-10275
Theoretical investigation of flow in a nozzle with
a two-phase working body
p01U1 A75-19956
A limiting case of multiphase flov past slender
bodies
[AD-A000210] p0223 875-17313
T80 STAGE TOBBIIES
Two-stage fan. 1: Performance data for stator
setting angle optimization
[BASA-CR-134717] 'p0166 N75-15652
T2J AIBCBAFT
0 T-2 4IBCRAFT
T3J AIBCBAFT
0 T-39 AIHCBAFT
u
D.S.S.B. SPACE PBOGBAB
Korolev: A chronicle a biography of Sergey
Pavlovich Korolev
[NASA-TT-F-16278 ] p<)369 S75-24654
D-10 AIBCBAFT
Noise reduction studies for the 0-10 airplane
[NASA-TH-X-72640] p0228 B75-17360
OH-1 BELICOPTEB
Endurance testing of an LH-726-4 elastomeric pitch
change bearing
[AD-784140] p0030 H75-10074
Interservice utility helicopter reliability and
maintainability comparative analysis
[AD-784177) p0031 B75-10080
Helicopter dropsight
[AD-784551] p0031 B75-10084
Engineering flight test, AH-1G helicopter,
heavyweight autorotational evaluation
[AD-785553] p0061 H75-11964
Development of an improved design tool for
predicting and simulating helicopter rotor noise
[AD-785579] p006t B75-11993
Botor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part
2: Distortion of phase reversals
[AD-7873611] p0132 B75-14743
Botor flov survey program HH-1H helicopter
[AD-787428] p0163 875-15620
Natural icing tests. OH-1H helicopter
[AD-A002077] p0266 B75-19194
Hajor Item Special Study (MISS) , DH-1C tail rotor
blade
[AD-A001714] p0270 B75-19230
Operational use of the OH-1 H helicopters in
Arctic environment
[AD-A002603] p0271 B75-19236
Tail rotor shaft vibration survey production O H - 1 H
helicopter
[AD-A002574] p0310 H75-21272
Structural loads survey during cold-weather
operations in main and tail rotor systems of
OH-1 helicopter
[AD-A007091] p0316 M75-22297
Application of high freguency resonance techniques
for bearing diagnostics in helicopter gearboxes
[AD-A004014] p0408 H7S-25936
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), OH-1H sain rotor
hub assembly
[AD-A005217] pOlitS H75-28057
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), OH-IB 90 degrees
T/B gear box value engineering - OH-1
helicopter
[AD-A006506] p0457 H75-29098
An automatic flight control system for a
helicopter night landing system
p0484 B75-30079
Eotor downwash velocities about the OH-1H
helicopter: Flight test measurements and
theoretical calculations
[AD-A008965] p0488 B75-30128
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), OB-1H main vast
assembly
[AD-A006143] p0490 B75-30149
OH-2 HELICOPTER
Hechanical instability ground dynamics program
[AD-A001101] p0226 H75-17349
OH-61A HBLICOPTEB
The results of fabrication and testing of the
prototype composite rotor blades for HLH and OTTAS
Heavy Lift Helicopter and Otility Tactical
Transport Aircraft System
[AIAA PAPER 75-1010] p0439 A75-41694
OBTBBI (BOCLEAB BBACTOBS)
0 HIGH TEHPEBATDBE NOCLEAB BEACTOBS
OlTBiBIGB FBBQDEHCIES
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 4D: Additional
tests. Volume 2: Overland multipath, pacific
nultipath, scintillation tests
[AD-783652] p0137 N75-14934
Influence of topography and atmospheric refraction
in OHF ground-air communications
p0313 B75-22080
An analysis of aircraft L-band beacon antenna
patterns
[AD-A005569] p0461 B75-29287
DLTBAS08IC TESTS
Automated computerized ultrasonic rating system
provides new level of design confidence
p0019 A75-12931
A computer automated ultrasonic inspection system
for aircraft forgings
p0009 A75-12933
The effect of water path variations on ultrasonic
through-transmission sensitivity for
adhesively bonded aircraft honeycomb structures
p0340 A75-34203
Evaluation of the reliability and sensitivity of
NOT methods for titanium alloys. Volume 2
[AD-A001604] p0377 B75-24923
Application of high frequency resonance techniques
for bearing diagnostics in helicopter gearboxes
[AD-A004014] p0408 N75-25936
OLTBASOBIC IAVB TRABSDDCEBS
Honintrusive ultrasonic measurement of flow
velocity and mass flow rate
p0179 A75-22880
Ultrasonic flowmeter cell designs for liquids
p0211 A75-25951
OBCAHBBBBD BUGS
Experimental study of heat transfer during flow
around uncambered delta wings with blunted edges
[AD-A007316] p0359 N75-23524
OHDEBC&BBIAGES
Recent development and experience of an all
fiberglass BP undercarriage for a STOL-aircraft
p0392 A75-37311
Optimisation of aeroplane undercarriages using
hybrid computing facility, part 1
[TT-7414-PT-1] p0532 B75-33035
Optimisation of aeroplane undercarriages using
hybrid computing facility, part 2 appendices
covering equations of motion, and computer
programs
[TT-7414-PT-2] p0532 B75-33036
OBDBBIATBB TESTS
Description and test results of a vater basin to
determine ground effect in hover using small
models
[AIAA PAPEB 75-145] p0101 A75-18343
DHDBBIATEB VEHICLES
BT BALLISTIC SISSILE SUBMARINES
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DHIPOBH flOt
U n i f o r m shear f low vithin rectangular
parallel-walled diffusers
[ A S H E P A P E R 75-FF.-34] p0385 A7S-36896
OIITBD STATES OF AHEBICA
NT OHIO
MT TENSESSEE
OHIVEBSITIES
General aviat ion's fu ture need for research
p0451 N75-29021
O B H A N H E D SPACECRAFT
NT N A V I G A T I O N SATELLITES
OBSTBADI FLOB
NT OSCILLATING FLOW
The unsteady supersonic cascade IB subsonic axial
flow
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-22] p0095 A75-18263
Generalized unsteady embedded Newtonian flow
around blunt nose cones
[AI«A P A P E R 75-210] p0103 A75-18388
Nonlinearities in analyses of unsteady flow around
oscillating wings
p0105 A75-18490
Dynamics of body motion with allowance for
nonstationarity of flow application to
aircraft
p0109 A75-18880
Flow fluctuations in multistage thermal
turbomachines
p0111 A75-19054
Analysis of unsteady transonic channel flow with
shock waves
[ A I A A PAPER 75-61] p0142 A75-20265
The use of local basis functions in unsteady
aerodynamics
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-100] p0143 A75-20275
Flow characteristics about concave conic
forebodies at high Bach number
[ A I A A PAPER 75-153] p0113 A75-20284
Numerical calculation of unsteady transonic
potential flow over helicopter rotor blades
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-168] p0144 A75-20285
Unsteady flow through a turbomachine stage with
free vortex shed
p0188 A75-239<45
Experimental study of the unsteady flow through a
turbomachine stage
p0188 A75-23947
Starting vortex, separation bubbles and stall - A
numerical study cf laminar unsteady flow around
an airfoil
p0243 A75-26212
A method for calculating unsteady forces due to
interaction between tail surfaces
[ O N E R A , IP NO. 1975-23] p0244 A75-26477
Nonlinear problem of the unsteady flow past an
airfoil lattice
p0257 A75-28671
Aperiodic unsteady transonic flows
p0297 A75-30889
A rigorous solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
for unsteady viscous flow at high Reynolds
numbers around oscillating airfoils
[AIA1 PAPEB 75-863] p0333 A75-33950
A calculation method for unsteady subsonic flow
about harmonically oscillating wing-body
configurations
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-86U] p0333 A75-33951
Finite element analysis of unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 75-875] p0334 A75-33960
Calculation of the separated flow at a
thin-section wing of finite span
p0340 A75-34262
Extension of the parabolic method for the
transonic f low. I - Steady flow. II - Unsteady
flow
p0346 A75-35215
Hechanism of generating a normal force by a beat
of the wings
p0397 A75-38136
Introduction of unsteady separation into
acceleration potential theory Application to the
helicopter
[ O N E R A , IP NO. 1975-87] pO»21 B.75-39331
The numerical simulation of low frequency unsteady
transonic flow fields around thin airfoil
p0466 A75-42183
Lifting-line theory for an unsteady wing as a
singular perturbation problem
p0503 A75-45410
Numerical solution for unsteady sonic flow over
thin wings
[NASA-CB-141114] p0068 B75-12899
Unsteady viscous flow past a lifting plate
p0263 N75-19171
Analytical simulation of the far-field ]et noise
and the unsteady jet flow-field by a model of
periodic shedding of vortex ring from the jet exit
[NASA-CH-143211] p0442 N75-28021
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for
oscillating wings with thickness
[NASA-CR-2259] p0443 B75-28030
Unsteady loads due to propulsive lift configurations
[NASA-CB-1U345U] p049U H75-31007
OHSiBPT ilNGS
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT RECTANGULAR KINGS
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of
forward-located spoilers and trailing splines as
trailing-vortex hazard-alleviation devices on an
aspect-ratio-8 wing model
[HASA-TB-X-3166] p0161 H75-15608
Effort of spanwise variation of turbulence on the
normal acceleration of airplanes with small span
relative to turbulence scale
[HASA-TH-1C-72748] pOU52 N75-29036
OPDBAFIS
U VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
UPGRADING
Test bed for the upgraded third generation Air
Traffic Control System
p0219 A75-26064
UPiASH
Low-speed upwash interference on a transport model
in a rectangular slotted-wall wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-3218] p0443 B75-28026
DRBAB DBVELOPHENT
Air pollution from future giant jetports
[NASA-CH-1U2165] p0178 B75-17011
URBAN FLASHING
Aircraft noise in a high-rise city
p0189 A75-24000
Application of the helicopter KA-26 to large-scale
aerial photography
[AD-A005950] p0462 N75-29393
OBBAN TRABSPOBTATIOI
Energy efficiency of current intercity passenger
transportation modes
[AIAA PAPER 75-311] p0157 A75-22513
Short haul transportation - The helicopter*s time
is now
[SAE PAPER 750598] p0428 A75-40506
Simulation study of intracity helicopter
operations under instrument conditions to
category 1 minimums
[NASA-TN-D-7786] p0071 N75-12933
USER HAHUALS (COMPUTER PBOGBAHS)
Interactive computer-aided design aircraft flying
qualities program. Volume 1: Users manual
[AD-785101] p0060 B75-11957
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft
operations: Computer program operation's manual
[AD-785360] p0064 N75-11989
The Hark 4 supersonic-hypersonic arbitrary body
program. Volume 1: User's manual
[AD-778443] p0066 N75-12056
Computer program for the prediction of aircraft
response to runway roughness. Volume 2: User's
manual
[AD-786490]
 P0127 H75-13892
User's manual for computer program BOT08 to
calculate tilt-rotor aircraft dynamic
characteristics
[NASA-CR-137553] p0130 N75-14725
Computer programs for calculating the static
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body-tail configurations
[NASA-CR-2474] p0130 N75-11727
Osers manual for QCIN vehicle occupant crash study
model, version 2
[AD-A001801] p0268 N75-19211
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 8: Programmer's manual
[AD-A002869] p0285 N75-20320
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. Volume 9: User's manual
[AD-A002870] p0285 N75-20321
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A structural veight estination program (SHEEP) for
aircraft. V o l u m e 9: User's manual , appendix A
[AU-A002871] p0285 N75-20322
Computer program to assess impact of fatigue and
fracture criteria on weight and cost of
transport aircraft
[NASA-CH-132648] p0372 H75-21718
Airport noise reduction forecast. Volume 2: HEF
computer program description and user's manual
[PB-239388/2] p0377 N75-24772
A computer program for fitt ing smooth surfaces to
an aircraft configuration and other three
dnensional geometries
[NASA-TH-JI-3206] p0111 N75-26693
Dser's guide for a revised computer program to
analyze the LBC 16 foot transonic dynamics
tunnel active cable mount system computer
technigues - aircraft models
[NASA-CR-132692] p0460 N75-29130
Approximate method for calculating transonic f low
about lifting wing-body configurations:
Computer program and user's manual
[NASA-TH-X-72758] p0485 N75-30099
Extension of the method for predicting six degree
of freedom store separation trajectories at
speeds up to the critical speed to include a
fuselage wi th noncircular cross section. Volume
2: User 's manual for the computer programs
[AD-A006158] p0489 N75-30134
Flight instrumentation specification for parameter
identification: Program user's guide
instrument errors/error analysis
[NASA-CR-132676] p0527 N7S-32113
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 3: Program user's manual
[AD-A012373/7] p0533.N75-33048
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 4: Program design specification
[AD-A012374/5] p0533 N75-33049
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 5: Computer programmer 's manual
[AD-A012375/2] p0533 N75-33050
DSER BEQOIBEHEHTS
An integrated PCM data system for full scale
aeronautics testing common data bases for
user requirements
p0188 A75-23902
Autotest user needs at a base shop
computerized Automatic Test Equipment for
military avionics
p0346 A75-35253
Loran-C compared with other navigation aids in
meeting future Canadian needs
p0351 A75-3S796
UTILITY AIBCRiFT
NT BO-105 HELICOPTEB
NT DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
NT T-39 AIRCRAFT
NT U-10 AIRCRAFT
NT OH-1 HELICOPTER
NT UH-2 HELICOPTER
NT UH-61A HELICOPTER
Effect ,of aerodynamic perturbations on the
processes of aircraft dusting and spraying
Russian book
p0104 A75-18434
UTTAS YUG-61A and TUH-60A competition for
Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
p0402 A75-38668
Flight loads on large aircraft engaged in 1974
bndworm spraying program
[LTB-ST-733] p0072 N75-12936
Guardrail IIA RU-21H evaluation
[AD-A004009] p0407 S75-25923
UTILIZATION
NT LASER APPLICATIONS
u
V/STOL AIECEAFT
NT AUTOGYROS
NT BO-105 HELICOPTER
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
NT CH-54 HELICOPTER
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT
NT DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT
NT FLYING PLATFORMS
NT FV-12A AIRCRAFT
NT H-53 HELICOPTEB
NT H-54 HELICOPTEB
ST HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS
HT HELICOPTERS
NT MILITABY HELICOPTEBS
NT OB-6 HELICOPTEB
NT QDESTOL
NT BIGID BOTOB HELICOPTEBS
BT BOTABX HING AIBCRAFT
NT S-61 HELICOPTEB
NT SC-1 AIBCBAFT
NT SH-3 HELICOPTEB
NT SHOBT TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
NT TANDEB BOTOB HELICOPTEBS
NT 0-10 AIBCBAFT
NT UH-1 HELICOPTEB
NT OH-2 HELICOPTEB
NT OH-61A HELICOPTEB
NT VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIBCRAFT
NT X-22 AIRCRAFT
V/STOL deflector concepts
[AIAA PAPER 74-1168] p0004 A75-10319
Exhaust nozzle deflector systems for V/STOL
fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 74-1169] pOOOU A75-10320
Oscillating jet nozzles for V/STOL application
[AIAA PAPER 74-1189] pOOOS A75-10337
Maritime VSTOL - The development of snail ship
helicopter operations in the Royal Navy
[SAE PAPER 740820] p0082 A75-16904
Thrust augmented wing sections in transition flight
[AIAA PAPER 75-169] p0102 A75-18356
An experimental study of the effect of treated
length on fan inlet noise suppressors
[AIAA PAPER 75-203] p0103 A75-18382
Acoustic characteristics of an upper-surface
blowing concept of power-lift system
[AIAA PAPEB 75-204] p0103 A75-18383
The lift/cruise fan multimission V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-277] - p0156 A75-22499
BTOL and steep approach - Why
[DGLR PAPER 74-112] p0193 A75-24152
V/STOL rotor and propeller noise - Its prediction
and analysis of its aural characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 75-452] p0203 A75-25734
A pilot's report concerning the VTOL VAK 191 B
p0249 A75-26900
Flight tests with the V/STOL experimental aircraft
ViK 191 B
p0254 A75-27985
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
p0254 A75-28201
An experimental study of the structure and
acoustic field of a jet in a cross stream
[AIAA PAPEB 75-460] p0255 A75-28348
The aerodynamic characteristics and trailing
vortex wake of propeller V/STOL configurations
p0256 A75-28522
Recent advances in in-flight simulator technology
p0329 A75-33187
Lift-fan characteristics selection for 1980-85
V/STOL carrier onboard delivery aircraft
[ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-98] p0344 A75-34640
High-performance jet-V/STOL development
[AIAA PAPER 75-1013] p0424 A75-39513
Analysis of response requirements for V/STOL
lift/cruise engines used to provide height and
moment control
[AIAA PAPER 75-1014] p0424 A75-39514
The use of in-flight simulation to develop control
system and display requirements for conventional
and V/STOL airplanes
p0434 A75-41415
Design of a V/STOL technology airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1012] p0439 A75-41695
Potential and viscous flow prediction in V/STOL
propulsion system inlets
p0466 A75-42072
Control considerations for lift-cruise engines in
a V/STOL fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1177] p0504 A75-45610
Augmented Deflector Exhaust Nozzle /ADEN/ design
for future fighters
[AIAA PAPER 75-1318] p0508 A75-45697
Ground effect for V/STOL aircraft configurations
and its simulation in the wind tunnel. Part 3:
The tangentially blown ground as an alternative
to a moving ground: Application to the
A-347
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NASA-Ames HO by 80-foot Bind tunnel
[NASA-CB-111197] p0013 N75-10005
Optimal control theory investigation of
proprotor/wing response to vertical gust
[NASA-TM-I-62381] p0028 N75-10057
Reliability of laboratory tests of VSTOL and other
long duration noises
[NASA-CB-2171] p0032 N75-10093
Experience with the HHC 10 feet by 20 feet V/STOL
propulsion tunnel: Some practical aspects of
V/STOL engine model testing
[DME/NAE-1973(2) ] p0015 N75-10107
V/STOL aerodynamics proceedings of conference
on V/STOL aircraft design, development, and
flight characteristics
[AGABD-CP-113] p0115 N75-13795
V/STOL aerodynamics: A review of the technology
p0115 875-13796
Jet lift problems of V/STOL aircraft
p0117 S75-13811
OS Air Force V/STOL aircraft aerodynamic
prediction methods
p0118 N75-13817
A review of the lifting characteristics of some
jet lift V/STOL configurations
p0118 N75-13819
Requirement for simulation in V/STOL research
aircraft programs
p0118 N75-13820
Conceptual design study of improved 1985 remote
lift-fan V/STOL commercial transports
[NASA-CB-2181] p0132 H75-11716
Measurements of V/STOL aircraft noise mechanisms
using pressure cross-correlation technigues in a
reverberant wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-137627] p0171 N75-16517
The effect of ground proximity on the
lateral/directional aerodynamic and control
characteristics of a tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft
at high lift coefficients
[AD-A001581] p0237 N75-18227
Acoustic transmission through a fuselage sidewall
[NASA-CR-132602] p0212 1175-18971
Technical evaluation report on Fluid Dynamics
Panel Symposium on V/STOL Aerodynamics
[ A G A R D - A R - 7 8 ] p0276 N75-19585
Estimates of the stability derivatives of a
helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
p0278 N75-20250
A computer study of acceleration developed by a
vertical seeking ejection seat
fAD-1002970] p0311 H75-2127U
Correlation of low speed wind tunnel and flight
test data for V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-62123 ] p0362 N75-23557
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of stop-rotors
and their analytical treatment. Part 2:
Analytical equations and solutions V/STOL
aircraft
[ESRO-TT-11I5-PT-2] p0370 N75-21683
NASA/Arm; XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
familiarization document
[NASA-TM-X-62107] p0372 N75-21720
Potential and viscous flow prediction in V/STOL
propulsion system inlets
[NASA-TM-X-71776] p0158 N75-29110
Digital simulation of V/STOL aircraft for
autopilot research
p0161 N75-29853
The guidance and control of V/STOL aircraft and
helicopters at night and in poor visibility
conference proceedings
[AGABD-CP-118] p0182 H75-30052
Research on displays for V/STOL low-level and IMC
operations
p0181 N75-30070
Flight director laws for the longitudinal cyclic
and collective controls of the OH-1H helicopter
[AD-A009822] pOSOO N75-31117
SASA/Navy life/cruise fan preliminary design report
CNASA-CB-131837] p0528 H75-32126
WACTUH APPARATUS
HT VACOUB POHPS
VACDDH MELTING
Combining strength and fracture toughness
vacuum arc melted steels for aerospace
applications
p0189 A75-21002
VACDOB PUBPS
Pressure increase in blade channels of axial-flow
compressors at low gas pressures
p0181 A75-23099
VACDDB TESTS
Investigation of the structure and properties of
niobium in vacuum and in high-velocity air streams
p0180 A75-23009
VACDDM TUBE OSCILLATORS
HI CATHODE BAT TOBES
VACOOB TOBES
NT CATHODE BAY TUBES
VALKTRIB AIRCRAFT
0 B-70 AIBCBAFT
VALOB EHGINEERING
An integrated approach to value engineering and
weight engineering in the Design-To-Cost
environment
[SAIE PAPEB 1069] p0517 A75-17199
Major Item Special Study (MISS), OH-1H 90 degrees
T/R gear box value engineering - DH-1
helicopter
[AD-A006506] p0157 B75-29098
VALVES
HI CONTBOL VALVES
HI PRESSURE EEGDLATOHS
HI RELIEF VALVES
VANADIUM ALLOTS
Effects of graphite-epoxy composite materials on
the corrosion behavior of aircraft alloys
electrochemical corrosion
[AD-A010127] p0529 N75-32186
VANES
NT GUIDE VANES
NT HIND VANES
Oxide dispersion strengthened alloys for aircraft
turbine engine vanes
p0011 A75-130UO
Reduction of interaction tones from axial flow
fans by non-uniform distribution of the stator
vanes
p0155 A75-22368
NASA vane alloy boasts high-temperature strength
p0190 A75-21003
Prototype ceramic vanes silicon nitride
composition for gas turbines
p0297 A75-30873
Turbine vane ceramic endwall using hot pressed
silicon nitride
p0297 A75-30880
Design and analysis of a ceramic stator vane
[ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-100] p0314 A75-31612
VAPOB DEPOSITION
Ion vapor deposited aluminum improves structure
durability airframe corrosion protective
coatings
[AIAA PAPER 75-807] p0326 A75-32680
VAPORIZING
NT PBOPELLANT EVAPOBATION
Experimental investigation of a new concept of
fuel prevaporization for aircraft engine low
emission combustors
[ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-6] p0311 A75-31570
VAPORS
NT BATES VAPOB
Internal-combustion engine/vapour cycle combination
[OUEL-1097/71] p0286 N75-20336
V1BIABLE ABBA RINGS
U TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
VARIABLE GEOHETBT STRUCTURES
Variable geometry for supersonic mixed-compression
inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 71-1172] pOOOH A75-10322
Aerothermodynamic factors governing the response
rate of gas turbines
p0088 A75-17506
Altitude evaluation of a variable cycle turbofan
engine
[SAE PAPEB 710806] p0180 A75-22938
The variable density aircraft concept
p0216 A75-26010
The annals of the polymorph - A short history of
variable geometry. II variable swept wings
p0330 A75-33119
The annals of the polymorph - A short history of
variable geometry. Ill variable wing aircraft
p0330 A75-33150
Measurement of the internal performance of a
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0 FLO» VISUALIZATION
VOLATILIZATIOH
0 VAPORIZING
VOLTBBBA EQDATIOBS
The problem of supersonic flow past a slender
pointed body with a tall unit
p01«!1 A75-20077
The subsonic-supersonic analogy for flow
around wing profiles
p0202 A75-25<)59
Supersonic flow past intersecting surfaces wings
p02<!8 A75-26882
Problem of supersonic flow past a slender pointed
body with tail
p0350 A75-35706
VOODOO AIBCBAH
0 F-101 AIRCRAFT
VOBIBX BBEAKDO»B
Correlation for estimating vortex rotational
velocity downstream dependence
p0009 A75-12621
Asymmetric vortex effects on missile configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 75-209] p0103 A75-18387
Self-excitation of an acoustic resonance by vortex
shedding
p0155 A75-22361
Bandoo vortex shedding noise of airfoils
p0323 A75-32t30
Inviscid to turbulent transition of trailing
vortices
[AIAA PAPEB 75-883] p0335 A75-33965
Experinental study of the effect of span loading
on aircraft wakes
[AIAA PAPEB 75-885] p0335 A75-33967
Vortex development and breakdown
[AIAA PAPEB 75-881] p0316 A75-35172
Hake vortex decay near the ground
[AIAA PAPEB 75-882] p0346 A75-35173
Flame stabilization by leading edge vortex
breakdown above a delta shape
p0391 A75-37063
Results of full-scale vortex attenuation flight
experiments
p0037 N75-10931
The effect of wing dihedral and section suction
distribution on vortex bursting
[HASA-TS-X-727115] pO<l56 B75-29091
VOBTBI COLUHNS
0 VORTICES
VOBTBI DISTURBANCES
0 VOBTICES
VOBTBI FLOi
0 VOBTICES
VOBTBI GE8EBA1IOH
0 VORTEX GENERATORS
VOBTEI GBNBBA10BS
Some ideas of vortex lift
[SAE PAPER 750517] p0381 A75-36676
An experimental investigation of ground vortex
formation during reverse engine operation
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1322] p0508 A75-U5700
Investigation of the influence of vortex
generators on turbulent boundary layer separation
[NASA-TT-F-16056] p0069 S75-12901
The effect of vortex generators on the development
of a boundary layer
p0117 B75-13810
VOBIBX IBJECTOBS
Summary of results indicating the beneficial
effects of rotor vortex modification
p0399 A75-383t5
VOBTBX BIHGS
'Ring vortex1 energy losses during centrifugal fan
operation in low output regimes
p0186 A75-23806
The motion of aircraft trailing vortices
[ASME PAPEB 75-APMH-58] p0299 A75-31422
Foundations for a theory of the ring airfoil in
axisymmetric shear-flow
pOU70 A75-«"4018
Analytical simulation of the far-field jet noise
and the unsteady jet flow-field by a model of
periodic shedding of vortex ring from the jet exit
[!IASA-CR-143211] pO«U2 H75-28021
VOBTBX SHEETS
Hultivortex model of asymmetric shedding on
slender bodies at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 75-123] pOIOC A75-18327
The scattering of sound by a vortex sheet
p0179 A75-22931
Unsteady flow through a turbomachine stage with
free vortex shed
p0188 A75-23915
The range of validity in the case of two old
investigations. I - The origin of lift. II -
Collision and gliding processes on the liquid
surface
p025« A75-27990
A-35 3
TOBTBI STBZETS SUBJECT IHDEI
Notion of a spanvise semelliptical w i n g near the
ground
p0300 A75-31801
Theoretical s tudy of lift-generated vortex wakes
designed to avoid rollup
p0331 A75-33185
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
w i t h leading-edge vortex separation
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-866] p0333 A75-33953
Calculation of the separated flow at a
thin-section wing of finite span
p03UO A75-34262
Flow separation f rom yawed delta wings
p0380 A75-36288
Leading edge separation from non-conical slender
wings at incidence
p0467 A75-42207
On the potential theory of distributed
singularities and its edge condition for a
lifting flow of three-dimensional body
pOiHU A75-UU893
The rolling up of a semi-infmite vortex sheet
p0514 A75-47256
Plow past conically-cambered slender delta wings
with leading-edge separation
[ARC-B/M-37118] p0265 N75-19186
The measurement of the Boeing 707 trailing vortex
system using the tower fly-by technique
[AD-A008384] p0403 N75-25868
VOBTEX STBEETS
N T K A E H A N VOBTEX STREET
Airborne wake vortex detection by in-flight
radar sensing
p0349 A75-35125
Flight test investigation of the vortex wake
characteristics behind a Boeing 727 during
two-segment and normal ILS approaches (A joint
NASA/FAA report)
[ NASA-TH-X-62398] p0225 N75-17340
VOBTEX TDBES
0 VORTICES
VOBTICES
An analytic description of hypermixing and test of
an improved nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 74-1190] p0003 A75-10338
The stability of a trailing line vortex, II -
Viscous theory
p0003 A75-10621
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a system of rectangular wings moving near a
screening surface
p O O I S A75-12078
Boil-up of aircraft trailing vortices using
artificial viscosity
p0009 A75-12620
A pilot-in-the-loop, visual simulation of trailing
vortex encounters at low speed
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1014] p0099 A75-18312
The interaction between vortex-array
representations of freestream turbulence and
impermeable bodies
[ A I A A PAPER 75-116] p0099 A75-18321
Investigation of a free-vortex aerodynamic window
for lasers
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-122] p0100 A75-18326
Leading-edge-vortex augmentation in compressible
flow
[AIAi PAPER 75-121] p0100 A75-18328
Prediction of vortex flow characteristics of wings
at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-219] p0101 A75-18<»17
The structure and dynamics of vortex filaments
in aircraft wakes
p0195 A75-24481
Recent wake turbulence flight test programs
p0196 A75-24805
Heasurements of discrete vortex noise in a
closed-throat wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 75-488] p0206 A75-25758
Influence of grazing flow on duct wall normal
impedances fcr noise reduction
[AIAA PAPEB 75-191] p0207 A75-25763
The aerodynamic characteristics and trailing
vortex wake of propeller V/STOL configurations
p0256 A75-28522
Pressure field of a vortex wake in ground effect
p0290 A75-29166
Effect of heating on leading edge'vortices in
subsonic flow
p0290 475-29467
Study of detached regimes in profile arrays
p0303 A75-32298
Some wind tunnel measurement of the trailing
vortex development behind a sweptback wing -
Induced rolling moments on intercepting wings
[AIAA PAPEB 75-881] p0335 475-33966
Ground vortex - Limit to engine/reverser operation
for high bypass ratio engine
[ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-3] p03*1 475-31567
iind-tunnel tests and computer simulations of
buoyant wing-tip vortices
p0319 A75-35422
A predictive model of wake vortex transport
p0319 A75-35423
The motion of wake vortices in the terminal
environment
p0319 A75-35424
Laminar boundary layer in symmetry plane of
blunt-nosed body
p0380 A75-362U1
Performance of three vaned radial diffusers with
swirling transonic flow
[ASHE PAPEB 75-FE-19] p0385 A75-36888
Acoustic effects of rotor-wake interaction during
low-power descent
p0399 A75-38347
Augmentation of vortex lift by spanwise blowing
wind tunnel testing for swept wing fighter
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-993] p0123 A75-39505
Vortex method for calculating a wing profile of
arbitrary shape
p0432 A75-40913
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a rectangular wing with end washers near a screen
p0132 A75-40931
Studies of free buoyant and shear flows by the
vortex-in-cell method
p0167 A75-42231
Monitoring the movement of wake vortices at
Kennedy and Stapleton airports
p0037 H75-10929
Hot-wire anemometry for in-flight measurement of
aircraft wake vortices
p0037 B75-10930
Besults of full-scale vortex attenuation flight
experiments
p0037 N75-10931
Investigation into the formation of wing-tip
vortices
[AD-783271] p0069 N75-12909
Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to the trailing
vortex wake for wings without camber or twist
[ESDO-74035] p0115 H75-13793
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of
forward-located spoilers and trailing splines as
trailing-vortex hazard-alleviation devices on an
aspect-ratio-8 wing model
[HASA-TH-X-3166J p0161 875-15608
A model for the vortex pair associated with a jet
in a cross flow
[NASA-CR-136756] p0231 1175-17611
The measurement of the McDonnell-Douglas DC-9
trailing vortex system using the tower fly-by
technique
[AD-A001156/3] p0237 875-18222
The dynamic response of aircraft encountering
aircraft wake turbulence
p0263 S75-19170
Inviscid to turbulent transition of trailing
vortices
[8ASA-CH-142298] p0263 S75-19172
On the calculation of non-linear aerodynamic
characteristics and the near vortex wake
[AD-A002161] p0266 875-19193
Analysis of wake vortex flight test data behind a
T-33 aircraft
[HASA-CB-137669] p0351 S75-23482
Summary of HIT research on dynamic stall and
blade-vortex interaction, 1971 - 1974
[AD-4008091] p0371 H75-24689
Aerodynamic effects of vortex suppressors
[AD-A003750] p0404 B75-25875
Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on
compressor face flow and turbojet stall margin
[BASA-TH-X-3246J p0111 H75-26968
Vortex wake behind a helicopter
[AD-A005179] p0443 H75-28038
A-35 4
SUBJECT IBDEI RAHFABB
Laser Doppler velocimeter system simulation for
sensing aircraft wake vortices. Part 2:
Processing and analysis of LDV data (for runs
1023 and 2023)
[NASA-CR-120758] p0448 N75-28394
Laser Doppler velocimeter system simulation for
sensing aircraft wake vortices. Part 3: The
problem of reflection from the secondary mirror
[HASA-CH-120759] p0448 N75-2839S
On wake vortex alleviation
p0450 H75-29010
Onsteady vortex lattice techniques applied to wake
formation and performance of the statically
thrusting propeller
[NASA-CH-132686] p0451 N75-29031
Vortex-related accidents over the ten year period
1961 - 1973
[AD-A010111J p0455 S75-29065
Effects of spanwise bloving on the pressure field
and vortex-lift characteristics of a 11 deg
swept trapezoidal wing wind tunnel stability
tests - aircraft models
[BASA-TN-D-7907] pOU86 H75-30103
Vortex wakes of conventional aircraft
[ A G A R D - A G - 2 0 4 ] p0486 B75-30106
Flow visualization of leading-edge vortex
enhancement by spanwise blowing swept wings
- wind tunnel stability tests
[BASA-TS-X-72702] p0486 N75-30108
The pressure field of a vortex wake in ground effect
CAD-A008857] pOU88 N75-30126
Unsteady vortex lattice techniques applied to wake
formation and performance of the statically
thrusting propeller
p0521 N75-32010
Analytical study of the aerodynamic coupling of
helicopter rotor blades in hover flight
p0521 N75-32011
A static air flow visualization method to obtai-n a
time history of the lift-induced vortex and
circulation
[ NASA-TH-X-72769] p0522 N75-32025
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 1:
Engineering document
[NASA-CH-132709] p0523 N75-32026
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 2:
Program description document
[NASA-CR-132710] p0523 H75-32027
Investigation of the vortex wake characteristics
of jet transports during climbout and turning
flight
[AD-A012383/6] p0531 N75-33006
VOHTICITT
The problem of three-dimensional lifting potential
flov and its solution by means of surface
singularity distribution
p0017 A75-12345
Vorticity associated with a jet in a cross flow
pOOSI A75-15951
Laminar flow behavior under slip-boundary conditions
p0150 A75-21476
A surface vorticity analysis of three-dimensional
f low through strongly swept turbine cascades
p0151 A75-22020
The use of higher-crder surface singularity
distributions to obtain improved potential flow
solutions for two-dimensional lifting airfoils
p0158 A75-227U8
VOBTICItl EQDATIOHS
Asymmetric vortex effects on missile configurations
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-209] p0103 A75-18387
Honlinearities in analyses of unsteady flow around
oscillating wings
p O I O S A75-18490
Starting vortex, separation bubbles and stall - A
numerical study of laminar unsteady flow around
an airfoil
p0243 A75-26212
A few considerations on the trailing vortex
appearing in the axisymmetric theory and the
secondary flow theory
p0474 A75-114892
VIOl
0 VERTICAL L A N D I N G
D V E R T I C A L TAKEOFF
VTOL AIRCRAFT
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
VOLHEBABILItl
Fuel tank non-nuclear vulnerability test program
[AD-A008531] p0373 B75-24728
Proposed HIL-STD-XIX aircraft nonnnclear
survivability/vulnerability terms
[AD-A004972] p0445 B75-28056
w
I BIBGS
0 VARIABLE SHEEP KINGS
RAKES
BT AIRCRAFT HAKES
BT HELICOPTER IAKES
BT HYPERSONIC RAKES
NT NEAR RAKES
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTBEABS
NT SLIPSTBEABS
NT SUPERSONIC RAKES
NT TURBOLENT RAKES
A new calculation of the wake of a flat plate
p0145 A75-20<»18
Notion of a system of many particles in the wake
of a gas
p0146 A75-20782
Rake cutting by a cascade of cambered blades
[AIAA PAPER 75-445] p0203 A75-25729
Influence of a wake on the flow in an annular jet
p0303 A75-32042
The viscous flow around a two dimensional high
lift wing. Analysis of boundary layer
measurements
. [FFA-TN-AU-1155] p0223 N75-17310
A wake source model for an inclined flat plate in
a uniform stream
[IC-AERO-74-08] p0266 B75-19192
Velocity and rolling-moment measurements in the
wake of a swept-wing model in the 10 by 80 foot
wind tunnel
[NASA-TB-X-62414] p0353 N75-23481
Analysis of wake vortex flight test data behind a
T-33 aircraft
[NASA-CR-137669] p0354 N75-23482
BALL FLOR
Influence of grazing flow on duct wall normal
impedances for noise reduction
[AIAA PAPER 75-494] p0207 A7S-25763
Experimental and theoretical analysis of three
dimensional turbulent boundary layers in a
curved supersonic channel
[ONERA, IP SO. 1975-22] p0244 A75-26476
High-speed gas flow with heat exchange
p0293 A7S-30266
Experimental verification of turbulent skin
friction reduction with compliant walls
p0511 A75-46189
RAH JETS
Deflection of a thick jet by a convex surface - A
practical problem for powered lift
[AIAA PAPER 75-167] p0101 A75-18355
IALL PRESSURE
Characteristics of pressure fluctuations during
distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer
p0046 A75-14217
Characteristics of pressure fluctuations in
distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer
p0249 A75-27052
An experimental study of flap-induced separation
of a compressible turbulent boundary layer
[IAF PAPER ST-75-06] p0509 175-45877
Effect of wall suction on performance of a short
annular diffuser at inlet Bach numbers up to 0.5
gas turbine engines
[BASA-TB-X-3302] p0530 B75-33001
HALL TBHPERATORB
Density and temperature in front of a cylinder
with a thermally insulated and cooled wall in a
low-density supersonic flow
P0092 A75-18012
RALLS
NT PORODS RALLS
NT THIB RALLS
NT RIBD TUNNEL RALLS
RARFARB
NT ANTISDBBARINE RABFARE
NT COBBAT
The effect of roll rate on air combat
[AD-A004794] p0407 B75-25930
a-35 5
W A R N I N G DEVICES SUBJECT IHDEX
Application of differential game theory to
role-determination in aerial combat
[ NASA-CB-137713] p0119 N75-28822
SABNIHG DEVICES
0 WARNING SYSTEMS
iAESING SIGNALS
0 HARDING SYSTEMS
BABNIHG SYSTEMS
HI EABLY HABHIMG SYSTEMS
Rendezvous capability for U.S. Army collision
warning system
p0013 A75-13295
ABACS - An airborne command and control post
warning system
p0091 A75-17876
New look for products liability in aviation
manufacturers ' responsibility for aircraft
accidents
p0139 A75-19587
Minimum performance standards - Airborne ground
proximity warning system Book
p0158 A75-22717
An experimental TDMA network for airborne warning
and control systems interoperability
demonstrations
[AIAA PAPER 75-563] p0216 A75-26721
A new centralised warning display for aircraft
p0259 A75-28785
The promise of air safety collision avoidance
systems
p0381 A75-36101
Evaluation of the Bendix altitude warning system
[AD-786161] p0121 N75-13863
Harowe altitude warning system evaluation
[AD-A002583] p0271 H75-19211
Results of an aircraft visibility questionnaire
concerned with the estimated benefits of
airborne proximity warning indicator systems
[AD-A00988U] pOISI H75-29061
H A R P A G E
The design of a series of warped slender wings for
subsonic speeds
[ABC-CP-1263] p0013 N75-10022
BASHERS (SPACERS)
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a rectangular wing with end washers near a screen
p0132 A75-10931
BATCHES
0 CLOCKS
BATER EBOSIOH
A rain erosion evaluation of three-dimensional
woven silica and reaction sintered silicon
nitride as state-of-the-art radome materials
pOOOU A75-10875
Effects of porosity, density and reinforcement
parameters on the supersonic rain erosion of
ceramic materials
p0516 A75-17177
BATES FLOB
The effect of water path variations on ultrasonic
through-transmission sensitivity for
adhesively bonded aircraft honeycomb structures
p0310 A75-31203
BATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIBCBAFT
HT SEAPLANES
BATEB TDHNELS
U HYDRADLIC TEST TDHNELS
BATEE VAPOR
Effects of condensation in the JT9D turbofan
engine bellmonth inlet
[AIAA PAPER 75-1325] p0509 A75-I15702
BATEB VEHICLES
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
HT BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES
NT TANKEB SHIPS
BATES BATES '
A nonlinear theory for a hovercraft moving over
regular waves
p0085 A75-17315
BATEBPBOOFING
Evaluation of experimental polyurethane-coated
membranes
CAD-A005151] p0117 H75-'28236
SAVE ATTENUATION
HT ACOUSTIC ATTENDATIOH
NT SHOCK SAVE ATTENDSTIOH
Suppression of spatial waves by distortion of jet
velocity profile
p0110 A75-19870
BAVE DIFFBACTION
Diffraction of a plane wave on a wedge moving at
supersonic speed under conditions of sporadic
shock interaction
p0153 A75-2218U
The diffraction of a shock wave by a slender body
p0202 A75-25158
Supersonic flow past intersecting surfaces wings
p0218 A75-26882
The problem of diffraction of a strong
magnetogasdynanic shock wave by a wedge
p0321 A75-32518
SAVE DBAG
HT INTEBFEREHCE DRAG
Save drag of wings at zero lift in mviscid airflow
[ESDU-75001] p01485 H75-30091
BATE EXCITATION
HT ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
HT HARMONIC EXCITATION
BAVE INCIDENCE COHTBOL
Flight in undulated flow: Airships with
non-polluting propulsion systems drag
reduction by wave incidence control and steam
turbine propulsion
p0119 H75-13831
Interaction of shock wave with wedge, which moves
at supersonic speed
[AD-A007302] p0359 N75-23519
BAVE INTERACTION
NT SHOCK HAVE INTERACTION
BAVE PROPAGATION
NT ACOUSTIC PBOPAGATIOH
HT IONOSPHERIC PBOPAGATIOH
HT LIGHT SCATTEBIHG
HT SHOCK HAVE PBOPAGATION
Chordwise propagation of dynamic stall cells on an
oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 75-25] p0095 A75-18265
On the excess attenuation of sound in the atmosphere
[NASA-TN-D-7823] p0233 H75-18030
Survey of sonic boom phenomena for the
non-specialist sound wave propagation
[AD-A009663] p0158 875-29113
BAVE RADIATION
U ELECTBOMAGNETIC BADIATIOH
BAVE REFLECTION
Beflection of a shock wave from a wedge
p0101 A75-38375
Properties of Mach reflection in the interaction
between shock waves and a stationary wedge
p0518 A75-H7536
BAVE SCATTERING
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTEBING
NT ELECTBOMAGNETIC SCATTERING
NT LIGHT SCATTEBING
NT RAMAN SPECTRA
BAVEFOBHS
Have forms for a supersonic rotor relationship
to noise generation
p0107 A75-18710
BAVEGDIDE ANTENNAS
ST HOBH AHTEHBAS
HEAPOH SYSTEMS
NT SAFEGUARD SYSTEM
F-11A status report - Operational capabilities,
program accomplishments, and cost
[SAE PAPER 710812] p0083 A75-16913
Design, integration, and testing of the F-15
[SAE PAPER 710813] p0083 A75-16911
Military aircraft maintenance - A new concept
[AIAA PAPEE 75-262] p0155 A75-22190
F-15 computational subsystem computer systems
design
[AIAA PAPEB 75-590] p0256 A75-28170
The use of digital computers in military aircraft
- A test pilot's viewpoint
p0302 A75-31996
The multi-mission Mirage F
p0332 A75-33832
Reliability and maintainability allocation for
avionic maintenance optimization
p0316 A75-35252
On-board test and monitoring of advanced weapon
systems
A-356
SUBJECT IHDEI SBD6SS
p0395 A75-3761U
Terrain following evaluation simulation B-1
aircraft avionics
p0395 A75-37617
Performance coapanson of space stable and local
level inertial platform mechanizations for a
strategic aircraft application
p0395 A75-37703
Aircraft optimal veapon deliver; maneuvers based
on extended energy management air-to-air
Bissile launching
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1076] p013S A75-41612
Maintainability payoffs daring weapon-system test
- The valne of appropriate testing
poa7i A75-41201
Engine life cycle cost - A laboratory view of
fighter and bomber veapon systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1287] p0506 A75-45677
Engine life cycle cost modeling in the conceptual
phase
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1288] p0506 A75-U5678
Hill design-to-cost work over the long haul
industry/government responsibilities in future
weapon system acquisitions
[SAWE PAPEB 1068] p0517 A75-47198
The integrated team - Key to inplenenting
design-to-cost in defense industry
[SAHE PAPEB 1070] p0517 A75-K7500
Head-up display optics application to weapon
aiming systems in military aircraft
p0017 H75-10780
The B and D simulator: A new T and B tool
application of simulators for research and
development of aircraft systems
p0035 H75-10911
Flight testing the F-15/4IH-7F weapon delivery mode
p0036 N75-10918
The application of displays in navigation/attack
systems
pOU11 N75-26780
Aircraft design implications of opto-electromc
systems
pO»11 N75-26787
Veapon system costing methodology for aircraft
airframes and basic structures. Volume 2:
Supporting design synthesis programs
[AD-A005426] pOHIlS N75-28051
A GASP 1 simulation of tactical air interdiction
using a choice of weapons loads and continuously
changing weather conditions
[AD-A0063149] p0162 N75-29117
Weapon delivery impact on active control technology
pO«80 H75-30010
WEAPONS
HI GUNS (ORDNANCE)
NT NOCLEAB SEAPOHS
NT BIFLES
WEAPONS DEVBLOPHEBT
The R and D simulator: A new I and E tool
application of simulators for research and
development of aircraft systems
p0035 N75-1091«
§EAB
Effect of erosive wear on aircraft gas turbine
engine axial compressor cantilever blade endurance
pOOOS A75-12106
Enhancement of wear resistance of aircraft parts
Russian book
pOOSO A75-15320
Increasing the wear resistance of aircraft parts
[NASA-TT-F-15759] p0373 N75-21723
•BAR IHBIBITOBS
Fretting in aircraft turbine engines
pOOOl A75-10925
Influence of protective additions on the anti-wear
properties of jet fuels
p0348 A75-35298
Application of thin-layer chromatography for
determining the wearing capacity of additives
contained in petroleum-based aviation oils
p0318 A75-35300
iBAB TESTS
A case study of ultra high rate of wear
experienced in a gear tooth f lank
[ASLE PBBPBINT 711C-6B-2] p0016 A75-12188
Wear characteristics of woven Teflon fabric bearings
[ A S H E PAPEB 71-BA/10B-2] p0081 A75-16872
Influence of protective layers and coatings on the
endurance limit of K h 1 7 N 2 steel
p0109 A75-18840
Study of materials and nonmetallic coatings for
erosion and wear resistance
P0188 A75-23942
Lubricant interaction with silicon nitride in
rolling contact applications
p0297 A75-30872
Ceraaic airframe bearings solid lubricant
selection tests
[ASLE PREPRINT 75AB-7A-3] p0391 A75-37096
Lubricity of jet A-1 and JP-1 fuels as
indicated by wear friction
[AD-784772] p O O I S H75-11115
Friction and wear of carbon-graphite materials for
high energy brakes
[NASA-TN-D-8006] p O U l O N75-26137
BEATBEE
HI COLD (BATHER
BEATEBB FORECASTING
NT HOKERICAL BEATHER FORECASTING
Accuracy of the Forward Scatter Visibility deter
for aircraft operations
p0093 A75-18169
BEATHER BADAB
D METEOROLOGICAL BADAB
•BBS (HBHBBAHBS)
0 HBHBRANES
BEDGB FLOB
Lift and drag measurements in the case of a
rectangular airfoil with a splitter wedge in the
wake, taking into account the Hach number range
from 0.5 to 1.2
p0085 A75-17100
Investigation of the 'lateral' interaction between
a snpersonic underezpanded jet of an ideal gas
with surfaces of various configuration
p0092 A75-18003
Aerodynamic coefficients of nonconical bodies of
star-shaped cross section
p0092 A75-18017
Numerical solution of the hypersonic vake behind a
wedge
p0112 A7S-19257
Detached shock wave before a wedge or cone
pOUlS A75-20383
A numerical study of some drag coefficients
pOISO A75-2J800
Diffraction of a plane wave on a wedge moving at
supersonic speed under conditions of sporadic
shock interaction
p0153 A75-22184
Supersonic flow of a lightly dust-laden gas past a
wedge
p0183 A75-23298
The expansion of a hypersonic turbulent boundary
layer at a sharp corner
p0213 A75-26166
Interpretation of merged layer behavior for wedges
p0250 A75-27196
Experiments on supersonic boundary-layer
separation in three dimensions
[ASBE PAPEB 75-APHK-55] p0300 A75-31121
The problem of diffraction of a strong
magnetogasdynamic shock wave by a wedge
p032» A75-32518
General analysis of the diffraction pattern for a
plane acoustic wave at a wedge moving at
supersonic speed
p0310 A75-31272
Beat exchange in the hypersonic flow of a rarefied
gas past a blunt wedge
p0379 A75-35943
Parabolic wing, resembling a wedge, in supersonic
flow
p0380 A75-36165
Reflection of a shock wave from a wedge
p0101 A75-38375
Investigation of two-dimensional wedge exhaust
nozzles for advanced aircraft
[AliA PAPEB 75-1317] pOSOS A75-Q5696
Properties of Hach reflection in the interaction
between shock waves and a stationary wedge
p0518 A75-17536
BBDGBS
Investigation of the Kline-Pogleoan airfoil
section for rotor blade applications
[NASA-CR-111282] p0129 B75-14711
The prediction of turbulent heat transfer to vedge
compression corners and cylinder-flare bodies at
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hypersonic speeds
[IC-AERO-73-03] p0280 N75-20264
Interaction of shock wave vith wedge, which moves
at supersonic speed
[AD-A007302] . p0359 N75-23519
Evaluation of a vedge on a force balance as a flow
angle probe
[ A D - A 0 0 4 7 6 5 ] pO<416 N75-27021
The wedge angle of laainar separation bubbles
p0185 N75-30092
• EIGHT (BASS)
NT STEOCTD8AL iEIGHT
Effect of downsprings and bobveights on the
dynamic longitudinal stability
[IFD-2/73] p0123 N75-13856
Feasibility study of oodern airships, phase 1.
Volume 2: Parametric analysis (task 3)
lift, weight (uass)
[HASA-CR-137692-VOL-2] p0523 N75-32033
HEIGHT ABAIISIS
Rationale for cost-weight analysis in airframe
design
C A I A A PAPER 74-961] p002t A75-13069
A solution to the transport of eiceptionally large
loads - The dirigible
p0182 A75-23199
Applications of a guadratic extended interior
penalty function for structural optimization
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-7611] p0325 A75-3265<!
Cost benefit evaluation of helicopter parasite
drag reductions
pOUOO A75-38355
LTA vehicle concepts to six million pounds gross
lift
[ A I A A PAPER 75-931] p0510 A75-46150
Methods for the determination of gross weight
in aircraft design
[ S A K E PAPER 1011] p0516 A75-47480
Allowable stress estimation methods for
preliminary design weight prediction
(SAiE PAPER 104U] p0516 A75-47483
Rotorcraft technology 1985-1990 - A technology
assessment and review of engineering
developments in the design of rotorcraft and its
effect on the weight engineering discipline
[ S A W E PAPBR 1055] p0516 A75-47490
An approach to integrated cost/weight design
methodology for aircraft design
[ S A W E PAPER 1072] p0517 A75-47502
Digital computer applications to weight and
balance analysis
[ S A W E PAPER 1075] p0517 A75-47504
The weight engineer in engineering flight test
aircraft design parameters
[ S A W E P A P E R 1081] p0518 A75-47506
A loadability comparison of the L-1011 and DC-10-10
[ S A W E PAPER 1094] p0518 A75-47510
HEIGHT FACTORS
D WEIGHT ( H A S S )
HEIGHT INDICATORS
N T STRAIN G A G E B A L A N C E S
STAN developments and applications aircraft
onboard weight and balance system
[ S A W E PAPEB 1073] p0517 A75-47503
Calibration of on-board weight and balance systems
for aircraft
[ S A W E PAPER 1086] p0518 A75-47508
HEIGHT flEASOHBHENT
Plight test for the feasibility evaluation of the
Chadwick Electronic Weighing System (CHEWS)
[AD-A007516] p0359 N75-23522
HEIGHT BBDOCTIOH
Applications of graphite and aramid composites on
the YF-17 prototype fighter
p0011 A75-13047
High-performance composite material a i r f rame
weight and cost estimating relations
pOOU.7 A75-14475
Fly-by-wire delta-canard configurations save weight
[ S A W E PAPEB SWR 3] p0194 A75-24345
Experimental study of the effect of large blade
elongations on the aerodynamic characteristics
of axial-compressor stages
p0291 A75-29801
Estimation of the strength and mass of thin-walled
structures Russian book
p0298 A75-30999
Hinimum weight design of the F-15 empennage for
flutter
[AIAA PAPER 75-777] p0325 A75-32664
Boron/aluminum for advanced technology aircraft
cost and weight advantages
[AIAA PAPER 75-790] p0332 A75-33762
Fracture failure nodes in lightweight bearings
p0338 A75-34140
Graphite composite materials applications in
aircraft structures
[SAE PAPER 750533] p0383 A75-36670
Evaluation of the overall fuel mass penalty of an
aircraft system
p0384 A75-36720
The concept of trustworthiness in the safety of
structures weight-optimal aircraft
structural design
p0396 A75-37799
Experimental study of the influence of large blade
aspect ratios on axial compressor stage
aerodynamic characteristics
p0397 A75-38064
Composites technology - Threshold to low cost
aircraft stcuctures
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1006] p0424 A75-39509
Payoffs from active controls technology
applications - Transport aircraft
emphasizing vehicle range, size and increased
payload
[SAWE PAPER 1042] p0516 A75-471I81
The challenge of weight and balance control and
design-to-cost for 1C-14 prototype development
[SAWE PAPEB 1056] p0516 A75-47491
An integrated approach to value engineering and
weight engineering in the Design-To-Cost
environment
[SAWE PAPEB 1069] p0517 A75-47499
Height contribution to fuel conservation for
terminal area compatible aircraft
[SAWE PAPEB 1091] p0518 A75-47509
Preliminary design of wings. Volume 3: Minimum
weight design of stiffened plate
[AD-A003651] p0415 N75-2700U
Weight optimization under flutter constraint
p0531 N75-33030
HEIGBTIHG POHCTIOBS
Generalized integrated sgnare error criterion for
optimal and suboptimal control design
p0290 A75-29463
HELD STRENGTH
EB welding teams up with NOT technigues to improve
production of Grummans's F-14 supersonic
swing-wing fighter plane
p0149 A75-21119
HELD TESTS
NDT personnel team up with EB welders to upgrade
production on supersonic Tomcat
p0110 A75-1896S
Sound welds in wing boxes assured by three
technigues
p0249 A75-26898
WELDABILITI
Weldability and guality of titanium alloy weldments
p0011 A75-13044
WELDED JOISTS
NT SPOT WELDS
Weldbonding of aluminum aircraft structures
p0433 A75-40985
Continuous hydrogen furnace brazing of aircraft
heat exchangers
p0511 A75-46473
HELDED STBDCTDBES
Weldability and guality of titanium alloy weldments
p0011 A75-130UU
WELDING
NT BRAZING
HI DIFFUSION WELDING
NT ELECTRON BEAU WELDING
NT LOW TEHPEHATOBE BBAZING
8T PRESSURE WELDING
Design of fabricated static structures for long
cyclic life
p0338 A75-34142
Advances in engine manufacturing production
technigues
p0473 475-44560
WELDING BACHINES
No-melt welding diffusion metal welding in
aerospace industry
p0518 A75-47575
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BEST G E B B A H Y
0 G E B H A H Y
BESILAND JIBCBAFT
The 'Lynx* - Into the 80's hingeless rotor
helicopter design
p0503 A75-45U24
Flight siDUlation of a Vessel helicopter: A
validation exercise
[ 4BC-CP-1299] p0282 H75-20298
BBEELS
III HOSE W H E E L S
HI REACTION W H E E L S
NT TUBBISE WHEELS
HI V E H I C L E W H E E L S
BBIBl IBSTABIUTV
U R O T A R Y STABILITY
BHIBLIHG TESTS
D SPIH TESTS
BIDEBiBD COaBDBICiTIOB
Snail antennas fractional wavelength design
for wideband applications
p0352 A75-35827
BILDLIFB
NT BATS
NT BIRDS
BIHD (BETEOBOLOGY)
NT GEOSTBOPHIC W I N D
NT GBOtJND BIND
NT GUSTS
Effects of surface winds and gusts on aircraft
design and operation analysis of
meteorological parameters for improved aircraft
flight characteristics
[ A G A B D - R - 6 2 6 ] p0165 N75-15641
BIND CIRCULATION
U ATMOSPHERIC CIBCDLATION
BIHD EFFECTS
Comment on 'wind effects on electrostatic
autopilots'
p0047 A75-14479
Lifting-surface theory for a semi-inf mite wing in
oblique gust
pOOSI A75-15952
Noncompact source effect on the prediction of tone
noise from a fan rotor
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1116] p0203 A75-25730
The influence of wind shear on aerodynamic
coefficients
p0348 A75-35411
Aeronautical requirements and procedure for
low-level turbulence and wind shear reporting
p0349 A75-35414
Bind shear effects on landing touchdown point
p0349 A75-35420
VTOL reingestion model testing of fountain control
and wind effects
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1217] p0505 A75-4563U
An experimental simulation study of four crosswind
landing gear concepts
[NASA-TN-D-7861] p0235 N75-1818U
BIRD B E A S D B E H E H T
HT W I N D VELOCITY B E A S U B E B E N T
BIND PBBSSDBB
Wind tunnel generation of sinusoidal lateral and
longitudinal gusts by circulation o£ twin
parallel airfoils
[ N A S A - C R - 1 3 7 5 4 7 ] p0461 N75-29351
BIND PHOFILES
Bind shear effects on landing touchdown point
p03U9 A75-35420
A predictive model of wake vortex transport
p03H9 A75-35I123
Time-controlled descent guidance ID uncertain winds
[Al iA P A P E B 75-1078] p0436 A75-41644
Bind models for flight simulator certification of
landing and approach guidance and control systems
[AD-A003801] p0288 N75-20352
BIBD SHEAB
The influence of wind shear on aerodynamic
coefficients
p0348 A75-35411
Aeronautical requirements and procedure for
low-level turbulence and wind shear reporting
p0319 A75-35414
Kind shear effects on landing touchdown point
p0349 A75-35420
The effects of atmospheric stability, turbulence,
and wind shear on aircraft wake behavior
p0350 A75-35U26
Effects of surface winds and gusts on aircraft
design and operation analysis of
meteorological parameters for improved aircraft
flight characteristics
[AGABD-B-626] p0165 N75-15641
BIND TDHBEL APPABATDS
SI WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES
Investigation of a foot-stage ejector for a
hypersonic wind tunnel
p0379 A75-36100
Wind tunnel generation of sinusoidal lateral and
longitudinal gusts by circulation of twin
parallel airfoils
[HASA-CB-137547] p0461 H75-29351
BIBD TOHHBL BALANCES
0 WEIGHT INDICATOBS
U IIHD TDNNEL APPABATDS
BIBD TOBHBL CALIBRATION
The FOF wind tunnel Field Observing Facility
anemometer calibrations
p0195 A75-24395
BIBD TONBEL HODELS
A test technique for inlet/aircraft drag evaluation
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1145] p0003 A75-10306
Keasurement of model helicopter rotor flow
velocities with a laser Doppler velocimeter
p0008 A75-10839
Hybrid technique for the generation of transonic
flows with high Reynolds numbers
p0085 A75-17099
Development and evaluation of a new method for
predicting aircraft buffet response
[AIAA PAPEB 75-69] p0096 A75-18289
Development of minimum correction wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPEB 75-11)4] p0101 A75-18342
Similarities in pressure distribution in separated
flow behind backward-facing steps
p0112 A75-19256
Measurements on an isolated wing, using an
aeroelastic model
p0396 A75-37824
Propulsion characteristics affecting the
aerodynamic performance of an externally blown
flap transport nodel
[AIAA PAPER 75-1218] p0505 A75-45635
A study of the damping characteristics on models
of supersonic air lines at supersonic speeds
[AD-7814259] p0030 H75-10077
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of a
twin-engine attack airplane model having
nonmetric powered nacelles
[ NASA-TN-D-77112] p0057 N75-11932
Flight tests in the wind tunnel for the
development and testing of a gust alleviation
system
[NASA-TT-F-16079] p0069 N75-12902
Bind tunnel investigation of a twin engine
straight wing upper surface blown jet flap
configuration
[NASA-TN-D-7778] p0115 N75-13792
A free flight investigation of transonic sting
interference
[N4SA-CB-142084] p0174 N75-16544
The viscous flow around a two dimensional high
lift wing. Analysis of boundary layer
measurements
[FFA-TN-AU-1155] p0223 N75-17310
Bind tunnel investigation of the wake near the
trailing edge of a distributed
upper-surface-blown flap
[HASA-TB-X-72637] p0233 H75-18176
Effects of nozzle interfairing modifications on
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
twin jet, variable wing sweep fighter model
[ SASA-TN-D-7817] p0234 N75-18180
Analytical study of ventilated wind tunnel
boundary interference on V/STOL models including
wake curvature and decay effects
[NASA-CB-142240] p0235 N75-18188
Airfoil optimization utilizing a remotely
controlled flexible model. Phase 1: Low speed
wind tunnel test
[AD-A001094] p0235 H75-18189
Ball corrections in transonic square test sections
with perforated walls. Influence of the model
span on lift corrections
[AD-A000138] p021)2 N75-18266
Integration of aft-faselage-mounted flow through
engine nacelles on an advanced transport
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configuration at Nach numbers f rom 0.6 to 1.0
[NASA-TM-X-3178] p0264 N75-19180
Twin jet exhaust system test techniques
integrating airframe and propulsion system for
wind tunnel models
p0356 N75-23500
The 727 airplane target thrust reverser static
performance model test for refanned JT8D engines
[NASA-CB-134652] p0375 N75-24737
Acoustic characteristics of a large scale
wind-tunnel model of a 3et flap aircraft
[ N A S A - T M - X - 3 2 6 3 ] p0415 1175-27008
Force measurements on parts of wind tunnel nodeIs
noting application of strain gage balances
[DLR-HITT-75-02] pOH87 N75-30112
Measurement of wing and tailplane loads on the
model of the European Airbus A 300 B using
strain gap balances
p0487 N75-30113
Measurement of hinge moments, rudder and fin loads
of a horizontal tail surface, with one- and
six-component strain gage balances wind
tunnel seminodel
pOI(87 N75-30115
Active control of empennage flutter
p0526 N75-32099
ilHD TDHHEL BOZZLES
Optimization of wind tunnel nozzles for the
subsonic range
p0194 A75-24271
Investigation of a four-stage elector for a
hypersonic wind tunnel
p0379 475-36100
HIHD TDS8E1 STABILITY TESTS
Anticipated spin susceptibility characteristics of
the A-10 aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-33] p0096 A75-18272
Experimental study of the effect of span loading
on aircraft wakes
[ A I A A PAPEH 75-885] p0335 A75-33967
A basic three-dinensional wing/jet interaction
experiment
[AIAA PAPEH 75-1219] pOSOS A75-U5636
Measurements of static stability coefficients of
an ogive delta wing model at transonic and
supersonic speeds
[FFA-TN-AO-876 ] pO170 N75-16516
The significance of aerodynamic jet interference
in development and testing of the Do 31 V/STOL
transport
[NASA-TT-F-16165] p0224 N75-17335
Large-scale wind-tunnel tests of three vehicles
incorporating a deployable rigid wing
aircraft design of rectangular wings using
aircraft models and wind tunnel stability tests
[NASA-TM-X-62405] p0369 N75-24671
Comparison of wind tunnel test results at free
stream Bach 0.7 with results f rom the Boeing
TEA-230 subsonic flow method wing flow
method tests
[HASA-CB-2554] p0412 H75-26976
Effects of spanwise blowing on the pressure field
anfl vortex-lift characteristics of a 44 fleg
swept trapezoidal wing wind tunnel stability
tests - aircraft models
[NASA-TN-D-7907] pO<J86 N75-30103
Flow visualization of leading-edge vortex
enhancement by spanwise blowing swept wings
- wind tunnel stability tests
[NASA-TM-X-72702] p0486 N75-30108
81HD TDBHEL TESTS
Ejector thrust augmentation for STOL aircraft
applications
[ A I A A P A P E H 74-1192] p0006 A75-10340
Development and experimental verification of a
technique to test full-scale inlet/engine
systems at maneuvering conditions
[ A I A A PAPEH 74-1199] p0003 &75-10344
Aerodynamic torques on rotating oblate spheroids
p0011 A75-11151
Flight-test techniques for obtaining valid
comparisons of wind-tunnel and flight results
from tests on a YF-12 mixed-compression inlet
[ A I A A PAPEH 74-1195] p0012 A75-11301
Applied aerodynamics Hussian book on
experimental methods, measurement and
calculation techniques
p0019 A75-13026
Dse of slotted walls to reduce wind-tunnel
boundary corrections in subsonic flow
p0051 A75-15973
Three-dimensiona.1 laminar boundary layers in
crosswise pressure gradients on flat plate
in curved duct
p0085 A75-17342
Self-excitation of oscillations in supersonic
stalled flows
p0089 A75-17593
The ONEBA supersonic straight cascade wind tunnel
at Chalais-Heudon
[OHEBA, TP NO. 1409] p0091 A75-17830
Aerodynamic coefficients of nonconical bodies of
star-shaped cross section
J.0092 A75-18017
Shock-wave-induced turbulent boundary-layer
separation at hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 75-4] p0094 A75-18256
Flare-induced separation lengths in supersonic,
turbulent boundary layers
[AIAA PAPEB 75-6] p0094 A75-18257
The effect of Beynolds number on boattail drag
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-63] p0096 A75-18286
Experimental studies of the turbulent wake behind
self-propelled slender bodies
[AIAA PAPEB 75-117] p0099 A75-18322
Leading-edge-vortex augmentation in compressible
flow
[AIAA PAPEH 75-124] p0100 A75-18328
Cryogenic nitrogen as a transonic wind-tunnel test
gas
[AIAA PAPEB 75-143] p0101 A75-18341
Experimental evaluation of trailing edge and
incidence fluctuation noise theories
[AIAA PAPEB 75-206] p0103 A75-18385
Internal cowl-separation at high incidence angles
[AIAA PAPEH 75-64] p0143 A75-20267
8ind-tunnel investigation of surface-pressure
fluctuations associated with aircraft buffet
[AIAA PAPEB 75-67] p0143 A75-20268
Experimental determination of post-stall rotary
derivatives for airplane-like configurations at
several Beynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 75-171] p0144 A75-20286
Numerical smoothing and filtering in applied
aerodynamics
[ONBBA, TP MO. 1456] p0145 A75-20432
Self-excitation of an acoustic resonance by vortex
shedding
p0155 A75-22364
Testing for design - F-15 powerplant integration
[AIAA PAPEH 75-328] p0158 A75-22517
Investigation of the structure and properties of
niobium in vacuum and in high-velocity air streams
pOIBO A75-23009
Measured three-dimensional effects in transonic
airfoil testing
p0182 A75-23222
Development and wind tunnel investigation of three
supercritical airfoil profiles for transport
aircraft
[DGLH PAPEB 74-100] p0192 A75-24147
Becent progress in experimental studies of
afterbodies
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-12] p0197 A75-24943
Hake cutting by a cascade of cambered blades
[AIAA PAPEB 75-445] p0203 A75-25729
The development of experimental techniques for the
study of helicopter rotor noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-455] p0204 A75-25736
Acoustic characteristics of a large upper-surface
blown configuration with turbofan engines
[AIAA PAPEB 75-473] p0205 A75-25748
Noise shielding effects for engine-over-wing
installations
[AIAA PAPEH 75-474] p0205 A75-25749
Forward velocity effects on under-the-wing
externally blown flap noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-476] p0205 A75-25750
Measurements of discrete vortex noise in a
closed-throat wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 75-488] p0206 A75-25758
Subsonic jet noise in flight based on some recent
wind-tunnel tests
[AIAA PAPEB 75-462] p0252 A75-27930
Effect of forward speed on jet wing/flap
interaction noise
[AIAA PAPEH 75-475] p0252 A75-27932
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Airbus A 300 * Comparison of the flight test
results Kith the flight performance and flight
characteristics determined on the basis of
theory and wind tnnnel tests
p0253 A75-27980
in experimental study of the structure and
acoustic field of a jet in a cross stream
[ A I A A PAPBB 75-160] p0255 A75-28318
Aerodynamic damping of turbine blade oscillations
in air flow
p0289 A75-2939«
Search for the f inal period of decay of the
axisymmetnc turbulent wake
p0323 A75-32H39
Study of a strongly asyoaetnc turbulent vake
behind a profile with upper-surface separation
p0329 A75-32954
Haximum lift of upper surface bloving STOL
aircraft with swept wings
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-868] p033" 475-33955
Rind tunnel measurements of forward speed effects
on jet noise f rom suppressor nozzles and
comparison with flight test data
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-870] p033Q A75-33957
Transonic flov about a thick circular-arc airfoil
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-878] p0331 A75-33962
Supercritical airfoil flowfield measurements
[AIAA PAPEB 75-880] p0335 A75-33964
Some Hind tunnel measurement of the trailing
vortex development behind a sveptback ving -
Induced rolling moments on intercepting "ings
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-8811] p0335 A75-33966
Hind tunnel tests for the determination of the
behavior of aircraft external loads vhich are
dropped
p03»5 A75-35098
Hind-tnnnel tests and computer simulations of
buoyant wing-tip vortices
p0349 A75-35122
Comparison of flight and Kind tnnnel tests of an
executive airplane
p0351 A75-35806
Interaction of jets of GE CF6-50 reactors with the
wing cellules of the airbus during cruise -
Hind-tunnel simulation
p0351 A75-35808
Bind tunnel test of a flutter suppressor on a
straight ving
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1975-31] p0352 A75-35869
Rind tunnel and flight development of spoilers for
general aviation aircraft
[SAE PAPEH 750523] p0382 A75-36663
A method for correlating wind tnnnel experiments
with potential flow theory
p0394 A75-37600
A state-of-the-art survey of two-dimensional
airfoil data
p0399 A75-383U8
A tunnel spanning airfoil testing technigue
p0399 A75-38350
The role of the SAE 5x5 foot vind tunnel in the
development of modern airfoil sections
pOt19 A75-39022
The experimental cascade performance of NACA
compressor profiles at lov Reynolds number
p0421 A75-39350
Augmentation of vortex lift by spanvise bloving
wind tunnel testing for svept ving fighter
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 75-993] pO*23 A75-39505
A large-scale lov-speed tunnel test of a canard
configuration vith spanvise bloving
[AIAA PAPER 75-991] pO«23 A75-39506
Measurements in an incompressible
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer,
under infinite svept-vxng conditions, and
comparison with theory
p0427 A7S-40206
Design and vind-tunnel measurement of a ving-body
combination with supercritical airfoil
p0166 A75-U1970
Summary of model VTOL lift fan tests conducted at
NASA Levis Besearch Center
p0466 A75-U2073
A throat-bypass stability system for a TF-12
aircraft research inlet using self-acting
mechanical valves
[AIAA PAPER 75-1181] pOSOU A75-U5612
Experimentally determined aeroacoustic performance
and control of several sonic inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 75-118D] pOSOl A75-<|561«
Experimental evaluation of an analytically derived
bleed system for a supersonic inlet
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1210] pOSOS A75-4S630
Effect of empennage interference on single-engine
afterbody/nozzle drag
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1296] p0506 A75-U5682
A summary of experimental research on
propulsive-lift concepts in the Langley 16-foot
transonic tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1315] p0507 A75-4569U
Investigation of tvo-diaensional vedge exhaust
nozzles for advanced aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1317] p0508 A75-U5696
Support interference on nozzle afterbody
performance at transonic Bach numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1320] p0508 A75-45698
Effect of Beynolds number on the nozzle afterbody
performance of the AGABD nozzle afterbody and
the B-1 0.06-scale model at transonic Hach numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1321] p0508 A75-15699
High accuracy force accounting procedures for
turbopovered simulator testing
[AIAA PAPEB 75-132"] pOSOS A75-45701
Rind tunnel tests of modified cross, hemisflo, and
disk-gap-band parachutes vith emphasis in the
transonic range
[NASA-TH-D-7759] p0023 H75-10007
Results of a series of vind tunnel tests on the
Victor B.Nk.2 aircraft and a comparison vith
drag estimates and full scale flight data
[ABC-CP-1283] pOOKl N75-10026
Experience vith the NBC 10 feet by 20 feet V/STOL
propulsion tunnel: Some practical aspects of
V/STOL engine model testing
[DBE/NAE-1973(2)] p0015 N75-10107
Effects of leading edge sveep angle and design
lift coefficient on performance of a modified
arrov ving at a design Hach number of 2.6
[NASA-TN-D-77S3] pOOSS N75-11893
A vind tunnel investigation of the vake near the
trailing edge of a deflected externally blovn flap
on a jet povered STOL transport aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-3079] p0055 N75-11896
A vind-tunnel investigation of parameters
affecting helicopter directional control at lov
speeds in ground effect
[HASA-TN-D-7691] p0057 N75-11931
Subsonic vind tunnel investigation of a
twin-engine attack airplane model having
nonmetric povered nacelles
[HASA-TN-D-7742] p0057 N75-11932
Continuous-output terminal-shock-position sensor
for mixed-compression inlets evaluated in vind
tunnel tests of TF-12 aircraft inlet
[NASA-TH-X-3111] p0062 N75-11971
Effects of ving/elevon gap sealing flapper doors
on orbiter elevon effectiveness of model 16-0 in
the HAAL 7.75 by 11 foot continuous flov vind
tunnel (OA119A)
[NASA-CB-134U21] p0066 N75-12035
A method for determining the effects of rapid
inflov changes on the dynamics of an
autorotating rotor
p0068 N75-12891
Heasurements of the vortex vakes of a subsonic and
supersonic transport model in the 10 by 80 foot
vind tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-62391] p0068 B75-12896
Flight tests in the vind tunnel for the
development and testing of a gust alleviation
system
[SASA-TT-F-16079] p0069 N75-12902
Experimental study of the effectiveness of
cylindrical plume simulators for predicting
jet-on boattail drag at Bach numbers up to 1.30
[NASA-TN-D-7795] p0069 N75-12905
Subsonic roll-damping characteristics of a series
of vings vind tunnel tests of various ving
planforos
[NASA-TN-D-7827] p0072 B75-12938
Hind tunnel investigation of a simulated gunship
helicopter engine-exhaust-vindstream interaction
[BAS4-TH-I-3161] p0072 N75-129K1
Development of a Povler flap system for a high
performance general aviation airfoil
CNASA-CB-2113] p0073 B75-12943
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W i n d tunnel investigation of a tvin engine
straight wing upper surface blovn jet f lap
configuration
[ N A S A - T N - D - 7 7 7 8 ] p0115 N75-13792
V/STOL aerodynamics proceedings of conference
on V/STOL aircraft design, developaent, and
flight characteristics
[ A G A R D - C P - 1 4 3 ] p0115 N75-13795
Hind tunnel investigation of three powered lift
STOL concepts
p0116 N75-13799
Investigation of externally blown flap airfoils
with leading edge devices and slotted flaps
p0116 S75-13802
Presentation of aerodynamic and acoustic results
of gualification tests on the A L A D I H 2 concept
p0116 N75-13803
Theoretical and experimental study of boundary
layer control by bloving at the knee of a flap
p0116 N75-138CW
Progress report on mechanical flaps
p0117 N75-13806
Sideslip in VTOL-transition flight: A critical
fl ight condition and its prediction in simple
wind tunnel tests
p0117 B75-13812
Beasurement of tilt rotor VIOL rotor wake-airframe
ground aerodynamic interference for application
to real time flight simulation
p0118 1175-13816
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle models 19-0 and 67-TS in the
Rockwell International trisonic wind tunnel
(IA70), volume 1
[NASA-CR-134431] p0118 N75-13822
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-TS in the
Rockwell International trisonic wind tunnel(IA70) , volume 2
[ N A S A - C R - 1 3 4 4 3 2 ] p0119 N75-13823
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-TS in the
Rockwell International trisonic wind tunnel(IA70) , volune 3
[NASA-CR-134433] p0119 N75-13824
Aerodynamics of air cushion craft, chapter 6,
second edition[AD-786800] p0123 N75-13859
Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to boundary layer
of plane, symmetrical section wings
[ESDU-66032] p0128 H75-14712
Aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability of a
model of a proposed HL-10 vehicle in pitch at
Bach numbers f rom 0.20 to 2.86 and in YAH at
Bach numbers f rom 0.20 to 1.20
[N1SA-TH-X-72619] p0129 K75-14713
Investigation of the Kline-Fogleman airfoil
section for rotor blade applications
[ N A S A - C R - 1 4 1 2 8 2 ] p0129 N75-14714
Fast response vanes for sensing flow patterns in
helicopter rotor environment wind tunnel
tests of modified helicopter rotary wing
[NASA-C8-132515] p0130 N75-14721
Experimental and theoretical low speed aerodynamic
characteristics of the NACA 65 sub 1-213, alpha
eguals 0.50, airfoil
[NASA-TH-X-3160] p0161 N75-15606
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of
forward-located spoilers and trailing splines as
trailing-vortex hazard-alleviation devices on an
aspect-ratio-8 wing model
[SASA-TB-X-3166] p0161 1175-15608
Aerodynamic design of airfoil sections
[SASA-TT-F-161111 ] pO 170 N75-16510
Experimental testing of unsteady three-dimensional
lifting surface theories for incompressible f low
[NASA-TT-F-16200 ] p0170 N75-16513
Rind tunnel investigations on an airplane model
with variable sweepback in the incompressible
region. Part 2: Presentation of the evaluated
force measurements
[IFD-2/74-PT-2] - p0170 N75-16517
Heasurenents of V/STOL aircraft noise mechanisms
using pressure cross-correlation techniques in a
reverberant wind tunnel
[NASA-CR-137627] p0174 N75-16547
Analysis of flight and tunnel tests on the Fairey
Delta 2 research aircraft
[AHC-B/H-3738] p0175 1175-16553
Hind tunnel investigation of aerodynamic loads on
a large-scale externally blown flap model and
comparison with theory
[HASA-TN-D-7863] p0221 H75-17294
Theoretical and experimental study on the ejector
augmented jet flap
[NASA-CR-1367M9] p0221 875-17296
Rind tunnel investigations on an airplane model
with variable sveepback in the incompressible
region. Part 1: Comparison of the most
inportant experimental parameters and their
influence on the aerodynamic coefficients
[IFD-4/73-PT-1] p0221 H75-17298
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on the lift-dependent
drag of delta wings with conical camber[ARC-CP-1293] p0222 H75-17306
Low speed wind tunnel test of jet flaps and
floating wingtip ailerons on a fighter wing[AD-A000809] p0223 H75-17318
Turbulent wake behind slender bodies including
self-propelled configurations[AD-A001040] p0223 1175-17319
Surface effect takeoff and landing system (SETOLS)[AD-A000101] p0226 H75-17345
Transonic wind tunnel tests on two blunt trailing
edge aerofoils
tABL/A-HOTE-351] p0233 S75-18175
Static and wind tunnel model tests for the
development of externally blown flap noise
reduction techniques[NASA-CR-13II675] p0234 H75-18177
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests of a 1/10-scale model
of a blended arrow advanced supersonic transport
aerodynamic control and stability
[NASA-TB-X-72671] p0270 H75-19226
Characteristics of the AJ 37 aircraft.: Comparison
of the results of wind tunnel and flight tests
noting elasticity correction for wind tunnel
model
p0274 N75-19261
Hind tunnel investigation of helicopter rotor wake
effects on three helicopter fuselage models
CNASA-TH-X-3185-SUPPL] p0282 H75-20291
Exploratory wind tunnel tests of a
shock-swallowing air data sensor at a Bach
number of approximately 1.83
[NASA-TB-X-56030] p0285 B75-20329
Shake test of rotor test apparatus in the 40- by
80-foot wind tunnel
[HASA-TB-X-62418] p0288 N75-20350
Rind tunnel investigation of helicopter-rotor wake
effects on three helicopter fuselage models
[NASA-TB-X-3185] p0308 H75-21249
High Eeynolds number test of a 8ACA 651-213, a
eguals 0.5 airfoil at transonic speeds
[MASA-CB-2199] p0309 H75-21251
Prediction and analysis of the low speed stall
characteristics of the Boeing 747
p0315 H75-22283
Isolating nozzle afterbody interaction parameters
and size effects: A new approach flight and
wind tunnel tests with A 7 aircraft
p0357 1175-23503
Reynolds number effects on boattail drag of
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests
p0357 N75-23506
Airframe: Engine interaction for engine
configurations mounted above the wing. Part 2:
Engine jet simulation problems in wind tunnel
tests
p0358 N75-23512
Correlation of low speed wind tunnel and flight
test data for T/STOt aircraft
[SASA-TH-X-62423] p0362 H75-23S57
Hind tunnel measurements of forward speed effects
on jet noise from suppressor nozzles and
comparison with flight test data
[NASA-TB-X-62449] p0409 1175-25946
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of thrust
effects on the longitudinal stability
characteristics of several body-fin
configurations (sting-mounted model with
normal-^et plume simulator)
[AD-A005152] p0444 H75-28042
Icing tunnel test: Hot-film anemometer
[AD-A005044] p0448 N75-28404
A-36 2
SUBJECT IHDEI BIHG FLAPS
Pull-scale aerodynamic and engine testing of the
APL Symdel 8k 6 BPV
[AD-A006283] pO«57 U75-29099
Summary of model VIOL lift fan tests conducted at
N A S A lewis Research Center
[SASA-TS-X-71778] p0457 H75-29106
Hind tunnel test of model target thrust reversers
for the Pratt and Hhitney aircraft JT8D-100
series engines installed on a 727-200 airplane
[HASA-CR-134709] POI159 H75-29117
Experimentally determined aeroacoustic performance
and control of several sonic inlets
[NASA-TH-X-71767 ] pO«61 H75-29353
Bind tunnel/flight data correlation for the Boeing
737-100 transport airplane
[NASA-TH-X-72715] p0495 N75-31051
Wxnd tunnel investigation of a large-scale upper
surface blown-flap model having four engines
[NASA-TM-X-62419 ] P0521 H75-32016
Hind tunnel investigation of control configured
vehicle systems
P0526 H75-32100
Hind tunnel test of a flutter suppressor on a
straight wing
p0526 N75-32102
SIBD TDBHEL (ALLS
Researches on the two-dimensional cascade. V - On
the performance of flat-plate cascade
pOOi(7 A75-11806
Calculation of flow past multi-component airfoils
in perforated wind tunnel
p0049 A75-15194
Transonic flow field past 2-D airfoils between
porous wind tunnel walls with nonlinear
characteristics
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-81] p0097 A75-18295
Development of m i n i m u m correction wind tunnels
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-114] p0101 A75-18342
SIBD TONHELS
N T BLOBDOBB BIND T U N N E L S
N T C A S C A D E B I N D 10NHELS
N T C O M B U S T I O N H I N D T U N N E L S
N T H Y P E R S O N I C BIND T U N N E L S
NT LOH SPEED H I N D T O N N E L S
N T R E C T A N G U L A R H I N D T U N N E L S
NT SLOTTED HIND T U N N E L S
N T SUBSONIC H I N D T U N N E L S
NT S D P E R S O N I C B I N D T U N N E L S
N T T R A N S O N I C H I N D T U N N E L S
Development of a superconductor magnetic
suspension and balance prototype facility for
studying the feasibility of applying this
technique to large scale aerodynamic testing
[ BASA-CH-141284] p0126 S75-13886
A G A R D highlights, March 1974
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-74 /1 ] p0128 N75-14710
Analytical comparison of hypersonic flight and
wind tunnel viscous/inviscid f low fields
[NASA-CR-2489] ~ p0276 N75-19586
Bind tunnel generation of sinusoidal lateral and
longitudinal gusts by circulation of twin
parallel airfoils
[NASA-CR-137547] p0461 N75-29351
HIND VASES
Fast response vanes for sensing flow patterns in
helicopter rotor environment wind tunnel
tests of modified helicopter rotary wing
[ NASA-CR-132545] p0130 N75-14721
BIHD VELOCITY HEiSDBEBEHT
The FOF wind tunnel Field Observing Facility
anemometer calibrations
p0195 A75-24395
Surface wind speed range as a function of time
interval and mean wind speed
p0348 A75-35413
Device for determining the location of the maximum
climb rate of an ascending air current for
gilder flight applications
p0433 A75-41100
Bind modeling and lateral control for automatic
landing
[ A I A A PAPER 75-1077] p0435 475-41643
SIHDIBG
N T F I L A M E N T B I N D I N G
BIBDMILLIBG
0 A U T O R O T A T I O B
BIBDOBS
State of radome technology - 1970; Proceedings of
the Twelf th symposium on Electromagnetic
Bindows, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, Ga . , June 12-14, 1974
pOOOB A75-10851
Investigation of a free-vortex aerodynamic window
for lasers
(AIAA PAPEB 75-122] p0100 475-18326
HIBDOBS (APBBTUBES)
Bindow-pane design and strength problems for
modern aircraft
P0289 A75-29348
Performance of a sliding window detector in a
high-interference air traffic environment
p0391 475-37136
BIHDPOHERED GEHEBATOBS
A wind energy conversion system based on the
tracked-vehicle airfoil concept
p0006 475-10518
HIHDS ALOFT
NT GEOSTROPHIC BIND
BIHDSCBEEBS
0 WINDSHIELDS
BIBDSHIELDS
Bindow-pane design and strength problems for
modern aircraft
P0289 A75-29348
Proposed windshield for B-1 aircraft: An optical
evaluation
[AD-A001078] p0226 N75-17350
Development of scratch and spall resistant
windshields
[AD-A002513] p0283 N75-20300
Measurement of the focal distance of the
windshield of a NF-5 aircraft
[TPD-1974-0-5] p0532 N75-33044
RING CABBEB
Harping of delta wings for minimum drag
p0047 475-11177
A theory for the calculation of conical
paragliders with weak camber in supersonic flow
German book
p0420 475-39224
Theoretical prediction of thick wing and
pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic
characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 1:
Theory and results
[NASA-CR-137578] p0058 N75-11935
Theoretical prediction of thick wing and
pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic
characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 2:
Computer program description
[NASA-CH-137579] p0058 B75-11936
RING FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
Loadings and flight limitations of the sailplane
having the speed flap. I
p0007 A75-10721
The externally-blown jet flap - A powered-lift
concept for STOL
pOOOS A75-11085
Roll-up of aircraft trailing vortices using
artificial viscosity
p0009 A75-12620
An estimation of aerodynamic forces on wing-flap
systems in a slipstream
pOOSO A75-15401
Experimental investigation of ejectors with a view
toward the mechanization of wings with BLC
p0051 A75-15836
Acoustic investigation of a hybrid propulsive lift
system
[ASBE PAPER 74-HA/AEBO-3] p0079 475-16807
Profile of wing with rotating flap in shearing flow
p0084 A75-17085
The effect of deflecting flaps on strike/fighter
aircraft wing design
p0146 A75-20670
Experimental study of ejectors for use in
mechanizing BLC wing
p0152 A75-22086
Fluctuating pressures on aircraft wing and flap
surfaces associated with powered-lift systems
[AIAA PAPEB 75-472] p0205 475-25747
Effect of forward speed on jet wing/flap
interaction noise
[AIAA PAPEB 75-475] p0252 A75-27932
The jet flap wing in proximity to the ground,
giving particular attention to large angles of
attack and large jet-flap angles German book
4-363
BTHG FLOW HBTHOD TESTS SUBJECT IHDEX
pO«31 A75-U1233
A calculation method for the two dimensional
turbulent flow over a slotted flap
[ARC-CP-1267] p0013 H75-10023
Conversion factor for profile drag increment for
part-span flaps
[ESDO-FLAPS-02.01.07] p0233 N75-18173
Effectiveness of spoilers on the GA(H)-1 airfoil
with a high performance Fowler flap
[NASA-CR-2538] p0351 N75-23184
Radiated noise f rom an externally blown f lap
[NASA-TN-D-7908] pOI17 N75-27855
Simplified lifting-surface theory for flaps on
wings of low and moderate aspect ratios
[ N A S A - T N - D - 8 0 6 0 ] p0186 N75-30101
HIHG FLOW HETHOD TESTS
Correlation for estimating vortex rotational
velocity downstream dependence
p0009 A75-12621
Applied aerodynamics Russian book on
experimental methods, measurement and
calculation technigues
p0019 A75-13026
Comparison of wind tunnel test results at free
stream Hach 0.7 with results f rom the Boeing
TEA-230 subsonic flow method wing flow
method tests
[HASA-CR-2554] p0112 B75-26976
HIHG LOADING
Some remarks on the solution of the lifting line
equation
pOOOS A75-11095
Static aeroelasticity and the flying wing, revisited
p0009 A75-12622
Stress diffusion of Arava King in region of strut
pOOIS 475-13499
Some problems of the canard system. II
p0046 A75-13886
Characteristics of pressure fluctuations during
distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer
P0046 475-14217
Experimental analysis of wing boxes subjected to
heating
p0052 475-16266
Some recent developments in predicting unsteady
loadings caused by control surface motions
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-101] p0099 A75-18309
Approximate solution to the wing theory equation
by the Bubnov-Galerkin method
p0197 475-24833
Determination of load factors for the impact of a
profile against the surface of a liquid
p0248 A75-26879
Characteristics of pressure fluctuations in
distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer
p0249 A75-27052
The 'definition1 of the motorsegler
[ D F V L R - S O N D D R - 4 2 1 ] p0250 A75-27596
Influence of fuselage flexibility on the
stress-strain state of the wing
p0257 A75-28668
Approximate solution of min imum induced drag of
wings with given structural weight
p0290 A75-29U69
Maximal and mean values of the hydrodynamic
characteristics of a wing moving above an uneven
surface
p0300 475-31811
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation
[ A I A A PAPEB 75-866] p0333 A75-33953
Experimental study of the effect of span loading
on aircraft wakes
[AIAA PAPER 75-885] p0335 A75-33967
Interaction of jets of GE CF6-50 reactors with the
wing cellules of the airbus during cruise -
Hind-tunnel simulation
p0351 A75-35808
Composite box beam optimization program
p0392 A75-37308
Impact of a flight vehicle on a spherical shell
German book
pOU20 A75-39223
The C-5A active load alleviation system
[AIA4 PAPER 75-991] pO«23 A75-39504
Divergence eliaination with advanced composites
for swept forward airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 75-1009] p0424 A75-39511
Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes
of conventional aircraft. XV
pOU69 A75-43579
A basic three-dimensional wing/jet interaction
experiment
CAIAA PAPEB 75-1219] p0505 A75-45636
Effects of air breathing engine plumes on SST
orbiter subsonic wing pressure distribution
(OA57B) , volume 1
[NASA-CR-134416] p0066 N75-1203<t
Calculation of the twist distribution of wings
designed for cruise at transonic speeds
[NASA-TN-D-7813] p0072 N75-12937
Asymmetric wing loads on a Canberra aircraft
during flight in turbulence
[ARC-CP-1270] p0175 N75-165S2
Compatibility of take-off and landing with mission
and manoeuvre performance requirements for
fighter aircraft
p0305 H75-21221
Experimental study of the effect on span loading
on aircraft wakes
[NASA-TM-X-62431] p0353 875-231)79
On the application of subsonic linearised wing
theory to second-order forces and moments
[ARC-R/M-3758] p0443 1.75-28031
General principles and mathematical models
p0443 N75-28032
Edge forces and roll-rate derivatives
p0443 N75-28033
A lifting surface theory method for treating swept
or slender wings in attached subsonic flow
[ARC-R/H-3760] p0454 N75-29053
Measurement of wing and tailplane loads on the
model of the European Airbus A 300 B using
strain gap balances
p0187 1175-30113
Hind tunnel test of a flutter suppressor on a
straight wing
p0526 S75-32102
BIHG OSCIH.4TIOSS
Measurement of pitching moment on an oscillating
rectangular wing at transonic speeds using the
resonance method
p0009 A75-12829
Flutter of wings equipped with engines in pod
[ONBBA, TP NO. 1111] p0091 475-11831
Calculations of transonic flow over an oscillating
airfoil
(AIAA PAPER 75-98] p0098 475-18307
Further developments in the prediction of
oscillatory aerodynamics in mixed transonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 75-99] p0098 A75-18308
Nonlinearities in analyses of unsteady flow around
oscillating wings
p0105 475-18190
Dynamic stall analysis in light of recent
numerical and experimental results
[AIAA PAPEB 75-26] p0112 475-20258
Finite element flutter analysis of multi-web wing
structures
p0179 475-22795
Fundamental frequency of a square panel with
multiple point supports on edges
p0179 475-22798
Cavitating flow past a vibrating thin-section wing
profile
p0218 475-26895
Nonlinear problem of the unsteady flow past an
airfoil lattice
p0257 475-28671
Allowance for the elastic deformation of the wing
in its own plane in the calculation of the
skewsymmetric vibrations of an aircraft with a
small-aspect-ratio wing
p0258 475-28687
Effect of thickness in the calculation of the
aerodynamic forces generated on an oscillating
wing
p0300 475-31583
Drag effects on wing flutter
[AIAA PAPER 75-775] p0325 A75-32662
Oscillatory supersonic lifting surface theory
using a finite element doublet representation
[4144 PAPER 75-761] p0327 475-32692
4 perturbation method for transonic flows about
oscillating airfoils
[4144 P4PER 75-877] p0316 475-35171
A-3611
SUBJECT IBDBI BIBG PL4SFOBHS
Flatter of a King with nonlinear elastic
characteristic
p0380 475-36194
geasarements on an isolated King, using an
aeroelastic lodel
p0396 475-37821
'Snap-through1 vibrations of the eopennage
wing or tail assembly flatter analysis
p0432 475-40917
Aileron flatter in plastic sailplanes
p0465 475-41956
Lifting-line theory for an unsteady ving as a
singular perturbation problea
p0503 475-451110
Lifting surface theory applied to fixed vings and
propellers
p0024 N75-10016
Investigation of Northrop F-5A wing buffet
intensity in transonic flight
[NASA-CB-2484] p0071 N75-12934
Application of the polar coordinate method to
oscillating wing configurations
[S44B-TH-69] p0171 H75-16519
Auxiliary functions of the theory for oscillating
lifting surface of high aspect ratio for Bach
numbers between 0 and 1. Part 1: Analytical
representation
[ESBO-TT-111-PT-1] p0171 N75-16525
Asymmetric ving loads on a Canberra aircraft
during flight in turbulence
[ARC-CP-1270] p0175 N75-16552
A method for predicting unsteady aerodynamic
forces on oscillating wings with thickness in
transonic flow near Bach number 1. Part 1:
Two-dimensional theory. Part 2: Rectangular
wings
[HAL-TR-368T-PT-1] p0263 N75-19174
Calculations of generalised airforces on two
parallel lifting surfaces oscillating
harmonically in subsonic flow
[AEC-B/H-3749] p0266 N7S-19187
Aircraft dynamic response associated vith
fluctuating flow fields
p0315 N75-22285
Pre-stall behavior of conbat aircraft
p0315 H75-22286
Specialists Meeting on Wing-with-Stores Flatter
[4GAHD-CP-162] p0441 N75-28011
Calculation methods for the flutter of aircraft
wings and external stores
p0441 H75-28012
Flutter of wings equipped with large engines in pod
p04«1 N75-28014
Calculation of aerodynamic loads on oscillating
wing/store combinations in subsonic flow
p0441 N75-28015
Analysis of measured aerodynamic loads on an
oscillating wing-store combination in subsonic
flow
p0442 N75-28016
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for
oscillating wings with thickness
[SASA-CH-2259] p0443 N75-28030
Height optimization under flutter constraint
p0531 N75-33030
ilHG PANELS
Dynamic properties of wing panel made of composite
materials
p0043 475-13279
Holographic NDI of P-3 wing plank splices
nondestructive inspection for stress corrosion
cracking
p0108 475-18823
Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods
applied to subsonic flows
[4IAA PAPER 75-50] p0142 475-20261
EB welding teams up with NOT techniques to improve
production of Grummans's P-14 supersonic
swing-wing fighter plane
pOt«9 475-21119
Investigation into behavior of plates and shells
on the basis of the integrodifferential
eguations of nonstationary aeroelasticity
P0293 475-30384
Hypersonic wing test structure design, analysis,
and fabrication
[4144 P4PEB 75-785] p0326 475-32670
Evaluation of bead-stiffened metal panels for
hypersonic aircraft and space systems design
[AIAA P4PEH 75-815] p0328 475-32701
Design fabrication and test of an P-14 composite
overwing fairing
P0392 A75-37310
Integrally stiffened graphite/epoxy construction
for wingboxes
p0432 475-40960
Effects of the air breathing engine plumes on SSV
orbiter subsonic wing pressure distributions
(OA57A)
[N4SA-CB-134414] p0066 H75-12040
Experimental measurements of skin friction on
upper surface blown wing
[NASA-TB-X-72634] p0161 875-15605
Application of a gradient projection technigue to
minimum-weight design of lifting surfaces with
aeroelastic and static constraints
p0308 1175-21246
Design and fabrication of Bene 41 advanced
structural panels their performance under
axial compression, shear, and bending loads
[NASA-CB-132646] p0368 875-24032
Theoretical and experimental research on the
fatigue crack propagation in stiffened panels,
an evaluation of the Paris theory
[4D-4008079] p0374 N75-24732
Design and fabrication of composite wing panels
containing a production splice
[HAS4-CB-2549J p0529 B75-32503
ilHG PLiSPOBHS
NT ABBOW KINGS
NT DELTA RINGS
NT INFINITE SPAN KINGS
NT SWEPT FOBHABD HINGS
NT SWEPTB4CK KINGS
NT VARIABLE SHEEP NINGS
The effect of initial values on wing form and the
limiting curve of the wave drag coefficients of
optimized symmetrical-thick delta wings in
supersonic flow
p0181 475-23100
Theory for calculating a wing of snail aspect
ratio from a discrete-continuous calculation
scheme /matrix differential eguation of axial
displacements/
p0432 475-40905
Approximate method for calculating the aerodynamic
characteristics of semicircular wings with a
constant sweep span
p0432 475-40918
Ning aeroelastic structural analysis applied to
the study of fuel-conserving CTOL transports
[S4HE P4PEB 1040] p0516 475-47479
Application of the nonlinear theory of a listing
surface to the calculation of aerodynamic
characteristics of a triangular wing moving
close to the earth's surface
[4D-785154] pOOSS N75-11901
Investigation into the formation of wing-tip
vortices
[4D-783271] p0069 S75-12909
Subsonic roll-damping characteristics of a series
of wings wind tunnel tests of various wing
planforms
[NASA-TN-D-7827] p0072 N7S-12938
Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to the trailing
vortex wake for wings without camber or twist
[ESDU-74035] p0115 N75-13793
Predicting the max imum lift of jet-flapped wings
p0116 N75-13798
The flow around a wing with an external flow jet
flap
p0116 S75-13801
Thrust augmented wing sections in potential flow
[AD-786221] p0131 N75-14729
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on some slender airbus
configurations
[AHC-H/B-3747] p0171 N75-16522
Dove wing fatigue test
CABL/SB-NOTE-408] , p0174 S75-16549
Fatigue testing of DH 104 Dove centre section
tension booms
[ARl/Sa-NOTE-409] p0174 H75-16550
Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a
two-dimensional flat plate wing
[AD-4000569] p0223 N75-17314
Effect of wing planform and canard location and
geometry on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a close-coupled canard wing
A-365
BUG PROFILES SUBJECT IBDEI
model at subsonic speeds
[ N 4 S A - T N - D - 7 9 1 0 ] p0358 N75-23511
Divergence elimination with advanced composites
wing p lanforms - aircraft design
p0117 N75-28137
RING PEOFILES
N T M I N G S P A N
The problem of three-dimensional lifting potential
flow and its solution by means of surface
singular i ty distribution
p0017 A75-12315
Some problems of the canard configuration. I
p0017 A75-12U73
Kasprzyk ' s revelatory wing for gliders
p0017 A75-12171
Generation of aerodynamic profiles and
establishing the circulation around a wing by
deformation of the wing
p0018 475-12638
lif t ing-surface theory for a sem-infmite wing in
oblique gust
p0051 A75-15952
Methods of estimating the wing buffeting
characteristics of aircraft
p0052 475-16257
Profile of wing with rotating flap in shearing flow
p008t A75-17085
Thrust augmented wing sections in transition flight
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-169] p0102 A75-18356
Numerical calculation of linearized subsonic flows
around wings
[ O N E R A , TP NO. 1116] p0109 475-18927
Transonic transport wings - oblique or swept
p0110 A75-18967
4 graphical-analytical method of determining the
optimal shape of uniformly thick delta wings in
supersonic flow
p O I S U A75-22310
Analytic construction of function for conformal
transformation of exterior of circle onto
exterior of arbitrary wing profile
p0186 A75-23791
Transonic wing design and its effects on flight
performance
[DGLB PAPEB 71-97] p0192 A75-21111
Development and wind tunnel investigation of three
supercritical airfoil profiles for transport
aircraft
[DGLF PAPER 714-100] p0192 475-21117
The subsonic-supersonic analogy for flow
around wing profiles
p0202 A75-25159
Cavitating flow past a vibrating thin-section wing
profile
p02tB &75-2689S
Theory of transonic f low around a profile
p0257 475-28651
Analytic determination of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing profile an potential
incompressible fluid flow
p0296 475-30761
Fourier series solution of the * vortex1 method
integral equation potential flow around wing
profile
p0296 475-30/63
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combustor nodule arrays at parametric test
conditions
CHASA-TH-K-3237] p0376 H75-247«6
Friction and wear of carbon-graphite materials
for high energy brakes
[NASA-TH-D-8006] p0410 B75-26137
ABHI AIB HOBILITT BESIABCH ABD DEVELOPHBBT 1A8.,
FOB! EOSTIS, 7A.
High speed rotor dynamics: An assessment of
current technology for small turboshaft engines
CAD-787319] p013« B75-1«770
ABHI AIB HOBILIII BESEARCH ABD DEVELOPHEBT LAB.,
HAHPTOB, VA.
Hind tunnel investigation of a simulated gunship
helicopter engine-exhaust-windstream interaction
tSASA-TB-X-3161) p0072 B75-12941
Helicopter ground resonance analysis in light of
Army reguirements
tAD-785628] p0073 H75-12915
An analytical evaluation of airfoil sections for
helicopter rotor applications[BASA-TB-D-7796] p0161 B75-15607
Rind tunnel investigation of helicopter rotor
vake effects on three helicopter fuselage models
[BASA-TH-I-3185-SDPPL] p0282 B75-2029»
Importance of helicopter dynamics to the
mathematical model of the helicopter
p0477 B75-30019
Botor systems research aircraft (BSBA)
requirements for, and contributions to,
rotorcraft state estimation and parameter
identification
p0478 B75-30022
ABHT AIB BOBILITI BESEABCB ABD DBVBLOPHBBT LAB.,
BOFPBTT FIELD, CALIF.
Optimal control theory investigation of
proprotor/wing response to vertical gust
CBASA-TH-I-62381J p0028 H75-10057
Techniques for improving the stability of soft
inplane hingeless rotors
£HASA-TH-I-62390] p0028 S75-10058
Bumerical simulation of transonic flow about
airplanes and helicopter rotors
[AD-785605] p0127 S75-1H090
Flapping response characteristics of hingeless
rotor blades by a generalized harmonic balance
method
[ BASA-TB-D-7856] p023<l B75-18183
An approximate closed-form solution for lead lag
damping of rotor blades in hover
[ NASA-TH-X-62125] p0314 B75-22276
BASA/Army 17-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
familiarization document
[BASA-TH-I-62407] p0372 B75-2H720
Low speed wind tunnel tests on a one-seventh
scale model of the H.126 jet flap aircraft
[BASA-IB-X-62433J p0373 M75-2U722
Hind tunnel measurements of forward speed
effects on jet noise from suppressor nozzles
and comparison with flight test data
[ HASA-TB-I-621149] p0409 H75-25916
Acoustic characteristics of a large scale
wind-tunnel model of a jet flap aircraft
(BASA-TH-X-3263] pOUIS B75-27008
Analytical modeling requirements for tilting
proprotor aircraft dynamics
[ BASA-TH-D-8013] pOU17 H75-27U22
The influence of engine/transmission/governor on
tilting proprotor aircraft dynamics
[ BASA-TH-X-62U55] pO»U5 B75-28050
Rind tunnel investigation of a large-scale upper
surface blown-flap model having four engines
[HASA-TH-X-62U19] p0521 B75-32016
ABHI ABHABEB1 COBBABD. BOCK ISLABD, ILL.
Analysis of delivery accuracy for AH-1G (Cobra)
launched 2.75-inch rockets from tests
conducted January - Barch 1972 at China Lake,
California
[AD-782978] p0068 H75-12891
ABHI AVIATION EBSIBEEBIBG FLIGHT ACTIVITY. EDRABDS
AFB, CALIF.
US Army helicopter icing tests
P0037 H75-10932
Tail rotor shaft vibration survey production
OH-1H helicopter
[AD-A002574] p0310 S75-21272
Artificial icing tests on CH-7UC helicopter
[ AD-AOOI1008] pOlOU B75-25878
Guardrail III BD-21B evaluation
[AD-AOOU009] p0407 N75-25923
Army preliminary evaluation 1: BV-1D/guick look
2 aircraft
[AD-A005220]
 P OUt6 H75-28058
Flight evaluation: Bosemount orthogonal low
airspeed system low airspeed sensor
[AD-A009711] p0496 1175-31061
Arm; preliminary evaluation 1: Bodel 200 CEFLY
LANCEB
[AD-A009713] p0526 N75-3210S
Army preliminary evaluation 2: Hodel 200 CEFLI
LANCEB
[AD-A00971U] p0526 B75-32106
Artificial icing tests AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A009712] p0527 B75-32108
ABBI AVIATIOB SISIEBS COBBABD, SI. LOOIS, BO.
Executive summary report: Command statistics
and evidenced problems[AD-782990] p0038 N75-10939
Bajor Item Special study (HISS), CH-StA rotary
ving blade[AD-78555H] pOOSS H75-11906
Bajor Item Special Study (BISS), OH-1C tail
rotor blade[AD-A00171U] p0270 B75-19230
CH-47A assessment and comparative fleet
evaluation: Executive summary report
[AD-A002057] p0270 B75-19232
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), DH-1H tail
rotor hangers[AD-A003263] p0285 N75-20325
Bajor Item Special Study (HISS): OH-58A main
rotor blade[ AD-A000797/1] p031U B75-22267
Hajor Item Special Study (BISS), OS-la main
rotor hub assembly[AD-A005217] p0145 B75-28057
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Hajor Item Special Study (MISS), UH-1B 90
degrees T/B gear box
[AD-A006506] p0457 N75-29098
Optimization of the tine between aircraft
overhauls by minimizing maintenance cost
[AD-A006505] p0457 N75-29100
Hajor Item Special Study (HISS), UH-1H main mast
assembly
[AD-A006143] p0490 N75-30149
Automatic Inspection, Diagnostic And Prognostic
System (AIDAPS): An automatic maintenance
tool for helicopters
p0198 N75-31088
ABHY AVIATION SISTEHS TEST ACTIVITY, BDIABDS AFB,
CALIF.
Engineering flight test, AH-1G helicopter,
heavyweight antorotational evaluation
[AD-785553] p0061 N75-11964
Determination of aircraft cabin radiation,
conduction, and convection heat transfer
coefficients
[AD-7856U6] p0123 H75-13861
Botor f low survey program UH-1M helicopter
[AD-7871128] p0163 N75-15620
Natural icing tests. DH-1B helicopter
[AD-A002077] p0266 N75-19194
Vibration and temperature survey production
&B-16 helicopter
[AD-A002063] p0270 H75-19231
Icing tunnel test: Hot-film anemometer
t AD-A005041O pOttue N75-28404
ARMY COHBAT DEVELOPBE NTS BIPEBIHENTATION COHHAND,
FOBT OBD, CALIF.
Effect on nap-of-the-earth reguirements on
aircrew performance during night attack
helicopter operations
p0482 N75-30055
ABHT BLBCTBONICS COBHAHD, FOBT HONHOUTB, N.J.
Interference with aircraft radio navigation and
communications by precipitation static from
ice and snow clouds: Electrostatic wind
tunnel experiments
[AD-784623] p0027 N75-10016
A study of stabilization techniques for small,
fixed-wing, remotely piloted aircraft
[AD-78U109] p0030 N75-10079
Botor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas: A theoretical study.
Part 1: Amplitude reduction and phase shift.
Shielding effect
[AC-787363] p0132 875-111742
Botor effects on L-band signals received by
helicopter antennas: A theoretical study.
Part 2: Distortion of phase reversals
[AD-78736U] p0132 H75-1U7H3
The application of lasers to the problems of
very low level flight obstacle avoidance and
terrain following
p0177 N75-16833
Pata acquisition test report on OB-58A NiCad
battery operation
[AD-A001526] p0313 N75-21805
&n optical radar system for obstacle avoidance
and terrain following
p0483 N75-30062
Low level night operations of tactical helicopters
p0183 N75-30065
ABB; BLBCTBONICS LABS., FOBT HONHODTH, H.J.
An experimental evaluation of gated low light
TV (GL3TV) for wire obstacle detection
[AD-A010331] p0521 H75-32046
ABHT EHGIHEEB fATEHBAYS BXPBBIHENT STATION,
VICKSBUBG, HISS.
Evaluation of experimental polyurethane-coated
membranes
[AD-A005151] pOU<!7 N75-28236
ABHT FOBEIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTEB,
CHiELOTTESVILLE, VA.
Aerodynamics of air cushion craft, chapter 6,
second edition
[AD-786800] p0123 N75-13859
OT-15, series 2 parachute
[AD-786817] p0131 N75-14731
Horld championship parachutes
[AD-786838] p0131 H75-14733
A limiting case of multiphase flow past slender
bodies
[AD-A0002HO] p0223 N75-17313
Belicopter flight regiaes
[AD-A001220] p027<l N75-19268
Antennas, a collection, issue 15
[ AD-A0026U6] p0276 N75-19557
Vortex wake behind a helicopter
[AD-A005479] pO<l<l3 N7S-28038
Application of the helicopter KA-26 to
large-scale aerial photography
[AD-A005950J pOU62 N75-29393
ABHY LAND IABPABE LAB., ABEBDEEN PROVING GROUND, BD.
Helicopter dropsight
[AD-784551] p0031 B75-1008II
ABHT HATEBIALS AND HECBABICS BESEABCB CENTEB,
IATBBT01N, HASS.
Development of scratch and spall resistant
windshields
CAD-A002513] p0283 B75-20300
ABHT HATEBIEL COHHAND, ALEXANDBIA, VA.
Engineering design handbook: Helicopter
performance testing
[AD-785000] p0061 N75-11965
Engineering design handbook. Helicopter
engineering, part 1: Preliminary design
[AD-A002007] p0271 N75-19238
ABHT HATEBIEL COHHAND, TEIABKAHA, TEX.
Dse of cholesteric liquid crystals for locating
voids in adhesively bonded helicopter rotor
blades
[AD-785502] p0061 N75-11963
Applications of helicopter mocknps to
maintainability and other related engineering
disciplines
[AD-786500] p0127 N75-13891
Determination of optimal use life of US Army
T-10 troop type personnel parachutes, part 2
CAD-787299] p0162 875-15617
An analysis of the concept of time between
overhaul limits for aircraft components
[AD-A009187] p0501 S75-31U63
Air bag protection of the gunner in the OS Army
Cobra AH-1Q
[AD-AO09421] p0524 N75-32043
ABHT MISSILE COHHAND, BEDSTONE ABSEHAL, ALA.
Application of impedance methods to the design
of isolators for helicopter mounted weapons
stores
[AD-787293] p0133 N75-14753
ABBI HISSILE BESEABCB, DEVELOPHENT AND ENSINEEBING
LAB., BEDSTONE ABSENAL, ALA.
Analysis and design of a multiaxis vibration
isolator for missile pods mounted on Army
helicopters
[AD-A0011I59] p0237 N75-18225
Theoretical downwash velocities about the AB-1G
helicopter at hover and 1*0 knots
[AD-A008339] p0371 N75-24693
The aerodynamic characteristics of wrap-around
fins, including fold angle at Hach numbers
from 0.5 to 3.0
[AD-A005574] pOUtt N75-28040
Botor downwash velocities about the OB-1H
helicopter: Flight test measurements and
theoretical calculations
[AD-A008965] pO<*88 N75-30128
ABBT NIGHT VISION LAB., FOBT BELVOIB, VA.
Night vision imaging system development for low
level helicopter pilotage
p0483 N75-30064
ABNOLD ENGINEEBING DEVELOPHENT CENTEB, ABNOLD AIB
FOBCE STATION, TENN.
Ground simulation of maneuver forces on turbine
engines
p0167 N75-15663
Static pressure on sharp and blunt cones in
conical and parallel low-density flow
[AD-A001632] p0236 N75-18191
An investigation of the flow field of the A-7D
aircraft with several external store loadings
at Hach numbers 0.70 and 0.95
[AD-A008476] p0371 N75-24688
ABO, INC., ABNOLD AIB FOBCE STATION, TENN.
Effect of various external stores on the
aerodynanic characteristics of the F-4C aircraft
[AD-787657] p0165 N75-15645
Experimental verification of a transonic test
technique for full-scale inlet/engine systems
simulating maneuvering attitudes
[AD-787659] p0167 S75-15660
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Analytical study of ventilated wind tunnel
boundary interference on V/STOL models
including Hake curvature and decay effects
[mSi-CR-112200] p0235 H75-18188
Exhaust plume teiperatare effects on nozzle
afterbody performance over the transonic Bach
number range
p0357 B75-23501
Droplet diameter and size distribution of JP-4
fuel injected in to a subsonic airstream
[AD-A007687] p0369 B75-21192
in investigation of the flov field of the A-7D
aircraft Kith several external store loadings
at Bach nuabers 0.70 and 0.95
[AD-A008U76] p0371 H75-2U688
Evaluation of a wedge on a force balance as a
flov angle probe
[AD-AOOU765] p0116 H75-27021
1 technigne for mapping aircraft stability
boundaries
[AD-A.010U92] p0529 H75-32129
ABO, INC. , HOPFETT FIELD, CALIF.
Experimental aerodynamics characteristics for
bodies of elliptic cross section at angles of
attack fron 0 deg to 58 deg and Bach nnabers
froa 0.6 to 2.0
tBASA-TH-I-3129] p0170 H75-16511
ASB, IBC., PEBBSAOKEB. B.J,
Development and test of lov inpact resistance
structures. Volume 1: Structural and dynaaic
aspects
[AD-783185J p0177 H75-16880
ATLABTIC EESEAECH COBP., ALBXAHDBIA, VA.
Development and modification of a digital
program for final approach to landing
[BASA-CH-132562] p0135 H75-U776
AOIOBBTICS, ABAHEIH, CALIF.
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air
traffic management system. Volume 3:
Operational logic flov diagrams for a generic
advanced air traffic management system
[PB-23H 271/5] p0070 H75-12928
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air
traffic management system. Volume 1: Summary
[PB-23126U/0] p0121 B75-138M2
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air
t raf f ic management system. Volume 2: System
functional description and system classification
[PB-23U265/7] p0121 H75-138K3
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air
t raff ic management system. Volume 3:
Subsystem functional description
[PB-23126 6/5] p0121 H7S-13844
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air
traffic management system. Volume <l:
Operational description and qualitative
assessment
[PB-231267/3] p0121 H75-138U5
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air
traffic management system. Volume 5: System
performance
[PB-23U268/1] p0121 H75-13846
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air
traffic management system. Volume 6:
Development and transition plans
[PB-231269/9] p0121 H75-138<»7
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air
traffic management system. Volume 7: System
cost
[PB-23<!270/7] p0122 H75-13848
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air
traffic management system. Volume 9: System
and subsystem performance models
[PB-2311272/3] p0122 B75-138U9
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air
traffic management system. Volume 10:
Subsystem performance requirements
[PB-2311273/1] p0122 D75-13850
A V C O C O E P . , BILHINGTON, BASS.
Analysis of helicopter rotor blade torsional
oscillations due to stall
C N A S A - C R - 2 5 7 3 ] p0522 H75-32022
AVCO ITCOHIKG DIV., S1EATFOBD, COSH.
Development of self-acting seals for helicopter
engines
[SASA-CS-1311739] p0272 B75-192Q3
PLT 27 gas turbine engine exhaust emission and
noise measurements
[AD-A001728] p0273 H75-19251
AfCO-BVEBETt BBSEABCB LAB., KVBBBTT, BASS.
Development of explosively driven BED generator
for short pulse aircraft high power. Part 1:
Analytical studies. Part 2: Bxperiaental
studies. Part 3: Design studies
[AD-781903] pOOifl H75-1176H
Field tests of a laser Baman measurement system
for aircraft engine exhaust emissions
[AD-A0036Q8] pOD09 B75-25919
AVCOS D8IVEBSAL COBSdLTASTS COBP. , BADES, PA.
Development of Bicrovave landing system
implementation criteria
[AD-785220] p0126 H75-1388S
4VIOBS BABCBL DASSAOLT-BBEGOBT AVIATIOH,
SAIHT-CLODD (PBABCE).
Progress report on Bechanical flaps
p0117 H75-13806
All-weather landing system for Bercnry
p0307 B75-21236
Effect of external conditions on the functioning
of a dual flov supersonic nozzle
p0355 B75-23491
B
BALLISTIC BESEABCH LABS., ABBBDEEB PBOVIBG GBOOBD,
HD.
Boundary-layer studies on spinning bodies of
revolution
[AD-785688] p0131 H75-W32
Some aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic
lifting bodies
[AD-A009701] pOU95 B75-31039
BAI1BLLB COLOBBDS LABS., OHIO.
Fatigue-crack grovth behavior of C-5A ving
control points
[AD-A002553] p0283 B75-20299
Design and purchase expectations for fracture
resistance of 700-series aluminum airframe
alloys
[AD-A002552] p0288 H75-20518
Fracture mechanics of tiny cracks near fasteners
[AD-A00255M] p0288 B75-20777
Consolidation of fatigue and
fatigne-crack-propagation data for design use
[HASA-CE-2586] p0529 B75-32507
BECKBAH IBSTBOHENIS, INC., FOLLEBIOB, CALIF.
Oxygen concentration sensor for aircraft fuel
tanks
CAD-785K14] p0062 B75-11967
BBLL ABBOSPACB CO., BUFFALO, B.T.
Internal convective cooling systems for
hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CB-2180] p017H B75-16551
BBLL AEEOSISTBBS CO., BUFFALO, H.I.
A discretized program for the optimal design of
complex structures
p0067 H75-12362
BELL HELICOPTBB CO., FOB! iOBIB. TEI.
Lov temperature testing of an AH-1G helicopter
equipped with elastomeric flapping and
feathering bearings in the main rotor
[ AD-78U1893 p0031 B75-10081
Evaluation of the adhesive bonding processes
used in helicopter manufacture. Part 7:
Preproduction evaluation of improved titanium
surfaces preparation
[AD-7855973 p0123 B75-138S7
OH-584 propulsion system vibration investigation
[AD-A002672] p0286 H75-20341
Conceptual design study of 1985 commercial tilt
rotor transports. Volume 1: VIOL design
summary
[BASA-CB-2541] p0309 H75-21256
Application of rotorcraft flight simulation
program (C81) to predict rotor performance and
bending moments for a model four-bladed
articulated rotor system
[AD-A001015] pOU08 B75-2593*
Digital computer program DF1758 fully coupled
natural frequencies and mode shapes of a
helicopter rotor blade
[ NASA-CB-132662] pO«11 B75-26973
Comments on computation of aircraft flight
characteristics
p0478 H75-30023
Research on displays for V/STOL lov-level and
IBC operations
p048« B75-30070
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Flight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix B.
Specification review change recommendations
system
[AD-A009151]
 POII93 N75-30191
Flight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix C.
Specification review change recommendations,
components, part 1
[AD-A009152] p0493 N75-30192
Plight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix C.
Specification review change recommendations,
components, part 2
[AD-A009153] • p0493 N75-30193
Flight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix D.
Specification review change recommendations,
structure
CAD-A009154] p0493 N75-30194
Flight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix E.
Specification review change recommendations,
cockpit arrangement
[AD-A009155] p0493 H75-30195
Flight control system reliability and
maintainability investigations. Appendix F.
Design handbook, DH-2-1, DH-2-X
[AD-A009156] p0493 N75-30196
A HASTBAN vibration model of the AH-1G
helicopter airfrane. Volume 1
[AD-A009482] p0496 1175-31056
A B A S T E A N vibration model of the AH-1G
helicopter airfrane. Volume 2
[AD-A009483] p0496 H75-31057
BENCH COEP., SOUTH BEND, IND.
Turbine engine control synthesis
[AD-A005817] p0492 N75-30182
BENDIX COBP., TETERBOBO, H.J.
Digital flight control system redundancy study
[AD-A006411] p0460 H75-29129
B E N D I X COBP., TOWSOH, BD.
The Bendix Hicrowave Landing System (MIS)
p0077 H75-12996
BLOCK EHGINEEBIHG, INC.. CAHBEIDGE, BASS.
Firebird interferometer
[AD-A005815] p0462 N75-29395
BODENSEEWEBK GEB4ETETECHHIK G.B.B.H., DEBEBLIBGEH
(WEST GEBHANT) .
Aspects of guidance and control for steep and
curved approaches of STOL aircraft
p0059 H75-119U5
BOEIHG AEROSPACE CO., SEATTLE, WASH.
Flight control and procedures for stimulated
visual approach and landing. Self-paced
training package
[NASA-CB-140335] p0065 H75-11999
A procedure for the design of multifunction
switching controls
CAD-A000532] p0227 N75-17354
Investigation of upper surface blowing applied
to high speed aircraft
[AD-A003325] p0311 N75-21273
Accounting of aerodynamic forces on
airframe/propulsion systems
p0357 N75-23507
Design and fabrication of Bene 41 advanced
structural panels
[NASA-Cfi -132646] p0368 N75-21032
B-1 nnigue signal team generation application
study
[AD-A003682] p0414 H75-26994
BOEIHG CO., HEHTOH, BASH.
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loadings
caused by leading edge and trailing edge
control surface motions in subsonic
compressible flow: Computer program description
[NASA-CB-132634] p0369 H75-24672
BOEIHG CO., SEATTLE, WASH.
Sideslip of wing-body conbinations
[NASA-CB-114716] p0279 N75-20260
Prediction and analysis of the low speed stall
characteristics of the Boeing 747
p0315 N75-22283
Application of aerospace structures to large
• anned spacecraft
p0321 H75-22516
Advanced beaded and tubular structural panels.
Volume 2: Fabrication
[HAS1-CB-132482] p0372 875-24711
BOEIHG CO., WICHITA, KABS.
Acoustic attenuation design requirements
established through EPNL parametric trades
£NASA-CB-120986] p0063 H75-11985
Beguirements and feasibility study of flight
demonstration of Active Controls Technology
(ACT) on the HASA 515 airplane
[HASA-CB-1325553 p0174 H75-16546
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility
program. volume 3: Lower goal flight
testing, economic analyses and summary
[AD-787610] p0224 1175-17334
FAA JT3D guiet nacelle retrofit feasibility
program. volume 4: Compatibility analysis
and design study for DC-8 aircraft
[AD-783187] p0227 H75-17357
The influence of nacelle afterbody shape on
airplane drag
p0357 H75-23505
Acoustic radiation from lined, unflanged ducts:
Acoustic source distribution program
[ HiSA-CB-120849] p0449 H75-28849
Acoustic radiation from lined unflanged ducts:
Directivity index program
[HiSA-CB-120850] p0449 H75-28850
Acoustic radiation from lined, unflanged ducts:
Duct termination impedance program
[ NASA-CB-120851] p0449 1175-28851
Wind tunnel investigation of control configured
„vehicle systems
p0526 N75-32100
FAAJT3D guiet nacelle retrofit feasibility
program. Volume 2: Upper goal ground testing
[AD-A012969/2] p0532 H75-33034
BOEING COBBEBCIAL AIBFLAHE COi, BENIOH, WASH.
An airfiame manufacturer's requirements for
future propulsion controls
p0364 H75-23578
BOEIHG COHBEBCIAL AIBPLASE CO., SEATTLE, HASH.
Scale model testing of the jet noise
characteristics of the JT8D refan engine
nozzle system
[ NASA-CB-134618] p0015 1175-10091
A 727/JT8D-100 series engine exhaust system
propulsion performance model test
[NASA-CB-134617] p0063 N75-11984
Upper-surface blowing nacelle design study for a
swept wing airplane at cruise conditions
[NASA-CR-2427J p0072 N75-12940
Jet noise suppressor nozzle development for
augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft
(C-8A Buffalo)
[NASA-CB-137522] p0123 N75-13854
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program, summary
[AD-783581] p0136 875-14927
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 1: Experimental
program-aircraft communications/surveillance
via satellite at L-band
[AD-783582] p0136 S75-1U928
ATS-5 multipatb/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Pfease 2: Terminal
design and flight test plan for phase 1
program. Volume 1: Terminal design
[AD-783583] p0136 H75-14929
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 3: Definition of
revised experiment, terminal design, and
subsystem performance characteristics
[AD-783584] p0136 N75-14931
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 40: Additional
tests. Volume 1: Satellite/aircraft L-band
data communication tests
[AD-783586] p0136 S75-14933
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 40: Additional
tests. Volume 2: Overland mnltipath, pacific
multipath, scintillation tests
[AD-783652] p0137 H75-14934
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band
experimental program. Phase 5:
Bultipath/ranging analysis and results
[AD-783588] p0137 H75-14935
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
1: Summary
[PB-236719/1] p0164 H75-15632
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Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
21: Technical report
[PB-236720/9] p016<l B75-15633
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
2B: technical report (concluded)
[PB-236721/7] p0164 B75-1563<4
Strategic control algorithm developnent. Volume
3: Strategic algorithm report
[PB-236722/5] p016<l H75-15635
Strategic control algorithn development. Volume
4A: Conpater progran report
[PB-236723/3] p0165 575-15636
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume
HE: Computer program report (concluded)
[PB-23672VU p0165 H75-15637
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for
supersonic aircraft. Part 1: General
description and theoretical development
[BASA-CR-2520] p0235 N75-18185
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for
supersonic aircraft. Part 3: Computer
program description
[BASA-CB-2522] p0235 H75-18186
Lou speed and,angle of attack effects on sonic
and near-sonic inlets
[BASA-CB-13U778] p0265 N75-19184
Fuel conservation possibilities for terminal
area compatible aircraft
[NASA-C8-132608] p0270 B75-19224
Development of longitudinal handling qualities
criteria for large advanced supersonic aircraft
[HiSA-CH-137635] p0287 M75-203U5
Wind models for flight simulator certification
of landing and approach guidance and control
systems
[AD-A003801] p0288 S7S-20352
Development of statistical fatigue failure
characteristics of 0.125 inch 2024-T3 a luminum
under simulated flight-by-flight loading
[AD-A002310] p0288 H75-20551
Terminal area considerations for an advanced
CTOL transport aircraft
p0305 H75-21223
Titanium honeycomb acoustic lining structural
and thermal test report
[HASA-CH-1311783] p0311 B75-21279
Bedundant actuator development program
[BASA-CR-137656] p0312 B75-21289
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for
supersonic aircraft. Part 2: Oser's manual
[NASA-CB-2521] p031<t N75-22279
Test and performance criteria for airplane
antiskid systems
[AD-A008536] p037<! B75-24730
The 727 airplane target thrust reverser static
performance model test for refanned JT8D engines
[BASA-CH-13U6S2] p0375 H75-21737
Comparison of wind tunnel test results at free
stream Bach 0.7 with results f rom the Boeing
TEA-230 subsonic flow method
[BASA-CR-255H] pO«12 H75-26976
Hind tunnel test of model target thrust
reversers for the Pratt and Hhitney aircraft
JT8D-100 series engines installed on a 727-200
airplane
[HASA-CR-131709] pO<459 B75-29117
Dse of active control technology to improve ride
gualities of large transport aircraft
p0481 875-30050
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loadings
caused by leading edge and trailing edge
control surface motions in subsonic
compressible flow: Analysis and results
[BASA-CB-2543] p0486 B75-3010*
A three-dimensional solution of flovs over vings
with leading-edge vorter separation. Part 1:
Engineering document
[HASA-CB-132709] p0523 H75-32026
A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings
with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 2:
Program description document
[SASA-CH-132710] p0523 H75-32027
BOEIBG VBBTOL CO., FHU.1DEI.PBIA/ FA. ''
Hodel 301 HLH/ATC (Beavy Lift
Helicopter/Advanced Technology Component)
transmission noise reduction program
{AD-781132] p0029 1175-10063
Technology development report: Results of
static electricity discharge system tests
(active and passive) heavy lift helicopter
[AD-7811130] p0031 H75-10082
HLH/ATC engine shaft support bearing development
program
[AD-7811593] p0032 875-10097
Investigation of rotor blade element airloads
for a teetering rotor in the blade stall regime
[BASA-CB-137531] p0069 H75-1290*
Test results report and design technology
development report. HLH/ATC high-speed
tapered roller bearing development program
[AD-786561] p0127 H75-1U155
Design and optimization on study of the Active
Arm External Load Stabilization System
(AAELSS) for helicopters
[AD-787325] p0133 i75-1U750
Documenting helicopter operations from an energy
standpoint
[HASA-CB-132578] p0236 875-18220
Visual Augmentation System (VAS) laboratory
demonstration and test results
[AD-A003323] p0286 B75-20332
Use of the finite element damped forced response
strain energy distribution for vibration
reduction
[AD-A002756] p0313 N75-21681
Crashworthy troop seat investigation
(AD-A007090] p0316 B75-22303
Heavy lift helicopter; cargo handling ATC
program. Volume 2: Fabrication of test
hardware and fixtures integrated test rig
[ AD-A007244] p0373 B75-2«72«
Conceptual engineering design studies of
1985-era commercial VIOL and STOL transports
that utilize rotors
C»ASA-CR-25«5] pO<J«4 S75-28041
Crashworthy helicopter gunner's seat investigation
[AD-A005563] pOltS K75-2805"!
Beavy-lift helicopter flight control system design
pO«8<t B75-30077
Conceptual design study of a 1985 commercial
SIOL tilt rotor transport
[HASA-CH-1 37601] pO"90 B75-30115
Conceptual design studies of 1985 commercial
VIOL transports that utilized rotors. Volume 1
[BASA-CR-137599] pOK90 B75-30116
Conceptual design studies of 1985 commercial
VTOL transports that utilized rotors. Volume 2
[BASA-CR-137600] p0490 B75-30117
Ballistically tolerant rotor blade investigation
[AD-A009516] p0496 H75-31058
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1,
volume 1
[ BASA-CR-137691-VOL-1] p0531 B75-33003
BOLT, BEBAMEK, ABD HERHAH, IRC., CAHBEIDGE, BASS.
Acoustic transmission through a fuselage sidewall
[BASA-CR-132602] p02U2 H75-18971
Evaluation of tactual displays for flight control
p0261 B75-19132
A display evaluation methodology applied to
vertical situation displays
p0262 H75-19137
A model based technique for the design of flight
directors
p0262 B75-19110
Guide for the design of control sticks in
vibration environments
[AD-A008533] p037U B75-21729
BOLT, B E K A H E K , AND HEBHAH, IBC. , CABOGA PABK, CALIF.
Community noise exposure resulting froo aircraft
operations: Computer program operation's manual
tAD-785360] p006« B75-11989
BOOZ-ALLEB APPLIED BBSBABCB, ISC., BETBESDA, flD.
Aircraft taxiing noise measurements
[AD-787235] p007U B75-1296*
BOBST (HENBY V.) ABD ASSOCIATES. BATHE, PA.
Fluid dynamic lift, content summary
[AD-A009103] pOt88 B75-30131
BOSTON DBIV. , BASS.
A finite-element method for lifting surfaces in
steady incompressible subsonic flow
[BASA-CB-1U2811] p0353 B75-23H77
Subsonic and supersonic indicial aerodynamics
and aerodynamic transfer function for complex
configurations
[HASA-CR-112818] p0353 H75-23178
Steady and oscillatory, subsonic and supersonic,
aerodynamic pressure and generalized forces
for complex aircraft configurations and
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BBITISH AIBCBAFT CO HP. (OPEBATIHG) LTD., COBPOBiTB SOOBCE liDBI
applications to flutter
[NASA-CR-142983] p0403 S75-25871
BBITISH AIBCBAFT COUP. (OPEBiTISG) LTD., BBISTOL
(EBGLABD) .
Beverse thnrst experience on the Concorde
p0356 H75-23U96
1 lifting surface theory method foe treating
svept or slender vings in attached subsonic flow
[ ABC-B/B-37601 p0454 H75-29053
Experience with the Concorde flying control systejn
p0481 N75-30046
BBITISB AIBCBAFT COBP., FILTOH (EBGLAHD).
Active flutter suppression
p0525 N75-32098
BBITISB AIBCBAFT COBP., LOB DOB (BHGLAHD) .
A review of the lifting characteristics of some
jet lift V/STOL configurations
p0118 H75-13819
BBITISB &IBCBAFT COBP., RABTOH (EN6LABD) .
Pre-stall behavior of combat aircraft
p0315 N75-22286
Aircraft design implications of opto-electronic
systems
p0411 1175-26787
OK Jaguar external store flutter clearance
pO«41 N75-28013
BBITISB AIBCBAFT COBP., SBIBBIDGE (BH6LASD).
Direct lift control applications to transport
aircraft: A OK viewpoint
p0306 N75-21231
Impact of active control technology on aircraft
design
pOU79 875-30032
BBITISB AIBRATS, BIDDLESEX (ENGLAND).
An international operators view on HLS
p0077 N75-12999
Engine health monitoring in a civil airline
p0499 H75-31106
BBITISB COLDHBIA ONIV. , VABCODVEB.
The aerodynamics of two-dimensional airfoils
with spoilers
p0117 N75-13809
BBITISB LIBBABT. LENDING DIV., BOSTOH SPA (ENGLAND) .
The vibrations of a cylinder in the wake of
another. Analysis of the phenomena with an
analytical model
[BLL-CE-TBANS-6185- (9022.09) ] p0169 H75-16506
Electric energy and noise
[BLL-CE-TBANS-6550-(9022.09) ] p0416 875-27244
The light industrial gas turbine: Past and future
[BLL-CE-T8ABS-6395-(9022.09) ] p0446 N75-28063
Aircraft investigations of the microstructure of
the temperature fields in the troposphere and
stratosphere
[BLL-B-23558-(5828.4FJ ] p0448 1175-28585
Analysis of visibility conditions for aircraft
landing in radiation fog
[BLL-H-23561-(5828.ltP) ] p0449 1175-28632
BRUSSELS OBIV. (BBLGIDH) .
Experimental study of a two pressure stage air
cushion
[NT-36] p0233 875-18174
BODD CO., FOBT SASHIHGTOH, PA.
Design and mockup evaluation of a high-strength
armored crew seat for transport/cargo aircraft
[AD-785145] p0060 H75-11956
BDHDESAHSTALT FDEB FLOGSICBEBOHG, F R A N K F O R T AB HAIN
(REST GBBHABY) .
The German HLS program: DLS, DBE based landing
system introduction and program overview
p0076 N75-12990
BOBDESBIBISTEBIOB DEB VEBTEIDIGOHG, BOBS (REST
GEBBANI) .
Contributions from military technology
[BHVG-FBST-75-12] p0494 N75-30995
CALIFOBBIA IRST. OF TECS., PASADENA.
Theoretical investigation of minimum time loop
maneuvers of jet aircraft
p0071 1175-12931
Theoretical and experimental study on the
ejector augmented jet flap
[BiSA-CB-1367a9] p0221 H75-17296
Turbulent wake behind a self-propelled body
[AD-A008417] p0371 875-24690
C&LIFOBHIA UNIV. , LOS ABGBLES.
A methodology for determining the flight system
aix of an air transfer route structure
p0015 H75-10033
An aircraft application of system identification
in the presence of state noise
[AD-A001936] p0271 875-19234
CALSPAB COBP., BUFFALO, H.I.
Beport on program to improve BIL-F-83300
[AD-A001598] p0237 B75-18226
A study for active control research and
validation using the Total In-Flight Simulator
(TIFS) aircraft
[NASA-CR-132614] p0275 N75-19271
A two-phase investigation of longitudinal flying
qualities for fighters. Phase 1: The effect
of evaluation technique and flight phase on
flying qualities assessment. Phase 2: An
example of criteria development, control
system design and flight test evaluation of
four control systems using Eta-z, alpha, and g
feedback
[AD-782218] p0317 B75-22315
Identification of nonlinear aerodynamic
stability and control parameters at high angle
of attack
pOU75 H75-29999
Input design for aircraft parameter
identification: Osing time-optimal control
formulation
p0476 H75-30010
The efficient application of digital
identification techniques to flight data from
a variable stability V/STOL aircraft
p0478 N75-30024
CABBBIDGB DBIV. (ENGLABD).
Pressure distribution on two wings with curved
leading edges at supersonic speeds
[ABC-B/B-3741] pOO14 875-10028
Lifting surface theory for a rotating subsonic
or transonic blade row
[ABC-B/H-3740] p0265 875-19185
CAHADAIB LTD., BOHTBEAL (QUEBEC).
Investigation of externally blown flap airfoils
with leading edge devices and slotted flaps
p0116 1175-13802
CABBOB08DOB CO.. MIAGABA FALLS,' H.I.
Development of a thermal acoustical aircraft
insulation material
[NASA-CB-141498] p0168 875-15803
CiHIBTOB OBIV., OTTARA (ORTABIO).
Au engine analyzer program for helicopter
turboshaft powerplants
p0499 875-31101
CEBTKB FOB NAVAL ANALYSES, ABLING1OS, VA.
An air combat maneuver conversion model
[AD-A010539] p0527 875-32111
CENTEB FOB TBE STODT OF BOISE IN SOCIETY,
GLASTONBOBI, COB8.
Jet engine noise and its control
p0491 N75-30170
CEBTBE D'ESSAIS DE PBOPOLSEOBS, SACLAI (PRANCE).
Contribution of flight simulation tests to the
study of turbomachine control
p0364 S75-23577
CE8TBE D'ESSAIS EN VOL, BBETIGNY-SOB-OBGE (FBABCE).
Bodern means of trajectography
p0307 H75-212U1
CESSNA AIBCBAFT CO., RICBITA, KANS.
General aviation's future need for research
p0451 1175-29021
CHBYSLEB COBP., NER OBLEA8S, LA.
Effects of air breathing engine plumes on SSV
ocbiter subsonic wing pressure distribution
(OA57B), volume 1
[NASA-CH-134416] p0066 N75-12034
Effects of wing/eleven gap sealing flapper doors
on orbiter eleven effectiveness of model 16-0
in the BAAL 7.75 by 11 foot continuous flow
wind tunnel (OA119A)
[NASA-CR-134421] p0066 N75-12035
Effects of the air breathing engine plumes on
SSV orbiter subsonic wing pressure
distributions (OA57A)
[BASA-CB-134414] p0066 B75-12040
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-TS in the
Bockwell International trisonic wind tunnel
(IA70), volume 1
[BASA-CB-134431] p0118 875-13822
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COBPOBATK SOOBCB IBDBX DECISIOS SCIHICBS CORP., JBHKIBTOSB, PA.
Subsonic and transonic hinge moient and ving
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle lodels 49-0 and 67-TS in the
Rockwell International ttisonic wind tunnel
(IA70) , voluie 2
[BASA-cR-134432] pom H75-13823
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and ving
bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale
space shuttle nodels 19-0 and 67-15 in the
Rockwell International trisonic wind tunnel
( IA70) , volume 3
[HASA-CR-134433] p0119 875-1382<l
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of several nose mounted canard
configurations at supersonic Hach numbers
[AD-A007793] p0360 H75-23526
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of thrust
effects on the longitudinal stability
characteristics of several body-fin
configurations (sting-mounted model with
normal-jet plume simulator)
[AD-A005152] p0444 N75-28042
Development of an aircraft battery
conditioner/an alyzer
[AD-A005055] p0448 N75-28533
The aerodynamic characteristics of wrap-around
fins, including fold angle at Hach numbers
from 0.05 to 1.3
[ AD-A009735] p0495 H75-31038
Results of a 0.03- scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of Boeing 717
carrier (nodel no. Ax 1319 1-1) mated with a
space shuttle orbiter (model 145-0) conducted
in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS),
volune 1
[NASA-CR-141800] p0535 H75-33162
Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747
carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a
space shuttle orbiter (model 45-0) conducted
in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) ,
volume 2
CBASA-CR-141803] p053S H75-33163
Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic
characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747
carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated vith a
space shuttle orbiter (model 45-0) conducted
in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS)
[8ASA-CB-141804] p0535 B75-33164
CIBCIBBATI D8IV., OHIO.
Analysis of thick turbulent jet flowing round:
A circular cylinder
p0263 H75-19168
Users manual for DCIN vehicle occupant crash
study model, version 2
[AD-A001801] p0268 N75-19211
An experimental investigation of the particle
dynamics of quartz sand impacting 6A1-4V
titanium and 410 stainless steel in an erosive
environment
[AD-A007213] p0319 H75-22441
CITY ORIV. , LOBDOH ( E B G L A H D ) .
Some remarks on the induced velocity field of a
lifting rotor and on Glauert's formula
[ARC-CP-1301] p0280 B75-20263
CIVIL AVIATIOH ADHIHISTBATIOB, LONDOB (BBGLABD).
United Kingdom proposal for a future ICAO
precision approach and landing guidance system
p0075 875-12985
CLEBSOB UHIV., S.C.
Optimization of structures to satisfy
aeroelastic reguirements
[HASA-CR-142021] p0165 H75-15639
A curve fitting method for solving the flutter
equation
[HASA-CR-132629] p0225 B75-17341
Optimization of structures to satisfy a flutter
velocity constraint by use of quadratic
equation fitting
[SASA-CR-132628] p0232 H75-17711
COLT IHDDSTBIES, ISC., REST HAETPOBD, COBB.
Turbine engine fuel control reliability test and
evaluation
[AD-785580] p0064 B75-11994
Advanced engine mounted fuel p u m p technology
, p0366 N75-23601
Biniaturized high speed controls for turbine
engines fabrication and test
[AD-A006108] p0460 B75-29125
QOHBITTBE OH APPROPRIATION (0. S. SEiATB).
Proposed international air shuttle, 1975
[GPO-31-527] p0026 H75-10034
COHHITTBB OH SCIBHCE AHD ASTBOBiDTICS (D. S. HOUSE).
General aviation programs
[GPO-41-153] p0035 875-10903
Aircraft noise abatement
[GPO-41-298] p0062 875-11969
Aviation safety
[GPO-41-958] p0120 875-13833
Aircraft noise abatement
[GPO-42-539] p0134 B75-1U760
COHBDBICATIOBS BBSBABCB. CBBTBE, OTTABi (OBTABIO).
A light aircraft secondary radar transponder
[CRC-1237] p0176 875-16741
COBP46BIE GEHEBALE D'BLBCTBICITE, HARCOOSSIS
(FBABCE) .
Optical fiber communication onboard aircraft
p0177 875-16841
COHPTBOLLER GBBBBAL OF THE OBITBD STATES,
•ASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Problems in managing the development of aircraft
engines
[B-179166] p0178 875-17226
COHPOTBB SCIEBCBS COUP., B00BTAIH VIBi, CALIF.
A standard kinematic model for flight simulation
at 8ASA Ames
[SASA-CR-2497] p0128 875-14480
COBPOTIBG DEVICES OF CAHADA. LTD., OTTA1A (OBIiBIO).
A new jet engine thrust measuring system: An
advancement in flight test engineering
p0036 875-10922
COHBECTICUT UBIV., STOBBS.
Lifetime prediction methods for elevated
temperature fatigue
p0034 875-10493
COBTI8E8TAL AIBLIHES, IBC., LOS ABGBLES, CALIF.
Inflight data collection for ride quality and
atmospheric turbulence research
[ BASA-CB-127492J p0132 875-14745
CONTROL DATA CORP., ST. PAUL, BIBB.
Besults of an aircraft visibility questionnaire
concerned with the estimated benefits of
airborne proximity warning indicator systems
[AD-A009884] p0454 H75-29061
CORBBLL OHIV., ITHACA, H.I.
Research on helicopter rotor noise
[AD-A007261] p0367 S75-23608
CBABFIELD IBST. OF TECHNOLOGY (BBGLABD).
A proposal for a self-contained instrumentation
system for flight research on stability and
control
[CBAHFIELD-AEBO-21] p0133 H75-14755
Subsonic jet transport noise: The relative
importance of various parameters
tCBA8FIELD-AEBO-25] p0134 H75-14763
Optimum design of thin walled structures
[AD-787223] p0137 875-15095
Longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives of a
slender delta wing research aircraft extracted
from flight data
[CHABFIELD-AERO-27] p0264 B75-19175
Parameter identification applied to aircraft
[CBANFIELD-AEHO-26;] p0264 875-19177
The influence of short springs on longitudinal
static stability
[CRABFIELD-AERO-29] p0367 875-23607
On the adequate model for aircraft parameter
estimation
[CBAHFIELD-AEBO-28] p0376 B75-24755
CORTISS-BRIGBT CORP., BOOD-BIDGE, B.J.
Design and development testing of free planet
transmission concept
[AD-782857/7] p0067 875-12338
DAITOH U8IV. BESEABCB IBST., OHIO.
Encapsulated tuned dampers for jet engine
component vibration control (log no. C2364)
p0166 875-15654
DE BAVILLA8D AIBCBAFT CO. LTD., DOBBSVIE! (OBTABIO).
Research into powered high lift systems for
aircraft with turbofan propulsion
p0116 875-13797
DECISIOH SCIEBCES CORP., JEBKIBTOBH, PA.
Analysis of technology requirements and
potential demand for general aviation avionics
systems for operation in the 1980's
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DEFENCE AHD CIVIL IHST. OF ENVIRONMENTAL COBPOB1TE SODBCE IHDEX
[NASA-CB-137628] p0175 N75-16554
Analysis of technology requirements and
potential demand for general aviation avionics
systems in the 1980's
[NASA-CB-137629] p0374 N75-24735
DEFENCE ADO CIVIL INST. OF EMVIBOMHENTAL BEDICIHE,
DORNSVIER (ONTABIO) .
CF5D aircraft cockpit-noise redaction
CDCIEM-74-B-1048 ] p0363 N75-2356II
Noise levels in the CC-109, CC-115, and CC-117
aircraft
[DCIEM-74-B-1059] p0446 N75-28065
DEFENCE BESEABCB ESTABLISHMENT OTTAWA (ONTABIO).
Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Float charge
test
[AD-A002767] p0322 H75-22913
DEFENCE STANDABDS LABS., MABIBYBHOHG (ADSTEA1IA) . •"
The painting of military aircraft
[DSL-TN-345] p0067 N75-12147
DEFENSE DOCOHBNTATION CENTEB, ALEXANDBIA, VA.
Dse of helicopters for air delivery and emergency
[AD-A006750] p0315 H75-22295
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AVIATION, MELBOURNE (AUSTRALIA).
INTERSCAN: A new non-visual precision approach
and landing guidance system for international
civil aviation
pOQ76 N75-12989
DETBOIT DIESEL ALLISOB, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.-
preliminary design study of a*quiet, high flov
fan (QHF) stage
[NASA-CR-1314780] p0163 N75-29433
DEOTSCBE FOBSCHUSGS- OND VEBSOCHSABSTALT FOEB LOFT-
DND BAOHFAHBT, BAD GODESBEBG (REST GBBHAHT).
Cockpit-system study YAK 10. A pilot opinion
survey to the aircraft handling and system
qualities
[DLB-FB-75-15] p0409 N75~-25961
DEOISCBE FOBSCHOHGS- DND VEBSDCBSANSTALT FDEB LOFT-
DND BAOMFABBT, BRDHSRICK (REST GEBBANI).
On the properties of the Generalized Integral of
Sguared Error (GISE)
[DLB-FB-74-45] p0126 N75-13880
Program for testing the influences of the mass
and velocity parameters on performance data
and characteristics of parachute load systems
[DLB-KITT-7U-31] p0131 N75-14728
Steep approach flight test results of a
business-type aircraft vith direct lift control
p0307 N75-21240
Prediction of the optimum location of a nacelle
shaped body on the wing of a ving-body
configuration by inviscid flow analysis
p0358 N75-23510
Determination of aircraft derivatives by
automatic parameter adjustment and frequency
response methods
p0476 N75-30014
DEDTSCHE FOBSCHONGS- OND VEHSDCBSANSTALT FOEB LOFT-
DND BADHFABBT, GOETTINGEN (REST GEBHAN1).
A method for prediction of lift for
multi-element airfoil systems mth separation
p0117 N75-13807
A semi-automatic modal-survey test technique for
complex aircraft and spacecraft structures
p0321 N75-22539
Measurement of wing and tailplane loads on the
model of the European Airbus A 300 B
p0187 N75-30113
Experimental determination of interference
effects of a slender wing-body configuration
pOU87 875-3011U
DEDTSCBE FOBSCHUNGS- OND VEBSOCHSANSTALT FOEB LOFT-
OHD BADHFABBT, BDNICB (REST GEBHANT).
Investigation and optimization of
micro-oxidation techniques employed in gas
turbine engine oil characterization
[AD-784787] p0041 N75-11359
DEOTSCBE POBSCHDHGS- OND VEBSOCHSANSTALT FOEB LOFT-
OND BADHFAHBT, OBEBPFAFFBNHOFEN (REST GEBHANY).
Improvements in pilot/aircraft-integration by
advanced contact analog displays
p0262 N75-19141
Flight safety work of the German Aviation and
Space Besearch Institute
[DLB-MITT-75-05] p0455 N75-29070
Application of advanced model-following
technigues to the design of flight control
systems for control configured vehicles
pOUSO N75-30038
DEDTSCHE FOBSCHONGS- OND VEBSDCHSASSTALT FDEB LDPT-
OND BAOBFABBT, POBZ (REST GEBHAHI).
Detailed experimental and theoretical analysis
of the aerodynamic interference between
lifting jets and the fuselage and wing
p0358 N75-23509
DEOTSCHE FOBSCHONGS- OND VEBSOCHSANSTALT FOEB LOFI-
OND BAOBFAB5T, STDTTGABT (REST GEBHANI).
Mechanical properties of composite materials and
design concepts for composite structures
p0321 H75-22519
DEDTSCHE GBSELLSCHAPT FOEB LOFT- OND BAOHFAHBT,
COLOGNE (REST GEEMAHt) .
Airships
[DLH-BITT-74-12] p0119 N75-13826
Prerequisites for the definition of an airship
project
p0119 N75-13827
Description of an airship design: limits for
speed, size, adaptability
p0119 N75-13829
Flight mechanics and control. Activities of the
committees in 1972
[DLR-MITT-74-24] p0125 N75-13879
Force measurements on parts of wind tunnel models
[DLB-MITT-75-02] p0487 N75-30112
DEOTSCHE STODIENGEHEINSCHAFT FOEB LOFTSCHIFFABBT,
FBANKFOBT AH MAIN (REST GERMAN!).
Flight in undulated flow: Airships with
non-polluting propulsion systems
p0119 N75-13831
DIVISION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, OTTARA (ONTABIO).
Some air cushion technology research in Canada
p0279 N75-20251
DOBNIEB-STSTEH G.M.B.H., FBIEDBICBSHAFEH (REST
GEBMANY) .
Prediction of aerodynamic interference effects
with jet-lift and fan-lift VIOL aircraft
p0118 N75-13818
Experience with F-104G FOBS evaluation with
respect to engine diagnostics
p0199 N75-31099
DOBBIEB-HEEKE G.H.B.H., FBIEDBICHSBAFEN (REST
GEBHANt) .
Determination of stability derivatives from
flight test results comparison of five
analytical techniques
p0475 N75-30007
Determination of stability derivatives from
flight test results by means of the regression
analysis
p0477 N75-30017
DOOGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., LONG BEACH, CALIF.
Parametric study of STOL short-haul engine
cycles and operational technigues to minimize
community noise impact
[ NASA-CB-2486] p0056 N75-11910
The Mark 4 supersonic-hypersonic arbitrary body
program. Volume 1: User's manual
[AD-778443] p0066 N75-12056
The Hark 4 supersonic-hypersonic arbitrary body
program. Volume 3: Program listings
[AD-778445] p0066 B75-12057
FAA JT3D quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility
program. Volume 4: Compatibility analysis
and design study for DC-8 aircraft
[AD-783187] p0227 N75-17357
Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and
stability and control characteristics of STOL
aircraft. Volume 1: Basic theoretical methods
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Analysis, test and evaluation support to the
OSAF advanced landing system program. Volume
3, part 2: Doppler HLS guidance error data
(H-33 tracking system, flights 22 June 1973 to
10 September 1974)
[AD-A004422] p0416 N75-27226
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the
OSAF advanced landing system program. Volume
3, Part 3: Doppler HLS guidance error data
(H-33 tracking system, flights 12 September
1973 to 29 January 1974)
t AD-A004U23] pO<H6 H75-27227
ILLINOIS ONIV., SAVOY.
Effects of ground-based aircraft simulator
motion conditions upon prediction of pilot
proficiency, part 1
[AD-783256] p0033 H75-10112
OSes of a visual landing system in primary
flight training
[AD-784888] p0039 N75-10960
Control authority with a flight performance
controller
[AD-784889] pOOSO N75-11953
ILLINOIS OBIV., OBBAHA.
Agenda and abstracts 1974 AFOSB contractors
meeting on unconfined detonation and fuel-air
explosion related research
[AD-783253] p0040 N75-11117
Simulator tests of pilotage error in area
navigation with vertical guidance: Effects of
descent angle and display scale factor
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COBPOBATB SODBCE IB DEI KA1BBB (ISO) ASSOCIATES,
tlD-777889] p0172 H75-16530
IHPEBIAL COIL. OF SCIEBCB ABD TECBHOLOGI, LOBDOB
(BBGLABD) .
Calculation of two-dimensional and axisyametric
bluff body potential flov
[IC-AEBO-71-073 p0266 S7S-19191
A wake source BOdel for an inclined flat plate
in a un i fo rm stream
CIC-AEBO-71-08] p0266 875-19192
The prediction of turbulent heat transfer to
wedge coipression corners and cylinder-flare
bodies at hypersonic speeds
[IC-AEBO-73-03] p0280 B75-20264
Beat transfer distributions on a 70 deg delta
wing with flap-induced separation
[IC-AEHO-75-01] pO«95 B75-31017
IBDOSTBIEABLAGBH-BBTBIEBSGBSEL1SCBAFT H.B.H. ,
OTTOBBOSH (BEST GEBBABT) .
Structural test principles for full scale
airframes and their application to the
Spacelab tests
p0321 H75-22527
Life assurance of fighter aircraft exemplified
by the F-101'G
p0494 H75-30997
IBFOBHATICS, IHC., BOCKVILLB, BD.
Civil aviation studies and interagency
coordinating organizations, volume 1
CPB-2393M4/5] p0368 875-24186
Civil aviation studies and interagency
coordinating organizations, volume 2:
Appendices
[PB-239345/2] p0368 875-24187
Information of FAA certification of aircraft
[PB-2U2583/3] p0534 875-33059
IBStlTUT FBABCO-ALLEHABD DE BBCHBBCHBS, ST. LODIS
(FBAHCB) .
Calculation of bang propagation in real
atmosphere: Focalization geometry for
Concorde ascent lav and bang intensity near
the longitudinal and lateral extinctions
[ISL-11/711] pOSOO H75-31109
IBSTBDHENT FLIGHT CISTEE, BABDOLPH AFB, IBS.
Evaluation of the Bendix altitude yarning system
[AD-786461] p0124 875-13863
Helicopter TEBPS validation study, phase 1
[AD-A000423] p0226 N75-17347
Harowe altitude warning systen evaluation
[AD-A002583] p0271 875-19241
IHTBBBATIOHAL BDSIBBSS HACHINBS COBP., OIEGO, H.I.
LAHPS: A case history of problems/design
objectives for an airborne data handling
subsystem
p0168 H75-16292
IBTBBBATIONAL CIVIL AVIATIOH OBGANIZATIOH. HOBTBEAL
(QUBBBC).
Accident Investigation and Prevention Divisional
Heeting
[DOC-9106-AIG(1974)1 p0070 875-12910
IBTEBBiTIOBAL HABTESTBB CO.. SAB DIEGO, CALIF.
Temperature measurement for advanced gas turbine
controls
p0365 H75-23597
IOWA STATE OBIT. OF SCIEBCE ADD TECHNOLOGY, AHES.
Numerical computation of three-dimensional blunt
body flow fields with an impinging shock
[HASA-CB-1113312] p0452 N75-29038
IOIA STATE RATES BESOOBCES BESEABCB ISSI., AHBS.
Inviscid to turbulent transition of trailing
vortices
[HASA-CR-142298] p0263 H75-19172
IOBA OBIT., IOBA CITT.
Aerodynamic heating of supersonic blunt bodies
[AD-A001135] p0235 H75-18190
ITT GILFIH1B, IBC. , TAR HOTS, CALIF.
The ITT Gilfillan Doppler microwave landing system
p0076 H75-12995
JET PBOPDL3IOB LAB., CALIF. IBST. OF TECH., PASADEHA.
A free flight investigation.of transonic sting
interference
[BASA-CS-142084] p0174 875-16544
JOIHI IBST. FOB ACOUSTICS ABD FLIGHT SCIEHCES,
BAMPTOB, TA.
Sunmary of information on low-speed
lateral-directional derivatives due to rate of
change of sideslip beta prime
[BASA-TB-D-7972] p0492 B75-30190
JOI8T POBLICATIOBS BBSEABCH SBBTICB, ABLIBGTOB, TA.
Effect of the rotation rate of the rotor on the
angular rigidity of the elastic suspension of
a Bouve gyroscope
pOOHO 875-11211
Resistance of radar systems against interference
pOOUl H75-11797
High-altitude aircraft and the stratosphere
[JPBS-65171] p0417 B75-27590
On an airplane in outer space
CBASA-TT-F-16123] pOISS H75-29087
KAISEB AEBOSPACE ABD BLECTBOBICS COBP., PALO ALTO,
CALIF.
Feasibility study for a dual field of
view-single detector array infrared system
[AD-A005658] p0449 N75-28875
KABAH ABBOSPACE COBP., BLOOBFIELD, COBB.
Elastic pitch beam tail rotor operational
suitability investigation
[AD-781595] p0029 H75-10069
Analysis of unmanned, tethered, rotary-wind
platforms
[AD-785581] p0055 H75-11903
Development of a method for the analysis of
improved helicopter design criteria
[AD-783392] p0073 875-12946
Hechanical instability ground dynamics program
[AD-A001101] p0226 B75-173<I9
Army aircraft subsystem and component
installation design investigation
[AD-A007245] p0317 875-22317
Fan-in-fuselage advanced antitorgue system
[AD-A005049] p0445 B75-28055
KAHAH ATIDTBB, BOBLIBGIOB, BASS.
Evaluation of back-blast pressures produced by a
wing-mounted 105-mm recoilless rifle
[AD-786528] p0138 H75-15599
KAHATICS COBP., BLOOHFIELD, COBB.
KAflex drive shaft coupling for DH-1 helicopter.
Design refinement
[AD-A008365] p037« H75-2U731
KABBEB (LEO) ASSOCIATES, BEDBOOD CITI, CALIF.
Critical analyses and laboratory research work
at the stage of aircraft preliminary design
[BASA-TT-F-15996] p0027 H75-10055
Interference of a sweptback wing and the
fuselage at transonic speeds
[SASA-TT-F-15993] p0028 N75-10056
Perfornance improvement through control
configured vehicle concept
[HASA-TT-F-15998] p0028 N75-10059
The CC7 concept and specifications
[HASA-TT-F-15997] p0028 875-10060
Investigation of the influence of vortex
generators on turbulent boundary layer
separation
[SASA-TT-P-16056] p0069 H75-12901
ierodynauie design of airfoil sections
[HASA-TT-F-16141] p0170 H75-16510
Gilders and the art of gliding
[DASA-TT-P-16101] p0174 875-16518
The significance of aerodynamic jet interference
in development and testing of the Do 31 T/STOL
transport
[BASA-TT-F-16165] p022* B75-17335
Dynamics of the motion of a body with allowance
for the unsteady state of the flow about it
[BASA-TT-P-16133] p026U H75-19179
Problems of designing passenger aircraft
[SASA-TT-F-808] p0269 N75-19223
Analysis of the velocity distribution at the
blade tips of axial-flow compressors
CBASA-TT-F-16366] p0317 N75-22319
Ground effects for jet lift TTOL
[BASA-TT-F-16359] p0353 B75-23180
Fuel for compression micromotors
[HASA-IT-F-16116] p0410 875-261*9
Experimental and theoretical investigations on
the problem of propeller/wing interference up
to high angles of attack
CBASA-TT-F-16190] p0152 B75-29035
The lognormal freguency distribution of a random
data flow
[BASA-IT-F-16515] p0489 875-30138
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KANSAS OHIV. CBBTBB FOB BBSEABCH, IHC., COHPOBATE SODBCE IIDEX
Operative disturbance reporting for the
commercial airplane
[HiSA-TT-F-16519] p0524 H75-32042
Performance improvement through
controller-assisted aircraft design
[HiSi-TT-F-16551 ] p0525 N75-32092
Theory of induction of a heavily loaded propeller
[HASA-TT-F-16612] p0530 H75-33002
Optimum design of a bypass engine with flov mixing
[ NASA-IT-F-166 15] p0533 H75-33053
KABSAS DNIV. CEHTEB FOB EESEAECH, IRC., LAfBENCE.
Development of a Fowler flap system for a high
performance general aviation airfoil
[NASA-CS-2443] p0073 H75-12943
KAHSAS DHIV. , LARBBHCE.
An investigation of air traffic control
procedures and pilot techniques in a high
density terminal area
p0316 N75-22307
Some methods for analyzing aircraft with linear
automatic control systems
p0319 1175-22332
A separate surface stability augmentation system
for a general aviation airplane
p0319 H75-22333
KLP ASSOCIATES, IHC., HOBTIBGTON, H.I.
Broadband noise generated by turbulent inflow to
rotor or stator blades in an annular duct
[HASA-CB-2503] p0228 H75-17361
KLH BOYAl DUTCH &IBLI UBS, ABSTERDAH (HETHBBLABDS) .
KSSO AIDS engine analysis
p0499 H75-31104
LEAB SIEGLEB, IHC., OKLAHOMA CUT, OK LA.
Flight control actuator system development
CAD-A004853] pO<!10 N75-25962
LECCE DHIV. ( ITALY) .
Dpper limit for CHI production from conet
Kohoutek by high resolution tilting-fliter
photometry at 3.3 microns
[LFC-OL-1] p0178 H75-17262
LIEGE DHIV. (BELGIDH) .
Becent progress in the analysis of structures
using the finite element method
p0320 H75-22506
LIHCOLB LAB., BASS. IHST. OF TECB., LEZIHGTOH.
System selection considerations
p0077 N75-13000
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and
planning
[AD-783184] p0224 H75-17326
Provisional message formats for the DABS/HAS
interface (revision 1)
[FAA-BD-74-63-A] p0269 H75-19216
DABS link performance considerations
[AD-A009429] p0455 N75-29078
An analysis of aircraft L-band beacon antenna
patterns
[AD-A005569] p0461 H75-29287
LISGDISTIC STSTBHS, I1C., CAHBBID6E, BASS.
Mechanics of optimum three-dimensional motion of
aircraft in the atmosphere
[HASA-TT-F-777] p0265 H75-19182
LITTLE (ABTHOR D.) , IHC., CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
Evaluation of auxiliary agents and systems for
aircraft ground fire suppression, phase 2
[AD-784924] p0039 H75-10957
LOCKHEED AIBCBAFT COBS., BDBBAHK, CALIF.
Evaluation of advanced lift concepts and
potential fuel conservation for short-haul
aircraft
[NASA-CR-2502] p0175 N75-16557
Evaluation of active control technology for
short haul aircraft
[NASA-CB-137634] p0287 N75-20344
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar, volume 1
[AD-A012371/1] ' p0533 H75-33046
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 2: L-1011-1 data
[4D-AO 12372/9] p0533 N75-33047
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 3: Program user's manual
[AD-A012373/7] p0533 N75-33048
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 4: Program design
specification
[AD-AO12374/5] p0533 H75-330U9
Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011
Tristar. Volume 5: Computer programmer's
manual
[AD-A012375/2] p0533 N75-33050
LOCKHEED AIBCBAFT COBP., BABIETTA, GA.
High Beynolds number test of a HACA 651-213, a
equals 0.5 airfoil at transonic speeds
[BASA-CB-2499] p0309 H75-21251
LOCKHEED AIBCBAFT COBP., SDBHTVALE, CALIF.
Evaluation of advanced lift concepts and fuel
conservative short-haul aircraft, volume 1
[NASA-CB-137525] p0281 H75-20291
Evaluation of advanced lift concepts and fuel
conservative short-haul aircraft, volume 2
[HASA-CB-137526] p0282 H75-20292
The next forty years in aviation
p0450 B75-29007
LOCKHEED HISSILES AHD SPACE CO., HDHTSVILLE, ALA.
Conduct overall test operations and evaluate two
Doppler systems to detect, track and measure
velocities in aircraft wake vortices
[NASA-CB-120600] p0162 H75-15613
LOCKHEBD-CALIFOBHIA CO., BDBBAHK.
Development and experimental verification of
procedures to determine nonlinear
load-deflection characteristics of helicopter
substructures subjected to crash forces.
Volume 1: Development of simplified
analytical techniques to predict typical
helicopter airframe crushing characteristics
and the formulation of design procedures
[AD-784191] p0038 B75-10940
Advanced supersonic technology concept study:
Hydrogen fueled configuration
[HASA-CB-114718] p0038 H75-10943
Beasurement and analysis of aircraft far-field
aerodynamic noise
[HASA-CB-2377] p0063 H75-11982
Study of active cooling for supersonic transports
[NASA-CB-132573] p0225 B75-17336
Advanced supersonic technology concept study:
Hydrogen fueled configura'tion, summary report
[BASA-CR-2534] p0310 B75-21268
Conceptual design study of advanced acoustic
composite nacelle
[NASA-CB-132649J p0363 N75-23568
Flight service evaluation of PBD-49/epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[HASA-CH-132647] p0372 N75-24719
LOCKBEED-GEOBGIA CO., HABIETTA.
Ground effect for V/STOL aircraft configurations
and its simulation in the wind tunnel. Part
3: The tangentially blown ground as an
alternative to a moving ground: Application
to the NASA-Ames 40 by 80-foot wind tunnel
CNASA-CE-114497] p0013 N75-10005
Flight demonstration of the feasibility of a
scanning beam microwave landing system
p0036 N75-10919
Program for establishing long-time flight
service performance of composite materials in
the center wing structure of c-130 aircraft.
Phase 3: Fabrication
[HASA-CB-132495] p0058 N75-11937
STOL aircraft design approaches: Noise
considerations and performance tradeoffs
p0058 H75-11940
lake effect studies on a two dimensional
trailing edge high lift system
[AD-787141] p0163 H75-15618
Application of the equivalent mechanical flap
concept to jet flapped winq-body combinations
[AD-A000431] p0226 N75-17346
Static and wind tunnel model tests for the
development of externally blown flap noise
reduction techniques
[NASA-CB-134675] p0234 H75-18177
A method for predicting acoustically induced
vibration in transport aircraft, appendix
[AD-A004215] p0404 H75-25883
Beynolds number effects on the boattail
characteristics of a simulated nacelle at a
Hach number of 0.8
[AD-A004803] p0404 N75-25884
Theoretical and experimental study of a new
method for prediction of profile drag of
airfoil sections
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COBPOUIB SOOBCB IIDBI HCDOH8ELL-DOOGLAS ASIBOilBTICS CO.,
t H A S A - C R - 2 5 3 9 ] pO«41 H75-28003
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics
foe oscillating wings mth thickness
CHASA-CR-2259] p0443 B75-28030
Application of active controls technology to the
NASA Jet Stac airplane
fBASA-CR-2561] pO»«4 S75-28049
The C-5A active lift distribution control systes
p0482 H75-30051
LORD KIHBHATICS, EBIE, PA.
Endurance testing of an LB-726-4 elastoaeric
pitch change bearing
[AD-784140] p0030 H75-10074
LOD6BBOEODGH D8IV. OF TECHHOLOGY (EHGLAHD) .
A survey of aircraft noise annoyance in an area
of invariant noise to eliminate the effects on
annoyance of varying noise exposure
[TT-7405] p0034 H75-10755
Optimisation of aeroplane undercarriages using
hybrid computing facility, part 1
[TT-7414-PT-1] p0532 H75-33035
Optinisation of aeroplane undercarriages using
hybrid conputing facility, part 2
[TT-7414-PT-2] pOS32 H75-33036
LTV AEBOSPACE COEP., DALLAS, TEX.
Subsonic base and boattail drag, an analytical
approach
p0355 N75-23492
Isolating nozzle afterbody interaction
parameters and size effects: A new approach
p0357 H75-23503
Safezone escape alert system development
program. Phase 1: System development
[AD-A008561] p0374 H75-24733
LOCAS AEROSPACE LTD., BIBHIHGBAH ( E H G L A H D ) .
Ose of simulation in the design, development and
testing of power plant control systems
p0365 H75-23S95
The use of digital control for complex power
plant management
p0365 N75-23596
LOFTSCBIFFTECBBIK ALV, 6BAZ (AOSTBIA).
The nuclear airship ALV-C/1
p0119 H75-13830
M
HACHEAL-SCH1EHDLEB COUP., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Improvements to the SADSAH computer program for
aeroelasticity analysis
[NASA-CS-132617] p0263 H75-19173
HAB-ACOOSTICS AID BOISE, IHC., SEATTLE, HASH.
Establishing certification/design criteria for
advanced supersonic aircraft utilizing
acceptance, interference, and annoyance
response to simulated sonic booms by persons
in their homes
[AD-A009656] p0456 H75-29090
HAHHED SYSTEMS SCIEBCES, IHC., SOBTHBIDGB, CALIF.
A stndy of carburetor/induction systen icing in
general aviation accidents
[HASA-CB-143835] p0268 H75-19208
BABCOBI-ELLIOTT AVIOBIC SISTEHS LTD., BOCBESTEB
(BHGLAHD) .
The application of displays in navigation/attack
systems
p0411 N75^26780
The Belevance of existing automatic flight
control systems to the future development of
active control
p0481 N75-30044
BABQOABDT COBP., VAB HOYS, CALIF.
A/A 470-3 tow target reeling machine launcher
system
[AD-A004622] p0404 N75-25882
HABSHALL OF CAHBBIDGB (ENGIHEEEING) LTD. (EHGLAHD).
The application and development of aircraft
structural technology (safety etc.)
p0320 B75-22512
HABTIH MARIETTA AEBOSPACE. OBLAHDO, FLA.
Aerodynamic methodology. Bodies with tails at
arbitrary roll angle
[AD-A003341] p0309 H75-21253
BHIV.. COLLEGE PABK.
Divergence elimination with advanced composites
p0447 N75-28137
HASBIHSTBOYBBIYE, MOSCOW (OSSB).
Tabulated values of combinations of cyclic and
hyperbolic functions
p0027 H75-10052
HiSSACBOSBTTS IBST. OF TECH., CABBBIDGE.
A passive vingtip load alleviation system
[BASA-CB-140758] p0038 H75-10937
A study of gust response for a rotor-propeller
in cruising flight
[BASA-CB-137537} p0071 H75-12935
The cost of noise reduction in commercial tilt
rotor aircraft
[HASA-CB-137552] p0124 1175-13868
Dser's manual for computer program EOTOB
[BASA-CB-137553] p0130 875-1*725
Application of modern control theory to
scheduling and path-stretching maneuvers of
aircraft in the near terminal area
[BASA-CB-142058] p0164 H75-15626
Air pollution iron future giant jetports
[HASA-CB-142165] p0178 H75-17011
Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a
tvo-dimensional flat plate King
[AD-A000569] p0223 H75-17314
System design of a rudder coordination system
[ HASA-CB-142245] p0237 H75-18223
The development of experimental technigues for
the study of helicopter rotor noise
fBASA-CB-1376843 p0367 H75-23611
Summary of HIT research on dynamic stall and
blade-vortex interaction, 1971 - 1974
[AD-A008091] p0371 H75-24689
Flight test and evaluation of Onega navigation
for general aviation
[ NASA-CB-132677] p0405 H75-25901
Rind tunnel generation of sinusoidal lateral and
longitudinal gusts by circulation of twin
parallel airfoils
[ HASA-CB-137547] p0461 B75-29351
Investigation of the Multiple Model Adaptive
Control (SHAC) method for flight control systems
[ NASA-CB-119133] p0528 H75-32128
MASSACHUSETTS DHIV., AHBEBST.
A method for determining the effects of rapid
inflov changes on the dynamics of an
autorotating rotor
p0068 H75-12894
HATBBIALS BESEABCB LABS., HABIBYBHOHG (AOSTBALIA).
Theoretical predictions of thermal explosions.
Part 1: A mathematical model of a bomb in a
fire
[BEPT-623-PT-1] p0410 H75-26152
MAX-PLABCK-IHSTITUT FOEB STBOBHOHGSFOBSCBOHG,
eOETTIBGEN (REST GEBBAHY).
Unsteady behavior of transonic flows
[HPIS-BITT-59J p0359 H75-23516
MCDONNELL AIBCBAFT CO., ST. LODIS, BO.
Analysis and simulation of variable
throttle/energy management concepts for
fighter aircraft
[AD-A006745] p0318 H75-22329
Evaluation of the reliability and sensitivity of
NOT methods for titanium alloys. Volume 2
[AD-A001604] p0377 N75-24923
A fuselage/tank structure study for actively
cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles: Aircraft
design evaluation
[BASA-CB-132668] p0414 N75-26997
A fuselage/tank structure study for actively
cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles: Active
cooling system analysis
[SASA-CB-132669] p0414 H75-26998
A fuselage/tank structure study for actively
cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles: Structural
analysis
[ NASA-CR-132670] p0415 S75-26999
Survivable flight control systen: Active
control development, flight test, and
application
p0480 H75-30039
Design considerations for an active suppression
system for fighter wing/store flutter
p0525 S75-32097
BCDOHBELL-DODGLAS ASTBOH40TICS CO., ST. LODIS, HO.
Analytical comparison of hypersonic flight and
wind tunnel viscous/inviscid flow fields
[HASA-CB-2489] p0276 S75-19586
A leading edge heating array and a flat surface
heating array - operation, maintenance and
repair manual
[HASA-CB-144357] p0456 H75-29088
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BCDOHNELL-DOOGLAS COBP., SDRABDS APB, CALIF. CORPORATE SODECE INDEX
Impact of design trade studies on system human
resources
[AD-A009639] p0526 H75-32107
BCDONBBLL-DOUGLAS COS P., EDBABDS APB, CALIF.
Flight testing the F-15/AIM-7F weapon delivery
mode
p0036 N75-10918
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., LONG BEACB, CALIF.
Effective data monitoring during airplane
flyover noise tests
p0037 N75-10928
DC-9 noise retrofit feasibility. Volume 2:
Upper goal noise, perforsance and cost
evaluation
[AD-777895] p013U N75-14757
A conformal head-up display for the visual
approach
p0262 H75-19138
Boron/aluminum skins for the DC-10 aft pylon
[NASA-CR-132645] p0317 H75-22311
HCDOHHBLL-DODGLAS COBP., ST. LODIS, HO.
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume 1: Program summary
[AD-783600] p0029 H75-1006M
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume 2: Crew station
design/integration
[AD-783601] pOGT29 N75-1006S
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume 3: Test plan
[AD-783602] p0029 H75-10066
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter
aircraft. Volume 4: Test results
[AD-783603] p0029 N75-10067
Aerodynamic design of high performance biplane
vings
p0132 N75-14749
HECHAHICAL IECHBOLOGY, INC., LATHAM, N.I.
Application of high frequency resonance
techniques for bearing diagnostics in
helicopter gearboxes
[ 1D-A001011] 'p0408 N75-25936
HECBANICS DEVELOPMENT CO., PACIFIC PALISADES, CALIF.
Measurements of V/STOL aircraft noise mechanisms
using pressure cross-correlation techniques in
a reverberant wind tunnel
[HASA-CB-137627] p017U N75-16547
BEL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD., CBARLEI ( E N G L A N D ) .
Developments in the BADGE landing aid
pO»84 N75-30075
BENASCO HFG. CO., BOB BANK, CALIF.
System modification data. Modification of T-39
NLG drawings and analyses. Reference contract
item 0002, data item A003
[AD-A008651] pOU91 N75-30156
MBSSEBSCHBITT-BOELKOB G.B.B.B., OTTOBBUBB (IEST
GEBBAHT).
Design of composite structure with respect to
avoid crack propagation
p0367 B75-23709
Wing with stores flutter on variable sweep wing
aircraft
pO«42 N75-28017
HESSEBSCHBITT-BOELKOS-BJ.OBB G.H.B.B. , HABBDBG (VEST
G E R M A N Y ) .
Europlane QTOL: A European project proposal
p0058 N75-119H1
Europlane QTOL: Design parameter tradeoffs
p0059 N75-11942
Investigations into aircraft noise reduction by
shielding
p0059 N75-119U9
Transport aircraft with relaxed/negative
longitudinal stability: Results of a design
study
pO«79 N75-30031
HESSEBSCHBITT-BOELKOI-BLOHH G.B.B.B., HOIICH (iEST
G E B B A N Y ) .
Compatibility of take-off and landing with
mission and manoeuvre performance reguirements
for fighter aircraft
p0305 N75-21221
Investigations on direct force control for CCV
aircraft during approach and landing
p0306 N75-21232
Critical review of methods to predict the buffet
penetration capability of aircraft
p0315 N75-2228V
Fretting of structures for modern VG fighters
p0320 H75-22U89
Beynolds number effects on fore- and aftbody
pressure drag
p0356 H75-23497
Aerodynamic aspects and optimisation of thrust
reverser systems
p0358 N75-23513
An air intake control system for a supersonic
fighter aircraft
p0365 N75-23589
Control of an elastic aircraft using optimal
control laws
p0479 N75-30036
A guadruredundant digital flight control system
for CCV application
pOISO N75-300U2
Active control of empennage tter
p0526 N75-32099
MBSSBRSCBSITT-BOELKOB-BLOHB G.H. , OTTOBHOHH
(REST GERSANI).
Beguirements for operation of light helicopters
at night and in poor visibility
pO«82 N75-30058
Determination of aircraft tail drag in the
transonic wind tunnel for several tail and
nozzle shapes and a simulated cold engine jet
p0487 N75-30116
BICBIGAB DBIV., ABB ABBOB.
Friction and temperature rise in aircraft tires
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Experimental determination of airplane mass and
inertial characteristics
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piloted research vehicle program
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testing BPV control systems
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High altitude gust acceleration environment as
experienced by a supersonic airplane
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Analysis of longitudinal pilot-induced
oscillation tendencies of-IP-12 aircraft
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Flight test investigation of the vortex wake
characteristics behind a Boeing 727 during
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Effects of time-shifted data on flight
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An overview of BASA's digital fly-by-wire
technology development program
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Flight test experience with the F-8 digital
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A flight test investigation of the rolling
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Exploratory wind tunnel tests of a
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Comparisons of wing pressure distribution from
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Flow visualization study of close-coupled canard
wing and strake wing configuration
[NASA-TH-X-72668] p0308 N75-21247
Longitudinal aerodynamics of a low-wing lift-fan
transport including hover characteristics in
and out of ground effect
[NASA-TH-X-72670] p0308 S75-21248
Rind tunnel investigation of helicopter-rotor
wake effects on three helicopter fuselage models
[NASA-TB-X-3185] p0308 N75-21249
Dynamic-stability tests on an aircraft escape
module at Hach numbers from 0.40 to 2.16
[NASA-TB-X-72680] p0310 N75-21270
A model and plan for a longitudinal study of
community response to aircraft noise
[NASA-TM-X-72690] p0317 N75-22318
An experimental study of jet exhaust simulation
p0356 N75-23501
Effect of wing planform and canard location and
geometry on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a close-coupled canard wing
model at subsonic speeds
tNASA-TN-D-7910] p0358 N7S-23511
The effect of chine tires on nose gear
water-spray characteristics of a twin engine
airplane
[HASA-TH-X-72695] p0362 N75-23555
A study of helicopter interior noise reduction
[NASA-TH-X-72655] p0362 N7S-23556
Effect of canard position and wing leading-edge
flap deflection on wing buffet at transonic
speeds
[NASA-TH-X-72681] p0362 N75-23559
Subscale, hydrogen-burning,
airframe-integrated-scram}et: Experimental
and theoretical evaluation of a water cooled
strut airframe-integrated-scramjet:
Experimental leading edge
[NiSA-TK-X-72682] p0368 N75-23885
Analysis of various descent trajectories for a
hypersonic-cruise, cold-wall research airplane
[NASA-TN-D-7860] p0369 H75-24673
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
13-percent thick airfoil section designed for
general aviation applications
[NASA-TB-X-72697] p0370 N75-24678
Analysis of transonic flow about lifting
wing-body configurations
[NASA-TB-B-440] p0370 N75-24681
Vibration responses of test structure no. 1
during the Edwards Air Force Base phase of the
national sonic boom program
[ NASA-TM-X-72706] p0376 N75-24744
Crack growth under spectrum loading: A crack
closure model
[ NASA-TH-X-72708] p0378 N75-25221
Comparison of measured and calculated aircraft
lift generated pressures
[NASA-TB-X-72707] p0403 B75-25870
High lift aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAH-11252-1] p0406 N75-25914
A computer program for fitting smooth surfaces
to an aircraft configuration and other three
dimensional geometries
[ NASA-TH-X-3206] p0411 N75-26693
Problems of flight IB turbulence
[NASA-TT-F-16401] p0412 N75-26977
Instrumentation fdr measuring aircraft noise and
sonic boom
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11476-1] pO<!16 875-27334
Badiated noise from an externally blown flap
[NASA-TN-D-7908] p0417 N75-27855
Procedures for the design of low-pitching-ioment
airfoils
[NASA-TN-D-7982] p04U1 B75-28004
Low-speed upwash interference on a transport
model in a rectangular slotted-wall wind tunnel
[NASA-TB-X-3218] p0443 N75-28026
Effect of vertical-tail location on the
aerodynamic characteristics at subsonic speeds
of a close-coupled canard configuration
[NASA-TN-D-7947J p0443 N75-28027
Pressure distributions on a cambered wing body
configuration at subsonic Hach numbers
[NASA-TN-D-7946] p0443 B75-28029
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Operational experiences of a commercial
helicopter flovn ID a large netropolitan area
[BASA-TB-D-8000] pOui l B75-280U5
Interior noise levels of two propeller-driven
light aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-72716] pO«U6 H75-28066
BASA/Oniversity Conference on Aeronautics
[BASA-SP-372] pO»U9 B75-29001
Trends in aircraft noise control
pO»50 S75-29008
Airborne electronics for automated flight systems
pOUSO B75-29011
Sone trends in aircraft design: structures
pO<450 B75-2901U
Opportunities for aerodynamic-drag reduction
pOMSI B75-29016
Effort of spanwise variation of turbulence on
the normal acceleration of airplanes with
small span relative to turbulence scale
C»ASi-TH-X-727<l8] pOU52 B75-29036
Vibrations measured in the passenger cabins of
two jet. transport aircraft
[BASA-TB-D-7923] p0452 H75-29037
Extraction from flight data of longitudinal
aerodynamic coefficients in maneuvering flight
for F-8C aircraft
[BASA-TB-D-8019] pO»53 B75-29039
The effect of wing dihedral and section suction
distribution on vortex bursting
[HlSA-Ta-j;-7271|5J pO»56 S75-29091
Annoyance resulting from intrusion of aircraft
sounds upon various activities
CHASA-CE-1115388] p0458 B75-29112
A computer program for helicopter rotor noise
using Low son's formula in the time domain
CBASA-TH-X-72759] pOU59 H75-29116
Baseline measurement of the noise generated by a
short-to-medium range jet transport flying
standard ILS approaches and level flyovers
[HASA-TH-X-72760] pO»59 B75-29119
Becent NASA progress in composites
[NASA-TB-Z-72713] pOUSO B75-29188
Application of a new criterion for modeling
systems
p0475 B75-30001
Importance of helicopter dynamics to the
mathematical model of the helicopter
pfll»77 B75-30019
Botor systems research aircraft (BSRA)
requirements for, and contributions to,
rotorcraft state estimation and parameter
identification
pO<!78 N75-30022
Potential benefits to short-haul transports
through use of active controls
p0179 B75-30030
Approximate method for calculating transonic
flow about lifting wing-body configurations:
Computer program and user's manual
tBASA-TB-X-72758} pO«85 B75-30099
Effects of spanwise blowing on the pressure
field and vortex-lift characteristics of a 11
deg swept trapezoidal wing
[BASA-TB-D-7907] pO«86 B75-30103
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of a
large-scale advanced arrow wing supersonic
transport configuration with engines mounted
above the wing for upper-surface blowing
[BASA-TM-X-72761 ] p0186 B75-30107
Flow visualization of leading-edge vortex
enhancement by spanwise blowing
[BASA-TM-X-72702] p0486 N75-30108
Pree-flight model investigation of a
vertical-attitude 7T01 fighter
[HASA-T8-D-805U] p0487 B75-30109
Buman comfort response to random motions with a
dominant transverse motion
[BASA-TH-X-72691] pO<!90 B75-301U8
Summary of information on low-speed
lateral-directional derivatives due to rate of
change of sideslip beta prime
[HASA-TB-D-7972] pO»92 B75-30190
An improved method for optimum design of
mechanically and thermally loaded structures
CBASA-TB-D-7965] p0493 B7S-30596
Low altitude temperature and humidity profile
data for application to aircraft noise
propagation
CBASA-TB-D-7975] pOU9« B75-30671
Bind tunnel/flight data correlation for the
Boeing 737-100 transport airplane
[ HASA-TB-X-72715] p0495 B75-31051
Propulsion system noise reduction
pO«97 B75-31069
Hypersonic propulsion
pOU97 B75-31082
Automatic guidance and control of a transport
aircraft during a helical landing approach
[SASi-TB-D-7980] pOSOO 875-31116
Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of
interacting lifting surfaces with separated
flow around sharp edges predicted by a
vortex-lattice method
[BASA-TK-D-7921] p0522 B75-32023
A static air flow visualization method to obtain
a time history of the lift-induced vortex and
circulation
[HASA-TH-X-72769] p0522 B75-32025
Strain-gage bridge calibration and flight loads
measurements on a low-aspect-ratio thin wing
[HASA-TH-D-7979] p0523 B75-32030
Hotion-base simulator study of control of an
externally blown flap STOL transport aircraft
after failure of an outboard engine during
landing approach
[ HASA-TS-D-8026] p052<l H75-32091
Summary of recent design studies of advanced
acoustic-composite nacelles
[HASA-TB-1-7277IIJ p0525 H75-32094
A mathematical examination of the press model
for atmospheric turbulence
[BASA-TB-D-8038] p0525 B75-32095
A momentum analysis of helicopters and autogyros
in inclined descent, with comments on
operational restrictions
[BASA-TB-D-7917] p0530 S75-33000
Experimental investigation of a Bach 6
fixed-geometry inlet featuring a swept
external-internal compression flow field
[HASA-TN-D-7998] p0533 H75-33051
Joining and fabrication of metal-matrix
composite materials
[HASA-TH-X-3282] p0535 H75-33183
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Heal-time simulation of the TF30-P-3 turbofan
engine using a hybrid computer
[ BASA-TB-X-3106] p0032 H75-10095
A comparison of optimum JP and LH2 turbofan
engines designed for two subsonic transport
missions
[BASA-TH-x-71622] p0018 H75-109U5
Boise of model target type thrust reversers for
engine-over-the-wing applications
[NASA-TB-X-71621] p0039 N75-10948
Transonic compressor technology advancements
pOOtO N75-11199
Continuous-output terminal-shock-position sensor
for mixed-compression inlets evaluated in wind
tunnel tests of TF-12 aircraft inlet
[BASA-TB-X-3144] p0062 B75-11971
Influence of mixer nozzle velocity decay
characteristics on CTOL-OTH jet noise shielding
[BASA-TB-X-71631] p0073 B75-12951
Experimental investigation of a simple
distortion index utilizing steady-state and
dynamic distortions in a Hach 2.5
mixed-compression inlet and turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-X-3169] p0119 N75-13825
Prediction of axial-flow instabilities in a
turbojet engine by use of a multistage
compressor simulation on the digital computer
[BASA-TM-X-3134] p0124 B75-13870
Variable combnstor geometry for improving the
altitude relight capability of a double
annular combustor
[ KASA-TB-X-3163] p0125 B75-13871
Analysis of the dynamic response of a supersonic
inlet to flow-field perturbations upstream of
the normal shock
[ BASA-TB-D-7839] p0127 875-11065
Cold-air annular-cascade investigation of
aerodynamic performance of cooled turbine
vanes. 2: Trailing-edge ejection, film
cooling, and transpiration cooling
[BASA-TB-I-3180] p0129 H75-11718
Aerodynamic performance of a fully fill cooled
core turbine vane tested with cold aic in a
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two-dimensional cascade
[BASA-TH-X-3177] p0129 N75-11719
Cold-air perforaance of a
12.766-centimeter-tip-diameter anal-flow
cooled turbine. 1: Design and performance of
a solid blade configuration[BASA-TN-D-7881] p<M29 H75-11720
Aerodynamic analysis of several high throat Bach
number inlets for the quiet clean short-haul
experimental engine
[BASA-TH-X-3183] p0130 875-11723
Aerodynamic performance of a ceramic-coated core
turbine vane tested with cold air in a
tvo-dimensional cascade
[BASA-TH-X-3191] p0130 B75-11721
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance of a 1.83
meter (6 foot) diameter 1.2 pressure ratio fan(QP-6)[BASA-TB-D-7809] p013« H75-11765
Aerodynamic performance of 0.5 meter-diameter,
337 meter-per-second tip speed, 1.5
pressure-ratio, single-stage fan designed for
low noise aircraft engines
[BASA-TB-D-7836] p0131 B75-11767
BASA Lewis 10 by 10 foot supersonic wind tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-71625] p0135 H75-11780
Analysis of noise produced by jet impingement
near the trailing edge of a flat and a curved
plate
[BASA-TB-X-3171] p0137 B75-15399
Cold air study of the effect on turbine stator
blade aerodynamic performance of coolant
ejection from various trailing edge slot
geometries. 2: Comparison of experimental
and analytical results
[BASA-TB-X-3190] p0162 B75-15612
Forward velocity effects on under-the-wing
externally blown flap noise
[BASA-TB-X-71656 ] p0166 B75-15653
Comparison of experimental and theoretical
boundary-layer separation for inlets at
incidence angle at low-speed conditions
[BASA-TB-X-3191] p0169 B75-16509
Bethod of representation of acoustic spectra and
reflection corrections applied to externally
blown flap noise
[BASA-TB-X-3179] p0178 B75-17012
Design of a very-low-bleed Bach 2.5
mixed-compression inlet with 15 percent
internal contraction
[HASA-TB-X-3135] p0228 B75-17363
Structural response of a fiber composite
compressor fan blade airfoil
[BASA-TB-X-71623] p0232 B75-17709
Technology for reducing aircraft engine pollution
[SASA-TB-X-71670] p0239 B75-18237
The BASA research program on propulsion for
supersonic cruise aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-71666 ] p0239 B75-18238
Digital implementation of the TF30-P-3 turbofan
engine control
[BASA-TH-X-3105] p0239 H75-18239
Idle efficiency and pollution results for
two-row swirl-can combustors having 72 modules
[BASA-TB-X-3208] p0239 B75-18210
Preliminary study of advanced turbofans for low
energy consumption[BASA-TB-X-71663 ] p0239 H75-18211
Integration of aft-fuselage-mounted flow through
engine nacelles on an advanced transport
configuration at Bach numbers from 0.6 to 1.0
[BASA-TB-X-3178] p0261 B75-19180
Preliminary evaluation of turbofan cycle
parameters and acoustical suppression on the
noise and direct operating cost of a
commercial Bach 0.85 transport
[BASA-TB-X-71661] p0272 B75-19211
Betal matrix composites for aircraft propulsion
systems
[BASA-TB-X-71685] p0272 B75-19215
Influence of multitube mixer nozzle geometry on
•CTOL-OTS jet noise shielding
[BASA-TM-X-71681] p0272 B75-19216
Comparison of parametric duct-burning turbofan
and non-afterburning turbojet engines in a
Bach 2.7 transport
[HASA-TB-X-71679 ] p0272 B75-19217
Processable high temperature resistant polymer
matrix materials
[BASA-TB-X-71682] p0275 B75-19367
An experimental investigation of compressor
stall using an on-line distortion indicator
and signal conditioner
[HASA-TB-X-3182] p0278 B75-20218
Evaluation of some control-volume techniques for
analysis of shock-boundary layer interactions
in supersonic inlets
[BASA-TM-X-3186] p0279 B75-20256
Cold-air annular-cascade investigation of
aerodynamic performance of core-engine-cooled
turbine vanes. 1: Solid-vane performance and
facility description
[HASA-TB-X-322U] p0308 B75-21250
Analysis of ground reflection of jet noise
obtained with various microphone arrays over
an asphalt surface '
[SASA-TM-X-71696] p0311 B75-21280
Effect of casing treatment on performance of a
multistage compressor
[BASA-TB-X-3175] p0312 B75-21283
Effect of entry-lip design on aerodynamics and
acoustics of high throat Bach number inlets
for the guiet, clean, short-haul experimental
engine
[HASA-TM-X-3222] p0311 B75-22278
Fretting in aircraft turbine engines
p0320 B75-22192
Boise data from tosts of a 1.83 meter (6-ft-)
diameter variable-pitch 1.2-pressure-ratio fan(QF-9)
[BASA-TB-X-3187] p0322 B75-22911
Reynolds number effects on boattail drag of
exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight
tests
p0357 B75-23506
Full scale upper surface blown flap noise
[HASA-TB-X-71708] p0363 B75-23569
BASA refan program status
[HASA-TB-X-71705J p0363 N75-23570
An application of modern control theory to jet
propulsion systems
[ BASA-TB-X-71726] p0363 B75-23573
Generalized dynamic engine simulation technigues
for the digital computers
p0365 B75-23593
Transonic off-design drag and performance of
three mixed-compression axisymmetric inlets
[ BASA-TB-X-3215] p0366 B75-23602
Preliminary study of advanced turboprops for low
energy consumption
[BASA-TB-X-717110] p0375 H75-21739
Flow characteristics of various swirl-can module
designs
[BASA-TB-X-3236] p0375 B75-21710
Turbine design and application, volume 3
[BASA-SP-290-VOL-3] p0375 B75-21711
Effect on fan flow characteristics of length and
axial location of a cascade thrust reverser
[BASA-TB-X-3217] p0376 B75-21715
Exhaust pollutant emissions from swirl-can
combustor module arrays at parametric test
conditions
[BASA-TH-X-3237] p0376 B75-21716
External fins and ejector action for reducing
the infrared emission of engine exhaust ducting
[BASA-TH-X-3212] p0378 H75-25091
Challenge to aviation: Hatching a leaner
pterosauer
[HASA-Tfl-X-71711] p0378 B75-25298
Turbofan compressor dynamics during afterburner
transients
[HASA-Tfl-X-71711] pOIOS 875-25911
Interim prediction method for fan and compressor
source noise[BASA-TB-X-71763] p0109 B75-25918
Friction and wear of carbon-graphite materials
for high energy brakes
[BASA-TH-D-8006] p0110 B75-26137
Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex
on compressor face flow and turbojet stall
margin
[HASA-TB-X-3216] p0111 B75-26968
Analysis of the effects on life of leading-edge
holes in an airfoil subjected to arbitrary
spanwise and chordwise temperature distributions
[BASA-TH-X-3257] p0117 B75-27121
The long term energy problem and aeronautics
pOISO B75-29012
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Suiiary of model VIOL lift fan tests conducted
at N A S A Lewis Research Center
[ B A S A - T B - X - 7 1 7 7 8 ] J>0«57 B75-29106
Application of real-tine engine simulations to
the development cf propulsion system controls
[ BASA-TH-X-71764 ] p0458 H75-29108
Potential and viscous flow prediction in V/STOL
propulsion systen inlets
[BASA-TH-X-71776 ] pO<t58 H75-29110
Evaluation by step response tests of prototype
relief valves designed for YF-12 inlet
stability bleed system
tBASA-TH-X-3262] p0459 N75-29118
A throat-bypass stability systeu for a YF-12
aircraft research inlet using self-acting
•echanical valves
[BASA-TH-X-71779 ] p0460 H75-29128
Experimentally determined aeroacoustic
performance and control of several sonic inlets
[BASA-TH-X-71767 ) p0461 B75-29353
Preliminary study of the fuel saving potential
of regenerative turbofans for commercial
subsonic transports
[BASA-TH-X-71785J p0492 H75-30178
QCSSE program
pOU97 H75-31070
Befan program
p0497 B75-.31071
Composites for fans and compressors
p0497 N75-31075
Bearings and gears for advanced turbine engines
and transmissions
p0497 H75-31077
Engine systems technology
p0497 H75-31079
Propulsion systens technology
p0497 N75-31080
Supersonic propulsion
p0497 N75-31081
Potential and viscous flow in VTOL, STOL or CTOL
propulsion system inlets
[NASA-TH-X-71799 ] p0522 N75-32024
Effect of fuel properties on performance of a
single aircraft turbojet combustor
[NASA-TH-X-71789] p0527 875-32120
Effect of a 180 deg-extent inlet pressure
distortion on the internal flow conditions of
a TF30-P-3
CHASA-TH-X-3267] p0528 N75-32125
An observation on tone cut-off in static test
data from jet engine fans
[NASA-TH-X-3296] p0530 1175-32872
Effect of wall suction on performance of a short
annular diffuser at inlet Hach numbers up to 0.5
[NASA-Tn-X-3302] p0530 1175-33001
Development of circumferential seal for
helicopter transmissions: Results of bench
and flight tests
[NASA-TH-X-71806] p0534 N75-33055
Installation and airspeed effects on jet
shock-associated noise
[ N A S A - T H - X - 7 1 7 9 2 ] p0534 1175-33056
Cold-air investigation of a 3 1/2-stage
fan-drive turbine Kith a stage loading factor
of 4 designed for an integral lift engine. 1:
Turbine design and performance of first stage
[HASA-TH-X-3289] p0534 1175-33057
BATIONAL AEEOBAOTICS AHD SPACE ADMIBISTRATIOH.
WALLOPS STATION, BALLOPS ISLAND, VA.
Pilot preference and procedures at uncontrolled
airports
[NASA-TN-D-7928] p0233 H75-18169
NATIOBAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADBIHISTBATION,
BASBINGTOB, D.C.
HASA aeronautics
[NF-46/5-74] p0161 B75-15602
Korolev: A chronicle
[NASA-TT-F-16278] p0369 B75-24654
Aeronautics in the American Society
p0449 1175-29002
NATIONAL AEROSPACE LAE. , AHSTEBDAB (BETBEELiBDS).
Impact of future fuels on ailitary aero-engines
p0177 B75-169P1
Evaluation of the effect of a yaw-rate danper on
the lateral-directional stability and control
of the Beechcraft Queen Air 80 laboratory
aircraft
[BLB-TB-73105-D] p0229 N75-17374
Flight tests with a simple head-up display used
as a visual approach aid
p0307 H75-21235
Jet interference of a podded engine installation
at cruise conditions
p0355 875-23490
Calculation of aerodynaDic loads on oscillating
wing/store combinations in subsonic flow
p0441 N75-28015
Analysis of measured aerodynamic loads on an
oscillating ving-store combination in subsonic
flow
p0442 N75-28016
Tne effect of a pylon-mounted nacelle on the
flutter behaviour of a wing-pylon-nacelle
configuration
[NLB-TB-74125-0] p0454 N75-29056
Design and evaluation of a symmetric flight test
manoeuvre for the estimation of longitudinal
performance and stability and control
characteristics
p0475 N75-30006
Handling quality criteria development for
transport aircraft with fly-by-wire primary
flight control systems
p0479 N75-30035
Engine condition problems in supersonic flight
p0499 N75-31105
BATIOBAL AEROSPACE LAB., TOKTO (JAPAN).
Preliminary experiments on film cooling of
turbine blades with injection near the leading
edge. 1: Injection through holes located
near the leading edge
[BAL-TB-371] p0227 N75-17359
On the natural vibration of plate-beam
combination structures, 4
[BAL-IB-363] p0232 N75-17707
A method for predicting unsteady aerodynamic
forces on oscillating wings with thickness in
transonic flow near Hach number 1. Part 1:
Two-dimensional theory. Part 2: Rectangular
wings
[NAL-TB-368T-PT-1] p0263 »75-19174
An exact solution for transonic potential flow
past aerofoil sections
[NAL-TR-383] p0264 N75-19176
On fatigue crack arresting by a stop-hole in
2024-13 aluminum alloy sheet specimens
[NAL-TB-359] p0275 B75-19413
Belatioq between scatter of fatigue life and S-N
curve in aircraft structural aluminium alloy
2024-14
[NAL-TB-360] p0275 N75-19414
Effects of Reynolds number and roughness on C
sub Lmax
[NAL-TB-396] p0451 N75-29026
Measurement and analysis of unsteady aerodynamic
force for the vertical gust on an airplane
model in the HAL gust wind tunnel
t NAL-TB-399] p0451 B75-29027
Shear and moment response of the airplane wing
to nonstationary turbulence
[NAL-TR-404T] p0452 S75-29032
Digital fuel controller for lift jet engine
[NAL-TB-389] p0459 N75-29122
Pressure distributions on the surface of
externally-blown flap
[NAL-TB-410] p0521 B75-32012
Determination of longitudinal stability and
control derivitives of Queen Air
[NAL-TR-406] p0528 B75-32127
BATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPBBIHENIAL C3HTEB,
ATLANTIC CITY, I.J.
Developing STOL operational criteria
p0035 N75-10911
Evaluation of an experimental elevated
high-intensity runway edge light
[AD-785016] p0075 N75-12975
Technical evaluation of weather clutter
feasibility model
[AD-787607] p0120 H75-13834
Test of glide slope guidance with and without
simplified abbreviated visual approach slope
indicator
[AD-787304] p0120 N75-13836
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Flight tests of the Rome Air Development center
target enhancing linear relay system '
[&D-7B7309] p0126 875-13883
Simulated ground-level STOL runway/aircraft
evaluation. Phase 3: Tests
[AD-783749] p0174 N75-16545
Jet engine burn-through flame characteristics
[AD-781795] p0175 N75-16556
The measurement of the HcDonnell-Douglas DC-9
trailing vortex system using the tower fly-by
technique
[AD-AOO1456/3] - p0237 N75-18222
Evaluation of a high-capacity, firefighting
foam-dispensing system
{AD-A006264} p0241 H75-18259
Development ot a scientific basis for analysis'
of aircraft seating systems
[AD-A004306] p0280 N75-20273
Evaluation of the Bubino procedure for radio
telemetric theodolite positioning
[AD-A004317] p0288 N75-20353
The measurement of the Boeing 707 trailing
vortei system using the tower fly-by technique
[ AD-A008384] p0403 N75-25868
Data link short-message cockpit display test
[AD-A005988] p0461 N75-29285
Investigation of the vortex wake characteristics
of jet transports during climbout and turning
flight
[AD-A012383/6] p0531 N75-33006
NATIOBAL BDBEAD OF STAHDABDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Shear and tension-bending fatigue test methods
for threaded airframe fasteners
[COH-75-10417/4] p0448 N75-28444
BAIIOHiL GAS TtJBBIBE ESTABLISHMENT, FABBBOBOOGB,
(EBGLABD) .
A digital controller applied to the limitation
of reheat combustion roughness
p0365 S75-23586
Total powerplant simulation
p0365 875-23594
BATIOHAL GAS TOBBISE F.STABLISHHEBT, PIESTOCK
(BBGLABD) .
The effect of cycle parameters on high
temperature low cycle fatigue
p0017 N75-10491
thrust/drag analysis for a front fan nacelle
having two separate co-axial exhaust streams
[ABC-CP-1311] p0453 875-29049
RATIONAL HATEBIiLS ADVISORY BOABD, BASHIBGTON, D.C.
Aerospace structural adhesives
[AD-787040] p0136 875-14916
Betal-matrix composites: Status and prospects
[SASA-CR-142191] p0176 N75-16636
NATIONAL PHYSICAL LAB., TEDDIBGTOB (BBGLABD).
Some results of wind-tunnel tests on an aerofoil
section (SPL 9510) combining a 'peaky' upper
surface-pressure distribution with rear loading
[ABC-CP-1292] p0171 H75-16S20
HATIONAL EESEABCH COOBCIL OF CABADA, OTTAWA
(OBTABIO) .
Experience with the NBC 10 feet by 20 feet
v/STOL propulsion tunnel: Some practical
aspects of V/STOL engine model testing
[DHE/HAE-1973(2) ] p0015 875-10107
Quarterly bulletin of the Division of Hechanical
Engineering and the National Aeronautical
Establishment, 1 October - 31 December 1971
[DBE/BAE-1974(4) ] p0278 N75-20249
Equil ibrium performance analysis of gas turbine
engines using influence coefficient techniques
p0365 H75-23592
In-flight thrust measurement: A fundamental
element in engine condition monitoring
p0498 B75-31095
lift
p0535 H75-33998
BATIOHAL TEABSPOBTATION SAFETY BOABD, iASBIBGTOI,
D.C.
The attainable goal in airline safety
p0026 H75-10035
Annual review of aircraft accident data: DS
General Aviation calendar year 1971
[BTSB-ABG-74-2] p0026 N75-10037
Aircraft accident report. Trans World Airlines,
Inc., Boeing 707-331B, H8705T, Los Angeles,
California, 28 August 1973
[PB-234422/4] p0070 875-12915
Aircraft accident report: National airlines,
incorporated, dcDonnell-Douglas DC-10-10,
N 6 0 N A , near Tampa, Florida, 8 July 197*
[PB-234791/2] p0070 N75-12916
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format DS
Civil Aviation issue number 1 of 1974 accidents
fPB-236867/6] p0172 N75-16528
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format
supplemental issue, 1973 accidents. File
numbers 1-0040 thru 1-0042, 3-4141 thru
3-4163, 4-0001 thru 4-0032, 5-0001 thru
5-0035, 6-0001 thru 6-0086, A-0001 thru
A-0003, A-0005, C-0001, E-0001 thru E-0023
[PB-237091/4] p0223 N75-17322
Analysis of general aviation accident records
p0267 N75-19200
Aircraft accident report. Eastern Air Lines,
Inc. McDonnell-Douglas DC 9-31, B8967E
Akron-Conton Begional Airport, Sorth Canton,
Ohio, 27 Nov. 1973
[PB-238637/3] p0280 875-20274
Special study: Safety aspects of emergency
evacuations from air carrier aircraft
[PB-238269/5] p0281 875-20275
Annual reviews of aircraft accident data DS Air
Carrier operations, 1973
[PB-238281/0] p0281 H75-20276
Pan American Rorld Airways, Incorporated Boeing
707-321B, N454PA, Pago Pago, American Samoa,
30 January 1974
[PB-238478/2] p0281 M75-20277
Delta Air Lines Incorporated HcDonnell Douglas
DC-9-32, N3323L, Chattanooga Hunicipal
Airport, Chattanooga, Tennessee
tPB-238479/0] p0281 H75-20278
Pan American Borld Airways, Incorporated, Boeing
707-321C, N458PA, Boston, Hassachusetts,
November 1973
[PB-239448/4] p0372 H75-24701
Sierra Pacific Airlines, Incorporated Convair
340/440, N4819C near Bishop, California, 13
March 1974
[PB-239511/9] p0372 H75-24702
Aircraft accident report: Air East, Inc.
Beechcraft 99A, N125AE, Johnstown-Cambria
County Airport, Johnstown, Pennsylvania, 6
January 1974
[PB-239891/5] p0413 875-26982
Aircraft accident report. Brief format, O.S.
Civil Aviation issue number 3 of 1974
accidents. File numbers: 1-0002 thru 1-0007,
1-0009 thru 1-0019, 1-0021 thru 1-0023, 1-0025
thru 1-0028, 3-1034, 3-1444, 3-1801 thru 3-2700
[PB-240364/0] p0413 N75-26983
Aircraft accident report: Sew Jersey Air
National Guard F106, serial number 59-0044,
Piper PA-24-250, N6876P, midair collision near
Sans, Virginia, 11 October 1974
[PB-240250/1] p0413 H75-2698U
Aircraft accident report: Aircraft Pool Leasing
Corporation, Lockheed super constellation,
L-1049B, N6917C, Hiami, Florida, 15 December
1973
[PB-240120/6] p0413 N75-26985
Aircraft accident report: Saturn Airways Inc.,
Lockheed L-382, N14ST, Springfield, Illinois,
23 Hay 1974
[PB-240119/8] p0413 S75-26986
Annual review of aircraft accident data, OS
general aviation, calendar year 1972
[PB-239608/3] p0413 H75-26988
Aircraft accident report: National Airlines,
Incorporated, DC-10-10, N60NA, near
Albuquerque, New Hexico, 3 November 1973
[PB-239889/9] pO»13 H75-26989
Aircraft accident report: Iberia tineas Aereas
De Espana (Iberian Airlines) . McDonnell
Douglas DC-10-30, EC CBN Logan International
Airport, Boston, Sassachusetts, 17 December 1973
[PB-239890/7] p0414 B75-26990
Aircraft accident report. Brief format: D.S.
Civil Aviation issue no. 4 of 1974 accidents.
File numbers: 1-0001, 1-0032 thru 1-0035,
1-0037 thru 1-0038, 3-0001, 3-0188, 3-2701
thru 3-2978, 3-2980 thru 3-3038, 3-3040 thru
3-3600
[PB-241542/0] p0524 B75-32044
Aircraft accident report: Trans iorld.
Airlines, Inc., Boeing 707-331B, B8734 in the
C-28
COBPOHATE SOOBCB INDEX HER TECHHOI06I, IBC.
Ionian Sea
[PB-241705/3] p0531 B75-33018
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format. OS
civil aviation issue number 2 of 1974 accidents
[PB-242I469/5] p0531 H75-33021
BATZ08A1 fBATHES SEBVIC2, STEBLIH6, 7i.
Evaluation of a Sperry Lidar Ceiloieter
[AD-777820] p0232 B75-17653
NATAL ACiDEHI, 1BHAPOLIS, HD.
Opt imum rate of climb for high performance
aircraft
[AD-784112] p0030 B75-10076
NATAL AIB DEVELOPHEHT CEBTEE, RARBINSTEB, PI.
The B and D Emulator: A new T and E tool
p0035 B75-1091U
Cleaning and corrosion control of avionics
equipment at all levels of maintenance
[AD-784975] p0062 B75-11968
Specification for visual target acquisition
system AH/AVG-8A (XJ-1) flight test program
interface control document SB 1506-02-73
[AD-779409] p0067 H75-12769
Aerodynamic analysis of a profile fighter tov
target
[AD-787639] p0163 H75-15622
Aeromechanical analysis of a tov target system
installed on the A-4 airplane
[AD-787059] p0163 H75-15625
Lou speed vind tunnel test of jet flaps and
floating wingtip ailerons on a fighter ving
[AD-A000809] p0223 B75-17318
Statistical review of counting accelerometer
data for Havy and Harine fleet aircraft
[AD-A000092] p0227 N75-17355
Flight test evaluation of SECAHT 7ECAS collision
avoidance system
tAD-A002281] p0269 B75-19220
A computer study of acceleration developed by a
vertical seeking ejection seat
[AD-A002970] p0311 H75-2127H
Program plan for investigation of model s-2
airplane catapult and hold back operations
capacity
[AD-A006892] p0319 N75-22340
Flight test for the feasibility evaluation of
the Chadvick Electronic Weighing System (CREIS)
[AD-A007516] p0359 N75-23522
A crashworthy armored pilot seat for helicopters
[AD-A007S51] p0361 N75-23541
Aerodynamic analysis of a general purpose tov
target
[ AD-A003497] p0404 H75-25881
Air launch characteristics of the BQB-74C target
drone from DC-130A airplane
[AD-A004190] pOIOS N75-25892
The ASSET (Advanced Skewed Sensory Electronic
Triad) program
p0480 H75-30043
Catapult and arrested landing fatigue tests of
the model E-2A/B airplane
[AD-A0057703 pO<!90 S75-30151
Investigation of helicopter door, window, and
access panel losses
[AD-A005B82) pOD91 H75-3015II
Effects of graphite-epoxy composite materials on
the corrosion behavior of aircraft alloys
[AD-A010127] p0529 N75-32186
SAVAL AIR ESGIHEEBIBG CEBTEE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
In-airframe ground runup noise suppressor program
[AD-7852M6] p0063 S75-11986
NAVAL AIR TEST CEITER, PATOIEST RIVBB, BD.
Flight fidelity testing of OS Navy operational
flight trainers
p0035 S75-10915
High sink-rate landing testing of Havy aircraft
p0036 B75-1092U
Advancement in paranenter identification and
aircraft flight testing
p0476 S75-30012
OS Navy VTOL automatic landing system
development program
p0485 N75-30081
BAVAL BLECTBOBIC SISTERS TEST AND EVALOATIOB
DETACHBEBI, PATOXEHT BITER, HO.
Certification test procedures for aircraft
approach control AH/SPN-41
CAD-786207] p0121 S75-138H1
BAVAL INTELLIGENCE SDPPOBT CBNTBB, RASHIHGTON, D.C.
Ring longitudinal stability criteria
[AD-A007H30] p0360 B75-23527
Hydroaerodynamic characteristics of a low aspect
ratio delta ving near a screen
[AD-A007619] . p0360 B75-23529
NATAL POSTGBADOATB SCHOOL, BONTBBEI, CALIF.
Experimental hydraulic ran studies (FI 74)
[AD-784736] p0040 875-11230
Introduction to distortion induced engine
instability
p0073 H75-12955
A risk and comparative analysis of aircraft
accident data
CAD-787426] p<M32 B75-11736
The pnlsejet engine: A review of its
development potential
[AD-787439] p0167 U75-15661
Aerodynamic characteristics of an azisymmetric
body undergoing a uniform pitching motion
[AD-A003659] pOKOI S75-25879
Improvement of AN/TPQ-27 filter and control
techniques
[AD-A003878] pO»05 B75-25903
Aircraft fuel tank vulnerability to hydraulic
ran: Hodification of the Northrop finite
element computer code BB-1 to include
fluid-structure interaction: Theory and users
manual for BB-1 HB
[AD-A003U71] p(W07 H75-25922
Investigation of the A-7 hook point attachment
bolt loosening problem
[AD-A004256] pOUOS N75-25933
A proposal to implement statistical reliability
analysis methodology into the Naval aviation
maintenance program
[iD-A00126«] pO«12 S75-26981
Hydraulic ram pressure measurements
[AD-AOOU2I41] p0415 N75-27005
Induced currents on tvo dimensional
electromagnetic planar structures
[AD-A005733] pOtt61 N75-29339
Flight director lavs for the longitudinal cyclic
and collective controls of the UH-1H helicopter
[AD-A009822] pOSOO N75-31117
A model based technique for flight director —
design: Helicopter hovering flight
[AD-A009976] p0529 N75-32131
A research study of the rotary ving test and
evaluation segments at the Naval Air Test
Center, Patuxent Biver, Baryland
[AD-A010796] p0531 N75-33015
Evaluation of an integrated electronic
instrument display for helicopter hover
operations using a six-degree-of-freedom
fixed-base simulation
[AD-AO10834] p0532 N75-33045
IA7AL BBSEABCH LAB., RASHINGTON, D.C.
A prototype four-horn cluster IFF antenna
CAD-784395] p0033 N75-10327
NATAL SHIP BESEABCH AND DETELOPBENT CENTEB,
BETBESDA, BD.
Tvo-dictensional subsonic evaluation of a
15-percent thick circulation control airfoil
with slots at leading and trailing edges
[AD-785230] p0060 N75-11951
NATAL SDBFACE HBAPOBS CENTBB, DABLGHBB, TA.
An estimate of the effect of multiple ejection
rack flexibility on six degree of freedom
store ejection conditions
[AD-A008329] P0374 N75-2473H
NATAL iEAPONS CENTEB, CHINA LAKE, CALIF.
Bicrovave radiometric all-veather imaging and
piloting techniques
p0483 N75-30060
HEILSEN BHGISEEBIBG AHD BESBARCB, IBC., SOD8TAIS
TIER, CALIF.
Extension of the method for predicting six
degree of freedom store separation
trajectories at speeds up to the critical
speed to include a fuselage with noncircnlar
cross section. Volume 2: User's manual for
the computer programs
[AD-A006158] pO«89 N75-30134
BEB BEZICO ONIT., ALBOQDEBQOE.
Evaluation of construction techniques for nev
antihydroplaning overlays
[AD-784870] p0039 B75-10959
SEB TBCBSOLOGY, IBC., flDHISVIlLB, ALA.
Study of dynamic characteristics of aeroelastic
systems utilizing Bandomdec signatures
C-29
RER IOBK OHIV., COBPOBATE SOOBCE IBDEI
[BASA-CB-132563] p0129 H75-1<(717
NEH IOBR OBIT., B.I.
Fluid dynamic aspects of jet noise generation
[NASA-CB-140673] p0031 B75-10088
Three dimensional flows around airfoils with
shocks
[COO-3077-43] p0162 N75-15615
Studies of separated flows
[AD-A000348] p0232 H75-17626
Supercritical wing sections 2, volume 108
[NASA-CB-142229] p0233 N75-18167
Low speed injection effects on the aerodynanic
performance at transonic speed
p0355 N75-23494
Accelerated iteration schemes for transonic flow
calculations using fast poisson solvers
[NASA-CB-143431] p0501 N75-31378
BBRCASTLB-OPOB-T1BB OBIT. (EBGLABD).
Precision in LCHIF testing
p0017 N75-10490
BIELSBB EHGIHEERIHG ABD BESEABCB, IBC., HOCHTAIH
TIER, CALIF.
Computer programs for calculating the static
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body-tail configurations
[BASA-CB-2474] p0130 N75-14727
Effect of symmetrical vortex shedding on the
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-body-tail combinations
tHiSA-CR-2473;) p0173 S75-165U3
Applicability of Bandomdec technique to flight
simulator for advanced aircraft
[HASA-CR-137609] p0175 H75-16561
Analysis of wake vortex flight test data behind
a 1-33 aircraft
tHASA-CB-137669] p035H N75-23482
Calculation of static longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of STOL aircraft with upper
surface blown flaps
[8ASA-CB-137646] p0354 B75-23483
Supersonic lifting-surface computer program for
cruciform wing-body combinations
[AD-A003925] p0412 N75-26978
Extension of the method for predicting
six-degree-of-freedom store separation
trajectories at speeds up to the critical
speed to include a fuselage with noncircular
cross section. Tolume 1: Theoretical methods
and comparisons with experiment
[AD-A005822] p0455 H75-29071
BOBTB ABERICAB ROCKSELL COBP., LOS AHGELES, CALIF.
Theoretiqal prediction of airplane stability
derivatives at subcritical speeds
[BASA-CB-132681] p0456 H75-29089
BOBTH CABOLIBA STATE OHIV., RALEIGH.
Application of external aerodynamic diffusion to
shrouded propeller noise reduction
p0314 H75-22272
Light aircraft lift, drag, and moment
prediction: A review and analysis
[BASA-CB-2523] p0370 B75-24677
Turbojet engine gas path analysis: A review
p0499 N75-31100
BOBTHBOP COBP., HABTHOSBE, CALIF.
Investigation of Northrop F-5A wing buffet
intensity in transonic flight
[HASA-CR-248U] p0071 B75-12934
Stabilization of externally slung helicopter loads
[AD-A000893] p0237 B75-18224
Calculation on unsteady tvo-diiaensional
supersonic flow by the method of characteristics
[AD-A006969J p0321 H75-22666
A criterion for prediction of airfrane
integration effects on inlet stability with
application to advanced fighter aircraft
p035U S75-23U8T
Flight simulation of the model 347 advanced
tandem-rotor helicopter
[AD-A005050]- p0445 H75-28052
OAK RIDGE BATIOBAL LAB.. TEBB.
Total energy use for commercial aviation in the OS
[OBNL-NSF-EP-68] p0027 B75-10039
OAKLAND OHIV., BOCHESTEB, MICH.
Seduction of the bat hazard to Bandolph AFB
aircraft AFHL/AFOSB contract no. 73-187
[AD-A008972] p0489 B75-30136
OFFICE BATIOHAL D*ETUDES El OB BBCBEBCHES
AEBOSPATIALES, PABIS (FBAHCE).
Theoretical and experimental study of boundary
layer control by blowing at the knee of a flap
p0116 B75-13804
Beguired pilot cues and displays for takeoff and
landing
p0307 B75-21237
Flow separation and aerodynamic excitation at
transonic speeds
p0315 B75-22284
Dynamic characteristics of structures determined
using point excitation vibration testing
p0321 N75-22538
Interaction problems between air intakes and
aircraft
p0354 B75-23486
Theory of mixing flow of a perfect fluid around
an afterbody and a propulsive jet
p0355 B75-23493
Flutter of wings equipped mth large engines in
pod
p0441 1175-28014
Five identification methods applied to flight
test data
p0476 B75-30008
Closed form expression of the optimal control of
a rigid airplane to turbulence
p0480 B75-30037
A guidance system for fixed or rotary wing
aircraft in approach and landing zones
p048« N75-30073
Closed form expression of the optimal control of
a rigid airplane to turbulence
p0526 B75-32101
Hind tunnel test of a flutter suppressor on a
straight wing
p0526 B75-32102
OFFICE OF NATAL BESEABCB, LOBDON (EBGLABD).
Mechanics and fluid mechanics at Delft
[AD-787628] p0168 N75-15917
OFFICE OF TBE CHIEF OF BESEABCB ABD DETELOPHENT
(ABMI) , RASHINGTOB, D.C.
Proceedings of the 1974 Army Science Conference.
Tolume 1: Principal authors A through H
[AD-785600] p0137 N75-15499
OFFICE OF THE DIBECTOB OF DEFENSE BESEABCH AND
EBGIBEBBING, WASHINGTON, D.C.
T and E guidelines for aircraft systems
[AD-784549] p0031 N75-10085
T and E guidelines for airborne ECU systems
[AD-784574] p0016 B75-10332
OHIO STATE OBIT. BESEABCH FOONDATIOB, COLOHBOS.
Development of stall deterrent device for small
airplanes
[AD-A012387/7) p0532 N75-33043
OHIO STATE OBIT., COLOHBOS.
Developnent of accelerated life testing
technigues for general failure modes of
aircraft hardware
[AD-784188] p0030 B75-10073
A tactual pilot aid for the approach-and-landing
task: Inflight studies
p0261 B75-19131
The accident record in terms of the pilot
p0267 N75-19202
Classification of objects with complex geometric
shape by means of low frequency
electromagnetic response
p0309 B75-21257
Tibration diagnostics in helicopter power trains
p0498 N75-31096
An analysis of heat transfer on a Joukowski
airfoil with separation and reattachment
p0521 N75-32008
OHIO OBIT., ATHEBS.
Instrument landing system improvement program:
Environmental study of the 200 foot aperture
slotted cable localizer antenna array
[AD-785025] p0065 S75-12009
Experimental validation of Boeing 747 ILS signal
scattering calculations for critical area
determination
[AD-787609] p0074 B75-12972
Flight evaluation: Ohio Oniversity omega
receiver base
[BASA-CB-141058] p0120 N75-13838
Instrument landing system improvement program:
Centerline monitor
C-30
COBPOBATJJ SOOBCB IBDBX PBIBCBTOB OBIV..
(AD-781797) p0176 H75-16565
Coiion antenna preamplifier-isolator for V1F-LF
receivers
[BASA-CR-143237] p0448 S75-28278
QID DOSIHIOH OIIV. BBSEABCB POORDATIOB, BOBFOLK, VA.
Power reguirement of rotating rods in airflow
[ BASA-CR-132556] p0129 B75-14716
Fast response vanes for sensing flov patterns in
helicopter rotor environment
[BASA-CR-132545] pOISO B75-14721
Analytical simulation of the far-field jet noise
and the unsteady Jet flow-field by a model of
periodic shedding of vortex ring f rom the jet
ent
[HASA-CB-143211] p0442 875-28021
OLD DOHIHICH OBI?.. BCBFOLK, VA.
The finite element nethod in low speed
aerodynamics
[HASA-CR-143190] p0411 H75-26972
Instrumentation for measuring aircraft noise and
sonic boom
[ SAEA-CASE-LAB-11476-1] p0416 B75-27334
OPEBATIOB£L BESSABCB JHD AHALYSIS ESTABLISBSEST,
OTTA8A (OBTARIO) .
Analysis of distress air cases in relation to
crash position and intended track: 1968 - 1973
[AD-A007429] p0361 N75-235UO
OXFORD DBIV. (E86LABD).
Internal-combustion engine/vapour cycle
combination
[ODEL-1097/74] p0286 N75-20336
PACIFIC AIBBOTIVE COBP., BOBBABK, CALIF.
An integrated reliability program utilized for
aircraft industrial and marine gas turbines
pOSOO N75-31107
PAB AHEBICAN BOBLD AIBIATS, INC., HEi IOBK.
Oceanic air route navigation with envelope match
Loran-C
[AD-A003800] p0281 H75-20286
PABSONS OF CALIFOBHIA, STOCKTON.
Design concepts for helicopter pallets and
gondolas
[AD-A004013] p0408 H75-25935
PBBNSYIVA8IA STSTE DHIV., UNIVERSITY FABK.
Effect of blade ro« geometry on axial flow rotor
unsteady response to inflow distortions
[AD-785276] p0064 H75-11991
The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex
interaction problem
p0068 N75-12895
The dynamic response of aircraft encountering
aircraft wake turbulence
p0263 N75-19170
Measurement and analysis of the unsteady normal
force and pitching moment on an axial flow fan
rotor blade element
[AD-A002739] p0287 H75-20343
On the investigation of cascade and
turbomachinery rotor wake characteristics
tiD-A003580] p0410 N75-26323
Unsteady vortex lattice techniques applied to
wake formation and performance of the
statically thrusting propeller
[NASA-CH-132686] p0451 M75-29031
Dnsteady vortex lattice techniques applied to
wake formation and performance of the
statically thrusting propeller
p0521 S75-32010
On the investigation of cascade and
turbomachinery rotor wake characteristics
P0529 H75-32378
PBUCO-FOBD COBP., WILLOH GROVE, PA.
FAA printed circuit board analysis:
Comprehensive analysis
[ID-781798] p0176 B75-16742
PHYSICAL DIBAHICS, INC.. BEBKELET, CALIF.
Laser Doppler velocineter systea simulation for
sensing aircraft wake vortices. Part 2:
Processing and analysis of LDV data (for runs
1023 and 2023)
[NAS4-CH-120758] pO«48 D75-2839U
Laser Doppler velociaeter system simulation for
sensing aircraft wake vortices. Part 3: The
problem of reflection from the secondary mirror
[N4S4-CR-120759] pO-448 H75-28395
PICATIHiY ABSEiAL, DOVEB, B.O.
Cooperative program for design, fabrication, and
testing of graphite-epoxy composite helicopter
shafting
[AD-A005024] p04«7 B75-28244
PIBBBOBG LOFTFABBT6EBAETE DBION G.H.B.B., BEOSS
(REST 6 E B B A B Y ) .
A new lightweight fuel control systea for
electrical inputs
p0366 B75-23599
PIBKEL (I. IBflBG), FilBVIEg PABK, OBIO.
Alternative fuels for aviation
P0177 B75-16980
PISA OBIV. (HALT).
Flnidic sensors for turbojet engines
p0366 S75-23598
Theoretical and experinental research on the
fatigue crack propagation in stiffened panels,
an evaluation of the Paris theory
[AD-A008079] p0374 B75-24732
Problems in fault diagnostics and prognostics
for engine condition monitoring
p0498 H75-31085
PLBSSEY BADAB LTD., BAVAB1 (EBGL4BD).
United Kingdom phase 2 programme
p0076 B75-12987
POLISB ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, BABSAR.
Stationary reaction of a dual-sphere
configuration moving in a free-molecular medium
[BEPT-36/1973] p0233 S75-18172
Computation of airfoil DBAG profiles
[BEPT-35/197H] p0262 B75-19165
The peculiar case of representing a profile pair
on a circumference pair
[BEPT-2/1973] p0313 B75-22021
POLITECNICO DI BILA8O (ITALY).
The effect of vortex generators on the
development of a boundary layer
P0117 B75-13810
PBAI1 ABD IHITBEY AIBCBAFT, EAST BABTFOBD, CONH.
Two-stage fan. 2: Data and performance with
redesigned second stage rotor uniform and
distorted inlet flows
[BASA-CB-134710] p0038 B75-10944
Impact resistance of hybrid composite fan blade
materials
[ NASA-CR-134712] p0066 B75-12077
Methods to increase engine stability and
tolerance to distortion
p0074 H75-12961
Two-stage fan. 4: Performance data for stator
setting angle optimization /
[HASA-CB-134717] p0166 H75-15652
Two-stage fan. 3: Data and performance with
rotor tip casing treatment, uniform and
distorted inlet flows
[NASA-CB-134722] p0311 N75-21278
Control design considerations for variable
geometry engines
p0364 B75-23583
Summary and analysis of performance and
stability characteristics of the refan
JT8D-109 engine
[HASA-CR-134874] p0497 B75-31067
PBATT ADD RBIT.BEI AIBCBAFT. HIDDLETORH, CONN.
Design procedures for elevated temperature
low-cycle fatigue
p0034 B75-10494
PBATT ABD BBITBEI AIBCBAFT, BEST PALM BEACB, FLA.
Single-stage experimental evaluation of
tandem-airfoil rotor and stator blading for
compressors, part 8
[NASA-CR-134713] p0039 K75-10947
Effect of swirling flow on augmentor performance
[ NASA-CR-134639] p0062 B75-11972
Design fabrication, and demonstration of a
miniaturized tip clearance measuring device
[AD-787318] p0133 N75-14756
Process evaluation of directionally solidified
NI3Cb reinforced eutectics in turbine blade fora
[AD-A008435] p0377 B75-24926
Modified centrifugal compressor
[AD-A004002] pO«09 B75-25950
PBIBCEIOB OBIV., B.J.
Fundamental and applied research on core
engine/combustion noise of aircraft engines
[BASA-CR-140860] p0062 H75-11974
Research on noise generated by ducted air-fuel
combustion systems
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PURDUE OHIV. , COBPOBATE SOURCE IBDEI
[AD-785028] p006U N75-11992
The effect of ground proximity on the
lateral/directional aerodynamic and control
characteristics of a tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft
at high lift coefficients
[AD-A001584] p0237 N7S-18227
General Aviation Aircraft Safety
[AD-A003124] p0267 N75-19199
General aviation handling qualities research
p0268 B75-19204
Flight path control and performance analysis,
phases 1 and 2. Integrated display, phase 3
[AD-A002014] p0275 N75-19269
Analysis of complex elastic structures by a
Rayleigh-Ritz component modes method using
Lagrange Hultipliers
p0322 N75-22795
An experimental investigation of the effect of a,
fuselage on wing characteristics
[AD-A003955] p0406 H75-25921
Analytical study of the aerodynamic coupling of
helicopter rotor blades in hover flight
pOS21 N75-32011
PDEDDE OBIV., LAFATETTE, IBD.
Studies of slurry fueled propulsion systems
[ A D - 7 8 4 3 6 2 ] p0040 N75-11114
Computer-augmented design of aircraft wing
structures
p0361.B75-23554
Reliable line signaling techniques for the FAA
GRH-27(V) and CAT-3 ILS
[AD-A009881] p0455 N75-29077
Theory of an airfoil equipped with a jet flap
under low-speed flight conditions
[NASA-CR-2571] pO<486 N75-30105
Theory of an airfoil equipped with a jet flap
under low-speed flight conditions
p049M N75-3-1004
QUEEN HAEY COLL., LOHDOH (ENGLAND).
Analysis of flight and tunnel tests on the
Fairey Delta 2 research aircraft
[ABC-K/H-3738] p0175 N75-16553
General principles and mathematical models
p0443 B75-28032
RADIO CORP. OF &HEBICA, BOBLIKGTOS, HASS.
Investigation of inspection aids
[AD-787333] p0133 H75-14752
BAND COBP., SANTA BOHICA, CALIF.
Probe 1: A differential equation model for
comparing fighter escort and airbase attack
systems in a counter-air operation
[AD-786023] p0138 N75-15598
An experimental investigation-of priority
dispatching in aircraft maintenance, using a
simplified model
[AD-787881] pQ167 N75-15672
Ideas for OSAF EPV development (a transcript of
an informal talk)
[AD-A010979] p0532 N75-33042
BAYTHEON CO., HAYLABD, HASS.
ASR-5 radar dual feedhorn antenna modification.
Volume 1: Description of hardware and summary
of feasibility effort
[AD-781318] p0231 N75-17573
BEHSSELAEB POLYTECBHTC INST., TBOY, H.I.
Digital adaptive flight controller development
[NASA-CB-2466] p0074 N75-12967
Development and evaluation of high-energy brake
materials
p<W7 N75-28139
BESEABCH INST. OF RATIONAL DEFENCE, SIOCKHOLH
(SSEDES) .
Information on attack helicopters: A comparison
[FOA-2-C-2597-F8] p0058 H75-11934
LTSTEB: Air defence surface protection
capability in Swedish terrain
[POA-P-C-8349-H1 ] p0068 B75-12890
BESBABCB TBIANGLE INST., BESEABCH TBIANGLE PARK, B.C.
An investigation of errors and data processing
techniques for an BF multilateration system
I NASA-CB-132609] p0224 H75-17327
BEHOLDS BETALS CO. , BICHHOND, VA.
Program to improve the fracture toughness and
fatigue resistance of aluminum sheet and plate
for aircraft applications, volume 2
[AD-A003417] p0367 N75-23775
HIV-OFFICIBE DI VILLAS PEBOSA S.P.A., TOBIB (ITALY).
A contribution to the aero engines bearings
condition monitoring
p0498 N75-31091
BOCHESTEB APPLIED SCIEBCE ASSOCIATES, INC.. H.I.
Development of an improved design tool for
predicting and simulating helicopter rotor noise
[AD-785579] pOOSU N75-11993
Development of an analysis for the determination
of coupled helicopter rotor/control system
dynamic response. Part 2: Program listing
[NASA-CB-2153] p0130 H75-14726
Development of an analysis for the determination
of coupled helicopter rotor/control system
dynamic response. Part 1: Analysis and
applications
[NASA-CB-2U52] p023» N75-18178
Effect of wake on the performance and stability
characteristics of advanced rotor systems
[AD-A002671] p0309 B75-21252
BOCKHELL INTERNATIONAL COBP., AHAHEIB, CALIF.
Investigation of system integration methods for
bubble domain flight recorders
[NASA-CB-132643] p0411 N75-26336
BOCKRBLL INTERNATIONAL COBP., LOS ABGELES, CALIF.
Application of the fast Fourier transform to
ground vibration testing, and flight flutter
testing
p0036 H75-10926
Theoretical prediction of thick wing and
pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic
characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part
1: Theory and results
[NASArCR-137578] p0058 N75-11935
'Theoretical prediction of thick wing and
pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic
characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part
2: Computer program description
[NASA-CR-137579] p0058 N75-11936
Conceptual design study of improved 1985 remote
lift-fan V/STOL commercial transports
[NASA-CB-2481] p0132 N75-14746
Influence of propulsion system size, shape, and
location on supersonic aircraft design
[ NASA-CB-132544] p0132 N7S-14747
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A002850] p0283 N75-20301
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration
and data management module. Part 1: Program
integration
[AD-A002852] p0283 N75-20302
A strucutral weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration
and data management module. Part 2: Data
management module
[AD-A002853] p0283 B75-20303
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration
and data management module. Appendix A: Data
management module flow charts and FORTRAN lists
[AD-A002851] p0283 N75-2030U
A structural weight estimation program (SBEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 3: Airloads estimation
module
[ AD-A002851] p0283 N75-20305
A structural weight estimation program (SKEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 3: Airloads estimation
module. Appendix A: Module flow charts and
FOBTBAN lists. Appendix B: sample output
[AD-A002855] p0283 B75-20306
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 4: Naterial properties,
structure temperature, flutter and fatigue
[AD-A002856] p0284 B75-20307
A structural weight estimation program (SSEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 5: Air induction system
and landing gear modules. Part 1: Air
induction system module
[AD-A002857] p0284 N75-20308
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 5: Air induction system
and landing gear modules. Part 2: Landing
gear module
[AD-A002858J p0284 N75-20309
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A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 6: ling and eapennage
nodule. Book 1: Technical discussion
sections 1 and 2
[AD-A002864] p0281 H75-20310
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 6: Ring and eapennage
module. Book 2: Technical discussion,
sections 3 and 1
[AD-A002865] • p0284 H75-20311
A structural weight estination progran (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 6: Ring and empennage
nodule. Book 3: Technical discussion,
section 5
[AD-A002866] p0284 H75-20312
A structural weight estimation prograi (SREEP)
for aircraft. Volume 6: Ring and empennage
module. Appendix A: General information for
module flow charts and listings. Appendix B:
Program flow charts, overlays (8,0), (11,0),
(15,0), (16,0) and (17,0)
[AD-A002859] P0281 1175-20313
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 6: Ring and empennage
module. Appendix C: Program flow charts,
overlays (9,0) and (10,0)
[AD-A002860] p0281 H75-20311
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 6: Ring and eapennage
module. Appendix D: Program flow charts,
overlay (18,0)
[AD-A002861] p028M S75-20315
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 6: Ring and empennage
module. Appendix E: Program listings,
overlays (8,0), (11,0), (15,0), (16,0) . and
(17,0)
[AD-A002862] p0281 H75-20316
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 6: Ring and empennage
module. Appendix F: Program listings,
overlays (9,0) , (10,0) and (18,0)
[AD-A002863] p028« S75-20317
A structural weight estimation program (SREEP)
for aircraft. Voluae 7: Fuselage nodule
[AD-A002867] p028« S75-20318
A structural weight estimation program (SREEP)
for aircraft. Volume 7: Fuselage module.
Appendix A: Hodule flow charts and FOBTBAB
lists. Appendix B: Fuselage module sample
output
[AD-A002868] p0285 H75-20319
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP)
for aircraft. Volume 8: Programmer's manual
[ A D - A 0 0 2 8 6 9 ] p0285 B75-20320
A structural weight estimation program (SREEP)
for aircraft. Voluae 9: User's manual
[AD-A002870] p0285 H75-20321
A structural weight estimation program (SREEP)
for aircraft. Volume 9: User's manual,
appendix A
[AD-A002871] p0285 H75-20322
A structural weight estiaation program (SREEP)
for aircraft. Volume 10: Flutter optimation
stand-alone program
(AD-A002872] p0285 H75-20323
A structural weight estimation prograa (SHEEP)
for aircraft, Voluae 11: Flexible airloads
stand-alone program
[AD-A002873] p0285 N75-20321
Testing of lift/cruise fan exhaust deflector
[HASA-CB-137682] p0318 N75-22320
Design and analysis of a supersonic
penetration/maneuvering fighter
[HASA-CB-132633] p0362 H75-23558
Influence of solid state electrical distribution
on aircraft power generation solid state power
controller compatibility
[AD-A003834] p O U l O H75-26273
BOUS-EOTCE, LTD., DBBBY (EBGL&BD) .
A model technigne for exhaust system performance
testing
p0357 M75-23502
Control system requirements dictated by
optimization of engine operation
p0364 N75-23579
Engine data recording on a phantom aircraft:
Besults obtained to date
p0199 S75-31098
BOLLS-BOYCB, LTD., RATFOBD (EUGL4BD).
Helicopter engine control: The past 20 years
and the next
p0361 H75-23585
BOBB AIB DEVELOPBEHT CBBTEB, 6BIFFISS AFB, B.I.
FAA'lightning protection study: Lightning
protection requirements for AH/GBB-27 (V)
instrument landing system
[AD-785859] p0176 H75-16566
FAA lightning protection study: Lightning
protection requirements for AIL type 55 K
instrument landing system
[AD-A008931] p0360 875-23530
FAA lightning protection study: Lightning
protection for status and control lines of
AB/GBB-27(V) instrument landing system
[AD-A006997] p0110 1175-25967
BOHE ONIV. (HALT) .
Low speed injection effects on the aerodynamic
performance at transonic speed
p0355 B75-2319U
BOTAL AIBCBAFT ESTABLISBBEST, BBDFOBD (ESGLAKD).
A calculation method for the turbulent boundary
layer on an infinite yaved wing in
compressible, adiabatic flow
[ABC-CP-1268] p0025 B75-1002M
The external drag of fuselage side intakes:
Rectangular intakes with compression surfaces
vertical
[ ABC-CP-1269J p0011 H75-10025
The flow around a wing with an external flow jet
flap
p0116 B75-13801
Measurement of the internal performance of a
rectangular air intake mounted on a fuselage
at Bach numbers from 1.6 to 2, part 4
[ABC-CP-1291] p0222 1175-17305
Flight determination of the rudder power and
directional stability of the Fairey Delta 2
aircraft using a wingtip parachute
[ABC-CP-1298] p0274 875-19267
Flight simulation of a Ressex helicopter: A
validation exercise
[ABC-CP-1299] p0282 H75-20298
A technique for analysing the landing manoeuvre
p0306 H75-21226
The improvement of visual aids for approach and
landing
p0307 S75-21234
Aircraft stalling and buffeting: Introduction
and overview
p0314 875-22281
Aircraft dynamic response associated with--
fluctuating flow fields
p0315 S75-22285
Active control as an integral tool in advanced
aircraft design
pOU78 H75-30029
ROVAL AIBCBAFI ESTABLISHHB8T, FABHBOBOOGB (EBGLABD).
The nature, development and effect of the
viscous flow around an aerofoil with high-lift
devices
[ABC-CP-1258] p0013 N75-10021
The design of a series of warped slender wings
for subsonic speeds
[ABC-CP-1263] p0013 K75-10022
A calculation method for the two dimensional
turbulent flow over a slotted flap
[ABC-CP-1267] p0013 N75-10023
Some calculations for air resonance of a
helicopter with non-articulated rotor blades
[ABC-B/H-3743] pOOH 1)75-10029
Low-speed wing-tunnel measurements of the lift,
drag and pitching moment of a series of
cropped delta wings
[ ABC-B/H-37im] pOOH B75-10030
Automatic flying of curved approach paths: A
computer and flight investigation
[BAE-TB-73151] p0027 B75-10043
Number of bars and torque of squirrel cage rotors
[ BAE-LIB-TBABS-1781] pOOlO B75-11154
Heat resistant titanium alloys. Introduction of
the alloy OT 651A
[BAE-LIB-TBASS-1790] p0067 B75-12123
Control of a transistor switch by current
transformer
[BAE-LIB-TBASS-177<IJ p0067 875-12196
Bajor results of the Boyal Aircraft
Establishaeot phase 1 and phase 2a programmes
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p0076 B75-12986
United Kingdom HIS programme: Phase 2
feasibility deoonstration trials programme
p0076 H75-12988
Lightning strikes in aircraft and missiles. " The
need for protection against lightning
[RAE-LIB-TBAHS-1794] p0128 H75-1H182
UK research on aeronautical effects of surface
winds and gusts
p0165 H75-156U3
Bodern flight path recording equipment
[BAE-LIB-TRAHS-1799] p0166 B75-156U9
The effect of steady tailplane lift on the
oscillatory behaviour of a T-tail flutter
model at high subsonic speeds
[ABC-B/B-3715] p0171 N75-16521
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on some slender
airbus configurations
CABC-B/H-3717] p0171 H75-16522
Development of a aodel technique for
investigating the performance of soft-ground
arresters for aircraft
[ARC-CP-1275] p0172 B75-16526
Some predictions of crack propagation under
combined cabin pressunsation and acoustic
loadings
[ARC-CP-1286] p0172 N75-16527
Asymmetric wing loads on a Canberra aircraft
during flight in turbulence
[ ABC-CP-1270] p0175 H75-16552
An aeroelastic model helicopter rotor
[ARC-CP-1288] p0222 N75-1730a
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on the
lift-dependent drag of delta wings with
conical camber
[ARC-CP-12933 p0222 H75-17306
A prediction method for pressure distributions
on compression surfaces of conical bodies at
supersonic speeds
[ARC-CP-1295] p0222 N75-17307
The civil aircraft airworthiness data recording
programme. A study of normal operational
landing performance on subsonic civil jet
aircraft
[AHC-CP-1273] p0223 B75-17320
The use of titanium and its alloys in the
manufacture of helicopters and aircraft
structures
[BB<I«857] p0225 H75-17337
Study of solid state remote control techniques
as applied to the redesign of the electrical
system in a large civil aircraft
[ARC-CP-1289] p0228 N75-17364
Gust loads on 707 and VC 10 aircraft
[ABC-CP-1281] p0229 B75-17373
Civil aircraft airworthiness data recording
programme. Uneven runways encountered by
subsonic jet transport aircraft during
scheduled airline operations
[ARC-CP-1287] p0230 H75-17383
Calculations of generalised airforces on two
parallel lifting surfaces oscillating
harmonically in subsonic flow
[ABC-B/M-37lt9] p0266 N75-19187
Motes on the approximate solution of
lifting-surface theory used in the EAE
standard method
CABC-R/B-3752] p0266 H75-19188
Boundary-layer pressure fluctuations at high
Reynolds numbers on a second free-flight test
vehicle
[ AHC-CP-1302] p0266 N75-19189
The S T R A D A flight path tracking system
[BAE-LIB-TRANS-1813] p0268 N75-19209
Helicopter rotor-produced modulation and aerial
field distribution in the band 30 to 76 BHz
[RAE-TB-71032] p0269 N75-19217
A comparison of flight loads counting methods
and their effects on fatigue life estimates
using data ' f rom Concorde
[ABC-CP-1301 ] p0270 H75-19227
Real-time simulation of jet engines with a
digital computer(1) , fabrication and
characteristics of the simulator
[RAE-L1B-TR4NS-1768] p0275 N75-1927H
Computation of the velocity field induced by a
planar source distribution approximating a
symmetrical non-lifting wing in subsonic flow
[ABC-H/H-3751] p0279 H7S-20262
The variability of fatigue damage from flight to
flight
[AHC-CP-1297] p0282 H75-20297
The subsonic base drag of cylindrical twin-jet
and single-jet afterbodies
p0356 H75-23«98
An experimental investigation on the transonic
flatter characteristics of the cantilever
swept-back wing with aerofoil section, and
comparison with the thin cantilever swept-back
wing
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1838] p0370 H75-21680
Calculation methods for the flutter of aircraft
wings and external stores
pOU«1 H75-28012
Edge forces and roll-rate derivatives
pOUU3 H75-28033
The dynamic stability derivatives of a slender
wing at zero and moderate life. A comparison
of theory with free-flight aodel tests. Bach
number equals 0.8 to 2.0
[ ARC-CP-1310] pfli»53 H75-29018
Free-flight model dynamic stability measurements
on a not-so-slender wing/fin combination at
zero and small lift, Bach number equals 0.8 to
2.0
[ ARC-CP-1315] p0453 H75-29051
Second-order small-perturbation theory for
finite wings in incompressible flow
[ABC-B/H-3759] p0454 N75-29052
A technique for analysing the results of a
flutter calculation
[ARC-R/H-3765] pOISI H75-29051
Longitudinal motions of aircraft involving high
angles of attack
[ ABC-B/B-3753] pOU56 H75-2909U
A short study of the effect of a penetrant oil
on the fatigue life of a riveted joint
[ABC-CP-1305] p0163 N75-29H83
Determination of aerodynamic derivatives from
transient responses in manoeuvring flight
p0176 N75-30011
The Hunter fly-by-wire experiment: Becent
experience and future implications
p0481 N75-30048
Helicopter avionics: OK research programme
pO»83 N75-30059
Applications of low light television to
helicopter operations
p0183 N75-30061
The flight development of electronic displays
for V/STOL approach guidance
pO<!83 N75-30068
Piloting aspects of V/STOL approach guidance
p0181 875-30069
Helicopter automatic flight control systems for
poor visibility operations
pOUSI B75-30078
ROYAL AIBCBAFT ESTABLISHHEHT, TBDDIBGTOB (EBGLAHD).
Comparison between dynamic stability boundaries
for BPL 9615 and BACA 0012 aerofoils pitching
about the quarter-chord
[ARC-CP-1279] p0222 B7S-17302
The prediction of boundary-layer behaviour and
profile drag for infinite yawed wings. Part
2: Flow near a turbulent attachment line
[ ARC-CP-1308] p0453 B75-29043
The prediction of boundary-layer behaviour and
profile drag for infinite yawed wings. Part
1: A method of calculation
CABC-CP-13Q7-PT-1] p0453 N75-29046
The prediction of boundary-layer behaviour and
profile drag for infinite yawed wings. Part
3: Calculations for a particular wing
[ ABC-CP-1309-PT-3] pO«53 B75-29017
fiOIAL BETBEBLABDS AIBCBAFI FACTORIES FOKKER,
SCHIPHOL-OOST.
Low-speed stability and control characteristics
of transport aircraft with particular
reference to tailplane design
p0306 H75-21229
ROTAL RADAR ESTABLISHMENT, HALVES! (EBGLAHD).
IR thermal imaging sensors for helicopters
p0483 B75-30063
ROBB ONIV., BOCHOB (REST GEBBAB!).
Ground effect on airfoils with flaps or jet flaps
p0118 B75-13815
C-3«
COHPOHATd SODBCB IBDBI SODTHiBST BESBABCB IBS!..
SAAB-SCAIU, LINKOPIHG (S1EDBB).
A Saab-Scania developed method foe obtaining
stability derivatives froi flight tests
p0036 H75-1092S
Application of the polar coordinate method to
oscillating wing configurations
[SAAB-TN-69J p0171 N75-16519
S1ABLABD OHIV. , SAABBBOCKBS (IBST GEBBABI) .
Investigation of sound emission from a jet
engine inlet in an azial flo»
[DLB-FB-75-24] p0315 H75-22289
SABDIA LABS., ALBOQOEBQOB, B.HEI.
Aircraft-velocity measurement through
radar-altimeter echo with noncoherent detection
[S1A-7H-112] p0033 H75-10290
Quantitative characterization of the environaent
experienced by cargo in aircraft accidents
[SlA-71-5372] p0070 N7S-12914
Launch and acceleration environaent testing:
Systems test laboratory, Sandia Laboratories
[SLL-7<1-0015] p0168 H75-15676
SANTA CLABA OBIT., CALIF.
Beversed cowl f lap inlet thrust augmentor
[NASA-CASB-ABC-10754-1] p0371 B7S-21736
Preliminary core-engine noise abatement
experimental results of a fluid injection
nozzle on a JT-15D turbofan engine
[HASA-CB-1377U1O p0527 B75-32117
SCHOOL OF AEBOSPACE HEDICIHB, BROOKS AFB, TEI.
Proposed windshield for B-1 aircraft: An
optical evaluation
[AD-A001078] p0226 N75-17350
A laser-generated visual display and tracking
task for a link GAT-1 flight trainer
[AD-A001079J p0231 H75-17391
SCIBHTIFIC TBAHSLATIOB SEBVICE, SANTA BABBABA, CALIF.
Operational effectiveness of transport aircraft
[HASA-TT-F-810 ] p0015 N75-10036
Flight tests in the wind tunnel for the
development and testing of a gast alleviation
system
[NASA-TT-F-16079 ] p0069 H75-12902
Air transportation: Good and bad uses
[NASA-TT-F-16067 ] p0070 H75-12912
Mission and organization of the OFVLB: Two
years of integrated society of German
aeronautical and space flight research
[HASA-TT-F-16086] p0126 N75-13882
Experimental testing of unsteady
three-dimensional lifting surface theories for
incompressible flow
[NASA-TT-F-16200] p0170 N75-16513
Calculation of three-dimensional supersonic
flows past bodies of complex configuration
CNASA-IT-F-16192] p0170 N75-1651U
Lifting surface for aircraft
CBASA-TT-F-16211] p0281 H7S-20290
Operation control system for aircraft
[HASA-TT-F-16362] p0321 H75-22562
High-capacity transport planes as modern air
freight systems
[NASA-TT-F-16396] p0360 N75-23533
Design of aircraft wheels and brake systems
[NASA-IT-F-15764 ] p0106 N75-25918
Organizing centralized aircraft component overhaul
(NASA-TT-F-16266] p0417 N75-27949
Calculation of aircraft engine turbines.
(Gasdynamic calculation: Blade profiling)
[NASA-TT-F-16367 ] p0459 875-29120
Flight control and the effectiveness of an
aviation system
CHASA-TT-F-16262] p0460 S75-29126
SEBCOB, IBC., HOOBBST01N, N.J.
A computer simulation study of the general
purpose multiplex system GPflS applied to the
information transfer requirements of the A-7B
aircraft. Volume 1: Methodology and results
[AD-787544] p016» N75-15628
SERVICE TBCHBIQOB DB L<AEBOHAOTIQDB, PAHIS (FRANCE) .
Braking performances
p0305 N75-21224
SERVICE TECBHIQOE DE LA BAVIGATION ABBIEHBB, PABIS
(FBAHCE) .
Presentation of a different HLS concept
p0075 N75-12983
A time ordered access ground derived DLS concept
p0075 N75-12984
SEBVICE TBCBHIQOE DBS TBLECOHHDBICATIOBS DB L'AIB,
PABIS (FBABCE) .
Conclusions and recommendations
p0177 875-16842
SHAPE AIB DEFEBSE TECBBICAL CBBTBB, TBE BAGDB
(SBTHBHLAHDS).
Influence of topography and atmospheric
refraction in DBF ground-air communications
p0313 075-22080
SHOCK AHD VIBBATIOB IBFOBBATIOB CBHIEB (DBBBBSB),
BASBIBGIOB. D.C.
The shock and vibration digest, volume 6, no. 12
[AD-A003455] p0408 H75-25942
SKF IBDOSTBIES, IIC., KISG OF PBOSSIA, PA.
Feasibility of induction skin hardened tapered
roller bearings for engine main shaft and
transmission pinion applications
[ AD-A00331I4] p0313 H75-2161I2
SBITHS INDDSTBIBS LTD., BISBOPS CLEBVE (ENGLAHD).
Head-up display optics
p0017 H75-10780
SMITHS IHDOSIBIBS LTD., LOHDON (ENGLABD).
flonitoring and control of aerospace vehicle
propulsion
p0168 B75-16213
SOCIETB BEBTIB BT CIB, PLAISIB (FBANCE).
Presentation of aerodynamic and acoustic results
of qualification tests on the ALADIH 2 concept
p0116 N75-13803
SOCIBTE DE FABBICATIOB D< IBSTBOHBHTS DB BESDBE
SFIH, HASSI (FBABCB).
Low visibility approach of helicopters and ADAC
aircraft
pOU85 H75-30080
SOCIBXE DE PBODDCTIOB ET DB DEVBLOPPEHBST
BADIO-BLECTBIQOE, PABIS (FBABCB).
Hew computerized equipment for experimental
determination of dynamic characteristics of
structures
p0321 S75-22529
SOCIETE NATIOBALE D'EIODB BT DB COHSTBOCTIOB DE
HOTEDBS D'iVIiTIOB, BELOB (FBABCB).
Research about effects of external flow and
aircraft installation conditions on thrust
reversers performances
p0356 H75-23495
SOCIETE BATIOBALE D-ETUDES ET DE CONSTBDCTIOB DE
HOTEOBS D'AVIATIOB, HOISSI-CBAHAIEL (FBABCB).
Diagnosis of the functional state of a motor by
modelization
p0498 H75-31086
SOCIETB RATIONALE D'ETDDE ET DE COBSTBOCTION DE
HOTEDBS D'AVIAIIOB, VILLABOCHB (FBANCE).
Sources of distortion and compatibility
p0073 H75-12956
SOCIETB BATIONALB D'ETDDES ET DE COHSTBOCTIOB DE
HOTEOHS ABBONAOTIQOES, COBBEIL (FBAHCE).
Comjaent on wear of non-lubricated pieces in
turbomachines
p0320 N75-22193
SOCIETE NATIONALE INDOSTBIELLE AEBOSPATIALE,
TOOLODSE (FBABCE) .
Methods used for optimizing the simulation of
Concorde SST using flight test results
p0175 N75-30000
CCV philosophy: Semantics and uncertainly.
The concept of aircraft revolution by progress
in the flight control system
pOH78 N75-30028
Design of an entirely electrical flying control
system
pO«81 S75-30047
SOCIETY OF FLIGHT TEST EBGIBEEBS, LABCASTBB, CALIF.
Advancements in flight test engineering
[LC-7U-136-52] p0035 B75-10910
SOLA BASIC INDDSTBIES, GOLDSBOBO, B.C.
Approach Light System (ALS). Multiple
distribution system redesign
[AD-786682] p0075 H75-12974
SOOTHAHPTOH OBIV. (ENGLAND).
Application of a variational method in plane
compressible flow calculation
[ ABC-CP-1284] p0222 N75-17303
SOOTBVEST BESEABCB IBST., SAN ABTOBIO, TEI.
A simulation study of active feedback snpression
of dynamic response in helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-CB-132711] pO«60 N75-29127
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SPEAS (B. DIXOH) ASSOCIATES, COBPOBATE SOUBCE IHDEZ
Fatigue damage equivalence of field and
simulated vibrational environments
[4D-i006226] „ p0463 875-29453
SPEAS (B. DIXON) ASSOCIATES, RANHASSET, H.Y.
Evaluation of routing and scheduling
considerations foe possible future commercial
hypersonic transport aircraft
[HASA-CH-132632] p0236 B75-18193
Airport noise reduction forecast. Volume 1:
Summary report for 23 airports
[PB-239387/4] p0377 875-24771
SPBBBY PBOEHIZ CO., ABIZ.
Automated avionics system checkout and
monitoring in a flight test environment
- p0036 B75-10920
SPEBBI BAUD COBP., GREAT BECK, B.I.
Laser gyro reaction time investigation program
pQ224 875-17332
SPBBBY BAHG COBP., PBOEHII, ABIZ.
[AD-A0016161]
Production design reguirements for fly by wire
systems
p0481 B75-300U5
An automatic flight control system for a
helicopter night landing system
pOH8U 875-30079
mechanization of active control systems
p0526 N75-32103
STAHDAED BIECTBIK 10BEBZ A.G., STOTTGABT (REST
G B B H A H Y ) .
System presentation (status)
p0076 H75-12991
Technology overview
p0076 B75-12992
STAHFOBD BESEABCB IBS!., HEHLO PABK, CALIF.
Reliability of laboratory tests of VSTOL and
other long duration noises
[8ASA-CB-2471] p0032 87.5-10093
Feasibility of laser systems for aircraft
landing operations under lov visibility
conditions
[AD-A005637] p0267 H75-19198
Aircraft digital control design methods
[HASA-CB-113321] p0492 H75-30189
STAHFOBD DBIV., CALIF.
Flapping response characteristics of hingeless
rotor blades by a generalized harmonic balance
method
p0262 H75-19166
Botation in vibration, optimization, and
aeroelastic stability problems
p0262 875-19167
Analysis of in-flight disintegration accidents
p0267 M75-19197
Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimun
noise radiation
p0269 H75-19221
Effects of asymmetry on the dynamic stability of
aircraft
[HASA-CB-1t28S7] p0376 875-24756
Potential flov about three-dimensional
streamlined lifting configurations, with
application to wings and rotors
p0403 N75-25867
Selection of sampling rate for digital control
of aircrafts
p0409 H75-25959
Potential flow about three dimensional
streamlined lifting configurations, with
application to wings and rotors
[AD-A003697] p0412 H75-26979
Height optimization under flutter constraint
p0531 H75-33030
STATE OBIT. OF HE! YOBK, BUFFALO.
Seduction of the bat hazard to Bandolph AFB
aircraft AFwL/AFOSB contract no. 73-187
[AD-A008972] p0189 H75-30136
StOTTGABT OBIV. (BEST GBBHABY.).
Influence on the time of various climbing
methods beyond the KAISEB turn
pOISS B75-30091
The wedge angle of laminar separation bubbles
p0485 H75-30092
SDBBA COB!., COtVEB CITY, CALIF.
Dynamic loads and structural criteria study
[AD-A001739] p0267 875-19195
Failsafe/safe-life interface criteria
[AD-A006131] p0463 H75-29462
SUBSET OHIV., ,LOHDOH (EBGLABD) .
The airfloat transport system
p0119 S75-13828
SYDBEY OBIV. (AQSTBALIA).
Shear lag analysis of thick skin aircraft
structures
[ATB-7401] p0270 875-19225
SIBACDSB UNIT., H.Y.
Boise abatement by the interaction of cold
coaxial model jets
p0146 875-28062
An approach for the design of an air traffic
control system
[AD-A008795] p0189 875-30142
SISTEH IBBOVATIOH AID DEVELOPMENT COBP., BOLLIHG
BILLS ESTATES, CALIF.
Automatic external load aguisition by helicopter
[AD-A0050513 p0457 875-29097
SISTEHS ASSOCIATES, IHC., LOHG BBACB, CALIF.
D. S. Army helicopter electrical system
reliability and maintainability investigation.
Volume 1: Document deficiency analysis
[AD-785573] p0061 875-11961
0. S. Army helicopter electrical system
reliability and maintainability investigation.
Volume 2: Supplemental design guide
tAD-78557U] p0061 875-11962
STSTEBS C08SDLTA8TS, IHC., SAH DIEGO, CALIF.
Development of a non-survey method estimating
traffic at nontowered airports
[AD-A002397] p0241 875-18263
SYSTEflS COHTBOL, IHC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Input design for identification of aircraft
stability and control derivatives
[HASA-CB-2493] p0229 H75-17370
Model structure determination and parameter
identification for nonlinear aerodynamic
flight regimes
p0477 H75-30018
Instrumentation reguirements for aircraft
parameter identification with application to
the helicopter
[8ASA-CB-132675] p0527 875-32112
Flight instrumentation specification for
parameter identification: Program user's guide
[BASA-CB-132676] p0527 875-32113
Analysis of controller/system dynamics for a
remotely piloted vehicle strike mission
[AD-A009958] p0529 H75-32130
SYSTEHS TECHHOLOGY, IHC., HAITHOBHB, CALIF.
Flight control systems properties and problems,
volume 1
(BASA-CB-2500] p0229 H75-17371
Flight control systems properties and problems.
Volume 2: Block diagram compendium
[HASA-CB-2501] p0229 875-17372
SYSTEHS TBCHBOL06I, ISC., BODBTAIH VIEH, CALIF.
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream
transport. Volume 1: Summary of results and
airworthiness implications
[BASA-TH-X-62392] p01_22 H75-13851
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream
transport. Volume 2: Simulation data and
analysis
[BASA-TH-X-62393] p0122 875-13852
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of a deflected slipstream
transport. Volume 3: Breguet 911S simulation
model
[HASA-TH-I-62394] p0122 875-13853
A STOL airworthiness investigation using a
simulation of an augmentor wing transport.
Volume 2: Simulation data and analysis
CHASA-TH-I-62396) p0406 H75-25917
TACTICAL AIB C08RAHD, LAHGLBI AFB, VA.
Concept of operations for a Full mission Fighter
Simulator (FHFS)
[AD-785901] p0135 875-11788
TECBBICAL OBI?. OF DEHBABK, LYHGBY.
Application of a variational method in plane
compressible flow calculation ,
[ABC-CP-1284] p0222 H75-17303
TECBHI08 - ISBABL IBST. OF TECH., HAIFA.
Investigation into the formation of wing-tip
vortices
[AD-783271] p0069 H75-12909
C-36
COBPOBATE SOOECE IHDEI TEXAS DHIV..
Platter suppression and gust alleviation using
active controls
[BASA-CB-132704] p0239 H75-182U3
On the calculation of non-linear aerodynamic
characteristics and the near vortex Hake
[AD-A002161J p0266 H75-19193
Fatigue properties of aircraft lags with
interference fit
[TAE-243] p0368 B75-24031
Aerodynamic effects of vortex suppressors
[AD-A003750] p0404 B75-25875
TECHHISCB PHISISCH DIBBST TBO-TH. DELFT
(BBTBBBLABDS) .
Heasurement of the focal distance of the
windshield of a BF-5 aircraft
[TPD-1974-0-5] p0532 B75-33044
7BCBBISCHE BOCBSCHDLE, AACHEH (BEST GEBflABT).
Short coarse on STOL aircraft technology and the
community, volume 1
p0058 H75-11938
Short coarse on STOL aircraft technology and the
community, volaae 2
p0059 H75-11946
Boise of jets which are impinging on obstacles
(for examples externally blown flaps) and
possibilities of noise attenuation
p0059 B75-11951
Theoretical and experimental investigations on
the development of a supersonic compressor stage
[BHVG-FBWT-74-5] p0125 H75-13872
TBCBBISCHE HOCBSCBOLB. DABHSTADT (BEST GEHH&BY) .
Influence of velocity dependent pitching moments
on the longitudinal stability
[IFD-1/73] p0123 S75-13855
Effect of donnsp rings and bobweights on the
dynamic longitudinal stability
[IFD-2/73] p0123 H75-13856
Wind tunnel investigations on an airplane lodel
with variable sweepback in the incompressible
region. Part 2: Presentation of the
evaluated force measurements
[IFD-2/74-PT-2] p0170 H75-16517
Experimental and theoretical investigations on
the problem of propeller/King interference up
to high angles of attack
[IFD-5/73] p0170 B75-16518
Impact on aerodynamic design
p0178 B75-16982
•ind tunnel investigations on an airplane model
with variable sweepback in the incompressible
region. Part 1: Comparison of the most
important experimental parameters and their
influence on the aerodynamic coefficients
[IPD-4/73-PT-1 ] p0221 B75-17298
TECBBISCHE HOGBSCBOOL, DELFT (BETBBBLAH9S).
The computation of aerodynamic loads on
helicopter blades in forvard flight, using the
method of the acceleration potential
[VTB-189] p0454 B75-290S5
Heasnrements at the leeward side of a cone at
large incidences in supersonic flow
[VTH-186J p0162 H75-29370
Estimation of the aircraft state in non-steady
flight
p0477 N75-30016
Estimation of the aircraft state in non-steady
flight
[VTB-H-221] p0096 B75-31053
TBCBHISCHB OHIVEBSITAET, BHUBSIICK (REST GEEHAHI) .
All-weather short range flight of civil
transport aircraft
p0120 B75-13835
Some experience in engine-troubleshooting with
inflight-data, recorded in the F-104G with the
leads-200
pO»98 B75-31093
TECBBISCBE DBIVBBSITABT, HDB1CB (BEST GBBHAHY) .
Vibratory waves of tarbomachinery: A
contribution to improved measurement results
p0167 H75-15656
TBCHBOLOGT, IBC., DilTOB, OHIO.
Statistical analysis of general aviation VG-VGH
data
[BASA-CH-132531] p0037 B75-10933
Operational use of the OB-1 H helicopters in
Arctic environment
C»D-A002603] p0271 H75-19236
Structural loads survey during cold-weather
operations
[AD-A007091] p0316 H75-22297
A feasibility study for monitoring systems of
fatigue damage to helicopter components
[AD-A006641] p0316 B75-22305
fail-safe/safe-life interface criteria
[AD-A0095I9J p0496 B75-31059
Dynamic loads and structural criteria
[AD-A009759J p01)96 H75-31062
TBCHIBAB COBP., GLBB BDBBIB, HD.
Increasing the wear resistance of aircraft parts
[BASA-TT-P-15759] p0373 875-2*723
TECIHAB S.A.B.L.. PABIS (PBABCE).
Studies and research on marine halls working
with natural ground effect
p0353 875-23475
TELBDYBE CAE, TOLEDO, OHIO.
Low cost jet fuel starter design study
[AD-A008893] p0492 875-30188
TBBHBSSBE OHIV., KBOIVILLE.
Investigation of the Kline-Fogleman airfoil
section for rotor blade applications
[SASA-CB-141282] p0129 875-14714
Study of transonic flow over various bodies
p0263 B75-19169
Boise suppression with high Bach number inlets
[8ASA-CH-1H3314] pOISS S75-29115
IEHHESSEE DBIV. SPACE IBS!., TOLLABOHA.
Short coarse on STOL aircraft technology and the
community, volume 1
p0058 B75-11938
Aerodynamics of high-lift devices
p0059 B75-11943
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft
p0059 B75-11944
Short course on STOL aircraft technology and the
community, volume 2
p0059 H75-11946
Some results of aeroacoustic research
p0059 H75-11950
Bumerical solution for unsteady sonic flow over
thin wings
[BASA-CB-141114] p0068 B75-12899
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft
p0282 H75-20296
Some results of aeroacoustic research
p0312 B75-21281
On some problems encountered in a theoretical
study of the external flow over a nozzle
configuration in transonic flight
p0356 B75-23499
TEXAS ASH BBSEABCB POOHDATIOB, COLLEGE STATIOB.
Development of stall deterrent concepts for
general aviation aircraft
[AD-A012386/9] p0532 B75-33033
TEXAS ASH DBIV., COLLEGE STATIOB.
Development of inverse inviscid transonic
solution methods
[BASA-CR-142016] p0161 B75-15610
Improvement of propeller static thrust estimation
[SASA-CB-132680] p0363 B7S-23567
Theoretical prediction of airloads on thin delta
wings in incompressible flow
[AD-A004654J p0405 B75-25891
Aerodynamic spoiler for preventing airplane
stall/spin type accidents
[AD-A006995] p0405 875-25894
Transonic airfoil flowfield analysis using
Cartesian coordinates
[HASA-CB-2577] p0486 B75-30100
Aerodynamic theory for a cascade of oscillating
airfoils in compressible subsonic flow
[AD-A008890] p0488 B75-30125
TEIAS IBSTBDHEBTS, IBC., DALLAS.
A conceptaul definition study for a digital
avionics information system (approach 2),
volume 1
[ AD-780581/5] p0029 875-10071
A conceptual definition study for a digital
avionics information system (approach 2).
Volume 2: Appendixes A thru D
[ AD-780582/3] p0030 875-10072
The Texas Instrument microwave landing system
p0077 875-12997
TEXAS OBIV., AOSTIB.
Application of a gradient projection technique
to minimum-weight design of lifting surfaces
with aeroelastic and static constraints
p0308 B75-21246
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TOEOHTO OHIV. COBPOB4TE SOOBCE I8DBI
Inventory of freight transportation in the
southwest. Part 3: Mr freight service in
the Dallas-Fort Worth area
[PB-239820/M] pOK13 H75-26987
TOBOBTO DBIV. (OBTABIO) .
Jet and airframe noise
p0491 875-30167
Atmospheric propagation and sonic boon
p0191 H75-30168
Correlation of jet noise data in terns of a self
noise shear noise model
[AD-A008899] p0492 N75-30187
TB1COB, IHC., AOSTIH, TEX.
Analysis of the 1972 performance of the dynamic
preferential runway system at John F. Kennedy
International Airport
[AD-787709] p0167 N75-15666
TBAHS-SOHICS, IHC., BUBLIHGTOS, BASS.
Helicopter lift margin system
[AD-A003917] pO«07 S75-25926
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CESTEB, CAMBRIDGE, BASS.
Monitoring the movement of wake vortices at
Kennedy and Stapleton airports
p0037 H75-10929
Noise emissions and building structural
vibration levels from the supersonic Concorde
and subsonic turbojet aircraft
[PB-2U1384/7] pOSOO N75-31112
IBfl EQUIPMENT LABS., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Development of inpact resistant boron/aluninua
composites for turbojet engine fan blades
[NASA-CB-13U770J p0376 N75-24747
TBR SYSTEMS GROUP, BCLBAH, VA.
Automation applications in an advanced air
traffic management system, volume 1: Summary
[PB-236801/7] p0165 N75-15638
Automation applications in an advanced air
traffic managemeDt system. Volume 2A:
Functional analysis of air traffic management
[PB-236802/5] p0172 N75-16533
Automation applications in an advanced air
traffic management system. Volume 2B:
Functional analysis of air traffic management
(continued)
[PB-236803/3] p0172 N75-16534
Automation applications in an advanced air
traffic management system. Volume 2C:
Functional analysis of air traffic management
(continued)
[PB-236804/1] p0172 N75-16535
Automation applications in an advanced air
traff ic management system. Volume 2D:
Functional analysis of air traffic management
(concluded)
[PB-236805/8] p0173 1175-16536
Automation applications in an advanced air
traffic management system. Volume 3:
Methodology for man-machine task allocation
[PB-236806/6] p0173 N75-16537
Automation applications in an advanced air
traffic management system. Volume IS:
Automation requirements
[PB-236807/t] p0173 N75-16538
Automation applications in an advanced air
traffic management system. Volume IB:
Automation requirements (concluded)
[PB-236808/2] p0173 N75-16539
Automation applications in an advanced air
traffic management system. Volume 5A: DELTA
simulation model user's guide
[PB-236809/0] p0173 H75-165UO
Automation applications in an advanced air
traffic management system. Voluie 5B: DELTA
simulation model programmer's guide
[PB-236810/8] p0173 N75-16511
TBR SYSTEMS GBODP, BBDONDO BEACH, CALIF.
The aerodynamics of vehicles in finite length
tubes
[PB-236692/0] p0236 1175-18192
TBR SISTEMS, BBDONDO BEACH, CALIF.
TBR vortex-lattice method subsonic aerodynamic
analysis for multiple-lifting-surfaces (N.
surface) TRR program number HA010B
[NASA-CB-128588] p026U N75-19178
Technology assessment of portable energy BDT and
P, phase 1
[NASA-CR-137651] p0322 N75-22901
TYCO LABS., INC., POBONA, CALIF.
Nuclear helicopter air density indicating system
p012t N15-13862
flight test program
[AD-786565]
TYCO LABS., INC.. RALTHAB, BASS.
Directionally solidified laaellar eatectic
superalloys by edge-defined, fi lm-fed growth
[NASA-CB-131808] p0377 N75-24897
u
DLTB4SYSTEMS. INC., PHOENIX. ABIZ.
Fuel system reliability and maintainability
investigation, volume 1
[AD-786563] p0135 H75-1U771
Fuel system reliability and maintainability
investigation. Volume 2: Supplemental design
guide
£AD-786564] p0135 N75-14772
DNG (BAN T - ) , BL SEGDIDO, CALIF.
Becommended requirements for the universal
aircraft flight simulator/trainer
[AD-786047] p0127 H75-13893
DNITED AIB LINES, INC., CHICAGO, ILL.
Fleet retrofit report
[8ASA-CR-1375863 pOO 17 H75-109<»1
Engineering simulation development and
evaluation of the two-segment noise abatement
approach conducted in the B-727-222 flight
simulator
CHASA-CB-137591] p0236 N75-18195
Operational flight evaluation of the two-segment
approach for use in airline service
[NASA-CK-2515] p0309 N75-21255
Engineering simulation evaluation of the
two-segment noise abatement approach in the
Douglas DC-8-61
CNASA-CR-137665] p0459 N75-29121
DNITED AIB LINES, INC., OEIVEB, COLO.
Engineering flight and guest pilot evaluation
report, phase 2
[ NASA-CB-137664] p0310 N75-21269
Implications of equipping a DC-8-61 fleet with
BNAV/two-segment approach avionics
[NASA-CB-137680] p0361 N75-235U1!
Engineering flight evaluation report
[NASA-CB-137755] p0525 N75-32093
UNITED AIB LINES, ISC., SAB FBANCISCO, CALIF.
Fuel conservation capability and effort by
commercial air carriers
[NASA-CB-137624] p0137 1175-15157
The out of service guest pilot evaluation of the
two-segment noise abatement approach in the
Boeing B727-200
[NASA-CR-137625] p0371 N75-24696
UNITED AIBCBAFT COBP., EAST HARTFORD, CONN.
Investigation of scrubbing and impingement noise
[NASA-CB-134762] p0178 N75-1715U
Prediction of rotor wake induced flow along the
rocket trajectories of an Army AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A007878] p0360 N75-23528
Nondestructive holographic techniques for
structures inspection
[AD-A007850] p0368 N75-23946
Development of fiber reinforced ceramic matrix
composites
[AD-A009360] pOSOO N75-31276
UNITED AIBCBAFT COBP., STBATFOBD, COHN.
Investigation of the effects of blade structural
design parameters on helicopter stall boundaries
[AD-784594] p0030 N75-10075
The 3000-BP roller gear transmission development
program. Volume <t: Laboratory bench test
[AD-785575] p0069 N75-12907
Helicopter secondary structures reliability and
maintainability investigation
[AD-787334] p0133 N75-14751
Flight investigation of rotor/vehicle state
feedback
[ NASA-CR-132546] p0165 H75-15640
Three-axis fluidic/electronic automatic flight
control system flight test report
[AD-A000894] p0230 1175-17379
Design and fatigue testing of integral armored
servo actuator modified trunnion
[AD-A002069] p0271 N75-19235
Fretting fatigue in titanium helicopter components
p0320 N75-22191
Advanced overrunning clutch technology, design
phase
[AD-A007815] p0362 H75-23562
C-38
COBPOB1TB SOOBCB IBDBX BIGGIB (HBHBI) ABD CO. LTD..
Flight load investigation of helicopter external
loads
[AD-A00839U] p0373 B75-21727
Conceptual design study of 1985 commercial yioi
transports that utilize rotors
[BASA-CB-2532] p0444 B75-28043
Botorcraft derivative identification froi
analytical models and flight test data
p0477 H75-30021
H-53 night operations
p0482 B75-30056
Fabricated helicopter transmission housing
analysis
[ AD-A008995] pOH91 B75-30155
Tiedovn and bench testing of grease-lubricated
helicopter tail and intermediate gear-boxes
[ AD-A009757] pOU96 H75-31060
Study to investigate design, fabrication and
test of low cost concepts for large hybrid
compgsite helicopter fuselage, phase 1
[NASA-CB-132731] p0531 S75-33031
DBITED TBC8HOLOGIES BESBABCB CBBTEB, BAST EABTFOBD.
COHH.
Prediction of externally blown flap noise and
turbonachinery strut noise
[NASA-CR-134883] p0534 B75-33054
OBIYERSITI OF SOOTBEEB CALIF., LOS AB6BLBS.
Ordered structures and jet noise
[NASA-CH-1311733] p012« K75-J3867
Field evaluation of model 2 of the
computer-based, individual trainer for the
radar intercept officer
[AD-A002705] p0275 875-19278
VDO-LUFTFAHBTGERAETE KEEK ADOLF SCHIBDLIHG
G.B.B.H., FBABKFUHT (VEST GEBHABT) .
The nuclear landing aid for helicopters during
the final approach phase
p0484 B75-30074
VBBEIHIGTE FLOGTECHBISCHE BEBKE-FOKKEB G.H.B.B. ,
BBEHEH (BEST GEBBAHT) .
Vertical and short take-off demonstrated by the
VAK 191 B
p0058 H75-11939
Jet lift problems of V/STOL aircraft
p0117 B75-13811
Sideslip in VIOL-transition flight: A critical
flight condition and its prediction in simple
wind tunnel tests
p0117 H75-13812
Some low speed aspects of the twin-engine short
haul aircraft VFI 614
p0306 H75-21230
Airframe: Engine interaction for engine
configurations mounted above the wing. Part
1: Interference between wing and intake jet
p0358 N75-23511
Airframe: Engine interaction for engine
configurations mounted above the wing. Part
2: Engine jet simulation problems in wind
tunnel tests
p0358 H75-23512
Sensors and filtering techniques for flight
testing the VAK 191 and VFW 61<4 aircraft
p0175 N75-30005
Measurement of hinge moments, rudder and fin
loads of a horizontal tail surface, with one-
and six-component strain gage balances
pO«87 U75-30115
Determination of aerodynamic interference forces
using the VFB-Fokker partial load method
p0488 H75-30117
VIBGIHIA POLYTECHNIC IHST. ADD STATE DBIV. ,
BLACKSBOEG.
Turbulent wake behind slender bodies including
self-propelled configurations
[AD-A001040] p0223 H75-17319
Skin friction reduction in supersonic flow by
injection through slots, porous sections and
combinations of the two
[NASA-CB-2491] p0231 N75-17614
Bind tunnel studies of the turbulent wake behind
self propelled slender bodies
[AD-A002396] , p0280 N75-20272
Investigation of the turbulent properties of the
wake behind self propelled, axisynmetric bodies
pO«03 H75-25865
Turbulent wake behind slender bodies, including
self-propelled configurations
P0403 B75-25866
Prediction of the steady aerodynamic loads of
lifting surfaces having sharp-edge separation
P0441 B75-28007
Analytic investigation of transonic normal shock
boundary layer interaction
t AD-A004980] p0444 N75-28041
VIBGI8IA DBIV. , CBABLOTTESVILLE.
Development of a superconductor magnetic
suspension and balance prototype facility for
studying the feasibility of applying this
technique to large scale aerodynanic testing
[HASA-CB-141284] p0126 H75-13886
Preliminary ride-gnality evaluation of the HB.2
Hoverferry
[SASA-CR-142290] p0225 B75-17338
An investigation of rooftop STOL port aerodynaaics
[HASA-CE-132570] p0230 H75-17381
Computer aided design of aircraft structures
p0310 N75-21266
The effects of aircraft design on STOL ride
quality
[NASA-CB-143113] p O U I S H75-27001
Unsteady loads due to propulsive lift
configurations
[BASA-CR-143454] p0494 1175-31007
Application of active controls technology to
aircraft ride soothing systems
p0534 S75-33060
w
BASBIHGTOB DBIV., SEATTLE.
A non-Gaussian model of continuous atmospheric
turbulence for use in aircraft design
p0309 H75-21265
BEAPOBS BBSBABCH ESTA6LISHBBBT, SALISBOBI
(AOSTBALIA).
Boundary layer effects in supersonic flow over
cylinder-flare bodies
[SBE-REPT-1238(HB/D)] p0279 H75-20257
REST VIBGIHIA OSIV., HOBGABTO»«.
Thrust augmented wing sections in potential flow
[AD-786221] p0131 B75-14729
Naval V/STOL aerodynamics
[AD-786222] p0131 N75-14730
Analysis and design of aircraft antennas
[BASA-CH-142945] p0378 N75-25057
Analysis of circulation controlled airfoils
p0530 B75-32998
Helicopter lifting surface theory with force
free wake
p0530 N75-32999
HESTIBGHOOSE BLECTBIC CORP., LISA, OHIO.
High temperature generator component development
[AD-786046] p0077 875-13170
Program for the development of a superconducting
generator. Part 1: Phase 1
CAD-A001649] p0275 B75-19546
IESTLABD HELICOPTEBS, LTD., YEOVIL (EBGLAND).
Fretting in helicopters
p0320 S75-22490
Botorcraft and propeller noise
p0491 N75-30171
Duct acoustics and mufflers
p0492 N75-30172
BHITT1KEE COBP., SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Manufacturing methods technology (HH and T) for
ballistically tolerant replacement flight
control components
[AD-785582] p0066 N75-12082
Investigation of reinforced plastics for naval
aircraft electromagnetic (EH) windows
[AD-A005170] p0447 N75-28243
BICBITA STATE OBI?., KABS.
Development of a Fowler flap system for a high
performance general aviation airfoil
[BASA-CS-2443] p0073 N75-12943
Effectiveness of spoilers on the GA(B)-1 airfoil
with a high performance Fowler flap
[NASA-CB-2538] p0354 N75-23184
Experimental studies of flow separation and
stalling on a two-dimensional airfoil at low
speeds
[ HASA-CS-2560] p0411 B75-26970
BIGGIB (BENBY) ABD CO. LTD., BEBEFOBD (EBGLABD).
Production of superalloys from powders
C-39
SIGGIHS (J. H.) CO., BE00IDO BEACH, C1LIP. COBPOBATE SOOBCE IB DEI
p0322 N75-22753
BIGGIBS (J. H.) CO., BEDOHDO BEACH, CALIF.
Sound and vibration measurements for Concorde
supersonic transport and subsonic jet aircraft
[PB-238718/8] p0369 N75-21436
gYlE LABS., INC., El SEGDNOO, CALIF.
Airport noise reduction forecast.
Summary report £or 23 airports
[PB-239387/4]
Airport noise reduction forecast.
HEP computer program description and user's
manual
[PB-239388/2] p0377 H75-21772
VILE LABS., IDC., HASPTOH, VA.
SASA-Langley helicopter to«er instrumentation
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BAS8-28984
p0448 N75-28394
p0448 875-28395
8AS8-30617
p0325 A75-32656
BAS8-30645
p0162 875-15613
BAS9-12330
p0264 875-19178
HAS9-13247
p0066 B75-12034
p0066 875-12035
p0066 875-12040
p0118 S75-13822
p0119 B75-13823
p0119 B75-13824
p0535 875-33162
p0535 875-33163
p0535 875-33164
BAS9-13550
p0065 875-11999
HAS9-13641
p0168 875-15803
HAS9-14041
p04S6 875-29088
8AVAIB TASK 320C
pOlOO A75-18327
BAVI TASK A3303300/001C/
p0424 A75-39514
H6L-05-020-007
p0435 A75-41643
HGL-05-046-002
p0414 B75-26995
B6L-10-005-127
p0051 A75-15951
HGL-14-005-140
pOlttO A75-19918
HGL-15-005-094
p0486 875-30105
KGL-22-009-124
p0164 B75-15626
HGl-22-009-383
p0142 A75-20257
HGL-22-009-548
p0237 875-18223
BGL-22-009-640
p0340 A75-34535
p0387 A75-36960
p0405 875-25901
HGL-33-016-119
p0104 A75-18419
BGL-36-008-138
p0294 A75-30426
HGL-39-009-172
p0451 B75-29031
BGL-48-002-010
p0101 A75-18342
BGB-05-002-239
p0221 875-17296
HGH-05-007-414
p0325 175-32667
BGB-05-017-033
p0527 875-32117
HGB-05-020-526
p0255 A75-28348
p0255 A75-28349
BGB-05-020-663
p0376 875-24756
SGB-09-010-064
p0207 A75-25763
BGH-09-010-085
p0203 A75-25735
p0207 A75-25773
BGB-10-005-127
p0231 875-17611
BGB-11-002-169
p0325 A75-32656
pOSIO A75-46172
BGB-14-005-177
p0098 A75-18304
HGB-15-005-119
p0290 A75-29462
BGH-15-005-188
p0290 A75-29464
HGE-16-002-038
p0101 175-18345
p0452 875-29038
BGB-17-002-072
p0073 875-12943
p0354 B75-23484
BGB-17-003-021
p0411 B75-26970
86B-22-004-030
p0099 A75-18310
p0353 875-23477
p0353 875-23478
p0403 B75-25871
BGB-22-009-378
p0178 875-17011
BGB-22-009-571
p0038 B75-10937
BGB-22-009-727
p0189 A75-23982
BGB-23-005-417
p0057 B75-11929
HGB-25-001-055
p0339 A75-34186
p0404 B75-25874
D-5
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KGS-31-001-307
p0209 475-25788
p0062 B75-11974
BGB-33-016-131
p0104 A75-18419
HGE-33-016-167
p0339 475-34193
p0340 475-34196
p0345 475-34975
p0233 N75-18167
p0501 N75-31378
NGE-33-016-177
p0206 A75-25751
p0031 H75-10088
BGB-33-016-201
p0339 475-34193
p0345 A75-3II975
p0233 N75-18167
p0501 N75-31378
BGB-33-018-152
p0053 A75-16625
NGB-33-018-183
p0391 A75-37135
p0074 N75-12967
NGB-34-002-179
p0370 N75-24677
HGB-36-009-017
p0387 A75-36968
p0388 A75-36969
p0120 H75-13838
p0448 H75-28278
NGB-36-010-024
p0363 N75-23573
SGB-41-001-027
p0165 N75-15639
p0225 N75-17341
p0232 N75-17711
NGB-43-001-102
p0068 N75-12899
NGB-43-008-008
p0458 N75-29112
BGB-44-001-011
p0363 N75-23567
BGB-44-001-157
p0339 A75-34195
p0161 N75-15610
p0486 H75-30100
NGB-47-004-090
p0100 A75-18325
BGB-47-004-160
p0231 N75-17611
KG8-47-005-112
p0126 N75-13886
BGB-47-005-146
p0230 H75-17381
BGB-47-005-181
p02«8 475-26849
p0225 N75-17338
NGB-47-005-202
p0425 A75-39524
NGB-47-005-208
p0415 N75-27001
SGE-47-995-219
p0494 H75-31007
NGB-48-002-047
p0182 A75-23209
NGB-48-002-085
p0095 A75-18270
BGB-49-001-049
p0378 H75-25057
SGB-50-007-001
p0105 A75-18490
p0333 A75-339SO
BGB-52-012-008
p0325 A75-32654
BOBB-1858(46)
p0406 N75-25921
NB PBOJ. 061-197
p0444 H75-28041
HE PBOJ. 061-213
p0321 B75-22666
BE PEOJ. 062-325
p0232 M75-17624
NB PBOJ. 062-481
p0223 N75-17319
BE PBOJ. 094-369
p0163 B75-15619
BE PBOJ. 122-303
p0268 N75-19211
NB PBOJ. 212-155
p0406 B75-25921
»E PEOJ. 212-224
p0235 B75-18189
NB PBOJ. 213-067
p0407 H75-25926
NB PEOJ. 213-088
p0227 B75-17354
BE PBOJ. 213-109
p0445 B75-28053
BB PBOJ. 213-114
p0286 N75-20331
BB PBOJi 215-163
p0131 B75-14729
p0131 N75-14730
MB PBOJ. 21S-226
p0412 B75-26978
BBC A-1080
p0437 A75-41673
BBC A-1676
pOOSO A75-16849
NEC A-1894
p0295 A75-30724
BBC A-2003
p0256 A75-28400
BBC A-5625
p0437 A75-41673
BBC A-7283
p0295 A75-30722
NBC A-7799
p0335 A75-33966
NSF AG-398
p0027 N75-10039
NSP C-460
p0007 A75-10638
HSF GI-39415
p0006 A75-10518
NSF GK-30325
p0195 A75-24754
BSF GK-33739
p0251 A75-27919
BSF GK-35004
p0325 A75-32662
BSF GK-35790
p0147 A75-20789
p0154 A75-22363
BSF GK-38147X1
p0299 A75-31422
NSF GK-39892
p0146 A75-20655
BSF GK-42133
p0250 A75-27495
NSF GP-33174X2
p0467 A75-42656
NSF BPS-75-07118
p0467 A75-42656
NSF ST-42974
p0303 A75-32081
BSF 40130
p0462 N75-29378
NSG-1018
p0528 N75-32128
BSG-1021
p0206 A75-25759
BSG-1038
p0411 B75-26972
NSG-1050
p0468 A75-42703
NSG-1054
p0129 N75-14714
BSG-1081
p0458 N75-29115
NSG-1099
p0325 A75-32657
BSG-1137
p0492 N75-30189
NSG-1144
p0442 N75-28021
NSG-2007
p0255 A75-28348
p0255 A75-28349
NSG-2016
p0009 A75-12622
NSG-2024
p0211 A75-25969
BSG-2040
p0263 N75-19172
NSG-3015
p0209 A75-25786
NSG-3028
p0507 A75-45688
BSG-7072
p0327 A75-32697
N0014-
N00014
B00014
B00014
N00014
H00014
N00014
N00014
800011
N00014
N00014
B00014
B00014
N00014
N00014
N00014
N00014
B00014
B00014
800014
N00014
N00014
N00014
S00014
N00014
N00014
N00017
N00017-
B00019
N00019
N00019
B00019
B00019
B00019
N00019
N00019
B00019
N00019
N00019-
B00019-
p0239 B75
67-A-0467-
p0141 A75
•67-A-0151
p0209 A75
p0064 B75
-67-A-0226
p0142 A75
p0287 N75
I-67-A-0269
p0142 A75
•-67-A-0298
p0476 N75
-68-A-0091
p0527 N75
-68-A-0141
p0380 A75
I-68-A-0308
p0405 B75
•68-A-0512
p0102 A75
p0145 A75
p0131 B75
p0131 N75
I-71-C-0063
p0232 N75
-72-A-0027
p0268 N75
I-72-A-0136
p0444 N75
-72-A-0136
p0223 N75
p0280 N75
I-72-C-0001
p0407 B75
-72-C-0191
p0227 B75
I-72-C-0328
p0477 N75
-72-C-0351
p0163 B75
-72-C-0498
p0445 B75-
-73-C-0031
p0261 B75
•73-C-0237
p0321 N75
-73-C-0291
p0286 N75
-73-C-0294
p0098 A75
-73-C-0354
p0488 N75-
I-74-C-0050
p0412 N75
•74-C-0127
p023S N75
•74-C-0373-
p0339 A75
•72-C-4401
p0004 A75-
p0167 N75-
p0457 N75-
73-C-1418
p0064 N75-
p0410 N75-
-69-C-0534
p0478 N75-
-70-C-0276
p0201 A75-
-71-C-0297
p0201 A75-
•72-C-0044
p0478 B75-
•72-C-0187
p0337 A75-
•72-C-0417
p0478 N75-
-73-C-0150
p0297 A75-
-73-C-0230
p0391 475-
•73-C-0239
p0163 N75-
•73-C-0460
p0226 N75-
-73-C-0504
p0476 N75-
p0478 B75-
73-G-0225
p0400 A75
-18243
0021
-20253
-0029
-25788
-11992
-0005
-20265
-20343
'-0021
-20262
-0006
-30009
-32111
-0001
-36236
-0007
-25891
-18356
-20441
-14729
-14730
1-17624
-0002
-19211
-0001
-28041
-0004
-17319
20272
-25926
-17354
-30018
•15619
•28053
•19132
-22666
•20331
-18307
•30131
-26978
-18189
•P0001
•34186
•10317
•15658
•29099
•11991
•26323
30024
25189
•25189
30024
34131
30024
30872
37096
15618
17349
30010
30024
I-38357
N00019-74-C-0055
p0447 M75-28243
N00019-74-C-0194
p0377 N75-24926
N00029-73-C-0021
p0343 A75-34628
N00140-74-C-0582
p0065 B75-11996
B00140-74-C-0618
p0366 M75-23604
N00421-72-C-6702
p0185 A75-23594
N60921-74-C-0235
pOU37 475-41671
N60921-75-C-00050
p0389 475-37009
N61339-73-C-0065
p0275 N75-19278
N62269-72-C-0400
p0108 475-18823
N62269-73-C-0476
p0288 B75-20676
B62269-74-C-0185
p0164 N75-15628
N62269-74-C-0359
pOSOO B75-31276
N62269-74-C-0523
p0374 B75-24733
H62269-74-C-0757
p0407 B75-25925
PBOJ. FEDD
p0175 B75-16559
p0270 B75-19226
p0370 N75-24678
p0486 N75-30107
PBOJECT SQUID
p0142 475-20265
PBOJECT THEHIS
p0243 475-26212
p0380 475-36236
SN/1170/012
p0034 B75-10755
SBI PBOJ. 2831
p0267 B75-19198
SWEDBTD-73-4381
p0223 S75-17310
SHEDBTD-73-4722
p0222 B75-17309
S»EI PBOJ. 02-3825
p0463 B75-29453
SWBI PBOJ. 02-3895
p0460 H75-29127
K-7405-EBG-26
p0027 »75-10039
HF41421210
p0060 N75-11954
ZB00001
p0223 B75-17318
023-11-16-05
pOSOO N75-31116
126-61-14-05-00
p0228 N75-17361
182-530-035.2
p0487 N75-30111
182-530-035-2
p0406 N75-25917
500-06-23-01
p0234 B75-13182
501-03-11
p0361 B75-23519
p0367 B75-23606
p0489 B75-30137
501-04-01-01
p0128 B75-14573
501-04-01-02
p0233 N75-18030
501-06-01-13
p0411 B75-26693
501-06-05
p0028 B75-10062
501-06-05-07
p0161 B75-15607
p0234 B75-18179
501-06-05-08-00
p0486 N75-30100
501-08-10
p0115 N75-13791
501-22-04-01
p0023 B75-10007
501-23-11-05
p0229 B75-17368
D-6
COBTBiCT BDSBEH IHD1Z
501-29 p0032 875-10095
p0121 875-13870
p0125 B75-13871
p0127 875-11065
p0131 B75-11765
p0131 875-11767
p0178 B75-17012
p0239 B75-18239
p0261 H7S-19180
501-21-06-01
p0069 875-12905
501-26-01
p0210 875-18211
501-26-01-02
p0013 H75-10006
501-26-06
p0210 N75-18215
p0319 N75-22331
501-39-11-03
p0065 N75-12003
501-09-11-01
p0169 875-16314
p0317 875-22318
501-09-21-01
p0362 H75-23556
p0116 875-28066
p0152 N75-29037
501-09-21-02
p0190 875-30148
501-09-31-01
p0521 875-32091
501-09-33
p0111 875-26995
pOIII N75-26996
501-29-11-01
p0028 H75-10061
p0057 H75-11933
501-29-21
p0132 N75-11715
505-01 p0130 H75-11723
505-01-11-06
p0221 N75-17291
505-02-21-01
p0152 875-29036
505-02-22-01
p0523 875-32030
505-02-31-01
p0378 875-25221
505-03 p0137 N75-15399
p0239 875-18210
p0311 875-22278
p0322 H75-2291 1
p0375 H75-21710
p0530 875-32872
505-03-11-03
p0117 875-27855
505-03-12
p0527 N75-32119
505-03-12-01
p0191 875-30671
505-03-12-02
p0016 875-10359
505-03-12-05
p0228 N75-17360
p0238 N75-18231
p0238 875-18232
p0238 875-18233
p0238 H75-18231
p0238 875-18235
p0238 H75-18236
p0376 875-21714
p0103 875-25870
505-01 p0129 875-11718
p0129 875-11720
p0130 N75-11721
p0162 S75-15612
p0228 H75-17363
p0279 B75-20256
p0308 875-21250
p0366 875-23602
p0376 875-21716
p0378 875-25091
p0110 875-26137
p0117 875-27121
p0530 H75-33001
p0531 H75-33057
505-01-11-01
p0278 875-20217
p0195 875-31051
505-05 p0119 875-13825
p0169 875-16509
p0278 875-20218
p0312 H75-21283
p0376 N75- 21715
p0528 N75-32125
505-05-11-01
p0128 B75-11709
p0166 B75-15651
p0533 B75-33051
505-06-11-02
p0370 875-21681
p0185 H75-30099
505-06-11-00
p0186 N75-30105
505-06-11-01
p0072 N75-12937
p0186 B75-30103
p0522 875-32023
505-06-22
p0353 875-23181
505-06-22-01
p0161 B75-15608
505-06-22-02
p0522 875-32025
505-06-23
p0285 875-20329
505-06-31
p031« 875-22275
p0112 H7S-26975
pO«86 B75-30101
505-06-31-01
p0161 875-15606
505-06-31-02
p0309 N75-21251
p0370 H75-21678
p0441 H75-28001
505-06-12-01
p0065 875-12001
505-06-12-03
p0113 K75-28026
505-06-81
p0170 H75-16511
p0265 875-19181
505-06-81-01
p0192 H75-30190
505-06-93-01
p0153 H75-29039
505-06-93-02
p0125 H75-13877
505-06-93-01
p0161 875-15627
505-08-20-01
p0037 875-10931
505-08-21
p0523 875-32029
505-08-31-01
p0072 875-12939
p0225 875-17312
p0235 875-18181
p0362 875-23555
505-10-11-03
p035» 875-23181
505-10-12
p0231 875-18181
p0195 875-31011
505-10-21
p0288 875-20350
p0373 875-21722
505-10-21-04
p0530 875-33000
505-10-22
p0028 875-10057
p0117 875-27122
p0115 875-28050
505-10-31-01
p0187 H75-30109
505-10-31-02
p0308 B75-21218
505-10-11
p0521 875-32016
505-10-11-03
p0233 875-18176
505-10-12
p0122 875-13851
p0122 H75-13852
505-11 p0111 875-26968
505-il-21
p0369 H75-21671
505-11-21-02
p0071 N75-12932
p0308 875-21217
p0310 875-21270
p0358 B75-23511
p0362 B75-23559
p0113 875-28029
p0156 875-29091
505-11-31-02
p0161 875-15611
p0369 875-21673
505-11-11-10
p0072 B75-12911
506-26-30-02
p0235 H75-18187
512-51-02-01
p0071 875-12967
512-53-01-06
pOOSS 875-11898
513-52-01-01
p0159 875-29119
513-53-02-01
p0071 875-12933
513-53-01-01
pOIIU 875-28015
511-52-01
p0276 875-20221
p0353 875-23179
511-52-01-01
p0112 875-26980
511-51 p0362 875-23557
521-71-01
p0116 875-27015
713-01-13-01
p0525 H75-32095
713-01-22-01
p0535 B75-33183
713-03 p0159 875-29118
713-03-11-00-21
pOU09 H75-259U6
713-01-12-02
p0270 875-19226
p0186 875-30107
713-05-01-01-00
p0279 875-20260
713-32-11-03
p0193 875-30596
713-35-12-03
p0113 875-28027
711-01-01
p0372 875-21720
751-62-01-06
p0072 875-12938
760-17-01-10
p0057 B75-11932
760-17-01-11
p0231 875-18180
760-60-01-09
p0073 875-12913
760-60-01-0900
p0370 875-21677
760-61-02
p0115 875-27008
760-61-02-01
p0115 875-13792
p0169 B75-16501
760-61-02-03
pOOSS 875-11896
760-63-01
p0069 875-12906
760-63-02-01
p0308 875-21219
760-63-02-06
p0057 875-11931
760-63-02-11
p0069 B75-12903
760-63-01-03
p0013 875-10009
760-63-01-05
p0317 875-22313
760-61-01-02
p0111 875-28003
760-65-11-02
pOOSS 875-11893
760-66-01-02
p0023 875-10008
p0130 875-11722
760-66-01-02-00
p0171 875-16551
p0225 875-17311
760-67-05
p0037 875-10936
p0282 875-20293
766-72 p0062 875-11971
766-72-02
p0175 B75-16560
768-81-03-02
p0309 875-21254
768-81-01-01
p0015 H75-10038
769-02-02
p0521 H75-32090
791-93-05-02-21
p0131 875-11735
975-50-01-10
p0377 B75-21760
501021 p0261 H75-19180
p0261 B75-19180
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-5333
-51)91)
-5530
-5698
-5710
-5753
-5756
-5759
-5788
-579*
-5795
-5796
-5797-VOL-1
-5798
-5829
-5854
-5863
-5869
-5870
-5907
-5918
-5923
-5973
-5992
-5993
-5998
-6003
-60 16
-6018
-6025
-6054
-6064
-6074
1-6108
i-6224
i-6235
iiEB/HOTE-2081
ACS PAPEB 30-BC-73P
AD-A000092
AD-A000101
AD-A000128
AD-A000138
AD-A000193
AD-A000240
AD-A000262
AD-A000348
AD-A000354
AD-A000399
p0131 H75-14735*
p0367 H75-23606*
p0265 875-19181*
p0489 H75-30137*
p0122 875-13851*
p0122 H75-13852*
p0122 H75-13853*
p0369 H75-24671*
p0414 H75-26996*
p0409 B75-25946*
p0227 B75-17355
AD- AOO 0431 p0226 B75- 17346
AD-A000532 p0227 H75- 17354
AD- AGO 0569 p0223 H75-17314
AD-A000645 p023 1 875- 17385
AD-A000660 p0228 H75-17365
AD-A000797/1 p0314 B75-22267
AD-A000809 p0223 B75-17318
AD- AGO 0834 p0238 H75- 18229
AD- AGO 0893 p0237 H75- 18224
AD- AGO 0922 p0235 H75- 18188*
AD- AGO 0939 p0237 H75- 18228
AD-AO0 1040 p0223 H75-17319
AD-A001079 p0231 H75- 17391
AD-A001094 p0235 B75- 18189
AD- AGO 1101 , p0226 B75- 17349
AD- AOO 11 12/2* p0269 B75-19214
AD- AGO 11 35 p0235 H75-18190
AD- AGO 1220 . p0274 N75- 19268
AD- AG0 1403/5 . . . p0269B75-19213
AD- AOO 1405/0 p0268 H75-19212
AD-A001459 . «... p0237H75-18225
AD-A001526 p0313 M7 5- 2 1805
AD-A001596 , p0241 H75- 18254
AD- AOO 1598 p0237 H75- 18226
AD- AOO 1604 p0377 H7 5- 24923
AD- AOO 1623 * p0231 H75- 17531
AD- AOO 1632 .. . pO 23 6H75- 18191
AD- AOO 1640 » p0270 H75- 19228
AD-AOO 16116 p0224 H75- 17332
AD- AO0 1649 .... . p0275N75-19546
AD-A001714
 f. p0270H75-19230
AD- AOO 1728 •*.... ' p0273N75- 19251
AD- AOO 1737 p0273 H75- 19250
AD- AOO 1739 p0267B75-19195
AD- AOO 1752 p0272 H75- 19249
AD* AOO 1826 p0276 B75- 19878
AD* AOO 1844 p0268 B75- 19210
AD- AOO 1936 p0271 B75- 19234
AD-A002007 p0271 B75- 19238
AD-A002057 . p0270 B75- 19232
AD- AOO 20 63 ... . ....*.. .. p0270 B75- 19231
AD-A002077 .. p0266B75-19194
AD- AOO 21 61 - p0266 H7 5- 19193
AD- AOO 2281 p0269 B75- 19220
AD- AOO 23 19 . • .... p0280 M75- 20271
AD- AOO 2320 p0287 B75- 20348
AD-A002327 ". p0287 B75-20349
AD- AOO 2396 - . . . . . pO 28 0 B75- 20272
AD-A002397 p0241 B75- 18263
AD- AOO 25 44 .... .... . p0286 B75- 20338
AD- AOO 2545 p0286 B75-20339
AD- AOO 25 46 .. . . p0286 B75- 20340
B-1
BEPOBT/1CCESSIOH HOHBEB IHDBX
AD-A002552 p0288 875-20548
AD-A002553 p0283 B75-20299
AD-A002554 p0288 B75-20777
AD-A002574 p0310 B75-21272
AD'A002583 p0271 B75-19241
AD'A002603 p0271 875-19236
AD-A002646 p0276 N75-19557
AD-A002671 p0309 H75-21252
AD-A002672 p0286 875-20341
AD-A002673 p0271 H75-19239
AD-A002686 p0377 B75-24757
AD-A002687 .., p0376 B75-24754
AD-A002688 p0271 S75-19237
AD-A002695 p0313 N75-21608
AD-A002705 p0275 H75-19278
AD-A002739 p0287 875-20343
AD'A002756 p0313 H75-21681
AD-A002767 p0322 H75-22913
AD'A002805 p0308 B75-21243
AD-A002815 p0313 N75-21301
AD-A002819 p0312 S75-21287
AD-1002830 p0312 H75-21285
AD-A002850 p0283 875-20301
AD-A002851 p0283 S75-20304
AD-A002852 .• p0283 875-20302
AD-&002853 ,... p0283 H75-20303
AD-A002854 p0283 N75-20305
AD-A002855 p0283 875-20306
AD-A002856 p0284 N75-20307
AD-A002857 p0284 B75-20308
AD-A002858 p0284 B75-20309
AD-A002859 p0284 875-20313
AD-A002860 p0284 875-20314
AD-A002861 p0284 H75-20315
AD-A002862 p028t B75-20316
AD-A002863 p0284 875-20317
AD-S002864 p0284 N75-20310
AD-A002865 p028<! H75-20311
AD-A002866 p0281 B75-20312
AD-A002867 p0284 875-20318
AD-A002868 p0285 875-20319
AD-A002869 p0285 B75-20320
AD-A002870 p0285 B75-20321
AD-A002871 p0285 N7S-20322
AD-A002872 p0285 B75-20323
. AD-A002873 p0285 B75-20324
AD-A002891 p0524 M75-32039
AD-A002918 p0312 B75-21290
AD-A002970 p0311 B75-21274
AD-A003086 p0312 H75-21288
AD-A003124 p0267 N75-19199
AD-A003263 p0285 H75-20325
AD-A003314 p0313 B75-21612
AD-A003323 p0286 B75-20332
AD-A003325 p0311 B75-21273
AD-A003330 p0312 B75-21286
AD-A003341 p0309 H75-21253
AD-A003351 p0279 B75-20253
AD-A003353 p0311 H75-21277
AD-A003354 p0311 H75-21275
AD-A003417 p0367 B75-23775
AD-A003455 p0408 B75-25942
AD-A003471 p0407 B75-25922
AD-A003197 pOUOt H75-25881
AD-A0035I16 pO*07 875-25925
AD-A003580 p0410 B75-26323
AD-A00363U pOa06 H75-25905
AD-A0036«8 pO<K>9 B75-25919
AD-i0036t9 pO«15 B75-27002
AD-A003650 p0415 B75-27003
AD-&003651 pOUIS S75-2700*
AD-4003667 pO<406 »75-25919
AD-A003682 p041U B75-26994
AD-A003697 pO«12 B75-26979
AD-1003750 pOUOlt B75-25875
AD-A003799 p0282 B75-20295
AD-1003800 p0281 H75-2Q286
AD-A003801 p0288 B75-20352
AD-A003834 pOU10 B75-26273
AD-4003859 pOIOIt B75-25879
AD-4003878 pOMOS H75-25903
AD-A003917 pOU07 B75-25926
AD-H003925 P0112 B75-26978
AD-A003952 '. p0285 B75-20330
AD-A003955 pO«06 B75-25921
AD-AOO"I002 pO«09 H75-25950
AD-A001008 pO<40t B75-25878
AD-A004009 p0407 H75-25923
AD-IOO<1013 pO«08 B75-25935
AD-AOOIK>1« pOltOB B75-25936
AD-A001015 pOI»08 B75-259311
AD-A004190 POH05 B75-25892
AD-A004215 p O U O l B75-25883
AD-A0012K1 - pflil15 H75-27005
AD-A001256 p0408 B75-25933
AD-AOOa26a p0412 B75-26981
AD-A001306 p0280 B75-20273
AD-A0011317 p0288 B75-20353
iD-AOOtt12 pfli407 K75-25927
AB-A0011H9 , pO<(16 B75-27223
AD-AOOU1I20 pOi|16 N75-2722I4
AD-A004421 pO<t16 B75-27225
AD-A001422 P0116 B75-27226
AD-A001123 pOI»16 B75-27227
AD-&QOi tUU2 pOUQS H75-25887
AD-A004622 p01|0« H75-25882
AD-A001651 pOllOS B75-^5891
AD-A004765 p0416 B75-27021
AD-A001768 pOi(05 B75-25896
AD-AOOt794 pfl«07 K75-25930
AD-A004795 ^ pOa07 B75-25928
AD-AOOU796 pO«07 B75-25929
AD-AQQ1797 p0110 N75-25963
AD-AOOU798 pOUOS B75-25931
AD-A001800 pOaOS N75-25932
AD-AOOI1802 pOi405 S75-25885
AD-A001803 pOUOl B75-2588M
AD-A004826 pOUOU N75-25877
AD-AOOI1853 pOUlO M75-25962
AD-A001972 , pOi»«5 B75-28056
AD-AQ01980 pQIlUU H75-280H1
AD-A00502« pfllta? 875-28241
AD-A0050<4t p04U8 B75-2840U
AD-A005019 p04U5 B75-28055
AD-A005050 pOUUS B75-28052
AD-A005051 pO«57 B75-29097
AD-A005055 p0448 B75-28533
AD-A005071 p(W5 B75-28053
AD-A005151 P O H U 7 M75-28236
AD-A005152 p O U U D M75-280H2
AD-A005170 pfli|H7 B75-28213
AD-A005217 pOUitS 875-28057
AD-A005220 pOi(i|6 N75-28058
AD-A005285 p O H H 6 875-28059
AD-A005386 pOit«9 875-28961
AD-A005U26 pOi»i»5 875-28051
AD-A005U79 pO«H3 875-28038
AD-A005563 pOttS 875-28054
AD-A005569 p0461 N75-29287
AD-A005571 p0236 875-18194
AD-A005574 p0444 875-28040
AD-A005637 p0267 875-19198
AD-A005658 p0449 B75-28875
AD-A005733 p0461 875-29339
AD-A005770 p0490 875-30151
AD-A005815 p0462 875-29395
AD-A005817 p0492 875-30182
AD-A005818 pOU46 875-28060
AD-A005822 p0455 875-29071
AD-A005878 pOlt87 875-30111*
AD-A005882 p0491 875-30154
AD-A005897 p0454 B75-29064
AD-AOOS950 p0462 H75-29393
AD-AOOS98& p0461 875-29285
AD-A006103 pO((63 B75-29454
AD-A006108 p0460 875-29125
AD-A006131 p0463 B75-29462
AD-A006142 p0490 B75-30150
AD-A006143 p0490 875-30149
AD-A006157 p0446 875-28061
AD-A006158 p0489 B75-30134
AD-A006159 p0457 875-29102
AD-A006226 p0463 B75-29U53
AD-A006239 p0463 875-29582
AD-A006264 p0241 875-18259
AD-A006283 p0457 B75-29099
AD-A006341 p0490 H75-30152
AD-A006349 p0462 875-29417
AD-A006391 ~ p0490 875-30153
AD-A006411 p0460 B75-29129
AD-A006416 p0455 875-29084
SD-AQ06435 p0457 B75-29101
AD-A006505 p0457 B75-29100
AD-A006506 p0457 875-29098
AD-A006602 p0406 875-25917**
AD-A006641 p0316 875-22305
AD-A006675 p0316 B75-22306
AD-A006745 p0318 875-22329
E-2
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOB BOHBEB IHOBI
AD-A006750 p0315 875-22295
AD-A006843 p0317 875-22316
AD-A006892 p0319 B75-22340
AD-A006969 p0321 B75-22666
AD-A006995 p0405 875-25891*
AD-A006996 p0414 H75-26991
AD-A006997 p0410 875-25967
AD-A007072 p0316 B75-22304
AD-A007090 p0316 B75-22303
AD-A007091 p0316 875-22297
AD-A007102 pOS27 H7S-32109
AD-A007134 p0319 875-22336
AD-A007175 p0318 875-22330
AD-A007194 p0315 875-22293
AD-A007204 p0315 875-22296
AD-A007213 p0319 875-22441
AD-A007225 p0318 875-22328
AD-A007236 p0529 875-32411
AD-A007243 p0319 875-22331
AD-A007244 .' 'p0373 875-24721
AD-A0072U5' p0317 875-22317
AD-A007261 p0367 875-23608
AD-A007302 p0359 H75-23519
AD-A007307 p0362 875-23560
AD-A007308 p0359 875-23525
AD-A007312 p0368 875-23906
AD-A007316 p0359 875-23524
AD-A007317 p0359 875-23521
AD-A007397 p0359 H75-23S18
AD-A007429 p0361 M75-23540
AD-A007430 p0360 875-23527
AD-A007470 p0361 H75-23539
AD-A007516 p0359 H75-23522
AD-A007551 p0361 875-23541
AD-A007574 p0366 B75-23604
AD-A007623 p0361 875-23550
AD-A0076119 p0360 H75-23529
AD-A007659 p0367 875-23605
AD-A007661 p0359 875-23520
AD-A007662 p0366 875-23603
AD-A007663 p0363 875-23563
AD-A007672 p0368 B75-24044
AD-A007682 p0363 875-23565
AD-A007687 p0369 875-24192
AD-A007793 p0360 N75-23526
AD-A007815 p0362 875-23562
AD-A007850 p0368 875-23946
AD-A007853 p0367 875-23617
AD-1007878 p0360 875-23528
AD-A007938 p0373 N75-24726
AD-A008079 p0374 875-24732
AD-A008091 p0371 B75-24689
AD-A008198 p0371 875-24699
AD-A008329 p0374 875-24734
AD-A008339 p0371 875-24693
AD-A008365 p0374 B75-24731
AD-A008384 p0403 875-25868
AD-1008394 ., p0373 875-24727
AD-A008395 p0371 N75-24698
AD-A008417 p0371 875-24690
AD-A008435 p0377 B75-24926
AD-A008476 p0371 875-24688
AD-A008497 ., p0373 875-24725
AD-A008531 p0373 875-24728
AD-A008533 p0374 875-24729
AD-A008536 p0374 875-24730
AD-A008561 p0374 875-24733
AD-A008651 p0491 875-30156
AD-A008662 p0493 875-30197
AD-A008732 p0488 875-30129
AD-1008764 p0493 B75-30488
AD-A008773 p0495 875-31023
AD-A008778 p0494 875-30610
AD-A008795 p0489 875-30142
AD-A008857 p0488 B75-30126
AD-A008890 p0488 875-30125
AD-A008893 p0492 875-30188
AD-A008899 p0492 N75-30187
AD-A008901 p0489 875-30135
AD-A008931 ., p0360 875-23530
AD-A008940 ., p0360 875-23531
AD-A008965 p0488 B75-30128
AD-A008972 p0489 875-30136
AD-A008983 p0488 B75-30130
AD-A008995 pO«91 K75-30155
AD-A009103 p0488 B75-30131
AD-A009151 p0493 875-30191
AD-A009152 p0493 875-30192
AD-A009153 p0493 875-30193
AD-A009154 p0493 875-30194
AD-A009155 p0493 875-30195
AD-A009156 p0493 B75-30196
AD-A009162 p050l 875-31538
AD-A009187 pOSOl 875-31463
AD-A009215 p0455 H75-29068
AD-A009360 , pOSOO 875-31276
AD-A009421 p0524 H75-32043
AD-A009429 - p0455 875-29078
AD-A009482 p0496 K75-31056
AD-A009483 p0496 875-31057
AD-A009516 p0496 875-31058
AD-A009519 p0496 875-31059
AD-A009639 p0526 S75-32107
AD-A009656 - p0456 B75-29090
AD-A009663 p0458 875-29113
AD-A009704 ^ p0495 875-31039
AD-A009711 p0496 875-31061
AD-A009712 p0527 875-32108
AD-A009713 p0526 875-32105
AD-A009714 p0526 H75-32106
AD-A009735 p0495 875-31038
AD-A009757 p0496 875-31060
AD-A009759 p0496 875-31062
AD-A009822 pOSOO 875-31117
AD-A009881 p0455 875-29077
AD-A009884 p0454 875-29061
AD-A009958 p0529 B75-32130
AD-A009976 p0529 875-32131
AD-A010037 p0534 875-33058
AD-A010111 p0455 875-29065
AD-A010127 p0529 875-32186
AD-A010331 p0524 875-32046
AD-A010492 p0529 875-32129
AD-A010539 p0527 N75-32111
AD-A010620 p0535 B75-33366
AD-A010796 p0531 N75-33015
AD-A010834 p0532 B75-33045
AD-A010979 p0532 875-33042
AD-A012371/1 p0533 875-33046
AD-A012372/9 p0533 N75-33047
AD-A012373/7 p0533 875-33048
AD-A012374/5 p0533 875-33049
AD-A012375/2 p0533 875-33050
AD-A012383/6 - p0531 875-33006
AD-A012386/9 p0532 875-33033
AD-AQ12387/7 p0532 875-33043
AD-A012969/2 p0532 875-33034
AD-A013128/4 p0528 875-32122
AD-A043129/2 p0528 875-32123
AD-A013131/8 p0528 875-32124
AD-772136 p0223 875-17325
AD-777484 p0233 875-17835
AD-777569 p0074 875-12965
AD-777820 p0232 875-17653
AD-777889 p0172 875-16530
AD-777895 p0134 875-14757
AD-778118 p0075 875-12981
4D-778215 p0075 875-12980
AD-778443 p0066 875-12056
AD-778445 p0066 875-12057
AD-778520/7 p0074 875-12966
AD-778824 p0061 875-11966
AD-779312 p0075 875-12982
AD-779909 p0067 875-12769
AD-780581/5 p0029 875-10071
AD-780582/3 p0030 875-10072
AD-781348 p0231 875-17573
AD-781795 p0175 875-16556
AD-781797 p0176 875-16565
AD-781798 p0176 875-16742
AD-782218 p0317 875-22315
AD-782857/7 p0067 875-12338
AD-782978 p0068 875-12891
AD-782990 p0038 875-10939
AD-783W p0224 875-17326
AD-783185 p0177 875-16880
AD-783187 p0227 875-17357
AD-783253 p0040 875-11117
AD-783256 p0033 875-10112
AD-783271 p0069 875-12909
AD-783392 p0073 875-12946
AD-783581 p0136 875-14927
AD-783582 p0136 B75-14928
AD-783583 p0136 875-14929
AD-783584 p0136 875-14931
AD-783586 p0136 875-14933
AD-783588 p0137 N75-14935
B-3
BBPOBT/1CCBSSIOS BOHBBB IHDBX
AD-783600 p0029 875-10064
AD-783601 p0029 875-10065
AD-783602 p0029 B75-10066
AO-783603 p0029 875-10067
AD-783652 -p0137 S75-14934
AD-783749 p0174 875-16545
AD-764109 p0030 875-10079
AD-784112 p0030 875-10076
AD-784130 p0031 N75-10082
AD-784132 p0029 H75-10063
AD-784134 p0031 H75-10083
AD-784140 p0030 875-10074
AD-784177 p0031 H75-10080
AD-784188 p0030 875-10073
AD-784189 p0031 875-10081
AD-784191 p0038 875-10940
AD-78I425<1 p0029 875-10070
AD-784257 p0030 H75-10078
AD-784259 p0030 875-10077
AD-7811362 pOOlO 875-11114
AD-784395 p0033 H75-10327
AD-784549 p0031 875-10085
AD-784551 p0031 875-10084
AD-784574 p0016 1175-10332
AD-784593 p0032 N75-10097
AD-784594 p0030 N75-10075
AD-7814595 p0029 N75-10069
AD-784623 p0027 875-10046
AD-784736 pOOlO 875-11230
AD-781772 p0018 875-11115
AD-784787 p0011 N75-11359
AD-784801 p0039 875-10958
AD-784854 p0065 875-12004
AD-784869 p0040 875-10961
AD-784870 p0039 S75-10959
AD-784888 p0039 875-10960
AD-78U889 p0060 875-11953
AD-78U903 p0041 875-11764
AD-784924 p0039 N75-10957
AD-784950 p0072 875-12942
AD-781975 p0062 875-11968
AD-785000 p0061 H75-11965
MJ-785016 p0075 S75-12975
AD-785025 p0065 N75-12009
AD-785028 p0064 875-11992
AD-785101 p0060 B75-11957
AD-785102 p0060 S75-11958
AD-785103 p0061 H75-11959
AD-78510M p0061 S75-11960
AD-785116 p0067 B75-12376
AD-785141 p0062 S75-11967
AD-785115 p0060 B75-11956
AD-78515K p0055 B75-11901
AD-785196 p0060 N75-11955
AD-785220 p0126 S75-13885
AD-785230 p0060 B75-1195it
AD-7852U6 p0063 H75-11986
AD-78526* p0071 N75-12929
AD-785265 p0065 B75-11996
AD-785276 p0064 B75-11991
AD-785308 p0057 B75-11928
AD-785309 p0056 B75-11926
AD-785310 p0057 H75-11927
AD-785311 p0056 875-11925
AD-785312 p0056 875-11923
4D-785313 p0056 H75-11924
AD-785360 P&061 875-11989
&D-785375 ~ p0073 S75-129U11
AD-785UI13 p0056 875-11914
AD-7854HM p006a 875-11995
AD-785«85 p006« H75-11990
AD-785502 p0061 B75-11963
iD-785553 p0061 B75-1196U
AD-785551 p0055 875-11906
AD-785573 p0061 875-11961
AD-785574 p0061 875-11962
AD-785575 p0069 875-12907
AD-785579 p006« H75-11993
AD-785580 pOOSit 875-11991
AD-785581 p0055 875-11903
AD-785582 p0066 B75-12082
AD-785597 p0123 875-13857
AD-785600 p0137 875-15199
AD-785605 p0127 875-11090
AD-785628 p0073 875-12945
AD-785646 pO123 875-13861
AD-785688 .'.. p0131 875-14732
AD-785859 p0176 875-16566
AD-785901 p0135 H75-14788
AD-786023 p0138 B75-15598
AD-786046 . — p0077 875-13170
AD-786047 p0127 B75-13893
AD-786118 p0123 B75-13860
AD-786207 p0121 B75-13841
AD-786221 p0131 B75-14729
AD-786222 p0131 875-14730
AD-786412 p0128 B75-14650
AD-786413 p0135 875-11785
AD-786452 p0127 1175-14005
AD-786458 p0120 B75-13832
AD-786461 p0124 875-13863
AD-786469 p0127 B75-13889
AD-786490 p0127 B75-13892
AD-786500 p0127 B75-13891
AD-786528 p0138 875-15599
AD-786546 p0125 875-13874
AD-786553 p0176 B75-16577
AD-786560 p0123 875-13858
AD-786561 p0127 B75-14155
AD-786563 p0135 875-14771
AD-786564 p0135 875-14772
AD-786565 p0124 B75-13862
AD-786613 p0125 875-13876
AD-786682 p0075 B75-12974
AD-^86800 - p0123 875-13859
AD-786817 p0131 875-14731
AD-786838 p0131 875-14733
AD-786850 p0138 875-15597
AD-786889/6 p0137 B75-15024
AD-786896 p0126 B75-13881
AD-787040 p0136 875-14916
AD-787059 p0163 B75-15625
AD-787088 p0163 875-15619
AD-787141 p0163 H75-15618
AD-787180 p0126 875-13884
AD-787191 p0136 875-14919
AD-787193 p0133 B75-14754
AD-787223 p0137 B75-15095
AD-787235 p0074 875-12964
AD-787293 p0133 875-14753
AD-787299 p0162 B75-15617
AD-787304 p0120 875-13836
AD-787309 p0126 B75-13883
AD-787318 p0133 B75-14756
AD-787319 p0134 B75-14770
AD-787325 p0133 875-14750
AD-787333 p0133 B75-14752
AD-787334 p0133 B75-14751
AD-787363 p0132 875-14742
AD-787364 p0132 875-14743
AD-787426 p0132 875-11736
AD-787428 p0163 875-15620
AD-787439 p0167 875-15661
AD-787452 p0120 875-13837
AD-787459 p0131 875-14734
AD-787507 - p0167 B75-15658
AD-787544 p0164 875-15628
AD-787607 p0120 875-13834
AD-787609 p0074 875-12972
AD-787610 p0224 875-17334
AD-787628 p0168 B75-15917
AD-787639 p0163 875-15622
AD-787645 p0166 875-15647
AD-787652 p0168 875-16148
AD-787651 p0166 B75-15646
AD-787656 p0163 B75-15624
AD-787657 p0165 M75-156U5
AD-787659 p0167 875-15660
AD-787695 p0163 875-15621
AD-787705 p0163 875-15623
AD-787709 p0167 875-15666
AD-787853 p0162 875-15616
AD-787881 - p0167 875-15672
ADL-C-74159-2 p0039 B75-10957
AE-71-1051-1 p0129 B75-14714*
AEDC-TB-71-30 >. p0236 875-18191
AEDC-TH-71-51 p0235 875-18188'
AEDC-TB-71-75 p0165 875-15645
AEDC-TB-74-80 p0167
AEDC-TE-74-110 p0416
875-15660
875-27021
AEDC-TB-74-117 p0369 B75-21192
AEDC-IB-75-15 p0371 875-21688
AEDC-TB-75-16 p0529 B75-32129
AEBO-1197 p0060 875-11954*
B-H
BEPOBT/ACCESS108 HOBBBB IHDBI
AESES-TB-S-75-1 875-28236 »
APAL-TB-73-127-VOL-1 .............. p0029 875-10071
AFAL-TB-73-127-VOL-2 .............. p0030 B75-10072
APAL-TB-71-189 .................... p0221 H75-17332
AFAL-TB-71-250 .................... p0221 B75-17333
AFAL-TB-71-310 .................... p0162 1175-29395
AFAPL-TB-73-118 ................... p0166 875-15616
AFAPL-TB-73-122 ................... p0270 H75-19228
APAPL-TB-71-7 ..................... p0127 B75-1U005
AFAPL-TB-71-15 .................... p0018 H75-11115
AFAPL-TB-71-17 .................... p0062 B75-11967
AFAPL-TB-71-20 ............... * ---- p0136 B75-11919
AFAPL-TB-74-35 .............. 7 ..... p0231 B75-17531
APAPL-TB-71-12 .................... p0363 B75-23563
AFAPL-TB-71-16 .... ................. p0137 875-15021
AFAPL-TB-71-18 .................... pOOII 875-1,1761
AFAPL-TB-71-19 .................... p0237 875-18228
APAPL-TB-71-69 .................... p0077 875-13170
APAPL-TB-71-74 .................... p0366 875-23603
AFAPL-TB-71-83 ............. , ...... p0373 875-2U728
AFAPL-TB-71-81-PT-1 ............... p0275 875-19516
-APAPI-TB-71-86 .................... p0110 875-26273
AFAPL-TB-71-93 .................... p0160 875-29125
AFAPL-TB-71-100 ................... p0109 875-25919
AFAPL-TB-71-101 ............... i... p0367 875-23617
AFAPL-TB-71-101 ................... p0192 -875-30188
AFAPL-TB-71-109-PT-1 ........... «. . . p0286 875-20337
AFAPL-TB-71-109-PT-2 .............. p0286 875-20338
APAPL-TB-71-109-PT-3A ............. p0286 875-20339
AFAPL-TB-71-109-PT-3B ............. p0286 875-20310
APAPL-TB-71-113 ................... p0192 875-30182
AFAP1-TB-74-118 ................... p0367 875-23605
AFATL-TB-71-113 ................... p0165 B75-15615
AFATL-TB-71-121 ................... p0029 B75-TO070
AFATL-TB-75-21 .................... p0371 875-21688
AFFDL-TB-71-109-FGSA .............. p0285 875-20330
APFDL-TH-71-139-F1A ............... p0212 S75-18976
AFFDL-TB-71-155-PT-2 .............. p0163 875-15621
AFFDl-TB-73-17 .................... p0060 875-11956
AFFDL-TB-73-119-VOL-1 ............. p0287 875-20318
AFFDL-TB-73-119-VOL-2 ............. p0287 875-20319
AFFDL-TB-73-119-VOL-3 ............. p0376 H75-21751
AFFDL-TB-73-129-VOL-2 ............. p0115 B75-28051
AFFDL-TB-73-129-VOI-3 ............. p0226 875-17318
APFDL-TB-73-129-VOL-1 ............. p0073 875-12911
AFFD1-TH-73-116-VOL-1 ............. p0229 875-17375
AFFDL-TB-73-116-VOL-2 ............. p0230 875-17376
AFFDL-TB-73-116-YOL-3 ............. p0230 875-17377
AFFDL-TB-73-151 ................... p0237 875-18227
AFFDL-TB-73-159-VOL-1 ............. p0066 875-12056
AFFDL-TB-73-159-VOL-3 ............. p0066 875-12057
AFFD1-TB-71-APP-1 ................. pOIOI 875-25883
AFFDL-TR-71-5 ..................... p0060 875-11955
AFFDI.-TB-71-9 ..................... p0317 875-22315
APPDL-TB-71-18 .................... p0211 H75-18251
AFFBL-TB-7H-20-VOL-1 .............. pO<»15 H75-27002
AFFDL-TB-71-20-7OL-2 .............. p0115 H75-27003
AFFDL-TB-71-20-YOL-3 .............. pOIIS 875-27001
AFFDL-TB-71-20-VOL-1 .............. p0106 875-25919
AFFDL-TB-71-29 .................... p0133 875-11751
AFFDL-TH-71-30 .................... p0231 875-17125
AFFDL-TB-7I4-18-VOL-1 .............. p0029 875-10061
APFDL-TB-71-18-VOL-2 .............. p0029 875-10065
AFFDL-TB-71-18-VOL-3 .............. p0029 R75-10066
AFFDL-TB-71-18-VOL-1 .............. p0029 875-10067
AFFDL-TB-71-52-70L-1 .............. p0126 B75-13881
AFFDL-TB-71-53 .................... p0127 875-13889
AFFDl-TB-71-51 .................... p0237 875-18226
AFFDL-TB-71-62-VOL-1 .............. p0116 875-27223
AFPDL-TB-7H-62-TOL-2 .............. p0116 875-27221
AFFDL-TB-71-62-VOL-3-PT-1 ......... p0116 875-27225
AFFDL-TB-71-62-VOL-3-PT-2 ......... p0116 875-27226
AFPDL-TB-7U-62-VOL-3-PT-3 ......... p0116 875-27227
AFFDt-TB-71-69 .................... p0377 875-21757
APFDL-TB-71-72 .................... p0280 875-20271
AFFDL-TB-71-82 .................... pOIIO H75-25962
AFFDL-TB-71-83 .................... p0160 875-29129
AFFDL-TB-71-85 .................... p0271 875-19239
AFFDL-TB-71-89 .................... p0311 875-21273
APFDL-TB-71-96 .................... p0271 875-19237
AFFDL-TB-71-108 ................... p0131 875-11731
AFFD1-TB-71-109-VOL-1 ............. p0116 875-28060
AFFDL-TB-71-109rVOL-2 ............. p0116 875-28061
AFFDL-TH-71-118
AFPDL-TB-7II-128
AFFD1-TB-71-130-VOL-1
AFFDL-TB-71-130-VOI-2
AFFDl-TB-71-138
APPDL-TB-71-118
APPD1/PSC-TB-72-11
AFFTC-TD-73-5
AFPTC-TB-7U-23
AFBB1-TB-71-11
AFHBL-TB-71-52
AFBB1-TB-71-61
AFHBl-TB-71-89
API11-TB-73-107-V01-2
AFH1-TB-73-217-V01-2
AFB1-TB-71-11
AFH1-TB-71-91 ,..
AFBL-TB-71-121
APHL-TB-71-130
AFBL-TB-71-270
AFOSB- 7^ -11
AFOSB-71-1281TB
AFOSB-71-1288TB
AFOSB-71-1292TB-PT-1
AFOSB-71-1350TB
AFOSB-711-13511B
AFOSB-71-1138TB
AFOSB-71-1507TB
AFOSB-71-1731TB
AFOSB-71-1710TB
AFOSB-71-3756TB
APOSH-71-17661B
AFOSB-71-1911IB
AFOSB-75-0013TB
AFOSB-75-0137TB -..
APOSB-75-0191TB
AFOSB-75-OU75TB
AFOSB-75-0195TB
AFOSB-75-0196TB
AFOSB-75-05851B
AFOSB-75-0586TB
AFOSB-75-0605TB
AFSBC-TB-71-27
AF»l-TB-73-109-VOt-2 ,. .-.
AFIL-TB-71-23
AFBL-TB-71-77
AFBL-TB-71-90
APIL-TB-71-115
AFBL-TB-71-279
AFBL-TB-71-297
AFiL-TB-71-303
AGABD-AG-197
AGARD-&G-201
AGABD-AG-206
ASABD-AB-78
AGABD-AB-80
AGABD-AB-81
AGABD-CP-113
AGABD-CP-117-VOI-1
AGABD-CP-117-VOL-1
AGiBD-CP-118
AGABD-CP-150
AGABD-CP-151
AGABD-CP-155
AGABD-CP-157
AGABD-CP-160
AGABD-CP-161
AGABO-CP-162
AGABD-CP-165 ,
AGABD-CP-175
AGABD-BA8DBOOK-722.28.00-BEV ..
AGABD-HIGBLIGBTS-71/1 ,..
AGABD-BIGBLIGBIS-71/2
AGABO-LS-72
AGABD-LS-71
p0371 875-21730
p0287 B75-20312
p0155 875-29071
.... p0189 875-30131
p0318 875-22329
p0157 875-29102
p0190 875-30153
p0166 875-15617
p0127 B75-13893
p0128 B75- 11650
p0138 875-15597
p0135 875-11785
p0526 875-32107
... p0377 B75-21923
... p0367 875-23775
pOOH 875-11359
.... pOU91 S75-30610
... p0288 B75-20551
p0368 875-23916
.. p0119 N75-28961
... p0060 875-11953
... pOOlO 875-11117
... p0069 B75-12909
... p0033 B75-10112
... p0039 B75-10960
... p0060 H75-11953
... p006« 875-11990
... p0162 875-15616
... p0223 B75-17311
... p0232 B75-17626
... p0271 B75- 19231
... p0266 875-19193
... p0112 875-26979
... pOIOI 875-25875
... p0107 875-25927
pOIOI S7S-25877
... p0188 B75-30125
... p0188 875-30126
... p0192 875-30187
... p0188 875-30130
... p0189 875-30136
... p0501 875-31538
... p0268 875-19210
... p0127 875-13892
... pOOlO B75-10961
... p0039 875-10959
... p0039 B75-10958
... p0189 875-30135
... p0276 875-19878
... pOIII 875-26991
... p0163 875-29582
... p0023 875-10003
... p0186 B75-30106
... p0318 875-22326
... p0276 B75-19585
... p0191 B75-30161
... p0158 B75-29111
... p0115 875-13795
... p0027 B75-10055*
... p0028 875-10060*
... pOU82 875-30052
... p0351 B75- 23185
... p0361 B75- 23575
... p0016 B75-10187
... p0178 875-30027
... p0305 875-21219
... p0319 875-22187
... p0111 875-28011
... p0198 B75-31083
... p0525 S75-32096
... p0128 875-11632
... p0128 875-11710
... p0128 875-11711
... p0073 875-12951
... p0311 B75-22280
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A6ABD-E-623
AGABD-R-624
AGAHD-B-626
AGABD-B-627
AGABD-R-630
AGAHD-R-631
AGABDOGBAPH-197
AGABDOGBAPH-206
AIAA PAPEB 74-961
AIAA PAPEB 74-1060
AIAA PAPER 74-1061
AIAA PAPEB 74-1062
AIAA PAPEB 74-1063
AIAA PAPEB 74-1064
AIAA PAPER 74-1065
AIAA PAPEB 74-1066
AIAA PAPEB 74-1067
AIAA PAPEB 74-1068
AIAA PAPER 74-1088
AIAA PAPER 74-1094
AIAA PAPEB 74-1096
AIAA PAPEB 74-1098
AIAA PAPEB 74-1099
AIAA PAPER 74-1100
AIAA PAPEB 74-1101
AIAA PAPEB 74-1125
AIAA PAPEB 74-1145
AIAA PAPEB 74-1161
AIAA PAPER 74-1162
AIAA PAPER 74-1163
AIAA PAPER 74-1167
AIAA PAPEB 74-1168
AIAA PAPER 74-1169
AIAA PAPEB 74-1170
AIAA PAPEB 74-1171
AIAA PAPEB 74-1172
AIAA PAPER 74-1173
AIAA PAPER 74-1174
AIAA PAPER 74-1175
AIAA PAPER 74-1184
AIAA PAPEB 74-1185
AIAA PAPEB 74-1186
AIAA PAPEB 74-1187
AIAA PAPER 74-1188
AIAA PAPEB 74-1189
AIAA PAPEB 74-1190
AIAA PAPER 74-1191
AIAA PAPEB 74-1192
AIAA PAPEB 74-1194
AIAA PAPEB 74-1195
AIAA PAPER 74-1197
AIAA PAPER 74-1199
AIAA PAPEB 74-1207
AIAA PAPER 74-1274
AIAA PAPEB 74-1275
AIAA PAPER 74-1277
AIAA PAPEB 74-1278
AIAA PAPEB 74-1280
A I A A PAPEB 74-1294
AIAA PAPEB 74-1297
AIAA PAPER 75-2
AIAA PAPER 75-3
AIAA PAPER 75-4
AIAA PAPEB 75-5
AIAA PAPEB 75-6
AIAA PAPEB 75-7
AIAA PAPEB 75-22
A I A A PAPEB 75-23
AIAA PAPEB 75-24
AIAA PAPEB 75-25
AIAA PAPER 75-26
A I A A PAPEB 75-28
AIAA PAPEB 75-29
AIAA PAPER 75-30
AIAA PAPER 75-31
AIAA PAPER 75-32
AIAA PAPER 75-33
A I A A PAPEB 75-50
AIAA PAPER 75-51
AIAA PAPEB 75 58
AIAA PAPEB 75-59
A I A A PAPEB 75-60
AIAA PAPEB 75-61
AIAA PAPEB 75-62
AIAA PAPEB 75-63
AIAA PAPEB 75-64
p0027 S75-10053 *
p0027 B75-10054**
p0165 1175-15641
p0322 N75-22749
p0521 875-32015
p0521 H75-32014
p0023 N75-10003
p0318 B75-22326
p0021 A75-13069
p0011 A75-11278
p0002 A75-10256
p0012 A75-11279
p0002 A75-10257
p0002 A75-10258
p0006 A75-11280
p0001 A75-10259
p0001 A75-10260
p0001 A75-10261
p0002 A75-10275
p0003 A75-10278*
p0003 A75-10279
p0001 A75-10281
p0003 A75-10282
p0003 A75-10283
p0017 A75-12571
p0003 A75-10292
p0003 A75-10306
p0004 A75-10317
p0012 A75-11297
p0012 A75-11298
p0004 A75-10318
p0004 A75-10319
p0004 A75-10320
p0004 A75-10321
p0006 A75-11299*
p0004 A75-10322*
p0004 A75-10323
p0002 A75-10324
p0002 A75-10325
p0002 A75-10333
p0002 A75-10334
p0002 A75-10335
p0006 A75-11300
p0002 A75-10336*
pOOOS A75-10337
p0003 A75-10338
p0003 A75-10339
p0006 A75-10340
p0006 A75-10341
p0012 A75-11301*
p0003 A75-10342
p0003 A75-10344
p0003 A75-10349
p0006 A75-11111
p0006 A75-11112
p0011 A75-11114*
p0011 A75-11115
p0011 A75-11116*
p0016 A75-12246*
p0016 A75-12248*
p0141 A75-20252*
p0094 A75-18255
p0094 A75-18256*
p0141 A75-20253
p0094 A75-18257
p0094 A75-18258
p0095 A75-18263
p0095 A75-18264
p0142 A75-20257*
p0095 A75-18265*
p0142 A75-20258
p0095 A75-18267*
p0095 A75-18268*
p0095 A75-18269
p0095 A75-18270*
P0096 A75-18271
p0096 A75-18272
p0142 A75-20261*
.... pD142 A75-20262*
p0096 A75-18284*
p0142 A75-20264**
p0096 A75-18285 *
p0142 A75-20265 *
p0142 A75-20266 t
p0096 A75-18286**
p0143 A75-20267**
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AI&A
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AIAA
AIAA
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AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
75-65 p0096 A75-18287 *
75-66 p0096 A75-18288**
75-67 p0143 A75-20268*t
75-68 p0143 A75-20269*!
75-69 p0096 A75-18289**
75-70 p0097 A75-18290*»
75-71 p0143 A75-20270*!
75-72 p0097 A75-18291 *
75-78 p0097 A75-18292 *
75-79 p0097 A75-18293 *
75-80 p0097 A75-1829II *
75-81 p0097 A75-18295 *
75-82 p0097 A75-18296 t
75-83 p0098 A75-18297 t
75-93 p0098 A75-18302 I
75-91 p0098 A75-18303 t
75-95 p0098 A75-18304*«
75-96 p0098 A75-18305 t
75-97 p0098 A75-18306**
75-98 p0098 A75-18307 t
75-99 p0098 A75-18308**
75-100 p0143 A75-20275**
75-101 p0099 A75-18309*
75-102 p0099 A75-18310*t
75-104 p0099 A75-18312 t
75-105 p0099 A75-18313*f
75-106 p0099 A75-18314M
75-116 p0099 A75-18321 *
75-117 p0099 A75-18322 *
75-119 p0100 A75-18323*t
75-120 , p0100 A75-18324 t
75-121 - pOlOO A75-18325**
75-122 p0100 A75-18326 *
75-123 p0100 A75-18327 I
75-124 p0100 A75-18328 *
75-125 p0143 A75-20278**
75-126 p0100 A75-18329 *
75-136 p0100 A75-18334 *
75-137 p0101 A75-18335*t
75-1U3 p0101 A75-18341*t
75-144 p0101 A75-18342»*
75-145 pOIOI A75-18343*
75-149 p01<!3 A75-20280*t
75-153 p0143 175-20284 t
75-154 p0101 A75-18345**
75-165 p0101 A75-18353 t
75-167 p0101 A75-18355 t
75-168 p0144 A75-20285**
75-169 p0102 A75-18356 *
75-170 p0102 A75-18357 t
75-171 p0144 A75-20286**
75-173 p0102 A75-18359 *
75-190 p0102 A75-18372**
75-193 , p0102 A75-18374 t
75-194 p0102 A75-18375 *
75-202 p0103 A75-18381**
75-203 p0103 A75-18382**
75-204 p0103 A75-18383 *
75-205 p0103 A75-18384**
75-206 p0103 A75-18385*
75-209 p0103 A75-18387 *
75-210 p0103 A75-18388 *
75-218 p0103 A75-18394 t
75-221 p0103 A75-18397**
75-249 p0104 A75-18417**
75-250 p0104 A75-18418 *
75-254 p0104 A75-18419**
75-261 p0155 A75-22489 *
75-262 p0155 A75-22490 t
75-267 p0155 A75-22491 t
75-270 p0156 A75-22493 *
75-271 p0156 A75-22494**
75-273 p0198 A75-25006 *
75-274 p0156 A75-22496**
75-275 p0156 A75-22497*»
75-276 p0156 A75-22498**
75-277 p0156 A75-22499 *
75-289 p0156 A75-22505 *
75-290 p0198 A75-25007**
75-291 p0198 A75-25008 *
75-292 p0157 A75-22506 *
75-300 p0434 A75-41179 *
75-303 p0157 A75-22508**
75-304 p0183 A75-23251 *
75-305 p0198 A75-25012*t
75-306 p0157 A75-22509 *
75-307 p0157 A75-22510 *
75-314 p0157 A75-22513 *
75-316 p0157 A75-22514*i
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AIAA PAPER 75-553
A I A A PAPER 75-561
AIAA PAPER 75-562
A I A A PAPEB 75-563
AIAA PAPEB 75-561
A I A A PAPEB 75-566
p0198 A75-25011
p0157 A75-22515*
p0158 A75-22517
p0158 A75-22518
p0198 A75-25016
p0202 A75-25723
p0203 A75-25724*
p0251 A75-27926
p0203 A75-25729
p0203 A75-25730*
p0251 A75-27927
p0203 A75-25731
p0203 475-25732
p0203 A75-25733
p0203 A75-25734
p0203 475-25735*
p0204 A75-2S736*
p0204 A75-25737*
p0252 A75-27928
p0252 A75-27929
p0255 A75-28348*
p0204 475-25738
p0252 475-27930
p0204 A75-25739
p0204 A75-25740
p0204 475-25741
p0204 475-25742
p0205 475-25743
p0205 475-25744*
p0205 475-25745*
p0252 475-27931
p0205 A75-25746
p0205 A7S-25747*
p0205 475-25748*
p0205 A75-25749
p0252 A75-27932
p0205 A75-25750*
p0252 475-27933
p0206 A75-25751
p0206 A75-25752
p0206 A75-25754*
p0206 A75-25755*
p0206 475-25756
p0206 475-25757
p0206 475-25758*
p0206 A75-25759**
p0207 A75-25761 *
p0207 475-25763*1
p0207 A75-25766*
p0252 475-27936
p0253 475-27937
p0207 475-25769*
p0207 A75-25771*
p0207 A75-25772
pO'07 475 25773*
p0207 475-25775*
p0208 475-25776*
p0208 475-25777
p0208 475-25778*
p0208 475-25779
p0208 475-25780*
p0208 475-25781*
p0208 475-25782
p0209 475-25783
p0209 475-25781*
p0255 475-28349*
p0209 475-25786*
p0209 475-25788*
p0209 475-25790
p0253 475-27938
p0209 A75-25791
p0253 475-27939
p0209 475-25792
p0209 475-25798*
p0210 475-25799
p0210 475-25800
p0210 475-25801
p0210 475-25802
p0210 475-25803
p0210 475-25804*
p0210 475-25809
p0256 475-28466
p0246' A75-26720
p0246 475-26721
p0256 475-28167
p0216 475-26723
p0246 475-26721
p0256 475-28168
p0246 A75-26725
4IAA P4PEB 75-567
4I4A PAPEB 75-568
AIAA P4PEB 75-569
AIAA PAPER 75-570
AIA4 PAPEB 75-572
AI44 PAPEB 75-574
AIAA PAPEB 75-575
AIAA PAPEB 75-577
AIAA PAPEB 75-587
AIAA PAPEB 75-568
AIA4 PAPEB 75-590
4144 PAPEB 75-599
AIAA PAPEB 75-600
AIAA PAPER 75-607
AIAA PiPEB 75-670
AIAA PAPEB 75-743
AIAA PAPEB 75-751
AIAA PAPEB 75-753
AIAA PAPEB 75-757
AIAA PAPEB 75-758
AIAA PAPEB 75-759
AIAA PAPEB 75-760
AIAA PAPEB 75-761
AIAA PAPER 75-762
AIAA PAPEB 75-764
AI44 PAPEB 75-766
AIAA PAPEB 75-767
AIAA PAPEB 75-775
AI44 PAPER 75-776
AIAA PAPEB 75-777
AIAA PAPEB 75-780
AIAA PAPEB 75-781
AI44 PAPEB 75-785
AIAA PAPEB 75-788
AIAA PAPEB 75-790
AIAA PAPEB 75-805
AI44 PAPEB 75-807
AIAA PAPEB 75-808
AIAA PAPEB 75-809
4I4A PAPER 75-815
AIAA PAPEB 75-822
AI44 PAPEB 75-823
AIAA PAPEB 75-824
AI44 PAPEB 75-835
AIAA PAPEB 75-838
AIAA PAPEB 75-842
AIAA PAPEB 75-844
4I4A PAPEB 75-863
AIAA PAPEB 75-864
AIAA PAPEB 75-865
AIAA PAPER 75-866
AIAA PAPEB 75-867
AIAA PAPEB 75-868
AIAA PAPEB 75-869
AI44 P4PER 75-870
AIAA PAPEB 75-873
AIAA PAPEB 75-875
AI44 P4PEB 75-876
AIAA PAPEB 75-877
AIAA PAPER 75-878
AIAA PAPER 75-879
AIAA PAPEB 75-880
AIAA PAPER 75-881
AIAA PAPER 75-882
AIAA PAPEB 75-883
4I4A PAPER 75-884
AIAA PAPER 75-885
4I4A PAPER 75-924
AIAA PAPEB 75-925
AI4A PAPER 75-926
AIAA PAPER 75-927
AIAA PAPER 75-929
AIAA PAPER 75-930
AIAA PAPEB 75-931
AIAA PAPEB 75-932
AIAA PAPER 75-933
AIAA PAPER 75-935
AIAA PAPEB 75-937
AI44 PAPER 75-938
4144 PAPER 75-942
AIAA PAPER 75-944
AIAA PAPER 75-915
AIAA PAPER 75-946
AIAA PAPEB 75-949
AIAA PAPER 75-950
AIAA PAPER 75-951
AIAA PAPER 75-964
AIAA PAPER 75-965
4IAA PAPEB 75-966
P0246 A75- 26726
p0246 A75-26727
p0247 A75-26728
pOZUT 475-26729
p0256 A75-28469
p0217 475-26732
P0247 A75-26733*
p0247 A75-26734
p0247 A75-26738
p0247 A75-26739
p0256 A75-28470
p0247 A75-26744
p0248 A75- 26745
p0256 A75-28472
4.. p0328 A75-32907
P0326 A75-32673*
p0324 A75-32652
p0326 A75-32684
p0326 A75-32688*
p0327 A75-32689
PQ327 A75-32690
p0327 A75-32691
p0327 A75-32692
p0327 A75-32693"
p0325 A75-32654<
p0325 A75-32656<
p0325 A75-32657I
p0325 A75-32662
p0325 A75-32663
p0325 A75-32664
p0325 A75-32667*
p0326 A75-32668
p0326 A75-32670<
p0326 A75-32675
p0332 A75-33762
p0332 A75-33763
p0326 A75-32680
p0328 A75-32706
p0328 A75-32705
p0328 A75-3270V
p0327 A75-32697*
p0327 475-32695
P0327 475-32691
p0332 A75-33931*
p0333 A75-33933
-.... p0333 A75-33936
p0333 A75-33938<
p0333 A75-33950*
p0333 A75-33951
p0333 475-33952
p0333 A75-33953<
p0334 A75-33954
p0334 A75-33955*
p0334 A75-33956
p0334 A75-33957*
p0346 A75-35170
p0334 475-33960
p0334 475-33961
p0346 475-35171
p0334 475-33962*
p0335 A75-33963
p0335 A75-33964*
p0346 A75-35172
p0346 A75-35173
p0335 475-33965*
p0335 A75-33966
p0335 A75-33967*
p0388 A75-37002
p038R A75-37003
p0389 A75-37004
p0389 A75-37005
p0389 A75-37006
p0389 A75-37007*
p0510 A75-161SO
p0389 A75-37008
p0389 A75-37009
p0389 A75-37010*
p0390 A75-37011
p0390 A75-37012
p0390 A75-37015
p0390 A75-37017
p0390 A75-37018*
p0390 A75-37019*
p0390 A75-37020
p0390 A75-37021
p0401 A75-38550
p0438 A75-41689*
p0421 A75-39491**
p0422 A75-39492 *
E-7
BBPOBT/iCCZSSIOH BUHBEB IHDBI
All A PAPEB 75-1124 ...
. . . p0422 475-391*93
. ,. p0422 A75-39496
. .. p0423 A75-39503
*.. pQ438 M5-U1691
. . . p0424 A75-3951 1
p0439 A7 5-41694
p0439 A7 5-4 16 95*
. ., p0424 A75-39513
p0424 A75-39514
... p0439 A75-41696
p0424 A75-39515
.. p042U A75-39516*
. p0439 A7 5-41699
p0424 A75-39520
pO 4 2 5 A 7 5-3 95 2 3
... p0425 A75-39524*
. . . p0425 A75-39526
p0425 A 75-3 9527
. . . p0425 A75-39528
. .. p0439 A75-41698*
p0425 A7 5-3 9529*
. .. p0425 A75-39530*
. . . p0426 A75-39531 *
. . . p0426 A75-39532
. .. p0426 A75-39533
. . . p0426 A75-39539
... p0435 A75-41630*
.. p0435 A75-41631
... p0435 A75-41640
... p0435 A75-41641
... p0435 A75-41642
... p0435 A75-U1643*
. .. p0436 A75-41644*
... p0436 A75-41648
.. p0436 A75-41649
. .. p0436 A75-41650
. .. p0436 A75-41651
. .. p0436 A75-41652
. .. p0436 A75-41653
. .. p0436 A75-41654
. .. p0437 A75-41655
.. p0437 A75-41663
.. p0437 A75-41671
.. p0437 A75-41673
. . p0437 A75-41680
.. p0437 A75-41683
. . p0438 A75-41684*
.. p0438 A75-41685
.. p0438 A75-41686*
.. p0503 A75-45608
.. p0504 A75-45615
. . p0504 A75-45616*
. . p0504 475-45627
.. p0505 A75-45628
.. p0505 A75-45630
.. p0505 A75-45633*
.. p0505 A75-45634
.. p0505 A75-45635
.. p0505 A75-45636
. . p0506 A75-45666*
.. p050 6 A75-45676
. . p0506 A75-45677
.. p0506 A75-45678
. . p0506 A75-45682*
. , p0507 A75-45688*<
AIAA PAPER 75- 1307
A I A A PAPEB 75-1 313
AIAA PAPEH 75-1314 ....
A I A A PAPEB 75-1317 ....
AMCP-706-201-PT-1
AMRL-TK-73-108
AMHL-TB-74-127
AHS-TH-1151
AR- 1 ,
AH-3 ,
ABC-CP-1263
ABC-CP-1268
ABC-CP-1269
ABC-CP-1289 ..
ABC-CP-1293
ABC-CP-1302
ABC-CP-1307-PT-1
ABC-CP-1310
ABC-CP-131 1
ABC-B/H-37U 1
.... p0507 A75-45689
p0507 A75-45690
. p0507 A75-45692
.... p0507 A75-45693
pOSOl A75-U569U*
p0508 A75-45695
pOSOS A75-45696*
p0508 A75-45697
p0508 A75-U5698
p0508 A75-45699
p0508 A75-45700
... p0508 A75-U5701
p0509 A75-U5702
p0509 A75-45704
p0509 A75-45705
...... p0288 N75-20676
p0375 H75-24738*
p0375 N75-247U2**
...*... p0318 N75-22323**
p0275 N75-19271**
p0271 N75-19239 i
p0271 H75- 19238
p0061 N75-11965
p0283 H75-20300
p0064 S75-11989
.... p0529 H75-32130
p0374 N75- 24729
p0373 H75-24725
p0490 N75-30150
p0237 H75-18227
p0406 H75-25921
. ... p0375 N75-24743*
., p0167 N75-15658
pOU57 N75-29099
p0062 H75-11974*
p0064 H75-11992
p0457 H75-29102
p0013 N75-10021
p0013 N75- 10022
p0013 N75-10023
p0025 N75-10024
p0014 N75-10025
p0175 N75- 16552
p0223 H75-17320
p0172 N75- 16526
p0222 N75-17302
p0229 N75- 17373
pOO 14 H75- 10026
... p0222 H75-17303
p0172 N75-16527
. . . p0230 N75- 17383
p0222 H75- 17304
... p0228 N75-17364
p0222 H7 5- 17 30 5
. ... p017l N75- 16520
... p0222 H75-17306
p0282 N75-20297
p0274 N75- 19267
p0282 H7 5- 2029 8
p0280 H75-20263
p0266 H75- 19189
p0270 H75- 19227
... p0463 N75-29483
p0453 N75-29046
p0453 N7 5- 29043
p0453 N75-29048
p0453 N7 5- 29049
pOl75 H7 5- 16553
p0265 H75- 19185
p0014 H7 5- 10028
p0014 H75- 10029
E-8
BBPOHT/iCCESSIOH BOBBER IBDBX
ABC-B/B-37»5 p0171 B75-16521
AHC-B/B-3747 p0171 B75-16522
ABC-B/B-37H8 p0265 B75-19186
ABC-B/B-3749 p0266 H7S-19187
ABC-B/B-3751 p0279 B75-20262
ABC-B/B-3752 p0266 875-19188
ABC-B/B-3753 P0456 B75-29094
ABC-B/B-3758 p0443 875-28031
ARC-B/B-3759 p0454 B75-29052
ABC-B/B-3760 p0454 875-29053
ABC-B/B-3765 p0454 875-29054
ABC-31312 p0171 875-16520
ABC-33227 p0014 875-10026
ABC-33252 P0222 875-17302
ABC-33488 ,... p0171 B75-16522
ABC-33723 vj . . p0013 875-10022
ABC-33863 p0171 875-16521
ABC-33992 p0175 875-16553
AHC-34085 , p0222 B75-17306 J
ABC-34095 p0171 875-16521
ABC-34126 p0265 875-19185
ABC-34127 p0265 875-19185
ABC-34236 p0013 875-10023
1BC-34293 p0014 B75-1002i8
ABC-34296 p0175 B75-1655'2
ARC-34303 p0223 875-17320
ABC-34332 p0014 875-10029
AHC-34333 ^. . . p0222 875-17305
AHC-34362 p0172 875-16526
ABC-34383 p0279 B75-20262
ABC-34388 p0025 875-10024
ABC-34435 p0265 B75-19186
ABC-34436 p0013 875-10021
ARC-34455 p0014 875-10025
ABC-34466 p0266 875-19187
ABC-34469 p0454 875-29052
ABC-34499 p0230 875-17383
AHC-3U510 p0229 875-17373
ABC-34598 p0014 875-10030
AHC-3460S p0222 875-17303
ABC-34641 p0172 875-16527
ABC-34645 p0453 875-29049
AHC-34689 p0443 B75-28031
AHC-34703 p0456" B75-29094
AHC-34707 p0443 875-28031
AHC-34723 p0282 875-20297
AHC-34764 p0228 875-17364
ABC-34766 p0266 875-19188
ABC-34822 p0280 875-20263
ARC-34836 p0222 H75-17304
ABC-34849 p0222 B75-17307
AHC-34852 p0274 B75-19267
ABC-34897 p0453 875-29048
ABC-35005 p0282 875-20298
ARC-35094 p0453 875-29047
AHC-35095 p0453 875-29043
ABC-35096 p0453 875-29046
ARC-35211 p0454 875-29054
AHC-35284 p0463 B75-29483
ARC-35297 p0270 875-19227
AHC-35352 p0454 875-29053
ARC-35404 p0266 875-19189
ABC-35501 p0453 B75-29051
ARDE-J/B-41004 p0310 875-21267*
•i. AHL-TH-74-0112 p0120 875-13832
ABL-73-13/FAA-73-2 p0172 875-16530
ABL-73-26/AFOSB-73-17 p0039 875-10960
ABL-74-5/A?OSB-74-3-PT-1 p0033 875-10112
ABL-74-0115 p0405 B75-25885
ABL-74-0120 p0404
ARL-74-0136 p0226
875-25884
875-17346
AHL-75-0101 p0535 875-33366
ARL/A-BOTE-349 p0452
ARL/A-BOTE-351 p0233
875-29034
875-18175
ARL/BE-BOTE-350 p0074 875-12962
ABL/BE-BOTE-354 p0458 875-29111
ABl/SB-BOTB-408 p0174 875-16549
ABL/SB-BOTB-409 p0174 875-16550
ABL/SB-BEPT-3SO-PT-1 p0495 B75-31052
AB1/73-23 p0060 875-11953
ARO-ETF-TR-74-92 p0369 875-24192 t
ABO-PBT-TB-74-30 p0235 B75-18188*»
ABO-P»T-TB-74-50
AHO-PiT-TB-74-51
ABO-PHT-TB-74-88
ABO-PBT-TB-75-14
ABO-T-4-67-E
ABO- VB 2266
ABO-4846-17-E
ABO-9372-6-E
ABO- 10869. 1-E
ABO-12117-1-BTL
ABPA-TIO-74-21
ASAE PAPEB 750526
ASD-TB-71-41-VOI-2
ASD-TB-73-41
ASD-TB-74-16
ASD-1B-74-18
ASD-TB-74-20
JSD-TB-74-24
ASD-TB-74-37
ASD-IB-74-39
ASD/XB-74-9
ASD/XB-74-10-VOI-1
ASD/XB-74-10-V01-2-APP-A ...
ASD/XB-74-10-VOL-2-PT-1 .
ASD/XB-7lt-10-VOl-2-PI-2
ASD/XB-74-10-TOI-3
ASD/iB-74-10-VOl-3-APP-A/B .
ASD/XB-74-10-VO1-4
ASD/XB-74-10-VOI-5-PT-1
ASD/XH-74-10-V01-5-PT-2 ....
ASD/XR-74-10-VOL-6-APP-A/B .
ASD/XB-Tl-10~VOl-6-iSP-C ...
ASD/XB-74-10-VOI-6-APP-D
ASD/XB-74-10-VOL-6-APP-E ...
ASD/XR-74-10-VOI-6-APP-P ...
ASD/XB-74-10-VOI-6-BK-1
ASD/XB-74-10-VO1-6-BK-2
ASD/XB-74-10-V01-6-BK-3
ASD/XB-74-10-VOI-7
ASD/XB-74-10-VOI-7-APP-A/B .
ASD/XB-74-10-V01-8
ASD/XH-74-10-VOI-9
ASD/XB-74-10-VOL-9-APP-A ...
ASD/XH'-71»-10-VO1-1P
ASD/XB-74-10-VOI-11
ASD/XB-74-17-VOL-1
ASD/XB-74-17-VOI-2 *
ASD/XB-74-17-VOI-3
ASD/XB-74-17-VOI-4
ASI-TB-74-20
ASLE PBEPBINT 74LC-1C-2
ASLE PREPRIBT 74LC-6B-2
ASLE PBEPBIB1 75AB-7A-3 .
ASHE PAPEB 74-DE-8
ASBE PAPEB 74-BA/AEBO-1
ASBE PAPEB 74-HA/AEBO-2 ....
ASBE PAPEB 74-SA/AERO-3
ASBE PAPEB 74-11 A/AEBO-4
ASBE PAPEB 74-BA/AOT-13
ASBE P4PEB 74-HA/DB-14
ASBE PAPEB 74-HA/DE-23
ASBE PAPER 74-iA/ESEB-5 .
ASBE PAPEB 74-8A/PH-8
ASBE PAPEB 74-BA/GI-1
ASBE PAPEB 74-BA/GT-3
ASBE PAPEB 74-HA/GT-4
ASBE PAPER 74-11 A/GT-5
ASBE PAPEB 74-HA/GT-9
ASBE PAPEB 74-BA/GT-21
ASME PAPEB 74-WA/LOB-2
ASBE PAPER 75-APH-14
ASBE PAPER 75-APBB-55
ASBE PAPEB 75-APBM-58
ASSE PAPER 75-EBAS-1
ASBE PAPEB 75-EBAS-7
ASBE PAPER 75-ESAS-13
ASBE PAPEB 75-EBAS-45
ASSE PAPEB 75-FE-19
ASBE PAPEB 75-FE-24
p0165 H75-15645
p0167 B75-15660
p0416 B75-27021
p0529 875-32129
p0319 B75-22141
p0236 875-18191
p0371 875-24689
p0367 B75-23608
p0371 B75-24690
p0235 H75-18190
p0226 B75- 17345
."..:.'.. p038'3 A75-36665
p0061 875-11966
p0039 875-10957
p0288 B75-20548
p0283 875-20299
p0406 B75-25905
p0288 875-20777
p0405 B75-25896
p0363 B75- 23565
p0457 B75-29101
p0283 B75-20301
p0283 875-20304
p0283 875-20302
p0283 875-20303
p0283 875-20305
p0283 875-20306
p0284 B75-20307
p0284 B75-20308
p0284 875-20309
p0284 B75-20313
p0284 H75-20314
p0284 B75-20315
- p0284 875-20316
p0284 N75-20317
p0284 875-20310
p0284 875-20311
p0284 875-20312
p0284 875-20318
p0285 B75-20319
p0285 875-20320
p0285 B75-20321
p0285 875-20322
p0285 B75- 20323
p0285 B75- 20324
p0060 875-11957
p0060 875-11958
p0061 875-11959
p0061 875-11960
p0488 875-30130
pOOOS A75- 12197*
p0016 A75-12188
p0391 A75-37096'
p0185 A75- 23638
p0079 A75- 16805*
p0079 A75-16806
p0079 A75-16807
p0079 A75- 16808*
p0079 A75- 16820
- p0079 A75- 16827
- pOOSO A75- 16833
p0080 A75-16837
pOOSO A75-16846*
pdOSO A75- 16847
-. .. pOOSO A75- 16848
pOOSO A75- 16849
pOOSO A7 5- 16850
pOOSO A75- 16853
p0081 A75-16858
p0081 A75-16872
, p0345 A75-35101
p0300 A75-31424*
p0299 A75-31422
p0432 A75-40896
p0431 A75-40894
p0431 A75-4Q891
p0431 A75-40860
p0385 A75-36888
p0385 A75-36890
E-9
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOH 80HBBB IHDBX
ASBE PAPEB 75-FE-34
ASBE PAPER 75-GT-1
ASBE PAPEE 75-GT-3
ASHE PAPEB 75-GT-6
ASHE PAPEB 75-6T-9
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-12
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-13
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-21
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-28
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-31
ASBE PAPEH 75-GT-40
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-47
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-59
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-60
ASBE PAPEB 75-GI-61
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-64
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-78
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-79
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-86
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-94
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-96
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-97
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-98
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-100,
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-101
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-113
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-116
ASBE PAPEB 75-GT-117
ASBE PAPEB 75-HT-3
ASBL-TB-130-4
ASBL-TB-159-6
ASBL-TB-174-1
ASBL-TB-17II-2
ASBL-TB-1711-3
p0385
p03M1
p0341
p0341
p0341
p0341
p0342
P03U2
p0342
p0342
p0342
p0342
p0342
p0342
p0343
p0343
p0343
p0343
p03<13
p03i|3
p0344
p0344
p0344
p03<41)
.. p0344
p0344
p0344
p0344
p0518
p0371
P0223
p0071
p0130
p0461
A75-36896 I
A75-34566*
A75-34567
A75-34570
A75-34573
A75-34575*
A75-34576
A75-34580
A75-34586
A75-34588
A75-34592
A75-34597
A75-34604
A75-34612
A75-34613*
A75-34614
A75-34617
A75-34627*
A75-34628
A75-34631
A75-34636
A75-34638
A75-34639
A75-34640
A75-34642
A75-34643
A75-34650
A75-34653
A75-34654
A75-47514
875-24689
B75-17314
H75-12935*
B75-14725**
H75-29351*»
ATC-33-BEV-1 p0269 875-19216 t
ATC-37 p0461 B75-29287 *
ATC-41 p0455 875-29078 *
ATL-TB-203 p0228 H75-17362*t
ATL-TR-213 p0461 875-29361**
ATL-TB-215 pO<!61 875-29359**
ATB-7404 p0270 H75-19225 *
AV-F8-416 p0162 N75-15616 t
AV-BLS-7II-1 p0126 875-13885 *
A74-36852 p0170 875-16514**
A001AG p0488 H75-30131 «
B-94300/4CB-8 p0405 H75-25885 *
B-179166 p0178 M75-17226 *
BBH-2582 p0064 H75-11989 I
BBH-6863 p0374 N75-2U729 *
BHC-209-099-432-VOL-1 p0496 H75-31056 t
BHC-209-099-432-VOL-2 p0496 875-31057 *
BHC-299-099-672 p0031 K75-10081 *
BHC-299-099-691 p0408 M75-25934 I
B11-CE-TBABS-6185-(9022.09) p0169 875-16506
BLL-CE-TBABS-6395-(9022.09) p0446 875-28063
B1L-CE-TBABS-6550-(9022.09) p0416 875-27244
BLL-B-23558-(5828.4P) p0448 875-28585
B1L-B-23561-(5828.4F) p0449 875-28632
BBVG-FBBT-74-5 p0125 875-13872 *
BBVG-FBBI-75-12 p0494 875-30995 *
BB1-BB-2458 p0495 875-31039 *
BB34131 p0463 875-29482 *
BB35625 p0489 875-30144
B839684 p0027
BB42315 p0040
H75-10043 *
875-11154 *
BB42366 p0067 H75-12196 *
p02J9 875-19217 *B842417
BB44153 .-. pOO"67 875-12123 »
BH44350 p0128 875-14182 *
BB44351 p0166 875-15649 *
BB44857 p0225 H75-17337 *
BB46783 p0275 875-19274 t
BB46822 p0268 875-19209 *
BB47558 p0370 875-24680 t
CAADBP-TB-25 p0230 875-17383 *
CAADBP-TB-26 p0223 875-17320 *
CALSPAB-AB-5013-F-2 p0237 N75-18226 *
CALSPA8-AK-5280-F-2 p0317 B75-22315 *
CASD-AFS-73-001 p0226 N75-17348 *
CASD-BSC-74-001 p0407 875-25925 *
CASD-BSC-74-007 p0235 875-18189 t
CODP-11 p0137 875-15095 t
COB-75-10417/4 p0448 875-28444 *
COBF-731221-1 p0162 875-15615 t
COBF-740901-8 p0070 875-12914 *
COO-3077-43 ^ p0162 N75-15615 t
COO-3077-82 p0501 H75-31378**
CBABFIELD-AEBO-21 p0133 H75-14755 *
CBANFIELD-AEEO-25 p0134 B75-14763 *
CBAHFIELD-AEBO-26 p0264 875-19177 *
CBABFIELD-AEBO-27 -. p0264 B75-19175 t
CBA8FIELD-AEBO-28 p0376 N75-24755 *
CBABFIELD-AEBO-29 p0367 B75-23607 f
CBC-274 p0527 875-32111 *
CBC-1237 p0176 B75-16741 t
CB-HB-73-040 p0067 B75-12338 *
C74-1041/501 p0411 875-26336**
D-43 p0454 875-29064 *
DCIEB-74-B-1048 «. p0363 875-23564 *
DCIEB-74-B-1059 p0446 875-28065 *
DDA-EDB-8177 p0319 875-22331 *
DDA-EDB-8225 p0273 875-19250 *
DDA-EDB-8297 p0163 875-15619 *
DDC-TAS-75-2 p0315 875-22295 *
DEAP-S-11 p0501 875-31538 *
DPVLB-IB-154-74/13 p0344 A75-34661 *
DFVLB-SOBDDB-424 p0250 A75-27596
DFVLB-SOBDDB-428 p0049 A75-15038
DG-41964 p0375 B75-24737**
DGLB PAPEB 74-63 p0190 A75-24129
DGLB PAPEB 74-67 p0191 A75-24130 *
DG1B PAPEB 74-68 p0191 A75-24131
DGLB PAPEB 74-72 p0293 A75-30300 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-75 p0191 A75-24133 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-77 p0191 A75-24134 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-78 "p0191 A75-24135
DGLB PAPEB 74-79 p0191 A75-24136 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-80 p0191 A75-24137
DGLB PAPEB 74-81 p0192 A75-24138 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-83 p0192 A75-24139
DGLB PAPEB 74-84 p0192 A75-24140 #
DGLB PAPEB 74-94 p0192 A75-24143
DGLR PAPEB 74-97 p0192 A75-24144 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-98 p0192 A75-24145
DGLB PAPEB 74-99 p0192 A75-24146 *
DGLH PAPEB 74-043 p0344 A75-34661 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-076A p0345 A75-34725 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-100 p0192 A75-24147 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-110 p0193 A75-24150 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-112 p0193 A75-24152 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-114 p0293 A75-30298 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-115 p0293 A75-30299 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-116 p0193 A75-24153 *
DGLB'PAPEH 74-117 p0193 A75-24154 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-118 p0193 A75-24155 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-119 p0193 A75-24156 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-120 p0193 A75-24157 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-121 p0194 A75-24158 *
DGLB PAPEB 74-122 p0194 A75-24159 *
E-10
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOB HOBBBB IBDBI
DGLB-72-094 p0028 B75-10059*t
DGOH PIPES 1 pO«70 i75-«4111
DQOB PAPEB 3 p0470 A75-44107
DLB-FB-73-16 p0171 B75-16525
DLB-FB-73-19 p0370 H75-24683
DtB-FB-73-30 p0231 875-17381
DLB-FB-73-66 p0169 S75-16505
DLB-FB-73-69 p0280 875-20267
DLB-FB-73-72 p0015 875-10103
DLB-PB-73-84 p0221 875-17297
DLB-FB-73-97 p0015 875-10292
DLB-FB-73-111 p0287 B75-20347
DLB-FB-73-122 p0371 875-24685
DlB-FB-74-21 p0026 875-10031
DLB-FB-74-45 p0126 H75-13880
W.B-FB-75-15 pfll|09 875-25961
DlB-FB-75-24 p0315 875-22289
DtB-HITT-73-25 p0273 875-19252
DtB-BITT-74-08 p0171 875-1652*
DtB-HITT-74-12 p0119 875-13826
DJ,B-HITT-74-24 p0125 H75-13879
DlB-HITT-74-31 p0131 875-11(728
DlB-HITT-75-02 p0487 875-30112
DlB-HITT-75-05 p0455 875-29070
DSE/BAE-1973(2) p0015 875-10107
DHE/BAE-1974(4) p0278 875-20249
DBS-AR-1021 p0444 B75-28042
DHS-AB-1023 p0360 875-23526
DSS-iB-1024 p0495 B75-31038
DHS-DB-2074 p0066 H75-12040*
DSS-DR-2080-VOL-1 p0066 H75-12034*
D»S-DB-2175-VOL-1 p0118 N75-13822*
DHS-DB-2175-VOL-2 p0119 875-13823*
DHS-DB-2175-VOL-3 p0119 875-13824*
DMS-DB-2187 p0066 B75-12035*
DMS-DR-2211-VOI.-1 p0535 B75-33162*
DMS-DB-2211-VOL-2 p0535 B75-33163*
DHS-DR-2211-VOL-3 p0535 B75-33164*
DOC-9106-AIG(1974) p0070 N75-12910
DOT-TSC-OST-73-29-1-VOL-1 p0121 B75-13842
DOT-TSC-OST-73-29-2-VOL-2 p0121 875-13843
DOT-TSC-OST-73-29-3-VCL-3 p0121 875-13844
DOT-TSC-OST-73-29-4-VOL-4 p0121 B75-13845
DOT-ISC-OS1-73-29-5-VOL-5 p0121 B75-13846
DOT-TSC-OST-73-29-6-VOL-6 p0121 B75-13847
DOT-TSC-OST-73-29-7-VOL-7 p0122 N75-13848
DOT-TSC-OST-73-29-8-VOL-3 p0070 B75-12928
DOT-ISC-OST-73-29-9-VOL-9 p0122 B75-13849
DOT-TSC-OST-73-29-10-VOL-10 p0122 B75-13850
DOT-TSC-OST-74-3-1 p0164 B75-15632
DOT-TSC-OST-74-3-2A p0164 S75-15633
DOT-TSC-OST-74-3-2B p0164 875-15634
DOT-TSC-OST-74-3-3 p0164 B75-15635
DOT-TSC-OST-74-3-4& p0165 875-15636
DOT-TSC-OSI-74-3-4B '. p0165 875-15637
DOT-TSC-OST-74-14-1-VOL-1 p0165 N75-15638
DOT-TSC-OST-74-14-2A p0172 875-16533
DOT-TSC-OST-74-14-2B p0172 H75-16534
DOT-TSC-OS1-74-14-2C p0172 B75-16535
DOT-TSC-OST-74-14-2D p0173 875-16536
DOT-TSC-OST-74-14-3 p0173 B75-16537
DOT-TSC-OST-74-14-4A p0173 B75-16538
DOT-TSC-OST-74-14-4B p0173 875-16539
DOT-TSC-OST-74-14-5A p0173 875-16540
DOT-TSC-OST-74-14-5B p0173 B75-16541
DOT-TSC-OST-74-35 pOSOO 875-31112
DOT-TST-75-4 p0377 N75-24772
DOT-TST-75-21 p0369 875-24436
DOT-TST-75-31 p0413 H75-26987
DBA-TB-73-01 p0535 875-33366 *
DBB-TELS-17 p0176 N75-16741 8
DRDA-036390-3-F p0057 H75-11929**
DBEO-B-705 p0322 B75-22913 «
DSL-TH-345 p0067 N75-12147 f
DYB-SCI-1560-74-''2-VOL-1 p0135 B75-14771 t
DYB-SCI-1560-74-121-VOL-2 p0135 B7S-14772 »
D3-8611-1 p0449 B75-28849**
D3-8611-2 p0449 875-28850*1
D3-8611-3 p0449 N75-28851*t
D3-8686 p0063 H75-11985**
D3-9042-3 p0532 B75-33034 *
D3-9042-4 p0224 875-17334 t
D3-9042-5 p0227 875-17357 *
D6-22421 p0270 H7S-19224*i
D6-41324-3 p0123 875-13854**
D6-41529 p0015 B75-10091**
D6-41759-PT-2 p0314 875-22279**
D6-41763 p0072 875-12940**
D6-41768 p0235 875-18185**
D6-41769 p0235 875-18186**
D6-41780 p0412 875-26976**
D6-41789-P1-1 p0523 875-32026**
D6-41789-PT-2 p0523 875-32027**
D6-41805 p0063 875-11984**
D6-41900 p0459 H75-29117**
D6-42352 p0311 B75-21279**
D6-42392 p0265 B75-19184**
06-46457 p0312 875-21289**
D6-60160 p0279 B75-20260**
D6-60176 p0136 S75-14927 *
D6-60177 p0136 S75-14928 *
D6-60178-1-VOL-1 p0136 B75-14929 t
D6-60179 p0136 B75-14931 *
D6-60181 p0137 H75-14935 *
D6-60186-1-VOL-1 p0136 B75-14933 *
D6-60186-2-YOL-2 p0137 B75-14934 *
D180-15335-2 p0227 H75-17354 *
D180-17875-1 p0065 B75-11999**
D210-10764-1 p0133 875-14750 *
D210-10778-4 p0316 B75-22303 *
D210-10792-1 p0069 875-12904**
D210-10819-1 p0313 875-21681 *
D210-10840-1 p0445 N75-28054 *
D210-10858-1 p0490 B75-30146**
D210-10858-2 p0490 B75-301U7**
D210-10866-1 p0496 H75-31058*
D210-10873-1 p0490 B75-30145**
D210-10901-1 '. p0236 B75-18220**
D210-10918-1 p0444 875-28044**
D210-10953-1-VOI-1 p0531 875-33003**
D229-10363-1 p0414 N75-26994 *
D312-099-002-VOL-1 p0309 B75-21256**
E-DCC-74-001 p0235 N75-18190 t
E-7324 p0275 875-19367**
E-7779 p0134 B75-14767**
E-7808 p0062 875-11971**
E-7866 p0279 875-20256**
E-7904 p0032 875-10095**
E-7969 p0127 B75-14065**
E-7996 p0134 B75-14765**
E-8008 p0124 B75-13870**
E-8043 p0178 B75-17012**
E-8049 p0129 B75-14718**
E-8058 p0125 875-13871**
E-8061 p0119 875-13825**
E-8064 p0239 B75-18239**
E-8080 p0137 875-15399**
E-8085 p0312 875-21283**
E-8098 p0228 B75-17363**
E-8102 p0322 B75-22941**
E-8120 p0278 B75-20248**
E-8121 p0162 875-15612**
E-8124 p0129 B75-14720**
E-8131 p0129 B75-14719**
E-8132 p0130 875-14723**
E-8135 p0459 875-29118**
E-8137 p0130 B75-14724**
E-8142 p0039 875-10948**
E-8145 pOO18 »75-10915*1
E-8146 p0366 875-23602**
E-8147 p0232 B75-17709**
E-8151 p0135 B75-14780**
E-8159 p0239 B75-18240**
E-8160 p0314 B75-22278**
E-8168 p0073 B75-12951**
E-8182 p0169 875-16509**
E-8190 p0375 875-24740**
E-8196 p<>376 875-24746**
E-8206 p0528 875-32125**
E-11
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOH HOHBBB ISDEX
E-8213 p0111 N75-26968**
E-8211 p0308 N75-21250**
E-8223 p0376 B75-21715**
B-8235 p0166 B75-15653**
E-8238 p0378 N75-25091*!
E-8239 pO-272 N75-19211**
E-8211 p0239 H75-18211**
'E-8252 p0239 B75-18238**
E-8257 p0239 B75-18237**
E-8259 pO<410 N75-26137*f
E-8269 p0272 B75-19217**
E-8275 p0272 875-19216**
E-8277 p0117 N1S-27H21**
E-8280 p0272 875-19215**
E-8299 p0311 B75-21280**
-E-8322 p0363 B75-23569**
E-835U .'-1 ' ' p0531 H75-33057**
E-8371 p0375 B75-21739**
E-8375 pOIOS 875-25911**
E-8393 p0530 B75-33001**
E-8398 p0109 875-25918**
E-8109 p0530 B75-32872**
E-8116 p0158 875-29108**
E-8122 p0161 N75-29353**
E-8131 p0158 N75-29110**
E-8136 p0157 875-29106**
E-8137 p0160 S75-29128*f
E-8150 .' p0192 N75-30178**
E-8151 p0527 B75-32120**
E-8169 p053U H75-33056**
E-8196 p0531 B75-33055**
EA-01-0032-A-11 p0286 B75-20331 *
ECAC-PB-71-021 p0126 1175-13881 t
ECD-863-18667-E p0192 1175-30182 *
ECOB-73-0256-F p0313 S75-21608 *
ECOM-73-0337-F p0269 B75-19219 *
ECOB-0161-72-F p0275 B75-19269 *
ECOB-1239 '. p0030 1175-10079 #
ECOH-1211 p0027 B75-10016 #
ECOB-1251 p0132 N75-11712 t
ECOB-1255 p0132 B75-14713 *
ECOB-1267 p0313 1175-21805 *
ECOH-4321 p052U 1175-3201(6 *
EDB-8317 pO»63 B75-291t33*t
EEB-5-16 p0176 1175-16565 *
EEB-5-19 p0065 N75-12009 *
EEB-18-1 p007U N75-12972 *
EHI(K)-74-21 p0168 S75-16148 *
EH1-M-711S-9 p0534 1175-33058 *
EOSBD-TB-75-9 p0137 N75-15095 *
EPA-550/9-7i(-019-A-70L-1 p0368 N75-21186 *
EPA-550/9-7U-019-B-VOL-2 p0368 N75-21187 *
EPA-550/9-75-022 p0534 N75-33059 *
EB-7806 p0376 B75-2U7t7**
EB-9016 p012i4 1175-13862 *
ESD-TR-1U-18U p0065 N75-1200U *
ESDO-AEBO-W.02 .01 .02 p0115 B75-13793 *
ESDO-FLAPS-02.01.07 p0233 S75-18173 +
ESDO-02.01.00 p0151 N75-29028 +
ESDO-66032 p0128 1175-11712 4
ESDO-72025 p0151 K75-29029 +
ESDO-71002 p0157 1175-29103 +
ESDO-71035 p0115 1175-13793 +
ESDD-71036 p0115 N75-13791 +
ESDO-71012 p0281 N75-20289 t
ESDD-750014 p0185 N75-3009<4 +
ESDO-75005 p0185 K75-30095 +
ESDO-75008 p0185 N75-30096 *
ESDO-75013 p0185 N75-30097 +
ESI-B-571 p016U N75-15626»*
ESL-SE-626 p0528 S75-32128**
ESB-95 p0075 H75-129711 *
ESRO-TT
ESBO-TT
ESBO-1I
ESBO-TT
ESBO-TT
ESBO-TT
ESBO-TT
ESBO-TT
ESBO-TT
ESBO-TT
ESBO-TT
ESBO-TT
ESBO-TT
ESBO-TT
ESBO-TT
•71 p O O I S N75-10292
-79 p0015 N75-10103
-89 p0026 B75-10031
-90 p0021 N75-10011
•97 p0171 N75-16523
-100 p0171 M75-16524
•101 p0169 N75-16505
•10U p0273 H75-19252
•108
 P0221 B75-17297
•111-PT-1 p0171 H75-16525
-118 p0287 H75-20317
•121 p0231 1175-17381!
-122 p0280 H75-20267
-1U5-PT-2 p0370 117 5-21683
-117 p0371 H75-21685
ESS-1009-102-75 p0126 1175-13886*
ESS-1035-103-75 , p0115 K75-27001*
ESS-1013-108-75 p0191 N75-31007*
FAA-AEQ-75-1 p0531 1175-33006
FAA-ED-01-02 p0120 H75-13837
FAA-ED-12-2A p0361 H75-23550
FAA-ED-20-1 p0233 N75-17835
PAA-EH-73-8-ADD-1 pOISI B75-2906U
FAA-EH-73-10A-SEB-2 p0071 H75-12929
FAA-EB-73-10A-SEB-3 p0057 N75-11928
FAA-EB-73-10A-SEB-1-V01-1 p0056 N75-11926
FAA-EH-73-10&-SE8-1-VOL-2 p0057 H75-11927
FAA-EM-73-10A-SEB-5 p0056 1175-11925
FAA-EH-73-10A-SEB-7 p0056 S75-11923
FAA-EH-73-10A-SEB-8 p0056 1175-11921
FAA-EB-71-2-BEV-1 p0155 1175-29068
FAA-EM-71-1 p0269 N75-19211
FAA-EB-71-7-2 p0223 N75-17325
FAA-EB-71-17 p0288 B75-20353
FAA-EH-75-2 p0371 B75-21698
FAA-EB-75-5 p0360 B75-23531
FAA-EB-75-6 p0155 B75-29065
FAA-EQ-73-6-2 p0533 B75-33017
PAA-EQ-73-6-3 p0533 B75-33018
FAA-EQ-73-6-1 p0533 B75-33019
FAA-EQ-73-6-5 p0533 B75-33050
FAA-EQ-71-2-2 p0125 B75-13876
FAA-EQ-71-6-1 p0533 B75-33016
FAA-BA-73-98 p0171 B75-16515
FAA-BA-71-1 p0161 B75-29285
FAA-Ni-71-7 p0175 B75-16556
FAA-BA-71-19 p0211 B75-18259
FAA-NA-71-22 p0120 B75-13836
FAA-BA-71-23 p0075 B75-12975
FAA-BA-71-25 p0120 1175-13831
FAA-HA-71-28 p0237 N75-18222
FAA-BA-71-30 p0531 B75-33006
FAA-BA-71-37 p0103 N75-25868
FAA-NA-71-175 p0280 N75-20273
FAA-BA-71-177-BEV p0288 N75-20353
FAA-BA-75-151 p0225 N75-17310*
FAA-BD-73-57 p0136 B75-11927
FAA-BD-73-57-1 p0136 N75-11928
FAA-BD-73-57-2-VOL-1 p0136 B75-11929
FAA-BD-73-57-3 p0136 B75-11931
FAA-BD-73-57-1D-VOL-1 p0136 N75-11933
FAA-BD-73-57-1D-YOL-2 p0137 H75-11931
FAA-BD-73-57-5 p0137 B75-11935
FAA-BD-73-121-VOL-2 p0131 B75-11757
FAA-BD-73-131-V01-2 p0532 B75-33031
FAA-BD-73-131-V01-3 p0221 B75-17331
FAA-BD-73-131-VOL-1 p0227 B75-17357
FAA-BD-73-185-VOL-1 p0075 B75-12980
FAA-BD-73-185-V01-2 p0075 B75-12981
FAA-BD-73-187-1-VOL-1 p0177 1175-16880
FAA-BD-73-202 p0172 N75-16530
FAA-BD-71-9 p0236 N75-18191
FAA-BD-71-19 , p0175 B75-16556
FAA-BD-71-23 p0232 B75-17653
FAA-BD-7U-47 p0075 H75-1297H
FAA-BD-71-56 p0075 1175-12982
FAA-BD-71-57 p0071 B75-12972
FAA-BD-71-63 p0269 B75-19216
F&A-BD-71-63-A p0269 H75-19216
E-12
BEPOHT/ACCESSIOB BDHBEB IHDBX
FAA-HD-74-70 p007« 875-12965 *
FAA-BD-7I1-88-1-V01-1 p0231 B75-17573 *
FAA-BD-74-89 p0176 H75-16565 *
FAA-BD-7i|-94 p0065 B75-12009 *
FAA-BD-711-96 p0171 B75-16545
FAA-BD-711-98 p0126 H75-13881
FAA-BD-74-105 - p0224 B75-17326
PAA-BD-7I(-109 p0176 B75-16742
FAA-BD-711-112 p0072 S75-12942
FAA-BD-7<t-11i( p0074 B75-12964
FAA-BD-711-121 p0126 H75-13885
FAA-BD-7t|-125-VOL-1 p0528 875-32122
FAA-BD-7II-125-VOL-2 p0528 H75-32123
FAA-BD-7<l-125-VOL-3 p0528 B75-32124
FiA-BD-711-128 ". p0075 J75-12975
FAA-BD-711-130 T p0280 875-20273
FAA-BD-714-131 p0176 B75-16566
FAA-BD-74-137 p0120 B75-13834
FAA-BD-7U-139 p0120 B75-13836
FAA-BD-711-141 p0126 B75-13883
FAA-BD-7t|-1II3-1 p0122 B75-T3851*
FAA-BD-7H-143-2 p0122 S75-138S2*
FAA-BD-74-143-3 p0122 B75-13853*
FAA-BD-7U-1ilit '. p0461 B75-.29287
FAt-BD-74-154 p0267 B75-19199
FAi-BD-74-161-1 p0269 B75-19213
FAA-BD-7H-161-5 , p0268 B75-19212
FAA-BD-7U-173 p0237 B75-18222
FAA-BD-74-177 p024.1 B75-18263
FAA-HD-7I1-179-VOL-1 p0487 B75-30111*
FAA-BD-74-179-70L-2 .' p0406 B75-25917*
FAA-BD-7(1-166 p0455 B75-29078
FAA-BD-7<4-190 p0267 B75-19198
FAA-BD-711-192 p0285 B75-20330
FAA-BD-711-191 p0282 B75-20295
FAA-BD-74-204 p0241 B75-18259
FAA-BD-74-205 p0281 B75-20286
FAA-BD-7U-206 p0288 B75--20352
FAA-BD-75-11 p0455 B75-29077
FAA-BD-75-15 p0403 B75-25868
FAA-BD-75-18 p0414 B75-26991
FAA-BD-75-21 p0405 B75-2589U
FAA-BD-75-24 p0410 B75-25967
FAA-BD-7S-44 p0456 B75-29090
FAA-BD-75-a6 p0454 B75-29061
FAA-BD-75-47 p0360 H75-23530
FAA-BD-75-52 p0532 B75-33033
FAA-BD-75-53 p0532 B75-33043
FAA-HD-75-68 - p0458 B75-29113
FFA-TN-AD-725-PT-1 p0221 H75-17299
FFA-TB-AD-876 p0170 B75-16516
FFA-TB-AD-995-PT-2 p0222 B75-17309
FFi-TB-AD-1155 p0223 B75-17310
FFA-124 p0024 N75-10020
FILE-1-0029 p0280 875-20274
FIRL-C-3741-2 p0265 H75-19183*
FOA-P-C-8349-H1 p0068 B75-12890
FOA-2-C-2597-F8 p0058 875-11934
FB-5 pO»96 S75-31061
FB-2653-102 p0062 B75-11967
FE-62U7-PT-8 p0039 K75-10947*
FB-653« p0062 B75-11972*
FBA-OHD/D-71-10 p0236 B75-18192
FSTC-HT-23-299-711 p027!4 B75-19268
FSTC-HT-23-369-7U p0223 B75-17313
FSTC-HT-23-718-71* p0276 B75-19557
FSTC-8T-23-0317-71) pO«a3 B75-28038
FSTC-HT-23-0826-73 pO»62 B75-29393
FSTC-HT-23-1511-73 p0131 875-11733
FSTC-BT-23-1783-73 p0131 B75-1U731
FSIC-HT-23-2547-72 pO123 M75-13859
FTD-HC-23-862-7K p0312 B75-21288
FTD-HC-23-0086-75 p0318 B75-22330
FTD-BC-23-08H2-75 p0373 B75-21726
FTD-HC-23-0867-75 p0361 B75-23539
FTD-HC-23-1276-74 p0230 B75-17378
FTD-HC-23-1297-74 p0067 B75-12376
FTD-HC-23-1802-74 p0055 B75-11901
FTD-BC-23-2731-7U p022« B75-17329
FTD-HC-23- 2 80 6- 74 ................. p0242 B75-18266 *
FTD-HT-23-204-75 .................. p0317 B75-22316 »
FTD-BT-23-205-75 .................. p0313 B75-21301 *
FTD-HT-23-242-75 .................. p0312 B75-21287 «
FID-BT-23-635-75 .................. p0308 H75-21243 »
FTD-BT-23-675-74 .................. p007a B75- 12966 t
FTD-BT-23-708-74 .................. p0030 B75-10077 *
FTD-BT-23-788-711 ........... - ...... p0030 875-10078 *
FTD-BT-23-0035-75 ................. p0312 B75-21285 »
FTD-BT-23-1962-74 ................. p0231 B75-17385 I
FTD-BT-24-217-75 .................. p0524 B75-32039 *
FTD-BT-24-267-75 .................. p0359 B75-23524 t
FTD-BT-24-341-74 .................. p0123 B75-13860 *
ITD-HT-24-863-74 .................. p0228 B75-17365 *
FTD-8T-24-0327-75 ................. p0488 B75-30129 t
FTD-HT-24-0343-75 ................. p0359 H75-23519 *
FTD-BT-24-0374-75 ................. p0493 B75-30488 *
FTD-HT-24-0423-75 ................. p0315 B75-22293 I
F1D-HT-24-0427-75 ................. p0362 B75- 23560 *
?TD-HT-2U-Oi>67-75 .............. — • p0527 H75-32109 *
FTD-HT-2U-0493-75 ................. p0529 B75-32411 «
FTD-HT-21-0521-75 ................. p0368 B75-2404U t
FTD-HT-24-0544-75 .......... - ...... p0359 B75-23525 *
FTD-HT-24-0553-75 ................. p0359 H75-23521 t
FTD-BT-24-0557-75 ................. p0359 875-23518 *
FTD-BI-24-0561-75 ................. p0315 B75-22296 *
FTD-BT-24-0564-75 ................. p0359 875-23520 t
PTD-S1-24-0582-75 ................. p0368 B75-23906 t
FTD-BT-24-1885-74 ................. p0241 875-18253 *
FTD-BI-24-2287-74 ................. p0405 B75-25887 t
FTD-HT-24-2792-74 ................. p0312 B75-21290 t
FTL-B7U-5 ......................... p0124 H75-13868**
F0121-IH1 ......................... p0377 875-24757 *
F0131-IB1-VOL-1 ................... p0287 875-20348 *
F0131-IB1-VOL-2 ................... p0287 B75-20349 »
GAE/AE/74S-6 ...................... p0163 B75-15621 t
GAE/BC/74-4 ....................... p0407 875-25930 t
GAE/BC/74-6 ....................... p0407 875-25928 *
GAE/BC/74-7 ....................... p0407 B75-25929 t
6AE/HC/74-9 ....................... p0410 875-25963 t
GAE/BC/74-11 ...................... p0408 B75-25931 *
GAE/BC/7HD-1 ...................... pOIOS B75-25932 *
G>LCIT-138 ........................ p0371 B75-24690t
GAPD-F-0131-IB3 ................... p0376 875-24754 *
GAPB-2760-45554-VOl^1 ............. p0126 H75-13881 *
GE-TIS-R74AEG406 .................. p0239 875-18242*1
GE/EE/74-51 ....................... p0493 875-30197 t
..... , ........... ....... p0446 875-28059 t
GEE-16146-VOI-1 ................... p0523 B75-32032»*
GEB-16146-VOL-2 ............. . ..... p0523 B75-32033*t
GEB-16146-VOL-3 ................... p0523 B75-32034*f
GEB-16146-VOL-4 ................... p0523 B75-32035*t
GPO-31-527 ........................ p0026 875-10034 i
GPO-41-153 ........................ p0035 H75-10903 »
GPO-41-298 ........................ p0062 B75-11969 f
GPO-41-958 ___ . .................... p0120 875-13833 *
GPO-42-539 ........................ p0134 H75-14760 »
GBO. 13.GAHF.75 .................... p0366 875-23604 *
"GSA/SB/74D-3 ...................... p0311 B75-21277 *
GSA/SB/74D-7 ...................... p0311 875-21275 *
GSA/SB/74D-8 ...................... p0279 875-20253 *
GSB/SB/74S-8 ...................... p0163 875-15623 *
GIB-19-927 ........................ P0272 875-19249 f
H-805 ............................. p0175 B75-16560*f
g-814 ............................. p0028 875-10062**
H-836 ............................. p0115 H75-13791**
H-849 ............................. p0240 B75-1821J4**
H-852 ............................. p0416 875-27015**
B-853 ............................. p0240 875-18245**
B-854 ............................. p0282 875-20293**
H-864 ............................. p0229 875-17370**
B-868 ............................. p0444 875-28049**
B-13
HEPOBT/ACCBSSIOB HDBBEH IBDBX
H-870 p0037 N75-10936**
HD1-TH-74-16 p0319 B75-22336 *
HE1-TH-7-74 p0226 B75-17351 »
BH-74-124 p0267 B75-19195 «
HH-74-1U1 p0463 S75-29<462 »
HHA-14 pO<158 N75-29113 *
HONETWE11-08001-VO1-1 p0287 875-20348
HONEYHE11-08001-V01-2 p0287 875-20349
HSA-BAD-R-GEB-214-V01-1 p0063 B75-11979
HSA-BAD-R-GES-211-V01-2 p0063 N75-11980
HSEB-6392 p0125 875-13874
HSER-6587 p0065 1175-11996
IAF PAPER ST-75-01 p0509 A75-45881
IAF PAPER ST-75-06 p0509 A75-45877 *
IAF PAPER ST74-14 pOOIS A75-13651
liF PAPER ST74-17 p0045 A75-13657
IAF PAPER 75-lA'S-10 p0510 A75-45901
IC-AERO-73-03 p0280 B75-20264 *
IC-AERO-74-07 p0266 1175-19191 *
IC-AEBO-74-08 p0266 N75-19192 t
IC-AEBO-75-01 p0495 875-31017 t
ICAS-PAPER-711-27 p0266 1175-19193 «
IFC-TR-74-3 p0121 875-13863 «
IFC-TR-71-4 p0226 1175-17317 »
IFC-TH-74-7 p0271 875-19241 8
IFD-1/73 p0123
IFD-2/73 p0123
B75-13855 «
875-13856 *
IFD-2/71-PT-2
IFP-4/73-PT-1 p0221
IFO-5/73 p0170
p0170 N75-16517 *
H75-17298 0
875-16518 »
IFP-5/73 pO<)52 875-29035*8
ISt-11/74 pOSOO N75-31109 8
ISSH-0077-55111 p0310 875-21271 8
ISU-E8I-AHES-71211 p0263 875-19172**
ISU-ERI-AHES-75169 p0452 875-29038**
ITB-1 p0041 B75-11764 *
ITB-1 p0535 S75-33366 *
ITS-3 p0375 B75-2t7t3*»
JASAI8-731003 pOit07 N75-25926 *
JANAIH-710702 p0227 B75-17351 *
JASAIB-TH002 pOUUS D75-28053 »
JPL-TS-33-701 p017a »75-165im*»
JPBS-65171 pO<417 B75-27590 t
JSC-09192 pOi(56 B75-29088*«
JTCG/AS-74-D-002 pOqi(5 H75-28056 «
JTCG/AS-74-T-002 p0270 N75-19228 »
JTCG/AS-74-V-009 pOI)57 B75-29101 »
KA-TR-97 p0138 075-15599 «
KC-1117* p0374 B75-2U731 0
L-8854 p0072 B75-12938**
L-9325 p0057 S75-11931**
1-9358 p0069 N75-12903**
L-9378 p0055 875-11898*8
L-9U11 p0229 H75-17368**
L-9121 p0023 S75-10007**
L-9116 pOOSS N75-11893*S
1-9154 p0308 B75-212«9*fl
L-9169 p0128 B75-14573*«
L-9531 « .-. pOit52 B75-29037**
L-9542 p0057 B75-11930**
L-9569 p0057 »75-11932**
L-9572 p0028 B75-10061**
L-9585 p0057 875-11933**
L-9619 p0013 N75-10006*8
t-9639 p0023 N75-10008**
L-9612
L-9663
L-9665
L-9685
L-9708
L-9709
L-9710
L-9712
1-9721
L-9721
L-9743
L-9744
L-9746
L-9758
L-9773
L-9778
L-9788
L-9795
L-9802
L-9811
L-9820
L-9832
1-9836
1-9850
1-9851
L-9892
1-9895
1-9896
1-9899
1-9912
1 9923
1-9932
1-9934
1-9961
1-9969
1-9976
1-9978
1 9987
1-10001
1-10004
1-10026
1-10012
L-10045
L-10046
1-10047
L-10076
1-10101
L-10105
1-10112
1-10111
1-10117
1-10112
1-10149
1-10150
1-10161
1-10315
1-10357
p0065 B75-12003**
p0015 N75-10038*t
, p0055 N75-11896**
p0130 B75-14722*t
, p0231 N75-18179**
, p0071 N75- 12933**
p0161 H75-15607**
p0169 875-16504**
p0125 N75-13877**
p0233 B75-18030**
p0524 H75-32091**
p0013 N75-10009**
p0069 B75-12905**
p0115 H75-13792**
p0161 S75-15606**
p0369 875-24673**
p0071 H75-12932**
p0072 B75-12939**
P0234 N75-18180**
p0161 B75-15611**
p0041 N75-11372**
p0072 H75-12937**
p0128 H75-14709**
p0065 B75-12001**
p0221 N75-17294**
p0161 H75-15608**
p0417 N75-27855**
p0523 N75-32030**
p0235 B75-18184**
p0234 H75-18182**
p0072 S75-12941**
p0164 S75-15627**
p O I I I N75-26693**
p0443 B75-28027**
p0370 H75-24681**
p0278 B75-20247**
p0225 B75- 17342**
p0358 B75-23514**
p0522 B75-32023**
p0235 B75-18187**
p0453 B75-29039**
p0443 B75-28026**
p0530 B75-33000**
p0533 B75- 33051**
p0486 B75-30103**
„ p0362 B75-23556**
pOSOO H75-31116**
p0443 B75-28029**
p0492 B75-30190**
p0441 B75-28004**
p0194 B75-30671**
p0449 B75-29001**
pO«44 M75-28045**
p0525 B75-32095**
p0493 B75-30596**
p0487 B75-30109**
p0535 B75-33183**
1C-74-136-52 p0035 N75-10910
1C-75-600023 p0449 B75-29001**
1C-79-185105 p0375 S75-24741**
lFC-01-1 p0178 B75-17262 t
1G74EE0078 pOIOI B75-25881 *
1G74EB0115 p0226 875-17316 *
LG74EB0121-APP-1 pOIOI B75-25883 *
1G71EB0129 p0443 875-28030**
1G74EB0145 p0058 875-11937**
1G74ER0170 p0234 875-18177**
1G75ER0029 p0287 875-20344**
1HSC-HREC-TR-D390470 p0162 B75-15613**
IR-582 p0310 B75-21271 *
LR-26075-V01-1 p0533 B75-33046 *
1H-26075-V01-2 p0533 B75-33047 *
1B-26075-VOL-3 p0533 B75-33048 *
1B-26075-TOL-4 p0533 B75-33049 *
1H-26075-VOI.-5 p0533 875-33050 *
1R-26195 p0063 B75-11982**
1H-26322 p0310 B75-21268**
LB-26323 p0038 875-10913**
18-26580 p0372 H75-24719**
1R-27113 P0363 B75-23568**
ITS-ST-733 p0072 N75-12936 *
1B1-TR-74-29 - p0031 875-10084 *
E-14
BEPOBT/ACCESSJOB BOBBB8 IBDEI
LIC-74-7 p0273 B75-19251 *
LTC-74-55 p0272 875-19243**
BAH-1010 p0456 575-29090 *
BASSTEB-TEST-FB-195B p0176 H75-16577 *
BBB-GD-8-74 p0191 575-21)135
BBB-OA-222-74 p0191 &75-24137
BBB-DFE-1104 p0190 &75-24129
BBB-DFB-1105 p0191 A7S-24131
BBB-OFE-1106 p0192 A75-21I139
BBB-OFE-1107 p0192 &75-24143
BBB-DFE-1108 p0192 A75-24145
BDC-A2631-VOL-1 p0029 875-10064 *
BDC-A2631-VOL-2 p0029 875-10065 f
BDC-A2631-VOL-3 p0029 B75-10066 *
BDC-A2631-VOL-4 p0029 875-10067 t
BDC-E1231 p0456 875-29088**
BDC-J4355-VOL-2 p0134 875-14757 *
BDC-J4478 p0236 875-18221**
BDC-J4484-VOL-1 p0360 875-23534**
BDC-J4484-VOL-2 p0316 875-22301**
BDC-J4484-VOL-3 p0316 875-22302**
BDC-J4505-SDPPL p0406 H75-25916**
HDC-J5965-01 p0229 875-17375 *
HDC-J5965-02 p0230 N75-17376 #
BDC-J5965-03 p0230 H75-17377 *
BDC-J6063 p0280 875-20271 #
HDC-J6625-VOL-1 p0446 (175-28060 *
BDC-J6625-VOL-2 p0446 875-28061 *
BDC-J6891 p0456 875-29093**
BEBO-403216 p0225 K75-17338**
BJO-3043 p0447 875-28243 *
BJO-4409 p0066 875-12082 *
BPIS-BITT-59 p0359 N75-23516 *
BPB-6 p0492 875-30189*4
BTI-74TR25 p0408 875-25936 #
BTR-
RTR-
BTR-
BTR-
BTH-
BTB-
BTR-
BTE-
BTB-
BTR-
BTR-
BTR-
BTH-
BTH-
2808
6334-SUPPL
6419-SER-2
6419-SER-3
6419-SER-4
6419-SER-4
6419-SER-5
6419-SEB-7
6419-SZB-8
6517-VOL-2
6528-REV-1
6616-VOL-2
6742
6852
, p0065 875-12004 t
-1 p0454 875-29064 *
p0071 875-12929 *
p0057 875-11928 *
•VOL-1 p0056 875-11926 *
•VOL-2 p0057 875-11927 *
p0056 875-11925 *
p0056 S75-11923 *
p0056 875-11924
p0223 875-17325
*
*
p0455 875-29068 *
p0125 875-13876 *
p0269 875-19214 *
p0455 875-29065 *
B73-237-SEV-1 p0360 875-23531 *
B75-24 p0371 875-24698 *
BA-72-803 p0456 875-29089**
HA-75-227 p0318 875-22320**
NADC-CS-75029-40 p0374 875-24733 *
HADC-13920-2 p0227 875-17355 *
HADC-74018-40 p0361 875-23541 *
8ADC-74049-30 p0062 875-11968 »
NADC-74079-30 p0405 875-25892 *
8ADC-74132-30 p0404 875-25881 *
BADC-74143-30 p0163 875-15622 *
NADC-74150-30 p0163 875-15625 *
HADC-74169-30 p0491 875-30154 #
NADC-74198-30 p0223 875-17318 *
HADC-74199-30 p0490 875-30151 *
BADC-74207-60 p0269 875-19220 t
HADC-74229-40 p0311 875-21274 *
NADC-74234-30 : p0359 875-23522 t
HADC-75014-30 p0319 875-22340 *
HADC-75031-30 p0529 M75-32186 *
BAE-LTH-FR-42
HAEC-GSED-78
p0241 875-18254 *
p0063 875-11986 »
B1L-TB
BAL-TB
HAL-IB
BAL-TE
BAL-TH
BAL-TB
BAL-TB
BAL-TE
BAL-TB
BAL-TB
BAL-TB
BAL-TB
BAL-TR
BAL-TB
BAL-TB
-283(1972) p0275 875-19274
-359 p0275 B75-19413
-360 p0275 875-19414
•361 p0370 B75-24680
•363 p0232 875-17707
•368T-PT-1 p0263 B75-19174
•368T-PT-2 p0263 875-19174
•371 p0227 875-17359
•383 p0264 S75-19176
•389 p0459 K75-29122
•396 p0451 875-29026
•399 p0451 875-29027
•4041 p0452 875-29032
•406 p0528 B75-32127
-410 p0521 M75-32012
HASA-CASE-ABC-10456-1 p0071 B75-12930*
BASA-CASE-ABC-10519-2 p0406 875-25915*
HASA-CASE-ABC-10754-1 p0374 B75-24736*
BASA-CASE-ABC-10761-1 pOSOO B75-3U08**
SASA-CASE-ASC-10806-1 p0462 875-29381*
BASA-CASE-LAB-11252-1 p0406 B75-2591U*
BASA-CASE-LAR-11476-1 p0416 B75-27334**
HASA-CASE-BSC-12631-1 p0353 875-23476**
KASA-CB-2259 pC4K3 S75-28030**
NASA-CB-2377 p0063 B75-11982*
HASA-CB-2427 p0072 875-12940*
SASA-CR-24U3 p0073 B75-12943*
SASA-CR-2452 p0234 B75-18178*
BASA-CR-2453 p0130 1175-14726*
MASA-CS-2466 p0074 B75-12967*
KASA-CR-21171 p0032 H75-10093*
HASA-CB-2472 p0063 B75-11983*
BASA-CB-2473 p0173 875-16543*
BASA-CB-2474 p0130 B75-14727*
HASA-CR-2476 p0033 »75-10358*
BASA-CB-2479 p0032 875-10094*
NASA-CH-2480 p0174 875-16551*
BlSA-CH-2481 p0132 875-14746*
NASA-CR-2484 p0071 875-12934*
HASA-CH-2486 , p0056 B75-11910*
NASA-CR-2489 p0276 875-19586*
NASA-CR-2490 , p0221 875-17295*
BASA-CB-2491 p0231 875-17614*
NASA-CB-2493 , p0229 875-17370*
BASA-CB-2494 p0225 875-17344*
BASA-CR-2495 p0228 875-17362*
HASA-CR-2497 p0128 B75-14480*
HASA-CR-2499 p0309 875-21251*
H1SA-CR-2500 p0229 875-17371*
HASA-CR-2501 p0229 875-17372*
BASA-CR-2502 p0175 B75-16557*
HASA-CB-2503 p0228 B75-17361*
HASA-CB-2515 p0309 875-21255*
NASA-CH-2519 p0318 875-22325*
NASA-CR-2520 p0235 B75-18185*
KASA-CR-2521 p0314 875-22279*
HASA-CH-2522 p0235 H75-18186*
HASA-CH-2523 p0370 875-24677*
HASA-CB-2524 p0319 B75-2233M*
BASA-CB-2530 p0372 875-24721*
HASA-CB-2532 p0444 875-28043*
BASA-CR-2534 p0310 875-21268*
BASA-CR-2538 p0354 875-23484*
HASA-CR-2539 p0441 B75-28003*
MASA-CB-2543 p0486 B75-30104*
BASA-CR-2544 p0309 875-21256*
HASA-CR-2545 p0444 875-28044*
BASA-CR-2549 , p0529 B75-32503*
HASA-CR-2554 p6412 B75-26976*
BASA-CR-2560 p0411 875-26970*
BASA-CR-2561 p0444 B75-28049*
HiSA-CH-2571 p04H6 M75-30105*
HASA-CR-2573 p0522 875-37022*
HASA-CB-2577 p0486 B75-30100*
BASA-CR-2580 p0530 H75-3287-1*
BASA-CR-2586 p0529 875-32507*
BASA-CR-114497 p0013 B75-10005*
BASA-CB-114716 p0279 N75-20260*
KASA-CB-114718 p0038 875-10S43*
HASA-CH-119133 p0528 B75-32128**
E-15
BEPOBT/iCCBSSIOH HOBBEB IHDBX
H A S A - C R - 120600
H A S A - C R - 12 075 8
HASA-CR-1 20759
N ASA -CR- 12 08*1 9
NASA-CR-12Q850
N AS A -CR- 120851
HAS A-CR-1 2 0986
HAS A-CR-1 274 92
HASA-CR- 1285 88
HAS A -CR- 1324 82
HASA-CR- 13 24 95
HASA-CR- 13 25 21
N AS A -CR- 13 2522
HASA-CR- 132525
BASA-CR-132531
HASA-,CR-132538
HAS A -CR- 13254ft .'. *".".* V. . . -'
HASA-CR-132545 ... ...
HASA-CR-132546
HASA-CR-132556 .... ....
HAS A-CR-1 325 62 . .
NASA-CR-132568
HASA-CR-132573 ...
N AS A-CR- 132593
HASA-CR-132602
HASA-CR-132610 .. ...
HASA-CR- 13 26 10-1
HAS A-CR-1 3 26 11
HASA-CR- 1326 14
HAS A-CR-1 326 17
HAS A-CR-1 3262 9
HASA-CR- 13 2632
NASA-CR-132633
HAS A-CR-1 3 26 34
HAS A-CR-1 326 43
HASA-CR-132645
NASA-CB-132649
HAS A-CR-1 3 26 68
HAS A-CR-1 3 266 9
HASA-CR- 13 2675
HAS A-CR-1 3 2676
HAS A-CR-1 3 2677
NASA-CR-132680
HASA-CR-132681
NASA-CR-132686
NASA-CR-132692
NASA-CR-132693
HASA-CR- 13 26 95
HASA-CR-132697
HASA-CR-132703
HASA-CR-1 3 27 04
NASA-CR-132709
BASA-CR-132710
HASA-CR-132711
HAS A-CR-1 3 27 31
NASA-CH-134414
HASA-CR- 1344 16
HASA-CR- 1344 21
HASA-CR- 1344 31
HASA-CH- 1344 32
NASA-CR-134433 , .
HASA-CR- 13 46 17
HASA-CR-134618
HASA-CH-1 34639
HASA-CR- 134652
HASA-CR-134666
H AS A-CR-1 34675
HASA-CR-1 346 96
HAS A-CR-1 34707
HAS A-CR-1 3470 9
HASA-CR-1 347 10
HASA-CR-134712
HASA-CR- 1347 13
HASA-CR-134717
HAS A-CR-1 347 22
HAS A-CR-1 34733
HAS A-CR-1 34738
p0162 N75-15613**
p0448 H75-28394**
p0448 H75-28395**
p0449 N75-2 8849*1
pQ449 H75-28850M
pD449 H75-28851**
p0132 H75- 14745**
p0264 H75-19178**
p0372 H75-24717**
p0173 H75- 16542**
p0032 H75-10106**
p0375 B75-24738**
p0037 H75- 10933**
p0375 H75-24742**
p0132 H75-14747**
p0130 H75-14721**
p0165 N75-15640**
pOl74 H75-16546**
... p0129 H75-14716**
. p0135 H75- 14776**
p0129 H75-14717**
p0265 N75-19183**
p0230 H75-17381**
.. p0225 H75-17336**
p0236 K75-18220**
p0375 H75-24743**
p0242 H75- 18971**
p0270 N75-19224**
p0224 H75-17327**
.. p0236 N75-18221**
p0406 H75-25916**
p03lO H75-21267**
p0275 H75-19271**
p0263 H75-19173**
p0232 N75-17711**
p0225 H75-17341**
p0236 H75-18193**
p0362 H75-23558**
p0369 H75-24672**
p041 1 N75-26336**
p0317 N75-22314**
p0368 N75-24032**
p0372 H75-24719**
p0363 H75-23568**
p0414 N75-26997**
p0414 H75-26998**
p0527 H75-32112**
p0405 H75-25901**
p0363 K75-23567**
p0456 H75-29089**
p0451 N75-29031**
p0460 N75-29130**
p0461 H75-29359**
p0461 H75-29361**
p0456 H75-29093**
p0239 H75- 18243**
p0523 H75-32026**
p0523 H75-32027**
p0460 H75-29127**
p0531 N75-33031**
p0066 H75-12040**
p0066 N75- 12034**
p0066 H75-12035**
p0118 N75-13822**
p0119 N75- 13823**
p0119 H75-13824**
p0063 N75-11984**
p0015 H75-10091**
p0062 H75-11972**
p0375 H75-24737**
p0057 H75-11929**
p0234 H75-18177**
p0176 M75- 16637**
p0135 N75-14842**
p0459 H75-29117**
p0038 H75-10944**
p0066 N75-12077**
p0166 H75- 15652**
.. .- . p0311 H75-21278**
..... p0124 H75-13867**
..... p0175 H75-16559**
NASA-CR-134739
MAS A-CR-1 3477 8
HASA-CR- 134 780
HAS A-CR-1 34 783
HASA-CR- 13483 7
HASA-CH-134874 ... . ,
NASA-CR-134883 . .. . ,
HASA-CR-136756 . . . ,
HASA-CH-137522 . . * ,
HASA-CB-137525
HASA-CR- 137534
H AS A-CB- 137537
HAS A-CR-1 37553 ,.
HASA-CH- 137586 '..,.
HASA-CH-137594
HASA-CR- 137600
HASA-CH- 137601
HASA-CR-137604
HASA-CR- 137621
HAS A-CR-1 37624
HASA-CR-137627 ..... .
HASA-CR- 13762 9
HASA-CR-137635
N4SA-CH- 137668 . . -
HAS A-CR-1 37 6 80 .
HASA-CR- 137 6 82
HASA-CR-137691-VOL-1
HASA-CH-137692-VOL-2 . . .
HASA-CH-137692-VOL-3 .
HASA-CR- 137 694 . ... .
HAS&-CR-137705 . . .
HAS A-CR-1 377 13
HASA-CR- 137 717 .
HASA-CR- 137744
HAS A-CR-1 37755
HASA-CR- 140335 *. .
HASft-CR-140673 . * .
HASA-CR-140860
HASA-CR- 140939
HASA-CR- 141058
HASA-CR-141 114
HASA-CR- 14 1282
HASA-CR- 141 28 4 ...
HASA-CH- 141800 ...... .
HASA-CR-141803
HAS A-CR-1 4 20 21
HAS A-CR-1 4 2084
HASA-CR-142165
HASA-CR- 142240
HASA-CR- 142290
HASA.-CR-142298 . . .
... p0272 H75-19243**
P0178 H75-17154**
p0376 H7 5-24747**
p0265 H75-19184**
... p0463 H75- 29433**
p031 1 H75-21279**
p0377 H75-24897**
p0528 H75-32126**
p0497 H75-31067**
p0534 H75-33054**
p022 1 N75- 17296**
p023 1 H75-1761 1**
p0123 H75-13854**
p0281 H75-20291**
., p0069 H75-12904**
p0287 N75- 20345**
. . p036 1 H7 5- 23543**
p0361 H7 5- 2354 4**
p031 8 H7 5- 22320**
p0531 H7 5- 33003**
p0523 H75-32032**
p0523 H7 5- 3 2033**
, p0523 H75- 32034**
p0522 N7 5- 320 20**
p0442 H75- 28024**
p0449 N7 5- 28822**
p0451 H7 5- 290 30**
p0527 H75-321 17**
p0525 N75-32093**
p0065 H7 5- 11999**
p0031 N75-10088**
p0038 H7 5- 10937**
p0062 N7 5- 11974**
. pO 1 20 M75- 13838**
p0068 H7 5- 1289 9*#
p0126 H7 5- 1388 6**
p0535 H7 5- 331 62**
p0535 H7 5-33 163**
pO 26 3 H7 5- 1917 2**
E-16
BBPOBT/UCCBSSIOB HOHBBB IHDEX
HASA-CB-142811
HASA-C8-142818
BASA-CB-142857
HASA-CB-142945
HASA-CB-142983
BASA-CH-1U3038
BASA-CB-143113
BASA-CB-143190
BASA-CB-143211
BASA-CB-143237
HASA-CR-143312
BASA-CB-143314
HASA-CB-143321
BASA-GB-143431
HASA-CB-143454
HASA-CB-143835
BASA-CB-144357
HASA-CR-145388
BASA-SP-290-VO1-3
SASA-SP-372
HASA-TB-X-3010
BASA-TH-X-3079
BASA-TH-X-3105
BASA-TH-X-3106
BASA-TB-X-3115
HASA-TB-X-3125
BASA-TB-X-3130
BASA-TH-X-3135
BASA-TH-X-3144
BASA-TB-X-3158
BASA-TH-X-3161
BiSA-TB-X-3163
BASA-TH-X-3166
HASA-TH-X-3169
HASA-TB-X-3171
BASA-TH*I-3175
BASA-TB-X-3177
HASA-TH-X-3178
BASA-TB-X-3179
BASA-TB-X-3180
BASA-TH-X-3182
HASA-TH-X-3183
HASA-TH-I-3185
BASA-TH-X-3185-SOPPL
BASA-TH-X-3186
BASA-TB-X-3187
HASA-TH-X-3190
BASA-TH-X-3191
BASA-TH-X-3194
BASA-TH-X-3196
BASA-TB-X-3206
BASA-TB-X-3208
BASA-TB-X-3213
BASA-TB-X-3215
BASA-TB-X-3218
BASA-TB-X-3222
HASA-TH-X-3224
BASA-TB-X-3236
BASA-TH-X-3242
BASA-TH-X-3244
HASA-TH-X-3246
HASA-TH-X-3247
BASA-TB-X-3257
BASA-TH-X-3262
BASA-TH-X-3263
BASA-TH-I-3264
HASA-TH-X-3267
HASA-TH-X-3273
HASA-TH-X-3282
BASA-TB-X-3289
HASA-TH-X-3293
BASA-TH-X-3296
BASA-TB-X-3302
BASA-TB-X-56031
BASi-TH-X-56032
»ASA-Tfl-I-6237a
HASA-TH-X-62384
BASA-TB-X-62387
HASA-TH-X-62390
p0353 875-23477**
p0353 875-23478**
, p0376 H75-24756**
p0378 B75-25057*f
pO<103 B75-25871*t
p0404 875-25871**
p041 5 875-27001**
p0411 H75-26972«*
, p0442 B75-28021**
p0448 H75-28278**
p0452 875-29038**
p0458 B75-29115**
p0492 S75-30189**
p0501 875-31378**
T... p0494 S75-31007**
r. ... p0268 S75-19208**
pOU56 K75-29088**
p0458 875-29112**
p0375 875-2171(1**
p0449 875-29001**
p0131 875-11735**
, pOOSS B75-11896**
p0239 875-18239**
p0032 H75-10095**
, pOOSS B75-11898**
p0130 8.75-14722**
p0265 S75-19181**
p0124 B75-13870**
p0228 B75-17363**
p0062 875-11971**
p0128 B75-14709**
, p0161 B75-15606**
, p0072 H75-12911**
, p0125 B75-13871**
, p0161 N75-15608**
p0119 B75-13825**
p0137 H75-15399**
, p0312 B75-21283**
, p01M B75-14719**
p0264 B75-19180**
, p0178 B75-17012**
, p0129 B75-14718**
, p0130 H75-14723**
, p0308 875-21249**
p0282 S75-20294**
, p0279 B75-20256**
, p0322 H75-22941**
, p0162 B75-15612**
, p0130 S75-1t72«**
p0169 H75-16509**
, p0235 875-18187**
pOIII B75-26693**
p0239 875-18210**
;... p0234 H75-18181**
, p0366 875-23602**
pO»43 875-28026**
, p0308 875-21250**
, p0375 875-24740**
, p0376 875-24716**
, p0378 875-25091**
p0412 875-26975**
, p0111 875-26968**
p0376 B75-217U5**
, p0417 875-27421**
p0459 875-29118**
p0415 875-27008**
, pOU14 875-26995**
p0528 875-32125**
p0414 875-26996**
p0535 875-33183**
p0534 875-33057**
p049S 875-31011**
p0530 H75-32872**
p0530 H75-33001**
p0037 H75-10936**
p0285 B75-20329**
p0276 875-20221**
p0314 B75-22275**
pOS27 875-32119**
p0023 875-10004**
p0028 875-10057**
p0412 B75-26980**
p0028 875-10058**
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TB
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BiSA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
SASA-ra
MASA'-Tfl
BASA-TH-
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH-
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASt-TH-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TB
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TB
HASA-TH
BASA-TB
BASA-TB
HASA-TB
HASA-TB
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TB
BASA-TB
HASA-TH-
HASA-TB
NASA-TB
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TB
BASA-TH
BASA-TB
HASA-TB
HASA-TB
BASA-TH
BASA-TB
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TB
HASA-TB
HASA-TB
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH
BASA-TH-
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH
HASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
KASA-TH-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
SAS4-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH,-X-
62391 p0068 H75-12896**
62392 p0122 B75-13851**
62393 p0122 H75-13852**
62394 p0122 H75-13853**
62395 p0487 H75-30111**
62396 p0406 875-25917**
62398 p0225 875-17340**
62403 p0309 875-21254**
62405 p0369 B75-24671*
62107 p0372 H75-24720**
62410 p0377 B75-24760**
62414 p0353 B75-23481**
62418 p0288 H75-20350**
62419 p0521 875-32016**
62423 p0362 B75-23557**
62424 p0317 B75-22313**
62425 p03l4 S75-22276**
62431 p0353 875-23479**
62433 p0373 H75-24722**
62449 p0409 875-25946**
62455 p0445 B75-28050**
62471 p0523 875-32029**
62477 p0524 875-32090**
71621 p0039 875-10948**
71622 p0018 875-10945**
71623 p0232 H75-17709**
71625 p013b H75-14780**
71631 p0073 B75-12951**
71656 p0166 B75-156b3*«
71663 p0239 B75-18241**
71664 p0272 875-19244**
71666 , p0239 H75-18238**
71670 - p0239 B75-18237**
71679 p0272 H75-19247**
71681 p0272 B75-19246**
71682 p0275 H75-19367**
71685 p0272 B75-19245**
71696 p0311 H75-21280**
71705 p0363 H75-23570**
71708 p0363 875-23569**
71726 p0363 B75-23573**
71710 p0375 H75-24739**
71741 p0408 H75-25944**
71744 p0378 B75-25298**
71763 p0109 H75-25948**
71764 p0458 H75-29108**
71767 p0461 B75-29353**
71776 p0458 H75-29110**
71778 p0457 H75-29106**
71779 p0460 H75-29128**
71785 p0492 B75-30178**
71789 p0527 B75-32120**
71792 p0534 H75-33056**
71799 p6522 H75-32024**
•71806 p0534 B75-33055**
•71941 p0016 875-10359**
71971 p0062 875-11973**
•71972 p0124 B75-13865**
•72015 p0035 875-10786**
72200 p0125 B75-13878**
72619 , p0129 H75-14713**
•72622 p0037 B75-10934**
72627 - p0041 H75-11372**
72632 p0166 B75-15651**
72634 p0161 875-15605**
72637 p0233 H75-18176**
72638 ,. p0238 875-18233**
72639 p0238 H75-18232**
72640 p0228 H75-17360**
72641 , p0238 H75-18231**
72642 p0238 H75-18234**
72643 p0238 H75-18236**
72644 p0238 B75-18235**
72647 p0227 H75-17353**
72649 p0169 H75-16314**
72655 p0362 H75-23556**
72659 p0225 B75-17339**
72668 p0308 H75-21247**
72670 p0308 B75-21248**
72671 p0270 B75-19226**
72675 p0272 H75-19248**
72680 p0310 H75-21270**
72681 .- p0362 B75-23559**
72682 p0368 B75-23885**
72690 p0317 875-22318**
72694 p0490 H75-30148**
72695 p0362 H75-23555**
72697 p0370 B75-24678**
72702 p0486 B75-30108**
B-17
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOH NDHBBB INDEX
BASA-TH-X-72706
SASA-TM-X-72707
BASA-TH-X- 72708
BASA-TH-X-72713
BASA-TH-X-72715
BASA-TH-X-72716
BASA-TH-X-72745
SASA-TH-X-72748
BASA-TH-X-72758
BASA-TH-X-72759
SASA-TH-X-72760
BASA-T«-X-72761
SASA-TH-X-72769
BASA-T8-X-72774
BASA-T8-D-7624
BASA-TB-D-7694
BASA-TB-D-7712
BASA-T8-D-7713
BASA-TB-D-7718
BASA-TB-D-7740
BASA-TB-D-7742
8ASA-TB-D-7747
BASA-TB-D-7749 .'
BASA-TB-D-7751
8ASA-T8-D-7753
BASA-TB-D-7759
BASA-TB-D-7760
8ASA-TB-D-7768
BASA-TB-D-7776
BASA-TBrD-7777
BASA-TS-D-7778
BASA-TB-D-7786
BASA-T8-D-7790
BASA-T8-D-7795
SASA-TS-D-7796
BASA-TB-D-7809
SASA-TB-D-7811
BASA-TB-D-7813
BASA-TH-D-7814
SASA-TB-D-7815
BASA-TB-D-7816
8ASA-TH-D-7817
BASA-TB-D-7821
BASA-TB-D-7823
BASA-TB-D-7827
BASA-T8-D-7829
BASA-TB-D-7830
BASA-TB-D-7834
BASA-TB-D-7836
BASA-TB-D-7839
8ASA-T8-D-7843
BASA-TB-D-7851
BASA-TS-D-7856
BASA-TB-D-7860
BASA-TH-D-7863
BASA-TB-D-7864
BASA-TB-D-7868
BASA-TS-D-7874
BASA-TB-D-7875
BAS4-TB-D-7876
BASA-TB-D-7881
BASA-TB-D-7900
SASA-TB-D-7906
BASA-TB-D-7907
BASA-TB-D-7908
BASA-TB-D-7910
8ASA-TB-D-7917
HASA-TB-D-7921
BASA-TB-D-7923
BASA-TB-D-7928
BASA-TB-D-7940
BASA-TB-D-7941
BASA-TB-D-7946
BASA-TB-D-7947
BASA-TB-D-7965
BASA-TB-D-7972
BASA-TB-D-7975
BASA-TB-D-7979
8ASA-TB-D-7980
BASA-TB-D-7982
BASA-TH-D-7998
BASA-TB-D-8000
BASA-TB-D-8006
BASA-TB-D-8013
BASA-T8-D-8026
8ASA-TB-D-8027
BASA-TB-D-8038
p0376 875-24744*+
p0403 875-25870**
p0378 B75-25221**
p0460 875-29188**
p0495 875-31051**
p0446 B75-28066**
p0456 B75-29091**
pO«52 B75-29036**
p0485 875-30099**
p0459 B75-29116**
p0459 H75-29119**
pO«86 875-30107**
p0522 875-32025**
p0525 N75-32091**
p0069 B75-12903**
p0057 875-11931**
p0229 B75-17368**
p0057 875-11930**
p0234 B75-18179**
p0015 B75-10038**
p0057 B75-11932**
p0065 875-12003**
p0013 B75-10006**
p0128 875-14573**
p0055 B75-11893**
p0023 K75-10007**
p0028 875-10061**
p0023 875-10008**
p0013 B75-10009**
p0057 S75-11933**
p0115 B75-13792**
p0071 875-12933**
p0125 B75-13877**
p0069 875-12905**
p0161 875-15607**
p0134 875-14765**
p0065 875-12001**
p0072 875-12937**
p0071 875-12932**
p0072 875-12939**
p0169 875-16504**
p0234 B75-18180**
p0234 875-18182**
p0072 875-12938**
p0361 B75-23549**
p02«0 B75-18244**
p0069 875-12906**
p0134 B75-14767**
p0127 B75-14065**
p0240 875-18245**
p0161 875-15611**
p0234 875-18183**
p0369 875-24673**
p0221 B75-17294**
p0235 B75-18184**
p0115 875-13791**
p0489 875-30137**
p0225 875-17342**
p0164 875-15627**
p0129 875-14720**
p0175 875-16560**
p0278 875-20247**
p0486 B75-30103**
p0417 875-27855**
p0358 875-23514**
p0530 B75-33000**
p0522 B75-32023**
p0452 B75-29037**
p0233 875-18169**
p0367 875-23606**
p0282 875-20293**
p0443 875-28029**
p0443 875-28027**
p0493 B75-30596**
p0492 B75-30190**
p0494 875-30671**
p0523 875-32030**
pOSOO 875-31116**
p0441 875-28004**
p0533 875-33051**
p0444 B75-28045**
p0410 875-26137**
p0417 875-27422**
p0453 875-29039**
p0524 B75-32091**
p0416 S75-27015**
p0525 B75-32095**
HASi-TB-D-8054 , p0487 H75-30109**
BASA-TB-D-8060 p0486 B75-30101**
8ASA-TE-B-433 p0028 H75-10062**
8ASA-TB-R-440 p0370 H75-24681**
BASA-TT-F-777 p0265 875-19182**
BASA-TT-F-808 pQ269 875-19223**
8ASA-TT-P-810 p0015 875-10036**
8ASA-TT-F-15759 p0373 875-24723**
BASA-TT-F-15764 p0106 875-25918**
8ASA-TT-F-15993 p0028 K75-10056**
BASA-TT-F-15996 p0027 875-10055**
HASA-TT-F-15997 p0028 H75-10060**
BASA-TT-F-15998 p0028 B75-10059**
BASA-TI-F-16056 p0069 875-12901**
BASA-TT-F-16067 p0070 875-12912**
NASA-IT-F-16079 p0069 B75-12902**
BASA-TI-F-16086 p0126 875-13882**
8ASA-TT-F-16104 p0174 875-16548**
SASA-TT-F-16133 p0264 875-19179**
BASA-TT-F-16141 p0170 K75-16510**
BASA-TT-F-16165 p.0224 B75-17335**
BASA-TT-F-16192 p0170 875-16514**
BASA-TT-F-16200 p0170 B75-16513**
8ASA-TT-F-16241 ^ p0281 B75-20290**
BASA-TT-F-16262 p0460 H75-29126**
BASA-TI-F-16266 p0417 875-27949**
BASA-TT-F-16278 p0369 B75-24654**
BASA-TT-F-16359 ^. p0353 875-23480**
BASA-TT-F-16362 p0321 B7-5-22562**
BASA-TT-F-16366 p0317 875-223^ 19**
BASA-IT-F-16367 p0459 875-29120**
BASA-TI-F-16396 p0360 875-23533**
BASA-TT-F-16401 p0412 B75-26977**
BASA-TT-F-16423 p0455 875-29087**
8ASA-T1-F-16446 p0410 B75-26149**
BASA-TT-F-16490 p0452 875-29035**
BASA-TI-F-16515 ^ p0489 875-30138**
SASA-TT-F-16549 - p0524 875-32042**
BASA-TT-F-16551 p0525 875-32092**
BASA-TT-F-16612 p0530 875-33002**
BASA-TT-F-16615 p0533 B75-33053**
8AVTRAEQOIPC-73-C-0065-2 p0275 875-19278 *
BBSIH-74-465 p0448 875-28444 *
8EAH-IR-60 p0455 875-29071 *
BEAH-TE-65-VOI-2 , p0489 875-30134 *
BEAE-TE-74 p0412 B75-26978 *
BEAH-TB-80 p0175 875-16561**
BEAE-TB-83 p0354 B75-23483**
8EAS-TB-84 p0354 B75-23482**
BESTED-022-106 , p0121 H75-13841 *
8F-46/5-74 p0161 875-15602*
BGTE-321 p0453 B75-29049 i
8ISC-TBA8S-3631 p0360 S75-23527 *
BISC-1EABS-3643 p0360 B75-23529 *
BLB-TB-73105-0 p0229 B75-17374 *
BLB-lE-74125-n p0454 B75-29056 »
BHAB-300 p0136 875-14916 *
SHAB-313 p0176 B75-16636**
BOE-73-190 p04»5 B75-28052 *
BOS-74-84 p0321 875-22666 *
BPS-52AB74124 p0461 875-29339 *
BPS-57BP74071 p0407 875-25922 *
BPS-57PH74081 - p0040 875-11230 *
BEC-LB-577 p0227 S75-17352 *
BBC-14239 p0227 B75-17352 *
BHC-14555 p0310 875-21271 *
BBL-MS-2836 p0033 B75-10327 t
NSF/SABB/SE/GI-36731X/PE-74-1 p0235 875-18185**
BSBDC-4456 p0060 B75-11954 *
BS»C/Ol-TB-3252 p0374 875-24734 #
S-18
BBPOBI/ACCESSIOB BOBBBB IBDEI
BT-36 p0233 875-18171 *
8TSB-AAB-74-8 p0070 H75-12915 *
HTSB-AAB-71-9 p0070 H75-12916 *
BTSB-AAB-74-11 p0413 B75-26985 *
HTSB-AAB-74-12 p0280 B75-20274 *
BTSB-AAB-74-13 p0281 H7S-20278 *
BTSB-AAB-74-14 p0414 875-26990 *
BTSB-AAB-74-15 p0281 H75-20277 *
BTSB-AAB-74-16 p0372 B75-24701 *
BTSB-AAB-75-1 p0372 875-21702 t
BTSB-AAB-75-2 , pO<!13 875-26989*
STSB-AAB-75-3 p0413 875-26982 *
BTSB-AAB-75-5 p0413 H75-26986 *
HTSB-AAB-75-6 p0413 875-26981 *
HTSB-AAB-75-7 p0531 875-33018 *
BTSB-AAS-74-3 p0281 875-20275*
BTSB-ABC-74-2 p0281 H75-20276 #
BTSB-ABG-74-2 p0026 875-10037 *
BTSB-ABG-71-3 P0113 875-26988 *
BTSB-BA-74-4 p0172 H75-16528 t
BTSB-BA-71-5 p0223 875-17322 *
BTSB-BA-74-6 p0531 875-33021 *
NTSB-BA-74-7 p0113 875-26983 *
BTSB-BA-75-1 p0521 875-32011 *
OB22-02-1-1292 p0031 815-10080 *
ONBBA-HT-211 p0171 875-16523 *
OSEBA, IP BO. 1350 p0090 A75-17826 *
ONERA, TP 80. 1370 p0188 A75-23916
OBBBA, TP 80. 1399 p0090 A75-17828 *
OBBBA, TP NO. 1100 p0091 A75-17829 *
OBEBA, TP NO. 1109 p0091 A75-17830 *
OBBRA, TP BO. 1111 p0091 A75-17831 *
ONEBA, TP 80. 1112 p0091 A75-17832 *
OBEBA, TP 80. 1116 p0091 A75-17835 *
OBEBA, TP 80. 1128 p0092 A75-18023 *
OBEBA, TP HO. 1133 p0085 A75-173Q5
ONEBA, TP 80. 1116 p0109 A75-18927 *
OBEBA, TP 80. 1156 p01«5 A75-20132 *
ONEBA, TP BO. 1160 p0088 A75-17383
ONE8A, TP BO. 1975-7 p0259 A75-28793 *
OBERA, TP NO. 1975-12 p0197 A75-21913
OBEFA, TP BO. 1975-13 p0396 A75-37899 *
ONEBA, TP 80. 1975-15 p0396 A75-37897 *
OBEBA, TP BO. 1975-17 p0381 A75-36157 *
ONEBi, TP 80. 1975-22 p0244 A75-26176 *
ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-23 p0244 A75-26177 *
OBEBA, TP BO. 1975-25 p0211 A75-26179 *
OBEHA, TP 80. 1975-26 p0211 A75-26180 *
OBEBA, TP 80. 1975-31 p0352 A75-35869 *
OBEBA, TP NO. 1975-38 p0304 A75-32331 *
ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-10 p0301 A75-32336 *
ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-16 p0397 A75-37905 #
ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-18 p0396 A75-37900 *
ONEBA, TP BO. 1975-86 p0120 A75-39330 *
OHBRA, TP SO. 1975-87 p0121 A75-39331 #
OBEBA, TP NO. 1975-108 p0172 A75-11530
ONHL-B-7-71 p0168 N75-15917 *
OB-3375-1 p0309 K75-21253 *
OBAE-B51 p0361 N75-23510 *
OB8L-BSF-EP-68 p0027 N75-10039 *
ODEL-1097/71 p0286 N75-20336 *
P-5329 p0532 B75-33012 *
PA-TR-1688 p0147 B75-28244 »
PA-TR-1700-PT-7 p0123 N75-138b7 «
PA-TR-1797 p0360 B75-23528 *
PAPEB-72-106 p0221 B75-17335**
PB-234264/0 p0121 B75-13812 «
PB-231265/7 p0121 N75-13813 *
PB-231266/5 p0121 N75-13811 *
PB-234267/3 p0121 B75-13845 «
PB-231268/1 p0121 B75-13816 *
PB-231269/9 p0121 875-13847
PB-234270/7 p0122 N75-13848
PB-231271/5 - p0070 B75-12928
PB-234272/3 p0122 875-13849
PB-234273/1 p0122 875-13850
PB-234122/4 p0070 B75-12915
PB-234791/2 p0070 B75-12916
PB-236692/0 p0236 B75-18192
PB-236719/1 p0164 875-15632
PB-236720/9 p0161 B75-15633
PB-236721/7 p0161 875-15634
PB-236722/5 p0161 875-15635
PB-236723/3 p0165 875-15636
PB-236724/1 pO165 875-15637
PB-236801/7 p0165 N75-15638
PB-236802/5 p0172 N75T16533
PB-236803/3 '. ". p0172 N75-16534
PB-236801/1 p0172 875-16535
PB-236805/8 p0173 N75-16536
PB-236806/6 ,. p0173 N75-16537
PB-236807/1 p0173 875-16538
PB-236808/2 p0173 N75-16539
PB-236809/0 p0173 875-16540
PB-236810/8 p0173 N75-16511
PB-236867/8 , p0172 N75-16528
PB-237091/4 p0223 N75-17322
PB-238269/5 p0281 N75-20275
PB-238281/0 p0281 B75-20276
PB-23B478/2 p0281 H75-20277
PB-238479/0 p0281 875-20278
PB-238637/3 p0280 875-20274
PB-238748/8 p0369 N75-24436
PB-239344/5 p0368 N75-24186
PB-239345/2 p0368 N75-24187
PB-239387/4 p0377 N75-24771
PB-239388/2 - p0377 875-24772
PB-239448/1 p0372 N75-24701
PB-239511/9 p0372 N75-24702
PB-239608/3 p0413 N75-26988
PB-239820/4 p0413 875-26987
PB-239889/9 p0413 N75-26989
PB-239890/7 p0414 H75-26990
PB-239891/5 p0413 875-26982
PB-240119/8 p0413 B75-26986
PB-240120/6 '. p0413 N75-26985
PB-240250/1 p0413 N75-26981.
PB-240364/0 p0113 875-26983
PB-241155/1 p0462 N75-29378
PB-241384/7
 P0500 N75-31112
PB-241542/0 p0524 875-32044
PB-241705/3 p0531 N75-33018
PB-242469/5 p0531 N75-33021
PB-242583/3 p0534 B75-33059
PD-75-077-PT-2 p0448 875-28394*
PD-75-078-PT-3 p0448 B75-28395*
PH-2 p0447 N75-28244
PBA-PR-6447 p0133 875-11756
PHA-FR-6583 p0409 B75-25950
PHA-TH-5022 p0066 875-12077*
PHA-5087 p0038 N75-10944*
PHA-5225 p0166 875-15652*
PHA-5231 p0377 875-24926
PHA-5239 p0311 B75-21278*
P8A-5284 p0497 875-31067*
QPB-7 p0494 N75-31007*
R-1172 p0073 N75-12946
R-1207 p0029 875-10069
R-1219 p0226 B75-17349
H-1259 p0055 875-11903
R-1385-PB p0167 875-15672
R-1413-PR p0138 N75-15598
BADC-TH-75-64 p0489 875-30142
BAE-tIB-TRANS-1768 p0275 H75-19274
BAE-LIB-TBANS-1774 p0067 875-12196
RAE-LIB-TRANS-1781 p0040 875-11154
BAE-UB-TRABS-1790 p0067 N75-12123
RAE-LIB-TBABS-1794 p0128 875-14182
RAB-lIB-TBASS-1799 p0166 N75-15649
BAE-LIB-TBABS-1813 p0268 875-19209
BAE-LIB-TBA8S-1816 p0225 B75-17337
B-19
BBPOBT/iCCESSIOS HOHB8B IROEI
RAB-lIB-TRANS-1838 p0370 B75-24680 *
BAE-TB-AERO-1457 p0222 B75-17307 t
RAE-TR-7303 p0443 B75-28031
RAE-TB-71163 p0222 H75-17302
RAE-TR-71173 .'. . p0013 N75-10022
RAE-TR-71189 p0171 B75-16521
RAE-TR-71216 p0171 H75-16522
RAE-TR-71231 p0172 H75-16526
RAE-TR-72083 p0014 B75-10029
RAE-TR-72095 p0230 B75-17383
RAE-TR-72097 p0223 N75-17320
RAE-TR-72123 p0222 N75-17306
RAE-TR-72124 p0013 1175-10023
HAE-TR-72136 p0222 N75-17305
RAE-TR-72137 .i; -. p0171 H75-16521
RAE-TR-72156 p0229 B75-17373
BAE-TB-72164 p0175 1175-16552
BAE-TR-72171 p0454 N75-29052
RAE-TR-72176 p0279 N75-20262
RAE-TB-72179 p0265 N75-19186
RAE-TR-72180 p02f-6 N75-19187
RAE-TR-72193 p0025 H75-10024
RAE-TR-72202 p0014 N75-10025
RAE-TH-72211 p001t N75-10030
RAE-TR-72227 p0013 875-10021
BAE-TR-72230 p0222 H75-17303
RAE-TR-72238 p0228 875-17364
RAE-TB-73004 p0172 H75-16527
RAE-TR-73011 p0456 875-29091
RAE-TE-73025 p0274 N75-19267
RAE-TB-73042 p0222 875-17304
BAE-TB-73044 p0266 N75-19188
RAE-TR-73046 p0282 H75-20297
RAE-TR-73090 p0453 H75-2901(7
BAE-TB-73091 p0453 B75-29043
HAE-TB-73092 pO!453 B75-29046
BAE-TR-73096 p0282 S75-20298
HAE-TR-73097 p0453 B75-29048
RAE-TR-73154 p0027 B75-10043
BAE-TR-73168 p0454 B75-29054
BAE-TR-73174 p0463 B75-29483
BAE-TB-73200 p0270 N75-19227
BAE-TR-74029 p0266 N75-19189
RAE-TR-74032 p0269 875-19217
RAE-TR-7K05a p0453 N75-29051
RASA-74-02 p0064 B75-11993
BASA-74-03 p0309 N75-21252
BD-TR-75-19 p0495 B75-31038
RD-75-14 p0444 B75-28042
RD-75-15 pOtat N75-280aO
BD-75-17 p0360 1175-23526
RD-75-21 p0371 S75-2U693
BD-75-27 p0488 S75-30128
BEPT-2-57110/UB-3191 p037t N75-24733
BEPT-2/1973 p0313 N75-22021
BEPT-7-3-210173-PI-1 p0286 N75-20337
BEPT-35/197K p0262 1175-19165
REPT-36/1973 p0233 1175-18172
BEPT-tO p0170 1175-16513*
REPT-53 pOI«l7 1175-28069*
BEPT-70 p0522 1175-32020*
BEPT-73-210173-PT-2 p0286 1175-20338
BEPT-73-210173-PT-3A p0286 N75-20339
REPT-73-210173-PT-3B p0286 B75-203140
HEPT-71-43 p0319 N75-22441
REPT-74-1029U p0237 1175-18228
REPT-7V66N-21 p0455 N75-29084
BEPT-75-10 • p0361 B75-235K3*
REPT-299-099-72U pOU11 N75-26973*
REPT-369-V-8009(HH-74-114) p0318 B75-22328
BEPT-623-P1-1 p0410 B75-26152
BEPT-2742 p0242 B75-18971*
REPT-50601 p0032 875-10106*
BEPT-80003 p0407 B75-25926
RF-3962 p0532 B75-33043
BIA-B-TR-74-Ot5-VOL-1 p0196 B75-31056
BIA-B-TH-74-045-V01-2 p0496 B75-31057
BL-75-3 p0133 N75-14753
RL-75-4 , p0237 1175-18225
BB-77 p0237 B75-18223**
BOT-75252 p0525 B75-32093**
RB-6 p0413 K75-26987 *
BTI-13D-951 p0224 B75-17327**
B73AEG360 p0131 S75-1U761**
R74AE6307 p0318 B75-22325**
B74AEG320 p0135 K75-14842**
B74AEG418 p0176 B75-16637**
B75AEG414 p0528 B75-32126**
S/T-HEMO-9/74 p0463 B75-29482 *
SAAB-TB-69 p0171 B75-16519 *
SAE PAPER 740806 p0180 A75-22938
SAE PAPER 740807 p0081 A75-16895
SAE PAPER 740809 p0081 A75-16896
SAE PAPEB 740812 p0081 A75-16899
SAE PAPEB 740813 p0081 A75-16900*
SAE PAPER 740815 pOOBI A75-16902
SAE PAPEB 740817 p0081 A75-16903
SAE PAPEB 740820 p0082 A75-16904
SAE PAPER 740822 p0082 A75-16905*
SAE PAPER 740823 p0082 A75-16906
SAE PAPER 740824 p0082 A75-16907
SAE PAPER 740825 p0082 A75-16908*
SAE PAPEB 740831 p0082 A75-16909
SAE PAPER 740832 - p0082 A75-16910
SAE PAPER 740836 p0082 A75-16912
SAE PAPEB 740842 p0083 A75-16913
SAE PAPER 740843 p0083 A75-16914
SAE PAPEB 740848 - p0083 A75-16915
SAE PAPEB 740852 p0083 A75-16917
SAE PAPEB 740854 p0083 A75-16918
SAE PAPEB 740855 p0083 A75-16919
SAE PAPER 740856 p0083 A75-16920
SAE PAPER 740859 p0083 A75-16921*
SAE PAPEB 740860 j. p0180 A75-22939
SAE PAPEB 740861 p0180 A75-22940
SAE PAPEB 740865 p0084 A75-16922*
SAE PAPER 740870 p0180 A75-22944
SAE P4PEB 740881 p0084 A75-16924-
SAE PAPEB 740884 p008« A75-16925
SAE PAPEB 740885 p0180 A75-22948
SAE PAPER 740890 » p0084 A75-16926*
SAE PAPER 750094 p0245 A75-26589*
SAE PAPEB 750170 p0245 A75-26591*
SAE P4PEB 750500 , p0384 A75-36678*
SAE PAPEB 750505 p0381 A75-36651
SAE PAPER 750506 p0382 A75-36652
SAE PAPER 750512 p0382 A75-36655
SAE PAPER 75051U p0382 A75-36656
SAE PAPER 750515 p0382 A75-36657
SAE PAPEB 750516 p0382 A75-36658*
SAE PAPEB 750518 p0382 A75-36660
SAE PAPEB 750521 , p0382 A75-36661*
SAE PAPER 750523 p0382 A75-36663*
SAE PAPER 750524 p0383 A75-36664*
SAE PiPEB 750528 p0383 A75-36666*
SAE PAPEB 750529 p0383 A75-36667
SAE PAPEB 750532 p0383 A75-36669
SAE PAPER 750533 p0383 A75-36670
SAB PAPER 750534 p0383 A75-36671
SAE PAPEB 750535 p0383 A75-36672
SAE PAPEB 750536 p0383 A75-36673
SAE PAPEB 750544 p0384 A75-36675*
SAE PAPEB 750547 p0384 A75-36676
SAE PAPEB 750548 p0384 A75-36679
SAE PAPER 750550 4 p0384 A75-36677*
SAE PAPER 750586 p0428 A75-40501*
SAE PAPEB 750587 p0428 A75-40502*
SAE PAPER 750589 p0472 A75-44348
SAE PAPER 750590 p0472 A75-44349
SAE PAPER 750592 p0429 A75-40507*
SAE PAPER 750595 p0428 A75-40504
SAE PAPER 750596 p0428 A75-40505
SAE PAPER 750598 p0428 A75-40506
SAE PAPER 750599 p0429 A75-40508
SAE PAPER 750600 p0429 A75-40509
SAE PAPEB 750601 p0429 A75-40510
SAE PAPEB 750605 p0429 A75-40513*
SAE PAPER 750607 p0429 A75-40514
SAE PAPER 750608 p0429 A75-40515*
SAE PAPER 750609 p0429 A75-40516*
B-20
BEPOBT/1CCBSSIOB BDRBEB IHDEI
SIE PAPEB 750610 p0429 475-1*0517
SiE PIPES 750612 p0130 175-40519
SIE PiPEB 750613 p0430 175-1(0520
SiE PiPEB 750615 p0430 175-40521
SiE PiPEB 750616 p0430 175-1*0518
SiE PIPES 750617 p0430 i75-i40522
SiE PIPEB 750618 pO<!30 175-40523
SIE PiPEB 750619 pO<!30 175-40524
SIE PIPEB 750628 p0130 175-40530*
SIE PIPEB 750629 pfll(30 175-10531*
S1I-B73-011-1-V01-1 p0061 H75-11961 *
SiI-B73-011-2-VOl-2 p0061 H75-11962 »
S1B-TB-74-35 p0226 B75-17350 I
SiH-TB-74-36 , p0231 B75-17391 t
SlO-3 p0068 B75-12891 *
SlPB-7 pOOlO B75-11114 »
SliE PiPEB SUB 3 p0194 i75-24345
SIRE PIPEB SBB 4 p0194 175-24346
SIBE P1PEE SBB 7 p0195 175-24348
SIDE PIPEB 1040 p0516 175-47479
S1BE PIPEB 1041 p0516 175-47480
SIBE PJPEB 1042 p0516 175-47481
S1BE PIPER 1043 p0516 175-47482
SIBE PIPEB 1044 .' p0516 175-47483 *
SIBE PiPEB 1055 p0516 175-47490
SIBE PIPEB 1056 pff516 175-47491
SIBE PiPEB 1067 i p0517 175-47497
SIBE PiPEE 1068 p0517 175-47498
SIBE PIPEB 1069 p0517 175-47499
SIBE PiPEB 1070 p0517 175-47500
SIBE PIPEB 1071 p0517 175-47501*
SiBE PiPEB 1072 p0517 175-47502
SIBE PIPEB 1073 p0517 175-47503
SiBE PIPER 1075 p0517 175-47504
SIBE PAPER 1080 p0517 175-47505
SABE PAPES 1081 p0518 175-47506
SIBE PIPER 1085 pOS18 175-47507*
SIBE PIPEB 1086 p0518 175-47508
SIBE PIPEB 1091 p0518 175-47509
SIBE PJPEB 1094 ." p0518 175-47510
SCI-4013 p0241 B75-18263 *
SD-45087 p0127 H75-13889 *
SEB-40846 p0133 H75-14751 *
SEB-50878 p0230 1175-17379 *
SEB-50891 p0444 875-28043**
SEB-50902 p0496 H75-31060 *
SEB-50905 p0165 B75-15640**
SEB-50906 p0373 B75-24727 *
SEB-50944 p0531 N75-33031**
SER-64383 p0271 H75-19235 *
SER-611622-VOL-4 p0069 B75-12907 *
SGD-4284-0754 p022<4 B75-17332 *
SKF-1L74T023 p0313 S75-21642 *
SL1-74-112 ,. p0033 S75-10290 *
SL1-74-5372 p0070 B75-12914 *
SLL-74-0015 p0168 B75-15676 *
SLSB-2-74B p0056 B75-11914 t
SLSE-01-74B p0064 B75-11995 *
SLSB-13-751 p0490 B75-30152 *
SLSB-20-751 p0462 B75-29417 *
SLSE-23-751 p0316 H75-22306 *
SHE PIPEB EH74-732 p0184 175-23443
SBE PIPER EH74-733 p0108 175-18820
SHE PIPEB HH74-710 p0184 175-23439
SHE PIPES HS74-729 p0184 175-23441
SB-JJK-74-289-1 p0164 B75-15628 t
SR-2 p0069 B75-12909 t
SB-4 p0404 B75-25875 t
SHD-26-06 p0319 B75-22334**
SBL-TB-75-005 p0495 B75-31023 t
SB034-HEV-B p0491 B75-30156 #
STI-TB-1014-3-VOL-1 p0122 B75-13851**
SII-TB-1014-3-VOL-2 p0122 875-13852**
SII-TB-1014-3-VOL-3 p0122 B75-13853**
SD-DilB-485 p0412 H75-26979 *
TA-848-E1 p0524 H75-32042**
I1E-199 p0069 H75-12909 *
T1E-221 p0404 B75-25875 *
TiE-243 p0368 B75-24031 *
TiBBF-3033-7403 p0161 H75-15610**
liSC-353-10 p0224 B75-17333 *
TDCK-65674 p0532 B75-33044 *
TEES-3029-75-01 p0405 B75-25891 *
1EES-3068-75-01 p0488 B75-30125*
TH-13 p0120 B75-13838**
IH-17 p0448 875-28278**
IH-74-124 p0287 B75-20343 *
IH-74-224 p0064 B75-11991 *
TH-74-267 p0410 B75-26323 *
IB-74-01 p0353 B75-23478**
TH-194 p0369 B75-24674**
TB-195 p0369 B75-24675**
TN-197 p0451 H75-29030**
TB-199 p0370 B75-24676**
lPD'1974-0-5 „ p0532 B75-33044 *
TH-4 ' p0228 B75-17361**
TR-25 p0131 B75-14729 *
IB-40 p0131 B75-14730 *
TB-73-14 p0489 B75-30142 *
1B-74-B6 p0129 B75-14716**
TB-74-05 p0353 B75-23477**
1B-75-T5 p0411 B75-26972**
TB-75-T10 p0442 B75-28021**
TB-1018-1-VOL-1 p0229 H75-17371**
1B-1018-1-VOL-2 p0229 B75-17372**
TB-7101-B p0232 B75-17624 *
'1B1COB-T71-10-9579-0 p0167 H75-15666 *
TEB-20029-H110-BO-00 p0264 B75-19178**
1BB-96034-L014-0 -. p0236 B75-18192 *
ISPC-1B-73-5 .. p0040 B75-11114 *
1T-7405 , p0034 B75-10755 *
TT-7414-PT-1 p0532 875-33035 *
TT-7414-PT-2 p0532 H75-33036 *
T301-10194-1 p0031 B75-10082 *
T301-10194-2 p0031 H75-10082 *
1301-10237-1 p0032 B75-10097 *
1301-10248-1 p0127 875-14155 *
OABL-B991208-36 p0368 N75-23946 *
OiHL-B911810-10 p0360 H75-23528 *
D1EL-B911848-4 pOSOO B75-31276 *
DC-EA-120174-3 p0268 B75-19211 *
DFE-895-72(OE) ..i p002B N75-10059**
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